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Introduction
Parts I and II of the 27th annual Sanibe! Symposia were held March 12-2!, 1987
at the University of Florida Whitney Marine Laboratory at Marineland on the Atlantic
coast of Florida. This has been the location for the meeting for the last 3 years and
provides a setting for the symposia with some of the rustic charm of Sanibel Island,
where the first several symposia were held. This volume contains the proceedings of
Part II.
The 1 '/2 week program started with a 3-day symposium on Quantum Biology and
Quantum Pharmacology (Part I), the proceedings of which are published in a separate
volume, and continued with a full week of the International Symposium on Quantum
Chemistry, Solid-State Theory, and Computational Methods (Part II).
The symposia gathered about 300 participants from all over the world. All the
presented papers submitted for publication in the proceedings were subjected to the
regular refereeing procedures of the International Journal of Quantum Chemistry.
Subject to these limitations, the proceedings contain essentially the invited and contributed papers presented at the conference.
The organizers would like to acknowledge the following sponsors for their support
of the symposia:
(1) The Office of Naval Research through grant N00014-87-G-0I02. The United
States Government has a royalty-free license throughout the world in all copyrightable material contained herein.
(2) The Department of Energy through grants DE-FG03-85CE90229 and DEFG05-87ER60523.
(3) The Air Force Office of Scientific Research through grant AFOSR-87-0111.
(4) The National Foundation for Cancer Research.
(5) The University of Florida.
Particular thanks go to the staff of the Quantum Theory Project at the University of
Florida for handling the many administrative, clerical, and practical details. In particular we would like to mention the contributions of Ms. Joanne Bratcher, Mrs. Arline
Succovv, Ms. Robin Bastanzi, Dr. Erland Sangfelt, and Messrs. Qun Feng, Ken
McGill, William Parkinson, Charles Taylor, Xuehe Zheng, Keith Runge, and Ms.
Monique Chacon.
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Remarks at the Sasiitsel Symposium, Marineland,
Florida, March 18, 1987
MAGNUS FAXEN
Swedish Consulate General, 825 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022

Ladies and Gentlemen,
It's an honor for me and my wife to attend this symposium. This is the third time
we are having the privilege of being guests at this yearly event, and we certainly have
been looking forward to coming back. I also would like to convey greetings from my
country and the University of Uppsala, which happens to be my own university.
I would also like to congratulate you on your participating in this symposium, with
its extraordinary reputation, high quality, and enthusiastic leadership. I am sure you
will be going back to your home university with a feeling of having enriched yourself. This symposium has earned its reputation not only because of its high quality, as
I just said, but also because of its true international character. It is the result of a
cooperation between two universities, the University of Florida and the University of
Uppsala, Sweden A cooperation that has been going on since the end of the 1950s.
The cooperation has always, from the beginning, been aimed at bringing scientists
together from all over the world: not only from the industrialized world, but also
from countries where development has been slower or different. The result is that all
of you here belong to an international community, which is rather unique: the quantum science community, large enough to cover practically all parts of the world, but
small enough for all of you to have some knowledge of what your colleagues are
doing. The Sanibel Symposiun has been instrumental in this. I think it is a proper
place and moment to thank the University of Florida for hosting this symposium during all these years. Somebody asked me why a Swedish University devotes efforts to
a project like this, apart from the obvious scientific advantages of an exchange of
people and knowledge. The answer is simple. It is Sweden's own experience that has
made every Swede aware of what it takes to make it from being one of Europe's
poorest countries to becoming one of the richest in the world. It has taken Sweden a
little less than a hundred years to go through this transition. How was it possible?
Well, there are of course several explanations, but I think there is one that needs to
be stressed in this context: Sweden started early to educate people and to get herself
qualified scientists and people capable of doing research. The University of Uppsala
was and still is a main pillar of mis platform of knowledge from which the country
has benefited. Thus it was only natural for the University of Uppsala to take part in
an international cooperation like this one to learn and to contribute in the creation of
a better world. This happened several years before foreign aid became a part of the
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official Swedish Foreign Policy. Today Sweden devotes 1% of her GNP to different
programs of assistance to developing countries. An essential part of that consists of
educational programs in many countries. This is an expression of a willingness to
share knowledge with our fellow man, because we once learned what education and
scientific expertise meant to ourselves and will mean to others.
I know that Professor Lowdin, in his efforts to raise funds for the Florida Quantum
Theory Project and the Uppsala Quantum Chemistry Group, has applied for funds
from the Swedish Foreign Aids Programme, but his application was rejected. I have
no authorization to promise anything, but I know that the bureaucracy of my own
country is used to handling applications that come back again and again. It was said
from this rostrum last year that there exist two types of people in the academic world.
One type applies for a fellowship or a scholarship and is rejected: after that he pulls
back and forgets about the whole thing, never to apply for anything anymore. Then
you have the other type: he who turns to the same source every year, applying for
funds over and over again, regardless of all the rejections. I would guess that the
leadership of the quantum science projects of the Florida and Uppsala universities
belong to the latter type. Therefore, I say, hang in there, good luck to you in your
fund raising, and good luck to the Sanibel Symposium.

Theory of Condensed Matter and New Materials
L. FRTTSCHE
Institutfur Theoretische Physik der Technischen Universitdt Clausthal and Sonderforschungsbereich 126,
GottingenlClausthal, D-3392 Clausthal Zellerfeld, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract
An attempt is made to analyze the present state of first-principles methods used in
solid state theory to elucidate where these methods derive their strength and why they
may be expected to gain even more predictive power in the near future. The latter
will depend on the success of recently contemplated improvements. As regards the
ground state properties of solids, there are two—in principle— rigorous ways of
treating the associated N-electron problem. One is based on the Hohenberg-KohnSham (HKS) theory, which maps the electronic pair correlation onto a strictly local,
energy-independent potential that occurs in the associated one-particle equations. The
alternative approach, which will not be discussed in this paper, is connected with determining quasi-particle amplitudes from the Dyson equation, where the information
on the electronic pair correlation is absorbed into a nonlocal energy-dependent selfenergy operator.
Distinctly difterent from HKS theory, which only applies to ground states, the
quasi-particle scheme lends itself to describe excitations (e.g., interband transitions)
just as well. We shall furthermore discuss a generalization of the HKS theory that explains why naive extensions of this approach to excited states have been relatively
successful in a variety of cases.
1. Introduction
The obvious question to be raised with a paper with this title is whether there is
anything like a (universal) theory of condensed matter and new materials that is capable of covering all aspects of such an extremely diverse field or at least provide firstprinciples key information wherever it is needed. A glance at the literature reveals
that this is certainly not the present state of affairs. Solid state theory is pursued along
very different paths. Many of them are based on a model Hamiltonian approach to
the various problems and only few relate to effective one-particle theories. The latter
draw either on the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham (HKS) theory or on the Dyson equation
along the lines of the paper by Hedin [1] that appeared at about the same time when
the two fundamental articles by Hohenberg and Kohn [2] and by Kohn and Sham [3]
set the stage for the HKS era.
HKS-type calculations were first considered as a useful means for generating orbitals, band states, rough or sometimes good estimates of quasi-particle energies, and
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21, 15-29 (1987)
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the bare density of states. However, during the past 10 years there has been mounting
evidence that such calculations can provide fairly accurate first-principles information
on a large variety of ground state properties far beyond the initial expectations. On
the other hand, there is still a wide-spread reservation that band theory is bound to
fail wherever strong correlation affects the motion of electrons as, for example, in the
4/and 5/elemental metals and their compounds. Also, the occurrence of local
moments in ferromagnetically ordered solids appeared to be obviously in conflict
with a HKS-type band theory of magnetism. The latter describes the magnetic moment
of a lattice atom as resulting from 1023 occupied band states, each of which contributes a moment of the order 10 2 ' bohr magnetons within that atom. Hence, the
magnetic moment per atom will in general be noninteger. For the same reason it has
been argued that band theory must generically fail in describing valence fluctuations
and heavy fermion systems.
Superconductivity represents another example where band theory has only been exploited to calculate the bare density of states and the electron-phonon interaction. The
data obtained merely serve as an external input information for "the actual theory,"
which is based on a model Hamiltonian (see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 5). This applies similarly to the aforementioned cases.
For many years our understanding of solid state theory has been shaped by manybody methods that hinge on certain classes of model Hamiltonians, the most prominent ones being those put forward by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (6J, Anderson
[7], and Hubbard [8]. From a Hubbard Hamiltonian approach, for example, it appears to be obvious that the 4/electrons in rare-earth metals tend to become localized
with respect to individual atoms because the Coulomb repulsion is large compared
with the 4/bandwidth, which is a measure of itinerancy. This kind of reasoning appears to be generally accepted, including the practitioners of band structure calculations (see, e.g.. Freeman [9]). From a HKS band theoretical point of view there can be
no localized states in a perfectly periodic array of atoms where the electronic charge
in the ground state is definitely periodic as well. Since the HKS-one particle equations
contain an effective lattice potential that accounts-in principle-rigorously for all
many-body effects, the resulting one-particle states are by necessity itinerant, i.e.,
Bloch states associated with energy bands. Clearly, the/bands are conceivably narrow, and this applies even more so to the bands of core states. But in the ground state
of the system there is simply no such thing as individual electrons attached to atoms.
There are A7-occupied Bloch states, and each of the N electrons of the solid appears
with probability l/N in each of these states. We shall come back to this point in Section 2, where we briefly review the principles of HKS theory from a somewhat unconventional point of view and particularly emphasize the interconnection between HKS
theory and a straight-forward quantum chemical approach to the N -electron problem.
Most of the ground state properties that are experimentally accessible depend on
total energy differences as, for example, the cohesive energy or the bulk modulus
that measures the second derivative of the total energy with respect to the lattice constant. Only the work function and the Fermi surface relate to one-particle energies,
i.e., to the topmost occupied levels. Hence, results of the HKS theory pertaining to
one-particle states cannot be verified experimentally. The bulk of experimental information on properties of solids refers to excitations. Quite often one is only dealing
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with, for example, low lying thermal excitations, but in any case the N electron system under study can be no longer described within the standard HKS framework. At
least there is no obvious justification for certain very suggestive modifications of the
HKS theory that could, for example, consist in replacing the occupation numbers for
one-particle states by a Fermi distribution function. It is true Jhat the HKS theory can
be extended to finite temperatures based on Mermin's theorem [10], but the required
thermodynamical averages involve all the excitation energies of the system that are
unknown and cannot be obtained within the generalized HKS scheme.
In principle, there are two classes of noncollective electronic excitations in solids,
namely, the creation of itinerant electron-hole pairs and local excitations that break
lattice symmetry. Core-hole excitations in solids are well known examples of the latter type. But also the familiar photoemission peak in Ce metal, for instance, which is
seen 2eV below the Fermi level, is connected with the creation of a screened localized/hole (see, e.g., Norman et al. fll] and Eckardt and Fritsche [12]).
Spatial fluctuations of the magnetic moment in ferromagneticaliy ordered solids
represent another important example of low-lying excitations that gradually destroy
the macroscopic ferromagnetic order as the temperature is raised. Recent attempts
made by Mohn and Wohlfahrt [13] to calculate the Curie temperature Tc of ferromagnetic transition metals within the spatial fluctuations concept by Lonzarich and Taillefer [14] indicate that one can, in fact, obtain very reasonable values for Tc on a
first-principle basis. It is conceivable that this method of incorporating fluctuations
into a one-participle-type electron theory can well serve as a means of treating typical
/ electron phenomena as well. The magnitude of the excitation energy for a d-type
fluctuation txtending over only one lattice cell is connected with the a bandwidth.
Hence, comparable/-type fluctuations need considerably less excitation energies, because the width of the /-bands is much smaller. Although the exchange energies per
atom of ferromagneticaliy ordered /-electron materials may be of the order of electronvolts, their Curie temperature can be considerably smaller than that of their transition metal counterparts. It may well turn out to be a common feature of new
materials like metallic glasses, heavy fermion compounds, and superconducting ceramics that their relevant excitations involve localized states. Hence, what is needed
for extending the HKS theory to include excitations is a more general concept of its
foundation.
It is the main objective of the present article to briefly review the HKS theory and
discuss an equivalent way of deriving the fundamental one-particle equation. The alternative approach lends itself to a conceptual generalization including excitations.
1. The Hohenherg-Kohn-Sham Theory Reexamined
The wavefunction ^ ( x , , x 2 , . . . ,\N) of an A7-electron system and its two-particle
density p^ s l (r',r) are connected by
p ( / s '(r' ,r) = N,{N - \)\ | ¥ ( x \ x, x,

J

x,v )p d4x, • • • d%

.

.

(1)

.

where s = +1 refers to the two spin orientations and \ — (r, s) is the familiar shorthand notation for ilie real-space and the spin coordinate of an electron. We have furthermore set
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Because of (1) the spin-dependent one-particle density follows from
1

ps(r) = „

.

which has the property

jPs(r)d3r=Ns

(3)

where

is the number of electrons. The total electronic charge density p(r) follows from (2)
P(r) = 2 p, (r).

(4)

The pair correlation function is defined by
pf\r',t)

= p,(r')p,(r)&.,(r\ r ) .

(5)

If one wants to map exchange and correlation onto specific expressions of the theory,
it is convenient to use McWeeny's correlation factors [15] defined by
/,f(r',r)= 1 -g,,(r',r)

(6)

(Note that McWeeny's correlation factors are actually the negative of those defined
by (6).) Inserting this definition into (5) and using (2) and (3), we arrive at the important sum rule

J

ps(r')fs;(r',r)d3r'

= 8,.,

for any r.

(7)

Oacefs.s(r',r) has been introduced, it is expedient to rewrite (5):
p?s)(r',r) = p,(r')p,(r) + p£' J) (r',r)

(8a)

where
pfs\r',t)

= -p,(r')p,(r)/,,(r\r)

<8b>

The (nonreiativisitc) Hamiltonian for N interacting electrons moving in an external
potential U(^t(x) reads
H(X) = H0(X) + U<kJe

(9a)

where
N

UJk) = y

r i

i
2

M

- — V + U (x)

(9b)
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and

Here we have already introduced a coupling strength that allows one to reduce the
electronic Coulomb interaction from full strength to zero if one lets X go from unity
to zero. A crucial point of the HKS theory consists in deriving an expression for the
kinetic energy in terms of one-particle states ^ ( r ) . Following the argument by Harris
and Jones [16], this can be achieved by switching X from 1 to 0 and at the same time
changing the original external potential:

such that ps(r) remains unchanged. The existence of f/^J(x) for any X is ensured by
the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [2] if ps(r) is the ground state density for the respective system associated with X. Of course, the N electron wave function depends on
X and, consequently, / ^ ( r ' , r ) as well. According to the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, we have

where £(X) is the expectation value of H(X) formed with ¥ x ( x j , x 2 , . . . , % ) . The
right-hand side of (10) gives

where Ec and £j* } are portions of the electronic interaction energy that refer, respectively, to the first and second term on the right-hand side of (8a).
On integrating (10) with respect to X from 0 to 1, one obtains
E = (To) + (UeJ + EC+ Exc

(lla)

where (TQ) is the kinetic energy of N noninteracting electrons moving in the external
potential C/«,=0)(x)- Th e exchange-correlation energy Exc can be written
3

s(r)e^(r)d

r

(lib)

where i i ' V ) is the exchange-correlation energy per particle

and
f,s(r',r)=

I f$(r',r)dk.

(lid)

o

The wave function of N noninteracting electrons is just a Slater determinant
(f>Ko(%u%2,... ,xN) built from N states ^ ( r ) that solve a one-particle Schrddinger
equation
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[ - y V2 + U^0)(r, 5)1 +» (r) = eu *„ (r).

(12)

If we subject this wave function to an infinitesimal distortion, the new wave function
¥'(x,, %2
%N) may be expanded in terms of Slater determinants ("configurations"
labeled by K) that are built from the complete set of solutions to (12)

The density change
8ps(r) = p'M - p,(r)
caused by the distortion may be written
_

(13a)

Similarly, the change of the kinetic energy can be cast into the form
(13b)
where
sn<si \®ij ~ &0 for 'J>s referring to orbitals in <f>K
8Dt = < ,
1
[D]-'
else

(14)

The quantities
(i, s): (j. s)
U

i]

2L,
K.L

^K^L

represent the elements of the first-order reduced density matrix referenced to the
orbital set { ^ (r)}. They have the property
Df < 1

(15a)

2DV = N,.

(15b)

and

We define the so-called exchange-correlation potential by relating 8EXC to 8ps(r):

8EXC =2Juxsc(r)8ps(r)d3r.

(16)

Using (13a and 13b), we may cast the change of the total energy (lla) in the form
8E = 2 8D^ \\\i*{r) -—V 2 + US(T) L^rJrfV
U,s
J
I 2
J

(17a)
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where
U,(r) = UJjr) + UH(r) + £ / »

(17b)

with UH(t) denoting the familiar Hartree potential. The kinetic energy term in (17a)
can be eliminated by using (12), which leads to

8E = 2 l[U,(r) - U£»<rts)to»,(T)d3r + 2 *u*n>
s

(18)

i.s

'

where we have set
on,,

=

W« •

Because of (15b) we have

2 8nis = 0

(19)

so that
p,(r)d3r

= 0.

We choose the occupation numbers n^ for the orbitals ^ ( r ) according to

{

1 for Ns orbitals of consecutive values efJ ^ e fS
0 else

(20)

The quantities eFS hence signify the Fermi levels for the respective spin directions.
Because of (19) we can rewrite the eis -dependent portion in (18):

The assumption (20) guarantees that all the terms under the sum on the right-hand
side are positive, thus

i.J

The sum containing 8ps(r) in (18) can have any sign if the bracketed expression is
different from a constant. But since 8E is the energy difference with respect to the
ground state, it must be positive for any choice of 8nis. We are thus led to

Us(r) = U£t=o)(r,s) + const.

(21)

that is, the external potential at zero electron-electron interaction is—apart from a
constant—identical with U,(r), which contains the full many-body information on
the system via Z/^i"). This becomes obvious if one uses (lib), and (lie) to form
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8EXC. Comparing the resulting expression with (16), one finds

V%) = 2i«(r) - { 2 PAr)j j ^ j ^ f

dV.

ill)

Because of (21), Eq. (18) reduces to
8E = 2 eto&ii,
which is sometimes the given form

*"£
and referred to as "Janak's theorem" [17]. It should be noted, however, that because
of (15b) the occupation numbers nis(= D,-f) are not independent from one another,
and hence the notation (23) conflicts with the definition of a partial derivative.
We summarize the above considerations by stating that the total energy of an interacting ^-electron system is given by (lla), where (To) and p,(r) derive from a single
Slater determinant <f>Ko containing N orbitals that solve the one-particle equation (12)
for the lowest N consecutive eigenvalues e^. The potential Ufxt= 0)(r» s) in (12) is connected with U£(r) by (21) and (17b). The latter potential is strictly local and energyindependent and contains all the relevant many-body information via (22). There is a
vast literature on the HKS theory that has been extensively reviewed in the articles by
Callaway and March [18] and Rajagopal [19] and in the multiauthor monographs edited by Lundqvist and March [20], Dahl and A very [21], Keller and Gasquez [22],
and Dreizler and da Providencia [23]. Still, certain aspects some of what has been
discussed above are rarely addressed. This is particularly true for an important consequence concerning the ground state wave function ^ ( K , , X 2 , . . . , %N). If one expands
this function in terms of Slater determinants <j>K(xx, x 2 , . . . ,%N) formed from the complete set of solutions to (12), one can rewrite this expansion
¥(X,,

X2, . . . ,XN)

=

4>KQ(XUX2,

. . . ,XJV) +

^(X,,

X2, . . .

,XN)

where 4>K0 *S m e determinant considered above, and ^ is just the remainder of the expansion (which also contains <f>Ko with some coefficient in front). Because <f>Ko gives
the exact one-particle density, $ can only contribute to the two-particle density,
which means that $ merely provides the relative weak structure of a correlation hole
in the two-particle density and a fine-tuning around the Hartree-Fock-type exchange
hole described by <f>Ko. Hence, <f>Ko represents an optimized component of the exact
wave function carrying maximum information on the one- and two-particle density
that can be absorbed into a single determinant. Obviously, the states t^,(r) have no
physical meaning in themselves. In a solid containing transition metal atoms, for example, there will be some states that relate to d bands. But there is no justification for
interpreting the associated one-particle equation (12) as referring to a d electron moving in the mean-field of the other electrons. Since (12) is just a constituent of die entire rigorous (N-particle) scheme, it is rather misleading to attach unclear labels to it
like "one-particle approximation" or "independent particle model."
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3. Generalization of the Hohenfoerg-Kohn-Snam Theory
Any wave function of an interacting N -electron system may be broken up into two
components
^ ( x , , x 2 , . . . ,xN) = <£(x,,x2, ...,xN)

+^(x^,

...,xN)

where <f> provides the exact one-particle density. Of course, ^ may in certain cases
turn out to vanish identically. However, as has been shown by the present author
[24], <f> is, in any of the N-electron eigenstates, a single Slater determinant (or a combination of a few) if it is formed with states iftis(r) that obey one-particle equations of
the type (12). There is only one difference in that Z7£} (r) is replaced by U% (r) that
is defined in complete analogy to (22) with/, s (r', r) standing in place ofjs.s (r',r).
Since the exact wave function cannot be represented by a single determinant (or by a
linear combination of a few), it then follows that ^ must be finite as in the special
case of the ground state. By invoking the_Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, one can show
that in the latter case the two potentials U^ (r) and U^ (r) are identical, although
the associated correlation factors are not. The occupation numbers nh for an excited
state are analogous to (20), except there is no longer a consecutive filling of the Ns
levels e u . In multiplet-type states where <f> is a linear combination of Slater determinants, some of the occupation numbers are noninteger.
The total energy is given by
E = <ro> + {UJ> + Ec + Exc + <7U>

(24)

where (fe-e) is the contribution of ^ to the kinetic energy. In the ground state it may
be expressed

l-r) = 2 fp,(r)[i» " s£(
s "

Since (f,_,) will in general be unknown, it is necessary to invoke the virial theorem
by means of which (24) can be cast into the form

[ t f U + Ec +EXC].

(25)

Using this expression, one can easily show that the energy for an electron-hole pair
excitation is (to first order) given by

2 JM(D[CUD + U*()]d* + { g jj ^J'f d'r'd3
(26)
where UfjXr) is the Hartree potential in the ground state. Furthermore
Aps(r) = 5H0ApJ0(r) + Ap<Resp)(r)
and
ApJ0(r) = |^ 0 (r)| 2 - |^ 0 (r)| 2
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with «/»/ni(r) and i/f,,rt(r) referring to the involved electron and hole state, respectively.
The density change caused by the response of the remaining occupied states is denoted by Ap'Resp)(r). Similarly, we denote the corresponding change of the correlated
two-particle density (8b) by A p ^ ' ^ r ' . r ) . Clearly, expression (26) has formally nothing to do with sf — e,, which would be the excitation energy for an electron-hole
pair if there were no intrapair interaction. Surprisingly, for many interband transitions
in transition metals that are observed in photoernission experiments, one finds
A£ = (e, - £,) + A

(27)

where A is typically a fraction of an electronvolt. This is to be compared with values
of ef - e, ranging from ~ 5 to —20 eV. In semiconductors and insulators one finds
large corrections A when e / and e, refer, respectively, to the lower and the upper edge
of adjacent bands defining the fundamental gap. For larger values of ef — e,, however, A does not change dramatically. This matter has been discussed extensively by
Hybertsen and Louie [25]. The fundamental gap itself can formally be expressed
within the HKS theory as being the energy required to deplete the topmost valence
level el01 and the energy gained by adding an extra electron in the lowest level e[0) of
the conduction band. Each of the situations to be considered refers to a ground state.
Hence one may use (lla) to calculate the total energies and the respective differences. It can easily be shown that the fundamental gap may be expressed
«, = (e? - e[0>) + Ao
where

o= - 2 f

(28)

The difference in the one and two particle densities on the right-hand side have the
same meaning as in (26), except that one has to omit the term |«/»Ko(r)|2 and to replace
fss(r',r) by (lid). Hence, according to (8b) and (lib)

denotes the change of Exc caused by adding one extra electron. If AEIC were related to
Apj(r) as the quantity SEXC to 8ps(r) in (16), Ao would vanish. But since Ap 5 (r) is the
difference of charge densities relating to different many-electron eigenstates, whereas
8ps(r) refers to a change relating to an infinitesimal distortion of a particular eigenstate, Ao is finite. [Note that the contributions to Ao per lattice cell are of the order
10~23 eV. But the spatial integrals in (28) extend over the lattice volume containing
1023 cells.] Starting from an apparently different but essentially similar point of view,
Godby et al. [26] have successfully calculated the actual magnitude of Ao for Si. In
nonextended systems like atoms, molecules, and clusters, excitation energies can be
calculated by directly using (25) and taking the differences between the total energies
for the associated two states.
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4. The Local Spin Density Approximation
The HKS scheme and its generalization discussed in the preceding section would
only be of academic interest if some very simple approximations to the exchange-correlation potential t/£'(r) had not turned out to furnish the entire scheme with considerable predictive power. Where does the strength of these approximations come
from? Most of the currently used expressions are functions of ps(r) with a leading
term

TOr) - |a(3/^) 1/3 [2 Pj (r)] 13

(29)

where a = 2/3. The terminology "local spin density approximation" (LSD) used in
this context refers to the fact that potentials of this kind only depend on the local
value of ps(r). The derivation of these expressions implies that the electron system
under study is weakly inhomogeneous. This is also true for the most advanced results
that have been obtained by Monte Carlo techniques (see Ceperley and Alder [27]).
Since these approximate forms of £/£'(r) are used for realistic systems whose electronic charge distribution is far from being homogeneous, the quantitative success of
such potentials appears to be rather fortuitous. This will be briefly discussed farther
into this section.
The hole in the correlated two-particle density for parallel spins, i.e., in p£' l r t (r',r)
is the most dominant structure in the total two-particle density. Hence, in many cases
it appears that setting
/1T(r',r)=/4t(r',r)-0
is an admissible approximation if one only improves on the properties offss(r',r)
well beyond the Hartree-Fock level. The way this has been done by various authors
(Gasquez and Keller [28], Alonso and Girifalco [29], Gunnarsson and Jones [30],
and Fritsche and Gollisch [31]) consists in assuming plausible forms for/ M (r',r) that
conform to certain fundamental requirements, namely
/„ (r', r) - 1 for any r' = r;

/„ (r', r) |(r-_H_MB -»• — .

and to the sum rule (7). The latter imposes a severe constraint on the spatial dependence of/ M (r\ r). (It should be noticed that Gunnarsson and Jones [30] do not explicitly consider the spin-dependence of/ w (r', r).) The present author and associates [31]
have extensively tested an expression for/^(r', r) that is a Lorentzian to the 5/2
power:
/ , , ( r \ r ) = 8,,[1 + flr' - r|/r f (r)) 2 ]- M .

(30)

The width 2rs(r) is determined self-consistently via the sum rule (7). The results on

atoms and ions, in particular on negative ions, are very satisfactory. This is also One
for excited states of (N + 1) electron systems describing electron scattering by atoms
(Haberland et al. [32] and Haberland and Fritsche [33].)
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The various forms used for/ J S (r',r) are shown in Figure 1, where we have
assumed a constant electronic charge density. In that case/„(!*',r) should (for zero
interaction) attain the well-known Hartree-Fock form
(31)

Here jt denotes the spherical Bessel function of index one and
x = (2/9n)uy -

r|/r,

where rs is the Wigner-Seitz radius defined by

Obviously, only the exchange factor used by Alonso and Girifalco [29] has this property in the limiting case of a homogeneous charge distribution. In contrast, the form
suggested by Gunnarsson and Jones [30] is remarkably different and would certainly

0.5

Figure 1. Approximate forms of the correlation factor/ n (r, r) for constant charge density:
(
) Alonso and Girifalco [29J, (
) Gunnarsson and Jones [30], (
)
Fritsche and Gollisch [31], (
) Gaussian form satisfying the same sum rule (7) as
the other correlation factors shown.
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not be a good choice for a homogeneous system. Hybertsen and Louie [34] have carried out self-consistent calculations on the semiconductors Si and Ge starting with the
HKS one-particle equation (12) where £/£'(r) has been constructed by using the Gunnarsson-Jones correlation factor. They obtained only small improvements over
analogous LSD calculations. Approximations t o / i 5 ( r ' , r ) of the kind (30) have two
important virtues. Firstly, for finite systems they lead automatically to a — 1/r behavior of the one-particle potential U5(r) if |r' - r| —* *. Secondly, the particular
spatial dependence of the form |r' — r|/r 5 (r) allows one to determine 8fs,/8p5 and
r s (r) (via the sum rule) without any approximation (Compare, for example, Fritsche
[24]). As regards rs(r) this applies only to spherically symmetric charge densities.
But in solids it is always possible to find a good fit to the true charge density by linearly combining spherical charge distributions centered at the atomic nuclei and at the
middle of bonds, that is, we have in obvious notation
P(r) =
Hence, each contribution of the terms under the sum can be evaluated as in the case
of a single atom. As a result of partitioning he density, the exchange-correlation
potential also breaks up into a sum. If r refers to a position within some atom associated with fx = p,0, the other terms for /x ¥= fx0 may be interpreted as interatomic exchange and correlation. The latter is practically absent in LSD calculations. One might
therefore expect that some of their deficiencies are curable by taking these interatomic interactions into account. So far, possible improvements of this kind have not
attracted much attention.
The success of the LSD approximation resides in the fact that in realistic systems
r, (r) is mostly small compared with the linear atomic dimensions. This is particularly
true where ps (r) is large. It is therefore an admissible approximation to represent
p, (r') within a sphere of a radius rs(r) around r by the first two terms of a Taylor
expansion
p,(r') = ps(r) + Vp5(r) • (r' - r)

(32)

If one inserts this into the sum rule (7) and uses the form (31) for fss (r',r), one
obtains

-j p,(r)r](r) = 1,
where r5 (r) is now a function of r. The gradient term in (32) drops out completely,
and this is also true for the exchange-correlation potential obtained from (22) by using (31) and (32). The resultjs the right-hand side of (29) with a = 2/3. If we were
to use (30) instead of (31), £/£' (r) would formally remain unchanged, but a would
attain the value 0.58 instead of 2/3; a Gaussian foryjs ( r \ r) would yield a = 0.716.
To demonstrate the range of validity of the assumption (32), we have directly calculated U£ (r) according to (22) and used the form (30) forfss (r',r). The result may
be represented as the right-hand side of (29) but with a = aeff being now a function
of p. Figure 2 presents plots of aeff (p) for the free atoms of oxygen and copper
(Fig. 2a) and for lead (Fig. 2b). In the latter case we have in addition plotted p(r)r2.
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Figure 2. Density dependence of the effective a factor defined by Eq. (29): (a) for the free
atoms of oxygen (
) and copper (
); (b) for the free atom of lead (
),
with the function r2 p(r) plotted versus r (
) (the r scale has been omitted). The two
horizontal dotted lines refer to a = 2/3 and « = 1, respectively.

displaying the shell structure of lead. Obviously features of this curve have counterparts in certain structures of aeff (p).
We can summarize the above results by pointing out that the strength of the LSD
approximation is connected with the fact that even strong inhomogeneities measured
by the magnitude of |Vp,(r)| do not affect the "local" form of V£(r) as long as
KJ*<\*' ~ f\/rs(T)) represents the actual form offss (r',r) sufficiently well.
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Abstract
A first-principles theory for the band gaps and electronic excitation energies in
crystals is described. Optical and photoemission spectra are properly interpreted as
transitions between quasiparticle states of the many-electron system. The theory
requires adequate treatment of the Coulomb interaction between the electrons, including exchange and dynamical correlation effects. The nonlocal energy-dependent electron self-energy operator is evaluated from first principles using the full dielectric
matrix and the dressed Green's function. Quasiparticle energies for materials covering a wide range of metallicity and ionicity are presented. With no empirical input,
the calculated band gaps, optical transition energies, and band dispersions are all
within a few percent of experimental values. For semiconductors and insulators,
we find that local field effects in the screening of the Coulomb interaction and
dynamical renormalization are both crucial for accurate results. The present method
also extends beyond the case of bulk crystals, e.g., to surfaces. Results on the surface state energies of the Ge ( l l l ) : A s and S ( l l l ) : A s surface are discussed and compared with experiment.
I. Introduction
The interpretation of the electronic excitation spectra of materials such as those
measured in transport, optical, and photoemission experiments requires the concept
of quasiparticles, the particle-like excitations of an interacting many-electron system.
A major difficulty in calculating the quasiparticle properties has been in providing an
adequate description of the dynamical correlations of the electrons in a real solid [!].
The development of a quantitative and predictive theory is therefore of longstanding
interest and of major importance both from the point of view of many-body theory
and for practical studies of excited-state properties of solids.
Most modern ab initio electronic structure calculations for solids are based on the
density functional formalism [2], which in principle provides an exact description of
the ground state of a many-electron system. Indeed, within the local density approxi-
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mation (LDA), calculations of this kind have had considerable success for many
ground-state properties of real materials [3,4]. However, the eigenvalues from the associated single-particle equations in this theory are not interpretable as quasiparticle
energies, although this is often done for lack of alternatives. For ..emiconductors and
insulators, the experimental energy gaps are typically underestimated by 30-100% in
the LDA, giving rise to the so-called "band-gap" problem. This is illustrated in Table I
[5,6). For Ge, a relativistic LDA calculation even yielded a semimetallic band structure. Similarly, large discrepancies in the band gaps and band widths have been observed for the metals [7, 8]. Hartree-Fock eigenvalues are even less satisfactory.
Although for the special case of the minimum gap of insulators, the band gap is
shown to be obtainable by adding an explicit correction to the Kohn-Sham value [9];
it is now clear that direct quasiparticle calculations are required for proper accounting
of the excited-state properties of materials in general. This situation has stimulated
much recent theoretical activities, and several many-body approaches have been proposed (Refs. 10-13; for references on earlier work, see Ref. 10).
In this paper we give an overview of some results from a recently developed firstprinciples theory of quasiparticles [10]. The approach is based on evaluation of the
electron self-energy to first order in the dynamically screened Coulomb interaction,
the GW approximation [1]. The full dielectric matrix is used so that both the effects of
local fields and dynamical screening are included. Successful applications [10] have
been made to the quasiparticle band structure of the semiconductors and insulators,
including diamond, Ge, and Si as well as the ionic crystal LiCl, resolving the bandgap problem and other discrepancies in excitation spectra between theory and experiment. The method has also been extended to provide a first-principles description of
surfaces [14]. Finally, our work on the alkali metals [15] shows that the large bandwidth reduction observed in recent angle-resolved photoemission experiments in Na
[8] can be explained by the quasiparticle results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents
some aspects of the theory. This is followed by a discussion of applications with emphasis on the semiconductors and insulators. Finally, a brief summary and conclusions are given.

TABLE

Diamond
Silicon
Germanium
LiCl

I.

Comparison of calculated band gap £ g (in eV) with experiment.

LDA

Present
theory

Exp.

3.9
0.52
<0
6.0

5.6
1.29
0.75
9.1

5.48a
1.17*
0.744a
9.4"

Note: The results for Ge include relativistic effects.
"Reference 5.
"Reference 6.
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II. Quasiparticle Theory
The quasiparticle energies and wavefunctions are gievn by 11 ]
(T + Vcxl + VHWHk(r) + j dr'l(r,r';Enk)il,nk(r')

= E^Jr).

(I)

Here T is the kinetic energy operator, Veu is the external potential owing to the ions.
VH is the Hartree potential, and the exchange-correlation contributions are included
in the self-energy operator 1 that, in general, is nonlocal, energy-dependent, and
non-Hermitian, with the imaginary part giving the lifetime of the quasiparticles. £
can be systematically expanded in a series in terms of the screened Coulomb interaction W = e 'V and the fully dressed Green's function G as shown by Hedin |lj in
1965. The advantage of an expansion in W over one in terms of the bare Coulomb
interaction V is that W. being a screened quantity, is much weaker than V and should
lead to a rapidly convergent series.
Our work is based on a first-order expansion for X (the GW approximation),
= i \ (d(o/27r)e'llkoG(r,r':E

-

(2)

where 5 = 0 + . Thus, the required inputs to evaluate 2 are the full interacting Green's
function, for which we adopt a quasiparticle approximation
, r ,E) - 2,
and the dynamically screened Coulomb interaction,

W(r,r',(o) = IT 1 I dr"e'l(r,r";(o)V(r" - r')

(4)

where e ' is the time-ordered dielectric matrix. Our approach [10] is to make the best
possible approximations for G and W separately, calculate £, and then obtain the
quasiparticle energies. Note that the self-energy operator must be obtained together
with G in a self-consistent fashion.
In the calculations, the electron Green's function G is constructed initially with use
of the LDA eigenfunctions and eigenvalues and is subsequently updated with the
quasiparticle spectrum from Eq. (1). This self-consistent iteration process for G is
important for quantitative results in many cases, e.g., the large gap insulators and the
alkali metals. The quasiparticle wave functions, on the other hand, are remarkably
close to the initial LDA wave function [10]. Evaluation of the screened Coulomb interaction requires the full dielectric matrix, e~'(r,r';a)), or in Fourier space, BQQ
(q,a>), where G and G' are the reciprocal lattice vectors. To simplify the calculations, we evaluate the dielectric matrix in two steps. The static dielectric matrix sGG
(q,o>=0), being a ground-state property, is obtainable within the (local) density functional theory. It is calculated from first principles using the Adier-Wiser formulation
[16]. The static dielectric matrix is then extended to finite frequencies with a generalized plasmon pole model [10]. The full co-dependent dielectric matrix is obtained by
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use of two sum rules that ensure that each component of e"' has the exact <w and w'1
moments. This requires only the ab initio static dielectric matrix and the valence
charge density and depends on no adjustable parameters.
For semiconductors and insulators, the results presented here are those obtained
with the dielectric matrix evaluated within the random phase approximation (RPA).
We have done calculations with exchange-correlation effects included in e within the
LDA and found that the results were altered only minimally (by < 0.1 eV). However,
for the alkali metals where the electron density is low and the low q components are
more dominant, the inclusion of exchange-correlation effects in the screening is
shown to be quite important, and they have been included within the local density
functional formalism [15].
III. Applications
In this section we describe application of the theory outlined in Section U to several different cases and compare our results to experiment.
A. Semiconductors and Insulators
Diamond, Si, Ge, and LiCl are among the first crystals examined using the present
method. These materials span a good range of band gaps, and they also allow us to
examine whether the same picture for electron correlation applies to the covalent as
well as ionic solids. The quasiparticle equation, Eq. (1), is solved by expanding the
quasiparticle wave function in terms of the LDA eigenfunctions. The underlying LDA
calculations are performed using the ab initio pseudopotential method with a plane
wave basis [4]. To represent adequately the local field effects that are described by
the off-diagonal elements of eGG(q,co), dielectric matrices of size (depending on q)
140 x 140 for Si and 200 x 200 for diamond, Ge, and LiCl are used in determining
the screened Coulomb interaction. Finally, the self-energy operator in Eq. (1) must
be evaluated self-consistently at the quasiparticle energy Enk.
Table I presents the calculated minimum gap of the four materials studied together
with the experimental values [5,6]. The gaps open up dramatically as compared with
the LDA values and are in excellent agreement with experiment. We find that, for a
full physical description of X and the quasiparticle properties, three elements in the
theory are crucial: proper accounting of the nonlocality of G; inclusion of the full
dielectric matrix (local field effects) in the screening of the bare Coulomb interaction;
and adequate treatment of dynamical effects in the screening.
We illustrate these points by presenting our results in four successively better approximations to X: the LDA, the Coulomb-hole-screened-exchange (COHSEX) approximation [1] without local fields, the COHSEX approximation with the full static
dielectric matrix, and, finally, the full GW approximation. The COHSEX approximation
for 2 is essentially static and thus leaves out the effects of dynamical renormalization. Figure 1 summarizes the results for the minimum (indirect) gap Eg and the E}
optical transition {Lw —* Llc) of Si. This figure dramatically demonstrates the importance of local fields to the band gaps and illustrates the excellent results from the full
dynamical calculation. We find very similar behaviors for the other gaps and also for
other materials, showing that electron correlations in the different materials are de-
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Theoretical results (see text) versus experimental values: (a) Et and (b) the £,
optical transition.

scribed by the same physical picture (see Tabie II). in particular, the opening of the
band gaps with the inclusion of local field effects is understood in terms of dielectric
response. Local fields describe the inhomogeneity of the electronic polarizability in
the unit cell. Screening at points of high charge density (valence-state sites) is more
effective than at points of low charge density (conduction-state sites) and thus deepens the Coulomb-hole contribution to the electron self-energy for states with wave
function at regions of concentrated charge density. For insulators, mis effect lowers
the energies of the occupied states relative to the unoccupied states giving rise to an
increased band gap.
A comparison between the experimental direct optical transition energies [5,1720] and the calculated results is given in Table III for Ge, Si, and diamond. LiCl is
not included because the optical spectra are dominated by excitonic features. As seen
from the table, the theoretical results are all within 0.1-0.2 eV of the experimental
numbers except for the very high energy ones in diamond, where there are rather
large uncertainties in experiment. This kind of agreement is a dramatic improvement
over previous theories f 11-13]. In fact, the present results are comparable to results
from empirical methods [21] in which the band structure is obtained by fitting to optical data using several parameters.
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II. Trends are shown for the fundamental gap Eg of diamond. Si, Go. and LiCl
for several approximations to the electron self-energy operator as described in the text.

TABLE

Diamond
Si

Ge
LiCl

COHSEX

COHSEX

LDA

No LF

LF

uw

3.9
0.52
0.07
6.0

5.1
0.50
0.33

6.5
1.70
1.09
10.4

5.6
1.29
0.75
9.1

8.2

Note: For Ge, the indirect gap is shown including relativistic effects.

TABLE HI. Comparison between theory and experiment for optical transitions in Ge,
Si, and diamond.

LDA

Present
work

Exp

0.30
-0.07
2.34
2.56
3.76

0.30
0.71
3.04
3.26
4.45

0.297"
0.887'
3.006'
3.206'
4.501'

2.57
3.26
2.72
4.58

3.35
4.08
3.54
5.51

3.4"
4.2'
3.45"
5.50"

Ge

r, -* Y.
rb-r7f
x5v —»x^
Si

r

—» r

'25 v ^

1 15c

r2iv -* r2V
Diamond
Fwv ~* Ylic

rB..-rr,

A4V —• X i c

5.5
13.1
10.8

7.5
14.8
12.9

7.3d
15.3 ± 5e
12.5C

"Reference 17.
"Reference 18.
'Reference 5.
"Reference 19
'Reference 20.

Besides the minimum band gaps and optical transitions, the present approach
yields excellent band dispersions. A comparison of the calculated Ge quasiparticle
band structure with data from angle-resolved photoemission measurements [22] is
given in Figure 2. The agreement between theory and experiment is again extremely
good. The theoretical results are, in general, well within the experimental errors. A
similar level of agreement with experiment has been obtained for the other three materials. Results for LiCl are presented in Table IV [6,23-25]. A comparison with
available inverse photoemission and indirect optical transition data [26-29] shows
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Figure 2.

A

r
A
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X

Photoemission data from Ref. 22 versus theoretical quasiparticle energies of Ge.
TABLE IV. The results (in eV) of the present
theory for LiCl are compared with experiment for gap Ev Cl 3p bandwidth Wip, and
the separation between the Cl 3s and 3p
bands £ „ - £3,.

LiCl

Present
theory

9.1
3.8
Eip-Eu

"Reference 6.
"Reference 23.
'Reference 24.
'Reference 25.

11.6

Exp.
9.4"
4.0 ± 0.2"
11.6 ± 0.5c
11.0 ± 0.6"
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that the conduction band dispersions are also in good agreement with experiment fsee
Table V).
Although the present theory is for excited states and the LDA is strictly a theory for
the ground state, it is of interest to present our results in the form of a correction to
the LDA eigenvalues, since the LDA values are widely used as particle excitation energies in interpreting experiments. The difference between the calculated quasiparticle
energies and the LDA eigenvalues are plotted as a function of the quasiparticle energy
in Figure 3. All four materials show similar trends. The required correction is dominated by a large jump at the energy gap and has a rather smooth energy dependence
away from the gap region. The discontinuous jump at the gap reflects the fact that
there is a qualitative change in the character of the wave function between the valence and conduction band states. Also, the conduction band states show a different
energy dependence than that of the valence band states. The correction is therefore
not just a rigid shift. In addition, the distribution of the correction between the conduction and valence band states are materials dependent. This should have important
implications to LDA-based theories on heterojunction band offsets or Schottky barriers, since an accurate determination of the line-up of the quasiparticle band edges is
required in both cases. Our analysis also shows that the assumption usually made in
applying the self-interaction correction to the LDA to solids is not correct [30]. As illustrated clearly in Figure 3, the correction is not simply due to a lowering of the valence electron energy by removal of the spurious self-interaction in the LDA. In fact,
to fix the LDA band gap of the homopolar semiconductors, the correction is mostly to
the conduction band energies.
B. Semiconductor Surfaces
The many-body theory for the quasiparticles is extended to the case of surfaces
[14]. The aim here is to provide a theoretical framework for predicting not only the
structure but the excitation spectra of a surface from first principles. Similar to the
TABLF V

Comparison of calculated results to optical and inverse photoemission data
(in eV).

LDA

Present
theory

1.51
3.37

2.27
4.24

2 .1'

3.62
3.72
7.00

4.331
4.43]
7.61

4 .3 ± 0.2c

4.2 ± 0.1"

c

7.8 ± 0.1"

Exp.

Silicon
r

1

25'v

, i
*-'\c

r2sv -* Lk
Germanium

r^-L^
ft* —* L 4 , ic

"Reference
"Reference
'Reference
"Reference

26.
27.
28.
29.

2.4 ± O.I5b
4.15 ± 0.10"

7.8 ± 0.6
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Difference between calculated quasiparticle energies and LDA eigenvalues.

case of the bulk band gap problem, usage of LDA eigenvalues as surface state energies
has yielded a large underestimation of the gap between the occupied and empty surface states. The present procedure involves, first, the determination of the atomic coordinates from a density functional total energy calculation and then calculation of
the quasiparticle surface state energies. This will allow well-founded comparison of
theory to surface spectroscopic measurements.
Because of their geometric simplicity and availability of detailed experimental
data, the prototype systems chosen for the many-body calculation are the recently examined As overlayer on the Ge(lll) and Si(lll) surface [31,32]. The As atoms arc
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found to substitute for the outermost layer surface atoms of the host. The resulting
surface is chemically passive and stable against reconstruction exhibiting a 1 x 1
surface periodicity. The extra valence electron on the As leads to fully occupied dangling bond (lone pair) surface states that have been observed by angle-resolved photoemission experiments [31,32].
The calculations are carried out using a repeated slab geometry with 12 layers of
atoms and 4 layers of vacuum region. The structural relaxation of the surface As
layer and the corresponding ground-state charge density are obtained from a LDA calculation using ab initio pseudopotentials. Figure 4 displays the change in the total energy as a function of the displacement of the As layer from the ideally terminated Si
position for the Si (lll):As surface. The equilibrium relaxation is achieved when the
As layer is moved outward by 0.16 A. This is in excellent agreement with the recent
experimental finding of a relaxation of 0.17 A from x-ray standing wave measurements [33].
After the structure is determined, the quasiparticle energies including those for the
surface states are calculated using precisely the same theoretical procedures as described above. The major results are presented in Figure 5-7. In Figure 5, the LDA
surface bands are plotted (dashed lines) against the projected quasiparticle band structure of Ge. In addition to the lone pair states, we note that there is also an empty surface state band in the gap that corresponds to antibonding back bond states. These
have not been observed experimentally. In the same figure, the results for the manybody calculation of the quasiparticle surface states (solid lines) are given. Very similar results are obtained for the Si(lll).As system. The primary effect on the occupied
lone pair states is to lower the band relative to the valence band maximum, broaden

-0.3

-0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

Relaxation (A)
Figure 4.

Calculated relaxation energy versus displacement of As overlayer.
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M

K

Figure S. Surface state energies based on the LDA eigenvalues are compared with the
quasiparticle surface state energies of Ge(Ill):As along symmetry directions indicated. The
quasiparticle bulk projected band structure is shown.

Figure 6.

The calculated occupied quasiparticle surface state energies for Ge(ll2).As are
compared with data from angle-resolved photoenussion (Ref. 31).
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M
Figure 7.

K

The calculated occupied qussiparticle surface state energies for Si(lll):As. Experimental data are from Ref. 32.

the band, and, in the case of Ge(lll) surface, correct the unusual dispersion near T.
All three are required for better agreement with experiment. The effect on the empty
surface states is more dramatic. These states are substantially shifted upwards, opening the gap between empty and occupied surface states by nearly 1 eV at some k
points. The position of the empty surface states is thus a prediction of the present theory, which is verifiable by experiment. The final results for the occupied surface
states are compared with die angle-resolved photoemission data in Figures 6 and 7.
For both systems, the agreement is within the estimated errors associated with experimental determination of the bulk valence band edge (±0.1 eV) and the theoretical
results (±0.1 eV).
The quasiparticle surface state results here thus address the surface state band gap
problem mentioned above. This has implications for LDA calculations of surface
bands on other semiconductor surfaces. The many-body approach yields a larger gap
between empty and occupied surface states than that found in the LDA calculation.
However, it is not possible to determine this difference based purely on considerations of the bulk calculation. A survey of the experimental data shows that the errors
in the surface state £ g are, in fact, smaller than for the corresponding bulk gaps. This
is related to the fact that the magnitude of the many-body corrections for states intermediate in the gap seems to depend on the degree of conduction band or valence
band character of the surface state wave function [14]. The dangling bond surface
states (in the bulk energy gap), in general, are a mixture of both conduction and valence band character. Our results for the prototype systems also show a deepening of
the occupied surface state energies relative to the valence band maximum when compared with the equivalent LDA values. Finally, corrections to the dispersion of the surface state bands can, in general, be expected, although they may be small in some
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cases. For the present cases, the self-energy corrections to the LDA for the dispersion
of the surface states are about 20%.
IV. Summary and Conclusions
We have presented a first-principles theory for the quasiparticle energies and electronic excitation spectra in solids. The electron self-energy operator is evaluated
to first order in the dynamically screened Coulomb interaction including local field
effects. This approach is shown to yield highly accurate excited-state properties for
real materials, with the only basic input being the atomic number of the constituent
elements.
Applications have been made to the semiconductors, ionic insulators, and alkali
metals. In all cases, the theoretical results are in excellent agreement with available
data from optical, photoemission, and inverse photoemission experiments, although
we have not discussed the alkali metal results here. The theory is also shown to extend beyond the case of the simple bulk crystals, e.g., to surfaces and chemisorption
systems. It thus provides a procedure using the atomic coordinates given by total-energy calculations to predict the surface state energies.
Although the method described here is a rather recent development, we feel its
successes so far are very encouraging and clearly demonstrate the viability of the
present approach as a method for ab initio calculation of the quasiparticle properties
of real materials. The same theoretical framework should be applicable to predict
quantitatively the excited-state properties of a host of other condensed matter systems
not discussed here.
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Abstract
We present for the first time a calculation of the one-electron excitations of gallium
arsenide that explicitly accounts for the exchange nonlocality. The calculation has
been performed in two steps: (1) An exact valence electron Hartree-Fock computation provides a self-consistent one-body density matrix and defines the one electron
valence and conduction wave functions subspaces. (2) An effective Hamiltonian including screened exchange is constructed and diagonalized after projection onto the
valence and the conduction subspaces separately. This leads to self-consistent dispersion curves that compare favorably with experimental data.
I. Introduction
Considerable success in predicting the total energy of semiconductors has been
achieved recently by using the local density approximation (LDA) of the density functional method [1]. The current goal is now to predict the elementary excitations energies, i.e., the electronic band structure, from ab initio calculations. The LDA leads, as
a byproduct, to a one-electron effective Hamiltonian whose eigenenergies and eigenfunctions are used to compute the total electronic density and the total energy. These
eigenstates do not describe any real quasiparticle states but are often empirically assumed to be their zeroth order approximation. The eigenenergies then provide a first
estimate of the dispersion curves. These calculations, although extremely good for
computing the total energy, lead to a poor description of the electronic excitations:
the valence bands are pretty good, but the calculated gap amounts only to about onefifth of the experimental value. For instance the best calculation for gallium arsenide
provides a 0.25 eV gap [2] as compared with the experimental one (1.52 eV).
Refinements have been proposed recently to estimate quasiparticle energies within
LDA [3]: a Green function calculation using the so-called GW approximation [4],
which involves direct and screened exchange interactions with the LDA density, provides a self-energy correction to the dispersion curves. This correction was estimated
within first-order perturbation theory and needed the computation of the full dynamiINTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21, 45-53 (1987)
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cal dielectric matrix. The method was implemented for silicon (3] and gave considerable improvement over the simple LDA scheme.
In this paper we propose an alternative method to compute ab initio semiconductor
dispersion curves involving two steps:
(1) First the ground state wave function is calculated using the exact Hartree-Fock
(HF) Hamiltonian. As is well known, this provides the best Slater determinant for the
ground state and thus a rather good one-particle density matrix. Furthermore, thanks
to Koopmans' theorem [5], the one-particle eigenstates are good zeroth order estimates of quasiparticle states. Nevertheless one gets an energy gap about four times
larger than the experimental one. However, this allows the splitting of the one-electron Hilbert space into two orthogonal subspaces: the valence (occupied states) and
the conduction (unoccupied) ones.
(2) A new one-particle Hamiltonian is then constructed that includes the direct
Coulomb and the screened exchange interactions with the HF self-consistent one-electron density matrix. Its restriction to the valence subspace is diagonalized and provides the energies and wave functions for the occupied bands. The same procedure,
when applied to the conduction subspace, leads to the excited states. The main virtue
of the method is to preserve the ground state wave function, which remains the optimal HF Slater determinant.
This paper is organized as follows. In the first part we give some details about the
full HF calculation. Our method is essentially similar to the one described by Gygi
and Baldereschi [6]. We then present a numerical calculation of gallium arsenide HF
band structure along FX. The second part is devoted to the quasiparticle calculation,
which leads to a better band structure. Finally, our results are summarized and commented on in the conclusion.
II. Hartree-Fock Calculations
We chose to use a plane wave basis, normalized to the unit cell volume il:
<r|k + G) = -~= exp{/(k + G)r}
V il
where k runs over the whole Brillouin zone (BZ) and G over the reciprocal lattice. A
single electron eigenstate is thus written

where the index / denotes both the energy band and the spin component. The one
particle density matrix p takes the form
G,) = 8 M p k (G 2 ,G,)
with
p k (G 2 ,G,) = 5Xk«i.k(Ga)fl?ll(G1)

(I)
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where n,k is the occupation number of state \i, k) whose value is either 1 (occupied
state) or 0 (empty state).
A simple calculation leads to the following form for the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian:

with
hk(G2, G,) = aGl.G2 ( k

+

G|)
2

+ Vsc(k, G2. G,) + UJk, G2, G,)

(2)

The first term stands for the kinetic energy (in atomic units), the second one for the
nonlocal ionic potential, and the third one for the HF interaction, which can be written
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The first term corresponds to the direct interaction; the second one stands for the
nonlocal exchange contribution. This expression, which involves an integration over
the whole BZ, is numerically intractable, unless approximations are made.
As already proposed by Gygi et al. [6], we shall use the special point technique
[7,8] for BZ integration. However, owing to the exchange term, the integrand is not
a smooth function of q. We thus regularize the divergence at q = k and G' = 0
by adding and subtracting, for G' = 0 only, a periodic function F{q — k) that behaves like |q - k|~2 for small arguments. Following Ref. 6 we choose, for the case
of GaAs (point group Td)
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where a is the cubic unit cell parameter. Fortunately the average of F on the whole BZ
can be analytically computed
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Using the one-point approximation and denoting qB as the Baldereschi point [7],
one gets the final expression
UHf(k, Gj,G 2 ) = ~pri 2^ ~ 2J pqB(^?(G2) + G',/?(Gi) + G')
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An extra average over the 24 operations R of point group Td appears in Eq. (4), to
symmetrize the integrand in (3), in order to use safely the special point technique.
The full HF Hamiltonian [Eq. (2)] depends now only on the partial density matrix
pkB(G2,G|) evaluated at the Baldereschi point. This quantity is computed iteratively
by diagonalizing /t kB (G : ,G,) [Eq. (2)] and using Eq. (1) until convergence is
achieved. Then, using the self-consistent pkB, diagonalization of hk provides the HF
dispersion curves as k varies.
We have performed this calculation for GaAs using a Cray 1 and a Cray XMP
computer. We chose a cutoff value of 12.2 Ry for the kinetic energy, which corresponds to a basis of 229 plane waves for q=0. The nonlocal ionic potentials were
modeled using the nonrelativistic norm-conserving pseudopotentials of Bachelet et al.
[9]. Their plane wave matrix elements were computed following the prescriptions of
Ref. [10]. We checked the convergence of pkB on the eigenvalues of hkB; 11 iterations
were needed. To check the validity of the one-point approximation, we performed
two calculations (one-point and two-points summations) with only 181 plane waves
and compared the results. The k=0 eigenvalues were differed less then 2%. Note
that, in the two-points case, one needs to compute two self-consistent partial density
matrices. We emphasize the fact that all the matrices computed here are complex
whatever the chosen spacial origin for the plane wave basis owing to the lack of an
inversion center in the blend structure.
The dispersion along FX were then obtained using the one-point, 229 plane waves
scheme and are presented in Figure 1. We obtained a direct gap that amounts to 6.11
eV. With the exception of this too large value of the gap, the shape of the dispersion
curves look qualitatively correct, if one compares with the result of Chelikowsky
et al. [11], which derives from empirical pseudopotentials fitted on experimental
data. We only need a "scissor operator" to shrink the gap and globally shift the conduction bands towards lower energy. Note that, in the case of LDA band structures,
one also needs a "scissor operator" but to enlarge the gap and shift the conduction
bands upwards. In the next section we shall show how to devise such a scissor operator in a self-consistent way.
III. Quasipartide Calculation
Our aim is now to compute, from the HF result, quasiparticle dispersion curves by
including polarization corrections that are not taken into account in the HF approximation. One then needs a one-particle effective Hamiltonian whose spectrum provides the dispersion curves. This has been already achieved following two different
approaches:
(1) Defining the quasiparticle energy as the total energy change when an electron
is added to, or removed from, the semiconductor ground state, and computing the
ground state exchange-correlation energy from the random phase approximation (RPA)
of the dielectric matrix, Phillips [12] found an HF-like Hamiltonian where exchange
was screened by the dynamical dielectric matrix. This is equivalent to the COHSEX
approximation of Hedin [4].
(2) The same result was obtained by Pratt [13], who looked for an optimum independent quasiparticles Hamiltonian H^. The latter was chosen so that the expansion
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r
Figure 1.

X

Hartree-Fock band structure of GaAs along the direction X of the Brillouin
zone. The highest energy conduction bands have been omitted.

of the self-energies in powers of the screened Coulomb interaction led to a vanishing
first-order contribution.
Unlike the HF method, which is based on the variational principle, this last approach
is that of perturbation theory. If one wants to combine both advantages, i.e., to pieserve the HF variational ground state while renormalizing the one-particle excitation
energies, one is forced to introduce polarization perturbations that do not mix HF occupied and HF empty states. This is easily achieved by defining two different Hamiltonians obtained by restricting Hqp either to the valence or to the conduction HF
subspace. In the static approximation and when local field effects are neglected, H9
takes the same form as (2), up to a change in the exchange term in (3), which instead
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of l/|q - k - G'| 2 , becomes l/[e(q - k - G')|q - k - G'p], where e(q) is the
static diagonal dielectric matrix. Instead of computing the RPA dielectric function
from the HF dispersion curves, which would have been extremely time consuming,
we modeled it as Levine and Louie [14] did with a single experimental parameter
e(q = 0) = 11 for GaAs. The resulting dispersion curves are presented in Figure 2.
The important point is the shrinking of the gap (1.35 eV at the F point) as compared
with the HF result. Unfortunately this gap, which remains slightly direct in the HF approximation, now becomes indirect. However, we get a good fit with the experimental data, except for the first conduction band, as can be seen in Table I. Our feeling is
that from the screened exchange we get too much nonlocality around the X point and

r

x

Figure 2. Quasiparticle band structure (including screened exchange) of GaAs along the
direction X of the Brillouin zone. The highest energy conduction bands have been omitted.
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TABLE I.

Comparison between different calculations of the band energies of GaAs at
the F and X points of the Brillouin zone.

n
n,
n

Exp."

CC6

BC

-13.1
0
1.52

-12.55

-12.85

-18.18

-13.79

0

0

0

0

6.11
9.06
- 1 .02
- 8.53
- 2.81
6.15
6.61

1.35
3.88
-11.04
- 7.67
- 2.96
0.712
1.28

« 13

x\
x\

-10.75
- 6.70
- 2.80
1.98
2.38

xi

x\
x\

1.51
4.65
- 9.83
- 6.88
- 2.95
2.03
2.38

0.25
-10.49
- 7.06
- 2.85
1.05
1.28

Note: Energies are given in electron volts.
'Experimental values, as listed in Ref. 2.
•"Empiric pseudopotential calculation by Chelikowsky and Cohen [11].
c
Relativistic LDA calculation by Bachelet and Christensen [2].
"Hartree-Fock calculation (this work).
°Quasiparticle calculation (this work).
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Figure 3. Quasiparticle self-energy (defined as the difference between the quasipartick eigenenergy and the HF one) as a function of the HF energy. Each full line corresponds to a
given band that is labeled by its zone center symmetry. The Fcy band is the first omitted
high energy conduction band in Figures 1 and 2. The self-energy jump across the gap defines the scissor operator.

that our results could be improved by using a nondiagonal dielectric matrix. Nevertheless the account of screened exchange produces a different energy shift for occupied and unoccupied states. We have plotted this shift in Figure 3 as a function of the
HF energy for different bands. Although it exhibits a complex behavior for conduction
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bands owing to their anticrossing, its average value jumps at the gap energy, thus
producing the effect of the searched scissor operator.
IV. ConcSasion
We have performed for the first time an ab initio computation of the electronic
band structure of gallium arsenide that accounts explicitely for the nonlocal character
of die exchange interaction. This calculation has been performed in two steps:
(1) An exact HF calculation, using a plane wave basis, provides the best variational
Slater determinant for the ground state wave function and defines the valence and
conduction one-particle subspaces.
(2) Two independent diagonalizations of the direct plus screened Hamiltonian, one
within the valence, the other within the conduction subspace, lead to the dispersion
curves and to a quasiparticle one-body density matrix. The latter remains identical to
the HF one, and the self-consistency is thus preserved.
This self-consistent polarization correction shrinks the HF gap and leads to dispersion curves that compare favorably with the experimental data. Improvements could
be introduced by accounting for local field effects through the nondiagonal dielectric
matrix. This would smooth the q dependence of the screened exchange nonlocality
and provide a relevant Coulomb hole extra correction. The latter term has been
dropped in our calculations, since it produces, within the diagonal screening approximation, an overall energy shift but does not contribute to the band shapes [15]. Further calculations are now in progress aiming to extract some information on the
nondiagonal dielectric matrix elements from the convergence of the HF one-body density matrix iterations.
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n-Point Green's Functions in the Anderson Model
F. MANCINI, M. MARINARO, AND Y. NAKANO
Dipartimento di Fisica Teorica, Universitd di Salerno, 84100 Salerno, Italy

The Anderson model [1] was originally introduced to study localized magnetic
impurities in metals. However, since its introduction it has become clear that this model
and its periodic version [2] (the so-called Anderson lattice) are suitable for describing
many problems in condensed matter physics. Besides the continuous interest in the
magnetic impurity problem, recently the model has been applied to the study of the
mixed valence theory [3], the chemisorption theory [4], and heavy fermion materials
(for a recent review, see Ref. 5).
The periodic Anderson model describes a system of conduction electrons in the
presence of periodically localized electrons and is given by the following Hamiltonian:

H =Hf+Hc+

H/c

(1)

where

f

(2)

Hc = ^ \ d3xd(x)ec(-i

(3)

^

(4)
ntr

cjx) is the conduction electron field; c w is the electron conduction operator at the
lattice site R R ;/ W is the localized electron operator at the lattice site R n .
The electron fields satisfy canonical anticommunication relations:

{c^cl,} = S ^ .

(5)

{f*rjD

(6)

= ««.«••

all other anticommutators vanish.
An exact solution of (1) it is not known at present, and approximations are necessary. Unfortunately, there is not a unique scheme of approximation; solutions found
for one problem cannot be generally used in other problems. The single site problem
can be exactly solved by means of the Bethe ansatz method (for a review of the Bethe
ansatz approach, see Ref. (6), when the energy of conduction electrons is approximated by a linear form; however, it is not at all clear how such an approach can be
generalized to the lattice case. An expansion in terms of free fields is not applicable
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owing to the strong interaction among the localized electrons; in some cases it is possible to consider the limit of an infinite Coulomb repulsion (/; however, this procedure
fails when one considers problems in chemisorption theory, where it is usually necessary to obtain solutions for arbitrary values of U. By far, the most common approach
is to make a perturbation expansion in terms of the mixing Hamiltonian HfL\ at zero
order the problem is reduced to the case of a single impurity and is in principle
exactly solvable, although the explicit computations are involved, because the field
operators that diagonalize Hf do not satisfy canonical anticommunication relations
(7]. At higher orders, the mixing interaction introduces coupling among different sites.
However, this approach is not generally applicable, because the renormalized coupling
constant can depend crucially on the temperature and may become very large.
A different approach is based on a perturbation expansion in the kinetic term [8];
we write the Hamiltonian (1) as

«o = 2 2 eflL, + Vfl T £„ r/I i/n i + 2 v(/,c w + clM
n

[_ a

(7)

J

IT

#/ = 2 [ d*xc*JLx)eJi-iV)cJLx)

(8)

The system described by (7) is exactly solvable; in fact, because there is no mixing of
fields in different points, the problem can be solved by considering a single/ electron. The kinetic term (8) that introduces the coupling among different points can
then be treated by perturbation theory. Such an approach is useful when the width of
the conduction band is not large.
In this article, by making use of the path integral method, we shall derive an exact
solution of (7); in particular, we derive an analytical general expression for the n
point Green's function. In a coming paper we shall introduce the kinetic term for the
conduction electrons.
The generating functional for temperature-dependent Green's functions, in the
Matsubara formalism, can be written, in the case of a system described by the field
t/>, in the Heisenberg representation as

Z[J] = TrL-^T T exp [

</T[7*(I#(T)

+

^(TXKT)]

[•

(9)

with
Z[0] = Tr{«"/w} = Z(/8)

(10)

The generating functional (9) can be calculated by means of the path integral
formalism:

Z[J] = lim [I f w ^ f ] * 1 - ^ * ' - * ' 1 - ' ^ ^ 1 ' ^ * ^ 1

(11)

with the condition iliN+] = —0,. We assumed that the Hamiltonian has a normalordered form and introduced renormalized external source
J, = (P/N)J(T})

(T, = jfifN)

(12)
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The integration over the Grassrnan number is normalized such that /[</«/» Jt/» - 1. Expression (11) can he rewritten as
Z[J] = Hm exp
d/a/^ + i =

-d/aj'i

Then, we can write:
Z[J] = lim Z w [ / ]

(14)

Z w {7] = exp J 2 (d/A/4)(d/A/4*+1)}

I!
=-a/dJ i

w

_ o-' f

The factor 12 is defined by the condition
= 1

(17)

Equations (14)—(17) are general expressions that can be used to compute the generating functional. In the following we jhall apply these expressions to the case of the
Anderson model. Once an expression for the generating functional is obtained, we
shall be in a position to compute n-point Green's functions. As previously noted, in
the perturbation scheme defined by (7) and (8) it is sufficient to consider a single felectron. For a single impurity situated at x = 0, the Hamiltonian (1) takes the following form:
H0 = H, + Hft

(18)

where

f

2

+ clfJ

(20)

c and /stand for c0 and/ 0 , and we are neglecting the kinetic term for the conduction
electrons.
As a first step in our calculations, we consider only the part of the Hamiltonian
given by Hf. By putting (19) into (16), we easily get

Z™[J] = n-l{-(3U/N + (1 - Pe/Nf - (I - 0e/N)(j)j,

+ j\j{)
+ JfJ^J i)

(21)

The condition Z™[0] = 1 gives

a = (1 -

Be/Nf - fiU/N

(22)
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therefore

f

p

i

) + J^]) + n-'y T .Vy* T

(23)

Then, from (15)

]
k=l,N

)
d/dJ aN

«

+i

= -d/a/Vi

r

j=\,N

(24)

For simplicity, let us define:
Rj = 1 + aUJ2Xj, +

A;>J3)

+ bx^Wi

(26)
(27)

p

^

(28)

Then, (24) can be rewritten as
RJ
j=l,/V

(29)

y=l,N

with the condition df+l = -d, 1 . To compute (29), at first we note that

\;=2~JV-1

tf,»+lRlR*

(30)

ftifN

C32)

/

By noting that

\N.N+IR\RN

_

y

Q\

where the quantities F{ and D) (for 1 < y < A^, 1 s / < 4) are defined as follows:
D\ = 1

Fl=RJ=l+

D{ = d{

F{ = ay? y = aucj, + .

D{ = d{d{

F{ = d\d{Rj = bx{xii

Equation (30) can be written as:

\y=2.Af-i /y-

a(xJj3

(33)
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'

= CfTxl
U QVVt
Q\J]\
r! fl

(34)

where Qj{J] is the 4 x 4 matrix whose elements are defined by
QiJiJ] = DJ,Fi

(/, m = 1,2,3,4)

(35)

Therefore, from (34) we get

Zw[0] = ft^Trj f[ QW
U-l.AT

= &11 + 2 aN + bN)
J

= 1 + 2(1 - fie/Nf + [(1 - pe/Nf - pU/N?
In the continuous limit
Z[0] = limZ(AO[O] = 1 + le~^ + e^ (2e+u)

(36)
(37)

To compute the w -point Green's functions, let us define

Uj)^f\ir})

JJ4 z* JI(TJ) = x>4

(38)

By means of the expression (34) for the generating functional, we can easily derive
an expression for the n-point Green's functions. The n-point function (withy, <
h"'
<; f l )isgivenby
From (34):

toj-'t a /a<] • • •[ a /art,MB V) • • • QV]} U
-h

- D---XHL

-jn-t

- D>
(39)

where X\j) is the 4 x 4 matrix whose matrix elements ane defined by:
XM

= A*(J)BL

(40)

with
ABU) = (C»[O]y

Bl = {-)x*l(dQtmU)/dxi)Jm0

In the continuous limit (i.e., N —» <») Eq. (39) is written in the form

(41)
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-

- rn

(42)

T.)

With T, < T2 < • • • < Tn. We note that the indices A, can take values from I to 4.
Hie explicit form of the 4 matrices XK{r) are defined by the following expressions:

Xx{r) =

0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
/0
0
0
0

I 0

0
0 \
0
0
0 h(T)
0
0 /

0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

0

0

0\

h(r) 0 0
0
X2(r) =
0
0
0
0
0
0
gW)
0)
\

0
-*(T)

=

(43)

g{T) =

(44)

X4(T)

0
0

where
h(T)

=

Equations (42)-(43) provide us with a general formula to compute time-ordered
n-point functions. In die Appendix we give some concrete examples.
As a second step in our calculations, we consider the Hamiltonian
(45)

Hfc =

The generating functional for temperature Green's functions, in the Heisenberg representation, can be written for this case as

Z[J,K] = Trj* mTr

AT)

exp

K*(T)CJT)

(46)

+ c

Following the same procedure used above, for the Hamiltonian given by (45) we can
show that
Z[J,K]=

lim Zm[J,K]

(47)

N—•*

(d/dJ<rk)(d/dJ*k+l)+(d/HKITkHd/dK*
k=l,\

<T

*k+l)\
)

»}

x "Pi

(48)
7=1.V

with the conditions

= -d/A/*,
*,

(49)
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where

• [i + rr'(i - y3e/iV)(7Ty^ + y ^ t ) + ( r ^ y ^ i y 1 ? ]
a = (1 - pe/N)2 - pU/N

(5o>
(51)

For simplicity, let us define
X\=JI
X]

4 = y?;

— Afj

X2

=

^ 3 = yf;

^»fy

^3

=

^

xi = yl7
i>

*4

/?' = 1 + a(xix{ + x ^ ) +
;

R = (1 +

xy2x;,)(l

+

xy4x73)

= 1+

a = i r ' ( l - 0e/N)
jJ+i

xJ2x;,

=

(53)

"iy

fec^jt^
+

x;4x73

+

b =

(54)

xix ,x4xJ3

(55)

1

(56)

ft'

(57)

A^ +1 = (1 + dj2d\+1)(\ + d ^ + 1 )

(58)

F = (1 + ud{d\){\ + Ma4d;3)(l + ud{d{)(\ + wdidi)

(59)

= (i + a^, )(i + d 4d ; )

.. <^.= a/ar{
+1

df

j

;

j 1

&

+1

(52)

= -a M l

d^ = a/ax{
+1

af

(60)

= -d/dxl

(6D

M = /8v/A^

(62)

Then

ziN)u,K]

= ffnlmUNrl6!-'+l^u+lnJmUflRJR!

(63)

By a manipulation similar to the previous one, we obtain
Z(N)[J,K) =.& Tr{M'M2M3 • • • IVf-'M*}

(64)

where the 16 x 16 matrices M![J, K] are defined by
Mj[J,K) = FPj[J,K]

..

P{m[J,K] = Hi&JLJ.K]

(65)

(l,m = 1,16)

(66)

in which H\ and G'm appear in the expansion below:
&jJ+1Rj&JJ+lRj = GiM^/

(67)

and have the explicit expressions:
G|

=

RM.

G9 — /?4R
=

G2 — R&2

^10

~^4^2

G3 = RR*

Gu = -R4

G4 = RBn

Gn =

H] = dodg

//9 — d^B^

H2 = dgdi

Hl0 = 83@i
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=

G 6 = — /? 2 R 2

G u = /?42R2

#6

^1^1

G 7 = -Rj^

G 1 5 = /?42R<

// 7 = d,a 3

(68)
In Eq. (68) we have used the following notation.
d0 = de = 1

/?, = 3,/?

Rv = a,fl;/?

Rj = d,R

Rg = S,djR

It can be shown that the 16 x 16 matrices P' are related to direct products of the
4 x 4 matrices Q', introduced in (35). From (64) we obtain
1 .^M[0,0]}=

{NjN

2

(69)

cr=1.16

where N is the 16 x 16 matrix:
N = TM[0,0]T-*

(70)

The matrix T is chosen so that N is diagonal. We have in the continuous limit
Z[0,0] = lim Z (M [0,0] = 2
/V

-*°°

e~*E'

(71)

.= 1.16

where the energies Et are eigenvalues of Ho, as expected.
To compute the n-point Green's functions, let us define:

Tj) =

A

s

Ji ty = x\

X

2

J{ « K^Tj) = xi

(r; = /3j/N)

(72)

By means of the expression (64) for the generating functional, we can easily derive
an expression for the n-point Green's functions. The n-point function (withy, <
h < ••" <L) is given by:
i^KnUn)

• • • < M . / l ) > N = ( - f 2 Z W [ 0 , 0 ] " ' [ d /dJJZj

'•[

From (64):

jN + y, - l)XxHh

~ j \ ~ ! ) • ••X A "U - y . - , ~ 1)}
(73)
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where X\j) is the 16 x 16 matrix whose matrix elements are defined by
Xlij) = Alk{j)Bl

(74)

with

A(j) = (M[0,0])J fiL = (-^(dMhnV.KVBxJ,^

(75)

We note that the index A. takes values from 1 to 8.
More details and explicit calculations, as well as a diagram method, will be presented elsewhere.
Appendix
As applications of formulas (42)-(44), we present here some explicit calculations.

(1) {fM)fM))

= (UTj)Urk))
-

T,

+^

' ( T ,-

rk)}

m

(A.I)

(2) </ T (rJ/ T (T ; .)} = <^(r A )^ 1 (r y )>
= - Z W ) [ 0 ] - ' ^ ^ ( 2 £ + t / ) T r { X ' ( T ; -rk+
= {e-»*+u>ei'+WTk-Tj)

(3) (fiirjfM)) =

+

P)X2(Tk - Tj)}

e-4>e*Tk-Tjyzw[0]

(A2)

MTJWM)
\TJ

~ rk)}
(A.3)

(4) ifiinViiTj)) =

(UTMTJ))

TJ - Tk + p)X\rk - T,)}

(5) </t(.
—

^
•

~

IVJ "

AY^fr

* r\A (T;-

T, i pjA \T/ — Tj)

2

T )A.
\Y (T
V~* — T
\Tj —TTk)f\\
t

i(m™

(A.5)
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Progress in the Study of Transition Metal Impurities
in HI-Y and II-VI Materials
A. FAZZIO
Institute de Fi'sica, Universidade de Sao Paulo, Caixa Postal 20516, 01498 Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil

Abstract
Transition metal impurities in tetrahedral semiconductors are discussed, with
emphasis on electronic structure results. The trends with atomic number within the 3d
series, and down-the-column trends for Ad and 5d metals in III-V compounds, are
considered inclusion of many-electron effects is shown to be fundamental in the
description of excitation and ionization process. Finally, an unified picture of these
impurity centers is drawn, with recourse to the crystal vacuum level.
I. Introduction
Transition metal (TM) impurities, among the impurities introducing deep levels in
the gap region of semiconductors, constitute a distinct class of defects that has been
extensively investigated from the theoretical [1-3] and, still more so, from the experimental point of view [4,5]. If on one hand considerable attention has been directed
at the technological implication of TM doping — mostly unintentional—the basic
physics view of TM impurity systems is also very intriguing.
In the first place, TM impurities introduce a sufficiently strong disturbance of the
covalent bonding of the host lattice, so that the perturbation potential is highly localized around the defect (particularly at the low Z end of the series). The strength of
the potential is also sufficient for the impurities to act as carrier traps; hence a very
small concentration of these defects can damage the performance of a semiconductor
device. This property is turned to good account, however, when growing semi insulating substrate material as, e.g., GaAs:Cr or InP:Fe.
The series behavior of 3d metals in Si, III-V, and II-VI hosts has been thoroughly
investigated and has given rise to a number of interesting controversies, now settled
for the most part. The next section contains a brief overview of the known facts. Theoretical tools and main results are described in Sections III and IV.
II. Some Aspects of the TM Impurity Problem
TM impurities in III-V and II-VI semiconductors occupy preferentially the substitutional site, replacing the cation; hence, the impurity neutral charge state should correspond to oxidation state 3+ in the III-V host and 2+ in the II-VI host. The crystal
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 65-72 (1987)
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field then has tetrahedral symmetry, and the d levels of the impurities should accordingly split into e— and /,— symmetry orbitals.
Notice that since we are interested in the changes in electrical, optical, and transport properties of the semiconductor brought about by TM doping, we wiii focus our
attention on "work energy scale" of the order of the semiconductor gap, i.e., of the
order of 0.5-3.0 eV, as indicated in the first column of Figure 1. The order of magnitude of some relevant quantities are also drawn in the figure. Acceptor and donor
ionization energies can be of the order of 0.1-2.5 eV, as entered in column b;
Mott-Hubbard energies are shown in column c, defined as the difference between
acceptor and donor energies referred to the valence band edge, for example U(0)=
E(-/0) - E(0/ + ) , or between second and first acceptor energies [ £ / ( - ) =
£"(
/—) - E(-/0)] and are typically of the order of 0.2-2.0 eV; intra-rf optical
excitations are seen of the order of 0.3-2.5 eV as shown in column d; and finally
in column e is the order of magnitude of typical crystal field splitting, from 0.3 to
1.5 eV.
The interesting feature to note here is that, despite the fact that we are discussing
TM atoms, all relevant energies can fit into the typical energy range of a semiconductor gap. This can strike one as strange, considering some properties of the free TM
ions: (1) the ionization energies of these ions depends on atomic number Z at a rate of
1-3 eV per unit of Z (yet all 3d ions may present acceptors in an ~ 1.5 eV gap);
(2) Mott-Hubbard energies for the ions are of the order of 10-30 eV (whereas the
impurities may present several charge states in one semiconductor). These two points
indicate a substantial electronic interaction of the impurities with the lattice, implying
that the impurity bound states have to be rather delocalized. However, it is also an
experimental fact that (3) absorption and luminescence spectra [6] are detected and
can be explained assuming a multiplet structure within high d character states,
TRANSITION METAL IMPURITIES IN SEMICONDUCTORS

(XE.m-X.lt-XI)

0.1-2.5
0.5-3.0

tZ—*—

" -2-2-0

-3-2-0

* - ( J:W

Figure I. Order of magnitude of relevant energies for transition metal impurities in semiconductors: the band gap. acceptor, and donor ionization energies; the Mott-Hubbard
potential. intra-J excitation energies; and the effective crystal-field splitting.

(4) ENDOR experiments [7] detect a high spin concentration in the near-neighborhood of the impurity, and (5) impurity ground-states usually follow Hund's rule, presenting high-spin configurations. These last three properties seem to conflict with the
first two aspects.
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Attempts to solve these apparent contradicitions were performed through the theoretical studies that are presented next.
III. Theoretical Models
Deep-level defects have been described through two main approaches within meanfield theory: (1) Molecular cluster models [8,9], where a small cluster of atoms
around the defect is selected, with suitable boundary conditions at the cluster surface
to simulate the rest of the crystal and treated through some "quantum chemistry"
method, so that impurity states are expanded in terms of localized basis set; (2) band
structure methods, where the host Bloch functions are used in a Green's function
technique [10,11] to couple the defect regions to the surrounding crystal; for J-states
the expansion of the impurity wave function in terms of the host functions becomes
intrinsically difficult, hence special features have to be added to the model [12,13].
Here will be discussed some recent developments in the study of TM impurity systems achieved through one or both approaches, always within the local density functional theory [14].
A. Substitutional 3d Impurities: Series Behavior
First the mean-field orbital trends when a cation substitutional TM impurity is introduced in a semiconductor will be analyzed. In Figure 2 are shown results for the
impurities Cu to V in GaAs obtained through the multiple scattering Xa molecular
cluster model: MS-Xa [15] (solid circles). The trend, visible in the figure, is rathei
general, having been obtained first for TM impurities in silicon by Hemstreet [16] and
Fazzio and Leite in GaAs [8] both using the MS-Xa method. Sophisticated Green's
function techniques have been applied to TM impurities in Si, GaP and GaAs [2], and
the same trend is apparent in all cases.
There are three relevant impurity-induced states that show monotonic behavior
with atomic number Z: a /2-symmetry state, tR "crystal field resonant", in the valence
band; a state with e symmetry, eR, which may be resonant with the valence band or
bound in the gap, depending on the impurity system; and finally another t2 state, t"
"dangling bond hybrid," which starts as a bound state in the gap for high-Z impurities
and rises towards the conduction band with decreasing Z. The /* state is always fully
occupied in the band, hence in the study of excitation or ionization transitions we
must focus on the states eR and t". The first of these carries predominant d character,
whereas the ti has mixed host-/? impurity d contributions, with maximum p-character
at the high-Z end of the series (e.g., Zn in GaAs). For a neutral cation substitutional
impurity with free-ion configuration dNs2, we will then have an effective configuration emt\ with m + n = N - 1 in the HI-V host, or m + n = N in the II-VI compounds. We may then study excitations within these states or ionizations from one of
these levels to the band edges.
Within the mean-field formalism in the local density approximation (LDA), excitation or ionization energies can be calculated through Slater's transition state [ 15] construct, so that we may write for the first acceptor energy

- °V
with fi = e or t2 denoting the level being ionized and v the occupancy of the level in
the neutral ground-state dominant configuration, energies being measured from the
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Ms-Xa
(GaAs)

Cu
Figure 2. Mean field results, obtained through a multiple scattering-Xa molecular cluster
model, for substitutional 3d impurities in GaAs in the neutral charge state (solid circles).
Only the relevant impurity states are shown: the (/-like ff resonance in the valence band (not
to scale) and the e" and t" active states. The occupation numbers used in the calculations
are indicated within brackets. Also shown are the experimentally detected acceptor levels
(crossed circles).

top of the valence band (VB). Accordingly, for the first donor transition referred to
the conduction band (CB) edge, we have

and for the Mott-Hubbard energy involving orbital n in the neutral charge state
0.5) -

- 0.5)

The results presented in Figure 2 are related to the LDA eigen-values in the neutral
charge state of the impurities, with the eR and t" states occupied to give the lowest
mean-field energies (not the actual ground state configurations). It is easily noted
that, although mean-field theory alcne already accounts for some of the results
described in the last section (i.e., reduction of effective ionization energies and its
variation with Z, reduction of effective Mott-Hubbard energies), it cannot quantitatively predict ionization energies within the reduced energy scale of the band gap. We
show in Figure 3 results for the systems V to Ni in GaAs, within the same model as
in Figure 2, now using the transition state concept for the first acceptor transition and
based on neutral emt" configurations simulating the high-spin ground-states (solid
lines); still no agreement is found with the experimental data (dashed lines).
Since the impurity states involved in the transitions present strong d character, a
coherent description must include many-electron effects, and this may be done in a
variety of ways. As complementations or extensions of LDA, we may (1) include
spin-polarization effects and obtain exchange-splittings (which must be of the same
order, in this case, of crystal field splittings); or (2) introduce multiple! structure via
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Figure 3. Mean Held results for acceptor levels of substitutional 3d impurities in GaAs
(solid lines) obtained through the same model as in Figure 2, compared with ideal mean
field results (dashed lines) obtained through deconvolution of experimental data for the acceptor levels (dashed-dotted lines, starred).

perturbation theory, through a model compatible with the mean-field approximation
[e.g., the model proposed by Fazzio, Caldas, and Zunger (FCZ) Ref. 17].
The FCZ model is described in detail in Ref. 1 and will be omitted here. In this
model, interaction energies are expressed in terms of three quantities; the hybridization parameter A, and X, accounting for the reduction of electron repulsion energies
within the d shell of the impurity (split into e and t2 hybridized states) relative to freeion energies, and Aeff (m,n; mo, no) = EMF(m, n) - EMe(m0, no), which amounts to
the difference in total mean-field energies between configuration emt" and some reference configuration em"t"°. (These quantities can be obtained by theoretical calculation
or from experimental data through fitting of the absorption/luminescence spectra for
the impurity systems.)
Using the FCZ model for the 3d impurity systems, we may deconvolute the experimental data into a mean-field plus a multiplet correction piece, so that we are able to
extract for acceptor transitions the mean-field acceptor energies underlying the experimental data. These are the energies that should be compared to theoretical results and
are shown also in Figure 3 (dash-dotted lines). We may note that we have now much
better agreement, including the break in the acceptor curve around Mn. It should also
be noted that these theoretical results still do not reflect complete mean-field energies, since lattice relaxation effects were not included and are known to be important.
Theoretical results for impurities in GaP by Singh and Zunger [18] using a sophisticated Green's function technique, also show excellent agreement with deconvoluted
experimental energies. Another important finding is that multiplet corrections are
responsible for the stabilization of high-spin, Hund's rule ground state configurations
for most of the impurity systems. (An exception may be the acceptor state of vanadium in GaAs, investigated through both a spin-polarized Green's function technique
[ 19] and cluster calculation plus the FCZ scheme [20] and which probably appears in a
low-spin ground state.)
Another interesting feature that emerges from a systematic study of 3d impurity
centers is that multiplet effects, as measured by the quantities Ke, A,, and Aeif, are
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very similar for the same impurity in the different semiconductors within the same
class, i.e., III-V compounds as GaAs, GaP, InP, etc., against the II-VI host. This is
another indication of the relevance of hybridization effects.
B. The 4d and 5d Substitutional Impurities
With such good agreement between theoretical and experimental results, we may
say that the 3d impurities series behavior is well understood. We may now inquire as
to chemical trends down a column of the periodic table, e.g., Ca(3d) —*• Ag(4d) —
Au(5d) or any other middle-of-the-series impurities. Sharing the same valence shell,
may we expect same-column impurities to display similar chemical behavior?
Indeed, the study of group IB impurities in silicon through a Green's function
method [21] indicated that the behavior of the isolated substitutional Cu, Ag, and Au
is very similar with regard to the t" gap state that shifts to higher energies with
atomic number and shows a slight charge delocalization, preserving main characteristics. The e* and t\ are present as resonances in the band and preserve atomic-like
trends in energy and charge localization.
Mean-field calculations were performed for the two entire series, Ad and 5d, as
impurities in GaAs and GaP, through the same MS-Xa model used for the 3d series.
The trends for both series reflect an overall similarity to the 3d series. The same
monotonic behavior is observed for the three relevant states tR2, eR, and t"; however,
as for group IB impurities, the two "gap states" appear at higher energies for the
heavier impurities, whereas the t\ resonance follows atomic trends (as shown in
Fig. 4). A small charge delocalization is observed also for all three states with atomic
number, compatible with the larger radii of the heavier impurities.
The behavior of ionization transitions, on the other hand, is more affected. Coupled to the shift of mean-field levels to higher energies, which already places acceptor energies closer to (or withinj the conduction band, there is a strong reduction in
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multiplet effects for the Ad and 5d ions. This reduction may decrease the stabilization
energy of high-spin ground states, causing the impurities to appear in low-spin configurations (e.g., the acceptor state of Mo and W in GaAs) [22], and in general reduce the multiplet corrections to excitation and ionization transitions (a notable
exception may be the acceptor state of Re in III-V compounds due to the large stability of the d* shell). These effects mask the similarity in mean-field trends; apart
from that, the results indicate that, if acceptors are the important levels for the 3d
series, for the heavier series one should probably look for donors.
IV. A View Into Band-edge Discontinuities
In our systematic analysis of TM impurities in II-VI and III-V compounds, we have
found a remarkable similarity, within the same class of compounds, in the impurity
interaction with the host latt'.e. We have, for instance, almost identical hybridization
parameters A, and A, and very similar effective splittings Aeff for an impurity in GaAs,
GaP, or InP or in ZnS, ZnSe, etc. Accordingly, intra-rf excitation transitions are also
very similar, as are multiplet corrections in general, including those for ionization
transitions. This chemical behavior led us to look for a more universal trend in ionization energies. Owing to historical reasons, and also to the measurement process,
impurity binding energies are usually referred to one of the host band edges (host referred binding energies [HRBE]). Of course this is the natural choice for the shallow,
band-derived state; for deep-level impurities, however, this procedure is not very illuminating. The compilation of a large amount of data for acceptor and donor levels of
3d impurities in the III-V host GaAs, GaP, and InP and on ZnS, ZnSe, CdTe, and
other II-VI compounds failed to reveal chemical regularity for individual impurities.
If, on the other hand, we look for a unified origin (the "vacuum level") for measuring
binding energies, we find a very near constancy in values for the same impurity in
compounds within the same class, of the vacuum-referred binding energies (VRBE)
[23]. This can be seen in Figure 5, where are shown the ionization levels of several
impurity systems, when we refer the host band edges to a common vacuum level.
This regularity can be traced to the antibonding nature of the impurity states. The interaction of the d states of the ion with the p states of the host anion (around the top
of the valence band) produces a bonding resonance in the band (t*) and an antibonding impurity state (/"); the amount by which the antibonding states is pushed up relative to the impurity d state is fairly constant because of the interplay between energy
proximity and strength of repulsion of the (higher up) p states. On the other hand, as
mentioned in Section III, multiplet effects are very similar for a given impurity in
compounds of the same class; hence, VRBE'S are also very similar. With this new
choice of origin, we are able to understand why a given impurity introduces a deep
acceptor in such a compound, but not in another (e.g., Mn in GaP and GaAs), and
also to predict the localization ionization levels where experimental information is
lacking just by reference to a known impurity system.
As very interesting corollaries, VRBE'S may help us to follow the valence band edge
energy in puzzling situations, namely (1) mixed alloys and (2) unstrained heterojunctions. In the first case, for instance, Cu impurities in Ga, _ (A1,/1A\ with the VRBE of
the impurity fixed, the variation with x of the HRBE will lead us to the variation with
composition of the vaknce band edge energy.
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Abstract
Using the Haldane-Anderson formalism we study the possibility of obtaining a
negative U system for transition metal impurities in semiconductors. We propose,
even without including electron-lattice interaction, the occurrence of negative-U as a
consequence of the impurity-host hybridization to explain why some oxidation states
would be missing in these systems.
1. Introduction
Transition metal impurity centers can exist in several charge states in a semiconductor [1]. Let us assume a few stable charge states depending upon the position of
the Fermi level position /J. in the forbidden gap for a hypothetical defect that can be
charged either C + , C°, or C~. In special cases a particular charge state may be unstable against the reaction

2C°-*C + + C~.

(1)

In ionic crystals, whether or not the reaction (1) is exothermic determines which
charge states will be stable.
In semiconductor notation, this defines two electrical levels: an acceptor level (-4)
and a donor level (D). The donor level position measured from the conduction band
edge is the binding energy of the first electron to the defect, and the acceptor level
position is the binding energy of a second electron to produce the negatively charged
state. The acceptor level is expected to be above the donor level because the second
electron is repelled by the Coulomb interaction with the first one. The added Coulomb repulsion energy is defined as U and is the separation between the donor and
acceptor levels. U is called the Hubbard correlation energy, being first introduced by
Molt and Hubbard [2] in the treatment of conductivity in narrow band semiconductors and, in particular, by Anderson's [3] proposals for amorphous semiconductors.
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Anderson [3] proposed that superimposed to the always positive effective Coulomb
interaction attendant upon vertical ionization of a bond in a static lattice, the relaxation of a bond can alter its total energy, leading to the possibility of U < 0 if the
negative relaxation outweighs the positive repulsion. This has since been shown to be
the case for the Si single vacancy (V ++ , V\ and V°) [4], interstitial boron in Si [5],
defect pairs on chalcogen glasses [6], and ions in solutions. If U < 0, the second
ionization energy is smaller than the first one, and hence 2C° disproportionates into
C+ + C~, and C° is never the ground state of the system. This leads to a variety of
unusual electronic, magnetic, and transport properties [4-7]. Other authors [8,9]
have considered the possibility of negative U systems as resulting from the gain in
many-electron correlation energy, which outweighs the Coulomb energy. For them,
the principal point is that the Coulomb and exchange-correlation interactions respond
in fundamentally different ways to screening.
We intend to describe the occurrence of negative U systems in transition metal
impurities in semiconductors as a consequence of impurity-host hybridization that can
lead to a negative effective U system without considering lattice relaxation.
For an atom in free space, U is simply the difference between the ionization energy
and the electron affinity (the binding energy of a second electron). In this case, U is
typically of the order of several electron volts. In view of the fact that the energies
separating different charge states of the free atom are of the order of tens of electronvolts, it seems remarkable, even allowing for dielectric screening, that such charge
states of transition metal impurities in semiconductors can occur in a gap of about
1 eV. In accordance with Haldane and Anderson [10], the key to the understanding of
these multiple states lies in the hybridization with the substrate system, which allows
nominal occupancy of J-like states to vary considerably while keeping the actual
amount of charge in the core regions of the transition metal atom fairly constant. We
have developed a similarly simple model that allows us to understand why some
charge states are missing in transition metal impurities in semiconductors.
2. Mode! Hantiltonian and Hartree-Fock Treatment
The magnetic properties of transition metal impurities in nonmagnetic metals are
usually understood by means of the Anderson Hamiltonian and may be written in the
form
ma

*"

rmr^m'a'

tor

kma

(2)
The subscripts m and a- refer to the 3d orbitals, and a- refers to the spin of the transition metal impurity; host states are referenced by K.
A similar Hamiltonian has been used by Haldane and Anderson [10] to investigate
the properties of these impurities in semiconductors. The authors solved this Hamiltonian for a series of states with different occupation numbers for the 10 poles in
the gap in the unrestricted Hartree-Fock approximation (HFA) using a Green's function method. First, a single-particle effective Hamiltonian was solved in terms of
parameter £ ^ :
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+ 2 Bknk<T + 2 n X / ^ + c.c.
k

(3)

k

The parameters £ ^ must be determined self-consistently from
E% = Ed + U 2

<^v>-

(4)

( O was calculated from (3) using

ifGmr((li)doi,

(mr)

(5)

IT

where
Gm<r(a,) = [ a , - £ ^ - S ( a > ) ] - 1 ,

(6)

2

\v I

i- (w) = Z
•
* w - ek
Within this model, the total energy can be computed (up to a constant) as
fE*B

£™ = X
ma

rj

Z,(£')^' + 2 « T " -T S <O(«mv>,
•'

(')

»w

(8)

•

where

7rG m (a>)rfa),

(9)

Z = i r - 7 m [ cM(»)ifc>,

(10)

g(n)=Z;+Z^l

(11)

and

is the average charge in the d orbitals when n orbitals are occupied.
3. Negative U System
We have derived a simple and physically apjicaling expression for the change in
total energy when the impurity occupancy is changed within the Haldane-Anderson
framework. The change in average electron energy of the system, with the help of
Eq. (18), can be expressed as
AE(n) = Ao,B +

Zx{E')dE' - —Q\n) - ^[Q2(n

+ I) - Q2(n)].
(12)

Using Z, = Q(n) - Z from Eq. (11), we arrive at
Wn) =

Q{n)dE' - —Q2(n) - ^[Q2(n

+ I) - Q\n)},

(13)
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and, using Eq. (4), one obtains
AE(n) = Q(n)[UnQ(n + \) - Uin • \)Qin)] ~ -f[Q2(n

~Q:ln)

+ I) - QHri).

(14)

Q(n + I) = Qin) + AQ{n).

(15)

We can write

where A(3(«) is the variation of the average charge in a d orbital when the system
changes from n to n + I. Finally, A£(n) can be expressed as
[Q2()
The variation of total charge over the impurity can be written as
AQT'*(n) = {n + \)Q(n + I) - nQ{n) = Qin) + in + WAQln).

(17)

Now, A(?Tol(ft) decreases from the unit value near the valence band to zero near the
conduction band, depending on the energy level £, and can be expressed by the general form

= -1 + 1

" 1.

(18)

where er — ev. = e^ is the gap, and v determines how AQ r " varies from the unit
value to zero, and determine the shape of the curve when E varies in the gap region.
The role of hybridization in confining multiple charge states of the impurity in the
band gap of the semiconductor is clear. In the free atom Qin) - 1 and AQin) - 0
(there is no hybridization), and the change in the average energy of electrons, expressed
by Eq. (16), is much larger than the gap. Thus, as concluded by Haldane and Anderson,
when an impurity atom is placed in a semiconductor, the hybridization effect is to
delocalize a fraction 1 - AQr'"(n) of the added electron, thereby reducing the change
in energy, A£(«), when the occupancy n of the level is changed to n + I.
The total change in energy when the system changes from n to n + I can be
expressed, from Eq. (16), as
A£ - —[QHn) ~ nAQHn)] + E(n + !)/« + !

(19)

and, similarly, from n + 1 to n + 2, as
A£' =

K + X)U

[Q2(n + I) - (n + l)AQ2(n + 1)] + E(n + 2)/n + 2
(20)

A negative U ordering will result when the donor ievel is above the acceptor level,
or A£ > A£". This condition corresponds to
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n[Q?in) - n M ) H n ) \

> in + 2)[Q2(n

+ !)-(«
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+ \)M)l(n

+ I)J. (2!)

Relative to one particular state with an arbitrary energy £,, = 0 and A? occupied orbifals, the result of increasing the correspondent changes of energies, when the system changes from n to n + 1 and from n + 1 to n + 2, can be expressed as
E(n) - 0 ,
E(n + I) - in

2) -

J

1

(22)

u\ -f 2)C
<"
]
+
n &Q in)
2

(«) - « \Q

u
2 [Q in)

+ 1) - in + 1)AC>2f« + 1)] - 2u ,

(23)

(24)

where /•(«) denotes the energy of the n electron system plus the added electron at the
Fermi energy fx
Recently Yoshida and Zunger |9J performed rigorous calculations for the interstitial Cr impurity in silicon in the three oxidation states + 3 , 4 2, and + 1 . The
authors propose that this is a negative II system, with the state Cr *2 missing (corresponding to dx). From the charge distribution obtained in Ref. 8, we verify that
condition (21) is satisfied \Q(n)
0 . 4 1 , \Q(n)
= - 0 . 0 3 ; Q(n + 1) = 0.38.
\Qin
• I>
-0.12). it is important to mention that, in the model developed here,
there is no distinction between the crystal-field split e and u orbitals. however, in the
case (if ( r discussed above, only one of these orbitals (the e symmetry orbital) is
involved Another point is that the effective potential of Eqs. (22) (24) must bethought ot as /.•'*
V
./ . where J stands for the exchange term. Now inserting the
results obtained in Ref li into the appropriate expressions, we find an effective
potential ( *
2 5 eV. We are at present extending the model presented here to
include explicitly the exchange term and differential treatment of e and / : states.
4. Conclusions
The calculation presented here gives a simple qualitative explanation for the occurrence of a negative U system as a result of hybridization when a transition metal impurity atom is plated in a semiconductor The hybridization effect is to deiocalize a
fraction I
A(>' '<«) of the added electron, thereby reducing the change in energy.
A/: <« ), when the occupancy n of the level is changed t o n + I. It is shown that the
occurrence of missing charge states in transition metal impurities in semiconductors
could be described as a consequence of impurity-host hybridization.
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Dielectric Response to an Acceptor Ion in a
Ga,_JCAlxAs/GaAs/Ga,_jrAlJtAs Quantum Well
P. CSAVINSZKY AND A. M. ELABSY
Department of Physics, University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04469

Abstract
We consider the dielectric response to an acceptor ion placed at the center of a
GaAs quantum well of finite depth and calculate the binding energy of heavy-hole
and light-hole acceptor atoms as a function of the width of the well. We compare our
values with those we have calculated from a hydrogenic approximation and find that
consideration of the dielectric response of the GaAs quantum well leads to deviations
with respect to the hydrogenic approximation. Specifically, we find that our binding
energies are larger in magnitude than those calculated from the hydrogenic approximation. We further find that the acceptor ion binding a heavy hole is much more affected by the dielectric response of the GaAs quantum well than the acceptor ion that
binds a light hole.
1. Introduction
With the development of the molecuiar-beam epitaxy growth technique [1] and
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition [2], it is possible to create crystals in which
layers of two different semiconductors alternate with sharp interfaces between the
layers. The most studied of these man-made crystals, a so-called superlattice, is the
one in which layers of G a ^ A l ^ A s and GaAs (with controlled thicknesses and
x s 0.4) alternate [3J. The band gap of G a ^ A l j A s is larger than that of GaAs.
Both semiconductors are direct-gap, zinc-blend-type semiconductors with almost perfectly matched lattice parameters and band extrema at k = 0. The . . . Ga,_xAlxAs GaAs — Ga,_ x Al x As. . . heterostructure exhibits periodic discontinuities of the
conduction bands and valence bands at the interfaces between the alternating layers
[4j. For x s 0.4, the conduction and valence band mismatch is such that a free electron or free hole in a GaAs layer is confined to a potential well whose height depends
on the x value of the two neighboring Ga,_,Al,As layers. Such as a GaAs layer,
sandwiched between two Ga,_xAlxAs layers, is referred to as a quantum well (QW).
Potential device applications [5-7], as well as purely scientific interest, are the
motivating factors in studies of the nature of impurity states in QW'S. In recent years
several papers appeared on the subject of donor states in a single G ^ A ^ A s /
GaAs/Ga^AljAs quantum well [8-12]. The common feature of these papers is
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their use of the hydrogenic approximation in which the term in the Hamiltonian that
describes the interaction between the donor ion and the electron it bounds is scaled by
the static dielectric constant of GaAs.
Considerably less attention had been paid to the subject of acceptor states in a
GaAs QW until the appearance of papers by Masselink et al. [13] These authors have
also adopted the hydrogenic approximation and, by basing their work on the
Luttinger [14] formalism, have correctly considered the fourfold degenerate band
structure of GaAs. We shall come back to some of their findings later.
Recently Csavinszky and Elabsy [15,16] went beyond the hydrogenic approximation by considering the dielectric response of a GaAs QW (of infinite depth [15] and
of finite depth [ 16]) to the presence of a donor ion. This they accomplished by making use of the dielectric response theory of Resta [ 17] and of Cornolti and Resta [ 18].
The salient feature of this theory lies in the fact that, up to a distance R from the impurity charge, the screening of the impurity charge by the valence electrons of GaAs
(considered to form an isotropic and homogeneous electron gas) is incomplete. The
calculations by Csavinszky and Elabsy [15, 16] showed that consideration of the
dielectric response of the GaAs QW leads to an increase in the magnitude of the donor
binding energy.
The purpose of the present work is to ascertain the enhancement of the binding
energy of an acceptor placed at the center of a GaAs QW of finite depth. This we
accomplish by carrying out a model calculation unburdened by the detailed features
of the valence band structure of GaAs. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we outline the theoretical framework, and in Section 3 we present the results
of the calculations and compare them with a very recent calculation by Oliveira and
Falicov [19|, who used a different dielectric response function and considered a QW
of infinite depth.
We note that all quantities appearing in the present work are expressed in atomic
units.*
2. Theory
In view of the fact that our goal is the assessment of the magnitude of an effect, we
neglect image forces [10] arising from the dielectric mismatch between Ga,_,Al,As
and GaAs. For the same reason, we also neglect the effective mass mismatch (that
has been considered in a fashion by Masselink et al. |13]) between the well material
and the barrier material. To make our model calculations tractable, we assume uncoupled parabolic heavy-hole and light-hole valence bands associated with scalar effective masses. These assumptions are the same as those made in Ref. 19.
The Hamiltonian, in circular cylindrical coordinates, for an acceptor atom placed
in a GaAs QW is given by
2m*

Bnir)[p2 + (z - z,)2]"2

*mt, = 1, el - I, h - I, unit of length (aj is the bohr, unit of energy {el/ao) is the hartree.
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In Eq. (1), m* is either the heavy-hole mass (listed in Table I), or the light-hole mass
(listed in Table I), z, is the acceptor ion position (the z origin is chosen at the center
of the well), whereas p — (x2 + y2)12 is the distance measured in the GaAs layer
parallel to the Ga, ,AI, As interfaces (the acceptor ion site is the x and v origin). Viz)
is the potential-energy barrier that confines the hole in the QW of thickness L. and
ejr) is the spatial dielectric function. Viz) is given by

z\ < L/2
z\ > L/2.

Viz) =

(2)

where Vo is the valence-band discontinuity between the well material and the barrier
material. In the present calculation we have taken V', = 0.15 A£\U), where AEjx)
is the difference in band gaps at k ~- 0 between the GaAs and Ga, t Al,As band
gaps. lE^xi is taken |2()| to be !.l55.r + 0.37 r eV for.* < 0.4.
?,,(r) has been obtained for point charges Z - +\ and Z = - 1 in the form of an
t:,,(n versus r graph by Cornolti and Resta |18|. Csavinszky and Brownstein [21. 221
obtained a very close analytical approximation to Kn(r) (both for a donor ion |2I | and
an acceptor ion |22|) by solving Resta's nonlinear differential equation [17| for T:jr)
by an equivalent variational principle. (The subscript n on eir) refers to the word
nonlinear). Their result, for an acceptor ion of charge Z = - 1 - . is given by
eir)

{\Kir)Pir)
'-: {'

~ Mir)\ '' for r < R,t
.

(3)

tor r > Rv .

I
with

Kir)

Fir)

1 - fi[c\pirat

-

Ij

s\nli[(j\fi,: - r)]/s\nht</Rn)
V/lri = r/FAa)Rn

(4)

(5)
(6)

In h q v (3) and (6). K(0) denotes the static dielectric constant of GaAs (listed in
Table I), whereas in hqs (4) and (5i the quantities a and /3 are parameters obtained
from the variational procedure ot Csavinszky and Brownstein [221. Finally, in
fcq <3)-(6» /?„ denotes the screening radius beyond which £,.(/•) = «(0). Cl.:e subscript n on R refers to the word nonlinear;. The values of «, (i. and Rn. for a charge
Z -- — 1 in GaAs are given in Table I. together with the values of e(0) and the quantity q - i4k,/Tr)''. where it, is the valence Fermi momentum*
We have chosen the same ground-state trial wave function as was used 116] in discussing the dielectric response to a donor atom in a GaAs ow of finite depth, namely
p)

.

In fcq. (7) S denotes a normalization constant
fcoslrir)

*This quantity is calculated from k,

for b < L/2

(.-*7rn r '. where «„ is the density ot the valence electrons

(7)
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TABLE I. Values of various parameters
used in the present work.
0.08 mo
0.45 mo
12.56
0.92 a;1
4.84 ao
0.82
-0.4452
56.97 meV
0.3

"•LH

e(o)

a

vo
X

and
g(ptz) = exp{-y[p 2 + (z - z,)2]"2}.

(9)

In Eq. (8) the quantities 17 and Ko are related to the first hole subband energy £n by
TJ = (2ro*£0)12,

(10)

^ o = [2m*(V o -£ o )] 1 2 ,

(11)

and
whereas the quantity B can be obtained from the boundary condition that / and df/dz
be continuous at z = ±L/2. Imposition of this requirement leads to
B = ex°{L/2> COS(TJL/2) ,

(12)

and
Ko = rj tan(7jL/2).

(13)

From Eqs. (10), (11), and (13) it follows that £„ is determined from
(EjVf2

= cos[(2m*£/2a/2)].

(14)

Finally, ir Eq. (9) the quantity y is a variational parameter.
The ground state energy e(L, z,) is obtained from
e(L,z.) = ]4>*H<l,dT,

(15)

subject to the requirement
&y
The binding energy E(L,z,) of an acceptor atom is calculated from
E(L,z,) = £ 0 -e(L,z,).

(17)
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The result of our calculations for z, = 0 is summarized in Figures 1-4. These figures also show binding energies obtained by replacing e n (r) in Eq. (1) by e(o). This
is what we have called the hydrogenic approximation.
3. Discussion
Figure 1 shows how the binding energy of a heavy-hole acceptor atom, located at
the center of a GaAs QW of finite depth, depends on the width of the QW. It is seen
from Figure 1 that, at a given value of L, consideration of the dielectric response of
the QW leads to an increase in the magnitude of the binding energy relative to the corresponding hydrogenic value [en(r) replaced by e(o) in Eq. (1)].
Our binding energy versus well-width curve is qualitatively different from that
arrived at in Ref. 19. We do have an extremum in the curve, whereas Oliveira and

Figure I. Binding energy values for a heavy-hole acceptor atom at z, = 0 (center of the
well). (
) Values obtained with e n (r); (—) values obtained with e(o).
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60

Figure 2. Values of the variational parameter^ y corresponding to binding energies in Figure 1. (
— ) Values obtained with ejr); (---) values obtained with do).

Falicov 119] do not. This is due to the fact thai they have considered a QW of infinite
depth, whereas we have considered one of finite depth. Earlier work |15,16] showed
a similar situation pertaining to a donor atom. In Figure 2 we have plotted values of
the variational parameter y corresponding to the binding energies displayed in Figure 1.
Figure 3 shows hov the binding energy of a light-hole acceptor atom, located at
tiie center of a GaAs QW of finite depth, depends on the width of the QW. The striking
difference between Figures 1 and 3 is the fact that consideration of the dielectric response of the GaAs QW affects the binding energy of the light-hole acceptor to a
much lesser degree than was found for the binding energy of a heavy-hole acceptor.
We cannot compare our results with those of Ref. 19, since Oliveira and Falicov [19]
have not considered a light-hole acceptor. In Figure 4 we have plotted values of the
variational parameter y corresponding to the binding energies displayed in Figure 3.
A cross comparison of Figure 2 with Figure 4 reveals that, in the light-hole case,
the value of the variational parameter is much smaller than that in the heavy-hole
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Figure 3. Binding energy values for a lighi^hole acceptor atom at r, = 0 (center of the
well). (
) Values obtained with ejr); (—) values obtained with e(o).

case. Consequently, at a given L, the light-hole wave function is more spread out
than the heavy-hole wave function. As a result, "less" of the light hole is in the
screening region than in the case of the heavy hole. This, we believe, explains why a
light-hole acceptor is less affected by the dielectric response of a GaAs QW than a
heavy-hole acceptor.
We caution the reader not to compare our binding energies based on a nonhydrogenic model calculation using parabolic decoupled valence bands with those of
Masselink et al. [13], who used the Luttinger Hamiltonian and four-component spinor
wave functions involving 35 variational parameters. We only wish to mention that
these authors have found that the maximum binding energy for a light-hole acceptor
is larger than that for a heavy-hole acceptor. Our finding, based on a nonhydrogenic
model, is the opposite, and we attribute this to a neglect of band warping and neglect
of the mixing of the warped heavy-hole and light-hole bands. We believe it would be
speculation to try to say which of these effects is the more important one.

CSAVINSZKY AND ELABSY

240
L(A)
Figure 4. Values of the variational parameter y corresponding to binding energies in Figure 3. (
) Values obtained with e n (r); (---) Values obtained with e(o).

In conclusion we note that the consideration of the dielectric response of a GaAs
QW to the presence of an acceptor ion appears to be an about 10% effect for a heavyhole acceptor and a negligible one for a light-hole acceptor. As far as an on-center
heavy-hole acceptor is concerned, the conclusion reached in Ref. 19 using a different
spatial dielectric function is similar.
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Ground State Electronic Properties of Fe-B Complex
Pair in Silicon
L. V. C. ASSALI AND J. R. LEITH
Institute de Ftsiva da Universidade de Sao Paulo. CP 20516, Sao Paulo, CEP 0I49X SP. Brazil

Abstract
Ab initio self-consistent-field electronic state calculations have been carried out for
an interstitial-iron-substitutional-boron impurity pair complex in silicon. The calculations do not provide support for the currently accepted microscopic ionic model for
the pair. Rather, we have shown that the covalent effects play a basic role in determining the physical properties of the complex.
1. Introduction
The 3d transition metal (TM) related pair complexes in silicon that involve an acceptor impurity such as B. Al, Ga, In, or Tl have been the subjects of a great deal of experimental research in recent years (1-22]. Electron paramagnetic resonance [1-5],
photoluminescence [17,20] correlated to stress and Zeeman effects, and deep level
transient spectroscopy [15, 16] measurement? have shown that the pairs are stable in
both the (111) and (100) symmetry configurations. However, the (FeB) pair is at
present an exception to this rule, since it is only detected with a (111) symmetry. It is
generally assumed that the pair in the (111) configuration may consist of a substitutional acceptor with a TM placed at the nearest-neighbor interstitial site. On the other
hand, the (100) pair configuration is consistent with the assumption that the TM impurity may be placed at the next-nearest-neighbor interstitial site [ 11.
Despite the great deal of experimental work that has been devoted to the characterization of the TM-related pair complexes in silicon, very little has been done under a
theoretical point of view [23,24]. The solution of a deep level problem related to
these pairs represents a challenge to the theorists. The only theoretical approach that
has been used to deal with such systems is the classical ionic model [1]. According to
this model, the pair stable configuration corresponds to a classical system consisting
of a tetrahedral-site interstitial-positive TM ion (TM,+ ) electrostatically bound to a
nearest or next-nearest neighbor substitutional negative acceptor impurity (A~) embedded in a dielectric medium. Since a IH-A group acceptor has a closed shell of
electrons, the electronic properties of the pair can be directly related to the positive
TM ion placed in a screened coulombic field [1,4].
Nevertheless it has been demonstrated that the interactions between Fe,+ and Bs~
ions play a basic role in the (FeB) pair formation, it is not clear that the complex stabilizes as an ionic pair [6,8]. Recently Samuelson and Omling applied the ionic
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model to show that the (Fe.Bj acceptor transition, ( — /()). which occurs at 0.2 eV below the bottom of the conduction band, can be obtained from the Fe, donor transition, ( 0 / + ) . which occurs at 0.4 eV above the top of the valence band, by
considering the pairing interaction energy The observed transitions suggest an intradefect Coulomb energy of 0.55 eV, which corresponds to the nearesi-neighbor
Fe, - Bv Coulomb interaction screened by the silicon dielectric constant. The authors use the same argument to obtain the Fe, second donor transition, ( + / + + ),
from the measured value of the (Fe, Bs) donor transition, (0/ + ), which occurs at O.I
eV above the top of the valence band. According to the model the intradefect Coulomb interaction would position the isolated Fe, second donor transition at about 0.4
eV below the top of the valence band, in good agreement with theoretical calculations [2! |. Although this description seems to be fairly consistent as far as the (Fe,Bj
pair is concerned, it fails when applied to the (Cr,-Bs) pair. The ionic model has been
recently applied to describe tho bistable properties of iron-acceptor pairs in silicon
[15, 16). By assuming that the two observed stable configurations correspond to the
(Fe,Aj pair in the (111) and (100) symmetries, Chantre and Kimerling described the
obtained deep level transient spectroscopy data taken for the pair in terms of a double-site configuration-coordinate diagram. By using the ionic model the authors were
able to correlate directly the experimental results obtained for the two configurations.
They found a very good and a reasonably good agreement between the model and the
data for (Fe.AlJ and (Fe,Ga s ). respectively. In contrast, the simple ionic model fails
completely to describe the properties of the (Fe,.Ins) pair [ 16]. Except for (FeAl) and
(FeGa), all the HPR spectra oi the (TMA) pairs have been described with # s 2.
Within the framework of the ionic model for (FeB), this fact implies in a strong
quenching of the angular momentum L ~ 1 observed for the isolated Fe, ion J1J.
Recently, this reduction in the orbital magnetism of the pair has been attributed to the
covalent effects that bind the Fe impurity (22). Thus, it is clear from the analysis
made above that theoretical efforts have to be devoted to the study of these complexes in order to develop effective and general microscopic models for them.
in tins work we report rigorous self-consistent one-electron-state calculations for
the substitutional-8-tetrahedral interstitial site-Fe pair in silicon. The theory used here
is based on the multiple-scattering (vis) A'a molecular cluster model within the framework of the Watson-sphere-terminated molecular-cluster method. This approach is
well documented and has been used in our previous calculations for the (AuFe) and
(AuMn) pairs in silicon J23.24). The band edges of the perfect silicon crystal were
defined by adopting a 26Si-atom cluster model that has been analyzed previously
[23], In order to simulate tin- (Fc.B,) pair, a 25Si 4 BsFe, cluster is adopted, where
an iron atom is placed at the center of the ciuster (/' site) and a boron atom replaces a
nearest-neighbor silicon atom. The cluster is schematically shown in Figure I. The
atoms in the cluster are classified according to four shells in Td symmetry, indicated
by the numbers 1. 2. 3. and 4. The replacement of a nearest-neighbor silicon atom by
boron lowers the symmetry to (',. . and each one of these shells are further divided in
classes of equivalence denoted by a. b, and c. Thus the cluster comprises the central
atom (Fe). the classes la (! h). lb (3 Si), 2a (3 Si), 2b (3 Si). 3a (I Si). 3b (3 Si), 4a
(6 Si). 4b (3 Si), and 4c (3 Si). According to the model. 48 electrons are transferred
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[111]

IRON

BORON

o

SILICON

Figure 1. The 25Si + B,Fe ; cluster model representing the (Fe;Bs) pair in silicon. The
cluster is centered at the interstitial tetrahedral site (T) and comprises one central Fe atom
and four shells of Si atoms, numbered from 1 to 4, in Td symmetry. The cluster symmetry
is lowered to C3w when ones replace a nearest-neighbor Si atom by a B atom. The atoms in
C3v symmetry belong to classes of equivalence that are indicated by the labels a, b, and c.

to a sphere enclosing the entire cluster (Watson sphere) in order to avoid the dangling-bond effects on the cluster surface [23]. The calculations were carried out within
the framework of the spin-restricted approximation by including all the electrons except those filling the B-\s and Si-Is, 2s, 2p states, which were kept frozen.
2. Results of the Calculations
The energy spectrum of the 25Si + BsFe, cluster, simulating the electronic structure of the (Fe,Bs) pair, is shown in Figure 2. In order to better characterize the impurity levels induced by the pair complex, we are selecting the Fe 3d- and B 2s,
2p-derived levels from the complete spectrum shown in Figure 2a and locating them
relative to the band edges in Figure 2b. The numbers in parentheses denote the percentage of charge, normalized to one electron, within the Fe or B atomic sphere (radius 1.18A). The triangle represents the dt2 and de resonances induced within the
valence band by an isolated T site Fe impurity, according to an MS 27 atom-cluster
model calculation [25]. The experimental results for the silicon valence-band width
and band gap as well as their simulation through a 26 Si-atom cluster calculation are
also depicted in Figure 2. The charge distribution for the different cluster regions,
relative to those impurity states we consider relevant for our analysis, is shown in
Table I. These states, labelled according to Figure 2b, are assumed to play a basic
role in determining a microscopic model for the pair.
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Expt

26 Si
(a)

CDs

ao

V

-5.0
V

aa,e.

-mo

a,-

Figure 2. Self-consistent one-electron energy spectra of the 25Si + BsFe, cluster simulating the electronic structure of the substitutional-B-tetrahedral site interstitial-Fe pair in silicon, (a) All the electronic states are shown; (b) Only the Fe 3d- and B 2s, 2^-derived
energy levels, relative to the band edges, are indicated. The results for a perfect 26Si atom
cluster as well as the experimental values for the silicon valence-band width and band gap
are also shown. The circles indicate the occupancy of the gap levels, and the triangle shows
the Fe,-derived dt2 and de resonances quoted from Ref. 25. The numbers within parentheses
denote the percentage of charge, normalized to one electron, within the Fe or B impurity
spheres.

3. Discussion
Based on the calculations reported here and on the results obtained previously [2527] for the isolated Bs and Fe, neutral atoms in silicon, we are now able to describe
the formation of the impurity levels induced by the (Fe,Bs) pair from the interaction
between the molecular orbitals (MO) of the isolated impurities. This effort gives rise
to the microscopic model for the pair, schematically shown in Figure 3. There, the a,
b, and c labels indicate the one-electron impurity levels for Bs, for the (Fe^Ss) pair,
and for Fe,, respectively.
According to a l6Si + Bs MS cluster model calculation, the relevant effect of introducing a Bs impurity into the silicon lattice is the appearance of a t2 acceptor level at

TABLE I.

Charge distribution normalized to one electron for the Fe 3d- and B 2s, 2p-derived states.

U

I
i

U

1

I

Shell
Orbital
(occupancy)

Fe
central

B
la

lb

2a

2b

3a

3b

4a

4b

4c

Interatomic
region

Fe- and B-derived resonances
0.42
M4)
2<?(4)
0.38
0.25
lfl,(2)
2a,(2)
0.21
3e(4)
0.07

0.00
0.00
0.07
0.24
0.19

0.27
0.09
0.07
0.05
0.06

0.01
0.06
0.03
0.11
0.27

0.04
0.16
0.17
0.04
0.03

0.00
0.00
0.02
0.05
0.00

0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.16

0.02
0.04
0.16
0.05
0.01

0.01
0.07
0.02
0.00
0.01

0.16
0.17
0.20
0.19
0.23

Gap states
4f(4)
5e(2)
3a,(D

0.00
0.06
0.15

0.12
0.05
0.08

0.05
0.05
0.13

0.07
0.06
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.14

0.17
0.07
0.08

0.04
0.11
0.00

0.02
0.04
0.00

0.02
0.04
0.00

0.15
0.13
0.16

UJ
UJ
C/l

Q

1
O

0.37
0.41
0.27

Note: The orbitals are labelled as in Figure 1. The charge is distributed into the cluster regions, which include the central Fe sphere, the B sphere, eight
shells of Si atoms, and the interatomic region. These cluster regions are schematically shown in Figure 1.
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Si: B s
(T d )

Si:B s Fej
(C 3v )

S i : Fe8
(T d )
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\

.20,
2e » « » » • *

(a)

(b)

N
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the (Fe,B,) impurity levels, relative to the silicon
band edges, as derived from the interactions between the impurity states of die isolated impurities. The circles indicate the occupancy of the levels, (a) The B, shallow acceptor level;
(b) the (FeB) resonances and gap levels, labelled according to Figure 2; (c) the Fe,-derived
dt2 and de resonances and t2 and e gap levels.

0.04 eV above the top of the valence band [26]. Our calculations for the ( F e ^ pair
indicate that there are strong covalent interactions between the MO of the isolated impurities. As a result, the Bs acceptor level is pulled down into the valence band and
splits into nondegenerate o--like and a double degenerate 7r-like pair states. They are
labelled 2a, and 3e in Figure 3b and are placed at £ v - 1.12 eV and E¥ - 0.88 eV,
respectively. The t2 acceptor state of Bs interacts primarily with dt2 resonance of the
Fe, impurity. The t2 acceptor level of Bs is shifted by about twice the value predicted
by the ionic model, 0.55 eV, which corresponds to a shift caused by the Coulombic
field created by the Fe,+ ion at the B5~ site [21].
The calculations performed for the Bs impurity [26] imply that 14% of the charge
distribution associated with the t2 hole state is found within the Bs atomic sphere (radius 1.18A). Taking into consideration that the t2 level occupancy is 5, we find the
value O.le for the charge to be associated with this state within the Bs sphere. The
ionic model establishes that one electron is transferred from the Fe< donor level in the
gap to the Bs acceptor level. In order to analyze this assumption, we start by first estimating the amount of charge that is transferred to the Bs sphere through the Bs i2derived 2a, and 3e states. According to the entries displayed in Table I, the charge
distribution associated with the 2a, and 3e states within the Bs sphere is 24 and 19%,
respectively. These levels are fully occupied by six electrons that give the value
1.25e for the corresponding charge within the Bs sphere of the pair. Thus, a transfer
of 0.54e to the Bs atomic sphere occurs when the pair is formed. We will show below
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that this transference of charge is due to the interactions between the t2 acceptor state
of Bs and the dt2 resonance of Fe,.
Isolated Fe, impurity in silicon gives rise to the dt2 and de resonances within the
valence band and t2 and e levels within the band gap. schematically shown in Figure 3c [25, 27]. The charge distribution within the Fe, atomic sphere associa ;d to the
dt2 and de resonances, as estimated from Ref. 25, is 40 and 45%, respectively. Since
these levels are fully occupied, we obtain the value 4.2f for the corresponding charge
within the Fe, sphere. The Fe, 3of-derived resonances give rise to the le, 2e, and la,
resonances for the pair, as indicated in Figure 3b. The dt2 resonance, placed at about
Ev — 1.63 eV, interacts with the t2 state of Bs and splits into cr-like (la,) and 7r-like
(le) levels, located at Ev — 1.25 eV and Ey — 1.61 eV, respectively. The de resonance, at Ev — 1.36 eV, is shifted down slightly, being labelled as 2e in Figure 3b
and placed at Ev — 1.48 eV. According to the entries shown in Table I. the charge
distribution within the Fe, atomic sphere for the le, 2e, and la, states are 42, 38,
and 25%, respectively. The larger splitting observed for the la, level, followed by
the significative lowering of its charge distribution within the Fe, sphere, confirms
our observation that this state drives the charge transfer between the two impurities.
Since the le, 2e, and la, resonances are fully occupied, the value 3.70e is obtained
for the charge associated with them within the Fe, sphere. Thus, the Fe, impurity
loses 0.5e, about the same amount of charge that is transferred to the Bs impurity.
One important feature of our calculations is the finding that the gap states of the
(Fe,B5) pair are Fe,-like states. The gap levels induced by the pair, labelled as 4e,
5e, and 3a, in Figure 3b, are originated from the t2 and e gap states of the Fe, impurity. The interactions with the Bs MO splits the t2 state by about 0.33 eV, into the 4e
and 3a, levels, with the latter crossing the 5e level and becoming the highest gap
level for the pair. According to the results shown in Table I, the values 37, 41, and
27% are found for the charge distribution within the Fe, atomic sphere for the 4e, 5e.
and 3a, impurity states, respectively. The comparison between these values with
those extracted from Ref. 25, 30 and 38% for the Fe.-derived t2 and e gap states,
respectively, leads us to conclude that a delocalization of the o~-like 3a, gap state may
be detected, but it is a small effect. The strong localization of the (Fe,Bs) gap states
within the cluster central atomic sphere emphasizes the Fe, 3d character of these
impurity states.
The analysis of the charge distribution associated to the Fe, and (Fe,BJ gap states
made above leads to an interesting conclusion related to the pair electronic structure.
Bearing in mind that there are eight electrons occupying the / : and e gap levels, we
obtain the value 2.56e for the charge associated with these states within the Fe;
sphere of the isolated impurity. On the other hand, the seven electrons occupying the
(Fe,Bs) gap levels, according to the electronic configuration displayed in Figure 3b,
give the value 2.57? for the charge within the Fe, sphere. Thus, the same amount of
charge within the Fe, atomic sphere is obtained in both cases. This result contradicts
the assumption that an Fe/ ion is created by transferring one electron from the donor
level of the isolated ion to the Bs impurity. Here the Haldane and Anderson mechanism, which is operative if covalent effects play a role, prevents charge transfer out
of the Fe, impurity sphere from taking place by compensating the decrease in one of
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the gap level occupancy [27].
Although our calculations show that the interaction between the t2 acceptor state of
Bv and the dt2 resonance of Fe causes a transfer of about 0.5 electronic charge from
Fe, to B_. we do not conclude that some ionic character can be ascribed to the stabilized pair. It is verified that this transference of charge is compensated by the covalent interactions between the other MO of the isolated impurities. This fact can be
confirmed in a straightforward way by analyzing the total electronic charge within the
impurity atomic spheres. According to the 16Si + Bs cluster model calculation, simulating the electronic structure of an isolated neutral boron substitutional impurity,
the value 5.6^ is found for the electronic charge within the Bs impurity sphere 126).
Our calculations show that this value is reduced to 5.34? when the pairing between Bs
and Fe, occurs. On the other hand, the Fe, atomic sphere contains 26.13^ when the
neutral impurity is isolated, whereas this value changes to 26.07? when the pairing
takes place. Therefore, there is no clear indication from the calculations that there is
a transfer of one electron from Fe, to B, as assumed in the ionic model.
3. Conclusions
Although the calculations reported here were not carried out to the spin-polarized
limit, we can infer from the significant localization of the pair gap states on the Fe,
impurity sphere that the exchange interactions drive the complex to a high spin configuration. Our previous calculation, carried out with three electrons filling the 5e
gap level and with the 3a] level empty, places the 3a, level at about 0.15 eV above
the 5e level [28]. In this case the value 31% is obtained for the percentage of charge
within the Fe sphere corresponding to the 3a, state. The proximity of the 3a, level to
the 5e level and the strong localization of these states in the Fe sphere indicate that a
high spin configuration is likely. In order to improve on the simulation of the high
spin configuration in our spin-restricted calculations, we are promoting one electron
from the 5e to the 3o, level.
We point out that the C3v crystal field effects are strong enough to push the 3a,.
level above the 5e; however, these levels are close enough to favor spins alignment.
In conclusion, the donor (0/ + ) and acceptor ( - / 0 ) transitions observed for the pair
are related to the 3a, state, which is empty or fully occupied after the transition, respectively. The (Fe,Bs) pair ground state is an 4A orbital singlet, implying that the
values L = 0 and 5 = 3/2 are ascribed to the angular momentum and spin eigenvalues of the complex, respectively. These findings, which are in perfect agreement with
electron paramagnetic resonance measurements, indicate that the pair complex does
not undergo Jahn-Teller distortions and therefore is stable in a trigonal symmetry as
has been detected.
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Abstract
A particular model for the hydride Pd3FeH is studied. The linear combination of
muffin tin orbitals (LMTO) method is used to calculate the electronic structure of the
hydride phase of Pd3Fe and shows a drastic reduction of magnetic moments. By comparing the electronic structure of the hydride with the pure Pd3Fe, it is understood
why this reduction takes place.
Introduction
Hydrogen absorption in metals has become one of the important aspects in the research on metals and alloys owing to its potential technological applications [1].
The two leading contenders in the role of hydrogen absorbers are Ti-Fe and Pd-Fe
alloys. Ti-Fe alloys have received considerable attention, whereas Pd-Fe has not been
studied much, in particular, from the theoretical point of view [2]. We therefore studied the system Pd3FeH and, in particular, the effect of hydrogen intake to the magnetic properties of Pd3Fe.
It is well known that ?d3Fe alloys are capable of absorbing hydrogen in its ordered
phase, which has a Cu3Au structure, through electrolitic loading, retaining mis structure with the same lattice parameter. The Pd3Fe structure has two types of interstitial
sites. One at the center of the conventional cubic cell is an octahedron formed by six
Pd atoms in which the local environment is identical to that of pure Pd metal. The
other, at the middle of the cube edges, is formed by four Pd and two Fe atoms. It is
also known that pure metallic Pd absorbs hydrogen, whereas Fe does not. Therefore,
we model our calculation on the ordered arrangement with hydrogen atoms placed at
the center of the cube. Another supporting evidence to the above model is that in the
disordered phase of Pd3Fe, which is the solid solution Pd075Fe025 retaining the fee
structure, there is no noticeable H absorption detected [3]. This is attributed to die
small probability of occurrence of octahedral sites without Fe atoms as first neighbors. This is also the reason why we do not study the hydride of the disordered alloy
and restrict ourselves to the most probable ordered phase, namely Pd3Fe with interstitial hydrogen placed at the center of the conventional cubic cell.
* Permanent Address: Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, Depto. de Ffsica, UFSC, SC, Brasil.
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Recently [4| we studied the electronic structure of the intermetullic compound
Pd,Fe using the linear muffin tin orbital (I.MTO) method of Andersen [5.6j. In the
present we use the same method to address the question of the influence of hydrogen
in the magnetism of Pd,Fe. Other aspects of the hydride phase of Pd,Fe are discussed
elsewhere |7].

The Calculation
Since the LMTO method has been discussed in great detail in many recent publications, we refer the reader to them (see, for example, Skriver's book [6]) and limit
ourselves to the description of particular details of the present calculation. We have
used the LMTO without spin orbit interaction, and the combined corrections [5] were
not included. Self-consistency was achieved with 220 k points using the tetrahedron
method [8J. Pd3Fe absorbs hydrogen without any substantial alteration in its lattice
parameter; we therefore have used the experimental lattice parameter for this compound, a = 3.849 A. The spheres around Pd and Fe atoms were taken with equal size
with values 5 = 2.8189 a.u., and for the spheres around the H atoms, s = 1.3308
a.u. was used.
The converged SCF potentials and charge densities obtained using the Von Barth
and Hedin [9] approximation to the local spin density theory showed very little
charge transfer. The excess charge at Pd and Fe atoms in the ferromagnetic calculation where 0.0705 and 0.0873 e, respectively. These results can be compared with
the Pd3Fe calculation [4], where we obtained 0.0169 e excess charge*at the Fe atoms.
Therefore in the hydride case there is a greater charge transfer than in the ordered
compound, showing that H atoms behave as sources of charge for Pd and Fe atoms.
This charge transfer alters the electronic distribution of charge and the magnetic properties of the alloy.
The ground state of Pd3Fe is ferromagnetic with magnetic moments of 0.57 /i B for
Pd and 2.70 for Fe. The intake of hydrogen reduces these values considerably but not
to the extent of stabilizing the paramagnetic phase of Pd3FeH. We therefore performed the ferromagnetic calculation of Pd3FeH.
Results
The self-consistent spin-polarized potentials gave the energy bands for up and
down electrons shown in Figures 1 and 2 for some symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone. To understand the role of hydrogen-metal interaction in deforming the
bands of this compound, a comparison has to be made with the bands of the pure
Pd3Fe (Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 4). In the hydride there are low-lying bands not entirely
separated from the d band complex as in some hydrides [2]; the Fermi level is raised
to higher energies in Pd3FeH, filling some d bands of the compound that were previously empty. The low-lying band in Pd3FeH is mostly formed out of states as
r,,M 3 ,X,, which were already filled in Pd,Fe and have been lowered by about 2.0
eV for both spin directions by the H-Pd interaction. We also note a very striking
change, namely, a full branch of alloy states around /?, located above EF in Pd3Fe are
lowered by about 6.0 eV owing to the H-metal interaction and falls below Ef in
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Spin-down bands for Pd,FeH along symmetry lines of simple cubic (sc) Brillouin zone.

Pd3FeH. The lowering of these states, which are mainly of p character, is rather
important because they now accommodate 0.14 additional electrons. Hence the Fermi
level goes up with hydrogenation, but only 0.85 of the one electron brought in by the
hydrogen is accommodated at EF, since new states appear at low energies in Pd3Fe.
The filling of these states- is important to the stability of the compound, whereas the
raising of EF costs energy. Clearly the stability of the hydride comes from the competition of these two effects, and we see that in the present case the appearance of these
new states below £ F , prevents the Fermi level movement to too high energies, favoring the stabilization of the compound.
Reduction of Magnetic Moments
In Table I are displayed the results for the site charges and magnetic moments for
the hydride case; it shows the reduction of the magnetic moments when compared
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with the results of pure alloy. In the case of Pd3Fe, we have shown [4] that Pd and Fe
spin-up electrons form a common d band, whereas the spin-down electrons are almost excluded from the Fe sites, thus producing a large magnetic moment at these
sites. In the hydride case owing to the H-metal interaction there is a population of
spin-down bands (mostly at Fe sites) decreasing the difference between spin-up and
spin-down electrons. Therefore the extra charge raising the Fermi energy and the deformation of the bands conspire to produce a filling effect of the spin-down bands
that is responsible for the reduction of magnetic moments in this system.

MAGNETISM OF Pd3Fe
TABLE I.

Calculated charges and magnetic moments.
Pd

n (electron/spin)
ns; (electron/spiii)
n , (electron/spin)
f
nc, (electron/spin)
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Fe

H

i

r

r-i

i

r

r-i

i

r

r-i

4 .96
0 .30
0 .38
4 .28

5.12
0.30
0.37
4.45

0.16(0.38)
0.00
0.01
0.17

3.32
0.32
0.37
2.53

4.93
0.32
0.38
4.23

1.71 (3.10)
0.00
0.01
1.70

0.35
0.30
0.05
0.00

0.35
0.30
0.05
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Note: The calculated magnetic moments for pure Pd,Fe are given in parentheses (source: Ref. 4).

Conclusions
We have performed an LMTO calculation of Pd3FeH that showed the states responsible for the stabilization of the hydride phase. In addition, the accounting for the distribution of the extra charge brought into the system by the H atom explains, via the
filling effect of the spin-down hands, the drastic decrease in the magnetic moments
shown in Table I.
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Abstract
The self-consistent formulation of the variational cellular method has been developed in order to calculate the electronic structure of crystals with an arbitrary number
of atoms per unit cell. Applications for silicon have been carried out. Silicon, chosen
here as a test case, is treated as a face-centered cubic lattice with four "atoms" per
unit cell by adding empty cells. The electronic charge density was taken muffin-tin,
assuming a constant value in the interstitial region between the inscribed sphere and
the Wigner-Seitz polyhedrum. The spherical symmetric electronic charge density in
the inscribed sphere was obtained by adding a limited number of contributions of
Briilouin zone states using the "mean value point theory" developed by Baldereschi
and Chadi-Cohen. Our results are in good agreement with those obtained by other
methods.
1. Introduction
After the variational version proposed by Ferreira and Leite [1,2], the cellular
method of Wigner-Seitz-Slater [3,4], returned to its position of a powerful first
principles method, was able to describe the electronic properties of molecules and
crystals. Self-consistent calculations for diatomic molecules were accomplished with
enough success using the variational cellular method (VCM) by Ferreira and Leite [2],
Brescansin et al. [5], and Leite et al. [6]. The method was lately extended to poliatomic molecules by Ferreira and De Siqueira [7]. The first application of the nonself-consistent version of the VCM to crystals was realized by Leite et al. [8] and
Ferraz et al. [9] in calculations for sodium and lithium. The generalization of the
method to crystalline structures with an arbitrary number of atoms per unit cell was
performed and applied to diamond and silicon by Ferraz et al. [10,11] in non-selfconsistent calculations.
In this work we develop the self-consistent version of VCM (SCVCM) as applied to
crystals with an arbitrary number of atoms per unit cell. The use of group theory in
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21 '05-113 (1987)
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points of high symmetry of the Brillouin zone, and the application oi the "mean value
point theory" of Baldereschi [12] and Chadi-Cohen [13], lead to a rapid convergence
to obtain the self-consistent band structure with a relatively small number of points k
in Brillouin zone.
In order to apply the self-consistent theory developed here, we have calculated the
band structure of silicon. We have considered a structure made up of a face-centered
cubic (FCC) lattice with four points on the base, two of them occupied by silicon
atoms and the other two by vacancies. In dealing with band calculations and molecular clusters, there is evidence that the introduction of empty cells in the interstitial region of a diamond-type lattice leads to a more realistic potential [14].
The method revealed great accuracy in the application for silicon, mainly in the calculation of the band and direct gaps. The possibility of its extension to self-consistent
calculations of more complex structures places the VCM in an advantageous position
in the context of calculating the band structure of solids.
2. SCVCM for Crystals with an Arbitrary Number of Atoms per Unit Cell
A. The Cellular Partitioning Scheme
One suitable choice for the partitioning of crystal space is the construction of
Wigner-Seitz atomic cells, each one containing an atom or vacancy (empty cell).
The atoms A,B,C, D , . . . , shown schematically in Figure 1 belong to a unit cell.
Each atom is contained in a polyhedrum region. Points belonging to a face of a polyhedrum and differing by a lattice translation vector T are called conjugated points. R
is the radius of a sphere inscribed on the polyhedrum. In the interstitial region, the
electronic charge density is taken as a constant value p 0 .
B. Determination of the Eigenvalues
The wave function in each polyhedrum i is expanded as

'L

(1)

X

where
A(r)=R?(r)Yx(r).

(2)

A. corresponds to the pair (/, m) of angular momentum, AiK are unknown coefficients,
RS°(r) are solutions of the radial Schrodinger equation, and YK(f) are spherical harmonics. The eigenvalues are obtained from the secular equation
j

(3)

A'

i and j denoting two polyedra in the unit cell. H is a Hermitian matrix whose elements are given by

(ik\H\jk') = 2e*
2*TT
T

\dStjlfZWdnfjAr')
+ dnfr
\
( k(r)fjK.(r')].
4
J

)
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Figure 1. Scheme for partition of crystal space. I,II,III, etc., indicate unit cells, and
A, B, C, etc., correspond to atoms belonging to a unit cell. R is the radius of the inscribed
sphere in the Wigner-Seitz polyhedrum. T is a lattice-translation vector. In the inscribed
sphere the radial electronic charge density p(r) is spherical symmetric, and in the interstitial
region it is taken as a constant value p0-

Hie sum over T is performed as follows. For a point r belonging to a face of polyhedrum i, we find all points r' on faces of polyhedrum j such that r' — r is a lattice
translation vector, k is a vector of the Brillouin zone defining a wave vector stale.
dnfik denotes the nonnal derivative outward from the polyhedrum i. For a given value
of energy e0 we solve the radial Schrodinger equation and obtain/ A from expression (2). The surface integrations are performed numerically, taking the value of
the integrand in a certain number of points r and attributing to each one a suitable
weight [8-11]. The eigenvalue e is obtained as one of the set of trying values for %
lat is a zero of matrix determinant, subjected to a condition that eliminates spurious
solutions [2].
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C. The Cellular Potential
In our scheme of self-consistency the starting potential was taken as the superposition of atomic potentials over which we have performed the spherical average. The
Coulomb potential V, (r) in each iteration was obtained by solving the Poisson's equation V2\/ (r) = Airelp(r), where p(r) is the total electronic charge density. The local
density approximation was used for the exchange potential Vx(r) according to the
Kohn and Sham approximation [15].
D. The Electronic Charge Density p(r)
The radial functions R,,(r) are obtained by solving the radial Schrodinger equation
~^pjr)
dr~

+

Hl

+ l)

,

p,,(r) + [Vc(r) + Vx(r)]Pi!(r) = e o A ,(r),

(5)

r~

with
pa(r) = rR.ir)

(6)

To the functions pu{r) are imposed the boundary conditions
= 0.
pa(R) = 1,
R being the radius of the inscribed sphere in the polyhedrum /. In order to calculate
the radial electronic charge density />,(/•) in each polyhedrum /, we follow a development analogous to the one described by Ferreira and Leite [2] in their self-consistent
calculations for molecules. We search for the second linearly independent solutions
qn(r) of Eq. (5) on which are imposed the conditions
= 1
r=R

A Q matrix is constructed from an H matrix, replacing the functions pH{r) by qa{r)
and making zero the elements of H that do not contain pa{r). The radial electronic
charge density pt{r) in each polyhedrum / is given by
4777-7>,(r) = - — 2 Z ZPaW-Cii
^

v

k

'

<7^

/

with

Ca =

J

—^-r

(8)
x

2 2 2 2 -(j'y\H\j"k")(j"\"\H- \j'\')
r r v A- d e
In expression (7), v runs over all occupied levels, dv is the degeneracy of the level,
and N is the number of crystal unit cells. p\r) is obtained by adding the contribution
of the JV vectors k in Brillouin zone. The labels j , j ' , and j " in expression (8) refer to
atomic polyhedra belonging to a single unit cell. The use of the "mean value point
theory" of Baldereschi [12] and Chadi-Cohen [13] allows to reduce the calculations.
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If Nk Chadi-Cohen vectors kn are taken, and an are the respective weights, expression (7) reads

47rr2Pi(r) = -2%

2 2Pu(r)dvanCu

.

(9)

Expression (9) was used to calculate the radial electronic charge density only for
points r =s R, R l>eing the radius of the inscribed sphere on the polyhedrum. In the
interstitial region between the inscribed sphere and the boundary of the polyhedrum,
we take p^r) = p 0 , obtained by

2Z,. - f*4irr2p(r)dr
p 0 = -i

^

,

(10)

Z, being the atomic number and ft/nl the interstitial volume in each polyhedrum i. To
verify the correctness of our results, in each self-consistent iteration we have calculated the total charge Qw by
(RE
> lot

= 2/

4rrr2Pi(r)dr,

(11)

, Jo

RE being the radius of a sphere with same volume as each atomic polyhedrum. We
must expect that the value for Q** is close to 2,Z,.
3. Results
In order to apply the self-consistent theory presented above, we have chosen siliadding two empty cells [14]. Figure 2 shows the schematic representation of the
appropriate Wigner-Seitz cell. The "mean value point theory" is a good approximation for semiconductors [13]. Good results were obtained by using the threepoints scheme
r = ^(0,0,0);

* =-^(0,1,0);

For the lattice parameter we have used aL = 10.2631 a.u. [16]. Table I presents the
levels, weights, and degeneracies. For the total charge we have obtained from expression (11) the value g"* = 28.2614, slightly different from 2Z = 28. We attribute
this deviation to the contribution of neighbor cells. This leads one to conclude that a
sphere with the same volume is not the better representation for the Wigner-Seitz
polyhedrum. The equivalent sphere must have a radius slightly smaller.
Table II compares self-consistent eigenvalues calculated by the present work with
other theoretical and experimental values. The zero of energy is placed at the top of
the valence band. Our results can be considered quite good. The indirect gap calculated by us is a demonstration of the accuracy of the method. This result was obtained by searching for the minimum of energy along the line A,. The minimum was
found at the point k2?r/a t (0,0.8,0). The result obtained by us for the band gap is
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TABLE I. Three-points scheme of ChadiCohen for an FCC structure.
Level

Weight

Degeneracy

r,

0.125
0.125
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.375
0.375

1
3
1
1
2
2
2

Lr
Ly

x,
xt

Figure 2. Schematic representation of me Wigner-Seitz cell for silicon. Each poSyhedram
A contains a silicon atom. The pclyfcedra B are empties.
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TABLE II. Comparison between self-consistent results obtained for silicon by SCVCM with theoretical
and experimental values. The zero of energy has been placed at the top of the valence band. The label C
denotes conduction bands. All entries are given in electron volts.
OPW1

Level

SCVCM*

VCM"

r,
r*
r15cc
r2

-11.13
0.00
3.68
4.97
-5.89
-9.10
-0.75
-7.24
-3.00
1.40
0.79

-11.86
0.00
3.63
4.94
-5.28
-9.61
-1.37
-7.61
-2.77

L,
L2.
Ly

x.
x4
x>*
BG

1.16
1.09

« =

2
T

-12.04
0.00
2.33
3.31
-7.14
-9.63
-1.26
-7.83
-3.00
0.34
—

a =1
-11.74
0.00
2.79
2.75
-6.75
-9.53
— 1.18
-7.75
-2.72
1.28
1.10

SCAPW"1

-11.44
0.00
3.30
2.38
-6.33
-9.42
-2.03
-7.66
-2.34
2.28
2.06

APW"

SCPPe

-11.76
0.00
2.82
2.83
-6.71
-9.57
-1.12
-7.77
-2.63
1.27
1.12

-12.20
0.00
2.48
2.50
-7.21
-9.92
-1.28
-8.02
-2.93
0.52
0.50

Experimental
-12.4 ± 0.6'
4.18s
4.21 ± 0.02"
-6.4 ± 0.4'
-9.3 ± 0.41

-2.5 ± 0.3'
1.13*
1.12"

Note: BG - band gap.
"Self-consistent variational cellular method, present work.
"Vanadonal cellular method, Ref. 11.
c
Ortogonalized plane waves, Ref. 18.
d
Self-consistent and non-seff-consistent augmented plane waves, Ref. 19.
'Self-consistent pseudopotencial, nonlocal, Ref. 20.
'Reference 21.
"Reference 22.
"Reference 23.
Reference 24.
Reference 25.
"Reference 26.

close to that found by Zunger and Cohen [20], which is considered as one of the best
until now for silicon. The value obtained by the non-self-consistent VCM flli) is 1.09
eV, closer to the experimental result. Nevertheless we cannot expect a theoretical
result that reproduces the experiment, since the Hohenberg and Kohn theorem |17]
is not applied to excited states. The major difference found among the results of the
several methods is situated in the determination of transition X] - T^i. Our result
differs by only 0.24 eV from that obtained by non-self-consistent VCM. It is interesting to note the great difference verified in the calculations of Szmulowicz 119} using
self-consistent and non-self-consistent APW. Similar discrepancies can be observed
in the results of Stukel and Euwema ,fl8] when different values of the exchange
parameter are used (a = 2/3 and a = 1).
The band structure of silicon along A, A, and X symmetry lines is shown in Figure 3.
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Self-consistent band structure of silicon along the symmetry lines A, A, and 1.

4. Conclusions
We have presented the self-consistent version of the cellular method applied to
crystals with an arbitrary number of atoms per unit cell. The good results obtained for
silicon show that the SCVCM is a suitable first principles method to be applied to calculate the electronic structure of solids with complex crystal lattices. The electronic
charge density was obtained with great accuracy by the use of Chadi-Cohen points.
Moreover, the muffin-tin picture for the electronic charge density revealed it to be a
good approximation even for open structures. The method is now being applied to
calculate the self-consistent electronic states of crystals with eight atoms per unit cell.
The linearization of the method is also under way in order to increase its flexibility.
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Abstract
By analyzing the convergence properties of the lattice sums in the exchange part of
the restricted Hartree-Fock orbital energy, we isolate the source of the nonanalytic
behavior of a partially occupied band at the Fermi energy. This analysis shows how
an extended system behaves qualitatively differently from a finite system but also
provides a possibility of following the development of nonanalyticity as the size of
the system grows.
1. Introduction
The growing importance of quasi-one-dimensional (ID) systems has given rise to a
large number of calculations of the electronic structure of such systems both of the
Hartree-Fock [1] and density functional [2] type. The quasi ID systems are very
large molecules, but they can also be considered in a first approximation as crystals
with one-dimensional lattices. The fact that they are extended systems has essential
implications for the theoretical treatment. The convergence properties of the lattice
sums must be used properly. To begin with, the various parts of the Coulomb energy
must be combined and calculated in such a way that rapidly convergent expressions
are obtained. [3].
Similar studies of the convergence properties of the exchange components reveal
some very important aspects of the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) method. The lattice
sums in the exchange parts of the orbital energy do converge, but for metallic systems one of the lattice sums in the corresponding derivative with respect to the wave
number diverges at the Fermi energy. Thus for a metallic system a partially filled
band is nonanalytic at the Fermi level. This aspect of the RHF approximation is well
known for the electron gas [4].
Most calculations for metals are carried out with density functional methods, although usually within a local density approximation [5]. In these methods the effective one-electron potential somehow represents a combination of exchange and
correlation effects, and its form is such that the RHF singularity is complete!)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21, 115-129 (1987)
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avoided. Despite that situation for density functional theory, it is interesting, however, to analyze the RHF problem in some detail in search of deeper reasons for the
singularity and, hopefully, also remedies for it. By means of a momentum space
analysis, Monkhorst [6] traced one of the roots of difficulty to the fact that in RHF the
occupation of the orbitals is characterized by a step function. The authors of the
present paper have chosen a complementary point of view and studied the same problem in direct space. We have first analyzed the convergence aspects of the exchange
energy in an LCAO version of RHF [7] and then in a more general formulation in terms
of Wannier functions [8].
In view of the central role played by RHF in the study of the electronic structure of
quasi-ID systems, both in its ab initio form and in various semiempirical versions,
we consider it important to study the pathological aspects of RHF for such systems in
some detail. Our primary purpose here is diagnostic.
The analyticity properties of the bands and of the Bloch functions, considered as
functions of the wave number, are intimately connected with the localization properties of the corresponding Wannier functions. For an isolated band these decay exponentially [9], but in other situations their decay may be slower. In the present paper
we will start out from the assumption of exponentially decaying Wannier functions
and show that even in this most favorable case the RHF bands are pathological at the
Fermi level. If the Wannier functions fall off more slowly, the situation cannot be expected to improve.
In Section 2 we introduce the notation and isolate that part of the exchange contribution of the RHF orbital energy that forms the source of the singularity. The central
quantity is a certain lattice sum that is a function of the wave number. In Sections 2
and 3 we show plots of this function and its derivative for different values of the
Fermi wave number and for a finite but increasing number of unit cells. These functions and their counterparts for an infinite number of unit cells form the background
for a discussion of a number of aspects of the Hartree-Fock pathology.
2. RHF-CO Equations and Convergence of Their Lattice Sums
In this section the basic equations of the restricted Hartree-Fock method for quasi1D chains (RHF-CO) are summarized, and the convergence characteristics of the various lattice sums occurring in these expressions are briefly indicated.
A. Basic RHF-CO Equations
Consider an infinite chain with <u electrons and ft atoms per unit cell with nuclear
charges Zg (g = 1 , 2 , . . . , O) centered at position vectors sg relative to the unit-cell
origin. The unit cell length is a, and the lattice sites are indicated by the integers m,
m', and m". The RHF Bloch states i/»M(&, r) are doubly occupied up to the Fermi energy
eF and orthonormal, i.e.,
I drtf/*(k',rty^k,r)

= 8w8Mfl.

(1)

where k is a wave number defined in the Brillouin zone (BZ) wnose length is 2n/a;
k £ [-ir/a,ir/a].
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The RHF-CO equations result from the minimization of the total energy under the
orthonormality constraint in Eq. (1). In the case of extended systems, and thus for
infinite chains, the charge neutrality condition [10]
a f
2T~
dk^B^k)
27r

hz

n

= 2 Z ,= w

(2)

jf=l

M

is particularly important; BJk) is the occupation function defined as
'l if £„(*) ^ eF
[0 if £„(*) > eF

{;

In this paper we discuss the properties of the restricted Hartree-Fock approximation
for which the equation has the following form
A/eff(l)t/»M(&, I",) = e^(/:)i|»M(&, r,)

(4)

where // uf ( 1) is the Fock operator,

#effO) = ~ T V I ~ 2 2 Z J F 1 ~ tSs +

WIOe

J~'

+

I ^r2

LJ2

iLj

"
(5)

In Eq. (5), p(r, r ' ) is the spatial part of the Fock-Dirac density matrix,
„

™

A/a f

tj.

k

2TT J

„

p(r, r') = 2^ 2ilwi(t,r)i(iJ(M') = r— dk^BAk)^Jk,r)tff*(k,r')
M

(6)
and 9*^ is an operator that exchanges r, and r2.
Since we will be interested in the shape of the density of states (DOS) that derives
from the form of the energy bands, we make the contents of the eM(£)'s more explicit,
eM(k) =
where T^k), CM(*), and *M(Jfc) are

rM(ft) = | dt **(k, r)[-\ V2(r)]^(k, r)
t ^ W ~ I «"i Vvl*> *0 jL I a r 2

(8)

2^ 2Li lri ~ Ls^ + wwe.j | I ^ I K , r,)
(9)

= - f dr, «|i*(A, r,) f drp^^-^{k,

r,)

(10)

Our aim is to disclose as clearly as possible the mechanisms through which the
characteristic properties of the RHF method arise. To do so we choose to represent the
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Bloch states in terms of the Wannier functions that play the role of a particularly
simple set of basis functions. They are defined as follows:
I

BZ
BZ

a

ikma ik

mae!)=-7=2^,r)e-

7

k

V/V

C

ik

V\
= —VN\
'BZ
t- *

(11)

•'B

and

^{k, r) = - J = 2 %(r ~ maez)eikma

(12)

Expressed in terms of the Wannier functions, Tjjk), CJ,k), and X^k) become

with Tj£ defined as
2

V2(r) |W
| M(r - mat,)
T% = | J r !V*(r) - yy V

(14)

The Coulombic contribution Cjjk) becomes

[dk'^Ze^k1) 2

cjik) = ^e^h^m

[ 2v J

^

e^'-^iwl

„•_„)

rag

m

where a more compact notation has been introduced for the Wannier functions
w; = Wjj - maet)

(16)

and matrix elements

* + »**:) = f drW*(r)\r - (s,

(17)

• WM x (r, - ma^W^r,

- m"ae,).

(18)

The exchange contribution X^k) is similarly obtained:
(m m )fl
XJLk) = - 2m « * " 1(_2rr
T -J f <#'2X(*')
21
e-'*'
-"
'
- »
BZ

M

m iB1

J

»

B. Convergence Characteristics of the Lattice Sums
Theories for extended systems involve size-related aspects in the form of lattice
sums. Hereafter we identify the convergence properties of the lattice summations
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occurring in Eqs. (13), (15), and (19). In this discussion we assume an exponential
decay with respect to \m\ for the W"'s. However, we stress that for reasons indicated
in the introduction, this assumption will not affect the conclusions of the paper.
Equation (13) does not embody any particular convergence problem, since the
Wannier functions W"'s are localized in direct space, and the related matrix elements
7"^ decay exponentially with the distance \ma\ between the centers VV° and W™.
Equation (15) requires more attention. It is more conveniently studied after a slight
rewriting,

T'

2 Z.O,+ «'«,)

(21)

The square brackets in Eq. (21) enclose terms that, when taken individually, lead
to divergent series with respect to the index m'. However, when combined under
the electroneutrality constraint, Eq. (2\, and with the condition that the partial sums
represent neutral samples [11], these terms form the well-known conditionally convergent Madelung series. This problem has been discussed in the literature [11], and
since we assume that all conditions for a proper convergence of the m' series in
Eq. (21) are met, we will not consider this problem any further. The remaining two
series over m and m" do not cause any problem, since the terms are characterized by
an exponential decay with respect to both \m\ and \m'\.
Equation (19) corresponds to the exchange energy contribution to eM(£) and will be
the focus of interest in this work. To make the analysis clearer, we rewrite Eq. (19) as

m

^"" •'B
BZ

M'

m'.m"

(22)

The indices m' and m" correspond to nonproblematic lattice summations, since their
terms decay exponentially with respect to \m'\ and \m"\, respectively. However, the
summation over m is not of an exponentially decaying character. The nature of
the decay is best appreciated by inserting the well known JAM|~' asymptotic decay
for (Wlw;.m'\ W;:w;) [12,13j. Indeed, <W°W^+m' | WJ.'w;) corresponds to the
electrostatic energy of the two electron distributions W*(r,) W '(r, — m"oe.) and
W*( r : - (m + m')ae:)H^(r2 - mae.). For large values of \m\ the overlap between
the two distributions is negligible, and the corresponding electrostatic energy decays
asympotically like |m|~'.
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<0m'

\ma\

for \m\ large

(23)

is the product of quantities related to the distribution of the charges
where
described by W* (r,) W^ (r, - m"ae:) and W*- (r2 - m'ae.) WM (r2).
Let us partition XJk) into a contribution X°(k) that is the partial sum over
\m\ =£ m* with m* > 0 and into X^{k), the remaining contribution to Xjk) where the
asymptotic decay \m\'] constitutes a reasonable approximation to (W^W™*™ | W"-W")
in the range \m\ > m*.
XJk) = XaJk) + X%k)
,

—tk'im'-n M

BZ

P

(24a)

Om'
\Ufl'

(24b)
At this point it is convenient to separate the energy bands into a set of fully occupied
ones, i.e., occupied over the entire BZ, and a set of partially occupied bands. For
reasons of simplicity, but without loss of generality, we consider only one partially
occupied band denoted by the subscript fiF and (JL0 filled bands. The points where the
occupation stops are denoted by kF and -kF; they delineate the Fermi interval (FI)
(see Fig. 1 for an illustration). Again for convenience we will assume that FI contains
the origin of the k space, but it should be stressed that more complicated situations
for FI can be equally well treated within the approach developed here. Thus XJk)
reads as
= XaJk) - —

(25)

We can now concentrate on X^(k), since XJk) is a finite sum over m and as such
does not deserve any special interest as to its convergence characteristics.
In the case of the occupied bands (i.e., u.' = 1,2
/A0). B'Jk') = 1 over the
entire BZ, and the corresponding integrals over k' reduce to
/•"">

\
J~r'a

MO

dk 2,

-ik'lm + m-m")a

(26)

n=\

Thus the summation over m is limited by the Kronecker condition So m,m .„,-. The
other two summations, i.e., those over m' and m", are limited by the expoaenaally
decaying terms P("™-|™-°), and the more localized the nature of the Wannier functions, the faster the convergence of the m' and m" series. Thus no convergence problem arises owing to the contributions of the occupied bands.
The situation is different in the case of the partially filled band u.F. Here 8^(k') is
equal to unity for k' E FI and is zero otherwise. For our specific choice O^ik') = 1,
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a

-k F

0

kF

a

L—Fermi Interval (Fl)—J
Brillouin Zone (BZ)
Figure 1.

Example of a band structure for a metallic chain and illustration of the notation
used in the text.

k' e [~kF,kF]. First let us denote by K^°(k) and K^F(k) the contributions to
from the occupied bands and the partially filled band, respectively. The explicit form
for Kp/(k) is
K*{k) =

- -

WF

fiFlx)

(28)
Here, contrary to the filled band case, there is no Kronecker condition, Eq. (26),
to assign limits to the m summation, whereas we still have an exponential decay with
respect to the other summations, i.e., those over m' and m". As a consequence of the
partial occupation, the exchange contributions will be obtained from slowly convergent series. Notice that, taken in absolute value, the terms in the series over m decay
like \m\~2, which obviously ensures an absolute convergence to this series. The absolute convergence of the series secures bounded contributions to XJik) and to ejik).
However, in the case of partial occupation, the slowly decaying series impart a peculiar behavior to the shape of the energy bands.
At this point it is interesting to compare the fully occupied case to the partially
occupied one from the point of view of the shape of the energy bands. In the case of
fully occupied systems, the Kronecker condition drastically limits the extent of the m
summation and forces it to conform to the exponential decay characteristic of the
terms involved in the m' and m" series. These terms determine the dispersion of Xj.k)
with respect to k, but owing to the intrinsic exponential decay, it is expected that this
dispersion will be "smooth." In the metallic case, the Kronecker condition does not
apply, and the shape of X^k) is very much dependent on the behavior of the series
lk2f(k;m' - m",m*,M) defined as follows,
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2'.< (fc.' - »". m: M. - 2 - - M-' Si " [ f"» + "' - if'"1

(29,

(m + m - m )
and which enter the expression for K^(k) [see Eq. (28)].
It is not the purpose of this work to make a detailed analysis of all the series corresponding to Eq. (29) but rather to illustrate their behavior and their incidence on
X^k). To make this analysis simpler, we consider the case where m' - m" = 0,
which corresponds to ~SnF(k;0.m*.M)

m>m-

(30)

This series belongs to the class of the kernel series [14]; it cannot be written as a
closed expression of elementary functions. Already in 1975, Ukrainski [15] pointed
out that it is related to the Lobachevsky function [16]. ForM = x and m* = 1, one
way to evaluate 2*' (&;0,1, "*) is to perform a Gauss-Legendre numerical integration
of the integral (see the Appendix),
Z?(*;0, l , x ) j0

2

2e-'cos[(k
+K
kFF)a]
+ ee' "'
\i -- Le
cosn* i)a\ +
sinUk
sin[(k -—it.ifll
kF)a\

1
2

- 2 ? ~ ' c o s [ j t - kF)a\ + e ')

(31)

In Figure 2 is shown the graphs of 2*f (&;0, \,M) versus k for two values of kF :
n/2a and 3ir/4a. Three values of M have been considered: 2,5, and 1 x 104; the first
two values are typical of the number of interacting cells that are commonly reported
in actual calculations on infinite chains. The amplitude of the change in 2*f (&;0,1, M)
as k tends to kF is similar for kF = irjla and kF — Z-njAa. The drop is quite significant and is probably responsible for the band broadening so often reported in the
literature about RHF predictions in general and particularly for metallic cases. Notice
that the trend for 2 ^ (£;0,1, A/) is to yield smaller positive values or negative values
as k—>kF and goes beyond that point. This is consistent with a relative energy rise
owing to the fact that exchange, with its negative sign, provides stabilization.
It is striking to notice that only a few terms, e.g., M = 5, are needed to produce .?
graph quite close to the limiting form. However, as will be shown in the next section,
many more terms are needed to reach the true signature of the metallic situation in
the RHF framework.
It should be added at this point that we have assumed that the Wannier functions
Wpir-mae.) are exponentially decaying with the lattice site index m. Obviously these
are not consistent solutions of the metallic situation. At least in the case of the partially occupied bands, the corresponding Wannier functions will not be of an exponential decay but rather like \m\~] [9J. Thus, the other two summations, i.e., those
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over m' and m", will converge rather slowly, and many contributions of the type described in Eq. (28) will enter in K%F(k).

-H

-20.5

0.25

0.75

(b)
Figure 2.

Graph of the kernel series 2k2F(k;0, l . M ) , Eq. (30), for two values of kF
( = ir/2a and 3n/4a) and for three values of M (2, 5, and 1 x 10*).
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3. RHF Density of States
The inverse of the absolute value of the first derivative of the orbital energy with
respect to the wave number k, (d/dtye^k), is a measure of the availability of the
one-electron states contributed by the band s^(k) at the corresponding energy. It
enters directly in the expression for n^E), the density of states function for the
energy band eM(it), which is
n^E) =-Ids^/dkl;^
IT

(32)

*

The total density of states N(E) is obtained by summing (32) over the bands,

N(E) ='2«„(£)

(33)

and is such that
(34)
To understand the peculiarities of the RHF density of states, we now analyze the
first derivative of e^ik) and its constituents TJk), CM(&), and XJ^k). The derivatives of
TJJc) and CM(&), respectively,
yT^k)

= ^imaeikmaT^,

(35)

and
^

i

k

a

C ^ ,

(36)

do not lead to particular difficulties, because the terms T^ and C ^ decay exponentially. The same is true in the case of exchange for the fully occupied bands, whereas
in the case of partially filled bands we have a different situation.
To illustrate the case of the metallic situation, one starts from Eq. (24a); the first
derivative is

| x . » - | * 3 « + |x»».

(37)

The first term, (d/dk)X^(k), on the right side of Eq. (37), yields a finite trigonometric
sum, and no particular problem arises. The first derivative of K*>(k) corresponds to
the fully occupied bands, and thus the terms of the series are characterized by an exponential decay as in the case of T°Z and Cj^ because of the Kronecker condition in
Eq. (26). The first derivative of Kf(k) is different, however:
dk

-

-(«)

' - m")
(3g)
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Let us concentrate on the case where m' — m" = 0; then the corresponding contribution to (d/dk)K%(k) reduces to
Om' m"0\

^, sin(kFma) s\n(kma)
\m\
< 39 >

„

,flF

Of particular interest to us here is the kernel series Sff (k;Q,m*,M)

h';0.m>,W - 2 2
1

m>m'

? ^
M

which can be summed explicitly. For M = °° and m* = \, one finds
*>•

2 (k;0,1, x) = ln|sin[*f + *)a/2]/sin(&F - *)«/2]|

(41)

i

Thus from Eq. (41) there is a clear-cut evidence of the logarithmic singularity occurring at k = kF. This implies also [cf. Eq. (32)] that n^E) will vanish identically at
ejjcf) - eF. It is fair to mention that already in 1975 Ukrainski pointed out a similar
behavior when analyzing the CNDO equations applied to the infinite polyene [15]. The
dramatic behavior of 2ff (*;0, \,M) is shown in Figure 3. There it can be appreciated that many terms, i.e., large M, are needed to reproduce the logarithmic singularity occurring at k = kF. It should be recalled that S*f (k;0, 1, °°) comes, to within a
sign factor, from the differentiation with respect to k of 2* f (&;0,1, *>). The apparent
innocent behavior of 2*f (*;0,1,») and its important consequences for N(E) is thus
clearly disclosed from its first derivative, 2,k2F(k;0,1, °°).
4. Discussion
From the present work practical considerations can be made regarding actual RHF
calculations in which exchange contributions are taken into account, either in their
totality or partially due to particular simplifications. First, the curves in Figure 2 indicate why the energy bands and their exchange contributions show little sensitivity
to the increase in the number of terms in the exchange sums. This corroborates the
observations of careful numerical experimentations [ 17] according to which the
computation of all bielectronic integrals entering the exchange part in a small region
around the reference cell—typically 10-15 a.u. or 4-7 neighbors—should lead to
a total energy converged to 1O~3-1O~4 a.u. accuracy even in metallic cases. The
kernel series "2\F(k;0, \,M) is very illustrative of the situation. The increase in die
number of terms M has very little effect on the overall shape of the function except in
the vicinity of kF, where it gradually forces the slope to be steeper. The maximum
amplitude of the function remains nearly constant beyond M = 5, and thus the band
widths are quickly obtained. This explains why it is illusive, from a practical viewpoint, to watch the convergence of RHF calculations on metallic systems by simply
repeating the calculations with different truncating conditions. Indeed, the energy
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14-.

10s

(b)
Figure 3. Graph of tbe kernel series 2 f ( * ; 0 , l.M), Eq. (40), for two values of V (*/2<i
and 3w/4a) ami for thm values of A# (2, 5, and 1 x 10s).
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quantities are particularly insensitive to the number of terms in the series. Furthermore, it is beyond feasibility, owing to the huge computational work this would represent, to carry out such tests in practice for normal systems.
However, if one is interested in properties directly dependent on the density of
states, it is important to conduct these summations to their limits. Indeed, as is dramatically illustrated in Figure 3, the density of states is directly dependent on the
shape of the energy bands and thus on series like 2*> (k\0. ].M). The true RHF density of states of any metallic system at the Fermi level must invariably be zero, and
it does not make sense to report finite RHF values of N{eh) for metallic cases resulting from specific applications. It simply means that not enough terms in the exchange
lattice sums have been considered.
We do not advocate making RHF calculations on metallic chains, but, if for a particular reason one wants such a calculation, it is important to recognize that several
conditions will have to be fulfilled, and unremovable consequences will result. In
such a case, it is essential, as with for Madelung Coulombic series, to be able to design techniques by which the exchange summations will be carried out to infinity.
Promising results in these directions have already been reported 118-20], but they
now need to be perfected and implemented in computer programs.
The foregoing analysis forces us to take sides, as it were, philosophically. An RHF
calculation for an extended metallic system — if carried out to the bitter end — will
necessarily lead to a pathological behavior in one or more bands at the Fermi level. If
on the other hand the lattice sums are truncated, that behavior will not show up fully,
and we will get a "physically" more acceptable result. However, since we are aiming
at a description of the electronic structure that can be systematically improved, it is
essential to carry — as far as possible — every level of approximation to its own limit
in order to be able to go further.
Another path has obviously been preferred for most metal calculations. Since RHF
gives a bad zero approximation, one makes instead a local density calculation that
gives a band structure more in agreement with the experimental data. In principle one
can regard such a calculation as a first step towards an exact density functional calculation. So far no systematic set of improvements — within density functional theory
itself—towards that goal seems to be known, however, not even in principle.
As a first step beyond RHF we can ask what happens when we remove one or more
restrictions and go to a general Hartree-Fock (GHF) scheme (21 j. One way to investigate that situation is to study instabilities with respect to various kinds of deviations
from an RHF wave function. Paldus and collaborators (22] have done that for a model
system: a cyclic v electron system with a growing number of links, 6, 1 0 , . . . ,
4y + 2, treated with a PPP-Hamiltonian. By choosing suitable combinations of
parameters, these authors could show how broken symmetry solutions tend to appear
with a lower total energy than RHF. These solutions have a lower spatial symmetry
than the metallic ones, and if one adjusts the geometry io agree with that of the broken symmetry solutions, one will find a still lower total energy for a system that is no
longer metallic.
It seems very probable that such a situation would prevail for an extended system
in a more realistic situation when the full Hamiltonian is taken into account. How-
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ever, as shown in the present paper, it is imperative to make a careful analysis of the
covergence of the lattice sums when we go from a finite to an extended system.
Appendix
One way to perform the numerical evaluation of 2V'(*;0, l , x ) , different from
the direct summation, is to use the Gauss-Laguerre numerical integration as for
Coulombic Madelung sums [23]. To obtain a working expression one starts from [24]
S i n

~,

n2

*

r

T(2) Jo

tdt

e' -

2COSJC +

(A.I)
e~'

and inserting the classical trigonometric identity cos a sin ft = (l/2)[sin(a + ft) sin(a - ft)] yields
sin(n/3)

r(2) Jo

te

[1
[ - 2e~'C+
(A.2)

where C+ = cos(a + /8), C_ = cos(a — /3), 5 + = sin(a + /3), and S_ = sin(a - /3).
The expression in (A.2) is, in principle, well-conditioned from a numerical point
of view, but from limited computational experimentations, it requires more points
than tabulated in Ref. 25 to ensure more than four significant decimal digits.
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Brilloiiiii Zone Treatment in Total Energy
Calculations of Feierls Distorted Chains
J. W. MBMTMIRE AND C. T. WHITE
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Abstract
Most band structure calculations approximate the integral over the Brillouin zone
of momentum (i.e., wave vector) dependent properties with an appropriately
weighted sum over a discrete set of points in the Brillouin zone. The best choice for
such a set of points has long been a point of discussion in crystalline band structure
calculations. For one-dimensionally periodic systems, however, the usual choice of
points has been evenly spaced points in the one-dimensional Brillouin zone with
equal weights. We have analyzed the exact error for the integral over the rr band of a
tight-binding model of rra?w-polyacetylene as a function of bond alternation. We find
that the error in ir band energy decreases in magnitude as q~2, where q is the total
number of points treated in the Brillouin zone, for the metallic polyacetylene system
with equal bond lengths. As bond alternation increases, however, we find that the
error in IT band energy decreases in magnitude roughly exponentially as a function of
bond alternation for any given value of q. We find that this systematic change in
error as a function of bond alternation can lead to either apparent overestimation or
underestimation of the equilibrium dimerization and stabilization energy of Peierls
distorted systems using first-principles total energy calculations.
Introduction
The treatment of the Brillouin zone in band structure calculations has long been a
concern in the computation of electronic structure of periodic extended systems. Invariably band structure formalisms require the knowledge of periodic functions of the
wave vector k at each point in the Brillouin zone and appropriate integrations of such
functions over either the entire or parts of the Brillouin zone. In practice these functions ind integrals are computed using a discrete set of points in the Brillouin zone
with appropriately chosen weights. A variety of schemes have been applied in crystalline systems for calculation of such properties as densities of states [1 j and the averages over the Brillouin zone of periodic functions of the wave vector [2,3J.
For one-dimensionally periodic systems (i.e., chain polymers), the usual choice of
points has been equally spaced points with equal weights [4,5], although other
choices have been investigated [6]. We have recently reported results [7] for the
dimerization of frans-polyacetylene using our local-density functional formalism for
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY. QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21, 131-136 (1987)
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chain polymers |8j. There we found that the error in the total energy introduced by
typical choices of the number of points treated in the Brillouin zone (10-20) was of
the same order :»s the predicted stabilization energy. We have also found that this error can be adequate'y described for the purposes of extrapolation to a continuum
treatment of the Brillouin zone using an algorithm based on a Hiickel treatment of the
77 band of poly acetylene. We present herein a detailed analysis of the errors caused
by the use of a finite number of evenly spaced points in the integrated energy of
the occupied portion of the tight-binding TT bands of polyacetylene as a function
of dimerization.
Approach
First let us briefly review what are essentially the discussions of Chadi and Cohen
12] and Monkhorst and Pack (3] for crystalline systems, with adaptations as appropriate for the case of one-dimensionally periodic systems and our system of interest,
the tight-binding TT band of polyacetylene. The centra! Brillouin zone for the onedimensionally periodic system with lattice spacing, a, can be defined as the interval
— IT/a < /f < n/a. Consider a function such as the one-electron energy for a given
band (or "band energy"), e(k), which is periodic in reciprocal lattice space, such that

elk +—)=

e(k),

(1)

is real and invariant with respect to change of sign of the wave vector (i.e., e(/t) =
e(— k)). Let us define a dimensionless variable x = ka and consider e henceforth in
terms of x. For functions such as e(jt), a Fourier series can be constructed of the form
eU) = e() + 2 X £„ cos(nx),

(2)

with £„ defined as
i

rn

£„ = — I e(x) cos(nx)dx.
2rr J ^

(3)

The average over the Brillouin zone of the one-electron energy will thus be given by
<? " 1 f*
I t\* .

Of) 9

f

i

r

2ir J.

e(x)dx.

(4)

Consider the approximation of the exact integral, e0, with the numerical integration
over q evenly spaced points, xm, in the Brillouin zone,
xm = 2irm/q,

m = 0,. . . , q - 1 .

(5)

The error per electron, 8(q) introduced by approximating <% with a numerical integral
over the points given in Eq. (5) will then be given by
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-eo,
\<? m=0

(6)

/

which reduces to
8(q) = 2 2 e^ .

(7)

Thus we see that the error introduced by using a finite number of evenly spaced
points in the Brillouin zone is given by an expansion in high-order terms of the
Fourier expansion of the band energy. For rapidly convergent series, we can furthermore see that the dominant term in Eq. (7) will be the first term given by eq.
The nearest-neighbor tight-binding n band for polyacetylene [9] can be described
in terms of an average hopping matrix element v0 and a dimensionless dimerization
coordinate A, such that alternate double and single bond hopping matrix elements v,
and v2 are given as v,, v2 = vo(l ± A). In terms of these parameters, the dispersion
relationship of the occupied TT band will be given by
e(x) =

-2VOA/

.2

-..2

1 - K2sinz~,

X

(8)

where K 2 = (I — A2). For this dispersion relationship, Eq. (3) can be expressed
£„=-—[

cos(2nx)Vl - K2 sinxdx.

(9)

For the undimerized conformation of polyacetylene (i.e., A = 0 and K — 1), Eq. (9)
is easily integrable and yields

The error for the undimerized conformations follows the general q~2 behavior suggested for finite and cyclic clusters [10]. Because of the rapidly varying and nonanalytic nature of the integrand, Eq. (9) provides no straightforward insight into the
approximate behavior of the error h(q) as a function of A and q. As we demonstrate
in the Appendix, however, Eq. (9) can be transformed to
(11)
n
7T

where
pz*}—^,

(12)

The integral in Eq. (11) is well behaved and can be evaluated easily using numerical
techniques. We can grossly approximate 8(q) of Eq. (7) using the results of Eq. (11)
for q > 1 and <?A < 1 as follows. Within the integral of Eq. (11) let us assume
/) = 1 and approximate the integral as
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ly

~ l/2n2,

(13)

and perform the sum in Eq. (7) assuming the prefactor remains constant. Furthermore, the approximation (1 - x)n « exp(-njt) for n > 1 and x « 1 allows us to
approximate Eq. (7) for the v band case with

- 1)],

(14)

for even values of q. The appropriate expression for odd values of q is half the negative of the expression in Eq. (14). This rough approximation serves the pedagogical
purpose of illustrating the dependence of the error in the n band energy on both
the dimerization coordinate A and number of points in the Brillouin zone q. Figure 1,
depicting results both using this approximation and numerically calculating the error
8(q) using the exact expression of Eq. (11), demonstrates that Eq. (14) describes the
basic functional dependencies of 8(q).
Figure 1 also illustrates an important point to consider in any total energy calculation of such Peierls distorted systems. The total energy, even in first-principles calculations, will have contributions either directly or indirectly from the IT band. An error
in the calculated total energy arising from the ir band contribution will be expected of

0.04

0.03

0.02 h

cr

0.01

0.00

-0.01

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

Dimerization coordinate A
Figure 1. rr band energy error, 8{q), as a function of A for numbers of points q = 10, 20,
and 21, respectively, for va = 3 eV. Solid lines are the results of direct evaluation of
Eq. (11); dashed lines are evaluated using the approximate form of 5(<?) given by Eq. (14).
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the order of 8(q). We see that for the polyacetylene model, this error will decrease as
q~2 for the equal bond-length case, but the error decreases roughly exponentially as a
function of dimerization coordinate. For polyacetylene, empirical parameterizations
based on experimental data [9] estimate the dimerization coordinate to be A = 0.15
at equilibrium, the stabilization energy (i.e., the difference in total energy between
the minimum energy undimerized conformation and the equilibrium dimerized conformation) to be about 0.015 eV per carbon, and the effective value of v0 = 3 eV.
For q = 10 points, 8(q) differs by approximately 0.03 eV over the interval 0 < A ^
0.03, which is greater than the estimated stabilization energy. The systematic change
in 8(q) as a function of the dimerization coordinate can lead to a shift in the predicted
equilibrium dimerization and stabilization energy. For even values of
q this will lead to an apparent enhancement of dimerization, as we have reported
for our local-density functional calculations on polyacetylene7. Odd values of q
should lead to the opposite effect in first-principles calculations: underestimation
of dimerization.
Acknowledgments
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Appendix
We begin by rewriting the integral
ritl2

cos(2n0)Vl - K 2 sin 2 0</0,

I =

(A.I)

•'o

entering Eq. (9) as
- K2sm2Bd6.

(A.2)

-n'2

Next, in Eq. (A.2) we let z = ieie, to obtain

' = (-0"T f "TO V03 2 -z 2 )(z 2 -/3- 2 ),

(A.3)

where /3 is given by Eq. (12) of the text, and F is the path defined by letting 8 decrease from IT/2 to —TT/2 in z = ie'6. The correct branch of the square root in
Eq. (A.3) is defined in the complex plane by introducing three branch cuts along the
real axis. The first branch cut occurs between [—«, — /3" 1 ], the second between
[-/3,/3], and the third between [/3~',=«J. Equation (A.3) and Cauchy's theorem can
then be used to show that

/ = (-1)"+1T f - ^ V ^ - ^ M z 2 - / ? - 2 ) .
Making the substitution t = (z/3)"' in Eq. (A.4) then easily leads to the result

(A.4)
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r

-Ft2)dt,

(A.5)

which immediately yields Eq. (11) of the text.
Equation (A.5) can be further transformed to obtain an expression in terms of
known functions. Specifically, by letting r = t2, we can express Eq. (A.5) as

where B is a beta function and F a hypergeometric function. This result can be used
to obtain useful series representations [11] for this integral that are similar to the
series expansions for the complete elliptic integrals.
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Abstract
An iterative transfer perturbation method is applied to polyacetylene under some
kinds of local perturbations at the level of the extended Hiickel method. This method
rapidly provides the electronic states of nonperiodical polymers with good accuracy.
1. Introduction
Interest in the theoretical approach to polymer systems has recently increased owing to the discovery of conducting polymers. A method for periodical polymers was
established at the level of SCF [1,2], and many studies were reported; furthermore, a
few studies including electron correlation were recently published by Suhai [3,4]. On
the other hand, a theoretical method for nonperiodical polymers is rarely provided in
the framework of tight-binding approximation.
A perturbation method is available for describing the local interaction on large
molecules. In the present article, an iterative transfer perturbation method is applied
to a typical conducting polymer, polyacetylene, to obtain the electronic states under
local perturbations. This method makes it possible to introduce contributions of
higher order terms of the perturbation expansion into the final results by iterating the
perturbation calculations of lower order terms until the perturbation terms converge to
a negligibly small value. By this method the intractability in deriving the high order
terms can be avoided, and the errors caused by the truncation of these terms are able
to be removed completely. This technique could be applied successfully for a few
simple molecules at the level of the extended Hu'ckel method with good accuracy and
rapid convergence [5]. In order to make greater use of this method, we applied it to
the case wherein a polymer interacts with an impurity at a short distance, and the
change of the charge is localized on that part of the polymer close to the impurity
[6,7]. In this paper we describe the technical details of this method and its application to various interacting models in polyacetylene.

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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2. Method
Crystal orbitals of an isolated polymer without impurities can be obtained by using
the tight-binding approximation in the following form:

= AT"
AT"22"£
£ 2 CZ(k)Xl(P(r - r, - ja))
j=0

(1)

=1

,

(2)
(3)

k = 2irp/N(0 ^k<2ir)

where j specifies a cell in the polymer, Ms an atomic orbital in theyth cell, T is the
rotational operator around the herical axis, r, is the position vector of the rth nucleus
from the origin of theyth cell, and a is the unit vector of the translational symmetry
that is parallel to the helical axis. N and n are the total number of cells and of atomic
orbitals in a cell, respectively. / ranges from 1 to n, which specifies an energy band,
and k indicates the wave number vector given by Eq. (3).
In the present approach we assume an interacting system in which a perturbation
such as an impurity is introduced into the isolated periodic polymer chain and apply
a novel iterative transfer perturbation method to this problem at the level of the
extended Hiickel method.
A. Supercell System
For the application of this perturbation method, the crystal orbitals of the isolated
polymer must be transformed in order to suit the symmetry of the perturbed system
[8,9]. In the perturbed system the following relations are assumed in Eq. (1) with
regard to the periodicities:
ma = ap

(4)

m

T = 1

(5)

where m represents the number of unit cells in a supercell, and ap is the lattice vector
for the perturbed system. The relationships (4) and (5) are schematically illustrated in
Figure 1 for example. The wave number vector kp for the perturbed supercell system
should satisfy the following relationship:
kp = mk - 2/TT

(j; integer)

(6)

from the translational symmetry of the perturbed and nonperturbed systems. In
Eq. (6) the integer j must be chosen so that the value of k is in the range of the first
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

l l
2 . . . . m i l
H——i—I—MH—

1

1

1

1

1

1—I— Unit cell system

2 . . . . m , l
2
1—I—KM—f—-1—f—Supercell

maFigure 1.

Schematic representation of Eqs. (4) and (5).

system
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Briilouin zone (0-2ir). According to Eq. (6), the wave number vectors kp and k have
to cover the range from 0 to 2TT with an equidistant interval. Therefore, the values of
k are grouped to belong to a particular value of kp, and this grouping means that the
coefficient for the perturbed system C^ikp) is given by using the coefficient for the
isolated system ^(k) as follows:

y

exp[i(/ - I)*]

(7)

where / in the subscript denotes the /th cell in the central supercell. By using Eq. (7),
the crystal orbitals of the isolated system are transformed into those for the perturbed
system. In a similar manner, the orbital energies of the isolated system are also transformed according to the following equation:
£$(*,) = Hk)

(8)

Fock and overlap matrix elements for the supercell are defined corresponding to the
molecular orbitals and orbital energies transformed by Eqs. (7) and (8).
'

*

(9)

00)

Where r and 5 denote the atomic orbitals in a supercell and the h supercell number in
the perturbed system. Each term obtained from Eqs. (7)-(10) satisfies the HartreeFock-Roothaan equation and the orthonormality condition,
(r = 1,2,... ,n)

y-*,
r

(11)

(12)

s

and these equations correspond to the zero-order solutions in the perturbation expansion.
B. Iterative Transfer Perturbation Method for the Polymer System
An iterative transfer perturbation method for the simple molecule [5] can easily
be generalized again for the case of the polymer system. Details of this method are
as follows.
The perturbation expansion is carried out with Roothaan's Hartree-Fock SCF matrix
equation for each wave number vector.
F(kp)C(kp) = S(kp)C(kp)E(kp)

(13)

where F is the Fock matrix, C is the coefficient matrix, S is the overlap matrix, and E
is the orbital energy matrix. These orbitals are normalized through the matrix equation
C(kp?S(kp)C(kp) = 1
Here, C(&p)+ is the hermite conjugation of the C(kp) matrix.

(14)
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At the beginning, each matrix of Eq. (13) is expanded in a perturbation series
as follows:
F(kp) = F<0>(kp) + F(l)(kp)
S(kp) = Sm(kp)

c o y = c{0)(kp)

+ • • •,

+ S<l>(kp),

+ C \ k p ) + c{2\kp)

(15)
(16)

+ •••,

(17)

E(kp) = £ <O) 0y + £"»(*,) + £(2)(*p) + • • •,

(18)

where in the Fock and the overlap matrix all the difference between terms for the
zero order and those for the perturbed system is included in the first-order perturbed
term F1^ and S^s\ In the Fock matrix used at the ab initio level, the integral for the
perturbed terms includes the change in the density matrix, and this density matrix
should be expanded in an infinite series because of Eq. (17). Consequently, the Fock
matrix given by Eq. (15) should be expanded also in an infinite series. However, at
the level of the extended Hiickel method, the change of the density matrices in the
Fock matrices need not be taken into consideration. For the zero-order terms, the
following equations are satisfied:
Fl0%)Ci0\kp)

= Sm(kp)C(0)(kp)Em(kp)

Cm(k/S(O)(kp)Cm(kp)

= 1

(19)
(20)

By using formulas from the general perturbation theory for the extended Hiickel
method, which had been reported previously [10], the C (1) , C (2) , £ (1) , and £ (2) included in Eqs. ('7) and (i8) are given as follows:

Coy = - 2 ' c f ,
2 2 (K\\kp) ?r«XW

??(kp) = 22UW

-

(21)
(22)

(23)
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2 SK'cv - (o*P)£T(v + $,\\kp)mkp)mxkp)cr(kp) (24)
where i,j denote molecular orbitals and r, s atomic orbitals, and 2, means that the
summation covers all levels except /. Strictly speaking, Eqs. (21)-(24) should be
solved Heratively, since the Fock matrices F1" and F^f include the perturbed density
matrix that is calculated by using Cj/' and C,?. By using Eqs. (21)-(24), we can
obtain the first and the second order terms of C and E. In this study, the expressions
up to second order are employed in this perturbation calculations because the second
order term is easily derived in the framework of the extended Hiickel method.
Next, we redefine the zero-order terms for C and E as follows
C0l)(kp) = C ( 0 %) + C<l)(kP) + Ca\kp)
l0A

t0

n

<2

E \kp) = E \kp) + E \kp) + £ '(*p)

(25)
(26)

The superscript (0,1) in C<0 " and £"(0 " denotes the newly defined zero-order term in
the first iteration. In order that C'°'" and £<0 " are the zero-order terms at this step,
the corresponding zero-order Fock matrix F < 0 1 ) and the overlap matrix S(OlI) must
fulfil) the following relationships.

^

^

y

(28)
In other words, F
and S
are determined from Eqs. (27) and (28). The explicit
expressions for 5'° •" and F ( 0 " are obtained by using C ( 0 " and E<0 •" as follows.
Multiplying Eq. (28) on the left by (C'° h\kp)yl and on the right by (C'on(kp)y\ the
overlap matrix of the zero order is
(OI)

<0ilj

Sl0-u(kp) = (P(0-l>(kp)rl

(29)

where the matrix Pi0A) has its element given by Eq. (30).
all

l)

K- (kP) = 2Clr*(kp)C'r>(kp)

(30)

Equation (27) is multiplied by (C(0-l>(kp))~' on the right, followed by a substitution of
Eq. (29).

F(0-"og = (/f "(jgr1

(3D

where, /*£*'"
*£" is defined as fol
follows:

Pf'%)

= £ C%l)*{kp)Cf "(kp)/Ef- l>(kp)

(32)

In the future a technique to calculate rapidly these inverse matrices should be considered.
The perturbed terms in the first iteration are defined by using Eqs. (15) and (16)
as follows:
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Fiuu(kp)

= (Fm(kp) + F"%)) - Fm-"(kp)

(33)

SllA)(kp) = (Sm(kp) + Stl)(kp)) - Si0-])(kp)

(34)

In Eq. (33) the expansion is truncated at the first order term. In the present perturbation method, the perturbed terms change their value at each iteration, and the higher
order terms in the perturbation expansion are incorporated automatically by iterations
of the above-mentioned procedure. Therefore, for the rth iteration, the following general expressions are obtained.
Each matrix of Eq. (13) is expanded in the perturbation series as follows:
F(kp) = Fl0-°(kp) + Fil"(kp)
{0

(l

a

C(kp) = C -'\kp) + C '"(*,) + C ' % ) + • • •,
S(kp) = Sl0-%) + Sll'%)
E(kp) = E{0-'](kp) + Eiu'\kp)

+ E(2-"(kp) + • • •,

(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)

where the superscript / denotes the number of the iterative step. Throughout this process the zero order coefficient matrix and orbital energy matrix at the t + 1 iteration
step are obtained as follows, respectively:
C(0-'+I)(*,) = CiOl)(kp) + Cihl)(kp) + Ci2-'%)

(39)

Em-'+1%)

(40)

= Ei0-"(kp) + £ (M '(/t p ) + E[2-\kp)

The terms C"'", El]'\ C12 •'•', and E'2 •" can be calculated for the tth iteration from
Eqs. (21)-(24) derived by the usual perturbation expansion up to second order. By
means of these equations, perturbation calculations are iterated until convergence on
C(Of+1) and £ ( 0 '* ! ) is obtained.
C. Degenerate or Nearly Degenerate Systems
At the perturbed system, degeneracies intrinsically occur at k = 0 and k = 2tr as
a consequence of the transformation by Eq. (6). We propose a method that makes it
possible to avoid the divergence in the perturbation terms given by Eqs. (21) and (23)
at degenerate or nearly degenerate systems by carrying through the variational treatment partially. If there are two eigenfunctions <p, and ipj having the same eigenvalue,
the linear combination of these functions is also an eigenfunction.
<D = dM + d&j

(41)

The variational treatment for Eq. (41) leads to the following two-by-two secular
equation:
DM-SME

= 0

Where the rock and the overlap matrices are written as

(42)
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(43)

(44)
r

s

under the orthonormality condition. By solving this equation, we find the roots £,
and E2 and those corresponding sets of eigenfunctions (dn,dn) and (d2ud22). The
original orbital energies and those crystal orbitals are replaced by the newly obtained
ones that have split values.

r(0)

** ri

r

(0)

*-rj

_

£<0! = £,

(45)

£ f = £2

(46)

J r(0)
"llWi

=d r
a

l\^ri

,
'

(0)

. r(0)
"n*" rj

-i- A r

+

r47v

V*')

(0)

(AR\

"22 *- rj

\r*°)

If the numerators for all pairs of i andy in Eq. (21) are relatively small values compared with those corresponding denominators, that is, if
2J

2J

r

s

\rrs ~ ^rs^i

)<* rj ^ si ^ ^ j

~ &i »

(49)

the first order terms can safely be obtained. Otherwise, the perturbed terms of the
Fock and the overlap matrices corresponding to the quantities newly defined by
Eqs. (45)-(48) are calculated by means of Eqs. (50) and (51).
(50)

(51)
\'
/
By using these matrix elements, the new perturbation terms F<I)f and 5 iI} ' are redefined by Eqs. (52) and (53),

$<«>' = (Sm + Sw) - Sm'

(53)

and then the seqular equation Eq. (42) is solved again for these newly defined perturbation terms. This process is iterated until the relationship Eq. (49) is satisfied for all
pairs of energy levels. The divergence in the second-order terms can also be avoided
in a similar manner as above. This manipulation makes it possible to split all levels
and leads to the finite values of all the first- and second-order coefficients for each
iteration.
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3. Calculations
The concrete procedures for this perturbation calculations are shown as follows.
1I) Use electronic states for the isolated polymer system without perturbation are
determined by the usual extended Hiickel method based on the tight-binding
approximation. In order to obtain the supercell system that contains the m unit
cells and the number of Kp for wave number vectors, the molecular orbitals
and energies for a unit cell system should be solved for the number of K = m
Kp/2 + 1 wave number vectors. For example, 29 k points with an equidistant
interval in the first Brillouin zone are selected so that the 8 A: points are taken
in the perturbed supercell system with m = 7. The contribution of the neighbors less than the m is taken into consideration for the core resonance integrals
and the overlap integrals.
(2) The crystal orbitals and orbital energies obtained by 1 are transformed by Eqs.
(7) and (8) to those of the perturbed system with eight Kp points in the first
brillouin zone. The Fock and the overlap matrix elements are also transformed
by Eqs. (9) and (10). The matrix elements of C(0), £(0), F(0), and 5(0) thus
obtained fulfill Eq. (11) and are considered to be the zero-order terms for the
perturbed system.
(3) The initial perturbation terms in the Fock and the overlap matrix elements are
calculated as the difference between the terms for the perturbed and for the isolated systems. The initially defined perturbed space in the supercell may be
limited within only some central unit cells if the space includes enough perturbed range. These matrix elements are taken to be the first-order terms written as r " in Eq. (15) and So> in Eq. (16).
(4) Previous to the perturbation calculations, the relationship (49) should be
checked for all the molecular orbitals in order to avoid the divergence in Eqs.
(21) and (23) at the degenerate or nearly degenerate systems. If there are some
degenerate systems, the two-by-two secular equation given by Eq. (42) is
solved. New zero order energies and MO'S given by Eqs. (45)-(48) and the
new perturbation terms given by Eqs. (52) and (53) are defined.
(5) The first- and second-order terms in the eigenvector and energy, that is Cn\
£ " , Ca\ and Ea) in Eqs. (21)-(24), are obtained by the usual perturbation
theory for the extended Huckel method. Here the perturbation terms used in
this perturbation calculations are those obtained by 4 if the systems are degenerate or nearly degenerate and are obtained by 3 if the systems are not.
(6) By using Eqs. (25) and (26), we can obtain the next zero th-order terms in the
eigenvector C'°'" and energy £ (0 " that are equal to the sum up to the secondorder terms in this iteration step; then the next iteration is started.
(7) Using the matrices C(0 " and £'° " obtained at 6, the zero-order Fock F(OU and
the overlap S'°'" matrices in the next iterative step are determined again from
Eqs. (29)-(32).
(8) The first-order terms of the Fock and the overlap matrices in the iterative step
are defined as the difference between the zero order terms obtained in 7 and
the sum of the initial second-order term obtained in 2 and 3; that is f 11 ' in
Eq. (33) and 5 " " in Eq. (34), respectively.
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(9) If these first-order terms obtained in 8 are larger than some fixed threshold
value, the succeeding iteration is restarted by returning to 4 with the zero-order
terms in 6 and the first-order terms in 8. This means that if there are relatively
large contributions of the terms higher than second order, the third and fourth
order terms are introduced in succession. These perturbation calculations are
iterated for each wave number vector until the first order terms converge to a
negligibly small value. By using the finally obtained coefficients of the crystal
orbitals, the atomic orbital and the atomic orbital bond populations are calculated for comparison with the results by the direct nearest neighbor tightbinding approximation on the periodically interacting system composed of the
infinite supercells.
4. Results and Discussion
The iterative transfer perturbation theory outlined in the previous section was applied to the three kinds of interacting systems for rra/is-polyacetylene. Preliminary to
perturbation calculations, we should obtain the isolated zero-order polymer system,
which consists of infinitely periodic supercells, each of which includes seven C 2 H : unit cells. For the iterative transfer perturbation, the criterion for the convergence of
F'1-1' in Eq. (33) is taken to be 10~5 eV.
At first we assume that a lithium atom interacts with the polyacetylene within a
supercell shown in Figure 2. In this system, integrals that involve only the polyacetylene or the lithium atom are given by the zero-order terms, and those between
the polymer and the lithium atom are given by the first-order terms. The terms included in the initial perturbation treatment in each supercell are restricted'to the three
central cells with which the included lithium atom interacts strongly. Other integrals
between the lithium and the polymer chain are completely neglected. The interacting
space is spread out over all the cells belonging to the same supercell during the iterations. The most obvious check is to compare the perturbation results with those from
the direct extended Huckel calculations. The two sets of results are listed in Table I
for comparison of total energy and in Table II for comparison of total electron density. Results obtained by the perturbation method are in excellent agreement with
those obtained by the direct extended Huckel method.

/
p/ ./*
J/1 J/

H

3

H

5

H

7

H

9

/
H

11

H

13

Figure 2. Model system for the calculations and the numbering of the atoms in Tables I
and II. <lCCC = 120°, Z.HCC = 120°, rcc = 1.46 A. rc., = 1.35 A, r(..„ = 1.09 A.

TABLE I.

c

k°

0

TT/4

7T/2

3TT/4

it

Av.b

Interaction
energy

Isolated
Ext. Huckel'
Perturbation'

-1236.533
-1240.230
-1240.230

-1236.487
-1240.184
-1240.184

-1246.457
-1250.160
-1250.160

-1256.756
-1260.466
-1260.466

-1256.823
-1260.534
-1260.534

-1246.595
-1250.298
-1250.298

-3.703
-3.703

Averaged total energies for eight k-points in the first Brillouin zone.
The total energies obtained by the extended Huckel or iterative transfer perturbation method for the interacting system.
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Total energies for the system shown in Figure 2 (in eV).
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II. Total electron density on each atom by Mulliken's population analysis.

Atom"

Li

c,

c2

Cy

c.

c5

c6

c,

Isolated
Ext. Hiickel
Perturbation

1.0000
-0.4670
-0.4670

4.0562
4.1270
4.1270

4.0562
4.1266
4.1266

4.0562
4.1271
4.1271

4.0562
4.1219
4.1219

4.0562
4.1439
4.1439

4.0562
4.1734
4.1734

4.0562
4.2191
4.2191

H,

H2

H3

H,

H5

H6

H7

0.9438
0.9438
0.9438

0.9438
0.9438
0.9438

0.9438
0.9437
0.9437

0.9438
0.9432
0.9432

0.9438
0.9518
0.9518

0.9438
0.9694
0.9694

0.9438
0.9989
0.9989

Isolated
Ext. Huckel
Perturbation

* The numbering of the atoms is shown in Figure 2.

Next we applied this perturbation method to the model system shown in Figure 3
in which the seventh C in the poly acetylene supercell is substituted by a N atom. The
comparison with the direct extended Huckel method in total energy and total electron
density is shown in Table's III and IV, respectively. Initially, the perturbation terms
in the perturbation calculations are defined as the difference between the matrix elements for the original central 3-C2H2 in a supercell and those for the system substituted by N for central C2H2 • CHNH • C2H2 in a new supercell. Good agreements for
both methods are also obtained.
Finally, we applied this perturbation method to the interation between two transpolyacetylene chains that intersect with each other at a distance of 3.0 A with a certain angle shown in Figure 4. The finally obtained results are in excellent agreement
with those obtained by the direct extended Huckel method as shown in Table V and
Table VI, whereas the convergence is not good. Table VII shows the convergence of
F°J) in Eq.(33) during the iterative transfer perturbation calculations for each wave
number vector. The 5-6 time iterations are required to obtain the converged results.
In such a strong interaction system, there is a problem that the direct calculations of
inverse matrices given by Eqs.(29) and (31) lead the locally perturbed effect to the
dispersally perturbed one over all the supercell and result in poor convergence in
the iterations in the iterative transfer perturbation calculations. This method becomes available compared with the variational treatment for the interacting supercell
space if the local perturbation can be obtained without calculating directly the inverse

H

f

XI

IT

It

U*

17

V

11/

Figure 3. Model system for the calculations and the numbering of the atoms in Tables III
and IV. Geometries for trans -polyacetylene are the same as those for Figure 2.

TABLE III.

Total energies for the system shown in Figure 3 (in ev).

k

0

TT/4

TT/2

3TT/4

it

Av.

Interaction
energy

Isolated
Ext. Hiickel
Perturbation

-1236.533
-1258.197
-1258.197

-1236.487
-1258.161
-1258.161

-1236.360
-1258.063
-1258.063

-1236.199
-1257.946
-1257.946

-1236.116
-1257.889
-1257.889

-1236.343
-1258.053
-1258.053

-21.710
-21.710

s
s
73
>
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TABLE IV.

Total electron density one each atom by Mulliken's population analysis.

Atom*

c,

c2

c,

c4

c5

Q

N7

Isolated
Ext. Hiickel
Perturbation

4.0562
4.0661
4.0661

4.0562
4.0204
4.0204

4.0562
4.0727
4.0727

4.0562
4.0203
4.0203

4.0562
4.1043
4.1043

4.0562
3.7128
3.7128

4.0562
5.4803
5.4803

H,

H2

H,

H4

H,

H6

H7

0.9438
0.9438
0.9438

0.9438
0.9438
0.9438

0.9438
0.9438
0.9438

0.9438
0.9439
0.9439

0.9438
0.93%
0.9396

0.9438
0.9378
0.9378

0.9438
0.6918
0.6918

Isolated
Ext. Htickel
Perturbation
a
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The number of the atoms is shown in Figure 3.

Supercell
Figure 4. Model system for the calculations and the numbering of the atoms in Tables V
and VI. Geometries for mi/ur-polyacetylene are the same as those for Figure 2. d = 3.0 A,
8 = 31.3

matrices. Therefore, a device to calculate the matrices of large supercells as quickly
as possible by reducing them to several small dimensions is being developed. Although some improvements with respect to the computational technique remain to
be made, this method seems to be useful for the theoretical study of large interacting systems.

TABLE V.

Total energies for the system shown in Figure 4 (in eV).
>

k

0

TT/4

TT/2

3TT/4

IT

Av.

Isolated
Ext. Hiickel
Perturbation

-1060.908
-1060.566
-1060.566

-1060.280
-1060.341
-1060.341

-1059.974
-1059.649
-1059.649

-1058.821
-1058.519
-1058.519

-1057.914
-1057.641
-1057.641

-1059.622
-1059.403
-1059.403

Interaction
energy
>

0.219
0.219

>

O
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VI. Total electron density on each atom by Mulliken's population analysis.

Atom*

c,

c2

c,

c,

c5

C.

Isolated
Ext. Hiickel
Perturbation

4.0562
4.0570
4.0570

4.0562
4.0568
4.0568

4.0562
4.0546
4.0546

4.0562
4.0546
4.0546

4.0562
4.0568
4.0568

4.0562
4.0570
4.0570

Atom

H,

H2

H3

H,

H5

H6

Isolated
Ext. Huckel
Perturbation

0.9438
0.9429
0.9429

0.9438
0.9448
0.9448

0.9438
0.9440
0.9440

0.9438
0.9440
0.9440

0.9438
0.9448
0.9448

0.9438
0.9429
0.9429

* The number of the atoms is shown in Figure 4.

TABLE VII. Convergence for the perturbation term in Fock matrix for k = 0 and -n
Iteration

k = 0

* = n

0
1

229.662
1063.943
43.828
4.141
0.056
0.000

229.662
449.141
200.569
62.973
2.468
0.013
0.000

2
3
4
5
6
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Spectroscopic Analysis of the Conformations of
PoSyaniSine OBigomers
C. B. DUKE AND A. PATON
Xerox Webster Research Center, H00 Phillips Road. 0I14I3XD, Webster. New York 145H0

W. R. SALANECK
Institute of Physics and Measurement Technology. Linkdping University, S-5HI83 Unkriping. Sweden

Abstract
The molecular conformations of four three-phenyl oligomers of polyaniline are determined via a CNDO/S3 molecular orbital analysis of optical absorption and valenceelectron photoemission spectra for fully hydrogenated ("Leucoemeraldine":
JV-4-aminophenyl-./V'-phenyl-1,4 diaminobenzene and N-phenyl-AT-phenyl-l^
diaminobenzene), partially hydrogenated ("emeraldine": /V-4-aminophenyl-JV'pheny!-l,4-diiminobenzene), and fully oxidized ("pernigraniline": /V-phenyl-jV'phenyl-1,4-diiminobenzene) species. The results provide a quantitative description of
the optical absorption and photoemission data.
I. Introduction
Considerable interest has been shown recently in doped polyanilines as a new class
of "conducting" polymers f 1,2|. Nevertheless, the molecular conformations of the
various forms of polyaniline (from fully reduced "leucoemeraldine" to fully oxidized
"pernigraniline") remain uncertain, NMR measurements on the pernigraniline species
suggest a conformation in which the quinoid rings lie in the plane of the nitrogen
backbone [3J, whereas optical absorption measurements on emeraldine |4J are incompatible with this conformation and have been interpreted | 5 | in terms of a geometry in
which both the benzenoid and quinoid rings are perpendicular to the nitrogen backbone. Energy-band calculations for the leucoemeraldine and pernigraniline forms of
polyaniline have embodied yet a third conformation in which both phenyl rings are
tilted 45° with respect to the. plane of the nitrogen backbone |6J. Studies of the evolution with changes in the phenyl twist angle of the energy-band structure of these
forms of polyaniline have been based on variants of the NMR geometry |7,8J as have
MNDO calculations of the changes in molecular conformation upon protonation (9).
Our purpose in this paper is to report CNDO/S3 molecular orbital calculations
[ 10,111 for various molecular conformations in order to identify conformations that
are compatible with earlier optical absorption measurements on polyemeraldine |4|,
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more recent optical absorption studies on polyaniline oligomers |12], and new photoemission spectra reported herein. Accounts of the application of this model to
emeraldine and related molecules have been given elsewhere | 5 , 13], so we omit a
recapitulation of the details of the calculation. We focus our attention on two threephenyl oligomers corresponding to leucoemeraldine |/V-4-aminophenyl-yV'-phenyI1. 4-diaminobenzene (4AP4'PDAB) and N-phenyl-JV'-phenyl-l, 4-diaminobenzene
(4P4'ZPDAB)j, one corresponding to emeraldine [jV-4-aminophenyl-W-phenyl-l,
4-diiminobenzene (4AP4'PDIB)], and one corresponding to perniganiline [/V-phenylW-phenyl-l^-diiminobenzene (4P4'PDIB)j. We anticipate that the conformations of
these three-phenyl oligomers are representative of those of larger oligomers because
our prior study [5] revealed that all of the major optical absorption bands already
have appeared for these molecules: a prediction in good correspondence with the
experimental measurements |4, 12|.
2. Optical Absorption Spectra
The conformations of the two oligomers that contain NH 2 end groups, i.e..
4AP4'PDIB and 4AP4'PDAB, are investigated via analysis of recently reported solution optical absorption spectra 112|. The atomic geometry of 4AP4'PDIB is indicated
in Figure 1 |14j. The geometry of 4AP4'PDAB is obtained in the obvious way from
Figure 1 by substituting a benzenoid moiety for the quinoid moiety and bonding two
H species to the associated nitrogens. The geometries of 4P4TDAB and 4P4'PD1B
are obtained by removing the NH : end groups from the amino substituent of the central diaminobenzene and diiminobenzene moieties, respectively. The torsion angle.
(),. between two adjacent phenyl species is given by
O7 = cos l[cos d>h sin (b,, sin (b, + cos 4>,, cos <b,]
(1)
in which <b,,. <f>,. and d>, are defined in Figure lb. In our calculations of the imine optical absorption spectra, we take cbh - 120° and <bt, as fixed angles and treat $, as a
parameter io be obtained from an analysis of the measured optical absorption spectra
1121. The values of c/>,. are determined from analyses of photoemission spectra.
The lowest-energy allowed optical transitions for 4AP4'PDAB lie near or above
4 cV for all conformations studied (see also Ref. 5). These correspond to the lowestenergy (vibrationally assisted) transition in benzene |5j. 4AP4'PDIB exhibits two additional allowed transitions near 2 eV. The energies of these transitions depend
sensitively, "however, on the molecular conformation. Selecting <bt — 45° for compatibility with measured thin-film photoemission spectra of triphenylamine |15j
yields the plots of calculated CNDO/S3 n energies and oscillator strengths of these
transitions in 4AP4PDIB as a function of 4>, shown in Figure 2. Comparison with
the measured i v absorption spectra 112J reveals that (b, = 60° yields the best description of these spectra. The c\rx)/S3 ci results for both 4AP4'PDIB and 4AP4'PDAB.
obtained for the <b,. - 45°. (b, — 60° conformation, are given in Table I. Comparisons of these CNDO/S3 a calculations with the optical absorption measurements are
shown in Figure 3 for 4AP4'PDIB and in the upper two panels of Figure 4 for
4AP4'PDAB. The calculated absorption spectra are obtained by representing each
ci transition by a normalized Gaussian of width fi = ().3eV and intensity equal to
CNDO/S3-predicted oscillator strength. Detailed descriptions of the calculations may
be found in Refs. 5 and 13.
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H
H

H
(a)

(b)
Figure 1. (a) Indication of bond lengths and bond angles in iV-4-aminophenyl-Af'-phenyl1-4-diiminobenzene (4AP4PDIB). All bond angles are 120° in the planar conformation
except < de = < ef = 122° and < ee = 116°; a = 1.08 A, b = 1.40 A, c = 1.47 A,
d = 1.28 A, e = 1.49 A, f = 1.32 A, g = 1.43 A, and h = 1.10 A. All bond lengths and
angles are taken from standard tables [ 14] of these quantities observed in molecules.
(b) Definition of the twist angles, 4>c and <t>e, of the two independent phenyl moieties relative to the plane of the nitrogen backbone. The angle between the two bonds from a given
nitrogen moiety, <&,, is taken to be 120°.

The excellent correspondence between the calculated and measured spectra, evident in Figure 3 for 4AP3'PDIB, indicates that a geometry characterized by
4>e — 45° and <f>c = 60° describes this imine-based molecule well. From Eq. (1) this
geometry exhibits a torsion of @T = 87°. This molecular geometry provides an adequate description of the optically excited states of 4AP4'PDIB. It also provides a
satisfactory description of the radical cation state in 4P4'PDIB observed via photoemission as shown in the following section.
The situation for the amine-based molecules is more complicated because the
photoemission spectrum for 4P4'PDAB suggests a "flatter" molecular conformation:
i.e., <f>e ~ 20° rather than <f>e ~ 45°. The optical spectra are compatible with either
conformation as indicated in Figure 4 for 4AP4'PAB, although the <fre = 45° conformation is preferred. In general the amine optical spectra are rather insensitive to the
molecular conformation, in contrast to the imine spectra in which the peak near 2 eV
is quite sensitive to the precise value of <f>c for a given <£,.
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Figure 2. (a) Energies of the two lowest-energy-allowed transitions in 4AP4'PDIB as a
function of the quinoid twist angle, <f>c, for fixed benzoid twist angle 0 , = 45°. The lowestenergy transition (solid line) occurs between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The second-lowest transition (dashed
line) occurs between the second ("next") highest occupied molecular orbital (NHOMO) and
the LUMO. (b) Oscillator strengths of the transitions whose energies are shown in (a).
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TABLE I.

CNDO/S3 CI calculations for 4AP4'PDAB and 4AP4'PDIB for the case <f>e = 45° and </>, = 60°
(see Fig. 1). Only results for transition energies E < 5 eV are given.

Compound

a Size

4AP4PDAB

9x9

4AP4'PDIB

8 x 12

Transition
energy
(eV)

Oscillator
strength
(Arb. units)

4.005
4.135
4.171
4.308
4.673
4.886

0.091
0.277
0.560
0.025
0.018
0.203

2.258

0.251
0.058
0.045
0.015
0.058
0.327
0.448
0.002
0.001
0.043
0.076
0.067
0.241
0.152

2.513
3.952
4.182
4.218
4.286
4.499
4.510
4.601
4.718
4.740
4.763
4.788
4.978

Transition
energy
(eV)

Oscillator
strength
(Arb. units)

17 x 18

3.966
4.047
4.111
4.279
4.523
4.732
4.877
4.947

0.110
0.650
0.033
0.022
0.012
0.187
0.030
0.033

16 x 19

2.167
2.390
3.909
4.050
4.145
4.171
4.251
4.418
4.515
4.535
4.618
4.672
4.700
4.849
4.908
4.997

0.204
0.039
0.039
0.166
0.147
0.083
0.390
0.027
0.050
0.198
0.054
0.113
0.035
0.189
0.008
0.003

ci Size

3. Photoemission Spectra
The ultraviolet photoemission spectra (UPS) were obtained in Linkoping using a
new custom UHV instrument. It consists of separate sample introduction, preparation,
and analysis chambers. Excellent vacuum, even after the vapor-deposition of large
organic molecules, is achieved through the use of turbo and ion pumps, in combination with a unique cryogenic pumping/shielding system (at T < 20°K) based upon
two closed-cycle Helium refrigerators. Ne+ ions (at energies up to 5000 eV) are used
for sputter-cleaning, so that the cryogenic pumping/shielding can be kept as low as
45°K during sputtering. Volatile solids are evaporated from a borosiiicate glass tube
contained within a copper cylinder that can be heated to 50G°C or cooled to - J90°C.
Vapor deposition is monitored with a mass spectrometer. An unmonochromatized Heresonance lamp is used for UPS, and a separately ion-pumped and water-cooled x-ray
gun (unmonochromatized MgKJ is used for XPS. The UPS spectra were taken with an
analyzer resolution of 0.2eV.
Purified samples of 4P4TDIB an 4P4'PDAB were obtained from T. Hjertberg ami
evaporated at 100 and 200°C, respectively, on sputter-cleaned gold substrates. The
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Figure 3. Comparison of the calculated CNDO/S3 4AP4TDIB absorption spectra for
<t>f = 45°, 0 r = 60° and measured [12] spectra. The calculated spectra are obtained by representing each ci transition energy by a normalized Gaussian of width /) = 0.3eV and
weighting this Gaussian by the predicted oscillator strength.

thickness was estimated by the attenuation of the XPS Au(4f7/2) spectrum and controlled to about 30-50 A. This thickness is adequate to cover the substrate for UPS yet
low enough that sample charging does not occur. The core level spectra of the vapordeposited films were studied as a check on possible decomposition of the molecules
during the deposition. No detrimental effects were observed.
Comparisons of calculated CNDO/S3 densities of valence states with these spectra
are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for 4P4'PDIB and 4P4'PDAB, respectively. Figure 5
reveals that the <f>e = 45°, <f>c = 60° conformation, which yields a good description
of the optical spectra of 4AP4'PDIB, also affords a comparable description of the
He II UPS data for 4P4'PDIB. Therefore this conformation provides a consistent interpretation of the optical and photoemission spectra of the imine-based "threephenyl" polyaniline oligomers.
Figure 6 demonstrates that </>, :s 20° is required to describe photoemission from
4P4'PDAB as found earlier for gas-phase (as opposed to thin-film) triphenylamine
[15]. In this case we would expect <j>c — <pe from the symmetry of the molecule. As
evident from Figures 3 and 6, </>, = <f>c = 20° provides an adequate description of
both the photoemission and optical absorption data. The 0, = 45°, <f>c = 60° imine
geometry yields a good description of the optical absorption spectra of 4AP4'PDAB
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Figure 4. Comparison of CNDO/S3 4 A P 4 T D A B absorption spectra for <t>f = 45°,
</), = 60° (top panel) with measured spectra (central panel) and the CNrx>/S3 spectra for
<k = <f>, = 20° (lower panel). The calculated spectra arc obtained by representing v-ach n
transition energy by a normalized Gaussian of width (i = 0.4 eV and weighting this Gaussian by the predicted oscillator strength

but a quite unsatisfactory one of the photoemission spectra of 4P4'PDAB. Based on a
comparison with the prior results for triphenylamine (15], these results suggest a
large structural relaxation of 4P4'PDAB upon photoionization. Such relaxations are
expected in these molecules [ 15] and constitute the molecular analog of "polarons" in
long oligomers of polyaniiine [13,16].
4. Synopsis
Analysis of optical absorption and ultraviolet photoemission
determination of the conformations of oligomers of polyaniiine.
oligomers, i.e., 4AP4'PDIB and 4P4'PDIB, the conformation
45°, 4>c — 60° provides a quantitative description of the optical

spectra permits the
For the imine-based
described by <f>(. ^
absorption (!2] and
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compatibility with photoemission spectra on pernigraniline oligomers. For the aminebased oligomers, i.e., 4AP4'PDAB and 4P4'PDAB, a conformation described
4>f — 4>,- — 20° is required for a description of the photoemission data. This conformation is compatible with the optical absoiption data, but it also may indicate the occurrence of molecular relaxation upon formation of the photoinduced radical cation.

UPS(He n )

15

10

5

BINDING ENERGY(eV)

Figure 5. Comparison of the calculated CNDO/S3 density of valence states (DOVS) with the
measured thin-film He-Il photoemission spectra of 4P4'PDIB. The geometry used for
4P4'PDIB is identical to that of 4AP4'PDIB used to calculate the optical absorption spectra
shown in Figure 3. To calculate the DOVS each CNDO/S3 molecular orbital eigenvalue is represented by a Gaussian of width j3 = 0.9eV. The novs curve is shifted to lower binding energy by 5 6 eV to align it with the measured thin-film photoemission spectrum. E^
designates the Fermi energy of the gold substrate.
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BINDING ENERGY (eV)
Figure 6. Comparison of calculated CNDO/S3 DOVS with the measured thin-film He-H photoemission spectrum of 4P4'PDAB. For the top three calculated DOVS the symmetric geometries noted in the figure were used to evaluate the DOVS. The lower panel contains the
DOVS evaluated using the geometry utilized to calculated the optical absorption spectra
shown in the upper panel of Figure 4. The calculated DOVS were shifted to lower binding
energies by 6.4 eV to align them with the thin-film photoemission spectrum. To obtain the
CNDO/S3 DOVS, each CNDO/S3 molecular orbital eigenvalue is represented by a Gaussian of
width (3 = 0.5eV. EF designates the Fermi energy of the gold substrate.
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The Effect of Additional Fused Rings on the
Stabilities and the Band Gaps of Heteroconjugated
Polymers
YONG S. LEE AND MIKLOS KERTESZ
Department of Chemistry, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.. 20057

Abstract
The aromatic (A) and quinoid (Q) forms of polythiophene (PT) have entirely different energy gaps: —0.5 eV for the quinoid form and ~2 eV for the aromatic form,
respectively. The energy gaps and stability of derivatives of PT are studied by total
MNDO geometry optimization using energy band theory for the total energy calculations followed by a Huckel energy band calculations to approximate the energy band
structure. Addition of fused rings to PT reverses the order of stability of the aromatic
and quinoid isomers and the ordering in the size of the energy gaps. Small energy
gap polymers are suggested on the basis of the calculations.
Stabilizing the quinoid form of conjugated polymers, e.g., polythiophene (PT) and
polypyrrole (PPY), over the aromatic one can be a rewarding but difficult task because
the former, associated with a smaller band gap (£ g ), is energetically less stable than
the latter (the energetics and the Eg of the two forms of PPY and PT are discussed elsewhere [1,2]). Polyisothianaphthene (PITN: for experimental work, see Refs. 3-5; for
theoretical work, see Refs. 2 and 6-9) has been synthesized to achieve the objective
of stabilizing the quinoid form of PT and is known to possess a band gap of 1.0 eV,
half that of the aromatic PT.
By employing a combination of total energy optimization, Huckel band calculation, and perturbational orbital theory, we will discuss the trend of Eg and energetics
of aromatic and quinoid PT with a different number of fused rings (n = 0,1,2,3),
assuming planar geometries. These compounds are PT (n = 0 ) , PITN (n = 1), polyisonaphtothiophene (PINT; n = 2), and polyisoanthrothiophene (PIAT; n = 3).
We need to comment on the philosophy of the calculations. Ideally, one would like
to use a band theory giving a good total energy and thus good optimized geometry for
the polymer. At the same time, one would like to extract a good energy band structure that may serve as a basis for calculating optical properties from the same energy
band calculation. Unfortunately, we have not found such a unified method yet, even
though promising developments are emerging in both the density functional field and
also in the area of more traditional correlation methods based on ab initio HartreeFock as applied to band theory in different laboratories. Thus we have opted for a
compromise similar to the one first used by Bredas and coworkers [2,6-8] in the
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 163-170 11987)
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polymeric electronic structure area: use one method for the total energy and geometry
optimization |in our case modified neglect o\' diatomic overlap (MNDO) band theory!
and another one for obtaining energy bands (we opted for the energy band version of
the traditional Hiickel theory). The similarities with Bredas's approach are apparent.
The main difference is that we use band theory for the MNDO geometry optimization
because cluster calculations are not always as reliable as periodic boundary (i.e.,
energy band) calculations, especially when energy differences of two isomers, such
as the aromatic and quinoid, are concerned. The other difference is more trivial:
Huckei theory is just as good one-electron theory as the valence effective Hamiltonian (VEH> [6| and can be more readily applied. It is also free of the arbitrariness
of the "pattern molecules" used in the VKH approach and also free of the mystery as to
why VKH is giving so much smaller (and. therefore, reasonable) energy gap values
than ab initio if it is supposed to emulate ab initio results.
Full geometry optimizations for IT and for PITN have been performed at the MNDO
level [10], satisfying infinite periodic boundary conditions for polymers (interactions
of at least up to four neighbors are included with a five k point set). The calculations
should be converged with respect to the number of k points (NKP) used for Brillouin
zone integration and the number of cells (M) included in the lattice sums. The following total MNDO heat of formation values (in kilocalories/mole) indicate how fast
this convergence is reached for the quinoid form of polythiophene (our experience
with other polymers is quite similar, and thus one example will suffice): 65.2594
(NKP = 3. M = 3); 65.2770 (NKP = 6, M = 3); 65.2769 (NKP = 11, M = 3):
65.2737 (NKP = 11, M ~ 5). This convergence experience is in full accordance with
previous work.*
MNDO is well known to produce reasonable optimized geometries for organic
molecules. For the solid state its results are also encouraging for structural predictions. It was tested, among other systems, for polyacetylene, graphite, boron nitride,
and diamond; the deviations of optimized equilibrium bond distances are between
0.01 and 0.03 A, which is comparable to ab initio calculations \2\. Energy gaps of
the polymers have been calculated by a Huckei energy band method, based on the
geometries from MNDO calculations. The change of C — C bond distances has large
effect on Ef, so resonance integrals for C — C were chosen in a following manner in
order to explain the differences of the f^ of the aromatic and quinoid structure:
ft, = ft, - 7.5O - /•„) eV

(I)

where ft, -- —2.75 eV. ;• - average C — C bond distance (A), and rn = distance
between two adjacent carbon atoms (A) For polyacetylene this patametrization gives
Ej. = I 53 eV. a close value to experiment.
The full MNDO [13] geometry optimization for the infinite polymer PITN. regardless
of the starting geometries, always converges to a quinoid structure instead of con• T o n v e r y e n c e o t p o l y m e r set c a l c u l a t i o n w i t h r e s p e c t lo NKI' anil M has b e e n w i d e l y s t u d i e d u s i n g a h
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verging to two alternative structures, as has been the ease for PT and PPY (2j. The
opposite has been found for polyparaphenylene, where only the aromatic structure is
observed [2].
Hiickel band gap values are summarized in Table I. and the underlying geometries
are discussed subsequently. Those denoted by a are Ef values based on fully optimized geometries, all the others are based on assumed geometries using the corresponding aromatic and quinoid structures (see Fig. 1). The IT energy bands for the
two forms of PITN and the orbital interaction diagrams are shown, respectively, in
Figures 2 and 3.
As shown in Table I, Ef of the aromatic structures decreases, whereas that of the
quinoid ones increases, as the number of the rings fused to PT increases. A similar
trend for the first three members of the aromatic series can be observed in the results
of various calculations by Bredas [1,6. 8). This phenomenon is interpreted in Figure 3 by treating the butadiene groups as successive perturbations to the frontier orbitais (HOMO and LUMO) of PT.
For example, the butadiene group stabilizes and destabilizes the LUMO and HOMO of
aromatic PT, respectively, which results in the decrease of E^ from 1.83 to 0.73 eV in
the PITN case. This trend continues, so when the number of rings attached to PT
reaches three, the calculated E^ becomes very small. A quite opposite trend for Ev
is observed in the quinoid case; namely, the LUMO of quinoid PT is destabilized,
whereas the HOMO is stabilized upon the addition of butadiene to the quinoid polymer
backbone of PT. AS a result, Ee increases steadily with the increase in the number
of rings in the system, until a level crossing occurs that tempers the further increase
of the gap.
Although the trend of £"g for both the aromatic and quinoid isomers can be explained without much difficulty in terms of orbital interaction diagrams at k = 0
(center of the Brillouin zone), the matter of determining the stabilities between the
two series is more complex. Energetics from MNDO band calculations and orbital diagrams [2] indicate that the aromatic form of PT is more stable than the quinoid one.
However, a switchover occurs in energetics from the aromatic form of the quinoid
form in the next system in the series (PITN), and we expect, on the basis of the interaction diagram in Figure 3, that the quinoid forms will remain more stable for the remaining systems (more stable forms are italicized in Table I).
TABLE I. Et (eV) of polythiophenes and their derivatives.

Aromatic
Quinoid

PT + I ring

IT + 2 rings

PT + 3 rings

FT

PITN

PINT

PIAT

1.83'
OAT

O.73b
1.16*

O.28b
! .50'

0.08b
1.66'

Note: italics denote the more stable form.
£, based on optimized geometry.
b
Eg based on dimer optimized geometry.
e
Es based on optimized geometry of the quinoid PITN.
a
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1.415

PT

1.491

1.356

PITN

PINT

PIAT

Figure 1. MNDO-optimized geometry of aromatic and quinoid polythiophene and polyisothianaphthene.
The geometry of polyisonaphtothiophene and polyisoanthrothiophene was chosen by using the optimized
piTN geometries and assuming that the added rings are identical to the six-membered ring of PTTN.

Polymer calculations for PT and PPY show that the two forms of these polymers
are both planar [14]. Dimer calculations for bipyrrole and bithiophene also support
the notion that the planar form is the most stable conformation. However, owing
to the repulsion between sulfur and hydrogen on the neighboring isothianaphthene
(ITN) rings, (ITN)2 twists around the interring C—C axis. The optimized geometry of
PITN (see Fig. 1) indicates a strong double bond character between each ring that
overcomes the steric S—H repulsion. Accordingly, the planar and quinoid structure
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E(k)eV

Figure 2. Energy band structure of the aromatic and quinoid polyisothianaphthene as calculated by a
Hiickel model based on MNDO-optimized geometries: (
) quinoid, (
) aromatic).

is more stable for

PITN,

whereas the nonplanar and aromatic structure is more stable

for (ITN)2.

In order to estimate the repulsion energy between H and S on the neighboring unit,
we have calculated the energetics of dimer (ITN)2 with all geometrical parameters
fixed except the torsional angle between the rings, 0 [bond distances and angles for
this purpose were taken from the fully optimized geometry of (rrN)2J. This calculation
(see Table II) not only illustrates that (ITN)2 exists in a twisted form around the interring C—C axis but also shows that a very shallow potential lies between ® = 120
and 60°. The calculated repulsion energy (3.41 kcal/mol ring) between S = 180 and
95° is about one-third of the energy difference (10.55 kcal/mol ring) between the planar aromatic PITN and the quinoid PITN. The energy difference of 10.55 kcal/mol ring
was obtained from MNDO polymer band calculations in which the bond distances and
angles of the aromatic PITN were taken from the optimized dimer calculations, at
© = 120°, and the quinoid structure was obtained from full geometry optimization as
mentioned above. The small repulsion energy implies that repulsion between S and H
is not a main factor in destabilizing the quinoid form of PITN. The delocalizafioo energy of ir electrons over the neighbor rings and the six-membered side ring(s) more
than offset the repulsion energy; thus the quinoid form becomes more stable for PT
with one or more side rings. In other words energy loss due to relaxation from
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AROMATIC

QUINOID

Figure 3.

HOMO and LUMO of the aromatic and quinoid form of polythiophene, polyisothianaphthene,
polyisonaphtothiophene, and polyisoanthrothiophene.

quinoid to planar aromatic structure will be much higher than the energy gained from
the relaxation from planar aromatic to a twisted aromatic one.
In summary, the E% of aromatic and quinoid forms of FT decreases and increases,
respectively, as the number of six-membered rings fused to PT increases. As far as
energetics is concerned, the quinoid form is more stable than the aromatic one when
rings are attached to PT. Therefore, these calculations predict that one has to stabilize
the aromatic form over the quinoid one, if the number of six-membered rings fused to
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TABLE II. Energetics of dimer (rrN)2 as a
function of torsionsi angle 8.

H-S (A)"

A« f b (kcal)

8 (degrees)

2.38
2.61
3.15
3.67
4.14
4.30
4.44

107.62
104.39
101.31
100.81
101.08
101.56
102.71

180
150
120
95

70
60
50

1

Distance between H and S on the neighboring ITN units.
b
MNDO heat of formation.

PT is more than one, in cMer to reduce E% further. This may be accomplished in the
condensed phase by interchain packing effects, which may favor nonplanar (and thus
aromatic) structures for the derivatives with two or more fused rings. The corresponding Eg values, however, will not be as small as expected from Table I, because
the interring resonance integral would be reduced by a cos 0 factor.
Similar trends should be observed for the addition of fused rings to polypyrrole,
with a notable difference. The aromatic versus quinoid stabilization energy per ring is
significantly larger for PPY than for PT (we have calculated this to be an 8.62 kcal/
mol ring and a 3.52 kcal/mol ring, respectively). Therefore, even though the trends
in the gap should be similar as fused rings are added to these polymers, the crossover
of stability in favor of the quinoid structure should occur for PPY for more rings than
for PT. In this sense polyfuran is more similar to PPY than to PT according to our calculation. Work along these lines is in progress.
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Abstract
A derivation and formulation of density functional theory, which eliminates the
formal and practical inconsistencies and limitations of previous theories and allows
its extension to stationary states other than the ground state, is given. The theory presented here can also be stated as a series of three theorems that define a family of its
mathematical forms, as far as the physical content of the third theorem can either be
implicitly incorporated in the density functional or explicitly in the procedure to find
a solution to the equations. Examples of both cases are discussed, including the statement of configuration interaction procedure in density functional form.
1. Introduction
A complete formulation of density functional theory should include at least three
aspects: (1) a series of existence theorems and definitions, (2) rules for the construction of the functionals, and (3) a methodology for its use and applications. It is then
important to present density functional theory in a formalism that can treat, in a unified form, all these subjects.
Since the original formal formulations of Hohenberg and Kohn [1] (HK) and Kohn
and Sham [2] (KS), the problem has been discussed mainly in terms of the presentation of a series of hydrodynamical equations for the expectation values of some
- operators and the stationary action principles applied to it (HK), whereas the practical
methodology (apparently independent) introduced a set of auxiliary orbitals and (timedependent) Schrodinger-like auxiliary equations derived from the stationary principles (see, for example, Levy [3]; Bartolotti [4J; Gross, Dreizler, and Runge [5]; or
the relevant articles in Ref. 6).
But both the practical use of the theory (see Keller [7] and basic formal considerations (see Nguyen-Dang, Ludena, and Tal [8]) show that all three aspects are not
independent from each other. A unified presentation is then unavoidable. This is the
subject of the present paper, where a time-independent formulation is given.
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21, 171-IS) (1987)
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In the next section we discuss, following Nguyen-Dang, Ludena, and Tal [8|, the
relationship between the nth order density operator, the reduced first-order density
operator, and the density functional. We find that the correct mapping of the total energy into a universal total energy functional requires that an internal (shell and multiconfiguration) structure for the density function be given and that, as a result, two
types of equations emerge from the stationary principle: equations for the auxiliary
orbitals, which generalize the well-known Kohn-Sham equations, and equations for
the relative weights of the different configurations contributing to a given stationarystate of the system.
In Section III we analyze the physical content of the set of simultaneous equations
that were found before. It is shown that for each state A of the system and for each
configuration M, the density functional theory requires an energy operator h^',
which is different from the Kohn-Sham-like h^ operator used to define the auxiliary
orbitals $,, through the solution of the eigenvalue equations h^i = £,</>,. It is in
terms of these operators (self-consistently defined h^] for each stationary state of the
system) that the relative weights of the contributing configurations are found.
In the last section we analyze the implications of the new formulation for the functional that should be used to be able to apply the theory to both the ground (stationary)
state A = g and the excited states of the system A ¥= g. These considerations are
important, in fact, both to extend the theory to all stationary states and to properly
treat cases like mixed valency, intermediate valence, excited states and their decay,
and, in general, problems or systems where the physics is dominated by correlation
and not by a single, Hartree-Fock-like, configuration.

II. The Energy Functional, Auxiliary Orbitals, and the
Problem of Multiconfiguration
We shall start from the reduced first-order density operator y d , 1'), or one-matrix
for n particles, defined by

yd,]') = fd2---fdnr(l,2,...,n;l',2

n) = L,V

(l)

through the integration over the n - 1 coordinates 2 , . . . . /i of the nth order density
operator, or n matrix, P , where 1 , 2 , . . . J
n stands for the particle's spatial
coordinates r, and spin coordinates s/. j - r ^ . F" itself is (ensemble) defined with
respect to the state vectors ¥ „ ( ! , . . . , n) G Hilbert (n, antisymmetric) as

rn = v war:;

r; = |v a x*j;

o < wa < 1

a)

with the normalization condition TrF* = 1 and which reduces to the n matrix of a
pure state b if w = 8ah and is related to an internal Hamiltonian
Ho = T + Vee = 2 ( - V , 2 + 2 ( 2 / r , , ) ) .

(3)
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The first-order density operator is used to define a universal functional
F\y)

= Tr[// O n

(4)

and the (total) functional for external potential V(r)
E[V,y\ = F[y] + jdlyil,

l)v(r{),

(5)

with F[y] explicitly given by the stationary condition
8(Tr)[// o rV=r« = 0

(6)

Here T"a corresponds to the P delivering the stationary F[y\, subject to the fundamental auxiliary condition
LT -> y

(7a)

and to the finite auxiliary condition that the P delivers y through the mapping Vn
r"E ( L j r ' y ,

(7b)

which can be put together through the use of the auxiliary functional
G(n

= Tr[// 0 P] - £-(Tr[Pj - 1) - Tr[«'(L^P - y)]

(8)

the « ' being a matrix such that

T r f a U j r - y ) ] = j dl •• • j d n a ' i l , l ' ) P ( l , . . . , « ; 1', ••• , n ) U ,
,l%^

(9)

Searching for the stationary points of G with respect to y, that is
=r- = 0
(10)
corresponds to the stationary condition (6) with the necessary auxiliary constraints
(7a, 7b). The variation of (10) is also conditioned by the requirement that any
V —- T"a + ST" must obey the idempotency condition
(P) 2

= P

(11)

or

(r: + 5P)2 = n + « P = r: + rnasrn + SPF: + «r«r = r : + ap
(12)
and, to first order in 8F"
and the Euler-Lagrange equation for T"a reads
'

«')]r:(l
l'

n; 1 ' , . . . , » ' )

n')-a'(l,r)/(2\...,ii')] = 0

(14)
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with
o ' ( i . r ) = o ( i , r ) -E

-/(I 1 )

d5)

it is now explicit that the constraint (7b) has changed the diagonal Lagrange multiplier £7(1), required to impose condition (7a), into a matrix operator a'(l, 1), where
the internal symmetry of the density matrix is reflected.
From the trace of (14) we have the density matrix functional
F[y] = Tr[/70T;) = Tr 1 [a'r].

(16)

The one matrix y of rank m > n can be expanded in terms of its eigenvalues kt
and eigenfunctions, the natural orbitals 4>,

ixiy1.,

(17)

and the density matrix in terms of the (*%) determinants
D, = [*;,(!), <D n (2),... ,4> / r »]/(«!)" 2

(18)

as

2

l

(19)

u
where the coefficients CK are such that if K i denotes all determinants K where orbital
i appears, then

2 l Q | 2 = Ar. and 2 2 Q C 7 A ^ = 0

(20)

(with A}/ = (-1)*" 1 if {7 - /} = {J - j}, i -•- ik,j - j> or equal to 0 otherwise), in
order to ensure that LlJ" -* y as in condition (7b).
These constructions of y and P can be used to relate the C, and the a ' matrix, for
if we substitute in (8) we obtain a G[{C7}] and, from its variation with respect to the
Cf as independent variables, the set of equations

,) ~ 2 aj) - 2 CjdDMDj) - 2 I «;*£) = 0
ie/

i*i

(21)

tei JGJ

(i £ I denotes that orbital / appears in determinant / ) . Equations (20) and (21) show
the relevance of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in the proper formulation of the
density functional.
We need then an explicit set of equations for the one matrix y. This is done, again
following Nguyen-Dang, Ludena, and Tal, by defining the functional
H[y] = T ri [(a' - v(r))y] = TV.tfy]

(22)

where now the external potential v(r) has been explicitly introduced. The need for a
self-consistent procedure is explicit here; from our discussion of (20) and (21), to
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obtain the A, and die <S>, we can define the functional derivatives

and

The Euier-Lagrange equations for the A, and the <P, are obtained if the (ensemble)
n-representability conditions for the A.
m

0 :£ A, =£ 1

and

2 K•• = n

(25)

for orthonormal 4>, 's
<*, !*,> = «„

(26)

are introduced through auxiliary Lagrange multipliers defining il[y]

= H[y) - fi\ X A, - nj - £ /S,«*, | *;> - 6,)

(27)

which, on variation with respect to A, = cos2 0, and <!>,, gives the coupled EulerLagrange equations

\bh
* \
\
Tr\ — y + hyA - /til = 0
dk

l '

J

(28)

/

and
/ Hh

\

f

*

„

~ Si8fa**(0 = 0

(29)

The solution of (21), (28), and (29) determines two types of parameters: the
parameter fi, an average energy per electron from (28) together with the set (5ki,
which could in principle be diagonalized and, from the combinations of (28) and
(29), represents the deviation of the energy of the electron "in state i" from /u, the average energy per electron; the configuration weights parameters C, depending on the
mixing of configurations for each stationary state of the system and from which the
orbital weights A, will be obtained using (20),
It is also clear that (28) alone could not be used to solve the problem; the A, could
in principle be all 0 or 1, then either cos dt = 0 or sin 6, = 0 and only equations (29)
would give nontrivial information by defining the <f>(. This is the essence of the
Kohn-Sham procedure, which is nothing more that a particular case of ground states.
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III. Physical Content and Practical Formulation of the Basic Theory, the
Energy Functional, and the Auxiliary Euler-Lagrange Equations
In this section, an analysis is made of the physical content of density functional
theory and of the structural equations that define it, and, as a conclusion, we will
summarize our results in the form of a set of theorems.
First, we explore in more detail the physical content of the relationships presented
in the previous section. For this purpose, we will rewrite the Hohenberg-KohnSham theory, as successfully used in practice, in the following form (see Keller and
de Teresa [9]).
In the KS method the density pj^ for system state M is constructed in terms of a
set of auxiliary orbitals <f>, and occupation numbers nf (usually assumed to be
«, = d(fi — Et), where fx is the chemical potential and e, the auxiliary KS eigenvalue
for the "one particle state" /
(30)

which is equivalent to the use of the auxiliary N electron wave function (if denotes
symmetrized over the r ; )

a single product of "one particle" wave functions </>, of a single configuration M and
of a density operator

n = 5>Ja><a|

(32)

a

with na = S(eF - h™). The functions are derived from a KS effective "Hamiltonian"
operator
"eff

~

'

^

v

cxi ^

v

ett

which is the sum of a kinetic energy term / = -(1/2)V 2 , the external potential term
V.xi, and the effective electron-electron potential term
V&r) = dE?e[p]/dP(r) = Vc{r) + VX1. .

(34)

The total energy is considered to be the sum of a kinetic energy term K[p], an external potential term V[p] and an electron-electron term £«[p]
V[pM] + El[pM]

(35)

which should be the expectation value of a total energy operator k" = eK: + ev + s%

WM, e^M) = E*?0JM = 2 nfef

(36)

i6Af

such that

?

? £

U

and h™% = BA.

(37)
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The operators for the kinetic energy and for the external potential are not explicitly
given in terms of pu, only the operator for the electron-electron energy is (selfconsistently) constiucted from pM.

+ e*

/ ^ ]

(38)

from the previous definitions, the relationship between the total energy operator and
the auxiliary KS Hamiltonian is
S

T

"elf

°ee

* xc

r

ZB

xc •>

W*J

or, as usually written, in the form

/ (?

*

?)

(40)

the last term of the right-hand side should not be considered a "correction" term.
It is important to note that in the usual DFT there are two main operators: the
Kohn-Sham (single configuration) operator h *f •M and the total energy (single
configuration) operator eT. But, in principle, the hKS is used to generate a set of
auxiliary functions that, together with the use of a set of parameters {n,}, are used
both to construct e r and to obtain the desired stationary states of the system obeying
8£[p;{n,}l = 0. This point is discussed in Ref. 9.
We now make an explicit connection with the presentation of the previous section;
from Eq. (21), for the particular case of Cj = 8JM, we obtain

(DM\H0\DM) - 2 < = 0

(41)

That is, the total energy is given as the sum of the <*„' for all "occupied" single particle states / in configuration M. Thus, the a'/s are the expectation values of the
difference between the total energy operator of a reference configuration M and the
external energy operator

at = (hHtf ~ ev)<t>j)

(42)

and in particular a'it = ef — Vu.
The auxiliary Hamiltonian of Eqs. (22), (23), and (24) is the (mukiconfiguration
equivalent of the) total energy operator eT.
Then, the Euler-Lagrange Eqs. (29) and the auxiliary Eqs. (28% are to be solved
either as a set of coupled algebraic equations or in a new, self-consistent, procedure
(if we restrict ourselves to a ci-like formulation for the sake of simplicity):
(1) Define a reference configuration M and solve the usual KS equations.
(2) Use the auxiliary function </>f to construct eT for a trial set of configuration coefficients A,. The total energy operator will contain, besides a sum of the wellknown terms for a single configuration, weighted with the C/s from the
relationships (20), extra terms for the kinetic energy, for the "Coulomb" interaction part, and for exc arising from the configuration interaction cross terms. It
should also contain electron-hole correlation terms and, from the use of the
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electron-photon electromagnetic interaction and not just the electrostatic or
magnetostatic terms, an imaginary part of the sell-energies 1101.
(3) Find the new set of A, and 4>, and use then cyclically to obtain the new h -• k.
and repeat to self-consistency. A s:*t of stationary states of the system, near the
configurations generated from M. would have been found.
Here we should remark that the success of DFT has been largci) due to the use. in
atomic, molecular, and condensed matter calculations, of the first order reduced density matrix p , ( r , r ' ) in the calculation of the kine.ic energy and in establishing the
Kohn-Sham equations. In fact, we widely employ
Ek = I - V;p,(r.r'H, _r</r

(43)

as the expression for the total kinetic energy and, for a single configuration M.
p ? ( r , r ' ) = V <£, I r )</;>'>

(44)

as a result of contracting, over all r, = r,\ j ^ i. the matrix

with |i//M) given by (31). The kinetic energy is the well-known KS expression
<46)

When the same procedure is used for the ci scheme, where jti/} - 2lr,A,Ji//f,>. with
given again by (31), the reduced first-order density matrix becomes

P.(r,r') - S 2 \ . ^ 2 S^<D(i)*(r')A;:,

(47)

with

-'

^z

Ib" if a = )8, and 1 if / E a but not in fi and j' E fi but
not in a, and {(/" E a) ^ /'} = {(_/' £ /3) # / } , that is
if both /' and j are "active" orbitals, and the remaining
Wbitals coincide in index and in coordinate argument.

(48)

As a result, the kinetic energy contains some "mixed" terms in the ci scheme within
the DFT. Then the ci procedure can be formulated if the complete p,(r. r') is used and
we do not restrict ourselves to the diagonal part alone
p,(r) = p , ( r , r ' ) | r - _ r .

(49)

Then, if the kinetic energy functional is defined in terms of the operator - V : . no
basic problem should be encountered. This will not be the case if approximations
such as the Thomas-Fermi plus gradients terms are used. Those solutions are not
adequate because the functionals commonly usea have been optimized for a ground
state problem where a single configuration is dominant and are not useful otherwise
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|I0|. The same is true in the case of the exchange-correlation potentials now in use.
We have already remarked that in considering excited configurations of the system,
where the interactions are no longer purely Coulombic, the possibility that the system
would decay into a lower energy state should always be accounted for, introducing spontaneous emission processes (the electromagnetic field) and not just the
electrostatic interactions part.
Equations (28) and (29) explicitly state that there are terms arising from the set of
auxiliary functions $, and eigenvalues A, of the system and that we are not allowed to
ignore this description of the internal symmetry of the system. On the other hand,
they determine the set of stationary states the system may attain.
As a conclusion we have shown that the formal structure of density functional
theory should be stated in at least three theorems [9J.
(1) The total energy of the system, in any stationary state, is a unique functional
of its particle density.
(2) There exists a variational principle for the energy functional of a stationary
state of the system.
(3) The internal symmetry of the system, through a set of parameters {c, ,v}, is a
necessary part of the theory. The variational equations should read (£[p;fc, ,v}] —
M< Jf>[ic, \}]dr - N) = 0 and the parameters c, v included either in the construction of the density function (as in the Kohn-Sham procedure) or in the
energy functional itself.
The internal symmetry of the system is an important (hidden or explicit) part of the
theory, and, when properly considered, the results have always compared reasonably
well with experiment (see Refs. 11 and 12). In the analysis of spectra it is common to
approximate 8c,'" = 8,,. instead of optimizing the {8c,"'}. The need to optimize with
respect to the set {c, v} cannot be omitted; in fact, any a priori fixing of them as {c".v}
should result in a Lagrange multiplier that corresponds to an additional energy producing an excited state of the system of given overall symmetry.
This is also important for a correct formulation of the differential equation for the
square root of the density. In order to do it properly, the variation of the energy functional [I3J should contain a contribution to the auxiliary potential from the set \c,v }The importance of the average value of the angular part of the kinetic energy has
been discussed before |7, 14|, and the proper term to be varied should implicitly include the configuration of the system's state

vkln = VA*[-V; + i/i, + u / r M c W 2 - [p" 2 (-vy- 2 )},

(50)

indicating that the shell structure is being properly considered. This is one more
example of the necessity of imposing some necessary conditions when the density
matrix is mapped into the density p (see also Ludena and Sierraalta [15]).
Experiment indicates that the conclusions of our approach are in agreement with
well-known facts. We can, for example, give a correct answer to an old question:
what is the chemical potential of a several-atom system when the atoms separate from
each other? The answer is that the set of symmetry coefficients will decide unambiguously from which atom and state the electron is taken away, in complete accordance with common experience.
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Density Functional Rationale of Chemical Reaction
Coordinate
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Abstract
A dynamical partitioning of the reaction field is proposed in order to study the
electron density flow along the reaction coordinate. The density functional is constructed in a universal form, and a one-to-one correspondence is established between
the density matrix and the electron density. The density functional is free from the
constraints of A' or v representability and is treated as a thermodynamic function that
obeys the principle of maximum entropy. The functional derivative of the density
functional with respect to the electron density is introduced as a response operator.
The reaction paths are combinations of the dynamical processes of the electron density; the corresponding response operators and new type of thermodynamic functions
and potentials are defined and shown to be useful. The characteristic features of the
chemical reaction coordinate is discussed in terms of the new thermodynamic quantities. The importance of the softest vibrational mode as the chemical reactivity index
is rationalized in terms of the density functional theory.
1. Introduction
Recently, great interest has been focused on the density functional theory of the
electronic structure of atoms, molecules, and solids [1-6]. The density functional
theory is one of the fundamental building blocks of the electronic structure of matter.
The density functional approach to chemical reaction dynamics incorporating the
dynamical motions of nuclei should be enhanced in the future [7J.
In this connection, we have developed the theory of the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) as a unique reaction path [8]. Dynamically, the IRC is the center line of the
reactive fluxes that pass through the transition state of a chemical reaction system
[11]. The me draws a geodesic curve connecting reactant cell and product cell via
transition state in a rigged Riemannian configuration space of constituent nuclei
[9, ?0]. The nuclear motion along the IRC corresponds to the softest vibrational mode
at the transition state, which is identified by fhe negative force constant [8]. This
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softness character of IRC is conserved at the stable equilibrium point as proved by
the Stable Limit theorem [9J. IRC converges to the softest vibrational mode available
at the stable equilibrium point. This nature of IRC strongly suggests that the electron flow associated with chemical reaction mostly brings about the softening of
nuclear repulsion, which leads to the softest vibrational mode of the chemical reaction system.
In the present paper we shall describe the density functional aspects of chemical reaction dynamics along IRC. The characterization of the electron density flow along
the reaction path is the crucial problem: what character of the electron density flow
brings about the softest vibrational mode? The electron number N is a kind of order
parameter, and the electron density flow is a combination of the variable-Ar process
and the equi-N process. A novel partitioning of the reaction field is performed in order
to study the dynamics of the electron density flow [12]. This is an application of a
novel "apparatus" density functional theory presented by the author [13]. Thermodynarnical treatments of the reaction path will provide us with many fruitful results
[14]. We assume the Born-Oppenheimer approximation for nonrelativistic electrons.
2. Density Functional Theory of Reaction Path
The system energy E is given in the density functional theory as follows [I]:
= I vp •+• F,

(1)

where v, p, and F are the nuclear attraction energy, the spinless electron density, and
the Hohenberg-Kohn universal functional of p, respectively. By virtue of the principle of maximum entropy in the Fock space [13]. the one-to-one correspondence is
established between the density matrix, which is denoted as p*, and p: using secondquantization (see Appendix A) we find [13]
F = Tr(f + W)p*,

(2)

where

in which the Lagrange multipliers (3. fia, A,, and v are, respectively, the inverse
temperature, the Gibbs chemical potential, the apparatus parameter for the apparatus
operator A, whose presence guarantees the excited state density functional theory
[13], and the controlling function of electron density. In the usual treatment where
there is no apparatus attached to the system of interest, we put k, = 0 for every /'. If
we further restrict the situation to an equilibrium state, then Eqs. (l)-(3) are reduced
to those obtained by Mermin [2]. It should be noted that the p* of Eq. (3) is the
unique solution of the variational problem in which the variational trial density matrices are completely arbitrary in Fock space with no constraints whatsoever, and
hence the variational density functional is free from the constraints of N or v representability [13]. Furthermore, in the zero-temperature limit, we have the reduction to
the ground state theory of Hohenberg and Kohn [ 1 ].
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Suppose the system rests at some point on the IRC [8-111, say s = s0. Let v be the
work done by the nuclei on the electron along IRC from ,v() to s. Then, using the force
^IRC = ~gradsv - -(dv/ds), we have
= I F,me
Br ds.

(4)

It follows that E is characterized by a point in the space spanned by {/3,fiG,k,,s},
and hence the associated reaction path C is characterized similarly:
C = C(/8,/AC,AMS).

(5)

The increment dC has the components dN and dY, F being the projection of C on the
equi-/V hypersurface (see Fig. 1). The infinitesimal changes of p may then be represented as follows:
dfi = ^-dC
dC

= fdN +

(6)

where
(7)
and

(8)

e =

The quantities/and e are the fukui function |I5] associated with the variable-^ process and the "excitation" function associated with the equi-A7 process, respectively./
is a local measure of the net increase of p obeying the normalization

J-

/ = 1.

(9)

while e is a local measure of the fluctuation or excitation of p obeying the normalization

(10)

J e = 0.

dN

dC
N=const

Figure i. The reaction path C represents the successive change of the reaction system in
the space spanned by {/3. ix(i, K,, s\. The increment dC has the components dN and dT, V
being the projection of C on the equi-W hypersurface.
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These satisfy the relationship

In terms of the density functional theory, the infinitesimal change of F along C is
written as
-dp,

(12)

where dp is given by Eq. (16). It should be noted that the functional derivative
SF/Sp of F with respect to p is considered an operator acting on dp, the explicit
expression for which is
A

__

op

A

I

oN

/I

.£,

*2\

oi

In this equation, X\P and XrP are the basic response operators corresponding to the
variable-^ process and the equi-yv process, respectively; these are quite nonlocal in
nature f 16]. Operations of them are defined as follows:

JW

= '>

J XNP€ = 0,

(14a)
(14b)

Substituting Eqs. (6) and (13) into Eq. (12), and using Eq. (14), we have

Taking into account the work done by the nuclei on the electron, the infinitesimal
change of E along C is given as
dE =

+^jdp-

JFmcPds

+ edT -

IFlRCpds,

(16)

where fi and e are the chemical potential [5] and the "excitation" potential, respectively:
(

>\
+

K

8>\

I

dF
* dF

(l7)
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The differentials of (x and e may be given by

dfi = It)dN + 4>dF - J FmJds,

(19)

de = <f>dN + i(idF -

(20)

\FlRCeds,

where
(21)
d2F
(22)
(23)
In these formulas, 77, 4>, and «/»are the hardness (5J, the "excitation" function of type
N, and of type F, respectively.
We are interested in the character of the electron density flow that promotes chemical reaction. Let P be the union of the elementary domain ilK in which the electron
density accumulates:
(24a)
(24b)

n, n nA. = IIA* .

<24o

The complement of P. denoted as Q.
Q = \ - P,

(25)

is the region in which the electron density is decreasing or remaining unchanged. The
choice of the elementary domain ilK is general, and we may choose it according to
the specific character 0: the system concerned. A choice may be the zero-volume
limit of HK; we observe t(x pointwise characterization of the reaction field. P and Q
may change along C and may be called the- "dynamic" acceptor region and donor
region, respectively.
The union of P and Q covers the whole space, and by virtue of the secondquantized nature of the reaction field, every quantity is the sum of the corresponding
regional quantities: E - EP + EQ, N = NP + NQ, /J. = (xP + /u y , and so on (see
Appendix B).
It should be noted that, by definition. dV is tangent to the equi-N hypersurface but
is not tangent to the equi-AV hypersurface. So, dNP is a good measure of dV: let VP be
the projection of F on the equi-NP hypersurface, then by using the positive quantities
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dV/dNp, dF/dFp, and dlP,

we have
d\

" -— dNp + —pr dVP
— (1 + KP)Z—dN,.

(26)

(iNP

where

>0.

KP^—

,7.7)

3. Chemical Reactivity
Consider a potential energy surface U for a chemical reaction system as a function
of IRC. The infinitesimal change of U along IKC is written as
dU = (IE + dVmCi.

(28)

where dE and c/VniKl are the infinitesimal change of the electronic energy and the
nuclear repulsion energy, respectively. In terms of the density functional theory, we
have
dV
dN
dY
f dv
dVnuil
— = /A— + K— +
— p + —— .
ds
ds
as
J ds
ds
where we have used Bq. (16) and Em
Hq f6). we have

d'U
ds'

- - g r a d , v = -dv/ds.

d ( dN\
d I d\\
f dv dN
— I P. — I +• — F. — I +
—/—

d\y

ds)

ds\

ds)

+

J ds' ds

d'V,

(29)
Moreover, using

f dv d\"
f d:v
— e — + J — ; Hp

J ds ds

J ds'

(30)

ds'
The nature of IRC is that, by virtue of the Stable Limit theorem |9J. the dynamics
along IRC is characterized by the softest vibrational mode:
-,

min^K|. K2

Kni.

\M )

ds

where n and K, denote the vibrational degrees of freedom and the curvature of (J at
the transition state or stable equilibrium points, respectively. The electron flow is
manifested in the first four terms of Eq. (30), and hence the dynamic electronic control of the chemical reaction along IRC is governed by these terms.
Suppose the electron number of the system is constant,
dN = 0,

i.e.,

dN,, - -dNQ

(32)
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where dNP is positive by definition, and the excitation potential e is zero,
e = 0.

(33)

These conditions, Eqs. (32) and (33), ensure that the system is in the ground state for
the fixed electron number. Then, Eq. (30) is reduced to
d2U
ds2

J dsdNP ds

+

J ds2p

+

ds2 '

(34)

with
dNP
where we have used Eqs. (26), (32), and (33). Then, the manifest electron flow is
observed in the first term of Eq. (34), where the quantity dNP plays an important
role. It should be noted that the first term of Eq. (34) is directly correlated with the
contribution of the polarization tensor at zero temperature:
hm lim -jrrM?
A,—»o /j-«« aJy as
p

f dv
J as

where ir is the usual polarization tensor [16]. In this case, as has been observed by
Bader and Pearson (17,18], the leading contribution is due to the frontier electron
density flow:
t
f
hm h m
x,-.o /}—x J

A A AXI
dv dp dNP
— —— —— =
ds dNp ds

re A A
ff dv dv
I T-7T—
JJ ds ds

K0homo|^|01umo)|
<h
2
•
,
elumo — ehomo

(37)

where <t>, and e, are the frontier orbital and the orbital energy [16], respectively. Maximization of dNP is directly correlated with the softest vibrational mode, which is
obtained by using Eqs. (31), (34), (36), and (37).
Pearson's hard and soft acids and bases rule [20-23] may now be demonstrated. At
the initial stage of chemical reaction, the driving force of the electron flow from Q to
P may be brought about by the difference in the regional chemical potentials:
fip < Me •

(38)

As the electron density flow occurs, we may have
dfjip > 0,

d[iQ < 0 .

(39)

The expressions of d/xP Q are found as
dfiPiQ = 2T)PQdN

+ <t>pQdF - I FlRCfPQds.

(40)

Substituting Eqs. (26) and (32) into Eq. (40), we obtain
dpP ~ dfiQ + I FiRC(fr dNp =

fQ)ds
,

2(T7

+T ? )

(41)
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where r)TPtQ are the hardnesses with respect to the equi-N process:

2vrP.Q = * , . e ^ - = < W +^WP^-Q-

(42)

Note that the positive values of T)rf!Q should be determined by the different sign of
the regional excitation function of type N:
<f>P>0,

<t>Q<0.

(43)

Equation (41) demonstrates the characteristics of the combination of soft acid and
soft base. Indeed, if P is governed by soft acid and Q is governed by soft base, then
we have a pair of small hardnesses T)rPQ and large chemical potential flow as given
by Eqs. (38) and (39), and hence large dNP is found in Eq. (41). Oij the other hand,
if the system is composed of hard acid and hard base, then we have a pair of large
hardnesses r)rpQ and little chemical potential flow, mid hence small dNP is found in
Eq. (41). The combination of FIRC = -grad s v = -dv/ds and the regional fukui
functions will give more fine effects. Thus, we observe the significance of the electron transfer dNP for the first term of Eq. (34), characterizing covalent bonding,
whereas that of electrostatic interaction for the second and third terms of Eq. (34),
characterizes ionic bonding. Recently, the charge transfer mechanism in terms of the
density functional theory has also been studied by Berkowitz [24]. A full account of
the present report will be published in papers elsewhere [12-14].
Appendix A
Let i}/\x) and «/»(*) be the field operators of the electron, referred to as the creation
and annihilation operator, respectively. We shall denote by x both space and spin
coordinates:
x = (r,o-).

(Al)

In this paper, the volume element with respect to the coordinates is suppressed for the
sake of simplicity. The field operators obey the Pauli exclusion principle:
= 8(x

-x'),

r') + * W (x) =

(A2a)
0.

(A2b)

We have the electron density operator,

x),

(A3)

and the energy density operator,
H(jt) =

+ ww,

(A4a)

where

~Itn Vtf(xm(x),

\(x) =
il/\x')w(x, x ')<K* ')</,(*).

(A4b)
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We also have the electron number operator,

(A5)

N,

and the energy operator, namely the Hamiltonian,

<% = f H = 3" + T + 'W,

(A6a)

where

$=(%

T=[v,

°W=fw.

(A6b)

We can attach the electron density or energy density to any point of the space; and
hence we can attach the electron number or energy to any region of the space (see
also Appendix B).

Appendix B
According to Eqs. (24) and (25), every field operator 0 = / O can be partitioned
as

= J o = [op + J o e = c, + c p ,
where
OPG=O

on

P,Q,

= 0 otherwise.

(B2)

Some examples of the partitioning of the thermodynamic quantities are shown as
follows:
(1) Energy is given as

EPQ = J vpFQ + FPQ ,

(B3)

where
F

— Tr(2f

+ °W )p*

(B4)

•

(B5)

(2) Electron number is given as
P.O

(3) Chemical potential is given as
f

8F
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where
fr.Q

= ^

•

<B7>

(4) Hardness and "excitation" function of type N are given as
3/ke , d Pp.

= Jf

(B9)
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Reflection Properties of Reaction Paths in the
Redyced Nuclear Configuration Space
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Abstract
Chemical reactions and conformational changes of /V-atom systems can be described as displacements in a (3yV-6)-dimensional metric configuration space M provided with a global metric. Although space M has a metric, it is not in general a
vector space; it is a topological space. In contrast to the commonly used internal configuration spaces based on bond length/bond angle internal coordinates, and having
no global metrics, within space M each internal configuration of the nuclei of the
molecule corresponds to one and only one point of the space. This property of M is
advantageous when analyzing chemical reactions. The global metric of M ensures
that differences between any two infernal configurations can be interpreted as a distance in this space that allows one to provide M with coordinate systems by turning
M into a manifold with boundarx. Certain formal reaction paths show some counterintuitive behavior within this space: they may undergo a formal reflection at some
points of M. A condition, the tangent criterion, is used for the diagnosis of such reaction paths and for the determination of special nuclear configurations where such
reflections occur.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is twofold:
(1) To point out the counterintuitive behavior of certain reaction paths within a
nuclear configuration space that otherwise provides the most concise description of
nuclear rearrangements.
(2) To propose a simple diagnostic tool for the detection of such behavior.
A brief introduction will be given to clarify the motivation for this study and to
provide the references to the background of our analysis. However, we shall avoid
excessive repetition of results already published and also reviewed in Refs. (1-9).
Nuclear rearrangements of molecules can be classified into two classes, depending
on whether formal bond formation or bond breaking takes place or not. If no bonds
are formed or broken, then the nuclear rearrangement is regarded as a mere conformational change; otherwise it is regarded as a chemical reaction. Using the geometrical model of molecules, it is common to describe such nuclear rearrangements by
formal reaction paths interconnecting the "initial" (reactant) and "final" (product) nuI N T E R N A T I O N A L J O U R N A L O F Q U A N T U M C H E M I S T R Y Q U A N T U M C H E M I S T R Y S Y M P O S I U M 2 1 . ISM- NX i W " i
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clear configurations within a suitably defined nuclear configuration space. The choice
and properties of the nuclear configuration space is crucial in simplifying the study
and interpretation of chemical reactions.
Reaction paths are useful tools for the theoretical study of chemical processes (see,
e.g., Refs 1-8). Their representation is the simplest if they are defined within an internal configuration space, that is, if rigid translations and rigid rotations of the
molecular system as a whole are disregarded and only the internal motions are considered. Unfortunately, for most chemically motivated choices of internal coordinates
(for example, bond lengths and bond angles) the coordinate system is not global, that
is, such coordinate systems are not applicable for all possible internal configurations.
For example, when nuclear frameworks become coplanar or collinear, the very definition of some internal coordinate systems become meaningless. Since in most such
instances the metric of a given local domain of the configuration space is defined after
the choice of local coordinate system is already made, the metric is not global either.
To overcome these difficulties, a rather general internal configuration space, the
metric space M, has been proposed recently [5]. This (3JV-6)-dimensional internal nuclear configuration space M is derived from the 3N-dimensional space 3A£ spanned by
the 3N mass-weighted cartesian coordinates of the N nuclei: space M is defined as the
quotient space [5] generated from 3NE by the equivalence relation "superimposable
within the laboratory frame." Each class of equivalent nuclear configurations of space
m
E becomes a formal point of the quotient space M. The collection of these formal
points is the (3jV-6)-dimensional "reduced" nuclear configuration space M. Despite
its somewhat abstract construction, M is a metric space [6,7], and its global metric
d is suitable to express geometrical differences between any two internal nuclear
configurations as a formal distance in space M. In contrast to the commonly used
internal configuration spaces defined for bond length/bond angle internal coordinates
(hence of no global metric), within metric space M there is a one-to-one assignment
between the internal configurations of the nuclei of the molecule and the points of
space M. The fact that each internal configuration of the nuclei corresponds to one
and only one point of a metric space M is a special advantage when analyzing chemical reactions.
The three-dimensional continuity of the energy function is "inherited" in a straightforward way by the energy functional £(r) defined over the 3Ar-dimensional (noninternal) nuclear configuration space w £ , and a similar continuity exists for the energy
functional E(K) defined for "internal configurations" K of space M [8]. Continuity of
functions is indeed guaranteed for any quotient space if the corresponding continuous
function in the "parent space" iNE has function values invariant within each equivalence class.
Continuity of energy hypersurfaces defined over space M has been established |8]
without any reference to any (local) coordinate system in M. This is not really surprising, since continuity is a topological property, and the specification of a topology
T, on M and a topology T2 for the set lR of real numbers (possible energy values) is
all that is required to test continuity [(T, - T2) - continuity] of the energy function
E(K) [%]. However, more detailed structures on the given space, for example, coordinate systems, are very useful tools for an analysis of geometrical properties. The introduction of (local) coordinate systems into metric space M simplifies the description
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of the geometrical shape properties of energy hypersurfaces, their slopes, and curvature properties. These latter properties are the properties of various derivatives of the
potential energy function. A very general description of local coordinate systems is
possible within the framework of manifold theory, using the tools of topologica! manifolds and differentiable manifolds. It has been shown how the reduced nuclear configuration space M can be provided with a manifold structure (manifold with boundary),
suitable for the analysis of the derivatives and differential geometric features of
potential energy hypersurfaces defined over M [9]. In this study we shall investigate a
related problem: the representation of internal motions of molecules within the reduced nuclear configuration space. We shall find that the M space images of nuclear
motions show a particular, counterintuitive pattern that can be used for the detection
of special nuclear configurations along reaction paths. These distinguished nuclear
configurations require special attention when constructing local coordinate systems
for the manifold model.
Conditions for Reflection Properties of Reaction Paths in the Reduced Nuclear
Configuration Space M and a Tangent Criterion
We recall that for potential energy hypersurfaces defined with respect to a massweighted coordinate system, the dynamics of nuclear motions can be represented by
the motion of a fictitious mass point along the potential. Those laboratory frame nuclear displacements that correspond to paths of straight lines within space iNE are of
special significance. In this study we shall investigate the question, what are those
paths within the reduced nuclear configuration space M that correspond to nuclear rearrangements of straight line paths within the mass-weighted nuclear configuration
space 3A t?
If a straight path of WE is contained within a single equivalence class Ka, then this
path merely interconnects equivalent internal configurations, and it simply describes
a rigid displacement of the molecule. The M space image of the entire path is the single point KaE M. Evidently, only those straight paths of lNE are of chemical significance that interconnect different equivalence classes, for example, classes Ka and Kfi,
Ka * Kf.
Certain straight paths of space WE correspond to peculiar paths in the reduced nuclear configuration space M; the latter paths show some features that may appear
counterintuitive. As an illustration, we shall consider the example of the internal
motions of a triatomic system ABC, shown in Figure 1. In the first instance, atom B
moves along a direction perpendicular to the AC line, bisects it, then moves on along
a straight line. Some stages of this rearrangement are marked by numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 along this path. The 9-dimensional (3N = 9) representation of this laboratory
frame motion is also a straight line path in space iNE. However, the image of this
motion wittiin the reduced nuclear configuration space M is fundamentally different.
Evidently, the two internal nuclear configurations at stages 1 and 5 are equivalent,
since one can be obtained from the other by a rigid rotation about axis AC by 180°.
Configurations I and 5 belong to the same equivalence class K} of the nuclear configuration space iNE. Also, the nuclear configurations at stages 2 and 4 are equivalent
and belong to the same equivalence class, denoted by A',. Let us denote by K} the
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(B)

Figure 1.

Example of triatomic molecule ABC showing a formal 180° reflection of a reaction path in space M at a linear internal configuration.

equivalence class of the collinear nuclear configuration corresponding to position 3
for atom B. In general, if one considers any configuration s(Dr) E ^E along this path
that belongs to an equivalence class Ka that is not K3,
Ka * K3

(1)

men there exists another point y(Of) E ^E along this path (the image of point x(or) obtained by a 180° rotation) that also belongs to the same class Ka. Class K3 is special,
since there is only one point x<3) E w £ of the straight path of space WE that belongs
to it, the one representing the collinear ABC configuration.
Consider now the sequence of configurations
xO),x<2),x(3),x(4), andx(5)

(2)
W

which follow one another in this order along the path in E; that path is in fact a full
line. Let us consider the image of this line in the quotient space M of the equivalence
classes. Points x(1) and x(S), as well as points x(2> and x(4), are pairwise equivalent, and
they belong to their respective equivalence classes,
x(1),x(5)E^

(3)

x(2),x(4)EAT2

(4)

For the point of collinear ABC configuration
x(3) E K3

(5)

Hie corresponding M space image of the point sequence (2) is
K}, K2,K3,K2, and K,

(6)

We conclude that the image of the full line of WE is a half line of space M, point
K3 E M, marking its endpoint. Evidently, the dynamic motion depicted in space i v £
by a displacement along a full line is depicted by a displacement along a half Mm of
space M. Furthermore, the motion of a point of uniform velocity along the path of
space 3NE is depicted as a motion along the half line of space M, and the moving
point experiences an instantaneous "perfectly elastic collision," that is, a reflection at
point K3 E M.
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3'
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I1

Figure 2.

Example of triatomic molecule ABC showing a "non-180°" reflection of a reaction path in space M at a linear internal configuration.

We shall consider now a second example, shown in Figure 2; the case of atom B
moving along a straight line that intersects the AC line at an angle different from 90°.
Configurations 1' and 5', and similarly configurations 2' and 4 ' , are not pairwise
equivalent, since the images of configurations 4' and 5' obtained by a 180° rotation
about the AC axis are configurations 4" and 5", respectively, which are different from
the internal configurations at points 1' and 2'. There does not exist any rigid displacement that could bring these configurations into coincidence with each other. By
contrast, configurations x (4) and x <4 \ as well as x(S<) and x(5"\ are equivalent, where in
the notation ty refers to equivalence by rigid rotations and translations in the laboratory frame (described by transformations T and Y in Refs. 6 and 7):
'

(7)

and
x

The ™E space distance of point x

(l)

.

tyx

to x

(r)

(o)
(S

is less than it is to point x '\

(

p(x" \ x ) < p(x(1 \ x( } ).

(9)

It follows then from the definition of the metric d of space M, as the minimum of
point pair distances between equivalence classes [6,7] that
d(Ky,Ky) < d(Ky,Ky) + d(Ky,Ky) ,

(10)

where for the actual points in the 3iV-dimensional space the assignment to equivalence classes is as follows:
X (1) e Ky

(11)

x (2) e K2

(12)

x (3) 6 Ky

(13)

(4)

e K4.

(14)

(5)

£ K5

(15)

x
x

Inequality (10) is stronger than the triangle inequality required for any metric, since
it involves the strict inequality relation < instead of the relation =£, This implies
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again that the M space image of a straight line motion within space ' A £ is a motion
involving a reflection, as if a mass point would undergo a "perfectly elastic collision"
at point Ky G M, involving a single, instantaneous change of a formal "momentum."
By analogous arguments one finds that the above observation is quite genera!, and
similar "reflection" occurs at points Kr £ M, corresponding to any collinear gf •
ometry within the laboratory frame. In fact, for the reduced nuclear configuration
space M, provided with the metric d, any such point Kr may be regarded as a formal
boundary point. The M space image of any configuration change that is linear in 1SiE
either shows a reflection at such a point Kr or it leads to another such boundary point
Kr with similar reflection properties for some other linear configuration changes. For
example, if Kr EM corresponds to a linear ABC nuclear configuration, then there
are two possibilities. Point Kr is either a reflection point for any linear configuration
change leading to it from some nonlinear nuclear configuration, or Kr is a point along
a linear configuration change leading to another linear ABC internal configuration,
represented by another boundary point Kr. Linearity is involved in two different
ways: we investigate nuclear configuration changes that are depicted by linear paths
in space iNE that are called linear configuration changes in iNE, and we focus our
attention on paths that lead to a linear nuclear configuration ABC in the laboratory
frame.
In general, points of reflection are not restricted to linear configurations, even in
the diatomic case. In fact, for an ABC triatomic system any configuration may correspond to a point of reflection for certain paths, although only linear configurations
con-espond to formal boundary points of M. Take an ABC nuclear configuration,
x(a> e 3Ng ^ai j s a triangle in the laboratory frame. This ABC configuration defines
a reference plane. Take the motion of atom B that is perpendicular to the fixed reference plane. The series of configurations in this motion is equivalent (by rigid rotations) to a series obtained when atom B approaches the AC axis along a straight line,
stops at a closest approach corresponding the ABC reference configuration, and
moves back along the line of approach. Clearly then the corresponding path in space
M shows a "180° reflection" at point KaE. M. If the configuration in the reference
plane is a triangle, and if the original laboratory frame motion is of constant velocity,
then the corresponding M space motion involves passing through various K points at
a changing rate, resulting in a slowdown, stopping, and acceleration in the opposite
direction. This reflection is no longer an instantaneous reversal of formal momentum;
however, it still can be modelled by an elastic collision.
We may formulate a criterion, called the tangent criterion, for deciding which pair
combination of internal configuration Ka and path P leads to a formal "180° reflection" in space M. A rather oversimplified pictorial description of this tangent criterion is shown in Figure 3. Let us recall that a general equivalence class Ka of internal
configurations is a six-dimensional subset of space 3Af£, and at the same time, Ka is
regarded as a point of quotient space M. A linear path P of a configuration change in
space 3NE passes through point x(a) £ Ka, next it passes through a continuum of Ka
equivalence classes, and eventually it reaches point xrt/31 6 ^ . In the example of
Figure 3 this point xrlfi> is the only point of path P that belongs to equivalence class
Kp, and at this point path P is a tangent line to the six-dimensional cylinder Kp C " w £.

REFLECTION PROPERTIES
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Illustration of the tangent criterion. See the text for further details.

Beyond this tangent point, path P enters the same family of Ka equivalence classes
but in reversed order. This evidently implies that Kfi E M is a reflection point for the
image of path P in space M.
In space w £ the codimension of a general Ka set is 3JV-6. Consequently, in addition
to the case depicted in Figure 1, there are infinitely many possibilities for a path to
lead to an equivalence class Kp C w £ precisely once, without implying a "180° reflection" a point Kp in space M. For such a reflection to occur, the following tangent
condition is sufficient:
The M space image of a linear path P of space iNE undergoes a formal reflection at
internal configuration Kfi if there exists a 7-dimensional subset 7X of space w £ that
contains both the linear path P and all the Ka equivalence classes of all points %(al
along the path P, where at some point x^ £ P the path is tangent to the cylinder Kfit
implying mat point x w is the only point of path P that belongs to set Ke.
That is, there exists a subset
(16)
such that
P C'X
and for every point

(17)
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x(a) EP C'X CiNE

(18)

Ka C 7X

(19)

of path P the inclusion relation

follows. Here at point x^' path P is tangent to cylinder K0, implying that from
x £ Kft

(20)

x£ P

(21)

x = xm

(22)

and

the identity

follows.
ihe above tangent criterion is a simple device for the diagnosis of reflection properties of M space paths using properties of paths P in configuration space w £ .
Summary
The reduced nuclear configuration space M has some advantageous properties
when analyzing chemical reactions, in particular, space M has a global metric, applicable for all possible internal nuclear configurations. However, the image of certain
nuclear rearrangements within this space shows an unexpected feature: formal reflections at distinguished internal configurations. A simple criterion, the tangent criterion, is proposed for the diagnosis of such cases and for the detection of distinguished
configurations. Some related properties of space M are discussed in Chap. V, Ref. 10.
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Generalized Langevin Theory for Many-body
Problems in Chemical Dynamics: Explicit
Coordinate Motion in Molecular Solvents
STEVEN A. ADELMAN
Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette. Indiana 47907

Abstract
A practically useful and physically realistic generalized Langevin equation of
motion that governs the dynamics of a small number of chemically relevant explicit
solute generalized coordinates, e.g., a reaction coordinate or a normal mode coordinate, in a molecular solvent is developed. This equation of motion, which can be
made the basis of analytical treatments of spectra and rate constants in molecular
solvents, naturally represents the physics of the ultrafast relaxation regime in which
cage effects governed by the instantaneous cage restoring force exerted on the explicit coordinates play a dominant role. This equation of motion realistically describes both indirect (explicit coordinate —* implicit coordinate —* solvent) and direct
(explicit coordinate —» solvent) energy exchange processes as well as frequency
modulation (dephasing) processes. This equation, of motion also describes energy
exchange with solvent vibrational as well as solvent translational-rotational degrees
of freedom in a useful manner. The generalized I^angevin equation for explicit coordinate motion in molecular solvents is based on the partial clamping model, which
in turn assumes that (1) the liquid state motion of the explicit coordinates may be
realistically approximated by small amplitude excursions from an initial point, and
(2) the fluctuations in the local solvent density field are sufficiently small that the
fluctuations of the perturbation density field induced by the small amplitude excursions may be ignored.
1. Introductions
There has been a recent growth in interest, both theoretical [1] and experimental
[2,3] in problems of chemical reaction dynamics iln liquid solution. Two of the important questions in this area are:
How do solvent effects render the qualitative character of solute trajectories in liquids different from that expected for the corresponding gas phase trajectories?
How do the solvent effects on the trajectories reflect themselves in the form and
magnitude of rate constants and other observables, e.g., molecular spectra? Such
observsbles are, of course, no more than ensemble averages over the underlying
trajectories.
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 199-215 (1987)
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The rate constants of greatest interest in liquid state chemistry, as in the gas phase,
are those for elementary chemical processes. Typical examples of elementary liquid
solution processes include activated barrier crossing [2j, photolytic cage escape [3],
and vibrational energy relaxation.
Recently we have been developing a new picture [4,5] of the nature of the solvent
effect on the solute motions that occur during liquid state chemical events. The basis
of this picture is that such solute motions usually fall into one of two categories:
(1) Solute motions that are characterized by speeds that are very fast compared
with mean thermal solvent speeds. This often occurs, for example, in photolytic cage escape and in the crossing of high activation barriers.
(2) Solute frequencies that are high compared with characteristic solvent translational-rotational frequencies. This often occurs, for example, in vibrational
energy relaxation.
To develop the new picture, we first consider the response of the ensemble average
local solvent density field surrounding the solute atoms to the motion of these atoms.
The main point is that the qualitative character of the density response depends on the
relative timescales for solute and solvent motions.
For example, for the traditional Brownian timescale regime [6], the density field
nearly perfectly follows the motion of the solute configuration point. In contrast, for
the opposite ultrafast regime (categories 1 and 2) the density field cannot respond
rapidly enough to remain even approximately in equilibrium with the solute. Rather
it can only follow the motion of the solute configuration point in a highly imperfect manner.
The character of the density response in the ultrafast regime permits a considerable
simplification of the description of chemical dynamics in liquids. Specifically, as discussed in Ref. 4, the relatively simple conservative solute dynamics characteristic of
a fictitious nonresponding solvent density field provides a useful basis upon which to
construct a complete description of the true nonconservative solute dynamics.
We have elsewhere [5,7,8] developed and applied [9-13] generalized Langevin
equations of motion for solute dynamics that naturally describe the physics of the
ultrafast regime. Equations of motion governing the dynamics of the full solute configuration point have been developed for both monatomic [5] and molecular [7]
solvents. As discussed elsewhere [7], however, the practical implementation of these
equations of motion can become complex for polyatomic solutes. Fortunately, however, one is often interested in following the motion of only a small number p (usually p = 1) of chemically relevant explicit solute generalized coordinates, e.g., a
normal mode or reaction coordinate, rather than the full solute configuration point,
and this leads to considerable simplification.
We have elsewhere [8] developed a generalized Langevin equation of motion for
explicit coordinate dynamics in monatomic solvents. For the case of a single explicit
coordinate, this equation of motion is a sophisticated one-dimensional model that realistically describes the effects of indirect (explicit coordinate -» implicit coordinate —• solvent) as well as direct (explicit coordinate —> solvent) energy exchange
processes. An application of this model equation of motion to vibrational energy relaxation in liquids has recently been made [11-13].
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The main purpose of this paper is to develop a corresponding equation of motion
for explicit coordinate dynamics in molecular solvents. A new feature that must be
dealt with in molecular solvents is energy exchange between the explicit coordinates
and the solvent vibraiionai degrees of freedom, and this problem is treated here. A
second purpose of this paper is to refine our earlier development [8] and clarify the
assumptions that underlie it.
The plan of this pap«r is as follows. The liquid solution is specified in Section II.
The development of the model equation of motion is made in Sections III—V. We
close the paper in Section VI with a brief summary.
II. The Liquid Solution
We begin our development with a mathematical description of the liquid solution.
We will introduce, in the process, notation and definitions that will be employed in
the remainder of the paper.
We assume a one-component polyatomic solvent composed of Ns molecules confined to a volume V. Each molecule is composed of ns atoms. Immersed at infinite
dilution in the solvent is an n-atom solute system. The themodynamic state of the liquid solution is specified by its Kelvin temperature T and by the solvent number density p = V ~%.
The statistics and dynamics of both the solute and the solvent will be analyzed using generalized coordinate systems introduced elsewhere (Refs. 7, 8, and 14). The
detailed form of the generalized coordinates is not required for this analysis. Rather,
one only requires that the generalized coordinates be derived from the underlying
Cartesian coordinates by point canonical transformations [IS].
We begin with a brief description of the generalized coordinate systems employed
here using the matrix and vector notation introduced elsewhere [7,8,14].
A. Solvent Generalized Coordinates
It is advantageous to decompose the effects of solvent motion on solute dynamics
into separate translational-rotational (77?) and vibrational (V) contributions. The generalized coordinate description of the solvent utilized here is designed to facilitate this
decomposition.
The configuration point of solvent molecule k will be specified by the 3ns generalized coordinates vA and w\. The set vx are the r normal mode V coordinates of solvent
molecule A. The set wk arc its s = 6(5) TR coordinates. (These may, for example, be
center of mass translationai and Euler angle rotational coordinates.) The generalized
momenta conjugate to vA and wk will be denoted by pVK and pWK. We will correspondingly denote the full set of 6ns/Vs generalized phase space coordinates of die solvent
by ptv and pww.
B. Solute Generalized Coordinates
Our analysis of solute dynamics is based on a partitioning of the 3n solute degrees
of freedom into a set of p explicit generalized coordinates y and a set of q = 3n - p
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implicit generalized coordinates z. The explicit coordinates are those whose dynamics is of direct chemical interest.
The generalized momenta conjugate to y and z will be denoted by pv and p.. These
have tiie explicit forms [8]
P> = myy[yz]y + my:[yz]z

(la)

P: = wjyzjy + ma[yz]z

(lb)

where niyyiyz], etc., are submatrices of the mass matrix m[yz] defined in Ref. 8.
C. The Q Phase Space Coordinates
The implicit solute and solvent degrees of freedom provide a heat bath for the explicit coordinates y, and, consequently, it will often prove convenient to group these
degrees of freedom. We will collectively denote the implicit solute and solvent phase
space coordinates by
(2a)
The corresponding phase space volume element will be denoted by dQ, where
dQ = dpvdvdpwdwdpzdz.

(2b)

D. Hamiltonian of the Solution
The Hamiltonian of the solution expressed in generalized coordinates will be denoted by K[Q,pyy]. This Hamiltonian is
= 2 [Tv[Pv,yk,pW)wk] + Kv[vkwkJ]
(3)
In Eq. (3), rt,[/>vy,PjZ] and Tv[pVKvk,pW)wk] are the kinetic energies of, respectively,
the solute system and of solvent molecule X, whose explicit forms are given elsewhere [8,14]. Kv[yz] and Kv[uKwk] are the corresponding intramolecular potential
energy functions. KVi,[vwyz] is the solute-solvent potential energy function.
III. The Constrained Solution
Our development of the partial clamping theory is based on an analysis of the
statistics and dynamics of a fictitious constrained solution. In this fictitious solution,
the explicit coordinates are forced to execute a trajectory
y, = y+ Ay(t)

(4a)

which consists of small amplitude excursions Ay(/) from an initial point y. The Q
phase space coordinates, meanwhile, evolve according to a set of Hamilton equations
[Eqs. (9) below] that correctly account for the effects of the constraints.
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The conjugate momentapy defined in Eq. (la) in the constrained solution take the
values/>,.„ where
py, = mvv[v.-]Av(r) + m,:[y,z]z.
Our analysis of the constrained solution is based on the assumed small amplitude of
the excursions Ay(f)- Consequently quantities that are of higher than linear order in
Ay(t) will be consistently discarded in this analysis. Thus, for example, to this linear
order pyl will be rewritten as
Pyl = «yv [ yz] A y(t) + mV! [ y,z]z.

(4b)

The particular constrained solution for which the explicit coordinates are fixed at v,
i.e. Ay(t) = 0, will play a key role in the subsequent development. We will refer to
this special case as the fixed explicit coordinate solution. The constrained trajectory
in the fixed explicit coordinate solution will be denoted by v0, where
v0 = v.

(5a)

The conjugate momenta will correspondingly be denoted by [cf. Eq. (4b)j
P»o = fny2[y0z\z = m,:[yz]z.

(5b)

A. Hamilton Equations of Motion
We next present a set of exact Hamilton equations that govern the dynamics of the
constrained solution. The development of these equations, which utilizes standard
procedures [15], parallels our earlier development for monatomic solvents [8] and,
consequently, will be omitted. The Hamilton equations are

7T

and

v/)=——-

dv(t)

and

dw{t)

*(,,=f^

(6b,

dpjt)

T7T
dz(t)
dK(t)

(6a)

dpv(t)

..

+m

and

Z

and

m

W = 7
dp
,.

^r

dK(t)

(6d)

where
K(t) = K[Q(t),Py(t)y(t)]

(7)

with K[Q,pyy] given by Eq. (3). The constraint condition Eq. (4a) is incorporated
into the equations of motion through the Lagrange multiplier X(t).
B. The Hamiltonians Kt[Q] and KJQ]
The time-development of the Q phase point in the constrained solution may be regarded as being governed by a time-dependent effective Hamiltonian K,\Q] defined by
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Kt[Q} = K[Q,pyty,].

(8)

That is, the Q space Hamiltonian Eqs. (6) may be rewritten as

p =

dK,[Q]
_
dv
BK,[Q]

p

—

.
dKt[Q]
v = —
dpv

and
.
and

dw

I.-MM

.
BK,[Q]
w =
dpw

i=<S2i

mi
dz

(9)

dp,

From the explicit result for the solute kinetic energy Tv given elsewhere [8], one may
develop the following result for K,[Q] valid to linear order in Ay(t):
KlQ] = 2 [Tv[pV)yk,pW)wk]

+ Kv[vkwk]]

A=I

+ y p limzz [ yrf] ~ xPz + Kv [ yA\ + K™ [™>yA

( 10 )

where in Eq. (10) pz is given by [cf. Eq. (lb)]
Pz = m^[yz\^y{t)

+ mzz[y,z]z.

(11)

The analogous effective Hamiltonian for the fixed explicit coordinate solution will be
denoted by K0[Q], where
Ns

KoiQ] = X [Tv[pVkvk,pWKwk]

+ Kv[vkwk])
(12)

Note that pz in Eq. (12) is given by
Pz = "*22[yz]z.

(13)

From the above relations, moreover, one may show that to linear order in Ay(f),
K,[Q] and K0[Q\ are related by

K,[Q] = K0[Q] + [ - ^ T 1 ] • Ay(r) -

(14)
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C. The Liouville Operators iL, and iL0
Given Eqs. (9), it is evident that the temporal development of Q phase point functions in the constrained solution is governed by the effective Liouville operator L,
defined by
l L

' ~ ^

»-

dz,

+ 22

dz,

dKt[Q]

d

dK,[Q)

"**-flStJ

"

""TlK-i

A= l y = l

+ si

"

|

-• | e-i

dwKj

K = ] 1=1

The corresponding Liouville operator of the fixed explicit coordinate solution will be
denoted by Lo. The explicit form of iL0 is obtained by the replacement K,[Q] -» K0[Q]
in Eq. (15).
D. Phase Space Probability Distribution Functions
We denote the probability distribution function of the Q phase point in the constrained solution by/,[(?]. This satisfies the Liouville equation
^

(16)

Of

We will correspondingly denote the canonical ensemble Q phase distribution function
in the fixed explicit coordinate solution by/0[£>], where [j8 = (kBT)~l]
MQ] = Z;1 exp[-pK0[Q]]

(17a)

with

o=f

(17b)

In our subsequent work we will assume that the explicit coordinates are fixed at y for
t < 0. Then/,[(?] satisfies the initial condition
f,=o[Q]=MQ].

(17c)

E. Generalized Forces Exerted on the Explicit Coordinates
We next introduce several generalized forces exerted by the Q degrees of freedom
on the explicit coordinates in the constrained and fixed explicit coordinate solutions.
We use the compact notation defined in Appendix A.
The generalized forces in the constrained solution are defined in terms of the
Hamiltonian K,\Q] [Eq. (8)] via
•1J7 f / 1 1

F,[Q\ =

—
dy

= total generalized force

(18a)
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^ ^
y
Fg,[Q] =

^ ^

contributi

total generalized force

^ ^
y

= gas phase contribution to the
total generalized force

(18c)

where the gas phase Hamiltonian Kg,[Q] is defined by

1 '
Kg,[Q]=-pTz\mll[y,z]

pz + Kv[yA

(19)

with pz given by Eq. (11).
Using the notation of Appendix A, the instantaneous values of these generalized
forces will be denoted by F,(t), ^,{t), and Fgt(t), whereas the corresponding mean
generalized forces will be written as (F),, (&),, and (Fg)t. The deviations of the instantaneous forces from their mean values will be referred to as fluctuating forces.
These fluctuating forces will be denoted by
F,(t) • F,(t) " <O,

(20a)

9,(t) • 9,(t) - {9),

(20b)

Fg,{t)^Fg,{t)-(Fg),.

(20c)

We will also later require the corresponding quantities in the fixed explicit coordi
nate solution. These are defined by relationships identical in form to those just given
for the constrained solution with the proviso that all subscripts "r" in these relationships
are to be changed to subscripts "o" (cf. Appendix A). Also/?, is given by Eq. (12).
Thus, for example, the total generalized force in the fixed explicit coordinate solution
is defined by a relationship analogous to Eq. (18a), namely
dy

(21)

F. Hamilton Equations for the Generalized Momenta py
The Hamilton Eqs. (6d) for py may now be rewritten in terms of the generalized
forces defined in Subsection III.E. This yields the following alternative exact form
for the Hamilton equations

py(t) = (F), + F,(t) + K(t) = (F), + Fgt(t) + *,(f) + k(t).

(22)

G. Linear Order Hamilton Equation
We have elsewhere [8] made an explicit construction of the mean generalized
forces (F), that is valid to linear order in &y(t). Using this result we may rewrite Eq.
(22) as
, = (F)o + (^f)

- Ay(t) + /8 I (F(t - r)ho ' Ayi^dT

(23)
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where the ensemble averages are defined as in Appendix A. To this same linear order
Eq. (23) may be rewritten as

(24)

In Eq. (24) the averages O^,, are defined identically to the averages <)0 [Appendix
A], with the exception that when evaluating ()m the explicit coordinates are to be
fixed at y, rather than at y.
Using Eq. (29) below and also the relationship [cf. Eqs. (10) and (18)]
F,(t) = Fg,(t) + $,(t),

(25a)

Fo(t) = Ffit) + $,(/)

(25b)

and, correspondingly,

it follows that

Comparing Eqs. (24) and (26) yields

V>. (27)

We next make the minor approximation that d(&)JdyT is negligible compared with
(d&'/dy7)^ This approximation has a sound physical foundation [5], and numerical
tests have verified its validity for specific systems [5, 13].
Given this approximation, comparison of Eqs. (22) and (27) yields
P,(t) = <F>m + <—r)

wy /(Xr)

• Ay(r) + p

h

(F(t - T)F%0 • Ay(r)dr
(28)

In interpreting Eq. (28) we will assume that terms of higher than linear order in
Ay(t) are to be discarded when constructing the fluctuating force F,{t). Given this
caveat, Eq. (28) provides an equation of motion forpy(t) that is (nearly) exact to linear order in Ay(t) in the constrained solution. We next discuss how Eq. (28) may be
converted into an approximate equation of motion, Eq. (40) below, which governs
explicit coordinate dynamics in the physical solution.
IV. A Generalized Langevin Equation of Motion for Explicit Coordinate
Dynamics
We develop in this section a generalized Langevin equation of motion, Eq. (40)
below, which governs the liquid state dynamics of the explicit coordinates. As just
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mentioned, this equation of motion is approximate. The approximations introduced
are, however, mild and do not lead to the neglect of any qualitatively essential
physics.
We next discuss the approximations required to develop Eq. (40) from Eq. (28).
A. An Approximate Treatment of the Solute Gas Phase Forces
The first approximation that we will make is not absolutely essential but is very
convenient. This is because it leads to a final equation of motion that may be constructed to useful accuracy for specific solute-solvent systems from equilibrium pair
correlation functions. We will assume that
(Fg), = Fgt(t)
(29a)
and correspondingly
<Ft)9 = F^Q\.
(29b)
Using Eqs. (29) and also Eqs. (20) and (25), Eq. (28) may be rewritten as
py(t) = (F)m + (-j)
• Ay(t) + /3 (${t - r)§\t)
\°y fan)
Jo

• Ay(r)dT

+ §,{t) + X(t).

(30)

Note that only the liquid state contributions & to the fluctuating forces F now appear
in Eq. (30).
Equations (29) are exact if the gas phase solute Hamiltonian is rigorously separable
in the yz generalized coordinate system. Separability is a useful approximation if
explicit-implicit coordinate energy transfer mediated by the gas phase solute potential energy function is small compared with energy transfer mediated by the solutesolvent potential energy function. This condition applies for many of the important
choices of implicit and explicit coordinates.
B. An Approximate Treatment of the Fluctuating Force
Equation (30) as it stands provides a practically useful description of ensemble averaged explicit coordinate dynamics. The fluctuating force &,{t), must, however, be
approximated in order to yield an equally useful description of the fluctuations in the
explicit coordinate trajectories from their ensemble averaged values.
To develop the approximate form of &,(t) we begin with the linear order expansion

9,\Q] = %[Q\ + ^ P • A*/)

(31)

6y

which follows from Eqs. (4a) and (18b). The rime-evolved form of ®,[Q], 3F,(/), thus
takes the following form to linear order in Ay(t):
9,(t) = iMf)

dy

= 9Jit) + ^ #

^
• A>(t) + [^(t) - $0(t))

(32)
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where 9o,[t] = 90[Q(t)], with Q{t) evolving from Q according to constrained (as opposed to fixed explicit coordinate) solution dynamics.
The mean generalized force (S*), may be constructed from Eq. (31) via a calculation analogous to the one which led to Eq. (28). Using Eq. (29), the result is
m,

= <£>„ + (—f) • Ay{t) + /S
\oy I

(9(t - T)®\ • Ay(r)dT.

(33)

Jo

Comparing Eq. (20b) and Eqs. (32) and (33) yields the following result for 9,(t)-

9,(t) = %(t) + I ^ F M • Ay(r) + I §„{{) - %(t)1

(34)

where
§>0{t) = y o (,) - (9)0
T

I dy J
and

(35a)
(35b)

T

I dy V / / o ]

F

f -

1

^(t) s ^Ol(/) - <^)0 + /8 {^(r - TJ^OO * Ay(r) J T .
(35c)
Our basic approximation consists of neglecting the final term in Eq. (34). That is,
we assume
$,,(/) = W .

(36)

Comparing Eqs. (34) and (36) yields the following model form for &,{t):
- ^

• Ay(t) = §m(t).

(37)

This model form for &,(t) accounts for both explicit coordinate energy dissipation
processes [through &0(t)] and explicit coordinate phase relaxation processes (through
[d&0(t)/dyT]). Given Eq. (37), Eq. (30) may be rewritten as
/ aqp\

f>

py(t) = <*>„„ + (—T)
• Ay(/) + P <9(t - T)&%t)
\°y /oa>
Jo
+ k(t).

(38)

The approximation given in Eq. (36) amounts to assuming that fluctuations in the
local solvent density field from its ensemble average value are sufficiently small that
the fluctuations in the perturbation density field proportional to y(t) are of the second
order of smallness.
We close this subsection by introducing a slight notationai change. We will define
y(t) by y(t) = y, = y + Ay(t). We may without loss of generality set v(0) = v = 0.
Then Ay(t) = y(t), and Eq. (38) becomes
py{t) = <£>«„ + ( —T)

-y(t) + p\ (9(t - T)®%t) • y{T)dr
(39)
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C. Elimination of the Constraint Force
Equation (39) may be converted into an equation of motion for physical, as opposed to constrained, explicit coordinate dynamics if all the physical trajectories,
which have a nonnegligihle probability of occurring at temperature T, may be reasonably approximated by small amplitude excursions. The argument is as follows.
Corresponding to each set of initial conditions Q',py'y', there is a physical trajectory y'{t). Consider the particular physical trajectory y\i) that corresponds to the particular set of initial conditions Q,Pyy. We next constrain the explicit coordinates to
execute the trajectory yf = y{t) for all initial conditions Q'. This leads to the constrained Hamilton Eqs. (6). Given the assumptions of Subsections IV.A and IV.B, the
constrained Hamilton Eq. (6d) may be converted into Eq. (39). The constraint condition enters Eq. (39) via the Lagrange multiplier X(/). For the particular set of initial conditions Q' = Q, the physical trajectory is yt. Thus the Lagrange multiplier
vanishes for this case. For Q' = Q, Eq. (39), therefore, becomes
+ ( T ? \ ' y(0 + 0 ['<*(' - ryfrhw • y{T)<h + Scad).
yy /m

j0

(40)

Since, however, the physical trajectory is assumed to resemble small amplitude excursions for all initial conditions Q', repeating the above argument for each set of
initial conditions shows that Eq. (40) generates all the physical trajectories.
V. Explicit Coordinate Dynamics in Molecular Solvents
Equation (40), as it stands, provides a satisfactory starting point for treating
molecular processes occurring in monatomic solvents. A further analysis, outlined in
this section, is required to convert Eq. (40) into an equally useful framework for
dynamics in molecular solvents, Eq. (53) below. This analysis provides a prescription
for separating the influence of solvent motions on solute dynamics into (coupled)
translational-rotational (77?) and normal mode vibrational (V) components. This separation permits one to treat explicit coordinate energy exchange with both 77? and V
degrees of freedom in a realistic and practical manner.
To avoid complex notation, we will assume in this section a single explicit coordinate y. For this case Eq. (40) becomes
py(t) = <£>«,) + (T)
y®
\oy/ow

+

P

Jo

<*(' - rmMy(r)dr

+ 9w(t).

(41)

We begin the treatment of vibrational dynamics in molecular solvents by defining
the quantity §m[Q) = $ojywyz] by

H

p f (f ) J ( 4 2 ,

The fluctuating force S^oM appearing in Eq. (41) is exp [iL(f\&mlQ]. For this
model the rNs solvent vibrational coordinates are fixed at their liquid state equi-
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librium values. We will collectively denote these values by v0. The phase point Q for
the rigid solvent model will be correspondingly denoted by Qo. Let v^( be the ith normal mode coordinate of solvent molecule k, and let v0A, be the liquid state equilibrium
value of this coordinate. The expansion of ^m[Q] thus consists of a power series in
the vibrational displacements xki = vX( - vow. We assume that the solvent vibrational
motions may be treated within the harmonic approximation. Then it is sufficient to
retain only linear order terms in the expansion. Thus we approximate
(43)

where 9W[QO] is the rigid solvent value of &m[Q]. We define the collective vibrational displacement associated with the ith vibrational mode by the ^-dimensional
column vector AT, defined by

(44)

We will correspondingly define the Ns-dimensional row vector

by
(45)

Comparing Eqs. (43)-(45) yields the following alternative form for
valid to linear order in Xj.

which is
(46)

We next define the (r + l)-dimensional column vector fm[Q] by

(47)

We also denote the (r + l)-dimensional unit row vector by I where
! = («•••/),

(48)

Using this vector notation, &m[Q\ may be rewritten as
(49)
Comparing Eqs. (46) and (52) then yields the following form for the fluctuating
force:
(50)
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The corresponding result for &0(t) is
? 0 W = IF0(/)

(51)

where F0(f) is defined by relationships analogous to those just given for F ^ r ) . Given
Eq. (51), the fluctuating force autocorrelation function may be rewritten as
/

(52)

where (&(t)§)Q is an (r + 1) x (r + l)-dimensional fluctuating force autocorrelation matrix. The main point of the above analysis is as follows. Simple approximation to (8F(f)3F)o> e.g., a Gaussian model, based on low order moments of its
frequency spectrum, are qualitatively unrealistic because they do not properly represent the "optical" branches of the frequency spectrum arising from solvent vibrational
motions. In contrast, analogous approximations to (3F(/)Sf)0 based on low order matrix moments of its frequency spectrum do, however, give qualitatively realistic results for both translational-rotational and vibrational branches of the frequency
spectrum [7,14].
The generalized Langevin equation of motion for explicit coordinate dynamics in
molecular solvents may now be readily derived by comparing Eqs. (41), (49), and
(52). The result is
py(t) = (&)w + ( — ) y(t) + 0

\ oy/m

Jo

KF(f - T)FT)m?y(r)dT + IF^f).

(53)

VI. Summary and Discussion
The main result of this paper is a practically useful and physically realistic generalized Langevin equation, Eq, (53), which governs the motion of a chemically relevant
explicit solute generalized coordinate moving in a molecular solvent. This equation
of motion naturally represents the physics of the ultrafast regime discussed in the
Introduction. We have also presented a refined development of the partial clamping model [8] that underlies this new equation of motion. This development makes
clear the assumptions that are implicit in both full [5] and partial clamping [8]
approximations.
There are four approximations that underly Eq. (53). The first two are the basic assumptions implicit in the clamping models. The approximations are:
(1) We assume that the liquid state motion of the explicit coordinates may be reasonably approximated by small amplitude excursions y(t) from an initial point
y = 0. This approximation should introduce only a very slight error if the gas
phase motion of the explicit coordinates is librational. For the case that the gas
phase motion of the explicit coordinate is rotational or aperiodic, the small excursion approximation can still be realistic in the liquid due to cage hindrance
effects governed by the instantaneous cage restoring force, (d$F/dy)oy(t). This
is in fact what happens within the full clamping model which has been shown
to be of at least qualitative accuracy for a range of condensed phase systems
[9,10]. The small excursion approximation determines the form of the system-
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atic solvent forces within the clamping models.
(2) We assume that fluctuations in die local solvent density field from its ensemble
average value are sufficiently small that the fluctuations in the perturbation
density field, proportional to y{t), are of the second order of smallness and
may be neglected. This assumption is very reasonable at liquid state densities.
The small density fluctuation approximation determines the form of the random solvent forces within the clamping models.
(3) We assume that energy exchange between the explicit and implicit coordinates
mediated by the solute gas phase potential energy function is negligible compared with that mediated by the solute-solvent potential energy function. This
approximation, which is exact if the motion of the explicit and implicit coordinates is separable in the gas phase, although not absolutely essential, is very
convenient in that it permits one to approximately construct the generalized
Langevin equation from solute-solvent pair correlation functions.
(4) We assume that the solvent vibrational motions may be treated within the harmonic approximation. This approximation is qualitatively realistic as long as
the process in question is not mediated by the overtone and combination bands
in the solvent frequency spectrum.
Development of analytical formulas for rate constants and spectra in molecular
solvents, which clearly display the physics of the ultrafast regime, based on Eq. (53)
is now underway.
Appendix A
In this Appendix we define the concise notation for dynamical variables and
ensemble averages used in the body of the paper.
We denote arbitrary dynamical variables of the liquid solution by A[Q,pyy], In the
constrained solution py and v are no longer independent variables [Eqs. (4)]. Thus in
this solution A[Q,pyy] may be regarded as a time-dependent function of just the Q
phase point. We wiil denote this Q phase point function by A,[C1> where
A,[Q]=A[Q,pytyt\.

(A.la)

The time-evolved form of A,[Q] will be denoted by A,(t), which is defined by
AM) = A[Q(t),pyl(t)y,]

(A.lb)

withpv/(/) defined by [cf. Eq. (4b)]
pyt{t) = m^yzit)]by(t)

+ myz[y,z«]z(') •

(A-2)

Note that Q(t) and z(t) in the above equations evolve from their initial values Q and z
according to Eqs. (6).
The corresponding quantities in the fixed explicit: coordinate solution are
AlQ] = A[Q,pyoy]
A0(t) = A[Q(t),pyo(t)y] = e\p{iLot]AlQ]
where [cf. Eq. (5b)]

(A.3a)
(A.3b)
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Pvo(') = my:[yz(t)]z(t)

(A.4)

with the understanding that Q(t) and z{t) in the above equations evolve from Q and z
subject to the fixed explicit coordinate constraint.
Ensemble averages of constrained solution dynamical variables will be denoted by
(A),, where

, = jf,[Q]A[Q)dQ.

(A.5)

Canonical ensemble averages in the fixed explicit coordinate solution will be correspondingly denoted by

(A.6)

j

where f,[Q] and fo[Q] are defined in Subsection III.D.
Finally time correlation functions of fixed explicit coordinate solution dynamical
variables AjjQi and B0[Q] will be denoted by
(A(t + T)B(T))0

= (A(t)B)0 = jflQ][cxp[iLol]AlQ]]BlQ]dQ

•

(A.7)
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Abstract
Self-consistent field (SCF) wave functions for CO2 are used to calculate cross
sections for the elastic and inelastic scattering of fast electrons and x-rays from CO2
molecules. The effects of basis set choice and free rotation on these cross sections are
investigated. The utility of an approximate scheme to correct SCF inelastic cross sections for the effects of electron correlation is examined. The probability density for
the interelectronic distance, or radial intracule density, is obtained as a by-product.
Introduction
Recent advances in the measurement of gas phase electron scattering cross sections
[1,2] and r-ray diffraction cross sections [3,4] have led to increased interest in such
experiments. CO2 has been the subject of much experimental work. Differential cross
sections have been measured for high energy electron scattering [5-8] as well as xray scattering [4].
Ab Jnitio calculations of such cross sections have also become popular and were
revi;wed recently by Tripathi and Smith [9]. Older work can be traced through the
review of Benesch and Smith [10]. The elastic cross sections, which are one-electron
properties, can be described fairly well at the Hartree-Fock level. On the other hand,
the inelastic cross sections, which are two-electron properties, are sensitive to electron correlation. However, even self-consistent field (SCF) calculations of the inelastic
cross sections can be useful provided that they are approximately corrected for electron correlation effects [11]. Moreover, very little extra computation it. required to
obtain the inelastic cross sections if they are calculated simultaneously with the elastic ones [11].
In this paper we report SCF calculations on CO2 in order to examine (I) the basis
set dependence of the cross sections, especially the inelastic ones, (2) the effects of
free rotation [12,13] on the elastic cross sections, (3) the utility of corrected SCF inINTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 217-227 (1987)
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elastic cross sections, and (4) the distribution function for the interelectronic separation that can be obtained from the cross sections.
Methodology
The usual elastic cross sections for the scattering of high energy (>25 keV) electrons (a*) and x-rays (o-J) can be expressed as
(1)
(2)
2 2

2

2 2

in which <rR = (2/aofi ) is the Rutherford cross section, erT = (e /mec ) is the
Thompson cross section, /x is the momentum transfer, and the first Born [14] and
Waller-Hartree [IS] approximations have been made in the electron and x-ray cases,
respectively. The electron-electron (ee), nucleus-electron (ne), and nucleus-nucleus
(nn) interference terms are given by
(3)

exp(-i> • RJ>]

(4)

A

and

2 M

~ RfD
l

(5)

A.B

in which the sums are over the nuclei with charges ZA and position vectors R,,, Re
denotes the real part, and angular brackets denote a spherical average. Thus, for
example,

'J

(6)

jo(x) = x~l sin JC is a spherical Bessel function, and F(ii) is the elastic form factor
defined by

= j expb>t • r)pir)dr

(7)

in which p(r) is the one-electron charge density [16] normalized to the number of
electrons N.
The above cross sections are pertinent to the usual experimental situation in which
rotational energy differences are unresolved because the large moments of inertia of
common molecules such as CO2 lead to rotational energy level spacings that are
small in comparison with thermal energies. If the situation is fully elastic (fei) and all
the linear molecules are in the rotationless 7 = 0 state, then the appropriate cross
sections [12,13] are given by
(8)
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orgOx)/crR = | c r » - (F(fi))\2

(9)

and

in which
RJ) = 2ZJO(»RA).
A

(10)

A

The inelastic (in) cross-sections are given by
<

<R

(11)

where

J

[2r(r,,r 2 ) - p(r,)p(r2)] exp[*> • (r, - r2)]rfr,dr2

(12)

in which r(r,,r 2 ) is the electron pair density [17] normalized to the number of electron pairs, N(N - l)/2.
Consider a closed shell single determinant molecular wave function of the form
V - 1^,(1)^,(2) • • • <f>n(N - l)fo(A0|

(13)

where n — N/2, and the molecular orbitals <f>j are expanded in a real basis set {x*}
with real expansion coefficients Ckj as follows:
xj

(14)

*•

Thakkar [11] has shown that for such a wave function
F(p) = Tr(PF)

(15)

and
S(fi)=N

- (1/2) TKPFPF*)

(16)

in which * denotes complex conjugation, and the elements of the symmetric matrices
P and F are given by
P* = 22,CjmCkm

(17)

m

and
Fjk = j Xj(r) exp(i> • r)x*(r)dr.

(18)

Equations (15) and (16) enable one to calculate the inelastic cross sections with only
two extra matrix multiplications when the elastic cross sections are being evaluated,
provided that the spherical averages are performed by numerical integration. A program [18] that implements this scheme when the basis functions are Gaussians was
used in this work. Two sets of calculations based on this method have already
appeared [11,19].
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All the SCF wave functions used in this work have a C — O bond length of
2.1917a0. Three of these were constructed with the GAUSSIAN 80 program system
[20], and one was taken from Snyder and Basch [21]. The tour wave functions correspond to (1) a minimal STO-3G basis set [22], (2) a split-valence 6-31G basis set [23],
(3) a "double-zeta" (DZ) basis set [21], and (4) a polarized, split-valence 6-3IG*
basis set [24].
It is standard practice to use the independent atom model (IAM) as a reference. In
the IAM, one has
Hit) = 2/i(M)exp(iM - R J

(19)

(20)

2
A

in which the fA(fi) and SA(fx), respectively, are atomic form factors and incoherent
scattering factors that have been tabulated at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level [25] as well
as at the configuration interaction (ci) level [26]. Thus, SCF inelastic cross sections
Sscr(fi) can be corrected approximately for the effects of electron correlation as
follows:

where the superscripts IAMCI and IAMHF denote the
[Eq. (20)] calculated with ci and HF data, respectively.

IAM

inelastic cross-sections

Results and Discussion
A. Basis Set Effects
Several studies of basis set effects on the elastic cross sections have been reported
[13,27-30]. There is one study of basis set effects on the total (elastic + inelastic)
cross section [13], but there are none on the inelastic cross section separately.
Figures l(a)-(d) show, respectively, differences between <rl\, cr^, (rm, and <S) as
calculated from each of the 6-31G, DZ, and 6-31G* basis sets and the same quantities
calculated from the minimal STO-3G basis set. Observe that the elastic scattering
cross sections are more sensitive to basis set choice when the projectile is an electron
rather than an x-ray. Moreover, Acr^/crR = Acr*,r/crT + &<rK would be even larger
were it not for partial cancelation between the A<x*,r/crT = Acree and Acrne terms,
especially at smaller /x. Polarization functions are essential to obtain good crosssections.
B. Effects of Free Molecular Rotation
Figure 2 shows the differences between the elastic and fully elastic cross sections.
The effect of free rotation is to increase the cross sections at all ft. In fact, the
inequalities
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0.0

Figure 1. Basis set effects. (
) 6-31G-STO-3G, (
) DZ-STO-3G, (
) 63 I G * - S T O - 3 G ; ( • • • • ) : (a) 1.5% of x-ray elastic cross section (r"J<rT, (b) 5% of electron
elastic cross section (rfJ<rK, (c) 1% of nucleus-electron interference term <TX, and (d) 2% of
inelastic term (S).

(22)

and
el

(23)

=

are simply consequences of Schwarz's inequality and the definitions of the crosssections [13]. The IAM can accurately predict the effects of free rotation because they
are governed largely by the molecular geometry. This is confirmed by Figure 2. For
CO2 it is not difficult to show that the IAM predicts
(24)

and

- o-SD/cr, = [Zo -

fofg

(25)
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0

Figure 2. Effects of free rotation: differences between elastic and fully elastic cross
sections for (a) x-ray and (b) fast electron scattering. (
) Calculated from the 6-31G*
SCF wave function; (- - -) Calculated from the IAM model.

where fo(n) is the form factor for atomic oxygen, Z o = 8 is the nuclear charge oi
atomic oxygen, and
g = 2 + 2jo(2nRco) -

(26)

in which /?«, is the C—O bond length. Note that Eqs. (24) and (25) have no contributions from the carbon atom that is at the center of mass of CO2 and is stationary
during a rotation. The asymptotic behavior [10,31] of the atomic form factor is
fo~Zo
+ bfi2 + (XfS) for small n and/ o ~ dfx4 + O(/a"~6) for large #*• Moreover,
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g ~ ufj.4 + O(fi6) for small fi, and g -* 2 in an oscillatory fashion as /u. —* <». Thus
the x-ray difference (24) behaves as fi* at small fi and as (i~s for large /i, whereas the
electron scattering difference (25) behaves as fi% at small fi and approaches
2Zl = 128 in an oscillatory manner as fi —» «.
C. Efficacy of the Approximate Correlation Correction
Table I lists the x-ray and electron cross sections as computed .from the 6-31G* SCF
wave function as well as the inelastic cross section corrected according to Eq. (21).
Figure 3(a) shows differences between the 6-31G* and IAM elastic electron scattering
cross sections. Also shown are similar difference curves as calculated at the SCF and
ci levels by Breitenstein et al. [32,33] and one based on recent experiments [8]. The
present calculations show a local maximum around fi ~ la~\ which is not found in
any of the other curves. Beyond fi ~ 4a "' there is no significant difference between
our calculations and those of Breitenstein et al. [32,33].
Figure 3(b) shows differences between molecular and IAM inelastic cross sections.
The a curve of Breitenstein et al. [32,33] differs substantially from both their and

Figure 3. Molecular cross sections minus IAM cross sections. (
) 6-31G*, (---) SCF results of Ref. 32, (
) a results of Ref. 32, (
) 6-31G* results corrected using
Eq. (21), (o) Experimental data from Ref. 8.
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TABLE I.

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0

2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.4
4.8

5.2
5.6
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0

Cross-sections for scattering of x-rays and fast electrons from CO :
molecules.

484.00
475 64
451.57
414.60
368.81
318.88
269.27
223.60
184.29
152.38
127.77
95.988
77.503
63.031
49.140
36.625
27.283
21.796
19.381
18.523
17.865
16.713
15.040
13.184
11.511
10.205
8.4533
7.0329
6.0652
6.0329
6.2215
5.5941
4.7167
4.0867
3.4782
3.2882
3.1944
2.7672
2.3760

0.0000
0.0041
0.0623
0.2917
0.8281
1,7650
3.1125
4.7920
6.6691
8.6063
10.514
14.239
18.245
22.703
27.003
30.702
34.7%
41.550
52.713
67.649
83.119
95.052
101.00
101.47
99.229
97.209
96.930
94.375
91.483
101.29
116.55
119.23
114.52
113.02
109.17
117.67
130.64
129.67
127.14

<SSCF>

^CORMO

0.0000
0.0843
0.3322
0.7298
1.2557
1.8840
2.5875
3.3397
4.1178
4.9028
5.6806
7.1783
8.5668
9.8296
10.961
11.962
12.838
13.399
14.258
14.830
15.327
15.760
16.137
16.467
16.757
17.015
17.457
17.832
18.163
18.465
18.747
19.075
19.378
19.658
19.915
20.149
20.361
20.553
20.724

0.0000
0.0763
0.3005
0.6582
1.1287
1.6881
2.3116
2.9730
3.6562
4.3464
5.0340
6.3819
7.6810
8.9167
10.081
11.156
12.133
13.003
13.772
14.444
15.031
15.536
15.973
16.349
16.674
16.960
17.434
17.824
18.166
18.469
18.749
19.076
19.380
19.660
19.917
20.150
20.363
20.554
20.724

our SCF curves but is essentially the same as our curve based on Eq. (21). This confirms the suggestion [11] that SCF inelastic cross sections approximately corrected for
electron correlation can play a useful role. Figure 3(b) also shows a curve based
on the difference between experimental total cross sections [6] and experimental
elastic cross sections [8]. Unfortunately, all the theoretical curves disagree with this
experimental one. For a full discussion of this discrepancy, see Refs. 8 and 32; the
latter work also discusses how the ci calculations can be scaled to mimic the exact
cross sections.
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Figure 4. Radial intraeute density for CO2.

D. Radial lntracule Density
The probability density /(«) for the interelectronic vector u is defined by [17, 34]

= J F(r,, r ^ u - r, + r2) drt dv2

(27)

The radial intracule density [17] defined by
/><«) =

J

(28)
2

= 4TT« </(«)>

can be extracted from our cross sections as follows [10,13,17]:
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O.I0.0

Figure 5.

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

A cut of the three-dimensional intracule density parallel to the molecular axis.
Note that 1(0,0, uz) = 1(0,0, - K Z ) .

\

(29)

P(u) is simply the probability density for the interelectronic distance u. P(u) has been
studied for many atoms but not for very many molecules; these studies can be traced
through Thakkar's review article [17]. Figure 4 shows P(u) for CO2. There are maxima near u = RQQ and u = 2Rco = RQQ corresponding to interatomic pairs of electrons. Presumably, the shoulder near u ~ \a0 is due to intraatomic pairs. This is
confirmed by Figure 5, which shows a cut of the three-dimensional intracule density,
/(«), parallel to the molecular axis. It would be interesting to examine die longitudinal and transverse intracule densities, L(uz) and T(uc), [17,35] that are adapted to
the cylindrical symmetry of a linear molecule like CO2.
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Abstract
The interaction of light with a polyatomic system is treated as a photon-scattering
process in terms of time-correlation functions of transition operators. These are written as products of factors referring only to the molecule or the light field, so that the
statistical properties of the polyatomic system and the light source can be easily incorporated. This procedure is developed for resonance absorption-emission and scattering of both thermal and coherent light.
Introduction
Quantum mechanical theories of light absorption and Raman scattering processes
are given by time-dependent perturbation expressions in terms of the polarizability
tensor as shown by Kramers and Heisenberg [1], whereas the interaction of atoms
with the quantized radiation field was described by Dirac [2]. Most of the developments since then have been based on their expressions [3]. However, methods such
as these, involving summations over internal states of the target atoms or molecules,
become cumbersome as the size of the target increases. When radiation interacts with
extended targets such as a solid surface, a polymer, or any large molecule, the usual
methods require a large number of quantum target states that in many cases are not
known. Therefore in recent years there have been efforts made to develop semiclassical and quantum mechanical methods that do not involve the excited states of the extended targets [4,5], to calculate response properties like resonance absorption and
Raman spectra, or dissociation cross sections. There has also been a parallel effort to
describe various molecular processes in terms of time correlation functions (TCFS) [6]
and to evaluate these by time-dependent techniques [71.
In the present work the interaction of light with a polyatomic target is treated as a
photon-scattering process in such a way that the statistical properties of both target
and light source can be readily incorporated. Starting from transition rates for scattering processes in terms of matrix elements of the Lippmann-Schwinger operator T
[8], we have derived transition rates for the interaction of light with a polyatomic
system in terms of the TCF of this operator. In the dipole approximation to the lightmolecule interaction, the T operator is written as an expansion with terms containing
radiation field and polyatomic system factors. For first-order processes such as resonance absorption and emission, transition rates are given in terms of the molecular
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 229-237 (1987)
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dipole TCFS of the target and the electric field dipole TCFS of the light source. For
second-order processes such as elastic and inelastic (Raman) scattering owing to
polarization fluctuations of the target, transition rates are written in terms of the polarizability tensor TCFS of the target and polarizability tensor TCFS of the light source.
The dipole and the polarizability tensor TCFS of the light source can be expressed in
the photon number representation or in the coherent state representation with the
appropriate statistical distributions. Therefore it is straightforward to specify the
statistical properties of the light source under experimental conditions. As examples
we present expressions for transition rates of first- and second-order processes when
the light source is either thermal or coherent.
Transition Rates From Time-correlation Functions
We consider the interaction of visible and uv light with a target. The treatment is
general, so that the target can be a single atom, a molecule, a polymer chain, or a
solid surface. We shall denote with HM, HR, and Ht the Hamiltonians of the target,
the radiation field, and their interaction, respectively. Then the total Hamiltonian is
expressed as
H = HM + HR + //,

(1)

Target states |y) and the radiation states |r) satisfy equations HM\j) = Ej\j) and
HR\r) = Er\r), respectively. The interaction of light with a target can equivalentiy be
treated as photon scattering, during which the radiation field goes from an initial state
\r) to the final state \r'). Later on by specifying \r) and \r') we shall describe various
processes like absorption or Raman scattering. Transition operators T+) describing
the scattering satisfy the Lippmann-Schwinger equation [8].
Tt+) = ffr +

tf,
X

ie

s
-P+)
-HMHH
-H

(2)

E
where e -+ 0 is a limit to be taken after matrix elements of these operators have been
calculated. Rates of transition 2ft, averaged over the statistical distributions Wj of initial target states, and Wr of initial radiation states, and summed over final states of the
target and the radiation \j') and |r'), respectively, are expressed as [8]
Wr\(r'j'\T(+Vj)\28(E - E')

» = 7 ^ 2
"•

i/'

(3

rr'

Where E = Er + E} is the total energy, and the Dirac delta function imposes energy
conservation. By using the Fourier transform of the 8 function
8(E - E') = ^—[

ei(E-E'mdt

(4)

and the completeness relation

SSlWI-i.

(5)
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Eq. (3) can be written as [6]

,*

P

(6)

x

where the time dependence in the T<+) operator is given by

and Ho = HM + HK. The double bracket «• • -))M,R indicates the quantal average over
the initial state \j) of the target with a statistical distribution W, and over the initial
state \r) of the radiation field with a statistical distribution W,. So far we have not
specified the interaction or the coupling Hamiitonian #,. Treating the interaction
Hamiitonian in the electric dipole approximation,
H} = - E • D

(8)

where D is the dipole vector of the target, and E is the electric field vector of the
light source. The transition operator f of Eq. (2) is written up to the second order,
with an implicit + sign, as
A

——

A

T = ~^E(D(

A

w-^.

A

A

1

+ 2EVD

A

A

A

-^E.D,

(9)

where (!,i?,£) = (x,y,z) and the time dependence of the T operator is given by
Eq. (7). Since HM and HR commute with each other, it is straightforward to take
matrix elements of the first term in Eq. (9) and to separate them into radiation field
and target factors. In the second term we can use the following expression

a + b~ ir L

(10)

V +

valid for complex values of a and b, to write
1
E + is - HM-

Hn

ih f
ir J_»

MM
MR
2 2
2
Ml - h u M R - h2u2

where
MM = EM + ieM - HM
Mfi — C

-t IB

E = EM + E*
e = eM + eB

and we replaced X - ihu.

—

/IR
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Using these expressions in Eq. (9) and the result in Eq. (6) we can write 2ft up to
the second order as

= 75 2 \ dt((Dp(t)D,(O)))M((Ep(t)E,(O)\

- T - 2 1 f+ du' I" dt((x;r(u',t)D((0))M(4>vr
v'i'

du' 'i

du\

x «£;{.(«\/)&*(«,o)»R

d3)

where
, t) = Dv(t).2MM
2P{(f)
MM - n u

(14)

and

0 > , t) = Ev(t)«2M*

J.U)

(15)

MR — n u

Here X, { (M, /) is the polarization tensor operator for the polyatomic system, and
<j»vi(u, 0 is the polarization tensor operator for the radiation field. The expression for
91 has four terms, each of them corresponding to different processes. The first term
describes first-order processes such as resonance dipolar absorption or emission of
light. The second and third terms are cross terms whose contribution will depend
upon the statistical properties of the radiation field. In the photon number representation they become zero and hence do not contribute as we shall see next. The fourth
term describes second-order processes such as elastic and Raman scattering mediated
by polarization fluctuations in the target.
Expression (13) is our main result, in which we have succeeded in writing 91 as a
product of two types of TCFS: one depends on the time evolution of the target and the
other on the time evolution of the radiation field. Since these two TCFS are independent of each other, they can be obtained more easily.
Time Correlation Functions in the Photon Number Representation
When the light source is maintained at a temperature T, it can be described by the
Bose-Einstein statistical distribution Ws((os, T), of the number of photons in a mode s
with energy h<as. Then it is advantageous to work in the photon number representation of the field. The electric field operator in Eq. (13) is decomposed as
E((t) = £<+>(') + &fKf)

(16)
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with

and

£'-'(0 = (EfW ,

(18)

where k is the photon wavevector, e f is the £ component of the polarization vector,
and aH is the annihiliation operator of a photon of energy ,'ia^ = ftkc and polarization
£. In the photon number representation, a general radiation field state with several
modes s is written as \{(Kgs)Ns}), where £, is the photon polarization, and Ns is the
number of photons in mode s; then

(^Y W

(19)

Using Eqs. (16)—(19) in Eq. (13), one can write transiti ,i rates for first- and secondorder processes. In the photon number representation, the second and third terms of
Eq. (13) do not contribute because they do not conserve the number of photons in the
initial and the final state. Therefore, the transition rate can be written as
& = &„ + &22

(20)

where 2ftn is the transition rate for the first-order processes, in which a single electric
field operator at an initial time t = 0 is correlated to its adjoint at a later time t. Similarly ^ is the transition rate for second-order processes, where the polarization tensor operator, which is second order in the electric field operators of Eq. (16), is
correlated to its adjoint at a later time. In the same notation 2ft12 and 9i21 are the cross
terms, whose contributions are zero in the photon number representation. The transition rate &„ for first-order processes is given by

&,. = :n2 f dtF^wUt)
ft

(f

(21)

J_x

where

Ff/f) = «Dl.(t)D((0)))M

(22)

is the molecular dipole TCF of the target, and

«<r><>(

(23)

is the electric field TCF of the light source. The first term in Eq. (23) corresponds to
absorption, whereas the second term corresponds to stimulated and spontaneous
emissions. Other cross terms do not contribute because they do not conserve the
number of photons. Using Eqs. (17)—(19) in the above equation, we can write
(24)
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and the transition rate Si,, is given by

,2 2«V^ f ^

-T7T
6

0

cos(«k;)2Re(«D;(/)Df(0)»M)

Vfl

where ((D^(-t)D^(O)))M
processes we can write

&22 = - i 2 2 f

= «D/(/)£>f(O)»M has been used. For the second-order

du't

du\

dtF^vr(u',u,t)F«TJu',u,t)

(26)

where
>

(27)

is the molecualr polarizability TCF of the target, and

*

J

;

^

(28)

is the electric field polarizability TCF of the light source. Using Eqs. (15) and (19)
in Eq. (28), F*ivi(u',u,t)
can also be further decomposed into terms representing
elastic and Raman scattering. These terms, when substituted back into Eq. (26), will
give transition rates for second-order processes.
Equations (21) and (26) for the transition rates 91,, and 3t22 are especially useful
because they do not involve summations over the excited states of the target. Given
the TCFS of the radiation field in Eqs. (28) and (24), we can use time-dependent operator techniques to evaluate the TCFS of the polyatomic system and use them in
Eqs. (25) and (26) to calculate the required transition rates.
Time Correlation Functions in the Coherent State Representation
When the light source is a laser, the statistical distribution of its electric field factors into a distribution for the electric field amplitude times a distribution for its phase
[9,10]. If the laser is operated below the threshold for coherent emission, the amplitude fluctuations of a given mode, which are proportional to the mean number of
photons in that mode, have an exponentially decaying distribution about the most
probable amplitude (which occurs at zero), whereas fluctuations in the phase caused
by spontaneous emissions are quite large, and therefore the phase can have any value
between 0 and 2v [9]. If the laser is operated above the threshold, both the amplitude
and the phase have sharply peaked distribution about their most probable values,
given by the experimental conditions. For such a light source, where it is necessary
to consider the statistical distributions of both the field amplitude and the phase, it is
advantageous to work in the coherent state representation. A general radiation state in
the coherent state representation is written as \{as}), with d^ \{as}) = aj{aj})8ff wtee
the eigenvalue as is a complex number whose square modulus gives the mean number
of photons in the s mode of the laser [10]. Using Eqs. (16)—(18) for the electric field
operator, and the single mode coherent states |a } ), we can write
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<29>
TCF of the radiation field of Eq. (21) in the coherent state representation can be
written as
[

(30)

Unlike F£f(f) in the photon number representation, cross terms in Eq. (30) are not
zero because one does not need to conserve the number of photons in the initial and
final radiation state. Using Eqs. (17), (18), and (29) in Eq. (30) we can write F*f(t)
in the single mode coherent state representation as
^ ' + (\<xs\2 + IV"*V

+ k l V V - a*V*»l

(31)

Where P(as) is the real statistical weight for the complex amplitudes as, and is given
by the experimental conditions. The two dimensional integral /d 2 a s [- • •] extends
over the entire complex plane of a,. Light sources of experimental significance have
different statistical weights P(as). We have checked that the statistical averages of a],
and a? are real for several weight factors P(as) given in the literature (11). Therefore the TCF in Eq. (31) satisfies the relation F ^ ( 0 * = F*f(-t), and hence the resulting transition rate from Eq. (31) is real. To compare Eq. (31) with the equivalent
expression in the photon number representation in Eq. (24), we have considered the
case of chaotic light, which is the same as that of a laser operating below the threshold.
In this case the phase of the light source is randomly distributed between 0 and 277,
therefore the weight factor P(as) does not depend on the phase of as, and hence the
contributions from the 1st and the 4th terms of the integrand in Eq. (31) are zero.
Thus, below the threshold F*f(t) takes the simpler form
+ D*~*V]

(32)

which agrees with Eq. (24) for a single mode, insofar the average
(Ns)=

( d(\as\)\aM\<*s\)

(33)

Substituting Eqs. (31) and (32) in Eq. (21) we can write the first order transition rate
2ft,i for the interaction of a laser with a polyatomic system, when the laser is operating below the threshold, as
> cos(<u kj r)2
]

(34)
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If the laser is operating above the threshold, the rate of transition involves instead the
statistical distribution P(as), which depends on the amplitude \as\ as well as on the
phase <ps = arg(o,), and is given by

x ( c o s K / ) - cos(o)k; - 2^))«D f + (r)4(0))) M + e-^'((D;(t)Df(O)))M]

(35)

This can be rewritten as

a t to* =

A

M _ |f^ y e | f «ft[A, c
fte0K

f

Jo

+ iB5 sin(wk;) Im«Df+(0Df(0)»M]

A, = Jd2as\as\2P(as)

(36a)

cos(2*>,)

(36b)

B, = j d2as\as\2P(as) sin(2^)

(36c)

showing an additional rate due to coherence. The term containing Bs can be shown to
be zero for statistical distributions of experimental interest.
Discussion
The standard expressions for transition rates of first- and second-order processes
[3,9] are not very useful for a polyatomic system, because they involve summations
over excited states of the target. The transition rate Sft. given in Eq. (13) is a very general expression that avoids the above difficulty. Furthermore, Eq. (10), which is used
to separate the radiation field and target variables in the transition operator can also
be used to derive a similar separation of the transition operator to orders higher than
the second. Thus, a similar formulation of the transition rates for higher order photointeraction processes can be systematically derived. The main purpose of separating
the TCF of the T operator into the TCF of the radiation field and the TCF of the polyatomic target is to uncouple the time evolution of the polyatomic target from that of
the radiation field. This has a twofold advantage: firstly, one can use timedependent
operator techniques to describe the time evolution of the polyatomic target without
referring to the time evolution of the radiation field, and secondly, one can easily incorporate the statistical properties of the radiation field into the dynamics. As examples of the latter we have derived explicit expressions for first-order transition rates
when the light source is either thermal or coherent. In the interaction of thermal light
with a polyatonvr system we have found that the cross terms 9t,2 and $t2i of Eq. (13)
disappear, an.
<nsition rates for first- and second-order photointeraction processes are givt
' much simpler expressions Eqs. (21) and (26). In the interaction of a single nWe laser with a polyatomic system, we have found two different
expressions for the rate of transitions: in lasers operating below the threshold,
Eq. (34), and above it, Eq. (36), corresponding respectively to incoherent and coherent light.
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Abstract
Wave functions can be written, for short de Broglie wavelengths, in an eikonal
form where the preexponential factor relates to the divergence of streamlines. A
method is presented to calculate this divergence by generating the Jacobian of a variable transformation along a classical trajectory without requiring the simultaneous
integration of adjacent trajectories. For a system with N + \ degrees of freedom,
there are 2(N + I) 2 differential equations that must be solved simultaneously to generate the trajectories and the Jacobian. Results are presented for a photodissociation
cross section calculation in which the eikonal wave functions have been used in the
transition integrals.
Wave Functions in the Eikonal Approximation
Classical and semiclassical techniques in chemical dynamics calculations often
involve the use of classical trajectories. In some of these methods, particularly those
in which a wave function is generated [1-4], the Jacobian of a transformation is
needed. A solution to the nuclear Schrodinger equation can be written as
= X(Q) expf/S(Q)/ftj

(1)

where Q is a set of mass-weighted spatial coordinates of the nuclei, S is the action
integral, and x is the preexponential factor that can be obtained from a Jacobian transformation of variables. The nuclear wave function given above can be generated
semiclassically in the eikonal approximation along classical trajectories Q(f;q').
where q' is a set of initial coordinates. The form of ¥ as a function of time along a
trajectory is
-C
where J is the Jacobian at time t, Jo is the Jacobian at the initial time, C is the normalization factor, and fi contains the argument of the Jacobian as follows
fi(t) = arg(7) - arg(/0)

(3)
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and is related to the Maslov index [4]. The two factors in Eq. (2) that contain the
Jacobian and its argument are derived from the expression for the divergence of
streamlines.
The Jacobian above is for the transformation from a set of A7 + 1 spatial variables
Q to a set q that contains a time variable and initial values q' that define a bundle
of trajectories in Q space. It would be computationally convenient to calculate the
Jacobian along each trajectory separately rather than to generate trajectories and take
finite differences. In this contribution we develop the equations needed to numerically generate J along each classical trajectory which in tum allows us to calculate
the factors in ¥ relating to the divergence of streamlines.
Calculating the Jacobian Along Individual Trajectories
We begin with a classical Hamiltonian of the form
ff(P,Q)

= flP) + V(Q)

(4)

where the set of variables Q = {Qo, Q\,Q2,..,
QN) are mass weighted spatial variables, V is the potential energy, and T is the kinetic energy given by

T = P2/2M =

*ZP)I2M.

(5)

The mass-weighted momentum P has components PO,PU ... ,PN.
The Hamiltonian H is a constant of the motion (equal to the classical energy), and
the equations of motion are given by the following Hamilton's equations:
^
= — = -/>
dt
dPi M "

f£

=

dt

_^

=

(6)

_ii:.

dQj

(7)

dQj'

All that is needed to generate a classical trajectory are the initial conditions for the Q,
and Pj. The initial values of Pt must satisfy energy conservation from Eq. (4), where
H — E. Initial values of the Qt are denoted as q' and are given by the set
<l'

=

{tfi'<72> • • • ,9N)

(8)

where <?, gives the initial value of Q) for a given trajectory, q2 the initial value of Q2,
etc. One of the degrees of freedom in Q, the Qo, corresponds to the relative distance
and will always have the same initial value for each trajectory. The set q' together
with the time variable forms the set
q = {#o» <7i» ?2» • • • > QN)

=

{'; q ' } •

(9)

An infinitesimal region of Q space is equal to the differential dQ. This region can
also be spanned by dq using the Jacobian as shown by
(10)
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The explicit form of the Jacobian in Eq. (10) is

JQOQI'~QN\

=

Wo
(11)

dq}

It will now be shown how J can be calculated along each separate trajectory. This
will be done by generating all of the terms in J simultaneously with the integration of
Eqs. (6) and (7).
After substituting t for q0 sad PjM for dQjdt in Eq. (11), the Jacobian becomes
Po

I_

Ps

dq,

dqt

dqx
(12)

M

The object is to numerically solve for each term in Eq. (12) and then to carry out the
operations of the determinant. This is to be done at each time step along a given trajectory in order to obtain the Jacobian for that trajectory as a function of time.
To generate numerically the terms in Eq. (12), we need to somehow express the
time derivative of each term as a function of the other terms or of known functions.
First let us define the quantities
and

P'j * bPjIdq,.

(13)

where,./ = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,N; i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,N. The Jacobian now appears as

Po Px
Ql, Q\
\t

qx • • •

(14)

M

To obtain the time derivatives of P) and Q), let us start by recalling Eqs. (6) and (7).
If we take the derivative of Eq. (6) with respect to qt and switch die order of differentiation, we get
dqt di

di Bqt

di

(15)
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Taking the derivative of the right side of Eq. (6) with respect to <?, gives the relation
dQj/dt = dPj/dqj = P).

(16)

Thus Eq. (16) gives us one of the time derivatives we need. If we similarly take the
derivative of Eq. (7) with respect to qif we get
bq{ dt

dt dqt

dt

Following the same procedure as in Eq. (16), we set Eq. (7) equal to the derivative of
the right side of Eq. (7) as follows:
^
= -T^77(18)
dt
dqt dQj
However, since we have no expression for the derivative of V with respect to q, an
additional step must be taken. We know the quantity V only as an explicit function of
Q. We also know that the derivative dependence of Qk on qt is one of the terms being
generated (Q'k = dQk/dqj). Therefore, the next step is to expand d2V/dqj dQj in
terms of the Q'k by using the chain rule.
Define Fi • -dV/dQj (the force along £?,) and substitute into Eq. (18). Using the
chain rule, we get

*=o

From Eqs. (18) and (19) and the definition of F} we get the following for the time
derivative of P):

_BP)
dt

=

BqtdQ,

dQdQ*k-

Since V is an explicit function of Q, we have an expression for the time derivative of
P'j in terms of quantities we can calculate.
An Application to Photodissotiation of C H 4
As an example of the use of the semiclassical wave function in Eq. (2), we have
calculated photodissociation cross sections for the nonadiabatic reaction
CH3I + <f>(k, <r) -> CH 3 + I*

(21)

where, (f>(k, cr) is a photon with wavevector k and polarization cr, and I* is the iodine
radical in the first electronic excited state. The calculations were carried out over a
range of photon energies in the near-uv region. The molecule was treated as a linear
three-body system [C, I, and (H 3 )], with Jacobi coordinates Q = (R,r), moving on
parameterized potential energy surfaces [5]. In our calculations the semiclassical
nuclear wave function ¥ was used to obtain the transition integrals [3j. Cross sections were then calculated from the square of these integrals. Results for the total
photodissociation cross section as a function of photon energy are given in Figure 1
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Figure 1. Total photodissociation curves for the reaction CH3I -* CH3 + I(2P,/2). The
dissociation probability P(£) is plotted as a function of the photon energy £ for the present
work (
) and for the wave packet calculations of Lee and Heller (
) after normalizing the peak heights to 1.0.

along with the results of a quantum mechanical wave packet calculation [6]. Details
of our procedure will be presented in forthcoming publications [8].
Discussion
Equations (6), (7), (16), and (20) give us a system of 2(N + I)2 differential equations to solve in order to calculate all Q) in the Jacobian. Thus we are generating all
Qj, Pj, Qj> and P) along the time variable, and so we have the quantities required to
calculate / along each trajectory.
The same procedure can be followed when one allows for coupling of electronic
transitions and nuclear motions [3,7]. In that case additional equations must be considered for the time dependence of electronic state amplitudes. The factor C in
Eq. (2) will contain the time dependent amplitude matrix, which will also be numerically generated in a self-consistent manner along each trajectory. A full treatment of
the generation of nuclear motion wave functions for the general case in which electronic transitions are allowed will be presented elsewhere [8] along with a method for
generating transition integrals from trajectories.
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Abstract
A survey of recent developments in the theory and experimental knowledge
of charged interfaces is discussed in relation to the problem of electron transfer
reactions. An attempt is made to reformulate the role of the solvent in bulk phase
and at surfaces. Furthermore we discuss the effect of position-dependent tunneling
on the reaction rate constant assuming simple distribution of the ions near the metallic interface.
introduction
The understanding of the chemical reactions occurring at electrodes, batteries or
electrochemical cells, corrosion, and membrane function are still open problems
when we consider the mechanism from a first principles point of view. Perhaps the
earliest attempt to explain the mechanism of inhomogeneous electron transfer is due
to Gurney [1]. In this work the basis of the modern theory was laid, and a formal expression for the rate of the reaction (the current intensity) was given in terms of the
quantum mechanical transition probabilicy at the electrode interface and the spacial
distribution of both ions and electrons on both sides of the interface. Assume that we
have the electron transfer reaction between species A and B. A could be the metal
phase or also an atom or molecule. The electron transfer reaction is, schematically
A + B = A + B~

(1)

For this reaction the rate is

:= PTN

j7 '

k=jj PTNJ(e)dedx

(2)

where PT is the transition probablity, which is a function of the position of the ion relative to the surface, and also the ionic concentration at that position p(x)
P = pB(x)*{e,x)

(3)
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where pB(x) is the density of species B and *c(e,x) is the reaction probability for the
transfer process. It can be computed for simple models such as, for example in the
electrode case, the square or triangular barrier. In our calculations we have assumed
that the width of the barrier depends on x. The interesting point about this quantity is
that with the advent of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM), direct measurements of this quantity are possible. In (2) N(G) is the density of states for energy G,
the occupancy of these levels by the electrons in the metal is given by the FermiDirac distribution function/(G). The more detailed analysis of 'his theory by
Gerischer [2] also points to the importance of the solvent in the process of electron
transfer from an ion to the metallic phase
Clearly in a model of this kind the transition probability, which in fact is a tunneling probability, has to be modelled in some simple way (Gerischer used a square
barrier), and the parameters of the model must be guessed in a reasonable way. The
fact is that in a real system there will be a large number of different configurations
that will lead to significant probability of electron transfer, and the total rate will be a
statistical average, in some sense, of the individual probabilities that correspond to
specific geometrical arrangements of the surface atoms and of the solvent molecules.
If we pretended to include all the atoms and molecules involved in this process,
we would get, very quickly, into an impossible problem, even for the largest available computer.
Therefore there is a clear need for a statistical theory in which the random nature
of the system is taken into account. This is the basic concept behind the popular theory of Marcus [3] and also is well discussed in a recent paper by Hynes [4]. We must
remark that these are more general theories that also include the electron transfer reactions in bulk phase.
The point in these theories is that out of the manifold of coordinates that are involved in the electron transfer process, there is one, A, that is the reaction coordinate
that plays the most important role and that determines the extent of the reaction. For
example, if we are talking of the transfer of electrons between an atom A and atom B
and if we write for our total wave function the linear superposition

the parameter A will indicate the extent of the reaction. There will be, in general, an
energy barrier between the initial and final states of the system. The analysis of the
system in the configuration of maximum energy, the activated state in terms of partition functions, has led to absolute rate theory. More recent work has stressed stochastic models such as that of Kramers [5] (see for example the work of Hynes [4] and
references cited therein). The first observation is that if we want to construct a
model, the activated state of the electron transfer in the interface of a metal, and a
solution, we need to know the structure of the initial and final states, at the very
least. We would like to discuss some of the recent theoretical and experimental developments in this area in the next section.
We want to construct a first principles theory, and that necessarily involves an average of the reaction probabilities or cross sections for every given configuration of
the surrounding solvent molecules. In other words, we have to construct a manifold of
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solutions of Schrodinger's equation for every solvent configuration, and calculate the
cross sections [6,7], which may involve such interesting features as resonances. This
presents itself as an almost impossible task. A more sensible route is to use the transition state theory, which still gives a simple recipe for the transition probabilities, for
every solvent configuration, and men average the rate constants. For example, one
could use Monte Carlo sampling techniques [8-10] and then sample the solvent configurations in the usual manner. This approach has been used in solution reactions
where fairly reliable models of the solvent and solute are available. However, the
problem here is that this may be OK for bulk reactions, but to date there is no computer simulation of an ionic-type solution near a charged interface, that is we are
again back to the structural problem of the molecular solution. Our proposal here is
that it is possible, using simple models of the solvent, like the ion dipole model [11],
to obtain a representation as accurate as possible of the thermodynamics and structure
functions. Then we can compute the local, fluctuating electric microfield using either
a Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics method and also integral equations such as the
hypernetted chain (HNC) equation or the modified HNC [12], which are known to be
fairly accurate equations for bulk systems [13]. The advantage of this approach is that
it can be extended to the interface case in a more or less straightforward way [14].
But again, this assumes that we have a good idea of the structure of a metalelectrolyte interface. To formulate the problem in more precise terms, assume that the
system of our two atoms A (eventually, A could be the metal electrode!) and B undergoing the electron exchange reaction
A" + B = A + B"
Assume now that we have computed the reaction probability K(E,JC) as a function of
the external applied field E. Then, the overall average reaction rate k is given by

k = j de j dx j dEW(E,x)K(E,e,x)pB(x)N(e)f(e)

(5)

where W(E,x) is the probability of having a local electric field E at position x. Now
the distribution function W(E,x) is also a function of the voltage bias in the case of
an electrode. The detailed theory for this quantity in the case of the ion dipole mixture will be discussed elswhere. Let us now review the situation with respect to p(x).
Structure of the Interface
There is very little hard experimental evidence for the actual structure of the
charged interface when it is active, that is, when current is flowing (in situ). Only
very recently have experiments been reported in which a direct measurement of the
surface structure has been made [15,16]. In both experiments the basic principle is to
deposit selectively a monolayer of an atomic species on the surface and then use a
resonance technique to isolate the signal coming from the surface atoms.
A total of three fluorescence EXAFS experiments were done. In the first one, iodine
on platinum, very little signal was detected, but this may be just a consequence of experimental problems. For Cu on gold, a clear signal coming from the Cu-O distance
was seen. There is an open question in this experiment: why does the underlying gold
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give little or no contribution to the spectra? One possibility is a large Debye Waller
factor or also a degree of disorder of the copper atoms in the monolayer. The third
reported experiment was of Pb on silver: again the EXAFS spectra indicates strongly
bound oxygen and absolutely no contribution from the Pb-Ag bond. In this case,
however, recent in-plane surface diffraction experiments [17] by Melroy and collaborators shows the reason why this is so. The lead forms an incommensurate layer on
top of the gold. This incommensurate monolayer is slightly misaligned with the silver
crystal. Therefore there is a wide distribution of distances that wipes out completely
the silver-lead signal. There are a large number of ex situ experiments in which the
surface of the metal is analyzed before and after electrochemical reactions have been
performed on it. But, by and large, our knowledge of the ionic distribution is based
largely on theory and its comparison to computer experiments. Although there exist
quite realistic models of potentials for water, it has been impossible to simulate an
electrode interface with them.
Actually there are no reliable simulations for the simple ion-dipole model near a
charged interface to date. Therefore, the road to obtaining reliable information about
this simplified model has been based on a number of approaches. First, one tries to
develop a reliable equation for the so-called primitive model, in which the solvent is
a continuum dielectric and which has been simulated extensively [18] by Valleau and
coworkers. In our opinion this is a well understood model, at least for sufficiently
low density and electric charge on the wall. The case of the ion dipole model near a
flat wall has been discussed theoretically, and the best we can do at least for the time
being is to solve the so-called GMSA/LHNC equation [14]. The interesting features of
this model are the fact that the solvent and the ions form a layered structure near the
interface. This also induces an oscillatory profile in the polarization density and,
hence, also in the local electric field. We should remark that in these models the
metal side is treated as a smooth, rigid, hard wall. Therefore, the transfer of charge is
not permitted. This also holds true for the so-called jellium model [19], in which the
metal side is treated as a quantum system using the density functional theory of Kohn
and coworkers. A treatment of a conducting interface shows that one can maintain a
potential bias only if the interface is idealy impermeable (does not exist in nature) or
by passing a current.
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Abstract
Ionizing radiations generate in matter a large number of energetic electrons, which
in turn collide with molecules in matter, produce ions and excited states, and thereby
degrade in energy. The description of the consequences of many collision processes
to the electrons and to matter is the goal of the electron degradation theory. We summarize the current understanding of this topic, which is important as a basis of radiation chemistry and biology. In addition, we present an initial report of our new work,
namely, a generalization of the Spencer-Fano theory to time-dependent cases.
1. Introduction
Detailed understanding of the action of ionizing radiations on matter is required in
many contexts. They include industrial applications such as radiation processing of
semiconductors or plastics and radiation sterilization of foods, drugs, and medical
supplies. Other contexts concern medical uses of radiations in both diagnosis and
therapy as well as health effects of radiation as a basis for risk estimates of nuclear
energy. Still other contexts concern space research and astrophysics, because matter
outside the earth atmosphere is constantly subjected to ionizing radiations at intensities much higher than those in our immediate environment. In all these contexts, the
dosimetry, i.e., the determination of the radiation energy absorbed in matter, plays a
fundamental role; indeed, principles of the dosimetry hinge upon microscopic processes of energy transfer to atoms and molecules. The study on radiation actions is
not only important in those applications but also intellectually stimulating and challenging because of the rich physics and chemistry involved.
All ionizing radiations generate in matter numerous energetic electrons. Let us
consider molecular substances, i.e., matter consisting of ordinary neutral molecules,
such as gases, aqueous or organic liquids, and organic solids. These substances are of
principal interest to radiation chemistry and biology. Those energetic electrons collide
inelastically with molecules, i.e., lose a part of their kinetic energy; concomitantSy,
they excite or ionize the molecules and give rise to initial molecular species, which
in turn start a sequence of reactions leading to chemical effects [1,2]. (Radiation effects on metals and ionic crystals by contrast arise chiefly from atomic displacement.)
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Analysis of the consequences of those collisions to the electrons and to the medium
molecules is the goal of the electron degradation theory. Here one starts out with a
comprehensive set of cross-section data. By the term "comprehensive" we mean that
the data must refer to all the major electron collision processes and to the whole
range of relevant variables such as kinetic energies and energy-transfer values. The
determination of the comprehensive cross-section set for any molecule is a major task
and must make full use of the knowledge of collision physics, both theoretical and
experimental.
The electron degradation theory is a branch of statistical physics and chemical kinetics and has its own charm and challenge. One approach is the Monte Carlo simulation by use of a computer. Another is the analytic method of transport equations.
These two approaches have advantages and disadvantages and tend to complement
each other; it is not profitable to view these approaches as competitive. For solving
highly complicated problems, the Monte Carlo simulation is often the only feasible
approach. The analytic method is tractable for simpler problems (which are formulated by some schematization or idealization). However, it provides deeper insight
and fuller understanding in general. The key notion of the analytic method is the
electron degradation spectrum as introduced by Spencer and Fano [3]. We summarize the current understanding of the electron degradation spectra and of related quantities such as the yield of ionization and its statistical fluctuations. A topic of recent
development concerns chemical mixtures; generalization of the Spencer-Fano theory
in this case is straightforward. Another more recent development concerns the timedependent aspects of electron degradation phenomena, which have begun to be studied experimentally as a result of progress in pulse radiolysis technique.
2. Basics of the Electron Degradation Theory
A. The Statement of the Problem
Suppose that primary electrons of a single initial energy To enter a medium that
consists of n molecules per unit volume. For simplicity, let us consider first a chemically pure medium, i.e., a medium consisting of a single molecular species. The primary electrons collide with medium molecules and lose a part of their kinetic energies;
at the same time, the molecules are electronically excited or ionized. When a
molecule is ionized, then a new energetic electron, i.e., a secondary electron,
emerges in the medium. This electron also joins in the collision processes; thus, one
sees a whole succession of electron-collision processes. As a result, many electrons
of various kinetic energies T < To are generated in the medium, and they slow down,
until all their kinetic energies fall below /, namely, the first ionization threshold.
Again, for the simplicity of discussion, let us assume that the medium is sufficiently voluminous so that all the electrons completely slow down within it and that it
is spatially homogeneous. (Clearly this is an idealization because problems in radiation chemistry and biology often concern a limited volume and a material that is spatially inhomogenous and chemically impure, a cardinal example being the biological
cell.) Yet, under the simple assumption one may still ask nontriviai questions. An
example is "What is the yield of ions?" More specifically, one may wish to calculate
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the mean number Nt(T0) of ions, per primary electron of energy To, produced in the
medium as a result of the complete slowing-down of ali the electrons. More generally, one may wish to calculate the mean number NS(TO) of an excited state s produced at the same time.
To answer problems of this kind, one must deal with two distinct classes of issues
involved. The first class concerns the cross sections for individual collision processes. One must determine the cross sections for all major processes, namely, excitation and ionization, and for the entire range of variables such as the incident
electron energy and the energy transfer to the molecule. To be specific, one needs the
cross section crs{T) for the excitation of state s by an electron of energy T for every s
for which (rs(T) is appreciable; the electron thereby loses energy by Et, the excitation
energy of state s. One also needs the total ionization cross section <r,(T) for an
electron of energy T. In addition, one needs the differential ionization cross section dcTi{T,E)/dE, or the secondary-electron spectrum, defined as follows:
[d<Ti(T,E)/dE] dE represents the cross section for an ionizing collision in which the
energy loss is between E and E + dE. A secondary electron thus resulting will have
kinetic energy E — I, where / is the relevant ionization threshold energy. (In general,
there are many possible values of / depending upon the shell or subshell from which
an electron emerges. Moreover, there is the possibility of multiple ionization processes, in which more than one electron emerges. Precise accounting of all these possibilities is tedious but straightforward in principle.)
In the foregoing we have discussed a substance made of molecules for precise
statements and clear visualization. It is possible to discuss electron degradation in
other media (e.g., metals and semiconductors) in the same framework, although with
the use of appropriate terms for energy-loss processes. The formal structure of the
electron degradation theory applies to any neutral medium.
B. The Spencer-Fano Equation
A powerful method for describing the electron degradation, or the slowing-down
process, was introduced by Spencer and Fano [3]. They defined a function y(T), now
called the electron degradation spectrum or the track-length distribution; y(T)dT represents the total path length of ail the electrons (including primaries, secondaries, tertiaries, etc.) that are present in the medium under stationary irradiation and have
kinetic energies between T and T + dT. The function obeys an equation of the form
nKy(T) + U(T) = 0 ,

(I)

where K is a linear operator to be discussed below. The symbol U(T) describes the
spectrum of source electrons. More precisely, U(T)dT represents the number of
source electrons that have energies between T and T + dT. Sometimes U(T) is called
a source function.
In the simplest case the operator K is defined by

Ky(T) = 2o-s(T + Es)y(T + E,) + fdEida^T

+ E,E)/dE)y(T + £)
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~ <rJT)y(T),

(2)

where <rm(T) represents the total inelastic-collision cross section for an electron of
energy T, namely,
<rjT) = I,<rs(T) + <rl{T).

(3)

s

Each term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) shows each of alternative contributions
to the electrons at energy T. The three positive terms show the gain classified according to the last collision. The first term represents the contribution of those electrons
that had energy T + Es, induced discrete excitation, and thus lost energy Es. The
second term represents the contribution of those electrons that had energy T + E,
induced ionization, and thus lost energy E. The third term represents the contribution
of those electrons that were generated as secondary electrons with energy T. The last
term —atot(T)y(T) represents the loss of electrons at energy T by all possible inelastic
collisions. For simplicity, limits of the integrations are suppressed; for these and further details, see Ref. 4-10.
More generally, the operator K is defined in such a way that Ky(T) indicates the
net of gain and loss of all electrons at energy T. We may write

Ky(T) = tdT'y(T')<r(T' -» T) - y(T) \dT"(r(T -> T"),

(4a)

where cr(7" —*• T) represents the cross section for all the processes by which an electron of energy T is converted to an electron of energy T. Also, K may be viewed as
an integral operator

Ky(T) = JdT' k(T, T')y(T')

(4b)

with a nonsymmetric kernel k(T, 7").
If all the source electrons have the same kinetic energy To, then one sets U(T) =
d(T - TQ); the solution with this U(T) is written asy(T 0 ,T). Because Eq. (1) is linear, the solution for an arbitrary U(T) is expressed as a superposition of y(T0, T).
Furthermore, the mean number Nj(T0) of ions resulting from a single source electron
of energy To can be calculated as
^

(5)

Equation (5) for the yield Ni(TQ) of ions is readily generalized for other yields. For
instance, the yield NS(TO) of excited states s is expressed in the same form, with a-,(T)
replaced by the excitation cross section <TS(T).
3. Remarks on the Electron Degradation Spectrum
A. Qualitative Observations
The general shape of the electron degradation spectrum y(T0, T) as known from
many calculations [4-15] and also from experiments [16,17], is bimodal, i.e., it is
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peaked near the source energy To and near the lowest energies, as exemplified in
Figure 1. The reason for this general shape is easy to see.
In an interval near the source energy To, there is no contribution from secondary
electrons. The interval is (To - I)/2 < T < To, where the lower limit is the maximum energy of a secondary electron generated by an electron of energy To. There,
y(T0, T) is determined solely by the energy-loss processes of the primary electrons.
Provided To %> I, then each energy loss is a small fraction of the kinetic energy T.
This recognition leads to the continuous-slowing-down approximation (CSDA).
Neglecting all the terms beyond the first order in energy losses in Eq. (2), we
may write
=

d/dT[s(T)y(T)],

(6)

where s(T) is the stopping cross section defined as
(7)

(dEE[tUr,(E,T)/dE].
Thus, the equation for y(T0, T) takes the form
nd/aT[s(T)y(T0,T)]

+ 8(T - To) = 0.

(8)

Hence, we conclude that y(T0, T) is equal to the reciprocal ofns(T) = S(T), namely,
the stopping power. In the CSDA the number of ions produced by an electron of
energy T while traversing an infinitesimal distance dx is given as n<ri(T)dx according
to the definition of the cross section. It is also expressed as n(Ti{T){-dT/dxyx dT =
^ dT. Compare this with Eq. (5). Indeed, it was the original motivation of
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Figure 1. The electron degradation spectrum >(7"0,7") in H2 for the source-electron energy
To = 10 keV. (Reproduced with permission of the publisher from Inokuti, Douthat, and
Rau [37J.)
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Spencer and Fano to replace [5(7")) ' by a new quantity that removes the limitations
of the CSDA and takes into account the production of secondary electrons; thus, they
arrived at the notion of the degradation spectrum.
The rise at low energies (near / ) occurs because the differential ionization cross
section dcr^T, E)/dE is largest for E not greatly exceeding I. (Recall that if the target
were a free electron, the Rutherford cross section would apply, which behaves as
T~*E~2. Actually, this behavior is unrealistic for any atom or molecule except for
E > I. For E close to /, glancing collisions are important especially when T > I,
and the E dependence of dcri(T,E)/dE is governed by E^df/dE, where df/dE is the
differential oscillator strength; in general, the E dependence is often even steeper than
E'2. For a more detailed discussion, see Kim [18-20].)
B. Analysis of the Expression for the Yield of Ions or Excited States
It is instructive to examine the integrand of Eq. (5), which shows contributions to
the yield from different T and thus indicates in which energy domain cross sections
need to be known well. It is convenient to use a logarithmic scale for T because T
ranges over many decades. [Moreover, it is known that in T is the decisive variable
for the description of particle slowing-down phenomena in general; indeed, neutron
transport theory uses the lethargy [21], which corresponds to \n(T0/T) in our problem.] Then, it is suitable to express the integrand in the form d(\n T)Tai(T)y(T0, T).
Incidentally, the combination Ttr^T) is more fundamental than the cross section in
collision theory, both at high energies [22] and at low energies; indeed, this combination, apart from a universal numerical factor, is called the collision strength [23].
Figure 2 is an example of a plot of the integrand, which is nearly flat over many
decades of T and is peaked near the source energy. There is a very mild peak also at
a low energy. In summary, the ion yield receives contributions from all T roughly
uniformly over the logarithmic energy scale. This property also applies to the yield of
excited states that are amply accessible by a dipole transition from the ground state.
This is so because the T dependence of the cross section for such excitation is qualitatively similar to that of the ionization cross section; in particular, it has the high-energy behavior T~l In T indicated by the Bethe theory [22]. The yield of other excited
states, for example, those accessible through electron exchange effects only, behaves
differently; it is mainly determined by a low-energy domain for which the cross section is appreciable.
C. The Fowler Equation
An alternative procedure calculates N^TQ) without the knowledge of y(TQ,T). To
show this, we take an inner product of Nt(T) with Eq. (1) in which we set the source
to be monoenergetic. The result is

j

T) + jdTN^T)^

- To) = 0,

(9)

where the integration is over the whole interval / < T =£ To. We rewrite the integral
of the first term as
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Figure 2. The integrand of Eq. (5) for H2 at To = 10 keV. The area under the curve represents N,(T0)/T0. (Reproduced with permission of the publisher from Inokuti, Douthat, and
Rau [37].)

f dTN,{T)Ky(To,T) = j dT[K%(T)]y(T0,T).

(10)

In other words, we have introduced a new operator K* that acts on N{(T) and leaves
the value of the integral invariant. The operator K* is the adjoint of K, and its existence is well established for a wide class of linear operators and function spaces; see
Lewins [24] for the role of the adjoint notion in transport theory. The second term of
Eq. (9) is nothing but Nj(T0), for which we may substitute Eq. (S). Consequently, we
combine the two terms and obtain

njdT[K%(T)

= 0.

(H)

This relationship holds for every value of To. Assuming that y(T0, T) is a wellbehaved function of T, we conclude that

K%(T) + <r,(D = 0

(12)

at every value of T. In other words, Eq. (12) determines NS(T).
It is straightforward to construct an explicit form of the adjoint operator K\ For K
given by Eq. (2), it rums out [25] that
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K%(T) = 2 tr.iTWT

- Et) + \dE\d<Tk (T\E)/'dE][N](T - E) + N,(E (13)

Historically, an equivalent of Eq. (12) was first written out by Fowler [26], who
pioneered the electron degradation theory while studying electrical discharges of
gases; therefore, we call Eq. (12) the Fowler equation. The connection between the
Fowler equation and the Spencer-Fano equation was first pointed out by Rau,
Inokuti, and Douthat [25]. They also showed how to formulate the electron degradation theory in the form of variational principles along the lines of approach summarized by Gerjuoy, Rau, and Spruch [27].
The contrast between the Spencer-Fano equation and the Fowler equation is noteworthy. In the Spencer-Fano equation, as given by Eqs. (1) and (2), the energy values involved in these equations are greater than T; therefore this equation must be
solved from the highest energy first to the lowest energy. In the Fowler equation, by
contrast, the energy values involved are smaller than T; therefore, this equation must
be solved from the lowest energy T = I, below which obviously Nj(T) = 0.
The Fowler equation is therefore suitable for the calculation of Nj(T) at low T values. It is also possible to write a Fowler equation for the yield NS(T) of excited states
5, which has the same form as Eq. (12), except that the inhomogenous term is (rs(T).
However, the calculation by the Fowler equation just gives N,,(T) or NS(T) and is not
as informative as the Spencer-Fano method.
Each term in the Fowler equation represents contributions to N,(T) from the next
collision that an electron of energy T experiences. This is to be contrasted with the
Spencer-Fano equation, in which each term refers to the last collision by which an
electron of energy T was produced. In this way we may explain the physical meaning
of the adjoint operator.
D. Domains Governed by a Small Number of Collisions
The spectrum y(T0, T) is a smooth function of T almost everywhere. An exception
occurs at T slightly below the source energy To, more precisely at such T that To — T
is within a few multiples of /. The reason is that, to arrive at such T values, an electron needs to experience only a small number of collisions and that most frequently
these collisions result in discrete energy losses Es (s = 1,2,...). Consequently,
y(T0, T) has some structure at those T values. This is known as the Lewis effect [28].
(It may be noted that measurements of cross sections are indeed conducted under
conditions where at most only a single collision occurs. Energy-loss spectra of electrons measured under such conditions amply show discrete structures.)
The yield Nt(T) is a smooth function of T, except when T is a small multiple of/
and E/s = 1,2,...) and their combinations. Again the reason is the small number
of collisions involved.
Other structures in y(T0, T) or ^(7*) are possible in the vicinity of inner-shell
thresholds, where cross-section values change radically. A notable example has been
reported recently [29,30].
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E. Scaling Properties
At T > /, Nt(T) is nearly proportional to T. Therefore, it is customary to define a
mean energy per ion W(T) = T/N^T), which tends to a constant at T > I. The
asymptotic linearity of the yield with energy is fundamental to dosimetry. In radiation
chemistry, the yield NS(T) of a product species s is often expressed in terms of the
G value defined as G(T) = [100/T(eV)]Ns(T). Very often G(T) approaches a constant value at high T.
One way of interpreting the asymptotic linearity of the ion yield was found by
Douthat [4]. He plotted ln(r 0 //) n(T/T0) o-,(D y(T0, T) against £ = ln(T/l)/ln(T0/I)
for He at 7"0 = 2, 10, and 30 keV and found that the curves for the three To values
almost coincided. Fano and Spencer [8] studied the scaling of y(T0, T) further and reformulated the equation in terms of new variables. The transformed equation was
successfully used by Soong [10] who specifically included effects of inner-shell excitations. These excitations are infrequent, but cause large energy losses per collision,
and therefore play an appreciable role in electron degradation.
F. Subexcitation Electrons
As a result of the degradation process we have discussed so far, every electron will
eventually reach an energy T below the first electronic-excitation threshold £,. The
distribution of the energy thus arrived at is given by the solution of the Spencer-Fano
equation, as shown by Douthat [4].
Electrons with T < £, are called subexcitation electrons [31] and warrant separate
consideration. The reason is that the rate of energy loss is much smaller for T < £,
than for T > Ev As a rough guide, the stopping power per molecule, namely, the
stopping cross section, is about 10"17 eV cm2 for T < Ex and about 10"l5 eV cm2 for
T > £\. This comes about because energy losses in the subexcitation domain are due
to vibrational excitation, rotational excitation, or elastic collisions and are much
smaller than those by electronic excitation. In addition, there is no longer production
of new electrons. Thus, the treatment of degradation in the subexcitation domain is
conceptually simpler. Often the energy loss per collision is much smaller than the energy, and the CSDA is then justifiable. (We shall discuss this topic further in Subsection 4B.)
When the medium contains a chemical impurity having an electronic excitation
threshold Eimp below Et of the medium, subexcitation electrons with E^ < T < £,
play a conspicuous role in the excitation of impurity molecules, as Platzman [31] first
recognized. An example of recent study concerns the excitation of nitrogen present as
impurity in helium or neon [32,33].
Even in a pure medium, subexcitation electrons are important in some contexts, for
instance, in the production of negative ions. The yield of H" in hydrogen through
dissociative attachment e + H2—» H + H~ is determined by the competition between the attachment and the slowing down of subexcitation electrons. Calculations
show that the yield in this case is 0.5% of the total number of subexcitation electrons,
i.e., of the total ionization [34].
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G. Statistical Fluctuations of the Yield of Ions
The electron degradation process is stochastic; in other words, the precise history
of every degrading electron is different. For complete degradation initiated by an
electron of fixed energy T, one may consider the probability P(T,j) that precisely
j ions are produced. The yield Nj(T) we discussed is the mean value
N,(T) = 2JP(TJ) •

(14)

j

An equation satisfied by P(T,j) was first derived by Knipp et al. [35]. An important
index of the statistical fluctuations is the variance

D(T) = 2U -NMfPiTJ).

(15)

On general grounds it can be shown that D(T)/Nj(T) = F(T) starts with unity at
T = 1 and tends to be a constant less than unity at T > I. This quantity is called the
Fano factor [36] and determines the ultimate precision of radiation-energy determination by ionization measurements.
It can be shown [35] that D(T) satisfies an equation of the Fowler form
K*D{T) + r(7) = 0

(16)

whose inhomogeneous term r(T) is a combination of N,(T) and cross sections. More
importantly, D(T) can be expressed [25,37] in the same integral form as N^T),
namely,

D(T) = njaT'y(T,T')r(T').

(17)

Furthermore, all the quantities such as moments and cumulants that characterize
P(T,j) are similarly expressed as integrals involving the degradation spectrum
[25,37]. Here again, one sees the central role of the degradation spectrum.
4. Recent Developments
A. Chemical Mixtures as Media for Electron Degradation
Virtually all the problems of practical interest deal with chemical mixtures. A basic
question is how the radiation energy is partitioned among components. To set up a
framework of discussion, it is useful to distinguish two stages of processes. The first
stage is the initial absorption of energy and the production of initial species, and it is
directly relevant to the electror degradation theory. The second stage involves the interactions of the initial species with neighboring molecules, leading to chemical reactions, intermolecular energy transfer, and other conversion processes. The main index
of the distinction between the two stages is the time scale; the first stage is completed
in 10"B or so, whereas the second stage usually takes 10~" in condensed matter and
longer in gases. Full knowledge of the energy partition in the first stage is indispensable for the quantitative analysis of subsequent processes in the second stage.
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For the electron degradation spectrum in a mixture, Eq. (1) remains formally the
same. The operator K is now given by the sum of terms like Eq. (2) over mixture
components, because electrons of energy T arise from collisions of a higher-energy
electron with any of the components. The yield of ions of a component C is given by
an expression of the same form as Eq. (5), with n replaced by the number density nc
of molecules C and (T,(T) replaced by the ionization cross section o", c ( 7 ) of
molecule C. Although the generalization of the Spencer-Fano equation to a mixture
is thus straightforward, there has been little systematic study on the dependence of
the electron degradation spectrum on mixture composition. Work by Klots and
Wright [38] is relevant to this topic but is based on highly schematic cross-section
data and thus provides a limited insight only. Calculations based on realistic cross
sections in several examples are in progress.
Calculations of the ion yield in a mixture are also possible by the use of the Fowler
method. An example is seen in the work of Eggarter [39], who gave numerical results for the H2-Ar mixture. Results led to a remarkable recognition that the ratio of
the hydrogen-ion yield Nlii2(T) to the argon-ion yield N,Ar(T) is very nearly proportional to the ratio nHJnAr of the number densities, provided that T greatly exceeds either ionization species. In other words,

Ni.li2(T)/Nl.JT) =
where K is a constant of proportionality. Moreover, it is possible to explain why and
how Eq. (18) holds and, more significantly, to interpret the microscopic meaning of
K [40].
Calculations of the yields of excited states are also possible. For illustration, Figure 3 shows the yields of metastable states of Ar in Ar-H2 mixtures at varying composition. The yield, considered as a function of the primary electron energy T, tends
to be linear at high T but exhibits structures at low T. These structures exemplify a
manifestation of the domains governed by a small number of collisions (discussed in
Section 3).
B. Generalization of the Spencer-Fano Theory to Time-dependent Cases
The Incremental Spectrum and Yield. For describing transient aspects of the electron degradation process, it is necessary to extend the Spencer-Fano theory. Suppose
that a chemically pure medium consisting of n molecules per unit volume is subjected
to a time-dependent source of electrons. To describe the electron degradation in this
case, we may define a function z(T;t) as follows: z(T;t)dTdt represents the increment, during the period between / and t + dt, of the track length of all the electrons
with energies between T and T + dT. This function obeys the equation
vT]dz(T;t)/dt
12

= nK?\T\t) + u(T;t),

(19)

where vy = (2T/m) ' is the speed of an electron with energy T, m being the electron
mass. The operator K is given by Eq. (2). The source function u(T;t) signifies the
following: u{T;t)dTdt represents the number of source electrons that have energies
between T and T + dT and enter into the medium during the period between t and
/ + dt.
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Figure 3. The yield of the metastable states (3.s23/>54s at 12 eV) of Ar in Ar—H 2 mixtures as a function of source electron energy T. The label on each curve represents the fraction of Ar atoms.

When the source is monoenergetic at To and is a sharp pulse at t0 > 0, we set
u(Tj) = d(T - T0)8(t - t0). We call the solution of Eq. (19) with this u(T,t) the
standard solution and denote it as z(T0, T\t0, t).
Consider now the increment of the ion yield during the period between f and
t + dt initiated by the same source. We express this increment as p,(jro;/o, t)dt\ then,
we may write

= nj

(20)

where the integration is over the interval from / to To, in the same way as Eq. (5) for
the stationary case. The incremental ion yield of Eq. (20) obeys the equation
= nKfVj(T;t0,t) + n8(t - t0)

(21)

Th° Cumulative Spectrum and Yield, Consider the quantity
Z(T;t) = \'

dt'z(T;t').

(22)

Then, Z(T;t)dT represents the track length of electrons that are present at time / and
have energies between T and T + dT. We integrate Eq. (19) over t and find that this
function obeys the equation
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(23)

where

U(T;t) = f dt'u{T;t').

(24)

We call Z(T;t) the cumulative electron degradation spectrum.
We define the standard solution Z(T0,T;t0,t) as the solution of Eq. (23) with the
source term U(T,t) = 8(T - T0)€t(t - tQ), where @ represents the Heaviside function, namely,
@(t - tQ) = 0

for t < t0

1

for t0 =£ /.

/V,.(r 0 ;/„,/)= !

dt'v,(T0;/„,/')

The quantity
Jo

(25)

represents the cumulative ion yield, i.e., the total number of ions present at time /,
resulting from a single source electron of energy To fed into the medium at time t0.
This may be expressed as

ty(r0; t0, O = nj aTZ(T0, T; t, t^rt(T),

(26)

and satisfies the equation
v;1 dN, (T-tt0, t)/Bt = nK%(T;t0, t) + natf).

(27)

If the source term of Eq. (23) vanishes after a period (e.g., if it is a pulse), the cumulative spectrum Z(T; t) approaches a stationary value after a sufficiently long time,
which we may denote as Z(T; °°). This musi satisfy Eq. (23) with the time-derivative
term dropped, which is the same as the Spencer-Fano equation, Eq. (1), in the stationary case. Thus, Z(T;<n) is nothing buty(r). Similarly, as t —* o°, Nj(T0;t0,t) approaches the yield Ni(T0) in the stationary case. Alternatively, one may say that the
incremental spectrum z(T, t) approaches a stationary value z(T; °°) if the source term
of Eq. (19) is independent of time. This stationary value may be equated with y(T).
Figure 4 presents an example of numerical solution. It shows die cumulative yields
of ions and excited states produced in pure Ar subjected to an instantaneous pulse of
primary electrons of 2 keV at t = 0. The curves displayed in the figure exhibit two
kinds of general behavior. Yields characteristic of products obtained from optically
allowed transitions such as ions and the sum of resonance states \s2 + ls4 increase
linearly near t = 0 and reach saturation rapidly. In contrast those characteristic of
products obtained from dipole forbidden transitions such as the sum of metastable
states 1*3 + ls5 or the 2px level show a delayed onset reaching saturation at a much
later time. This behavior is attributable to the well-known fact that the cross-section
for the excitation of the metastable state is appreciable only for low-energy electrons,
which must result from the degradation process.
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Figure 4. Time dependence of the yields of ions and excited states produced in Ar. The
vertical axis shows the total number of ions or excited states resulting from an electron of
2 keV injected at I = 0. The time axis in ns is obtained when the horizontal axis is divided
by the argon pressure in units of Torr. The yields included reier to ion, optically allowed
excited state (ls2 + UJ at 11.8 eV, and optically forbidden metastable states (\s, + ls5) at
12.0 eV and 2/7, at 13.0 eV. Numbers on the curves represent multiplication factors that
have been applied to make the curves visible.

must result from the degradation process.
Formal Solutions. Notice that Eq. (19) is a linear differential equation of the first
order. Therefore, we can write a formal solution as

z(T;t) = [ dt'D{t,t')u(T;t'),

(28)

Jo

where D{t,t') is an operator defined as
t')nvTK]vT.

(29)

Z(T;t) = ( dt'D(t,t')U(T\t').
h

(30)

DU,t') = exp[(r Similarly, the solution of Eq. (23) is

Furthermore, the solution of Eq. (21) is
Vi{T-t0,t)

= f A'D+(/,r')no-,(r)8(/ - t0),

(31)

•>o
and the solution of Eq. (27) is

NST-t^t) = \ dt'D*(t,t')n<T,(T),
Jo
where the operator D\t,t')

(32)

is the adjoint of D{t, t').

Although the formal solutions may not be readily amenable to numerical evaluation, they are useful for interpretation and analytic treatments. Recall that the limits
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of the cumulative spectrum Z(T;t) and of the cumulative ion yield N(T;to,t) as
t —> oo are the solutions of the stationary problem as treated originally by Spencer
and Fano [3]. Thus, Eqs. (30) and (32) provide, among other things, a new avenue
toward analyzing the stationary problem.
The Continuous-slowing-down Approximation. Recall Eq. (6), which shows the
K operator in the CSDA. Its form is d/dT • s(T), i.e., a first-order differential operator
in T. The adjoint Kf takes the form -s(T) • d/dT and is also a first-order differential
operator in T.
Notice that Eqs. (19), (21), (23), and (27) are all linear in the unknown and of first
order in differential with respect to t. Thus, within the CSDA, these equations are linear partial differential equations of first order in t and T and therefore are always analytically solvable. For degradation of subexcitation electrons, the CSDA is often
adequate. Indeed, our initial application of the time-dependent theory was the analysis of the competition between moderation and inelastic collisions with impurity
molecules [41].
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Afo Initio Calculations on H + C2H2 -> C2H3 Using
Unrestricted M0l!er-Plesset Perturbation Theory
with Spin Projection
CARLOS SOSA* AND H. BERNHARD SCHLEGEL?
Department of Chemistry, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, 48202

Abstract
Hydrogen addition to acetylene has been studied by molecular orbital methods with
the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (HF) approach and with M0ller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory up to fourth order using the 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and 6-311G** basis sets.
For each basis set a number of points along an approximate reaction path were calculated by fixing the attacking H — C distance and optimizing all of the remaining
parameters. At these geometries, single point MP4 calculations with and without spin
projection were carried out, yielding the position, height, and shape of the addition
barrier at the various levels of calculation with each of the three basis sets. The
results of this approach were confirmed by a grid search of the region near the transition state using the 6-31G* basis set. The unprojected MP2, MP3, and MP4 barriers are
too narrow and are 10-20 kcal/mol too high. With spin projection, the barriers are
much lower and broader. At the PMP4SDTQ/6-31IG** level, with zero point energy
calculated at UHF/6-31G*, the vibrationally adiabatic barrier at 0 K is 4.0 kcal/mol,
and the attacking H—C distance is 2.0 A.
Introduction
The addition of atomic hydrogen to C2H2 is one of the important reactions in
acetylene flames and has been the subject of numerous experimental and theoretical
studies (Refs. 1-7; for recent reviews of H + C2H2 addition, see Refs. 8-10). One
of the difficulties of interpreting H 4- C2H2 ^ C2H3 is that different activated complexes appear to be needed to explain the forward and reverse reactions [5,6,10].
The experimental activation energy for the addition reaction is 2.4-2.7 kcal/mol [ 1 3], and the heat of reaction has been estimated to be A//(298 K) = -35.8 kcal/mol
[11]. Early theoretical studies on this system included unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations with a 4-31G basis [7]. The most extensive calculations to date on the transition state for H + C : H, have been at the POL-CI level with a double-zeta plus
polarization basis set [10] and yield 8.3 kcal/mol for the addition barrier and —29.1
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kcal/mol for A//(0 K) [10]. A more reliable theoretical estimate of the heat of reaction has been obtained by MP4/6-31G** calculations with bond additivity corrections
[12] (BACMP4/6-31G**), which give A//(0 K) = -35.5 kcal/mol and A//(298 K) =
-36.7 kcal/mol.
In previous calculations on H + C2H4 ?± C2H5, H + CH2O ^ CH3O [13] and
OH + C2H2n ;=t HOC2H2n [14], barriers computed by M0ller-Plesset perturbation
theory based on an unrestricted Hartree-Fock reference determinant were found to be
5-10 kcal/mol too high because of serious spin contamination problems. Spin contamination also causes severe convergence difficulties in M0ller-Plesset perturbation
calculations of bond dissociation potentials [15-18]. When the largest spin contaminants are annihilated, the heights of barriers and the shapes of potential energy curves
are greatly improved [13, 18]. In the present paper, these spin annihilation techniques
are applied to H + C2H2 ;± C2H3.

Method
Ab initio molecular orbital calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 82
system of programs [19] using the 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and 6-311G** basis sets [20].
Electron correlation corrections were estimated by M0ller-Plesset perturbation theory
[21]f up to fourth order (MP2, MP3, MP4, frozen core). Unwanted spin contamination
was removed using projection methods [18] (PMP2, PMP3, PMP4, see below). Equilibrium geometries and transition structures were optimized at the UHF level with each
of the basis sets using analytical gradient methods [23].
For the spin projected post-Hartree-Fock calculations, complete optimization was
not practical because analytical gradients have not yet been programmed. Instead,
two approximate methods were used to estimate the positions of the transition structure for the various levels of calculation with electron correlated and spin projection.
In the first approach, several points along an approximate reaction path were obtained
by fixing the C—H distance for the attacking hydrogen, R(CH*), and optimizing all
of the remaining parameters at the Hartree-Fock level with each of the three basis
sets. Single point calculations with correlation corrections and spin projection were
carried out at each of these points to yield a series of potential energy profiles along
the approximate reaction path. In the second approach, a coarse grid was used to
explore the region of the transition state at the MP«/6-31G* level with and without
spin projection. Since the variations in the CH bond lengths along the reaction path
were found to be small, the R(CH)'s were fixed at 1.06955 A, obtained from the
MP4SDTQ/6-31G* optimization of C2H2 [24]. The step sizes for the grid were 0.02 A
for R(CC), 5° for the angles, and 0.1 A for R(CH*). A total of 59 calculations
yielded numerical gradients and diagonal second derivatives at 6 points on the potential energy surface. The numerical gradients at these points were combined with the
Hartree-Fock analytical second derivative matrix calculated at the HF transition state*
'For a review of many body perturbation theory and coupled cluster methods, see Ref. 22.
'Since the numerical calculation of the second derivatives indicated that the diagonal R(CC) and R(CH*)
stretching force constants calculated at the MP/I and PMP/I levels are consistently larger than the HartreeFock values, 1.2 and - 0 . 0 2 a.u. were used instead of 0.79 and -0.012 a.u.
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to predict the location and energy of the transition state. For each level of calculation,
the final estimate is based on the gradients calculated at the grid point closest to the
predicted transition structure.
In the region of the transition structure, the unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations
suffer serious problems with spin contamination, i.e., (tyo\S |^ 0 ) ¥= s(s + 1). When
correlation corrections are included, S2 can be calculated as { ^ o l S 2 ^ + ^ , ) ,
<^o|S2|^o + ¥ , + ^ 2 >. etc., where ¥ , , %, etc., are the first, second, and higher
order correction to the wave function. However, correlation corrections obtained by
M0ller-P!esset perturbation theory do not improve the spin contamination problem
significantly [18]. Alternatively, the unwanted spin contaminants can be removed by
using the Lowdin spin projection operator [25].
l

i i *<* + 0 - *et + 0

'

This series converges rapidly, and only the largest 2 or 3 spin contaminants need to
be annihilated. The projected Hartree-Fock energy can be written as
(2)

+1

M

Because the UHF wave function satisfies Brillouin's theorem, and H contains only
1- and 2-eiectron operators, the summation can be restricted to double excitations.
The spin-projected UHF wave function (in intermediate normalization) can be written
as the ground state determinant plus contributions from single, double, and higher
excited determinants.
PS%/CVO\PS\%) = % + % + higher excitations

(3)

where ¥ , contains all of the contributions from the single and double excitations,
* . - 2 *MPS\%M%\P,\*O>

(4)

Without approximations, the projected Hartree-Fock energy can be expressed as
(5)
Since electron correlation energies with spin projection are difficult to calculate
directly, two approximations are made: (1) only single and double excitations are
considered for the spin projection corrections to ¥ 0 , and (2) the spin projection corrections, $ , , are reduced by the amount already contained in the correlation corrections, ^ i , ^ 2 , etc. These approximations have been used successfully in previous
calculations where only die largest spin contaminant was annihilated [13,14,18]. The
approximate projected MP2, MP3, and MP4 energies used in the present calculations
are
*

*

#

(6)
(7)
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(8)
where ¥ , contains the single and double excitations arising from the annihilation of
all spin contaminants contributing more than 10~6 a.u. to the energy.
Harmonic vibrational frequencies were computed at the UHF/6-31G* level using
analytical second derivatives [26] (no scaling). Partition functions and thermal corrections were calculated using standard methods in statistical mechanics [27] (298 K,
1 atm). For structures other than the reactants and products, the vibrational mode corresponding to the reaction coordinate was not included.
Results and Discussion
Tables I—III list the geometries and relative energies of points along the approximate reaction path computed with the 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and 6-311G** basis sets.
The geometrical parameters are defined in Figure 1. The variations of the bond
lengths and angles along the reaction path computed at the UHF/6-311G** level are
illustrated in Figure 2; the data for the other basis sets are very similar. For the C2H2
fragment, the CC bond length and the CCH angles undergo the largest changes. The
changes are relatively small between the reactants and the transition state; most of the
changes in the geometrical parameters occur between the transition structure and the
products. Nevertheless, the greatest rate of change of the geometry is in the vicinity
of the transition state.
The energy profiles along the approximate reaction path are shown in Figures 3-5
for the 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and 6-311G** basis sets. In each case, zero point energy
has been included at the UHF/6-31G* level. The Hartree-Fock potential energy curves
are quite similar; each has a low, broad barrier near 1.9 A. For the UHF/6-31G* and
UHF/6-31G** curves, the barrier is 6.2-6.3 kcal/mol, and the exothermicity is 4 1 42 kcal/mol; when the basis set is enlarged to 6-311G**, the barrier increases by
1 kcal/mol, and the exothermicity is reduced by 3 kcal/mol.
In contrast to the Hartree-Fock calculations, the potential energy curves at the
MP2, MP3, and MP4 levels have high, narrow barriers that are shifted 0.1-0.2 A closer

Figure 1.

Definition of geometrical parameters for points along the approximate reaction
path for H + C2H2 -* C2H3.
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Figure 2. Variation of the bond lengths (solid lines) and bond angles (dashed lines) along
the approximate reaction path for H + C2H2 - » C2H3 (6-311G** basis set).

to die products. The barrier heights^ 10-25 kcal/mol, are far too large because of
substantial spin contamination ((^ 0 |5 2 |^ 0 ) *" 0.75). Correlation corrections do little
to reduce the spin contamination ((%\S2\% + ¥ , ) , <¥ 0 |S 2 |¥ 0 + ¥ , + %) «
<^o|52|^Po>, Tables I—III).* A comparison of me MMSDQ and MP4SDTQ calculations
with die 6-311G** basis set reveals mat the contribution from the triple excitations is
surprisingly large, reducing the exothennicity by 3.3 kcal/mol and raising die barrier
by 2 kcal/mol at R(CH*> = 1.8 A. However, die contribution from die triples diminished rapidly with R(CH*) elongation, dropping to less than 0.4 kcal/mol by
R(CH*) = 2.0 A.
When spin projection is included, die barrier height and shape change drastically.
Compared with die MP4 calculations, die barriers at die PMP4 level are shifted about
0.1-0.2 A toward H + C2H2 and have become very flat, even broader than me UHF
barrier.* At R(CH*) = 2.0 A, die barrier is 3.7 kcal/mol at PMP4SDQ/6-311G** and
4.0 kcal/mol at PMP4SDTQ/6-311G** (&ZPE computed at UHF/6-31G*). However, it
should be noted that rate of change of die spin projection correction and die MP4
triples contribution are both quite large near R(CH*) = 2.0 A, and further refme-

f

After spin projection, (S2) = 0.74-0.75 at the FMP« levels.
*The residual shoulder in the PMP4 curves near 1.8 A appears to be an artifact associated with the
approximations made in determining the reaction path and/or calculating the spin projection at the correlated levels.
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Geometries, vibrations! frequencies, end energies along an approximate reaction path for H + HCCH computed with the 6-31G* basis set.

Geometrical parameters (A and degrees)

1.0801
1.3282
1.0766
1.0714
121.82
121.49
134.35

R(CH»)
R(CC)
R(CH,)
R(CH2)
<CCH*
<CCH,
<CCH 2

1.6000
it .2934
1.0685
1.0664
117.91
133.18
140.82

1.7000
1.2786
1.0663
1.0646
116.64
137.43
144.57

1.8000
1.2596
1.0640
1.0623
115.05
143.02
150.29

1.9000
1.2221
1.0598
1.0581
111.06
156.23
165.91

1.9178
1.2162
1.0589
1.0577
110.15
159.04
168.55

1666 i
987
774
1224
1554
3467
3501
782
853

1536 i
845

1305 i
689
591
971
1641
3525
3565
619
799

1015 i
473
572
879
1794
3577
3635
647
807

947 i
453
592
878
1827
3585
3646
665
814

1
Vitatkma! frequencies (enr )

3279
1196
829
1634
1407
3373
3429
885
959

a'CH* stretch
CCH*bend
CCHbend
CCHbend
CC stretch
CH stretch
CH stretch
a'CCHbend
CCHbend

694

1095
1585
3496
3529
687
821

Thermodynamic parameters (Kcal/mol. eu)

18.79
1.96
56.34
23.966721

18.23
2.03
56.70
23.994317

17.73
2.12
57.19
24.014596

17.70
2.22
57.60
23.997278

17.81
2.21
57.59
23.995734

-77.390292
-77.601847
-77.623994
-77.630553

-77.322759
-77.534890
-77.556850
-77.565974

-77.313352
-77.525095
-77.546125
-77.555401

-77.307476
-77.522470
-77.542131
-77.551324

-77.304922
-77.533678
-77.550024
-77.558230

-77.304875
-77.536217
-77.551870
-77.559763

-77.403924
-77.614152
-77.634011
-77.640570

-77.348197
-77.557515
-77.575110
-77.584234

-77.341413
-77.550116
"~7/.S6o43o
-77.575712

-77.334865
-77.546895
-77.561854
-77.571047

-77.323359
-77.549828
-77.562379
-77.570585

-77.321154
-77.550422
-77.562606
-77.570499

1.0154
0.9890
0.9440

1.1773
1.1267
1.0489

1.2305
1.1746
1.0884

1.2216
1.1670
1.0808

1.0372
1.0002
0.9390

0.9987
09660
0.9115

24.29
1.90
55.67
23.7605196

AZPE
£(298)-E(0)
Entropy

ta(C)
Total energies (au)
HF

MP2
MP3
MP4S0Q

PUHF
PMP2
PMP3
PMP4SDQ

Spin

<*o|S*|*o + • , + • , )
Relative energies' (kcal/mol)
HF
MP2
MP3
MP4SDQ
FUHF
PMP2
PMP3
PMP4SDQ

-40.77
-18.65
-26.01
-27.02

-3.89
17.86
10.63
8.01

1.45
23.45
16.80
14.08

4.64
24.60
18.80
16.14

6.21
17.53
13.82
11.77

6.35
16.05
12.77
10.92

-49.33
-26.37
-32.29
-33.30

-19.86
3.67
-0.83
-3.45

-16.16
7.75
4.05
1.33

-12.55
9.27
6.43
3.76

-5.36
7.40
6.07
4.02

-3.87
7.14
6.04
4.19

'Includes zero point energy calculated at the UHF/6-31G* level.
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2.0000
1.202!
1.0573
1.0571
107.57
167.03
174.14

2.1000
1.1947
1.0566
1.0570
106.31
171.76
176.54

2.2000
1.1909
1.0563
1.0569
105.74
174.48
177.75

2.3000
1.1886
1.0563
1.0570
105.51
176.17
178.45

640 i
336
678
884
1934
3601
3671
720
841

256 i
?«6
732
883
2023
3606
3687
753

328
224
758
881
2092
3609
3699
770
868

420
179
774
883
2146
3609
3706
781

858

2.4000
1.1874
1.0563
1.0570
105.93
177.21
178.90

2.5000
1.1886
1.0564
1.0570
105.85
178.03
179.2

2.7000
1.1859
1.0566
1.0570
106.13
178.99
i 79.59

infinite
1.1855
1.0570
1.0570
—
180.00
5 30.00

0
0
794
883
2247
3607
3719
794
883

874

18.50

18.50

18.50

18.48
21.02
73.27
30.507192

18.15
2.21
57.71
24.016676

18.34
2.25
58.10
24.060968

18.44
2.30
58.57
23.880777

18.52
2.33
59.06
24.019828

-77.305505
-77.543544
-77.557182
-77.564064

-77.307028
-77.548999
-77.561323
-77.566747

-77.308683
-77.552882
-77.564425
-77.570110

-77.310208
-77.555711
-77.566778
-77.572163

-77.311518
-77.557755
-77.568836
-77.573738

-77.312594
-77.559227
-77.569842
-77.574931

-77.314136
-77.561052
-77.571519
-77.576506

-77.316059
-77.562864
-77.573292
-77.578237

-77.315516
-77.552203
-77.563516
-77.570398

-77.312998
-77.554142
-77.565013
-77.570437

-77.321271
-77.555967
-77.566612
-77.572297

-77.312339
-77.557539
-77.568066
-77.573451

-77.312771
-77.558830
-77.569290
-77.574192

-77.313325
-77.559852
-77.570279
-77.575368

-77.314382
-77.561261
-77.571664
-77.576651

-77.316059
-77.562864
-77.573292
-77.578237

0.8976
0.8773
0.8425

0.8373
0.8250
0.8036

0.8022
0.7948
0.7817

0.7809
0.7765
0.7686

0.7681
0.7655
0.7609

0.7604
0.7589
0.7562

0.7534
0.7529
0.7520

0.7500
0.7500
0.7500

6.29
11.79
9.78
8.56

5.53
8.56
7.37
7.07

4.59
6.22
5.52
5.06

3.71
4.53
4.13
3.85

"2.87
3.23
2.82
2.84

2.19
2.30
2.18
2.09

1.23
1.16
1.13
.11

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.01
6.36
5.80
4.59

1.78
5.33
5.06
4.75

2.34
4.29
4.15
3.69

2.37
3.38
3.32
3.04

2.08
2.55
2.53
2.56

1.74
1.91
1.91

.07
.03
.04

182

.02

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
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TABLE IT. Geometries and energies along an approximate reaction path for H + HCCH computed with the 6-3IG"

basis set.
Geometrical parameters (A and degrees)
R(CH»)
R(CC)
R(CH,)
R(CHj)
<CCH»
<CCH,
<CCH,

1.0801
1.3278
i.0771
1.0721
121.63
121.36
134.43

1.6000
1.2936
1.0689
1.0669
117.74
133.06
140.01

1.7000
1.2788
1.0688
1.0650
116.51
137.45
144.73

1.8000
1.2600
I.064S
1.0627
114.95
143.01
150.35

1.9214
1.2157
1.0589
1.0576
109.80
159.68
169.23

2.0000
1.2028
1.0573
1.0571
107.56
167.06
174.18

-77.395901
-77.625903
-77.649582
-77.655424

-77.327850
-77.555068
-77.577964
-77.586433

-77.318090
-77.544012
-77.565973
-77.574689

-77.311964
-77.540206
-77.560788
-77.569472

-77.309206
-77.553165
-77.569524
-77.576887

-77.309769
-77.559583
-77.574045 •
-77.580482

-77.409481
-77.638159
-77.659550
-77.665392

-77.352981
-77.577418
-77.595944
-77.604413

-77.345939
-77.568845
-77.586071
-77.594787

-77.339236
-77.564529
-77.580389
-77.589073

-77.325042
-77.566976
-77.579924
-77.587287

-77.319836
-77.568294
-77.580413
-77.586850

1.0140
0.9876

1.1725
1.1225
1.0445

1.2274
1.1718
1.0851

1.2207
1.1662
1.0795

0.9920
0.9601
0.9065

0.8991
0.8786
0.8434

Total energies (au)
H?

MP2
Mi>3
MP4SDQ
FUHF
PMP2
PMP3
FMHSDQ

Spin

• *j>

0.9427

Relative energies' (kcal/mol)
HF

MF2
MP3
MHSDQ
FUHF
FMP2
PMP3
PMHSDQ

-41.77
-24.37
-31.64
-33.04

-4.57
14.58
7.80
4.75

0.99
20.96
14.76
11.56

4.34
22.84
17.52
14.33

6.15
14.79
12.12
9.76

6.13
11.10
9.62
7.84

-50.30
-32.06
-37.90
-39.30

-20.34
0.55
-3.48
-6.53

-16.48
5.37
2.15
-1.05

-12.78
7.58
5.22
2.03

-379
6.13
5.59
3.23

-0.18
5.64
5.62
3.85

'Includes zero point energy calculated at the UHF/6-31G* level; see Table I.
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2.1000
1.1955
1.0566
1.0569
10627
171.85
176.64

2.2QOO
1.1916
1.0563
1.0569
105.74
174.52
177.76

2.3000
1.1893
1.0563
1.0569
105.47
176.20
178.50

2.4000
1 1881
1.0563
1.0569
105.89
177.23
178.91

2.5000
1.1872
1.0563
1.0569
105.80
178.05
179.24

2.7000
1.1865
1.0563
1.0569
106.13
178.99
179.59

infinite
1.1862
1.0569
1.0569
—
180 00
180.00

-77.311226
-77.564750
-77.577878
-77.583593

-77.312834
-77.568435
-77.580770
-77.586021

-77.314327
-77.571121
-77.582970
-77.587923

-77.315612
-77.573069
-77.584622
-77.589395

-77.316675
-77.574460
-77.585845
-77.590503

-77.318197
-77.576179
-77.587407
-77.591964

-77.320070
-77.577805
-77.589899
-77.593506

-77 317263
-77.569953
-77.581608
-77.587323

-77.316482
-77.571571
-77.582993
-77.588244

-77.316507
-77.572992
-77.584288
-77.589241

-77.316905
-77.574177
-77.585399
-77.590172

-77.317428
-77.575107
-77.586295
-77.590953

-77.318451
-77.576396
-77.587558
-77.592115

-77.320070
-77.577805
-77.589899
-77.593506

0.8386
0.8262
0.8044

0.8033
0.7958
07824

0.7818
0.7773
0.7692

0.7687
0.7661
0.7613

0.7608
0.7592
0.7564

0.7535
0.7530
0.7521

0.7500
0.7500
0.7500

541
8.05
7.40
6.08

4.50
5.84
5.69
4.66

3.64
4.23
4.39
3.54

2.82
2.99
3.33
2.60

2.15
2.12
2.56
1.90

1.20
1.04
1.58
0.99

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.62
4.79
5.06
3.74

2.21
3.87
4.29
3.26

2.28
3.06
3.56
2.72

2.01
2.30
2.84
2.11

1.68
1.71
2.28
1.62

1.04
0.90
1 49
0.89

000
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Geometries and energies along an approximate reaction path for H + HCCH computed with the 6-31IG**
basis set.

Geometrical parameters (A and degrees)
R(CH*)
R{CC)
R(CH,)
R(CHj)
<CCH*
<CCHS
<CCH 2

1.0801
1.3240
1.0774
1.0721
121.54
121.47
134.81

1.6000
1.2874
1.0688
1.0664
117.39
133.69
142.09

1.7000
1.2703
1.0664
1.0640
115.92
138 60
146.67

1.8000
1.2447
1.0645
1.0610
113.82
145.6!
153.59

1.8836
1.2111
1.0582
1.0566
109.47
159.89
170.12

-77.411582
-77.653128
-77.677132
-77.682922
-77.690946

-77.344776
-77.585437
-77.608638
-77.617077

-77.335364
-77.575371
-77.597405
-77.606085
-77.615673

-77.329808
-77.574170
-77.594164
-77.602606
-77.612981

-77.328491
-77.585551
-77.601643
-77.608729
-77.620639

-77.424365
-77.664614
-77.68637)
-77.692161
-77.700185

-77.368966
-77.606834
-77.625632
-77.634071

-77.361912
-77.598892
-77.616158
-77.624838
-77.634426

-77.354353
-77.595836
-77.611205
-77.619647
-77.630022

-77.343418
-77.598452
-77.611209
-77.618295
-77.630205

0.9905
0.9655
0.9228

1.1419
1.0938
1.0184

1.1858
1.1329
1.0498

1.1458
1.0968
1.0184

0.9659
0.9358
0.8864

Total energies (au)
HF

MP2
MP3
MP4SDQ
MP4SDTQ
PUHF
PMP2
PMP3
PMP4SDQ
PMP4SDTQ

Spin
<1i'(j52)*0 + ¥ , )

Relative energies* (kcal/mol)
HF
MP2
MP3
MP4SDQ
MP4SDTQ
PUHF
FMP2
PMP3
PMHSDQ
FMF4SDTQ

-38.45
-21.95
-30.34
-31.25
-27.91

-2.03
15.03
7.14
4.57

3.32
20.78
13.63
10.91
13.27

6.30
21.04
15.17
12.59
14.46

7.11
13.88
10.45
8.73
9.63

-46.47
-29.16
-36.13
-37.04
-33.71

-17.21
1.60
-3.52
-6.09

-13.34
6.02
1.86
-0.86
1.50

-9.10
7.44
4.47
1.90
3.76

-2.26
5.78
4.45
2.73
3.63

'Includes zero point energy calculated at the UHF/6-31G* level, see Table I.
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2.0000
1.1953
1.0558
1.0558
106.81
169.0S
175.55

2.1000
1.1897
1.0551
1.0556
105.95
172.82
177.22

2.2000
1.1866
1.0549
1.0556
105.75
174.96
177.90

2.3000
1.1848
1.0549
1.0556
!05.50
176.50
178.73

2.5000
1.1832
1.0551
1.0556
105.75
178.16
179.26

2.7000
1.1826
1.0551
1.0556
106.08
178.93
179.57

-77.329639
-77.593350
-77.606829
-77.612700
-77.625433

-77.331371
-77.597582
-77.609903
-77.615178
-77.628230

-77.333141
-77.600640
-77.612276
-77.617183

-77.334742
-77.602896
-77.614116
-77.618787

-77.337222
-77.605747
-77.616573
-77.621022

-77.338830
-77.607276
-77.617967
-77.622338

-77 341048
-77.608890
-77.619528
-77.62387!
-77.637213

-77.337511
-77.600085
-77.611647
-77.617518
-77.630251

-77.336084
-77.601598
-77.612732
-77.618007
-77.631059

-77.335984
-77.603055
-77.613962
-77.618869

-77.336434
-77.604329
-77.615110
-77.619781

-77.337824
-77.606252
-77.616921
-77.621370

-77.339045
77.607455
-77.618090
-77.622461

-77.341048
-77.608890
-77.619528
-77.623871
-77.637213

0.8601
0.8440
0.8169

0.8154
0.8056
0.7891

0.7892
0.7833
0.7732

0.7731
0.7695
0.7635

0.7579
0.7567
0.7546

0.7527
0.7522
0.7521

0.7500
0.7500
0.7500

infinite
1.1823
1.0556
1.0556

—
180.00
180.00

6.83
9.42
7.64
6.68
7.06

5.93
6.96
5.90
5.31
5.50

4.92
5.14
4.51
4.16

4.00
3.80
3.44
3.23

2.42
1.99
1.87
1.81

1.41
1.03
1.00
0.98

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.89
5.20
4.62
3.66
4.04

2.97
4.44
4.12
3.54
3.72

3.14
3.62
3.45
3.10

2.94
2.90
2.81
2.61

2.04
1.68
1.66
1.59

1.28
0.92
0.92
0.90

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Figure 3. The potential energy curve along the approximate reaction path for H •C 2 H : —» C : H, without spin projection (solid lines) and wish spin projection (dashed lines)
using the 6-31G* basis set

ments in the calculations could cause additional changes in the location of the transition state. The heat of reaction at the PMP4SDTQ/6-31IG** level is A//(298 K) =
—34.4 kcal/mol, in very good agreement with the experimental estimate 111J and the
BAC-MP4 calculations [12].
Table IV lists the results of the MP/?/6-31G* and PMP«/6-31G* grid search for transition state geometries. The trends are the same as those deduced from the potential
energy profiles along the reaction path. At the MP« levels. R(CH*) is 0.2-0.3 A
shorter than the Hartree-Fock optimized value. The MPH barriers estimated from the
grid search are somewhat lower than those obtained from the reaction path energy
profiles but are still too high by 10-15 kcal/mol relative to experimental barrier.
With spin projection, the barriers are much lower and are in good agreement with the
barrier heights estimated from the potential energy profiles. Compared with the MPn
calculations, spin projection shifts the barriers by 0.15-0.2 A toward H + C2H2, also
in good agreement with the data obtained from Table I and Figure 3.
Vibrational frequencies were calculated at the UHH/6-31G* level for a number of
the points along the approximate reaction path (see Table 1 and Fig. 6). The labels
for the vibrational modes correspond to the reactants. From the reactants to the transition structure, the zero point energy changes by -0.7 kcal/mol, because of a large
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Figure 4. The potential energy curve along the approximate reaction path for H +
C : H : —» C2H, without spin projection (solid lines) and with spin projection (dashed lines)
using the 6-31G** basis set.

decrease in the C — C stretching frequency as well as smaller decreases in the other
acetylene frequencies; the CCH* bend is still relatively low in frequency, and the
CH* stretching frequency is imaginary. Based on the grid search calculations, the
TABLE IV. Geometries and barrier heights for H + HCCH estimated from a grid search with the 6-31G*
basis set.
MP2

MP3

MP4.SDQ

MP4C T Q

PMP2

PMP3

PMP4SDQ

PMP4SDTQ

Geometrical parameters3 (A and degrees)
RICH*)
R(CC)
<CCH*
<CCH,
<CCH ;

1 62
1.202
111.7
157.0
165.1

1.73
1.203
1111
159.0
167.4

1.76
1.210
111.5
158.4
166.6

1.72
1.211
111.8
157.6
165.3

1.81
1.217
110.9
159.4
170.2

1.88
1.216
110.3
160.2
169.9

1.91
1.224
110.7
159.4
168.2

1.87
1.224
110.9
159.1
168.4

12.5

14.5

8.5

6.5

5.0

6.5

Estimated barrier* (kcal/mol)
19.0

14.0

•R(CHI) and R(CH2) fixed at 1.06955 A (MP4/6-31G* optimized bond length in C,H:); estimated errors
due to the grid search: ±2° for angles. ±0.005 A for R{CC), ±0.05 A for R(CH*), and ±0.5 kcal/mol
for the barrier height,
includes zero point energy calculated at the UHF/6-3IG* level.
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Figure S. The potential energy curve aiong the approximate reaction path for H +
C2H2 -* C : H, without spin projection (solid lines) and with spin projection (dashed lines)
using the 6-311G** basis set.

decrease in the C — C stretching force constant at the transition state appears to be
much smaller when correlation and spin corrections are included. This suggests that
the frequencies and changes in the zero point energies calculated at the POL-CI level
[10] may be more realistic. From the transition structure to the products, the zero
point energy increases by 6.5 kcal/mol, primarily because of the CH* stretching
mode. The thermodynamic parameters obtained at the UHF/6-31G* level were also
used for the calculations with the larger basis sets.
In canonical variational transition state theory, the position of the activated complex is chosen to be at the maximum in A£*(0 K) + RT In Qx along the reaction path
[28]. For H + C2H2, In Qx is almost constant in the region of the transition state,
and the position of the variational transition state is essentially the same as the vibrationally adiabatic barrier. At T = 298 K, the activation energy for the cannonicai
variational transition state is Et = 4.3 kcal/mol. This is significantly lower than previous calculations at the POL-CI level [10] but still 1.6-1.9 kcal/mol higher than the
experimental activation energy of 2.4-2.7 kcal/mol [1-3]. The calculated preexponential factor, A = 1.48 x 1010 1/mol s, is in good agreement with the experimental
range of values, 0.5-2.2 x 1010 l/mol s [1-3].
Conclusions
Spin projection can cause important changes in the height, shape, and position of
the barriers of reactions in which the transition state has significant spin contamina-
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Figure 6.

Variation of the vibrationaJ frequencies along the approximate reaction path for
H + C2H, - • C2H3 (6-31G* basis set).

tion. For H + C2H2 addition, spin projection lowers the UMPn barrier by 10-20
kcal/mol and shifts it toward the reactants. The agreement with the experimental
activation energy is significantly improved.
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A Theoretical Analysis of Photoaddition Reactions of
Hydroxylazoaromatic Compounds and the Related
Thione Analogs with Oiefins
JIKANG FENG,* XUEHE ZHENG, AND MICHAEL C. ZERNER
Quantum Theory Project, University of Florida. Gainesville. Florida .•'26//

Abstract
We examine the photoaddition of hydroxylazoaromatic compounds and related
thione analogs with oiefins. By examining the properties of the lowest lying singlet
and triplet states, we conclude that the product distribution is best described by the
unpaired spin density of the triplet state. This suggests that absorption of light by the
aromatic is followed by conversion into the triplet, and this triplet is the active precursor. Since unrestricted molecular orbital calculations are easily performed on the
lowest triplet of these aromatics. prediction of possible products is straightforward.
I. Introduction
Irradiation of pyrimidine bases and related compounds by ultraviolet radiation in
the presence of oiefins leads to a variety of products that are often difficult to predict.
Because of the relationship of these photochemical reactions and the induction of
defects in DNA by irradiation, a great many of these systems have been studied and
their products cataloged [ I j . it would thus seem important to attempt an a priori prediction of the possible products. We attempt this through electronic structure calculations on the ground and excited states of these systems, examining and comparing
calculated properties with the known photochemical adducts.
in this paper we report on the photoaddition reaction of three related model compounds. 3-Methyl-6-pyridazone (1) undergoes |2 + 2] cvcloaddition with oiefins
such as 2-methyl 2-butene to yield cyclobutane derivatives (2) [3.4j in a stereoselective manner upon irradiation.
CH _

CH,
hv

CH,
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In contrast, irradiation of the sulfur analog (3) is reported to give rise to (4) [5].

CH3
3

X
The third reaction we examine is that of 2-thiouracil (5), which is reported to yield
two products: 6 and 7
CH,

CH
hv

CH

Supposedly, product 7 can be explained by invoking the intermediate 8.
o

H Cft 3

CH

3CH3

g

followed by C—S bond cleavage and the transfer of a hydrogen atom from either nitrogen (there are two tautomeric forms of 7). We have examined the [2 + 2} photoaddition of other related compounds not reported here, but our general conclusions about
the photochemistry of such systems remains quite simple and are typified by these
three model systems.
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II. Methodology
The geometries of these systems are obtained from MNDO calculations [7,8],* as
implemented in the Quantum Theory Projects "Quipu" system [9], or they arc taken
from experiment. These calculations are then followed by INDO/CI calculations [8,9]
to yield the spectroscopic states and their properties. The geometries obtained
through the ENDO/2 method used here are similar to those obtained through MNDO, but
the latter might be preferred, since this method has been calibrated directly to reproduce experimented geometries.
III. Results and Discussions
A. 3-Methyl 6-Pyridazone
The geometry obtained from the MNDO calculations are reported in Figure la, and
the calculated spectrum is presented in Table I. For comparison the solution spectrum
shows one broad band centered at about 34,300 cm"1 [10], in reasonable accord with
our predicted value of 33,800 cm"1. The low lying n -* tr* band has not been reported. This iA" state is principally oxygen lone pair to TT* in nature. The triplet
spectrum again has not been reported. Our calculated lowest triplet is 3A' of n —• ir*
nature. This reversal in the order of states between the singlet and triplet manifold
is important in understanding the photochemistry of these systems and is typical for
many of these systems. The reversal of the n —> ir*, w —*• ir* states can be qualitatively understood from the following analysis.

0

0

H

Figure 1.

The geometry of 3-methyl-6-pyridazone: fa) from MNDO calculations and <b)
from the Photoadduct, Ref. 3.

'Some modifications have been made for more effective geometry optimization.
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TABLE I. Calculated spectra of 3-methy! 6-pyridazone, 1, using the MNDO geometry of
Figure la.
State

a

Wn(0)-*7T*
WiT-tTT*
'A'n-*ir*
'A n—»ir*

30.1 (0.00)
33.8(0.19)
35.8 (0.01)
41.8 (0.29)
48.1 (0.01)
50.9 (0.39)

X

A 'n -* IT*

Wir-*v*

Exp.

A£(SCF)

21.9*
34.5"

12.2M5.3"

14.1
24.5
26.3
27.3
30.4

Wir-nr*
i

AiT-*1T*

J

/t'»-»»•
V/l(0)-»7T*
Wn-»ir*

Note: values in parentheses are oscillator strengths. Energy values are given in 1000
c m •'.

*RHF calculations.

"From Ref. 11.
'v'HF calculations.

In the absence of configuration mixing (Koopmans' approximation) the triplet energies arc given by
3

T
= e n .- e

v

n.o

(la)

- Jw.n

(lb)

and the singlets by
' f
n

~ ea - Jn.a + !K,.n

(2a)

- en - Jv.n + 2Kn.n

(2b)

where e is the orbital energy of molecular orbital <£,, JtJ is the Coulomb integral between electrons in <f>, and <t>; given by
Jv = \
J

c

m c».c»,CK,(XVX>

I X*XK)

(3a)

II.V

and KtJ is the exchange integral

I

A

X

a

X

J

(3b)

rr.K

In Eqs. (3a) and (3b) each molecular orbital (MO) has been expanded in terms of
atomic orbitals (AO'S) {\J,
d> = V v C

(4)
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Fhe largest terms in Jtj and Ki} are the classical Coulomb-type terms, (x^XM I XKXX)>

IlUXrXJ

+ '"

(5a)

For the case of <£,, an orbital of n (or IT*) symmetry, and <^;, an orbital of a type, the
=
leading term in Ktj vanishes as C^f^
°> for AO XM is either of TT or o- symmetry,
but not both. Therefore, Kv*v > K^a, and the splitting between TT-+TT* singlets and
triplets, IK^,., is usually much greater than the splitting between cr—*• TT* singlets
and triplets (i.e., from Tables I and II, 2Km. = 19,700 cm"1; 2 / ^ . = 2,800 cm"1).
Note that the configurational mixing can destroy this argument by preferentially
lowering the singlet. Also included in Table I are the results of separate SCF calculations on the lowest state of each multiplicity. The reported unpaired spin densities of
Figure 2 come from these calculations.
As in our study of parabenzoquinone [11], the photoaddition is most easily
explained by examining the unpaired spin density of the calculated triplet state, suggesting in this case the cyclobutane adduct. The lowest singlet might suggest the formation of an oxetan 9, which is not observed. The appropriate Wyberg bond indices
[12], reported in Table II, also strongly suggest the role of the triplet.

In this analysis it is assumed that the aromatic precursor is excited, and it is this
species that determines the photochemistry. It has also been assumed that the transition state for the reaction resembles the reactants more than products, and it thus

TABLE

II. Atomic bond indices of 3-methyl 6-pyridazone 1.
(ir—*ir*)

From MNDO geometry of Figure la
C6-C7
1.56
C4-C5
1.74

160
1.37

From experimental "product" geometry of Figure 1%
C6-C7
1.51
1.54
C4-C5
1.73
0.98

>*mm = \4

•<»-»•>

'¥ (RHF) - U(ii-*ir*)

1.64
1.34

1.07
1.64

1.57
0.98

1.12
1.16
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0.3S

iO.S7

0.58

HN:

0.03

0.7i

0.17

-0.41

3

c
(a)

8 CH 3
Figure 2. 3-methyl-6-pyridazone, molecule 1. (a) Unpaired electron density of the lowest
excited singlet state iA" (n-* IT*), (b) Spin density of the lowest triplet state 3<4'
(IT -* IT*). The geometry is that of Figure l(a) and is that of the reactant.

seems reasonable to examine the excited state of the isolated aromatic. Another possibility is to examine the excited states of the aromatic precursor at geometries resembling the product, which, in turn, implies a product-like transition state. This is a
somewhat less satisfying procedure, since it requires several calculations at the
geometries of all suggested products and, as such, has less a priori predictive power.
For this case, however, the product geometry is available [3], and we have repeated
this study using the product geometry of the aromatic precursor given in Figure lb.
The results appear in Tables II and III and Figure 3. The conclusions are the same, if
somewhat exaggerated. As expected, lengthening the C4—C5 bond has dramatically
increased the spin density at C4 and CS in the lowest triplet state and weakened that
bond even further. The first excited singlet state seems a poor precursor for either
cyclobutane or oxetan formation.
B. 3-Methyl-6-thiopyridazone, 3
The calculated geometry of 3 is given in Figure 4, the calculated spectrum in
Table IV, and the calculated bond indices in Table V. The unpaired electron densities
for the lowest triplet and lowest excited singlet states are presented in Figure S.
The photo adduct of 3 with an olefin is 4, as compared with 2. This observation is
again most consistent with the spin density of the excited triplet state, the singlet state
having very little unpaired electron density on CS. Since 1 and 3 have similar excited
singlet and triplet states and we believe 1 undergoes intersystem crossing to the triplet
before reacting, we expect 3, with sulfur replacing oxygen, should also undergo
intersystem crossing to the triplet before reacting.
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TABLE III.

Calculated spectrum of 3-methyl 6-pyridazone, 1, using the "product"
geometry of Figure (1b).

State

Wn(O)-

A£(SCF)

>irA

28.8
33.0
37.2
42.3
43.8
46.4

'Aw- ir*
l
A'n-+ir*
'A IT-* IT*

Wn-nr*

5.5\8.1a

8.2
22.4
26.4
27.4
32.0

IT-*1T*

Wn

17.0"

(0.00)
(0.18)
(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.01)
(0.71)

ir*

Note: values in parentheses are oscillator strengths. Energy values are given in 1000
cm"1.
"From RHF calculations.
"From UHF calculations.

7

0 0.94

10.30

O.I I

-0 22
O.lt

N'

o.se

0.64

(a)

1.03

(b)

Figure 3. 3-rnethy|-6-pyridazone, molecule I. (a) Unpaired electron density of the lowest
excited singlet state 'A" (n -* n*). (b) Spin density of the lowest triplet state 3A'
(n -* TT*). The geometry is that of Figure Kb) and resembles the product geometry.

The greatest amount of unpaired spin density in the triplet state is on the sulfur
atom. Carbon atoms 4, 5, and 6 have about equal spin density, suggesting three possible products. The initial adduct might, indeed, be the oxetan followed by rearrangement to the only product, 4, observed.
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H'

|i.iu

H
Figure 4.

The geometry of 3-tnethyl-6-thiopyndazone from MNDO calculations.

TABLE IV. The calculated spectrum of
3-methyl 6-thiopyridazone, 3 , using the
geometry of Figure 4.
State

a

'A 'n(S)-+n*
"A n—*ir*
'A n-*n*
'A 'n(s)-nr*
'A n-nr*
'A 'ir-*7r*

17.5 (0.00)
27.9 (0.23)
33.2 (0.02)
33.3 (0.37)
39.0 (0.01)
45.5 (0.13)

'A rt—*rt*
A n(s)-*ir*
3
A IT->1T*
J
A
3
A 'n-*n*
'A 'n(s)-nr*

10.7
15.5
17.0
25.0
29.9
35.6

J

7.9"

7.4', 3.3"

Note: Oscillator strengths are given in
parentheses. Energy values are given in
1000 cm"1.
*From RHF calculations.
'Ttom UHF calculations.
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TABLE V.

6-7
4-5
5-6
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Atomic bond indices of 3-methyl 6-thiopridazone, 3.

'¥0=U'

V(fl—»7T*)

U"(fl—»7T*)

1.48
1.70
1.15

1.17
1.43
1.24

1.16
1.58
1.26

We have also examined tautomer 10 as a possible reacting species leading uniquely
to 4.
S —H

10

The presence of the hydrogen atom on the sulfur, however, changes the nature of
both excited singlet and triplet states by stabilizing the sulfur orbitals. Neither state
has much unpaired electron density on the sulfur atom, and thus neither is a likely
precursor for the observed reaction.
C. 2-Thiouracil,

5

The calculated geometry of 2-thiouracil is given in Figure 6. The calculated spectrum
is presented in Table VI and is in good accord with that observed [13]. The excited
state charge and spin distributions are summarized in Figure 7. Either the singlet or
the triplet might lead t o thio-oxetan formulation, 8 , upon photoaddition with an
olefin. As in the case of 3-methyl-6-thiopyridazone, the thio-oxetan is not expected
to be thermodynamically stable, and in this ca^e cleavage of the C — S bond followed by hydrogen transfer leads to the observed product 7.
Cyclobutanes, 6, are also found in this reaction; only the triplet state seems a likely
precursor for this.
2-Thiouracil can exist in six tautomeric forms.
OH

OH

o

o

OH

a
b
c
d
e
f
We report here only on a. The excited triplet states d, e, and f suggest cyclobutane
formation, whereas forms b and c suggest, again, the two products observed.
Table VII reiterates our conclusion that either the singlet or triplet might lead t o
thto-oxetan formation, but only the triplet has any propensity for a cyclobutane adduct.
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7

7

S 101

S 1.07

0.41

H

N;

o.oi

4

ro.ro

3

C'

•c.
(a)

(b)

H
Figure 5. 3-methyl-6-thiopyridazone, molecule 3. (a) Unpaired electron density of the
lowest excited singlet state iA" (n -» IT*), (b) Spin density of the lowest triplet state
'/I'

Figure 6.

(IT

-*

ir*).

The geometry of 2-tMouracil from MNDO csl,«iia!biis.
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TABLE VI.

The calculated spectrum of 2-thiouracyl 5.

State

ci (1000cm-1)

Wn(s)—Tr*

19.9 (0.00)
28.7 (0.00)
34.4 (0.52)
36.5 (0.07)
41.6 (0.00)
42.7 (0.06)
44.8 (0.43)

l

AiT—*1T*

'Air-* IT*
l

A'n(s)-*n*

l

Air-*n*

15.6
17.3
17.9
25.7
30.2
41.3

Exp.'

34.0
36.9

47.2
8.4 b ,9.2 c

Note: the numbers in parentheses are oscillator strengths.
'From Ref. 16.
''From UHF calculation.
°From RHF calculation.

8 Q 0.00

8QO.O2

• 0.24

Figure 7. 2-thiouracil, molecule 5, (a) Unpaired electron density of the lowest excited singlet state, lA' (n -* IT*), (b) Unpaiied spin density of the lowest triplet state 3 A' (n - » w*).
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TABLE VII.

6-8
2-7
4-5

Atomic bond indices of 2-thiouracyl, 5.

'¥„ = W

Vfcr-ir*)

1.56
1.42
1.74

1.54
1.12
1.68

}

A"(n->7T*)

1.61
1.15
1.76

IV. Conclusions
We have examined the photoaddition of an olefin to 3-methyl-6-pyridazone, 3methyl-6-thiopyridazone, and 2-thiouracil as examples of the general class of photochemical reactions between olefins and oxyazoaromatic compounds and their thione
analogues. In these compounds, and in others we have examined, it appears that the
lowest excited triplet state of the aromatic determines the photoproduct. The unpaired
spin densities of the oxy or hydroxy-aromatic calculated from unrestricted HartreeFock calculations on the lowest energy triplet appear to correlate well with the
product distribution by suggesting the structure of the initial adduct. Such calculations are generally easy to perform, and such a gross feature as unpaired spin density
can be obtained from nearly any reasonable self-consistent field molecular orbital
method. We note, however, that if the lowest triplet state is not well described by a
single configuration, SCF calculations by themselves will not yield a reliable spin density. In such cases the spin density must be obtained from a configuration interaction
calculation.
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Abstract
Ab initio calculations of single and double differential cross sections for ionization
by fast, charged particles within the framework of Born approximation are presented.
In addition, a semiempiiicaJ method based on the asymptotic Bethe-Born expansion
is also discussed. Both are applied to ionization of helium by electrons and protons in
an effort to assess their accuracy and validity. Agreement with experiment is quite
good. The implications for other targets is discussed.
I. Introduction
lonization cross sections for heavy ions and electrons incident on various targets
(atomic, molecular, and solid) are important in a number of areas such as plasma,
space, atmospheric, and radiation physics and astrophysics. Even more importantly,
these cross sections are the essential ingredient for the energy loss (deposition) and
stopping power of charged particles in matter. For a considerable number of applications, the energy distribution of secondary electrons (the single differential cross section, SDCS) is needed in addition to the total ionization cross section. In many cases,
the energy and angular distribution of secondary electrons (the double differential
cross section, DDCS) is also necessary.
From a basic theoretical point of view, ionization studies are of particular interest.
First of all, treating charged particle interactions perturbatively is problematical,
since the forces between the particles are of the same order (magnitude) as the forces
binding the electrons to the target. Secondly, the final state of a charged particle impact ionization process consists of the scattered charged particle, the target ion, plus
the ejected electron, i.e., three unbound charged particles. The three-body continuum
coulomb problem is, however, one of the oldest unsolved problems in physics. Thus,
we lack knowledge of the boundary conditions for the final state wave function, a serious lack indeed when trying to solve a partial differential equation (the Schrodinger
equation).
INTHWATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 297-KJ6 (19S?)
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Nevertheless, we can investigate certain limiting cases of the true boundary conditions. In particular, if the incident particle is fast and gives up very little energy or
momentum in a collision, it is not unreasonable to assume that this case can be handled. This, of course, is the philosophy of the Born approximation [1-3]. If cross
sections calculated in the Born approximation do, in fact, show agreement with experiment, then we can be confident that the boundary conditions inherent in the Bom
approximation do constitute a correct limiting case of the exact boundary conditions.
In this paper we discuss cross sections obtained in two different ways: ab initio
theory based on the first Born approximation and a semi-empirical method based on
the Bethe-Born approximation [1-3]. In both cases, results on helium will be presented, since th? largest amount of data available is for helium. Applications of both
methods to other target species are given in the references. The accuracy of the methods and plans for the near future are also discussed.
II. Ab Initio Theory
The first Born approximation forms the framework for essentially all of the calculations of DDCS and SDCS arising from fast electron or ion impact ionization of atoms.
Going into the details of either the theory of the Born approximation [1-3] or the calculation [4,5] itself, for which the reader is referred elsewhere, is beyond the scope
of this paper. The crucial point of concern here is the range of validity of the first
Born approximation (FBA). Roughly speaking, FBA is good when the incident particle's momentum is not significantly altered in the collision, either in magnitude or
direction, i.e., small momentum transfer compared with the projectile momentum.
Since, however, the significant range of momentum transfers increases with increasing energy transfer, this means that FBA will be very good for incident electrons when
the energy transferred to the target is small (=s 10%) compared with the incident electron energy. For ionic projectiles, such as protons, FBA does far better than for electrons of equal velocity. This is due to the fact that ions are so much more massive
than electrons, so that their momenta are much larger at a given velocity. Thus, as
will be shown below, FBA is valid for incident protons even when the electrons
ejected in the ionization process have velocities significantly larger than those of the
incident protons.
In using FBA for ab initio calculations, wave functions for the target are required.
Thus, even when FBA gives a good description of the collision process, the results of
the calculation might still be poor if sufficiently accurate wave functions are not used
for the initial (generally ground) state of the target and/or the final continuum state of
the residual target ion-ejected electron system. Therefore, in assessing the results of
an FBA calculation for which there is no experimental data to check against, it is necessary to scrutinize not only whether FBA is valid but also the quality of the wave
functions.
To give some idea of the accuracy of such FBA calculations, in Figure 1 comparison of the DDCS for 2 keV e~ + He collisions at four ejected electron energies is
shown. Good agreement between the theoretical FBA results [4] and experiment [6] is
seen; the disagreement at the smallest and largest angles measured is the result of an
experimental difficulty [7]. Aside from those data points, however, the theoretical
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Figure 1. Angular distribution for electrons ejected at 13.6, 40.8, 81.6, and 163.2 eV by
2 keV electron impact on He. Solid curves are ab initio FBA calculations, and data points are
from Ref. 6.

cross sections lie within the experimental error bars. It is clear, in addition, that if the
DDCS results agree, the SDCS results, which are obtained by integrating the DDCS over
ejection angle, must also agree. This is demonstrated in Figure 2. Note, however,
that there is some disagreement for electrons ejected at energies less than 10 eV. This
is the result of inadequate wave functions and not FBA per se. In a calculation using
more sophisticated wave functions, this discrepancy was removed [8J.
Turning to proton impact, the DDCS comparison [4] for 1 MeV f-T + He collisions
is shown in Figure 3. Here again we find rather good agreement except at the lowest
energy, which may be due to experimental difficulties. There is also a problem at
small angles, less than about 45°. Here the experiment is always larger than theory.
This is due to a process known as charge transfer to the continuum [9] (crc) and is
not included in FBA. Roughly speaking, it is due to the massive proton, with its positive charge, pulling electrons along with it, thus increasing the cross section at for-
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10-21
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e(eV>

Figure 2. Single differencial cross section for elec&ons ejected from He by 2 keV electron
impact. Solid curve is an sib initio FBA calculation, and data points are from Ref. 6.

ward angles. This effect gets smaller for increasing energy [4, 5] and for heavier
targets [10-12]. In addition it gets nearly obliterated in the SDCS. This is shown in
Figure 4, where excellent agreement between theory and experiment is seen.
Although examples have been given above only for He targets, FBA calculations
have been performed for otter noble gases [10—12] as well. In principle, such calculations can be performed for suiy atomic target and, with suitable alterations, for incident ions carrying their own electrons [5,13,14]. These are, however, massive
calculations. Furthermore, no such calculations have yet been carried out for molecular targets owing to the difficulties involved in treating molecular continuum wave
functions. A promising method of so doing has been used for molecular photoionization [15,16] but has not been applied to molecular ionization by charged particles. It
is hoped that this will come in the near future.
III.

Semiempirica? MetlMid

Although the FBA is seen to provide a sound theoretical framework for calculating
differential cross sections for ionization by fast, charged particles, its application in
many cases is impractical due to the difficulty in obtaining accurate bound and con-
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Figure 3. Angular distribution (DDCS) for electrons ejected at 13.6, 40.8, 81.6, 163.2,
326.4, and 652.8 eV by 1 MeV proton impact oo He. Solid curves are ab stutto FEA cakstatioss, and data points ws from Ref. 21.
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Figure 4. Single differentia] cross section for elections ejected from He by 1 MeV proton
impact. Solid curve is an ab initio FBA calculation, and data points are from Ref. 21.

tinuum wave functions for the target as discussed above. In this section a semiempirical method for calculating SDCS is described. This model is based on the use of
experimental data to determine coefficients in Bethe's asymptotic expansion of the
FBA [2,17]. These coefficients are functions of the energy transferred to the target
and for bare ions are independent of projectile properties. We illustrate this point
by using coefficients deduced from photoabsorption and proton impact SDCS for
fast electrons.
In this model, the cross section for ejection of an electron with kinetic energy W by
a bare ion with velocity v and charge z is approximated by
d(T

A(W)]n —

+B(W,T)

(1)

where aQ is the Bohr radius, R is the Rydberg energy, and T - mv2/2, with m being
the electron mass [17]. The A(W) coefficient is deduced from the optical properties of
the target by the equation
A(W) =

R ak(It + W)
+ W 8.07 Mb

(2)

where o* is the cross section for photoionization of the Mi subshell of the target at
photon energy hv = lk + W [18]. The B(W, T) term in Eq. (1) has two useful limits:
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lim B(W,T) = B(W) + 0{ — )
w-»o

(3)

lim B(W,T) = -T^T-A^

(4)

and

W-*»

where CKW/T) denotes terms of order W/T, and (dar/dW)BEA is the SDCS predicted
by the binary-encounter approximation [19].
Hence for small secondary electron energies, B(W, T) reduces to a function B(W)
that is independent of the properties of the projectile. In a recent publication [20] this
was used to experimentally determine B(W), since substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (1)
and neglecting Q(W/T) gives the result
B{w)

= ?-WES

_ A(w) J^

Therefore, given the optical data necessary to determine A(W), accurate SDCS data at
a single ion energy are sufficient to determine B(W), which is a property of the electronic structure of the target that can be used in predicting SDCS for any structureless
ion at any projectile energy that is large enough to make the Bethe theory valid.
The simple BEA derived by Thomas [19] suggests mat for heavy ions the right hand
side of Eq. (4) is independent of T when W =s 47\ Hence the BEA not only provides a
means for calculating B(W, T) at large W but also gives a limit that is independent of
ion energy to which the experimental B(W) should converge. This limit is essentially
the W'2 dependence of the Rutherford cross section. In the region of secondary electron energy, where B(W, T) is well approximated by Rutherford scattering, we make
a transition between experimental B(W) values and the results obtained from the
right-hand side of Eq. (4). This allows a smooth transition from Bethe's quantum theory of the low energy part of the spectrum to the semiclassical BEA that is a good approximation for high energy secondary electrons. The whole spectrum can then be
integrated to obtain the total ionization cross section that is an additional constraint
on the model.
Figure 5 compares model calculations with data on ionization of helium by protons
with energy between 0.1 and 4.2 MeV [21]. The agreement with 0.3 and 1.0 MeV
proton data does not test the model, since these data were used in determining B(W)
for helium; however, the results at 0.1 and 4.2 MeV were obtained with no adjustable parameters. The discrepancy between model and experiment for ejection of
low energy electrons by 4.2 MeV protons is probably due to experimental error,
since structure of the type suggested by the data is not present in the optical oscillator
strength for helium.
Figure 6 compares the model with data on ionization of helium by electrons with
energy between 100 and 2000 eV 6 . The crosses show values recommended by
Kim [22], and the triangles show threshold results by Grissom et al. [23] using the
trapped electros technique. These results were obtained with the same experimental
B(W) values used to calculate the proton impact SDCS shown in Figure 5 (i.e., no
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Figure 5. Semiempiricai model calculations (solid curves) compared with the data on ioaizaiion of helium by proton impact. Experimental data tabulated in Ret. 21 are from Risdd
(0.1 MeVx), Toburen (0.30 and loMeVD), and Stolterfoht (4.2 MeVA).

electron impact data were used in obtaining these results). Hie discontinuity in the
model for ejection of 100 eV secondaries by 500 eV primaries marks the transition
from the Bethe to the semiclassical theory. This transition is not continuous because
for electrons the semiclassical theory (Mott cross section) includes exchange. The
lack of agreement between the model and the data for 100 eV primaries is most likely
due to the absence of exchange in the model results for mis case. Exchange cannot be
included, since all secondaries have energy less man 100 eV, the secondary energy
where the transition to semiclassical theory is made. The quantum calculations of
Sloan [24] (dashed curve) mat include exchange show good agreement with the data.
This semiempirical method has also been used to obtain SDCS for ionizaticm of the
rare gas atoms Ne and Ar by electron and proton impact and is being applied to the
isoeleceonic sequence of molecules CH4, NH3, and H2O as described elsewhere [25 J.
Clearly the availability of partial oscillator strengths for plioioionization of individual
molecular electronic states [26] is a key factor in the implementation of the mode!
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Figure 6. Comparison of mode] calculations (solid curves) with experimental SDCS for ionization of helium by 0.1, 0.5, and 2.0 keV electrons. The dashed curve in the insert shows
results obtained in the Bom approximation with exchange (Ref. 24). Open circles show data
by Opal et al. (Ref. 6), triangles show threshold measurements by Grissom et al. (Ref. 23),
and crosses are from Kim (Ref. 22).

to molecules. The next phase in the development of this technique will he to test its
applicability to the DDCS.
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Abstract
Total cross section values for electrons scattered by atoms and molecules can be
obtained by adding the total inelastic cross section to the total differential elastic
cross section. We compare these values with experimental values for nitrogen and
carbon dioxide. For methane, we compare with experimental values from positron
scattering. The agreement is excellent for nitrogen between 40 and 1500 eV and for
carbon dioxide between 100 and 500 eV.
Introduction
The knowledge of values of total cross sections for electrons scattered by molecules is of great interest for astrophysics, plasma physics, atmosphere and space
research, and laser and radiation physics [1]. From a theoretical point of view the
complexity in calculating these values in an extended range of impact energy is due
to the great number of open channels. One approach is to add the total inelastic cross
section calculated by means of the Bethe theory to the total elastic cross section calculated by some more detailed method. Recently theoretical results for the elastic
scattering of electrons by nitrogen [2], carbon dioxide [3], and methane [4] have been
obtained using the two-potential approach of Hayashi and Kuchitsu [5]. The differential and total elastic cross sections agree with experimental values over a large energy
range. We have used these values for the total elastic cross section, and adding the
values of total inelastic cross section from the expression of Kim and Inokuti |6] and
Inokuti et al. [7] and the experimental values of Rieke and Prepejckal [8], we get
good agreement in a large electron energy range with the "theoretical" total cross section compared with the experimental values for nitrogen and carbon dioxide. For
methane there are no experimental data above 50 eV as far as we can know.
Procedure
Bethe has developed a method for calculating total inelastic cross sections within
the Bom approximation. According to Inokuti et al. [6] and Kim and Inokuti f7], the
total inelastic cross section for a particule of charge Ze can be written as
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 307-311 «!«»?)
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o-inlot = 47ra20Z2(^\ (M2M U*CMj\

+ *f- + • • \

(1)

where a0 is the Bohr radius, R is the Rydberg energy, and T is the kinetic energy of
the incident electron.
For relativistic velocities (for which T > 104 eV), crintot is written as

- /32)) ~ f?) + CJ

(2)

where £ is the ratio of the electron velocity to the velocity of light,
CUH = MJUln c™ + 11.23)

(3)

and

-•-/(!)©/(!)©
where df/dE is the dipole-oscillator strength density per unit of energy of excitation E
measured from the ground state.
Rieke and Prepjckal [8] have measured the ionization cross section of a large number of gases (nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and methane included) for electrons in the
MeV range of kinetic energy. The experimental results they have obtained can be
expressed as follows:
o-™ = 47r(h/mc)2(M2Xl + xa)

(5)

where ft is the Planck constant divided by 2TT, m is the mass of the electron, and c
is the velocity of light. M and C are empirical constants optimized to reproduce
experimental values and

:

Xl

= /r 2 Mft/d - ft)) - i

x2 = /r 2

(6)

Equation (5) is strictly valid only for high energy electron scattering, but in analogy to Eq. (2) we have applied this formula to the 30-1500 eV energy range (region
of available experimental values of total cross section) to get the total inelastic cross
section using the experimental parameters M and C for nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and
methane from Rieke and Prepejckal [8].
Using the Born approximation, the total elastic cross section in the high energy
limit can be written as [9]
o-2T = ir*-2(A - Z V

2

+ ---)

(7)

where k = (2mT)V2/h and

= 8 f jZ -

(8)

Jo

K is the magnitude of the momentum transfer, Z is die atomic number, and F(K) is
the x-ray form factor.
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Results and Discussion
The total cross section is the sum of the total elastic, excitation and ionization
cross sections. The total excitation cross section is a small contribution to the total
cross section [10]. If the excitation is not considered and by adding Eqs. (2) and (7)
and neglecting the terms Oik'4), the total cross section can be written as
= A In kl + B

(9)

where A and B are constants.
The plot of £2crtot versus In k2 is represented in Figure 1. <rtot is the calculated integral elastic cross section for nitrogen [2], carbon dioxide [3], and methane [4]
summed to the values of Eq. (5). The empirical parameters given by Rieke and
Prepejckal [8] were utilized to obtain values for Eq. (5) for nitrogen, carbon dioxide,
and methane. In Figure 1 we can see a comparison between "theoretical" values and
the experimental values by Blaauw et al. [11], Dalba et al. [12], and Hoffman et al.
[13] for nitrogen in the 40-1500 eV energy range. For energies below 20 eV the results of crion from Eq. (5) are not correct because Xi is negative and higher than \ 2
in magnitude, giving rise to a negative (rion. The agreement between the values
of Hoffman et al. [13] and the "theoretical" values is excellent for nitrogen in the
40-700 eV range. All the experimental results are higher than the theoretical values,
but they lie within the range of experimental errors. The maximum deviation observed is for the result of Dalba et al. [12] at 400 eV, which is only 11% higher than
the "theoretical" value.
The agreement between theoretical values and the results of Kwan et al. [14] for
carbon dioxide above 100 eV is excellent. For energies below 100 eV the experimental value of Hoffman et al. [13] is smaller than the theoretical value.
The elastic differential cross sections calculated by Jain [2] agree well with the experimental values for nitrogen. For carbon dioxide, the values calculated by Botelho
et al. [3] agree with the experimental values, especially at higher energies, when
compared with values obtained by Iga et al. [15] at 500, 800, and 1000 eV. This
agreement leads us to conclude that accurate values of total inelastic cross section in
this energy range can be obtained by using Eq. (5) and the parameters of Rieke and
Prepejckal [8] for nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and methane.
For methane, there are no available values, as far as we know, of the total cross
section for electrons above 50 eV. We compare "theoretical" values with the total
cross section for positrons of Charlton et al. [16], and the experimental values are
smaller than the theoretical. However, there is some experimental data on total cross
section of electrons and positrons scattered by atoms and molecules where the values
of the cross sections for electrons are bigger than for positrons at the same energies
[13]. In this way we hope to find a better agreement between the semiempirical and
experimental values of the total cross section for the electrons scattered by methane.
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700 -

20

Figure 1. Graph of k2 <rm versus In k2. The curves are the sum of Eq. (5) plus values of
Botelho et al. [3], and Jain [2,4] for carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and methane, respectively.
Experimental values for nitrogen of (•) Hoffman et al. [13], ( • ) Blaauw et al. [11],
(*) Dalba et al. [12], for carbon dioxide of (*) Kwan et al. [14], and for methane of
(•) Charlton et al. [16].
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Abstract
We explore the implications of static disorder on electron transfer (ET) in a microscopically inhomogeneous polar medium, where the environment of each solute is
characterized by a single dielectric relaxation time, r, with the distribution function
of r being related to the complex dielectric susceptibility. For the interesting situation
of solvent-controlled ET, the decay of the population probability is nonexponential,
which can be expressed in terms of a cumulant expansion. The microscopic decay
function can be related to the macroscopic step-response function of the dielectric
medium.
1. Introduction
The conventional theoretical framework for outer-sphere electron transfer (ET) in
polar solvents [1-3] rests on the implicit assumption that the ET dynamics is not
affected by the dielectric relaxation of the solvent. Recently the possibility of solventcontrolled ET was theoretically predicted. [4-10]. For a solvent characterized by a
Debye relaxation function for the dielectric susceptibility, with

«(•) =««+ r ^ -

(i)

1 + low
where r is the dielectric relaxation time, and es and em are the static and optical
dielectric constants, respectively, the solvent-controlled ET rate is determined by the
reciprocal value of the longitudinal dielectric relaxation time rL = (ex/es)n [4-10].
This behavior was experimentally documented in studies of intramolecular ET in linear alkanol solvents [11-13]. The exploration of the features of solvent-controlled ET
is of considerable importance, as a donor-acceptor system can act as a probe for local
relaxation processes of the medium, providing microscopic information on dielectric
relaxation processes in polar liquids, glasses, and polymers. The dielectric relaxation
of the vast majority of media is not described by the Debye spectrum, Eq. (1), but
rather is characterized by a distribution of dielectric relaxation times. This distribution may originate from the dynamic disorder or/and from the static disorder of the
medium. The dynamic disorder is associated with flexibility of the solvent molecules,
tautomerization processes, etc., and dominates at high temperatures. The static disINTERNATiGNAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPQSRJM 21, 313-319 (19S7)
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tures. The static disorder dominates in associated solvents at low temperatures (when
tautomerization is frozen out) as well as in glasses and polymers. We shall here
explore the effects of static disorder on the ET dynamics.
II.

Electron Transfer in a Microscopically Inhomogeneous Medium

We shall focus on ET in a medium, which is characterized by a distribution function #(T) of the dielectric relaxation times. This distribution is associated with static
disorder, i.e., the microscopic environment of each solute molecule is characterized
by a particular value of T. The distribution of these values of T can be obtained from
the dielectric susceptibility function [14]
g(r) = [27r(es - ejr]-* lim{Im i(-<o + I/T) - Im e(u> + I/T)}

(2)

oi-»0

The time evolution of the ET process DA -* D+A~, i.e., the population probability
of the initial state DA, is
F(t) = f drgir) exp{-*(T)r}

(3)

Jo

where IC(T) is the ET rate in the local environment characterized by the single dielectric relaxation time T. Utilization of the Feynman path integral method in conjunction
with the block summation technique results in the expression [10]
*«

=

where kNA is the nonadiabatic rate [2]
*NA = (2irV2/*) (4wErkT)-ia exp(-EjkT)

(5)

KA is the adiabaticity parameter
#CA(T)

= (4vV2/hET)(c*r/cJ

(6)

and EA is the Marcus activation energy
£A = (AE - Er)2/4Et

(7)

ET is the solvent reorganization energy, AE is the energy gap, and V is the electronic
coupling. A more accurate treatment that rests on the stochastic Liouville equation
[4] results [ 15] in a correction to the rate for a single relaxation time
<4a)

where h(Er; A£) is a correction factor that depends on the character of the curve
crossing, i.e., on AE/Er. We have shown [15] that h(ET;AE) differs from unity by
less than 50% for a broad range of physically acceptable energetic parameters spanning the normal ET, activationless ET, and ET in the inverted region. Thus Eq. (4) is
adequate for our analysis.
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It is apparent from Eq. (3) that the decay function is, in general, nonexponential
[16], as is appropriate for dynamics in a microscopically inhomogeneous medium.
The time evolution can be expressed in terms of the cumulant expansion

F(t) = cxpl2(-mKn/nl)A

(8)

where
Kn = -~ln<exp[-*(T)/]>,_ 0
(9)
at
Here { ) denotes averaging over the distribution g(r). The lowest cumulants in
Eq. (9) are
Kt = <*(r)>

(10)

K2 = <*2(T)> - (k(T))2

(11)

Such nonexponential character of fluorescence quenching has been experimentally
observed in studies of intramolecular ET in solvents that are characterized by nonDebye dielectric relaxation, e.g., glycerol, propylene-glycol, and glycerol-triacetate
[18-22].
We shall now consider the limiting cases:
A. The Short-time Limit
The short-time ET rate, k, is given by k = Kx, Eq. (10) being expressed in terms of
the statistical average

= f dTg(T)k(T)

(12)

B. The Long-time Limit
This may be obtained from the cumulant expansion, Eq. (8).
C. Solvent-controlled Limit
When «A > 1 for a single dielectric relaxation, the rate, Eq. (4), reduces to
kir) = kNA/KA(T), i.e., k{r)^Tl' being independent of V. For a medium with an inhomogeneous distribution of the values of r , we note that when the adiabaticity
parameter, Eq. (6), is large for all the relevant values of T where g(r) is appreciable,
the decay functon can be expressed in the form
F{t) = I drgir) expi-Bt/r)

(13)

•'o

where

B = *NAT/KA(T) = ieJeJiEjl&rrkT)1'2 exp(-EjkT)

(14)
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The integral in Eq. (13) can be identified as the macroscopic step-response function
of the dielectric medium [14] F^z) = /J0 drg(r) exp(-z/r), which describes relaxation of the polarization responding to the time-dependent external field E(t) =
EoO(—t), where 0 is the Heaviside step function. Accordingly, we get
F{t) = Fjfit)

(15)

The microscopic decay function for ET in the solvent-controlled limit is reduced to
the macroscopic step-response function of the medium. The proportionality of B,
Eq. (14), to (e x /e s )*' is related to the mechanism of dielectric relaxation for ET that
originates from the change of the charge distribution rather than from the change of
an external field.
III.

Specific Examples

A. The Cole-Davidson Distribution
This is characterized by the dielectric susceptibility [17]

where T 0 is the upper limit of the T values, whereas 0 < /3 < 1 is a distribution
parameter. The distribution function, Eq. (2), in this case is

= 0

;

T>T0

(17)

The Cole-Davidson distribution has been shown to apply to the highly associated
solvents (e.g., polyalcohols) as well as for molecules that possess flexible functional
groups [14].
In Figure 1 we present results of numerical evaluations of In F(t) versus kNAt for
several values of the adiabaticity parameter KA(T0) and /3 = 0.6, which is appropriate
for glycerol and similar polyalcohols. It is evident from inspection of Figure 1 mat
deviation from exponential decay becomes increasingly pronounced wim increasing
KA(T0) values.
The short-time ET rate, Eq. (12), is [16]

In the solvent-controlled limit when KA(T0) > 1, the averaged short-time rate has the
form
ka^VW~m/ri

(19)

The predicted dependence of kctt on the electronic coupling V at the characteristic
dielectric relaxation time T0 was confirmed experimentally. The dependence ICD«ro's
has been observed for intermolecular ET in glycerol [18] and for intramolecular ET in
propylene glycol [19]. t h e dependence JFCD«V2(1 ~fi> has been documented for
intramolecular ET in bridged compounds in propylene glycol |19].
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On the long-time scale in the solvent-controlled limit, we can utilize Eq. (15)
together with the step-response function for a Cole-Davidson solvent [14], so that
F(t) = W;Bt/T0)

(20)

where T{x; y) is the incomplete gamma function

Hx; y) = [Ttor 1 f dtt'~l exp(-f)

(21)

.v

For long times, BI/TQ > 1, we obtain
F{t) ~ (Bt/T0f-] exp(-Bt/T0)

(22)

The limiting long-time slope of the decay of F(t) is expected to be ~B/T0, which,
according to Eq. (14), is kSA/KA(T0). The limiting long-time slopes of the decay
curves of Figure 1 for large values of KA are in accordance with this analysis.
B. The Williams-Watts Relaxation
The dielectric relaxation is characterized by the step-response function [20]

FrOO = exp[-(zAor]

(23)

with 0 < v < 1, which corresponds to a stretched exponential. In this case it is easier to extract the response function rather than g(r). This physical situation corresponds to relaxation in polymers and glasses [14]. In the solvent-controlled limit the
decay function for ET is, according to Eq. (15),
F(t) = cxf[-(Bt/t0Y]

(24)

The long-time decay of F(t) in the Williams-Watts system is slower than that predicted for the Cole-Davidson distribution when v = )8.
4. Conclusions
The exploration of the intramolecular ET in rigid donor-acceptor systems imbedded
in a polar medium can provide important information concerning the dielectric relaxation properties of the medium. Although ET kinetics in the interesting solventcontrolled limit will be in general nonexponential, there is still the possibility of interpretating the data in terms of the macroscopic step-response function of the
medium. Such studies will be of interest in the general context of the merging of
microscopic and macroscopic points of view in chemical dynamics.
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Abstract
A time-dependent approach to molecular dynamics involving both electrons and
nuclei is formulated to study the interaction between electronic structure and nuclear
geometry during electron transfer processes. The formulation uses the time-dependent
variational principle to obtain a Hamiltonian system of first-order ordinary differential equations for wave function parameters from the quar ?um mechanical Schrodinger
equation. We apply the formulation to a two-level model. In this first application, the
nuclei are treated classically. The electron transfer process in both the "normal" and
the "abnormal" case is studied and discussed. The role of the nuclear motion in the
electron transfer process is clearly exhibited in both two and three moiety systems.
For small coupling the difference in evolution between the dynamics using adiabatic
and diabatic basis states shows the importance of nuclear motion in the process. Then
various aspects of applications to realistic systems are discussed, and the techniques
to treat those applications are outlined.
1. Introduction
According to Newton and Sutin [1], "The crux of the electron transfer problem is
the change in equilibrium nuclear configuration that occurs when a molecule or an
ion gains or loses an electron." This indicates that in order to address the general
problem of electron transfer, one must adopt a dynamical approach that adequately
treats the coupling of electronic and nuclear motion.
Theoretical discussions of the electron transfer problem tend to begin from the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, with electronic potential energy surfaces at least
in principal produced in some approximate fashion and the nuclear motion than taking place on such surfaces. The relevant Hamiltonian must in some sense reflect the
influence of all the electrons and nuclei of the reactive system, which should include
the "supermolecule" consisting of the interacting redox centers with ligands as well
as surrounding solvent or other medium, although the medium effects are often handled via a dielectric function [2]. Thermal electron transfer, for instance, is then dis^Permanent address: Dienst Teoretische Natuurkuode, University of Antwerpen (RUCA), Grocncnboi-gerfasa 171, B-2020 Antweipen, Belgium.
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cussed in terms of either adiabatic c
* •- states associated with the reactant and
product potential energy minima. Tn t aclear motion can with advantage be discussed in terms of wave packet dynamics [3,4], and much progress has been achieved
in the last few years in the use of Gaussian wave packets [5]. We present an approach, which can be characterized as a generalized wave packet dynamics involving
both electrons and nuclei and is developed from the time-dependent variational principle (TDVP) [6,7]. In its application to this model, our approach has very close
resemblance to the mean trajectory approximation [8], but that method focusses on
the motion of the nuclei in systems where two levels are playing a role, whereas
we are interested in how the electronic state and the nuclear configuration influence each other during the reaction. For a general system, the two methods are completely different.
The TDVP cast in terms of a quantum mechanical action functional
f'2

S =

(V(a)\id/dt - H\V(a)) dt

permits us to introduce model wave functions ^ ( a ) labeled by a family of parameters
a (in general complex), whose time evolution can be efficiently studied. The time
evolution of the parameters is that of classical objects, and the first-order coupled
differential equations describing the evolution can be solved with great efficiency [9].
This approach is in principle applicable to a variety of electron transfer processes,
not only to localized or trapped systems in which the electronic interaction of the initial and final states is usually considered sufficiently small to permit the description
of the electron transfer in terms of the electronic structure of the unperturbed reactants and products. Although the model discussed pertains to thermal electron transfer, we can rather straightforwardly add terms to the Hamiltonian representing a
suitable photon field and its interaction with the molecular system to permit the discussion of electron transfer reactions initiated by excitation processes as, say, by
flash photolysis.
The desired accuracy of the treatment and the available computing power will
guide the choice of wave functions. The nuclei can be treated quantum mechanically
by Gaussian wave packets, the parameters of which would be included in a, or the
nuclei can be treated classically, and their position coordinates and momenta would
be included in a. In fact, with this approach some of the nuclei can be treated classically and others quantum mechanically. The choice of electronic wave functions
could be a simple SCF function parametrized according to Thouless [10] or a correlated wave function [11] permitting us to follow the evolution of orbital and, say,
electron pair parameters, which ever applies. Even a semi-empirical description of the
electronic structure can be readily accommodated in this formulation of the electron
transfer problem, and this may be the only manageable approach for large systems.
The point is that our general approach has the flexibility to permit any of these
choices as the nature of the problem demands and our computing power allows.
The approach has the further advantage that the overall translations and rotations of
the system can be treated in a very simple and straightforward way. The method allows their inclusion in the evolution to avoid all problems with internal coordinates
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and transformations to moving frames of reference in the dynamical equations and offers a simple way to eliminate the effect of the translation and rotation. In this way if
is possible to analyze the internal dynamics of the system in cartesian coordinates.
In this paper we wish to show how the method works by applying it to a simple
model. We are using a classical description for the nuclei. This may prove to be adequate in many interesting cases. We plan to extend the method to a full quantum mechanical treatment, but defer that to another paper. We will apply the TDVP using two
different approaches. When the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid, both give
identical results. When it is not valid, the two approaches show very clearly the difference between molecular dynamics on potential surfaces and our electronuclear dynamics. We will discuss the implications of this for applications to real systems. We
then define the "average time evolution." This is a method that implements the BomOppenheimer idea in a dynamical way: the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is
used when it is appropriate, but the time evolution will become more detailed when
electronic and nuclear time scales become comparable.
The effect of the surrounding medium will have to be included. Because of the
flexibility of our approach and its detail of description, several possibilities present
themselves, ranging from highly sophisticated ab initio theory to schematic models
These matters will be discussed in a future publication.
2. Model
To clarify the principles and to test the method, we study a model Hamiltonian.
This model has the advantages of intuitive simplicity and clarity but is at the same
time rich enough to simulate physically interesting situations. Similar models have
been introduced in the literature [12J before as testing grounds for new methods
and ideas.
The Hamiltonian is given as
H =T

+ He

(1)

where R and P are the nuclear coordinates and momenta in d dimensions, V(R) =
(Va(R) + VB(R))/2, W{R) = (Va(R) - V^R))/2, the o-, i = x,v,z are the Pauli spin
matrices, and o-0 is the unit. The electronic surfaces VK(R) for A = a and /3 are given
as the sum of two-body forces to guarantee translational and rotational invariance:

where kkij and lKij are "effective" force constants and bond lengths, respectively,
derived from a given equilibrium geometry, and cK are the equilibrium electronic
energies. We have chosen quartic potentials to simplify the future calculation of
matrix elements with nuclear wave packets and to introduce some anharmonicity.
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The electonic structure in this model is described as a two-level system considering
two electronic states |a) and |/3) that can be viewed as diabatic states. The basis states
|a> and |/3) and the coupling between the electronic states e are assumed to be independent of the nuclear configuration /?. This restriction is not very fundamental and
can readily be removed should this prove to be necessary or interesting.
The adiabatic representation is obtained by diagonalizing He. The eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are
V±(R) = V(R) ± VW(R)2

+ e2,

(5)

| + ) = cos<£|a> + sin</>|/3>
|-> = - s i n <f>\a) + cos 0|/3)

(6)

where
tan

^

=

W(R) + V\V(R)2 + e2'

(?)

Note that the adiabatic states |+) and |—) do depend on R. This gives the model
sufficient richness to describe avoided crossings in diatomics and conical intersections in polyatomic molecules and the associated nonadiabatic effects important in
electron transfer reactions.
This model can be viewed as a simple but interesting approximation to ab initio
molecular Hamiltonians in the Born-Oppenheimer (BOA) or adiabatic (AA) approximation. For this reason we believe that it has some merit of its own beyond that of
providing a test case for the theory. If one restricts the ab initio molecular Hamiltonian within the BOA to two electronic states, one obtains a Hamiltonian of the form
Eq. (1), with the functions Vk(R) and e(R) given by the electronic structure calculation. The qjartic surfaces in Eq. (4) are a qualitative approximation to such an ab initio
potential energy surface. Because each quartic surface has only one stable configuration, they have the appearance of diabatic surfaces more than adiabatic ones. However, the topology of avoided crossings and conical intersections can be represented
adequately. Within the two-level approximation to the ab initio Hamiltonian, the
electronic state has only the freedom to mix the two basis states included, and the dynamics of the interaction between the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom can
be expected to be essentially the same as the dynamics exhibited by the model Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
To apply the TDVP we choose the "wave packet" for the electronic degrees of freedom to be the wave function
|z) = |z,,22> = z1|l) + z2|2>

(8)

as a superposition of the diabatic states 11) = \a), )2) = |/3) or the adiabatic states
jl) = |—),|2) = |+) with complex coefficients z, and z2. The Hamiltonian function
for the electronic TDVP equations is
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with Hki = (k\He\ / ) , and the equations for electronic motion are

with

_: a2 ln(|z,P + \z2\2)
Explicitly

/ Zjz2 -zjz\ /z,\
\-zxz2
zxzx) \z2j

=

^

_

W

(S2)

This Hamiitonian system reduces to the nonlinear ordinary differential equation
x = i(Hu(R) - HvUmx + iHl2(R)(l - x2)

(13)

for the complex variable x = zx/z2. This equation is equivalent to the Schrodinger
equation for this two-level system because our choice of wave packet covers the entire
state space. (The ratio x suffices to describe the dynamics, since the norm of the
wave packet is irrelevant for the time evolution.)
An advantage of the TDVP is that it is very simple and straightforward to combine
classical and quantum mechanical descriptions. As a first approximation, the nuclei
can be treated classically. The molecular dynamics is then generated by the Hamiitonian function E = T + h [Eqs. (2) and (9)], resulting in the equations of motion
(12) for the electronic "coordinates" zltz2 coupled to the equations

for the nuclear positions Rh and momenta Pu.
The coupled equations (12), (14), and (IS) describe the dynamics of the full molecular system within the TDVP approximation. Although for the model studied here, the
electronic ansatz used leads to the exact electronic evolution, that fact is just coincidental, and the TDVP approach applies equally well to an approximate wave function.
When, e.g., a Hartree-Fock (HF) ansatz is used for die electronic state in an ab initio
or semi-empirical treatment of the molecular system, the TDVP will lead to a similar
set of coupled differential equations, the only difference being a greater number of
variables corresponding to the more detailed description of the system.
3. Electron Transfer
Let us think of the diabatic states |a) and |/3) as having significantly different spatial
localization of the electronic charge density. The state \a) may describe a neutral
donor-acceptor complex DA, and the state \0) the ionized D*A~ complex. Then the
probability to find the electron in the ionic state at time t is given by
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p = |<^)|/3>|2 - i<z,(0,22(0|/3>|2

(16)

This probability can be used to follow and measure the electron transfer during the
reaction. With the diabatic basis states,

»-

p

N2

- —L_

2

~ H + fcl i + W2

When p varies from zero to one, the electronic state changes from state |l) = |a) to
|2) = |/8). In the adiabatic approach, however, electron transfer will have occurred if
jz2|2 remains constant and the electronic state remains |l> = |-> throughout. Therefore, since we have
\z) = (z2 cos 0 - z, sin <f>) \a) + (z2 sin <j> + z, cos <j>) j/8),

(18

electron transfer is measured by
\x +tm<j>\2

=
P

=

\x + tan <f>\2

|1 - x tan <f>\2 + \x + tan <f>\2 (1 + tan 2 0)(l + \x\2)'

l

One can show straightforwardly, by using the exact solution of Eq. (9) in the diabatic and adiabatic approaches, that the probabilities Eq. (17) and Eq. (19) are identical in the approximation that the nuclear frequencies are small compared with the
electronic ones:
P

_ tan2# + c2 + 2c tan <f> cos((ot + y)
~
(1 + t a n ^ K l + c2)

(20)

Here o> = 2(W(R)2 + e2)1'2, the adiabatic excitation frequency, and c exp(/y) =
<z(0)|-)/<z(0)|+) is determined by the initial conditions. Note that the probability
p has an oscillatory component with the electronic frequency to; except when the initial state is an adiabatic eigenstate, because then c = 0 or c — «=. It needs to be
stressed that the expression (20) is derived on the assumption that o> is independent of
time, which is not the case if the nuclear configuration is changing as fast as the electronic state.
Let us next consider a molecular system consisting of two moieties D and A interacting through a quartic potential as given above. In Figures 1 and 2 we show the
time evolution of the probability p and the electronic energy h as a function of time
for both the normal (see Fig. la) and abnormal (Fig. 2a) electron transfer cases [1].
The narrow well with the higher minimum gives the energy of the state |/3). For both
cases we found that the diabatic and adiabatic approaches yield the same results when
e is large enough. We use arbitrary values for the model parameters in our calculations, only taking care that they are of the correct order of magnitude.
First consider the normal case using the adiabatic basis. In Figure 1b the total
molecular energy, a constant, and the electronic energy h(zx{t),z2(t)) are shown as a
function of /. The potential energies of the adiabatic eigenstates V± (R(t)) are also
shown. They serve as a convenient reference to locate, with the help of Figure It,
the nuclear configuration at the time t. Figure lc shows the probability p of finding
the electron in state |/?> as a function of time. The initial condition has nuclear sepan-

'
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Figure 1. Normal election transfer in the two-moiety two-level model, (a) Diabatic and
adiahaiic potentials, (b) Time evolution of total molecular energy E and electronic energy h
using the adiabatic basis. Also shown are the adiabatic energy levels for the nuclear separation R(t). (c) Time evolution of the probability mat the electronic state \z) is state |/3> for the
evolution b. (d) Time evolution of energies as in b but using the diabatic basis.

tion 1.7 a.u., and the electronic state is 99% in | - ) , which at that separation corresponds to |/3), and 1% in |+).
In Figure Id we show the energies obtained using the diabatic approach with the
same initial separation and the electronic state for 99% in |/8). Notice that the energies in the basis states |1) and |2) do not cross in Figure lb and do not cross in Figure Id. This corresponds to the fact that they are adiabatic and diabatic states,
respectively. Also observe that the electronic energy, i.e., the energy of the evolving
electronic stale \z), is essentially the same curve in both of these figures. This shows
that the dynamics with the adiabatic and diabatic basis states are the same. The electronic energy follows the lowest adiabatic state | - ) very closely, which is to be
expected from the initial condition. The probability shows very ckariy the electron
transfer from state |/3) to \a). The curve in the diabatic case is almost identical and
therefore not shown.
Next we consider the abnormal case. Again the adiabatic and diabatic approaches
yield identical results, and we only show the adiabatic energy and probability in Fig-
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Figure 1.

(b)
(Continued.)

ure 2b and c. Hie evolution has initial separation 2.9 a.u., and the electronic state is
99% j+), which is mostly |/3) at that separation. Notice mat the electronic energy h
follows very closely the upper adiabatic energy surface, again in agreement with the
initial conditions. Observe that near the avoided crossing the electron transfers half to
the \a) state but men returns to the |/3) state instead of completing the transfer. We
conclude that using the adiabatic and diabatic basis states gives the same dynamics,
consistent with the exact solution of Eq. (9) used in Eq. (20).
4.

Approximation

However, when the coupling between the diabatic states e is small, i.e., l/s,
comparable to nuclear periods, mere is a difference. In Figure 3a and b we show
the energies for the evolution using the adiabatic and diabatic approaches for the
normal case.
In the adiabatic approach we find essentially the same as in Figure Ib. Only the
gap is the avoided crossing is smaller; mis has the effect that the transfer probability
flips from 1 to 0 and back in a very short time and looks, therefore, like a sequence
of step functions. In the diabatic approach the behavior is completely different: the
electronic state follows the upper diabatic state |£) all the time; no transfer occurs at
all. Hie reason is that the coupling is so small that the molecule has co be t! the
crossing for a long time to make a transfer possible. At She crossing the difference la
energy between the electronic states is small, making the coupling most effective.
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(c)
(Continued.)i

However, the nuclei are moving through this region too fast, so that this favorable
condition does not exist long enough for the coupling to have any effect. Hie difference between the dynamics using the adiabatic and diabatic basis states very clearly
shows the essence of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation: when the adiabatic
states are used as basis states in the dynamics, the electronic state is such that
at every nuclear configuration the effect of the coupling between electronic states
in fully taken into account, no matter how slow or fast the nuclear configuration
changes. The dynamical equation derived from the TDVP does not have any control
over the coupling between the electronic states. This coupling is fixed at the outset
by the assumption that the electronic degrees of freedom change much faster than
the nuclear ones. The resulting dynamics becomes molecular dynamics on one
surface. This may be an average surface if the initial electronic state contains both
adiabatic states, and the dynamics then are very much like the mean trajectory
approximation [8].
On the other hand, when the diabatic states are used as basis states, the coupling
between the electronic states appears explicitly in the TDVP equations. The resulting
dynamics will therefore reflect the interaction between the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. For die case where e is large, compared with the difference between the two energy levels at all configurations, the evolutions in Figures 1 and 2
show that the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid: the molecular dynamics,
using adiabatic states, agrees with die explicitly coupled dynamics using diabatic ba-
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Figure 1. (Continued.)

sis states. For the case where e is small, Figure 3 exemplifies the breakdown of the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation: use of adiabatic states forces the electron to
transfer; the explicitly coupled dynamics, however, shows that the nuclear motion
and the coupling at the crossing are such that no transfer occurs.
Let us now consider what the above results imply for application of our method to
real systems. The electronic wave packet will then be a more complex wave function
similar to, say, an SCF state. The SCF orbitals will be given in terms of molecular orbitals, which in turn are given linear combinations of atomic orbitals fixed to the nuclei. The two approaches used in the model, adiabatic basis states and diabatic basis
states, will correspond to using either the SCF orbitals optimized at every nuclear
configuration or die raw molecular orbitals, respectively. The optimized SCF orbitals
will include couplings from the electronic Hamiitonian with an assumption of
infinitely slowly varying nuclear configuration, like the adiabatic basis in the model.
Using the molecular orbitals will leave all the couplings explicitly in the TDVP equation, so that it can balance mem correctly with the nuclear motion, exactly as when
the diabatic states are used in the model. It is the second approach that should be
used to study the interaction between nuclear configuration and electronic structure;
during such complex processes like electron transfer. It is there that the TOW cm
prove its power in describing molecular dynamics and in going beyond the BornOppenheimer approximation.
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(a)
Figure 2. Abnormal electron transfer in the two-moiety two-level model, (a) Diabatic and
adiabatic potentials, (b) Time evolution of total molecular energy E and electronic energy h
using the adiabatic basis. Also shown are the adiabatic energy levels for the nuclear separation R(t). (c) Time evolution of the probability p that the electronic state \z) is state |j3) for
the evolution b. (d) Time evolution of energies as in b but using the diabatic basis.

The calculations using the adiabatic basis use less time steps than the ones using
the diabatic basis. This is a consequence of the fact that the electronic coupling, responsible for fast electronic motion when the system is not close to the crossing, is
absent when the adiabatic basis is used. The extra time steps are interesting and important close to the crossing, but they only reconstruct the adiabatic states when the
system is far from the crossing. It depends on the efficiency with which the adiabatic
states can be determined, which of the approaches will be computationally more efficient. Similarly we expect that using the molecular orbitals with the SCF state will
take more time steps. Optimization of the SCF orbitals requires extra work, so that
each step takes more time using optimized orbitals. Preliminary calculations performed by us have shown that the increase in the number of steps in the molecular
orbital approach largely outweighs the optimization effort. Hence, we conclude that
the adiabatic basis approach (optimized SCF orbitals) is preferred computationally, but
from a theoretical point of view the diabatic basis approach (molecular orbitals) is
better. We will discuss our solution to this dilemma in Section 6.
When the coupling e ranges from "small" to "large," we can find cases where the
electron makes a partial transfer every time the system goes through the crossing.
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Figure 2.

(Continued.)

Sometimes it oscillates back and forth. This agrees with the concept that the system
actually can oscillate several times before the electron finally transfers, leading to a
state of noticeably longer lifetime and exhibiting clear charge separation. In a system
with only one nuclear degree of freedom, however, it can never get trapped, because
the nuclei will always move through the crossing again. Trapping will occur, however, in systems with an internal degree of freedom in one of the moieties.
5. Nonadiabatic Effects
It is generally recognized [1] that in the abnormal electron transfer case the transfer
is made possible by the existence of nonadiabatic effects. Since our calculations so far
have treated the nuclei classically, we cannot describe this case properly. The quantum mechanical description of nuclei in molecular reactions has found a very flexible
and powerful tool in wave packet dynamics, as pioneered by Heller and his coworkers [3]. The TDVP as mentioned above is of course perfectly suited to the use of wave
packets for nuclei. Computationally, Gaussian wave packets are most appropriate.
Application of the TDVP using a wave packet description for the nuclei will be discussed in another publication. In this paper we will indicate that die nonadiabatic
couplings are fully included in the TDVP approach. It has been pointed out [13] that
the proper treatment of the nuclear motion in the neighborhood of a conical intersection, shows a phenomenon like the Aharanov-Bohm effect. We can therefore expect
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(c)
(Continued.)

the Hamiltonian equations from the TDVP to exhibit a vector potential. This can be
readily verified by a short calculation using the so-called frozen-wave-packet approximation [3] and using the classical limit for the wave packet. Then we find in the adiabatic representation some extra terms in the Hamiltonian function E, which can now
be written as
N

d

,

with h and <f> as given in Eqs. (2), (7), and (9). The dynamical equations follow from
Eqs. (10), with the Hamiltonian function E instead of h, and Eqs. (14) and (15).
6. Average Time Evolution
From the time evolutions considered in Sections 3 and 4, it is clear that the numerical integrator will have to take time steps determined by the fast electronic motion.
We want, to include the electronic motion to obtain an accurate description of the interaction between electrons and nuclei. The result is a very detailed but very slow integration. Compared with the molecular dynamics approach, the explicitly coupled
dynamics gains in accuracy of description but at a price that becomes too high for interesting systems. When we take a closer look at the systems studied in the previous
sections, we see that we are mainly interested in what happens to the electronic state
during the short periods where it is varying relatively slowly when the system passes
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Figure 3. Normal electron transfer in the two-moiety two-level model with small coupling, (a) Time evolution of total molecular energy E and electronic energy h using the adiabatic basis. Also shown are the adiabatic energy levels for the nuclear separation R{t). (b)
Time evolution of energies as in b but using the diabatic basis.

through the crossing. The fast motion of the electronic state between these transition
periods is not of interest because it is well understood. We want to eliminate the
details of the electronic motion from our calculations for most of the reaction, as
is usually accomplished by the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, but somehow
keep track of them in sufficient detail so that we can include them during the parts
of me reaction where they are important to describe the interaction with the nuclear
variables.
We do this by defining an average time-evolution. Let r be a time interval large on
the electronic time scale (i.e., corresponding to an "average frequency" ma = 1/T
and small compared with electronic frequencies) but small compared with the time
intervals during which the nuclear configuration changes appreciably (nuclear vibration-rotation periods and molecular reaction times).
We shall write the dynamical Eqs. (10), (14), and (15) simply as

=/(*,*),

(22)
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WV\
(b)
(Continued.)

Figure 3.

where x is the set of all coordinates z,, z2, Ru, and Pu and/is the function giving the
time derivative of x at every point x. We denote as x{t ;r0, OCQ) the solution of Eq. (22)
with initial condition x(t0) - XQ.
We define the time-averaged-dynamics of the system with evolution Eq. (22) for
Eqs. (W),(14), and (15)] as the evolutionX(t;to,X0) obtained by solving the equation

X = F(X,t) = - f
T

f(x(s;t,X),t)ds.

(23)

JI-T/2

The right-hand side of this equation gives the average force in the average state at
time t. It is constructed as follows. For given average molecular dynamical coordinates X at time /, the solution x(s;t,X) of Eq. (22) with initial condition x(s - t) —
X is constructed for times s ranging from t—r/2 to t+r/2. Then the forces flx,t) to
which the molecule is subject during this evolution x(s;t,X) are averaged to obtain
the force acting on the average coordinate X in Eq. (23). Note that when r approaches 0, Eq. (23) becomes Eq. (22), which means that in that limit the detailed
dynamics is recovered from the averaged one.
When we choose r to be larger than the largest electronic period, but still smaller
than any nuclear period, Eq. (23) allows us to smooth die instantaneous changes in
the electronic state, taking into account the average effect but without neglecting their
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dynamical presence as is done in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. This is the
first assumption for speeding up the solution of the dynamical equations.
As it stands, Eq. (23) still requires the calculation of the detailed evolution. The
next step in our implementation of the Born-Oppenheimer principle will be to introduce a linear approximation to the evolution Eq. (22) during the averaging time T;
i.e., we assume the evolution to be essentially harmonic.
Within the linear approximation, the instantaneous evolution x(s;t,X) is obtained
in the following way. We expand the right-hand side of Eq. (22) in x to first order
around X
x=f(x,t)=f(X,t)

+f'(X,t)(x

-X)

= a + b(x - X),
where a = f(X, t) and b = f'(X,t) is the derivative of fix, t) with respect to * at X.
Introducing the variable y = x - c, with c a constant vector to be determined, we find
y = a +M y+ c - X ) ,

(25)

if we choose c such that a + b(c - X) = 0, i.e., c = X - b~]a, this is a linear
equation
v = by,

(26)

with initial condition y(s = t) = x(s = t) — c = X — v = b xa. The linear system of coupled differential equations |Eq (26)] can be solved in closed form with
an exponential
v(5) - b ~ W " S " .

(27)

The exponential involving the matrix b can be defined, e.g., by diagonalizing b and
exponentiating the eigenvalues. We conclude that, within the harmonic approximation, the solution x(s;t,X) needed to take the average is given by
x(s;t,X) = b~'a(eMs " - 1) + X.

(28)

With the explicit instantaneous solution Eq. (28) it is straightforward to obtain the
average force from Eq. (23)
fMr<2

1 fMr'2 d

X - F(X,t) = —
T

—x(s;t,X)ds
J,^Ta as

T
l
l
Tl2
y f(Xt)(enxnx"Tl2

f'(X,ty f(X,t)(e " -e
Now we are in a position to solve a differential equation that describes the nuclear as
well as the electronic motion, that assumes the time scale of the nuclear motion
wherever the Bom- Oppenheimer approximation holds, and that requires no greater
computational effort than the potential-energy-surface-plus-dynamics approach, viz.,
electronic energies, gradients/(JC,/), and second derivatives f'(x,i). Note that, even
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within the harmonic approximation, we indeed recover Eq. (22) when we take the
limit T —* 0.
The harmonic approximation introduced above to accelerate the solution of Eq. (23)
clarifies the meaning of the averaging procedure. Consider the case where the electronic wave function is a Hartree-Fock (HF) state. Then the harmonic approximation,
or the linear approximation on the level of differential equations, corresponds as far
as the electrons are concerned to linearized time-dependent Hartree-Fock or the
random phase approximation (RPA) (7,8). The instantaneous motion consists of all
electronic vibrations the HF state executes by mixing in all excited RPA states. This
motion is well understood and not very interesting, but because of the often high
frequencies involved, it significantly slows down numerical integration of Eq. (22).
It is this motion that is averaged out in Eq. (23). Note that because of the coupling
between nuclei and electrons, the nuclei will also oscillate at these frequencies,
albeit with a very small amplitude because of their heavy masses. (Corrections for
this fast motion can be built in to the ordinary wave function optimization approach
by the generator coordinate approximation [14] to go one step beyond the adiabatic
approximation.)
For the above idea to work, it is necessary to have an algorithm to determine the
optimal T during the calculation of the time evolution. Several possibilities can be
considered:
(1) Take T to be equal to the step length of the integrator algorithm, which is variable and adjusts itself automatically to the natural scale of the system. This has the
possible disadvantage that then T will converge to a very small value that is the natural step length of the full evolution, thus eliminating any effective averaging. It may
be, however, that another stable time scale exist with greater r which the integrator
can converge to.
(2) Since the averaging is done analytically, we can at every step use several values for r and then, by comparing the results from these hypothetical steps, take the
largest T consistent with the evolution up to that point.
(3) Obtain the average frequency o)a = 1/r from examining the harmonic spectrum of the system. For molecular systems that are adiabatic, there is a gap between
the nuclear and electronic frequencies, and wu should lie well in this gap for adiabatic
parts of the reaction. When nonadiabatic effects become strong, some electronic frequencies move down into the gap; then <wa should be raised above these frequencies,
so that they are no longer averaged.
The idea is that irrelevant high frequencies should be averaged out, and the modes
with the relevant lower frequencies should be followed in detail. One might view the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation as one that puts this separation between high and
low frequency modes at the boundary between electronic and nuclear motion,
whereas the proposed method allows the location of this separation to vary during the
reaction. Note that it is very easy within this framework to simply cut away the very
high and generally very inaccurate frequencies to simplify the dynamical system
without compromising the accuracy of the description.
The averaging method still needs to be implemented in our programs. The algorithms for choosing and monitoring T will be investigated and tested in applications
on the model, where we can easily compare with the detailed dynamics.
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7. Conclusions
Using the wave packet approach and the TDVP for both nuclei and electrons, we
have shown that it is possible to give an accurate description of molecular reactions
where the interaction between the nuclei and electrons are important. A major field of
study where this is relevant is that of electron transfer reactions. We have implemented these ideas in a general program and applied it to a simple but qualitatively
rich model of electron transfer processes. In this application we have treated the nuclei classically.
We have shown that it is possible to follow the details of both the normal and abnormal electron transfer cases. We have shown on the model evolutions that the difference, for small coupling, between the molecular dynamics, using adiabatic basis
states, and explicit-coupling dynamics, using diabatic basis states, is a direct consequence of the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. This exhibits
clearly where the strengths of the TDVP approach lie.
We have discussed the implementation of our method to real systems, and defined
the average time evolution as a unified method for electronuclear dynamics, capable
of using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation whenever it is valid and to go beyond
it whenever it breaks down. This addresses the need for a way to speed up the time
integration during adiabatic periods in the time evolution.
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Abstract
A new treatment for studying electron transfer reactions is considered. The treatment allows for a detailed description of the electronic structure and is therefore appropriate for a complete description of weakly interacting electron transfer reactions.
The initial state for the electron transfer system is selected by a variational scheme.
The electron transfer is pictured to take place in an encounter complex consisting of
the donor, the acceptor, and (optionally) a solvent/bridge molecule. The electronic
structure of the encounter complex is dynamically coupled to the surrounding solve it, and the direct time evolution of the electron transfer system is followed by a
nonlinear time-dependent Hartree-Fock method. We present examples with benzeneanion radical as the donor, pyridine as the acceptor, and water as the bridge/solvent
molecule. The general formalism appears to be a useful approach for studying electron transfer reactions in solution.
1. Introduction
A novel approach for studying electron transfer (ET) reactions is presented that provides a detailed description for the evolution of the electronic structure coupled dynamically to a dielectric medium, using a variational scheme to select the initial state.
The model is described in much more detail in Refs. 1 and 2; the present manuscript
sketches the formal content of our approach and considers specific example calculations involving orientationa] and bridge effects on ET between benzene-anion radical
and pyridine.
The model presented here does not involve a perturbative approach or a complete
neglect of the electronic structure as a number of previous models of ET reactions
have done; generally these models are based on first-order time-dependent perturbation theory, ignore details of the electronic structure, and usually picture the ET reaction as a gas-phase reaction or a radiationless transition within the supermolecule
without following the explicit time evolution of the ET system (see Refs. 1-20 for
further details). The present model describes the reaction as being coupled to a
dielectric solvent, as did the original formulation by Marcus [13], Hush [15], Levich
and Dogonadze [11,12,14}. By including a solvent structure, we are able to include
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polarization and electronic effects from this solvent; such effects are of importance
considering ET in general and bridge-assisted ET in particular.
In our approach the electronic structure is treated rigorously; in contrast to most of
the previous studies we include the full electronic interaction (Hartree-Fock level),
so that exchange and Coulomb effects for the electronic subsystem are taken into account. Newton et al. [18] and Ohta et al. [19] have performed extensive electronic
structure calculations at the Hartree-Fock level to study ET reactions. In the present
study the electronic subsystem (Hartree-Fock level) is treated in the presence of the
solvent; to our knowledge there have not been any previous quantitative studies in
which both proper all-electron electronic structure description and solvent polarization have been included.
This model has another advantage compared with previous models [1-20], since
we follow the evolution of the ET system in direct time starting from a given initial
electronic configuration. We are then able to study directly the dynamics of the ET
process; we can examine directly the role of bridge-assisted transfer, solvent dynamics, orientational motions, and inner-sphere motions on ET. In this work we will concentrate on the three first effects and completely neglect inner-sphere motions; this is
an unrealistic constraint for studying ET, especially for ET reactions in inorganic systems. M. D. Newton and his colleagues [18] have presented elegant work on ET in inorganic systems and have shown that to get a quantitative understanding of ET, the
inner-sphere motions must be included. In our study of ET between aromatic compounds the effects from the inner-sphere motions are probably smaller, but currently
we are extending the present model to include the inner-sphere vibration effects.
Many recent experiments in ET have concentrated on the study of specific solvation
effects, solvent dynamics, and effects from the orientation of the encounter-complex
(see Refs. 2,3,10, and 20 for further descriptions).
M. J. Weaver et al. [21] have examined dynamical solvent effects in the kinetics
of ET reactions at electrode surfaces. They use a set of model systems consisting of
one-electron couples such as Ru(NH3)J+/2+, Co(en)^+/2+, M(Cp)2+'°, and M(Cp')2+/0,
where en = ethylenediamine, M = Fe, Mn, and Co, Cp= cyclopentadienyl, and
Cp' = pentamethylcyclopentadienyl.
For the two systems Ru(NH 3 )^ 2 + and Co(en)3+'2+ they observed a significant
dependence on the solvent for the double-layer-corrected ET rate constant. They used
a modified expression for the rate constant as v/ell as the more conventional expressions; they included the idea of forming a "precursor state" in the double layer from
the bulk reactants and concluded that the solvent dependence of the ET rate constants
for the two heterogenous ET reactions is mainly due to differences in the solvation of
the reactants in the bulk and the environment around the electrode.
For the en and Cp systems they also monitored the solvent dependence of the heterogenous ET rate constants. They analyzed their experimental data by applying both
a conventional transition state expression for the ET rate constant and an alternative
expression taking account of the dynamics of the solvent based on a treatment by
Calef and Wolynes [21] involving friction effects. They obtained better agreement by
using the expression for the rate constant, which included a macroscopic description
of the solvent dynamics. In general their work seems to indicate that the solvent
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structure around the reactants as well as solvent dynamics can have important effects
on ET reactions.
Hupp, Meyer, et al. [22] have studied solvent effects on mixed-valence dimers
[(bpy)2C10s(II)(pz)Ru(III)(NH3)5]'+ and [(bpy)ClRu(II)(L)Ru(III)Cl(bpy)2]3\ where
bpy = 2, 2'-bipyridine, pz = pyrazine, and L = pz,4,4'-bipyridine, trans-1,2-bis
(pyridyl)ethylene. .They observed the change in the metal-to-metal charge-transfer
(MMCT) bands. For the Os-Ru mixed-valence dimer they observed that variations in
the solvent can be used to control the oxidation state distribution, and therefore the
intramolecular ET can be induced by changes in the solvent.
By studying the MMCT transitions for the symmetrical Ru-Ru mixed valence dimers,
they observed that water behaved very differently compared with 11 organic solvents.
The observed behavior for water was explained by postulating participation of restricted rotational motion of the individual water molecules in the overall process.
Danielson et al. [22] have recently published experiments on the time dependence
of metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) excited-state emission and explained the
time-dependent shifts in the emission spectra as due to solvent dynamics involving
changes in the orientation of the solvent dipoles.
Kosower et al. [23] have studied the time-dependent fluorescence for excited-state
intramolecular ET while restricting the solvent motion by increasing either the viscosity or the pressure. The importance of separation distance and mutual orientation for
the donor-acceptor pair has been addressed in a number of biological ET systems and
model systems for biological ET (see Refs. 2,3, ,10, and 20 for further details). In the
case of the [Zr(II), Fe(III)] hybrid hemoglobin, Hoffman et al. [24] have measured
ET rates between donor acceptor centers held rigidly at fixed distance and orientation.
Gray et al. [25] have studied the relative orientation of the molecular planes of the
heme c and d groups in cytochrome c-d of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Michel et al.
[26] have studied the relative orientation of the initial charge transfer sites in the
photosynthetic center. To model the biological ET systems several research groups
[27-30] have used diporphyrins and porphyrin-quinone systems; these groups have
also addressed the effects from separation distance and relative orientation for the
donor and acceptor sites.
In addition to the biologically related systems, a number of other experimental
studies have focused on the effects from separation distance and mutual orientation.
Recent work by Miller et al. [32] involves ET between aromatic substituents in fused
ring systems, they observed quite different rates dependent on which kind of isomer
(axially or equitorially substituted) was used.
Hush et al. [33] have also used systems with fixed geometry and therefore relatively well known mutual orientation and separation of the donor and acceptor. They
linked the donor and acceptor together by rigid fused norbomyl bridges.
Some of the first theoretical studies of distance and orientation effects of the encounter were more or less based on arguments concerning changes in the overlapelement and did not involve explicit calculations (Ratner and Madhukar f 16], Brockelhurst [34], and Rice and Pilling [35]).
Larsson and Newton [17,18] have performed calculations on, respectively, the extended Hiickel level and the Hartree-Fock level. These calculations constitute impor-
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tant developments in the theoretical studies of ET, since they were able to give a more
quantitative picture of the importance of bridge/solvent structure, mutual orientation,
and separation for the donor-acceptor encounter. Marcus et al. |36) studied mutual
orientation effects on ET between porphyrins using a simple one-electron model
Hamiltonian for the donor and acceptor sites. They used an oblate spheroidal square
well of constant depth for simulating the potential for the transferring electron on the
respective sites. Domingue and Fayer (37 J have addressed the problem of the influence of orientational fluctuations on ET. They consider the effect that a restricted
set of relative orientations will have on ET reactions. They represent the two sites by
an s orbital and p orbital and use this overlap to calculate an orientational averaged ET
rate. Ohta et al. [19] have recently studied the effect of water molecules in the ET
process O2—/O2, also including distance and orientation effects. They applied a spin
unrestricted Hartree-Fock wave function and presented calculations for a number of
structures corresponding to different kinds of stages of the ET reaction. Pietro et al.
[37,38] have used the discrete-variational local-density method to study both
orientational effects on phthalocyanine dimer-ET and the temperature dependence of
conductivity in molecular metals.
We represent the ET system as an encounter complex surrounded by the solvent.
The encounter consists of the donor, bridge/solvent, and acceptor compound enclosed
in a spherical cavity. The surrounding solvent is described by a continuous, linear,
isotropic dielectric responding to changes in the charge distribution of the encounter
complex. The bridge/solvent molecule represents both the bridging species and to
some degree the first solvation shell of the acceptor and donor complex. The type of
reaction we consider is the following:
DXA->DLA~

(1)

where L is the bridge/solvent compound, D is the donor compound, and A is the acceptor compound.
We consider the dynamic evolution of the system coupled to a dielectric medium
and also the importance of orientational effects, especially donor-acceptor distance
and the relative orientation among donor, bridge/solvent molecule, and acceptor and
effects from the dielectric medium on the ET probability. By including the bridge/
solvent species in the detailed electronic structure, we can describe properly bridgeassisted electron transfer [18,19,38]. The total probability for ET per time unit is
expressed as [1,2]
REX=

I del dw j(w, e) \ dtg(t)P(t,e<w)

(2)

where
P(t,e,w)

= |<D,L,A1# (/) |D-,L,A>p

(3)

and is the probability for ET for a given encounter-complex with the energy e and the
relative orientation w during the interaction period t. U{t) is the evolution operator
for the system. The time-averaged ET probability is defined as
ir(e,w)=

dt g{t) P(t ,e ,w)
•'o

(4)
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The motions of the donor, bridge/solvent molecule, and acceptor are described by
classical mechanics, and j(w,e) is defined as the number of encounters per time unit
for a given donor (D) and any bridge/solvent compound L and acceptor (A) with the
relative orientation and energies, respectively, between w and w + dw and e and
e + de We do not consider encounters with more than one acceptor and one donor
for every encounter complex.
The encounter complex is assumed to exist for a certain period of time called the
interaction period, and the probability for the interaction period to be t is given by die
probability distribution g(t). g(t) is defined as the probability per time unit that the interaction time for the encounter complex is / and is chosen in this work as a Poisson
distribution. The period of time that the encounter exists is given by /, and after that
interaction period the separated molecules are either the reactants or the products for
the reaction in Eq. (1).
The electronic wave function for the encounter complex is determined by a Lowdin
symmetric orthogonalization [39] of the union of electronic wave functions from separated SCF calculations of the donor, acceptor, and bridge/solvent compounds.
To determine rate constants k for reaction (1) we need a relation between /?CT and
k; and this was accomplished in Ref. 1. We need to have an expression for j(e,vv)
and perform the integration over e and w for calculating /fCT from Eq. (2). In this article we have not addressed the problem of determining j(e,w), but it is expected that
expressions for j(e, w) can be determined using diffusion theory.
II. The Hamiitonian and the Density Operator for the System
The total Hamiitonian for the system is given as [ 1,2]
H = Ho + Hp + W

(5)

where Ho is the full electronic Hamiitonian for the molecular subsystem, Hp is a
model Hamiitonian describing the solvent-system, and W describes the dielectric interactions between the medium and the molecular system in the cavity. We get the
following expression for the Hamiitonian:

H = Ho + 2wkbk*bk + 2 (akMkbi + afMkbk)
k

(6)

k

HP=2v»kbk%

(7)

k

W = I {akMkb; + afMlbt)

(8)

k

\ak\2/wk = l/2fk

Mk =M7 = 2ZgSr(Rg) - 2 (*,|S/"V,)a;a,
S7(r) = V4TT/(21

+ I) r'YT(0, <p)

fk = l/(47reo)a~<2H1)(/ + ! ) ( * - !)/[/ + K(1 + 1)]

(9)

(10)
(II)
(12)
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M* is the charge moment operator for the molecular subsystem, S? are the spherical
polynomials, and k denotes the quantum numbers (/, m). a is the cavity radius, s 0 is
the vacuum permittivity K is the static dielectric constant, and Zg is the nuclear
charge. Indices r, s run over all MO'S.
The Hamiltonian is derived as follows [1,2]:
(1) The total system can be described by a direct product of density operators for
the two subsystems
P = Po®P,

(13)

where p 0 and p, are the statistical density operators for the molecular and solvent
subsystems, respectively.
(2) The solvent is represented by the cavity model (linear, isotropic, continuous
dielectric).
(3) The medium is described by Glauber states, and the degrees of freedom associated within the solvent subsystem are given by a boson representation.
4) The statistical density operator for the solvent subsystem is taken as a Boltzmann distribution, when the cavity is without charges, and is given as

ps(o)= exp/-/S2 wJ>M A f c x p ^ S wkb+kbS\

(14)

(5) When the cavity encloses a molecular charge distribution, we assume that the
statistical density for the solvent-system can be described by a unitary transformation,
and this corresponds to the use of Glauber states for the medium.
p, = exp(iS)ps(o) exp(—iS)

(15)

5 = 2 (Xkbl + X*bk)

(16)

k

and this unitary transformation is optimized by a variational scheme. We determine
the optimal parameters for the Glauber transformation by a variation of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian (17) for the total
= Tr{po e x p ( t f ) p » exp(-*S)//}

(17)

ET system with respect to Xk and Xk; they are given by
y
Ak

— /
— I
\

H>

* 1 l\4 \
I \l¥/k/o
* /

(\

o\
\*O)

and the corresponding complex conjugate (see Refs. 1, 2, and 40 for further details).
HI. The Equation of Motion and the ET Probability
Since the ET reaction is a time-dependent problem, we must include the time dependence in the statistical density operator for the ET system. We assume that the timedependent statistical density operator for the ET system is given by a direct product:
pit) = po(r) ® ps(t)

(19)
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where p 0 and p, are the time-dependent statistical density operators for the molecular
and solvent subsystems and are given by

Pod) = IWXTOI

l
a(t = 0) = 1;

(20)

i,aMt)

+ aXfflt)) |4>>

y,(t = 0) = 0

(i = 1 , . . . ,N);

(21)
p(t = 0) = 0

(22)
(23)

ps(t) = exp(iS(t))p(o)s exp(-iS(t))

(24)
(25)

|<l>) is our reference state, and the parameters a, /8, and y, give the relative amplitudes for finding the excess charge (transferring electron) on the donor, acceptor, and
bridge/solvent sites, respectively; there are N bridge orbitals.
We determine an expression for the ET probability by demanding that Ehrenfest's
theorem [41] be valid for the following manifold of operators:
{a*man,a*am,b+k,bk);m * n,

m,n = A,D,L,;

(j = 1 , . . . ,N)

(UbtA)
We have the following equation of motions for these operators:
(27)

jt

(28)

From (28) we end up with the following equation for the Glauber transformation
parameters (Xk,Xf):
id/dtXk(t)

= wkXk(t) - iak(Mk)o

(29)

where
(Mk)o = Tr{po(t)Mk]

(30)

Since (Mk)o is time-dependent and depends on a{t), y,(/), and /?(/), eq. (29) should
be solved together with the equations for a, y{, and ft. For further analysis we assume that the degrees of freedom for the medium change insignificantly during the
process, meaning that the changes in (Mk)o with respect to time are small compared
with the value of (Mk)0. Using this assumption, the time-dependent statistical density
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operator (!9)-(25), the Hamiltonian (5)-(12) and Ehrenfest's theorem (26-(28), we
end up with the following nonlinear set of differential equations:
a

XD
.I.D

id/dt'

M.I.L1

a
y,

(31)

N.D

where
(32)

Frs =
and

Q=

(33)

Since

P(t,e,w) =

(34)

we are able to calculate the time-dependent ET probability for a given encounter
complex with energy e and relative orientation w, once the equation set (31) is solved
for)6(/).
IV. The Calculated Time-averaged ET Probabilities
For the encounter surrounded by vacuum we can determine (3(t) and it analytically,
but if the dielectric is included, we are forced to determine fi(t) and IT numerically.
For specific study, we have chosen as examples for the ET system benzene anion-radical as donor, pyridine as acceptor, and water as the bridge/solvent molecule. The
molecular geometries are given by the experimentally determined molecular structures [42]. The calculation scheme is described in Refs. 1 and 2, and the two types of
encounter configurations are shown in Figure 1. We calculate for each compound the
electronic wave function and energy for the isolated, uncharged compound by a
closed-shell Hartree-Fock method using the vacuum part of the Fock matrix in'
eq- 32. The electronic wave functions for each compound in the encounter-complex
are then used in a modified GAUSSIAN 82 program [43] and orthogonalized using

1

Figure 1. To the left we have one of the two types of Q H t - / H 2 O / C , H 5 N configurations.
To the right we have the CJi* /C 5 H 5 N configuration.
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Lowdin's symmetric orthogonalization procedure (with standard sro-3G basis). We
then calculate the elements that are needed in (31), and fi(t) and tt is determined by a
Runge-Kutta method connected to a simple integral routine (see Refs. 1,2, and 44
for further details). The problems concerning the choice of dielectric constant are addressed in Ref. 1, where the choice of the static dielectric constant is justified for the
time-independent case; this was done by a propagator approach }45-47j.
Tables I-V present calculations for different encounter configurations, where the
donor and acceptor are in the xy planes and H2O is in the xy or the yz plane. We consider the effect of changing the distance Rft/,(A) and the twist-angle Qhp between donor
and acceptor and the effects from changing the position of the bridge/solvent
molecule (H2O).
0(H2O-r) and 6{H2O-x) are, respectively, the rotation angle of H2O in the xv plane
and the yz plane around the z axis or x axis. /0 is the lifetime of the encounter in

TABLE I. Transfer elements and time-averaged ET probabilities for ChH^ and C,H5N showing the dependence on the donor-acceptor separation for the encounter surrounded by vacuum and dielectric. t0 and V D
are in atomic units.
Time-aver, ET Prob. [irie.w)]
Dielectric

Transfer element (VD)

Encounter
configuration

Vacuum

t« = (4)

to = (8)

Vacuum

Dielectric

0.0
« „ = 4.5.©* = 0.0
R^ = 4.0,6^ = 0.0
R^ = 3.5.6,, = 0.0

4.10(-5)
9.0K-4)
I.4K-2)
I.3K-I)

4.2M-5)
9.22(-4)
1.45(-2)

4.29(-5)
9.34(-4)
1.47(-2)

1.20(-4)
5.53(-4)
2.l8(-3)
7.42(-3)

7.33(-4)
2.36(-4)
7.59(-3)

TABLE II. Transfer elements and time-averaged ET probabilities for C^H^ and C5H5N showing the dependence on the donor-acceptor twist-angle for the encounter surrounded by vacuum and dielectric. r0 and V D
are in atomic units.
Time-aver, ET Prob. [ff(e,w)]
Dielectric
Encounter
configuration

K
K

=
=
=
=
=

4.5,9^ =
4.5,0* =
4 . 5 . ^=
4.5. «* =
4.5,©^ =

0.0
7.5

30.0
37.5
45.0

Transfer element (Vp)

Vacuum

to = (4)

t0 = (8)

Vacuum

Dielectric

9.0K-4)
8.49(-4)
5.4f-7)
7.34(-4)
8.40<-4)

9.221-4)
8.68(-4)
5.4(-7)
7.42(-4)
8.47(-4)

9.34(-4)
8.79(-4)
5.5(-7)
7.5K-4)
8.57(-4)

5.53(-4)
5.37(-4)
1.34(-5)
5.05(-4)
5.32<-4)

?.33(-4)
7.17(-4)

\.m-5)
6.85!-5)
7.141-4)
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TABLE HI. Transfer elements and time-averaged ET probabilities for C 6 H 6 , H : O, and C5H5N showing
distance between C6H6" and C5H5N with the water centered in between C(,H(, and C5H5N. The encounter
is surrounded by vacuum and dielectric. Bbp and 0(H,O-z) are fixed to 0.0. t0, V p , and V B are in
atomic units.
Time-aver. ET Prob. [r
Transfer element vacuum

Dielectric
Encounter
configuration

Vacuum

h = (4)

to = (8)

vD

V8

B-Wl-P,/^ == 5.5
B-W2-P,/f¥ == 5.5
B-Wl-P,/?^ =
= 5.0
B-V/2-P.R^ =
=5.0
B-Wl-P.Kj, == 4.75
B-'W2-P,Rbp --= 4.75

3.7(-6)
4.2(-7)
7.K-5)
2.9(-5)
3.K-4)
1.6(-4)

3.6(-6)

3.6(-6)

6.3(-5)

6.4(-5)

3.K-4)

3.K-4)

1.25(-5)
1.25(-5)
1.0K-4)
1.0K-4)
2.37(-4)
2.37(-4)

2.84(-3)
2.9(-05)
4.45(-i)
4.58(-5)
5.57(-3)
5.74(-5)

TABLE IV. Transfer elements and time-averaged ET probabilities for C 6 H 6 , H2O, and C5H5N showing the
angle dependence with respect to 0(H2O-z) when the H2O is in the xy-plane and centered in between C^H^
and C5H5N. The encounter is surrounded by vacuum and dielectric; 0(p and R^ are fixed to, respectively,
0.0 and 5.5A. t0, V D , and V B are in atomic units.
Time-aver. ET Prob. [n(e, w)]
Dielectric

Transfer element vacuum

Encounter
configuration

Vacuum

h = (4)

h = (8)

VD

vB

B-W1-P,0(H 2 O-Z) = 0.00
B-W2-P, 8(H2O-z) = 0.00

3.7(-6)
4.2(-7)

3.6(-6)

3.6(-6)

1.25(-5)
1.25(-5)

2.84(-3)
2.9(-Q5)

B-Wl-P,tf<H2O-2) = 30.0
B-W2-P.tf(H2O-z) = 30.0

7.4(-5)
7.2(-5)

6.5(-5)

6.6(-5)

1.58(-4)

1.36(-3)

B-Wl-P,tf(H2O-z) = 60.0
B-W2-P, #(H2O-z) = 60.0

9.0(-5)
7.8(-5)

9.K-5)

9.2(-5)

1.77(-4)
1.77(-4)

8.50(-4)
572(-3)

B-Wl-P,tf(H2O-z) = 90.0
B-W2-P,0(H2O-z) = 90.0

l.K-6)
1.9(-6)

2.58(-5)
2.58(-5)

1.38(-3)
1.24(-2)

atomic units. The ET elements are calculated for t = 0 using Eq. (32) (in atomic
units) as

v0 =

VB

=

V|F

(35)

DL

The numbers in parenthesis are powers of 10. B/W1/W2/P

denote, respectively, the

MO'S taking part in the ET for benzene anion, first LUMO of water, second LUMO of
water, and pyridine. It is observed from Table I that both the ET transfer element Vu
and the time-averaged ET probability depend strongly on the donor-acceptor distance
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TABLE V. Transfer elements and time-averaged ET probabilities for C 5 H 6 , H 2 O, and C5H5N showing the
angle dependence with respect to@(HiO-x), when H2O is in the yz-plane and centered in between CJftl
and C5H5N and the H2O plane is perpendicular to the two aromatic planes. The encounter is surrounded by
vacuum and dielectric; 6^ and R^ are fixed to, respectively, 0.0 and 5.5A. / 0 , V D , and V B are in atomic
units.

Time-aver, ET Prob. [
Dielectric
Encounter
configuration

Transfer element vacuum

Vacuum

to = (4)

h = (8)

VD

VB

3.K-6)
5.2(-8)

,.0.-4,

,.2,-4,

30.0
30.0

7.7(-5)
2.3(-4)

7.W-5)

8.5(-5)

I.26(-6)
1.26(-6)
3.58(-6)
3.58(-6)

2.18(-3)
1.46(-4)
2.87(-3)
4.09(-3)

B-Wl-P, $(H2O-x) = 60.0
B-W2-P,0(H2O-.r) = 60.0

6.8(-5)

3.K-5)

3.2(-5)

90.0

4.6(-5)
2.4(-4)

5.K-5)

5.2(-5)

3-W2-P, 6 (H2O-.t) = 90.0

4.15(-3)
3.35(-3)
6.06(-3)
2.23(-2)

B-Wl-P, 0<H2O-.t) = 120.
B-W2-P, 0(H2O-.t) = 120.

4.0(-5)
4.9(-5)

5.2(-5)

5.3(-5)

B-Wl-P, g(H,O-x) = 150.

3.0(-6)
4.6(-7)

3.9(-6)

4.0(-6)

5.7(-6)

6.K-6)

6.1 (-6)

3.59(-6)
3.59(-6)
2.78(-5)
2.78(-5)
2.94(-5)
2.94(-5)
5.13(-6)
5.13(-6)
1.60(-5)
1.60(-5)

B-Wl-P, 0(H2O-.t) =•• o . o o
B-W2-P. 0 ( H 2 O - A ) =•• o . o o
B-Wl-P, 0(H 2 O-A:) =

B-W2-P, emp-x) = 150.
B-Wl-P, <?(H2O-.t) = 180.
B-W2-P. eiHfi-x) = 180.

7.80(-3)
I.08(-2)
5.17(-3)
\86(-3)
6.53(-3)
2.46(-3)

and slightly on the dielectric constant. The dielectric constant is changed from K = 1,
corresponding to vacuum, to K = 78.54, the static dielectric constant for water. We
also notice that the averaged lifetime for the encounter has a slight influence on the
time-averaged ET probability.
In Table II we present the effect of changing the twist-angle between the acceptor
and donor for a fixed donor-acceptor distance. We observe a dramatic change in both
the ET transfer element and the time-averaged ET probability. In particular, when
0jp = 30°, corresponding to staggered carbons on the two rings, the matrix element
drops sharply. Again there is a slight increase when the dielectric is included, and
also the averaged lifetime has a slight effect. In Tables III—V we present the calculations performed for the encounters consisting of the donor C6H<~, the acceptor
C5H5N, and the bridge/solvent molecule H2O.
From Table III we observe the effect of decreasing the distance between the donor
and acceptor when the water molecule is in between the donor and acceptor, with the
molecular plane parallel to the two aromatic compounds. We observe the same strong
dependence on the separation distance between the donor and acceptor as in Table I.
The effect of the dielectric is different from the one seen in Tables I and II; the ET
probability is essentially unchanged, when changing the value of the static dielectric
constant. The time-averaged ET probability in Table III for R^ = 5.0A is almost
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twice as large as the value in Table I for the same donor-acceptor separation. This
is due to bridge-assisted electron transfer. The time-averaged ET probability for the
ET path C6H,~/H2O 1. LUMO/CJH 5 N is larger for all three encounter configurations
than for the ET path C 6 He/H 2 O 2.LUMO/C 5 H 5 N due both to a larger indirect
coupling element and that FLL for the H2O first LUMO is closer to FAA and FDD than Fu
for the second LUMO; this follows from simple energy-denominator arguments of
perturbation theory.
In Table IV we present the calculations for the encounter configurations, where the
angle 0(H2O-z) is changed. The molecular planes for all three compounds are parallel, and the water molecule is centered in between the two aromatic planes. The
molecules are placed in xy-planes, and the water molecule is rotated around the zaxis. We observe a competition between the two ET paths B-Wl-P and B-W2-P even
though the value of FLL for the second LUMO in all cases is farther from FDD and FAA
than the value of FLL for the first LUMO: this is due to the change in the value of VB
and the larger value of VB for the ET path B-W2-P. The effect of the dielectric is similar to that seen in Table III.
Table V presents results for the encounter configurations, where the plane of the
water molecule is perpendicular to the two aromatic planes, and the water molecule is
still centered in between the donor and acceptor. As in Table IV we observe a competition between the two ET paths, and again it is mainly due to the change of the VB
value. This time we observe both an increase and decrease in the time-averaged ET
probability when including the dielectric in the calculations.
Summary
We observe that the time-averaged ET-probabilities and the ET transfer elements depend strongly on the separation distance between the donor and acceptor, the twist
angle between the donor and acceptor, and the orientation of H2O and depend slightly
on the value of the static dielectric constant and the lifetime of the encounter. We also
observe bridge-assisted ET with an increase in the time-averaged ET probability by a
factor of two when including the bridge/solvent molecule. Including the water
molecule in the encounter configuration and changing the position of the water
molecule give rise to possibilities for competing ET paths; the transferring electron
can either use the first LUMO of H2O as a bridge or the second LUMO of H2O depending on the values of the ET transfer elements for the two different ET paths. We do not
see the same effect from the dielectric for the encounters including the water
molecule as for the encounters without the water molecule. The effects, that we observed, of the relative orientation for the encounter configurations are similar to the
ones presented in Refs. 17,18,19,36, and 37.
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Abstract
A self-consistent model capable of describing the interaction of a metal electrode/
liquid electrolyte interface is presented. As in a real system, a capacity maximum
shifted towards positive charges is obtained from the model. The metal is represented
by the planar uniform background model (jellium). The solvent is described by a polar liquid whose response to charge is accounted for in terms of the local approximation. The interaction between the metal and ions is modelled by a charged plane
placed near the metal surface. Charge neutrality of the whole system is preserved.
The present model is a good approximation for highly concentrated solutions.
1. Introduction
It is a well known fact that between a liquid electrolyte and a charged metal an
electrical double layer is formed, which is frequently studied under thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions [1]. There should be an electrostatic equilibrium between
forces that appear once a potential drop is established between the electrode and the
solution. Short range and electrostatic forces induce a structure of those ions, dipoles
atoms, and molecules that are near the metal surface, constituting "the internal
layer." The charge on the electrode is compensated by a charge of the same value and
opposite sign located on the solution side. This charge separation causes the double
layer to behave like a capacitor.
Let A </> be the potential when the electrode charge is q and A<£0 the potential when
the electrode charge is zero (which is known as the potential of the electrocapilar
maximum, PZC). The integral double layer capacity C, is
C = q/(M

- Atf>0)

(I)

Experimentally, it is known that C depends on the electrocapilar maximum, and
therefore, it is convenient to introduce the differential capacity
c =

T=7

0)

The double layer capacity of a great number of metal/liquid electrolyte interfaces
has a maximum, the "hump," which is practically always at positive electrode
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charges. In recent years [2-8], models of the interface have been proposed in which
this capacity is calculated from physically plausible models of the adjoining phases.
The theories used for describing the double layer can be divided into three main
groups:
(1) The phenomenological approach [9]. This approach establishes relationships
between different characteristics of the interfacial region (PZC potential, PZC capacity, work function, etc.) and other measurable quantities physically related
to them. Correlations have been found between many of these characteristics
for a number of metals and solids, but in practically all cases one also can find
serious departures from the basic trends.
(2) The semimicroscopic approach [10]. In order to find an agreement between
the previously mentioned trends with their exceptions, it is necessary to develop a microscopic molecular theory of the interface. These types of models
describe the solvent molecular layer in contact with the electrode in terms of
different possible orientations by taking into account every molecular configuration energy.
(3) Collective models. They are based on the methods of the theory of manyparticle systems that are used in solid state physics.
The search for a self-consistent theory to describe the metal surface has induced
the possibility of employing the density functional formalism. There was an important attempt in this direction, by using a jellium-dielectric film model [3], in order to
consider the electrostatic interaction between metal and solvent. The electron density
profile was approximated variationally by a two-parameter function (exponential
form), and the response of the solution to electrode charge was represented by three
layers, each of them characterized by a uniform dielectric constant, which is previously fixed. By increasing the dielectric constant, the electronic density is pushed
into the solvent. It was assumed that the last ion plane of the metal is equivalent to
the jellium surface, and then one needs to keep a layer of thickness equal to the ion
radius to take into account their finite size. Therefore, the thickness of the first layer
is taken equal to the metal ion radius. This fact can be rationalized by considering
that the electrode is a slab constituted by N ion planes; therefore, it would be more
realistic to consider that the thickness is equivalent to iV ion diameters, i.e., the last
ion plane is one ion radius inside the jellium edge.
On the other side, the electronic density of jellium is described by a simple exponential-type trial function, which does not satisfy a basic condition in electrochemical
systems, such as the one imposed by Budd and Vannimenus [11]. These kinds of trial
functions are probably too simple for potentials away from the PZC.
The main purpose of this paper is to present a model capable of describing a metalliquid electrolyte interface. The electron density profile will be obtained by solving
the jellium equations correctly and self-consistently.
We use a well-defined basis functions set; the solution comes out without performing the numerical integration of the Schrodinger equation. Therefore, we are able to
write down our wave functions solution of the problem in terms of the basis functions
set used, so this model is really free of adjustable parameters.
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2. The Model
We propose a model that avoids the use of trial functions, for which we need to
know in advance several parameters (artificial layers thicknesses, dielectric constant,
etc.), which can influence significantly the final results.
First of all we need to describe the interaction of the solvent with a metal surface.
The solvent response to charge variations is characterized by a dielectric constant, K,
whose value is a function of field strength and is obtained, inside the solvent region,
from the Booth model [12].
The metal is represented by a slab whose dimensions are very large compared with
the thickness L and, using the planar uniform-background model, the positive metal
ions are smeared out into a constant positive charge density n+ (r) with its edges at
\z\ = (1/2) L (z is the coordinate perpendicular to the two parallel faces).

njr)

1

I I

"o

\z\ < y L

0,

\z\>~L

=-

taking n0 = f(4/3) f r]]'x and rs as the radius of a sphere defining the volume per valency electron.
The slab and the soiution are put between infinitely high potential walls located at
\z\ = (1/2)Z>, far enough away to interfere with the electrons [13]. The solution region is also indicated in Figure 1.
The electron density n(r) of the system of M interacting electrons in an external
potential can be found by solving self-consistently the one-particle Schrodinger
equation
\

f

e,^(z,i-,)

B

(3)

and

l |

2

(4)

where the «/>, are the M lowest-lying orthonormal solutions of Eq. (4), and r, is the
two-dimensional vector parallel to the faces. The solutions are calculated in
\z\ < (l/2)D under the conditions ^ . r , , ) = 0 if \z\ = (l/2)O.
The one-body effective potential veff is
v e f T (r) = <A(r) + vjr)

(5)

where # is the electrostatic potential, <£ = <£>, inside the solution and <f> = <f^ elsewhere, and vxc is die local density exchange-correlation potential.
Since n+ depends solely on r, we consider the associated electron density n as a
function of z only, and the electrostatic part 4> will satisfy the Poisson equations:
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Figure 1. The jellium slab of thickness L is placed between two infinitely high potential
walls separated by a distance D. The jellium surfaces are placed at z - ( ± l/2)£, in contact
with the solvent.

dz2 = 4f[» + (r) - n(z)]

= (4VK)ln+(z) - n(z)]

(6a)
(6b)

Equations (6a) and (6b) are just the same except for an exchange of n(z) with n{z)/K
inside the solution because n+(z) is zero in mat region.
The specific interaction between the metal and the polar molecules in the solvent
are accounted for in terms of the local approximation. The Froblich's theory of the
dielectric constant of polar liquids is used to obtain K as a function of the electric
field. Then </> is obtained as a function of the electron density n(z) by direct integration, using the boundary condition <f>0 = <j>t on the jellium surface, and d<f»/
dz at \z\ - (l/2)£> is fixed according to the electrode charge [14].
For the exchange-correlation part vxc we use
vjr)

= -6o[3«(r)/fl11/3

(7)

with a parameter a given in Refs. 13 and 14.
Since the effective potential vefr depends only on z, the eigenfunetions of Eq. (3)
can simply be written as
i^OMl,) =fj(z)A-i exf
where A is the surface area.
This gives a simple equation for the functions f}(z)

(8)
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(9)

and the eigenvalues E) are connected with the eigenvalues ey of eq. (3) via the relation

ej = Ej + y*f

(10)

We choose

k

"2 sin (/fz/D),

/ = 2,4,6,...

(lla)

= 2 M 2 / 0 ) " 2 cos (i%z/D),

/ = 1,3,5,...

(lib)

and the electron density, written in terms of the fj, has the form

* ( * ) = { 2 (*F - Ej)\fj(z)\2,
1

where the Fermi energy eF is so determined that the whole system is electrically
neutral.
The equations are solved in the following way:
(1) An initial electron density n(z) and K = 1 (vacuum condition) is chosen.
(2) From Eqs. (6) and (7) we obtain <£ and v,c.
(3) The new n(z) and K(z) are calculated, and then steps 2 and 3 are repeated until
self-consistency is reached.
The interaction between metal electrons and the solvent can be expected to involve
not only an electrostatic part but also a repulsion owing to the closed shell cores. In
order to account for the second type of interaction, we introduce into the model an
ideal electric charged plane, that is a good approximation for highly concentrated solutions. The charge —q of that plane is neutralized by a charge of opposite sign (+<?)
located in the ideally polarized electrode in order to preserve the system charge neutrality. The charged plane is placed at a distance equivalent to a solvent monolayer
from the jellium surface.
3. Results
Using the density functional formalism, we have developed a model that allows
fully self-consistent calculations of the electron density profile and capacity of metalelectrolyte interfaces.
Figure 2 shows electron density profiles calculated at different electrode charges.
Electron density changes occur only in the interface region.
The effect of the electrode charge on the electron density is to produce a shift (outwards-inwards) of the profiles with respect to the PZC profile. It is important to note
that the shapes of those profiles are not affected significantly by electrode charge.
Dependence of the capacity on electrode charge is shown in Figure 3. From this
figure we learn that the capacity maximum is not symmetric with respect to the PZC,
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as it would be in a system formed by a perfect metal in contact with an electrolyte
solution. As in a real system, we obtain a shift of the capacity hump towards positive
charges from our self-consistent calculation.
4. Conclusions
Despite the strong nonlocal character of the electrostatic potential, we managed to
treat it in a direct way and, at the same time, to obtain self-consistency. This fact allows one to watch the role of this potential in connection with other variables of
physical interest. This point becomes very important if one is interested in physical
quantities depending exclusively on this potential, such as the capacitance of a metalelectrolyte interface. The direct treatment of the electrostatic potential was possible
by performing a careful numerical analysis of the model; as a consequence, the computing time was reduced to a minimum. To our knowledge this is the first self-consistent calculation using the density functional formalism to describe the contribution of
the metal to the double layer capacitance in a metal-electrolyte interface.
The model describes the occurrence of a capacity maximum at positive charge
densities.
The self-consistent density profiles satisfy the Budd and Vannimenus sum rule. It
is important to note that the exponential-type trial function for the electronic density,
which has so far been used exclusively in the electrochemical literature, does not satisfy this rule.
Ihe fulfillment of the Budd and Vannimenus rule is an important prerequisite that
any quantum-electrochemistry jellium model should satisfy, since this rule may govern the charge dependence of the interfacial capacity.
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Abstract
A brief review is given of some applications of a novel form of self-energy theory.
These include the image force experienced by an electron near a metal, the van der
Waals interaction between two molecules, and the polarization potential of atomic
scattering theory.
Introduction
In this review we will cover some of the basic ideas about the way a probe, which,
for example, could be an electron or an atom in arbitrary motion, interacts with a polarizable body such as a condensed matter surface or another particle with internal
structure. The approach is straightforward and unconventional. We will focus on the
way the quanta! properties of the probe affect these long-range interactions. The linear response function of the condensed matter system is assumed to be known. We
employ an unfolding procedure [1] to obtain a spatial representation of the proper
self-energy of the interacting probe.
Application of this straightforward formalism to describe the image potential of an
electron approaching a surface and an electron tunneling through a barrier is made. A
new treatment of the van der Waals interaction between two molecules and of the polarization potential in atomic scattering theory will be given. Finally, other applications of the formalism are discussed briefly.
Classical Long-range Interactions
A point charge Q located at distance z from a plane-bounded semiinfinite dielectric
experiences an attractive force derivable from the electrostatic potential

Of course this potential arises because the charge polarizes the dielectric. This polarization charge reacts with the applied charge to yield the self-energy Vnlf.
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Similarly, a charge Q located at distance R from a molecule with isotropic polarizability a induces charge separation in the molecule and gives rise to a self-energy
/mol _ _
self -

a

U

^4

in the asymptotic region.
Two molecules separated by a distance R interact with the asymptotic self-energy

= -p
where the constant C is determined by the molecular properties of the interacting
systems. It is interesting that, although the R6 dependence of V^f may be inferred
by a simple classical argument, the value of the constant C must be found using
quantum arguments.
The Self-energy of a Particle Interacting with a Target
Consider a projectile incident on a many-particle target. Suppose that in the absence
of interactions with the target the projectile is described by the basis set {{<{>„)} with
eigenenergies {£„} and that a typical many-particle state vector of the target is |i(rn>
with eigenenergy £„. The projectile may possess internal degrees of freedom. For
simplicity, we write the interaction energy between the target and the projectile as
V = 22V / (r,,p ; ), where r, is the coordinate of the /th particle making up the projectile, and pj is the coordinate of the jth target particle.
Consider the Green function G(r,r',£) of the projectile. As Feynman has shown
[2], this is the probability amplitude for finding it at r if it is originally at r' and if it
has energy £. The development of the Green function due to repeated scatterings on
the target is represented in Figure la and symbolically as
G = Go + Go VG0 + G0VG0VG0 + •••

(4)

where Go is the noninteracting Green function, and matrix multiplications are indicated. If we include purely elastic interactions in GQ and hence account only for
inelastic interactions in a perturbation series for G, then it may be represented as in
Figure lb. A Dyson summation [3] involving only proper self-energy diagrams may
be carried out as indicated in Figure lb and lc, resulting in an explicit form for the
exact Green function of a projectile interacting with a many-particle target, viz.,
Gk(E) = {E - e

k

- lt(E)}-1

(5)

where G(r,r',£) = 2*Gt(E)<£t(r)0*(r') is the exact nonlocal Green function. For
simplicity, we assume here that the projectile has no internal structure, and that
exchange between the projectile and target may be neglected.
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(a)

:)

i
(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 1.

Feynman diagrams representing the interaction of a projectile with a manyparticle target. For a detailed description, see the text.

One may show [1,4] that the spatial dependence of the projected (or local) selfenergy may be written
(O\V\Q(ln\V\kO)

£ (sk + E0-en-E,+

it) 6

(O\V\l)(nl\V\n'l')(n'r\V\n"l")(n"l"\V\kO)
(et + E

Q

- en- E ,

et + EQ -

£„• -

Er

EQ - e n . - Er

where only proper self-energy diagrams are to be included in the infinite sum represented in Eq. (6). The obvious abbreviation \nl) = |$ n )j$ ; ) is used and !^)j# 0 ) ^
taken to be the state vector of the noninteracting system. The unfolding procedure
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used to obtain this equation may be employed in a straightforward generalization to
derive [4] an expression for the nonlocal self-energy.
The Classical Image Potential for a Model Solid
It was early recognized [5] that the image potential of a classical point charge
located at a fixed distance from a metallic surface can be thought of as arising from a
shift in the zero-point energy of the surface plasmon field. As is well-known, one
represents the Hamiltonian of the noninteracting surface plasmon oscillators as

where bK is the annihilation operator for a surface plasmon with wave vector K and
frequency ioK. A perturbing charge Q located at distance z outside of the surface gives
rise to the perturbation energy

V r '"%
where Q is located at (p,z),

+ btj

(8)

and F2K = irho)2s/Ak<oK. The surface area is A, and

(oK = (os as K —* 0 .

As is well known, a linear transformation of the operators bK and b* puts the total
Hamiltonian in the form Ho + H' = *Lktu»iK{ClCK + Vi) -i AE, with the resulting
shift in the zero point energy
A£ = -<22/4z

(9)

if dispersion of the surface plasmon eigenenergy is neglected. One may show that
this expression is asymptotically correct even when dispersion is included. By choosing o)2K = <a) + otK + /3K2 + h2K4/4m2, Echenique et al. [6] have shown that the
divergence displayed by A£ in Eq. (9) is removed and that results are obtained that
are equivalent to the use of a surface dielectric function that contains the effect of
both surface plasmon modes and single-particle excitations. Mahan [7] has shown
that the Hamiltonian H' of Eq. (8) may be generalized to describe interactions with
surface optical phonons by multiplying T2K given in the line following Eq. (8) by the
factor (e0 - l)/(e 0 + 1) ~ (e» ~ l)/(e» + 1), where (e o ,e x ) is the (static,optical)
dielectric constant of the insulator and by taking wK = co0, the surface optical phonon
frequency. Mahan [7] has also shown that interactions with bulk plasmon or optical
phonon modes may be represented by the Hamiltonian

H' = 0(z)21>*

" sin(z/t)(bk + blk)

(10)

k

where F2k = 47re2ha)p/ClJc2<ok with an additional factor (S/eJ - (I/e 0 ), and e^~#
<ak - <ow in the case of bulk optical phonons. Also the sum over k. is restricted to
kz s: 0; &(z) is the Heaviside step function, and Q, is the volume of the half space.
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The Self-energy of an Electron Interacting with a Condensed Matter Surface
To lowest order.
YM
* W

-Y
(+o\V\M(nk\V\OO)
ftfr)
£ (e« + Eo - ek - En + i8) <f>0(r)

'

In genera] 2 is complex. The real part is just the exchange-correlation potential at
large distances from the surface. The imaginary part contains the effects of real transitions (energy exchange between the probe and the target) and, except when a completely self-consistent projectile basis set is used, also consists of a portion describing
energy transfers that are overall conservative.
There have been many papers dealing with the dynamic interaction of electrons
with condensed matter surfaces. References 5-8 lists some that are pertinent to this
topic
For purposes of orientation, we may employ a plane-wave basis set, i.e., ^ ( r ) =
k r
e' / V f l , where fi is the normalization volume. This allows one to examine the
effects of projectile recoil in its most transparent aspect. One finds

" -2? L
where d> = Imtajh, and the state of the electron interacting with the surface is
specified by the vector (KQ, k0). The integral over k may be carried out straightforwardly, and the integral over Q may be done numerically. The results may be
written, for the case KQ = 0, k0 = mv/h,
Re X(z) = - ^ | / ( — H j + quantal correction

(13)

/mS(z) = "T-Mgl— £ |z|]sgn(z) + quantal corrections

(14)

Here/(jc) = So dte~x'/{\ + t2) and g(x) = -df/dx
M
||

are tabulated functions. When

(15)
- 3v2/2a,Jz2)sgn(2)

Im 2(z) = ~^-2(l

o<osz
and near the surface ko\z\ «^ l,ko/<am > 1

'

F

(1 ~ 2fmjmv2)inr

(16)
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In the low-velocity limit |&0|/a>]]'2
(Z)

4|z|

- exp(-o>" 2 |z|) + d>"2|z|£2(d>"2|z|)}
- e2a)il2/2

as

z

0

(18)

showing that the divergence of the classical image potential at the surface is removed
by quantal recoil of the electron.
In the case k0 = 0, KOZ > 1, /ro/&>'/2 > 1, one recovers the expression [9]

The original paper of Manson and Ritchie [1] considered only the interaction with
dispersionless surface plasmons. This is known to be a good approximation for nonrelativistic particles and for points not too close to the surface. Recently Mahanty
et al. [10] have used the Manson-Ritchie formalism, together with a hydrodynamicai
representation of the response function of a metal, to obtain results for the self-energy
both interior and exterior to the metal. Figure 2 shows a plot of Re S(z) for two different values of ko(/co ~ 0) for an electron incident on the surface from vacuo.
Results for X(z) from higher-order perturbation theory are under development [4].
It is of some interest to see how dependent the self-energy is on the form of the
basis set used to represent the electron. In particular, an analytically manageable set

z( unite of kj)

Figure 2. Real part of the self-energy, £'(z) = ReS(z), for incident particle speeds faabove the threshold speed. Here k0 is the wave number of the incident panicle, and kp is the
wave number of a particle with energy equal to the energy of the volume plumon. The
dashed curves represent the surface contributions to E'{z), whereas the solid curves show
the total £"(z) functions.
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with one or more bound states would be very useful. For simplicity and convenience,
then, we choose the set having a single bound state with the form

<h>(r) = V A > ""'V"" VVA

(20)

and whose other members lie in the continuum. The binding energy of this state is
e<) = ^7>o/2m, and, of course, the state has plane wave character for motion parallel
with the surface. The surface itself is taken to lie in the plane 2 = 0. The continuum
eigenfunctions are analytically very simple, can be shown to form a complete set
with the bound state eigenfunctions, and facilitate all calculations.
The self-energy of an electron in the bound state may be derived in a straightforward manner. One finds [II] for the self-energy due to interaction with the surface
modes, if /r0 = 0,
mo>se~
trh
* (p~ + Po)([Po + xf + P2)(P2

+ pi + K2 + at + i8)

In a sense we may regard this as the self-energy of an electron tunneling through a
barrier. Jonson [12] has approached the problem of the self-energy of a tunnelling
electron from a different viewpoint.
Carrying out the integration over k we find,

o

2 J o (<b-

e

where s2 ~ p\ + a» + K2. The second integral is due to recoil of the tunneling electron, decays exponentially away from the surface, and may be expressed as an exponential integral. The first term yields the classical image potential at large distances,
viz., as z—* ».

f

^

]

(23

>

As one expects, Im(£0) = 0. Figure 3 shows a plot of the ratio of Re 20(z) to the
classical limit Va — —e2/4z as it depends on z for two different values of o>, and for
p0 = 1 a.u. One sees that the correction may be important at fairiy large distances
when the surface plasmon energy is appropriate to, e.g., the alkali metals.
When K0 9^ 0, one may look for the contribution of the surface plasmon field to
the effective mass of the bound particle. This is of current interest in the theory of
image potential-induced surface states on solids. We find [11] that m*/m — 1 =
Sm/m « a few percent for p0 = 1 a.u. Furthermore, it is interesting to evaluate the
error incurred in invoking closure in the present calculation. Closure is invoked frequently, e.g., to determine the binding energy of a positron at a metal surface (13].
In the calculation of the energy shift of the bound state [11], the closure approximation leads to an error or ~30%.
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4.0

-

6
8
42
z (o. u.)
Figure 3. The image potential appropriate to a tunneling electron. 2 (z) is the self-energy
for an electron tunneling into vacuum from a metal characterized by the surface plasmon energy hot,. The attenuation length appropriate to the electron was taken to be 1 a.u. The classical image potential Va(z) = - l / 4 z in atomic units.
2

4

The formalism described above has also been used [14] to determine the selfenergy of a positronium atom near a metal surface. We have shown [14] that for
the dispersionless surface plasmon model of the metal, the self-energy of an atom
moving parallel with the surface may be written

3 yl</|r|0)|2

r&

•]

(24)

where q) = 2me,/ft2, and c, is the excitation energy of the /th atomic state. The first
term of Eq. (24) is the well-known Lifschitz [15] expression for the van der Waals
potential between an atom and a metal, and the correction term agrees with that
obtained by Ferrell and Ritchie [16] using a semiclassical approach. Figure 4 shews
a plot of the ratio of 2(z) to the semiclassical Lifschitz term 2L(z) as a function of
distance from the surface for a positronium atom.
Interactions with Atomic Systems
The present self-energy approach has been used to study the polarization potential
between an electron and an atom [17] and the van der Waals interaction between two
atoms [18].
The long-range attractive interaction between an electron and an atom or molecule
has its origin in the polarization of the collective system by the approaching election.
For atoms or molecules without permanent dipole moments, the force is entirely
quantum mechanical in nature and is usually calculated in a development based
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20
Figure 4. Ratio of the total atom-surface self-energy So (z) to the semiclassical Lifsbitz
term Z L as a function of distance z from the surface. Shown are two cases of slow positronium moving perpendicularly to a metal surface: (a) 4 eV Ps and Al with hat, = 11.2 eV; (b)
2 eV Ps and Cs with hat, = 2.5 eV.

on perturbation theory. The potential is determined as a power series in the inverse
distance l/R between the electron and the atom, the lowest-order term being I//? 4
and the next term being l/R6 and containing, in part, the nonadiabatic correction
due to the inability of the atomic electron cloud to follow faithfully the motion of
the electron.
When a virtual quantum is exchanged, both the atom and electron must recoil
in order to conserve momentum. Even for the lightest atoms such as hydrogen or
helium, the effect is negligibly small, but for the electron which has a very small
mass, the recoil may cause measurable changes in the interaction. To lowest order
in our formalism, the nonadiabatic effects appear as the velocity-dependent l/R6
correction to the leading l/R* term. The effect of recoil of the scattering electron is
to reduce the strength of the interaction, and, for small separation, it causes the l/R4
interaction to saturate to a l/R2 form. For simplicity, consider the interaction between an electron and a hydrogen atom, neglecting exchange interactions. Take the
unperturbed system to be an isolated atom and an electron for which the corresponding eigenstate is the product of an atomic function and two momentum functions.
(25)
with corresponding unperturbed energy
p2j2

(26)

where e, is the unperturbed atomic energy measured from the ground state, and
atomic units are used throughout. If r, and r 2 are the vectors from the origin to the
atomic nucleus and to the scattering electron, respectively, and if pt is die vector to
the atomic electron, the perturbing potential is then
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H' = i

^—r + -.

i

(27)

The first nonvanishing contribution to the self-energy may be written
v(R\K)(i\H'\j)(f,K\H'\O,O)
(28)

Evaluating the matrix elements by expanding to first order in the variable r = p , —
T, and neglecting terms in the velocity and recoil of the electron, we recover the
familiar l/R* potential.
K

ci

2

f

<29>
€

f

where z is the polarization operator parallel to the direction of R.
However, because of the light mass of the electron, the neglect of its recoil in the
denominator is valid only for asymptotically large values of R. This is most readily
seen for the case in which the relative velocity of the system is small, i.e., />, —* 0.
The self-energy can then be obtained in closed form and is

where
2

a =

2(w,

-K

An interesting case that illustrates that recoil indeed causes a saturation of the selfenergy is the limit aR—* 0 where we recover
(31)

The effect of recoil as the system exchanges virtual quanta is to weaken or saturate
the interaction to a l/R2 form. The range of the effect is given by the parameter
a = y/2zf, which can be several atomic units, as noted by estimating €/to be a typical
atomic excitation energy. Although the limit of zero separation distance (R = 0) is
certainly beyond the range of validity of the approximations used to develop the
general formula for e(/?), this is more than a mere academic exercise. It demonstrates
mat the inclusion of electronic recoil weakens the leading l/R* term (and will also
act similarly on the high-order terms as well) at separation distances where the effect
can become noticeable. Furthermore, this effect is not expressible in terms of a
power series in l/R.
We have also studied 2 when the system has finite relative velocity. It is found that

j
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The correction term, proportional to the initial energy, is recognized as the first
velocity-dependent nonadiabatic contribution [19]. The leading term in the low-energy conservative imaginary part is proportional to the electron velocity and is given
by

We should emphasize the importance of keeping full three-dimensional recoil in
these calculations. It is considerably simpler to neglect the longitudinal component
and retain only the two-dimensional recoil in the directions transverse to the axis of
relative motion. If this is done, one obtains erroneous recoil corrections to the I//? 4
potential that can be expanded in \/R in the asymptotic region. However, the correct
three-dimensional treatment gives the much faster exponential decay of recoil effects.
Our formalism carries over easily [18] to the treatment of the long-range attractive
interaction between two atoms, or the van der Waals force. It is only necessary to expand in terms of eigenfunctions for each atom that depends on both the internal coordinates and the center-of-mass coordinates. The dependence on the latter is naturally
expressed in terms of momentum eigenfunctions. Defining the self-energy in a manner directly comparable with Eq. (28), we find the leading term in an expansion in
powers of / ? ' to be proportional to I//? 6 with a coefficient that agrees with that originally found by London [20]. London's calculation assumes that the atomic nuclei are
infinitely massive.
When a virtual quantum is exchanged the atom must recoil in order to conserve
momentum, but even for the lightest atoms such as hydrogen or helium the effect is
negligibly small and is usually completely ignored. However, recent advances in the
development of high-intensity thermal-energy positronium sources have led us to investigate the interaction of positronium with an atom, or with another positronium
atom, situations in which recoil must be accounted for.
We find that for the interaction between positronium atoms significant deviations
from the van der Waals I//? 6 form extend out to separations of 10 a.u., and for small
R the self-energy saturates to a I//? 4 form. Further deviations are due to finite relative velocity of the two atoms, and for positronium these can be substantial for energies even as small as a few electron volts.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of the ratio of 2 (R )/2i., on R for two positronium
atoms. Here 2/. is the London expression for the interaction energy, 2 t = liniR^o
2(/?). One sees that the recoil effect is appreciable at rather large separations here.
Recoil can also affect the interaction between a positronium atom (PS) and a normal
atom, although one expects the effect to extend to smaller distances. Shown in Figure 6 is the same ratio for PS interacting with several different systems. It is evident
that recoil can significantly lower the interaction energy out to separations ~5 a.u.
Although recoil is totally unimportant for ordinary atoms, we see that it can contribute to a significant weakening of the van der Waals potential in a system involving positronium. A finite relative velocity also weakens the interaction to a noticeable
degree even for PS kinetic energies of less than a few electronvolts.
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20

40

60
Rlon)

Figure 5. The ratio of the interaction self-energy 2 (R) to the London potential 2 L for two
positronium atoms as a function of distance R between the atomic centers.

20

4.0

SO
R(o.u)

Figure 6. The ratio of the interaction self-energy 2(/?) to the London potential 2 L for
positronium a distance R from several different atomic or molecular species.

The formalism discussed here has been applied to a number of different physical
problems in addition to those described above. For example, we have analyzed the
energy loss of a slowly moving atom to surface optical phonon [21] when the lowest
excitation energy of the atom is appreciably smaller than the surface optical phonon
eigenenergy. We have also [22] discussed the wake potential generated in condensed
matter using this approach to study quantal aspects of the potential for the first time.
Other applications presently under development include investigations of the properties of the hydrated electron in small water droplets [23], the characteristics of electrons tunneling from metals into the conduction band of insulators [24], higher-order
perturbation theory contributions to the image potential of charged particles (4J, and
related developments.
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Complex Perturbation and Deperterbatioii
Procedures Applied to Photofragmentation
Cross-section Calculations
R. LEFEBVRE AND M. GARCIA-SUCRE*
Laboratoire de Photophysique Moleculaire, t Bat. 213, Univer.sile de Pjris-Sud, 91405-Orsay, France

Abstract
We describe a procedure to calculate resonance energies that is based on the addition of a complex perturbation to a one-channel or multichannel description of a
quantum system. The perturbation has the effect of modifying the boundary conditions so that the perturbed problem leads to the search of the eigenvalues of a bound
system. The energies cannot be exploited directly. A point Pade procedure is subsequently applied to remove the perturbation. Tests are made on a well-known onechannel example. Another application is made to two simple photofragmentation
processes: photoionization of the ground state hydrogen atom and photodissocialion
of the HBr molecule. The complex perturbation in this instance is the change of the
photon frequency into a complex quantity.
Introduction
Consideration of a complex frequency to describe photofragmentation is a device
that can be combined with the use of the L2 basis function [1]. The starting point is
the negative frequency polarizability a~(a>) [2], which can be evaluated close to the
real axis to produce the cross-section according to
o-(o>) = Anwa lim a'(<o + ie)

(in a.u.)

(1)

a being the fine structure constant. Broad and Reinhardt [1] have used this method to
obtain very accurate results for the photoionization of the ground state hydrogen atom
by first expressing the relevant Green function in a set of integrable functions for a
complex value of <u. The limiting process is performed with the help of a point Pade
analytic continuation [3]. As an alternative that is also based on a discrete set of functions, Rescigno and McKoy [4] have advanced a technique that uses a real value of w
to estimate a~(co) but with a complex rotation of the radial coordinate to calculate the
Green function.
* Permanent address: Institute Venezolano de Investigaciones Cientificas (I VIC) and Universidad Central
de Venezuela (UCV), Caracas, Venezuela.
tCNRS, laboratory associated with Paris-Sud University.
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The use of integrable basis functions is not the only way to approach the representation of a bound quantum system. It is possible to perform a step-by-step integration
of a set of coupled channel equat;'\.s with the appropriate boundary conditions. This
requires also a matching algonthm to ensure continuity of the multicomponent wave
function and its derivative. Gordon [5J and Johnson [6] have proposed efficient methods based either on a sector-by-sector solution of the wave equation or on the propagation of the ratios of quantities evaluated at adjacent points of a grid. A variant of
the later procedure [7] is propagating
P(r) = V(r - A)lT'(r)

(2)

where U(r) is a matrix of solutions obeying the boundary conditions imposed by the
case at hand. A particularly appealing aspect of such a method is the possibility of
studying resonance states either by imposing explicitly the outgoing-wave-only condition in the asymptotic region (Siegert criterion [8]) or by rotating the coordinate to
produce localization of the resonant wave function. In this contribution we will describe another possibility that can be applied to the special type of resonances met in
photofragmentation processes. We will use a complex photon frequency as in the
method cited at the beginning of the Introduction [1]. The consequence is that the
wave function can satisfy bound state boundary conditions. The propagation plus
matching technique is used to obtain the eigenvalues. However, these complex energies are not of direct significance. As in the method of Broad and Reinhardt 11J, an
analytic continuation of some quantity is necessary. Although the quantity that can be
related to the cross section is the imaginary part of the resonance energies at a real
photon frequency, the quantity to be continued is, as we shall see, the complex energy itself and not its imaginary part.
The paper is organized in three parts. In the first part we indicate for a simple well
known resonance problem how the introduction of a complex parameter in the potential may modify the boundary condition for the resonance wave function. This operates somewhat as in the complex rotation method, although the integration is still
along the real axis. An essential difference is that the eigenenergy is affected by the
perturbation. A Padti procedure allows for the elimination of the perturbation. In the
following section we develop a coupled channel formulation of the photoionization of
the ground state hydrogen atom that can be the source of a treatment using either
complex rotation with a real photon frequency or no rotation and a complex photon
frequency followed by an analytical deperturbation. The final section applies the
same idea to the vuv photodissociation of the HBr molecule. Reasonable success is
achieved in both cases.
Resonance Determination with a Complex Modification of the Potential
We have reviewed recently [9] the various ways of localizing resonance wave
functions through the addition of a complex perturbation to the potential. One possibility formulated by Jolicard and Austin [10] and further developed by us | l l , I2J in
the context of a propagation plus matching technique consists in constructing an
imaginary potential (the optical potential) that is switched on smoothly enough to impede reflection of the Siegert wave as it progresses in the asymptotic region. Local-
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ization can be ensured, whereas the resonance complex eigenvalue is not affected.
Another approach consists in adding a complex perturbation that allows for localization but modifies the eigenvalue. It is necessary in this context to proceed to a deperturbation. This can be done with an analytic representation of the complex energy as
a Pade approximant. We have tested this method on the well known one channel
model [13] with a potential of the form 15r : e x p ( - r ) (with the kinetic energy written
as —d^'/dr1). Perturbations of the form -\kr or ~ / B r were introduced [9|. The eigenenergy £(A) or £(B) is evaluated for various values of the parameters A or B. and
the analytical continuation to £(0) has been shown to yield the expected resonance
energy.
We now present the result of an even simpler procedure, which represents a prototype for the method to be developed below to describe photofragmentation. The potential is again 15r : e x p ( - r ) . Table 1 shows the eigenvalues obtained by adding a
constant perturbation of the form -/V., in the sector 16 to 30 a.u.. with V., = 1.2.
. . . , 10.* The eigenvalues are obtained from the diagonalization o\' the tridiagonal
matrix of the finite difference boundary value method |14. 15]. A | 4 . 5 | point Pade
representation of the energy E(-iV) can be used to estimate £(()) with the result
£<()) - 6.8527% - :f).025548
instead of the correct value 116]
£ = 6.852781 - /0.025550
It should be noted that for this shape resonance the addition of a constant imaginary
(or complex) potential over the entire integration range displaces trivially the eigenenergies that are that of a particle constrained to move in a box. The situation is different for the Fesbach resonances studied in the next two sections where a constant
imaginary perturbation added to the open channel has the two effects of localizing the
wave function and affecting nontrivially the eigenvalues.

TABLE I.

Vp

1
2
3
4
5

Eigenvalue calculated with bound state boundary conditions for the potential 15 r" expi - r »
perturbed by -iVr over the range 16-30 a u
Eigenvalue

6.85407810
6.85588182
6.85734346
6.85871860
6.86000176

-/0.24317OO3(
~ / 0 22996570(
-(0.21998897)
-/0.21156692!
-/0.204424501

V',

- h
-I)
-I)
--11
11

6
7
8
9
10

Eigenvalue

6 86119274
6.86229528
6 86331531
6 86425966
6.86513531

~i(). 198323O9(
- / ( ) 19305996<
-/O.18847O2K
- IO. 18442307<
-1O.ISOXI6HV

-

Note: numbers in parentheses are powers of 10

*It was incorrectly stated in Ref. 12 that the addition of a perturbation of this type can aci as an adiabatic optical potential with no effect on the eigenvalue.
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Photoionization Cross Sections of the Hydrogen Atom
We consider the calculation of the photoionization cross section of the hydrogen
atom in its ground state which has the form (in a.u.)
(T(U))

= 47r2wa|<<i>;)|i • r|*;')| :

(3)

The electric field of the incoming electromagnetic wave is assumed to be along the z
direction of unit vector z. The upper index 0 on the initial and final wave functions
means that they are to be calculated in the limit of vanishing field intensity. Using
standard notations we have
(r.H.<t>\<P") = Rjr)Yw(r)

(4a)

= £uAr)YJr)

(4b)

In („. the unit stands for /. and E is the energy index such that £ " + / = & > . where /
is (he ionization energy. In order to calculate the cross section from the numerical integration of some differential equations with appropriate boundary conditions, we
consider the two coupled equations

(5)

C is an adjustable parameter to control the coupling. These equations can be derived
from a composite representation of the system atom and field, with one photon
present initially in a mode interacting with the atom |17|. Partial wave expansions
and elimination of angular variables lead to a set of coupled equations for the radial
functions. In the assumption of a weak atom-field coupling, we select the two equations expressing the interaction of the dressed initial closed v channel (with its potential raised by the photon energy) with the final open p channel. At an energy,
E — 0.5 -*- u). there is a resonance, the width of which is, in the limit of a small
coupling C.
= 2rrC-|

x,(r)rx,ir\dr\

\

(6)
/

Since, as C —» 0 we have
X,ir)-*rRv,

Xflr)-*rtlt.ir)

(7)

irwa C ~Uw\

(8)

we can obtain the cross section from

It should be noted that if we set w = 0. the equations (5} are nothing but the two
coupled differential equations describing the static Stark effect in a constant electric
field of intensity F = V 3C when the calculation is restricted to the two channels
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/ = 0 and / = I. We have shown previously [18J that complex rotation of the radial
coordinate is an efficient device to calculate the ionization rate. In view of the similarity between the two problems, we apply the same technique here. As is well
known (see, for example, the review by Reinhardt (19J), the effect of complex rotation on a resonant wave function obeying a Siegert outgoing-wave-only condition in
the open channels is to transform the normally divergent function into a localized
one. The matrix P(r) of Eq. (1) is propagated according to [20J
P(r + h) = [2fl(r) - a(r - /i)P(r)] 'a(r + h)

(9)

h being a complex step in the present case, and a and fB being the matrices
~ V(r)
(10)

r

:
I
= h 1 - ^ - ( £ 1 - V(r)

with V(r) being the potential matrix. In the outward propagation we have to start
from r - 2// in order to avoid the calculation of the potential matrix at its singular
point r = 0. This requires knowledge of P(r) at r - h. The same problem is met in
the renormalized Numerov method of Johnson [6J. The matrix P(h) is assumed to be
diagonal and its elements derived from the expression of the channel functions close
to r = 0 [6|
X<r) = r ' ' [ l -f br + cr2

+ • • • ]

(11)

c is the only quantity dependent on the energy. We have collected in Table II the photoionization cross sections obtained for a few photon frequencies with this device and
formula (8) and compared them with the exact values [21 j. The agreement is quite
satisfactory.

TABLK II Exact photojonization cross sections of the ground state hydrogen atom
(column a/ compared with those of other a complex rotation treatment (column b» or a
treatment using a complex photon frequency followed by a point Pade analytic continuation (column ci.

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0

a

b

c

0.1378
0.6240* - 1 )
0.3326* - 1 )
0.1972* -1)
0.1260* - 1 )
0.8519* - 2 )
0.6013* - 2 )
0.4393* - 2 )

0.1378
0.6240* - 1)
0.3324*-1)
0.1968*-!)
O.1255(-l)
0.8460* - 2 )
0.5944*-2)
0.4317*-2)

0.1367
0.6247* - 1 )
0.3337* - 1 )
0.198K - 1 )
0.1264* !)
O.85M* - 2 )
0.6025* -2>
0.4952* -2)

Note: All quantities are given in atomic units. Numbers in parentheses are powers
of 10.
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We now turn to another procedure that is the main objective of the present paper.
This consists in leaving the radial coordinate unaffected but in modifying the potential matrix in order to enable the imposition to the wave function of the boundary
conditions for a bound state. We want to explore the possibility of changing the photon frequency a> into a complex number in order to "close" the p channel. Instead of
coupling the dressed s channel to the p channel, an equivalent formulation (for real
(D) is to couple the undressed s channel to the p channel lowered by a>. The two coupled equations read

w

(12)

T1 +

dr

j + w \xM) = Crx,(r)

r

r

J

The resonance is now located in the neighborhood of E ~ - 0 . 5 . After a few trials to
test the stability of the eigenvalues, a> was chosen to be of the form
(or = 0.2/ + (p - 1)0.2

p = 1,2

10

(13)

The 10 eigenvalues obtained in this way are given in Table III. C was taken equal to
0.01/V 3 a.'j., so that F = V 3 C is 0.01 a.u.. In contrast with static field effects
where the ionization rate is studied as a function of F. the interchannel coupling has
to be chosen here to fulfill a compromise. With no coupling at all. the eigenvalues
are real (they are those of the closed channel). It is therefore necessary to take the
coupling large enough for the imaginary part of the eigenvalue to be numerically significant. However, expression (6) for the width is only valid in the small coupling
limit.
The next step consists of performing a point Pade representation of these eigenvalues as a function of the complex variable (n. This approximant can be evaluated for
real ID. In Table IV is compared the energies £(a>) obtained in this way with those of
TABU III

Eigenvalues obtained by solving the two coupled equations (12) with bound
stale boundary conditions and a complex photon frequency.

<n
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
12
14
1.6
1.8

- /0.2
+ (0 2
+ ;0.2
+ /0.2
+ ;0.2
+ /0.2
+ /0.2
+ i02

+ /0.2
+ ;0.2

Eigenvalue
-0.50018276
-0.50022603
-0.50004560
-0.49983869

-J().86405348<-4»
-IO.2II45O53<-3)
-I0.404I7235(-3)
-JO.27562378(-3)

-0.49982445
-0.49985057
- 0 49987676
-0.49989742
-0.49991307

-;0.14625948(-3)
-i().8094240l(-4)
-i0.48344976(-4)
-»0.30967233(-4)
-;0.20984178(-4)

-0.499924%

-JO.14913O87(-4)

Note: C = 0.013 ' : a.u. All quantities are given in atomic units. Numbers in parentheses are powers of 10.
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IV. Complex energies calculated from a [4,5] Pade approximant io the energies
of Table III for a few values of the pholon frequency above threshold (a), and resonance
energies calculated by the complex rotation method (b).
TABLH

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0

-0.49957689 -/0.248506(-3)
-0.49973001 ~;0.851547(-4)
-0.49981154 -/0.363940(-4)
-0.49985844 -;O.18OO22(-4)
-0.49988785 -i0.984848(-5)
-0.49990765 -iO.58O268(-5)
-0.49992170-;0.365018(-5)
-0.49993210 -;0.247590(-5)

-0.49957729 -/O.25O4O7(-3)
-0.49972984 -/0.850618(-4)
-0.49981155 -»0.362464(-4)
-0.49985849-/0.l78853(-4)
-0.49988790 -/0.977844(-5)
-0.49990769 -/0.576573( -5)
-0.49992175 -/0.360116(-5)
-0.49993220 -<O.235387(-5)

Note: All quantities are given in atomic units. Numbers in parentheses are powers
of 10.

the complex rotation method. The real parts of both sets of energies are in remarkable
agreement. There is in general three-figure agreement between the imaginary parts,
which are smaller than the real parts by several orders of magnitude. The photoionization cross sections calculated from the Pade approximant are given in column c of
Table II. There is an overall good agreement with the exact values, even though there
is a change by almost two orders of magnitude over the range of photon frequencies.
We end this section by a few remarks
(1) Better results are obtained for cr(o») over this range of o/s when the complex
values of w are chosen along an axis parallel to the real axis rather than along an axis
perpendicular to the real axis. This is expected since the region that is of physical
importance for <x((o) is the real axis.
(2) The complex perturbation is applied over the entire integration range. This does
not result in a trivial effect on the eigenvalue because this quantity is determined to
zeroth order by the closed channel.
(3) A point Pade representation of the imaginary parts of the energies of Table III
gives meaningless results when evaluated for real at. The analytic function is the
energy itself and not its imaginary part.
Photodissociation Cross Section of the HBr Molecule
The expression for the total photodissociation cross section of a diatomic molecule
with initial quantum number v, and J, for vibration and rotation undergoing a parallel
electronic transition in a linearly polarized electromagnetic field is given by Zare [22f
as (in a.u.)
(14)

3

(27, ^-1)

The quantity yAJ/Ji is given by
&J,J, = e^'l-if* \ dR &,*(rt)*Mrt>X,,,,<*)
•M)

(15)
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In deriving (14) an average over the equivalent magnetic suhlevels of the iniiial state
has been taken. fxiR) is the electronic transition moment, which is a function of the
internuclear distance R. S, is a phase shift in (he asymptotic form of the function
f> ^j^(R) describing dissociation at energy /: in the final continuum of potential V,iR).
- In the assumption of a high final relative kinetic energy (axial recoil approximation
|22|. it is possible to ignore the dependence of £,f, (R) versus ./, and to take
(''"''(-i)'1

--• I .

(16)

Under these assumptions
• ;/ '/,i /, = •'"/, i /,

:

dRil.[R)ii\R)x,.l,,lR)

<J7)

and the cross section reduces to a form very similar to thai encountered in the previous section
rria*)

- : : I I dRi, iR )/x (R )x, , Itf > 1

MX)

If the electron transition moment fx(R) is a smooth function o f R. we can make the
Condon approximation
. .

47T ( . . .

(Tiio)

ifx(R>\

-({

( | dRi,{R)\, ,\R)

R often being taken as R, . the equilibrium distance of (lie initial nuclear potential well
V (/? I It is possible to write two coupled differential equations defining a resonant
situation with one closed and one open channel, the imaginary parts of the associated resonance energies will give estimates of the squared integral in i i°( We consider the two equations

FIf-: *• —
/( </-. ./(./
* n
— - — — vtR\
2tidR

2fxR

;

ftw

2ndR
As C goes to zero, we expect the identifications

In this limit the width of the resonance at energy /-,.; * f>t» is
(OJ) =2TT('ij

(tlRlx,,r<ft*iiR):

f22>

so that the cross section can also be written
TTtour
—,
(Ata) = —r-(fi (R»'C -Vita)

(23)
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As in the photoionization study, we have the possibility of applying the complex rotation method to this two-channel situation or to shift the photon frequency from the
closed channel to the open channel and to change it into a complex quantity.
Our example is the photodissociation of the HBr molecule in the range
ta = 71.5 eV ~ 2.67 a.u., which is the result of a <x* *— 2>dcr electronic transition
(23). Also in this range there is photodissociation due to the o~* *— 3(1TT transition,
but the corresponding electronic transition moment is somewhat smaller (0.07951
a.L<. instead of 0.130942 a.u. [24]), and we will concentrate on the contribution of
the parallel transition. The repulsive potential of the electronically excited state is
very steep (24), and the assumptions behind the axial recoil approximation are fulfilled. In fact since we will take for the quantum numbers of the initial state
u, = 7, = 0 the situation is even simpler, since in such a case Eq. (14) reduces to
Eq. (18). The model for the initial and final nuclear potentials is as follows:
(1) V,(R) is taken to be a harmonic potential of zero point energy equal to
1313.7 cm '.
(2) VfiR) is approximated by a linear potential of slope 54084.0 cm '/A. Such a
model for the dissociative state can be very accurate when the vibrational motion in
the initial state explores a narrow R range. It offers the possibility of a control of the
numerical results, since the overlap integral between the two nuclear functions can be
expressed, as shown by Stueckelberg [251, in terms of an Airy function.
We present in Table V the Franck-Condon factors |i.e.. the squared overlap integral of Eq. (I9)| calculated for a range of photon frequencies in the region of the
maximum cross section in three different ways:
(1) From the Stueckelberg formula [25].
(2) From a complex rotation treatment of the two coupled differential equations

TABU V
f-ranck Condon factors in atomic units derived (a) from an analytical formula
lor the bound free overlap, (hi from the complex rotation method, and ( u from the Fade
continuation of the complex eigenvalues calculated with a complex photon frequency.

(u la u )

a

b

2.6048
2.6093
2.hi 39
2 6184
2 6230
2 6276
2 6321
2.6367
26412
2.6458

9 617312
12 531211
15 291872
17 566529
19.076032
19 650967
19.260149
I8.<X)6I37
16.092669
13 776159

9 617334
12 531298
15 292026
17 566705
19.076207
19 651121
19 260259
18 006159
16092647
13 776137

c
9.742873
12 525219
15.300585
17.514075
19 051911
19.743608
19 255430
17 914089
16 120279
13 832607

Note: The photon frequencies shown in the first column are spaced at regular
intervals of 1000 cm ' on both sides of the frequency yielding the maximum FranckCondon factor.
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VI. Photodissociation cross sections calculated for the IT* *—"idtrtransition of
HBr either (a) from the analytical or complex rotation pnKedures (they agree within the
number of given figures) or (b) from a Pad£ continuation back to real photon frequencies
after introduction of a complex frequency to close the open channel.
TAHI.H

to ( a . u . )

a [rr(ci>).Mb|

b |o-(<o).Mb]

2.6048
2.6093
2.6139
2.6184
2.6230
2.6276
2.6321
2.6367
2.6412
2.6458

1.155
1.508
1.843
2.121
2.307
2.381
2.337
2.189
I960
1.681

1.170
1.507
1.844
2.114
2.304
2.392
2.333
2.178
1.963
1.687

(3) From a Pade" analytic continuation using the eigenvalues obtained with a photon
frequency of the form <o — /4.5563I0"3 a.u. (that is with an imaginary part equal to
- 1000 c m 1 ) , with &> taking the values displayed in the table. In order for the imaginary perturbation to be efficient in closing the open channel, in these calculations the
linear potential is joined smoothly to an exponential with a horizon!?! asymptote at
—0.09113 a.u. (or —20000 cm"1). The connection is made outside the overlap region between the two nuclear functions. In the complex rotation method a resonance
occurs close to the zero point level of the harmonic potential. The imaginary part of
the energy provides the Franck-Condon factors [cf. Eq. (22)]. Comparison of
columns a and b of Table V shows once more the efficiency of the complex rotation
method in providing resonance energies. The Franck-Condon factors of column c are
the result of a two-step operation and are less accurate. However, as shown in
Table VI, which gives the cross sections, the Pade" procedure leads to an error not exceeding one or two units on the third figure. This is quite sufficient for most interpretations of the experimental data. It should be noted that the maximum measured
photodissociation is estimated (23] to be about 2 Mb.
Conclusion
The coupled channel formulation of photofragmentation processes can be combined with the use of a complex photon frequency to reduce the calculation to the
search of the eigenvalues of a bound state problem. The energies obtained in this way
are used to perform a simple Pade analytic continuation and are yielding rather accurate cross sections. This added flexibility to the theory of multichannel resonance
quantization should certainly be tried in other contexts.
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Bound Molecular Systems: The Ar—N2 and
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Abstract
The nuclear physics classification of certain reaction cross sections that appear to
be abnormally large for specific (usually narrow) energy ranges describes them as being
due to resonance states and usually explains them by assuming that at these energies
intermediate, quasistable nuclear states exist and control the whole process, in the
present work we discuss very similar events in van der Waals (VDW) molecules,
whereby a stable monomer is prepared in a state that is rotationally excited, and the
excitation energy is subsequently converted into intermolecular translational energy.
The process therefore results in dissociation of the complex if the excitation energy
exceeds the VDW binding energy, and we discuss several convenient procedures for
computing both the energies at which such rotational predissociation (RP) processes
occur and their relative probabilities. Computational examples for the O : —Ar and
N; — Ar systems are reported.
I. Introduction
The existence of bound states for certain assemblies of atoms that are kept together
by forces of a different nature than those involved in the more usual chemical bonds
has been suggested by theory and confirmed by experiments for many years. It is.
however, only in the last decade or so that these weaker species, usually called van
der Waals (VDW) complexes, have acquired great relevance, both experimentally and
theoretically, as special model systems for which the study of energy flow and energy
deposition during intermolecular and/or intramolecular rearrangement processes could
be performed at a very high level of detail.
This interest is mainly due to the fact that in these weakly bound clusters of
molecules the amount of energy stored in each of the bonds becomes frequently comparable with the amount of internal energy that may exist in other parts of the various
monomers. As a consequence of this feature, the whole complex can then undergo
dissociation simply by internal redistribution of fairly small amounts of energy.
*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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whereby excited parts of the cluster cause breakage of the VDW bond. The complex
can therefore predissociate by using either vibrational energy fvp process) or rotational energy (RP process), or both, and the resultant reduction in the lifetime of the
particular excited state that had been formed leads to observable broadening of the
corresponding spectroscopic lines J1,2).
This particular form of predissociation can also be viewed as a simple unimolecular
reaction in which the VDW bond plays the role of the reactive (collisional) coordinate,
and the cluster of partners plays the role of the intermediate, long-lived "activated
state" that is capable of fragmenting and yielding products with different internal states.
An interesting aspect of the above physical situation is that the resonant features of
the RP and vp processes are also very similar to what happens when a molecule (e.g.,
one of the components of the cluster), or atom, collides with another molecule at
very low relative energy, and therefore some of the translational energy content can
be deposited into the internal degrees of freedom of either partner as a consequence
of the dynamical coupling that acts during the encounters. The properties of such predissociative events could therefore be studied, at least theoretically, by treating them
as "half collisions", i.e., by applying the usual boundary conditions for the total
wave function of a scattering state only to the final channels of the whole system,
whereas the initial channels are treated as bound states of the complex, having negative total energy with respect to each suitable set of isolated fragments. One immediate consequence of this approach is that what can be said about the relative efficiency
of rotationally and/or vibrationally inelastic scattering processes between fragments,
viewed as separate partners [3-5], becomes the basis for the analysis of the structural
properties of the VDW complexes and for the interpretation of their RP and VP behavior.
The relative mobility of the constituents in different VDW molecules varies, in fact,
quite considerably depending on the features of the relevant potential energy surface
(PES) and on the strengths of the various chemical bonds involved vis a vis the weaker
VDW bond that more easily allows large amplitude motion of the partners.
Finally, the density of vibrational states associated with the VDW motion varies significantly from one system to the next, and therefore the reliability of decoupling
imermolecular motion from the intramolecular one becomes questionable as several
states could be involved in both of them, thereby making their coupling via the full
PES more likely to occur [6J.
In the following section we therefore analyze several possible ways that could allow
us to describe this type of coupling and examine their efficiency by studying the resonance structures in two systems of higher complexity in comparison with the H ; — X
cases. The specific results for O : — Ar and N,— Ar dimers are thus presented and
discussed in Section IV.
II. Dynamical Models
The Hamiltonian that describes the nuclear motion of an atom-rigid diatom complex is given by the familiar expression:
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where the first term describes the free rotor for the isolated diatom, the second term
refers to the centrifugal contribution for the whole complex, the third term indicates
the kinetic energy operator for the motion along the stretching VDW coordinate E, and
the last term contains the full anisotropic interaction.
The expression for the operator 3k depends on the system of axes to which coordinates are referred. In the space-fixed (SF) frame, in a completely general way one
has that

d = I2

(2)

where 1 is the usual angular momentum operator in the angles that describe the orientationofR. In the body-fixed (BF) frame, the z-axis is chosen along R, and the operator td is then expressed as
d = J 2 + j 2 - 2j • J

(3)

where J is now the total angular momentum (= j + 1) for the whole cluster. Usually,
for all the eigenstates of It, quantum numbers J and M belonging to J2 and J., respectively, can be assigned. The use of one or the other frame of reference can be useful
to reveal approximate quantum numbers when the coupling within J can be weakened. For instance, when the anisotropy of the PES is small compared with the splitting of the diatom rotational levels (determined by the rotational constant S, (. then
j could be considered a good quantum number. Moreover, if the anisotropy of the
potential is smaller compared with the end-over-end rotational splitting of the complex, then / is also a good quantum number, and for such cases the SF representation
is most appropriate. If, on the other hand, the PES anisotropy is relatively large but
the end-over-end rotational constant is much smaller than the other terms in Eq. (I),
then one can neglect terms of the following type (7J:

(-2j,J, - 2j,Jt)/2fiit2

(4)

and the projection of J on the BF r-axis then becomes a constant of motion, with
its eigenvalue becoming a good quantum number in the so-called helicity representation |8J. In either representation, one finally obtains the well-known set of coupled
equations:
J - - ^ - — 7 - Uia'.a'.JlR)

{ 2ixdR~

~ EJ\f

y

iE'j.a'R)

where the £/'s are the matrix elements of the internal motion (angular) with the PES
operator V(/?.#) of Eq. (1).
In either SF or BF angular basis, the couplings are defined for each j J ) state of the
complex, and the RP processes can be discussed in terms of the solution of (5).
The most common way to reduce the computational effort included in Eq. (10) is
to find a suitable partitioning of the full Hamiltonian [9] whereby the first of these
parts, '#„, usually provides a zeroth-order description of the dynamics of the system.
It therefore yields estimates of the energies of all needed bound and metastable states
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of the complex. The remainder of the original U, usually defined as: 'it' = 'it - '#„,
is then used to couple the discrete spectrum of eigenfunctions associated with the
metastable levels of Mo to some isoenergetic continuum set of functions of the same,
partial Hamiltonian.
This last set of function is now associated with the continuum, open channels that
lead to predissociation. Within the isolated, narrow resonance (INR) approximation,
the corresponding partial width (full width at half maximum) that describes the predissociation of a metastable state \m) into a specific open channei \j) is given by the
familiar golden rule expression 10:
-

2TT

f

(6)

where ^ m is the approximate, normalized bound-state wave function associated with
the specific state of the cluster that is undergoing break-up, and ^,. describes the
isoenergetic continuum function (of the same partial Hamiltonian) associated with the
final open channel \j) of the two fragments. In the following paragraphs we are thus
describing some of the partitioning procedures that we have employed and how they
can be used to obtain resonance widths and positions when a full PES is available for
a given system.
A. The Diabatic Expansion
The approach that is usually considered to give the simplest, most drastic reduction, is that where one disregards the effect of coupling between motion along /f (VDW
stretching) and internal rotation of the diatom (# motion). The corresponding wave
function could then be written as a simple product of two functions which depend
only on either the stretching variable (R) or the libration variable (#). It can be
defined as a diabatic rotational expansion (DRE) [11, 12J for the bound states of
the complex

where J and M are the SF quantum numbers, p is the parity index p - ( —)**
(J + j -*- /). and the indices a and va refer to the quantum numbers associated with
the librational and stretching motions, respectively.
The function 4> belongs to a complete orthonormal set of angular basis functions
defined in either of the two reference frames. The function X, because of the presence of only one set of channel indices, is the solution of the following decoupled
equation for the bound states in which an effective potential, defined by averaging
over the angular function, appears [12, 13]:

{h

+

One obvious improvement in the diabatic approach could be attained by employing all the separate solutions of Eq. (8) to generate the full wave function of the
VDW cluster:
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which can then be called a OR expansion plus configuration interaction (DRCIE). The
above summation now extends to all the bound states supported by each effective
potential of Eq. (8). The functions on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) can fiien be used
to construct a mauix representation of the full Hamiltonian (i), which in turn yields,
after diagonalization, the new bound eigenvalues En and eigenstates \n). The improvement produced by such an approach obviously depends on the structural properties of
Veli and on the number of |v) states supported by it. In the examples below, we will
see that the a approach markedly improves, for Ar-X2 systems, the estimates yielded
by the simpler DRE treatment.
B. The Adiabatic Expansion
In most cases, however, the drastic separation implied by Eq. (7) does not provide a realistic description of internal motion within the VDW clusters. It therefore
appears to be more reasonable to think of the total wave function for the discrete and
metastable states of the complex as given by the product of a function that depends
on only one variable, be it either the stretching or the bending variable, times another
function that depends only weakly on that variable and more markedly on the other.
If one begins by choosing an angular adiabatic expansion, (AAE), one therefore
writes
VJR,r) = 4>,(*;#)FJd)

(10)

where the discrete eigenfunctions now depend on the quantum numbers s and /, associated with the VDW bond stretching and librational motions, respectively. By assuming that the <$>s functions only exhibit a weak dependence on #,* then they became
'transparent' to the effects of the I2 and j 2 operators and solutions of an equation of
motion which depends on #:

- ^~ A + V(R, i5>) L.</?; m = WS(#)4>,(R; 0)
2dR
J

(11)

where the W,(d) are now adiabatic potential curves supporting bound and metastable
angular states described by the F functions of expansion (10) [14j.
Also, in the present approximation one can improve Eq. (!0) and expand the total
wave function on a complete basis of angular adiabatic solutions:

%

s

J

t

J

(12)

S.I

*Such an assumption usually needs to be verified for each specific system. On the other hand, for H:-X
examples and for neutral homonuclear diatomics this is usually acceptable and fairly realistic (e.g.. see
Refs. 12 and 13).
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The ensuing, usual Schrodinger equation can then be solved by writing the full
Hamiltonian M in that basis and by diagonalizing the corresponding matrix. When
one calculates all the contributions to the ci matrix elements (e.g., see Refs. 13 and
14) and performs the diagonalization, the final representation of the wave function of
Eq. (12) therefore corresponds to an angular adiabatic plus configuration interaction
expansion (AACIE) for the discrete levels and metastable levels of the triatomic complex.
HI. The Calculation of Resonances
All the procedures described above are ultimately employed to evaluate "golden
rule" matrix elements as those given in Eq. (6). In the example of AAE functions, for
instance, the full metastable state can be written as [15]
^ , a , r ( R , r ) = <j>eJ(R;#)(Rf\JMjn)

(13)

where the <£'s are energy-normalized solutions for a given choice of arbitrary' angular
momentum I:
[TR + V(R, #)]<f>eJ=0(R; #) = e<f>e,Uo(R; #)

(14)

where the 7 = 0 case has been considered for simplicity, and where e gives the kinetic
energy of the fragments for the case where the energy of the continuum state is obtained from the usual expression:
E(j) = e + BJ(j + 1)

(15)

The RP half-widths for a given \s, I) final state are then given by the familiar expression [2]:

where each of the discrete-continuum (d —* c) coupling matrix elements is given by

'JPJ

(17)

and the relevant wavefunctions are those defined in Eqs. (13) and (10).
The same quantity can also be obtained by carrying out rigorous dynamical calculations, whereby the corresponding 5 matrix elements are now providing indication of
positions and widths of the predissociative process. Within the framework of isolated
narrow resonances (INR) [16], in fact, one can write down the expression for die energy dependence of the scattering matrix:

Here Er and F denote position and width of the resonance, S^ is the background S
matrix, and A is an energy-independent quantity which has already been discussed
earlier [17].
One can now define two energy-dependent real functions that are given as (171.

9UE) = £ Re[(S; • S U

(1*)
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(19b)

4=1

which can directly be used to evaluate the behavior of the S matrix elements at resonances [14,17].
On the other hand, each partial width F, can also be obtained as
T, = r / 2 [ l - Re{(S; • S),,}llE=Er

(20)

One is still left, however, with the problem of estimating the Sbg matrix, and we
carried it out through the following procedures:
(1) Perform calculations for Sbg without including any of the closed channels
needed to treat the RP process; repeat then the same calculation, including all closed
channels, until numerical convergence is achieved. Equation (20) then yields the corresponding partial width from exact cc calculations.
(2) Perform the 5 matrix calculations including only one closed channel, instead of
allowing for full numerical convergence, and see its effect by repeating the Sbg calculation as before. The results will then be given by an approximate cc procedure.
In the following section we therefore discuss our numerical examples and the relative performances of the dynamical models presented before.
IV. Computational Results
Even simple VDW complexes involving only three atoms are expected to teach us
quite a bit if the involved diatom is a polyelectronic species like N2 or O 2 , since ihey
markedly differ from similar complexes involving H2 molecules. The bound states of
(N2)2, for instance, have been computed from ab initio potentials and infrared spectra
have been generated from them [18-20]. For N 2 —Ar a bulk gas infrared spectrum
has been observed earlier [20], and calculations of its line shape have been performed
by using a rather crude PES [20].
More recently [21], calculations were carried out for its bound and metastable
states employing an anisotropic potential produced from fitting several experimental
data [22] and further tests on its predissociation behavior were carried out by us wiffa
exactly the same potential [14].
O 2 complexes are especially intriguing because of the electronic triplet O2 ground
state. The spin momentum then couples with the rotational states of the isolated
diatomic mainly via spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions, and the ensuing magnetic
spectrum of free O2 nearly coincides with Hund's case b [23]. However, the rotational spectrum drastically changes when examining the O 2 —Ar system and provides a rather direct measure of the relative rotational slowness of O2 within the
complex [24,25]. In this latter instance, in fact, the O 2 angular momentum becomes
partially quenched by the anisotropy of the O2-rare gas res [25]. In the present calculations we have employed another, fairly realistic PES that was given by an empirical
study of several properties of this system [26]. This particular PES has recently come
under heavy criticism innsofar as not **eing able to reproduce the observed differential
cross sections for rotationally inelastic collisions [27], since die latter experiments
seem to indicate that the "real" anisotropy should be much stronger than that sir-
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mised by Refs. 26 and 22. However, this recent uncertainty will not modify the substance of the results discussed here.
Figure 1 reports the adiabatic potential curves for both systems, computed by
numerically solving Eq. (11). The Ar—N 2 case is shown for J = 1 only, whereas
for Ar—O 2 the J = 0 and J = 1 levels are reported. The quantum number n labels
the stretching states associated to the VDW bond, i.e., the \s) state of Eq. (11). One
sees here that, contrary to what was found for complexes with helium [121, several
potential curves are obtained, i.e., several stretching states exist within each complex. The index m labels in the figure the librational (bending) 1/} states of Eq. (11)
described by the F functions of expansions (10) or (12).
One sees that different rotational states of the complex (i.e., different J values)
shift the energy levels of the bound librational modes within a given adiabatic potential. The above results already tell us that a ci approach for the search of resonance
positions will probably be useful for systems where so many levels are present.
Tables I-IV report the calculated bound and metastable states for both systems using
the various dynamical models discussed in the previous section.
A. The Results for Ar—N2
At the temperatures of the most common bulk gas experiments, the continuum
states are usually strongly occupied. Therefore, they cause contributions to the
infrared spectrum in the form of broad, structureless bands. Some of the continuum
states, aowever, give rise to additional structure and broadening owing to resonance
predissociation of the complex. When the coupling between the bound states and die
continuum is strong, then both shift and width are large, and the state is not observed
in the spectrum.
The bound states reported in Table I for the para -nitrogen case clearly show the
importance of using ci expansion in either the diabatic or adiabatic approach: both

oo~

n/2 Y(rsd)
Figure 1.

Rotational adiabatic potential curves for N 2 —Ar and O 2 —Ar complexes. See
the text for the meaning of die symbols.
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Bound states and associated rotor states for the Ar—N2 VDW complex.

DRE

-56.86
-40.59
-37.42
-20.90
-17.90
-9.12
-3.69
-1.56
-1.12
2.40
3.80

j

DRCIE

/

AACIE

Ref. 21

V>

1
3
1
1

-63 07
-45.45
-34.94
-25.12
-17.21
-9.55
-5.55
-2.55
1.47
3.46

1
3
1
1

-63.582
-46.574
-35.078
-27.468
-17.773
-10.974
-7.071
-3.080
0.628
2.995
3.862

-63.47
-46.45
-35.00
-27.34
-17.65
-10.85
-6.88
-2.87
0.74
3.08

0,1
1.1
3,0
1,2
3,1
1,3
5,0
1,4

3
1
5
1
3
1
1

:I
1
1
1

1,5
3,2

Note: the total angular momentum J = 0 and odd rotor states are considered. The
energy scale is in centimeters"', and the labelling of the column is discussed in the
main text.

TABLE II.

Bound states and associated rotor states for the metastable states of the
Ar—N2 system, including half widths of the resonances.

DRE

r

DRCffi

r

cc

r

Ref. 21

r

10.84
18.51
18.97
22.51
23.88
35.68
47.53

3.40
2.06
0.10
0.93
0.18
3.23
4.29

10.21
16.92
21.27
23.45
24.17
35.98
46.55

1.79
0.04
0.09
1.22
1.62
4.14
1.65

5.0
14.72
21.91
23.37

2.12
0.32
2.40
0.33

1.7
1.2
0.46

—

—

33.42
44.89

3.77
2.26

4.9
15.1
20.8
23/5
24.6
34.6
45.9

1.8

0.65
2.2
1.6

Note: data given in centimeters"1.

our results in the second and third columns, in fact, are very close to the more
sophisticated calculations shown in the last column of the table (from Ref. 21). This
feature is an important aspect of the present study, and it also carries over when
metastable states are examined, as done by the results of Table II. There we see that
the widths are strongly affected by ci calculations, and the sequence of the states
involved changes markedly in going from DRE to DRCIE. The exact close coupling calculations of the third column (cc) have been carried out by including all rotational
channels up toy = 9. The rotational constant, Be, is —1.44 cm"1, and the thresholds
for the isolated diatom are 2.89 cm"1 (j = 1), 17.33 (j = 3), and 43.32 (jr = 5).
The coupling with the continuum owing to the strongly anisotropic potential is also
very marked, and the cc results are rather different from the more approximate values
of resonance positions and widths given by the previous models. The accord with the
results yielded by Ref. 21 is also very good as far as the positions are concerned tat
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TABLE III. Bound states and associated rotational/vibrationa! quantum numbers for the
AT—O 2 VDW complex, giving total angular momentum J = 0 and odd rotor states only.
DRE

h

I, 0
3, 0
1, 1
3, 1
5, 0
1, 2
1, 3
3, 2
1, 4
5, 1
3, 3
1, 5
1, 6
1, 7

-70.60
-57.32
-46.32
-32.88
-30.56
-28.20
-15.42
-14.37
-6.66
-6.15
-1.11
-0.98
1.86
2.86

DRCIE

;

AA

j

AACIE

-77.19
-58.54
-48.74
-37.90
-30.78
-25.22
-19.52
-13.50
-7.85
-6.53
-2.20

1
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
:)

-78.01
-57.62
-52.20
-33.33
-32.31
-32.23
-17.84
-15.35
-7.81
-7.67
2.51

1
3
1
3
1
5

-77.57
-59.20
-49.39
-39.45
-31.22
-25.44
-20.20
-14.09
-9.35
-7.46
-3.50
0.26
2.19
2.51

V

1

3
1
5
3

-1.13
2.54
2.95

j

1
1

3
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
3

Note: the label for each column is discussed in the main text. AH data given in
centimeters"1.
TABLE IV.

Bound states and associated rotational/vibrational quantum numbers for the
metastable states of the Ar—O 2 system.

DRE

r

DRCIE

7.87
8.56
12.31
13.61
16.45
—
25.51
32.83
34.42
40.07
42.77

3.63
7 x 10s
0.06
2.11
0.88
—
2.71
0.02
1.99
1.20
0.47

6.77
8.77
12.63
15.84
17.71
—
25.40
32.08
36.84
40.35
42.72

cc(3)

T

7.22

3.72

cc(5)

12.37
12.41
15.76
17.18

r

r
0.72
0.89
0.14
0.19
3.54
—
3.30
0.05
1.96
1.84
0.47

cc(7)

r

8.59

1 x 10"5

0.06

2.20
0.89
0.20
26.62

3.65

35.11
40.45
42.95

2.53
1.56
0.59

32.89

AACIE

0.03

4.45
8.17
11.58
14.75
16.23
17.21
22.27
30.98
34.97
38.98
42.16

r
8.15
10.24

0.85
0.41

15.83
16.99
20.40
31.10
36.0
39.4
42. S 6

0.87
—
2.84
0.92

3.0
2.5
0.59

Note: J total = 0, and allj values are odd. Widths and positions are given in
centimeters"1.
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not very encouraging for the individual widths. Presumably, the approximate description of the continuum states employed in the treatment of that reference does not do
justice to the correct coupling needed in Eq. (25).
To further illustrate the present example, we have reported in Figures 2 and 3 the
calculations for the resonance positions and widths carried out for the case of orihonitrogen (even rotational parity). One sees there that the isolated narrow resonance
approach rather reasonably fits the results, and therefore one can employ Eqs. (22)(25) with some level of confidence.
Despite the large anisotropy of the potential and the relatively small Be value for
N2, the computed resonances are all surprisingly small. One of the main causes for it
is the exclusion of the A/ = l RP process for symmetry reasons, a fact that makes me
1/-2) die first open channel for either the ortho- or para-N2. The widths usually
decrease near each threshold, and this could be due to the existence near threshold of
highly excited states of VDW stretching, which therefore sample a region of the PES
where the coupling is weaker, as opposed to what happens for states at the bottom of
the potential.
B. The O2— Ar Results
The computed bound states of the complex are reported in Table i n , while the
corresponding metastable states are shown in Table IV.
In die present system one immediately sees that the existence of several bound,
discrete states, in either the diabatic or the adiabatic representation, makes the a approach markedly more realistic, since it allows the inclusion of discrete-discrete interaction within the complex with internal excitation. Thus, the DRCI results and the AACI
results become very close to each other, whereas the more simple DR and AA expanA1--N2
j = 0 (+)

even parity

real part
imaginary part

100

E
in

020

a
x -020

-1.000.00 160

480

BOO

ENERGY (cm"')

11.20

12.00

1520

18.40

21.S0

ENERGY

Figure 2. Computed S matrix elements, within the isolated resonance spproxiiBttksj, for
the location of resonances and widths in Ar—N2. The energy values aie stows bv anows.
The even parity case (erffc-Nj) is shown.

Ar-N 2
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Figure 3. Computed S matrix elements, within the isolated resonance approximation, for
the location of resonances appearing at higher energies than those in Figure 1. The orthonitrogen case is again reported.
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sions predict a different number of stretching levels that are rather close to each other
near the top of the potential well. It is also interesting to see that DRCI calculations produce a metastable level close to the dissociation withy = i {E^ = 2.89 cm !)
that cannot be seen through cc calculations because of its closeness to the above
threshold. The subsequent thresholds are, for this system, at 17.33 cm"' (j = 3) and
at 43.32 cm"1 (y = 5), whereas its Be value is 2.0 cm"1.
The behavior of the metastable levels, shown in Table IV, is also rather useful to
study. Here again the interaction between discrete metastable levels changes the
widths and positions of the resonances, but the overall effect appears to be rather
small: the energy shifts are usually small, and the golden rule approach is relatively
good to get zeroth order estimates for the RP widths. The discrete-continuum and
continuum-continuum couplings are therefore rather weak and do not change very
much the pattern suggested by the DR expansion. On the other hand, the discretediscrete coupling is very important and makes the results from the AACI and DRCI
methods in agreement with the exact cc results. This is particularly true for the adiabatic expansion and suggests that angular adiabatic vibrational wave functions are a
good representation of the actual physical situation during the stretching motion in
the VDW complex. However, it may also be a consequence of the rather weak anisotropy shown by the chosen PES that probably underestimates the correct angular
dependence of the potential [27].
Figures 4-6 show the effect of different computational procedures on the appearance
of the resonances via the S matrix functions defined in Eqs. (23a) and (23b).
In Figure 4 the calculations were carried out twice, the first time with open channels
only and the next time excluding only one specific closed channel. The results show
that the low resonance at 8.15 cm"1 requires coupling with the higher rotational
states, since it moves away from that value when either j = 5 ory = 7 are excluded.
The exclusion of j = 3, on the other hand, seems to have very little consequence.
This effect of coupling propagation can also be seen from the results on Figure 5,
where the calulations with closed channels were carried out by including one channel
at the time. Thus, when only they = 3 channel is taken in, the resonance appears far
removed from its correct position and width (see Table IV). The same is true for the
next resonance when y = 5 only is coupled in, whereas as the energy increases, the
coupling propagation becomes less important, and j = 7 is already sufficient to
locate the resonance around 32 cm"1, as shown by the bottom of Figure 5 on the corresponding column of Table IV.
The correct close coupling calculations, with j values included up" to j = 9, are
shown in Figure 6 and tabulated in the last column of Table IV. One sees that, especially at low energies, the structure of the resonances is far from being isolated, and
therefore the Lorentzian shape surmised by Eqs. (23a) and (23b) is difficult to obtain.
It becomes, however, more valid as the energy increases and the resonances are more
clearly isolated.
In conclusions, the present calculations indicate that the low temperature IR spectra
for Ar—N 2 and Ar—O 2 should be dominated by transitions in the low frequency
range between bound states that can be described as localized vibrations around the
T-shaped minima of the relevant PES. AS the temperature goes up, however, one
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Q5H

00-

-05-

60

%

12

1

Figure 4. Computed S matrix elements for the A r — O 2 system with Jm = 0, even parity.
The 7 M values are the specific closed channels excluded in the calculations and representing
possible break-up states of the complex.

should be seeing transitions involving states with energies above the dissociation
limit and in which the bending and stretching motions are appreciably mixed. The
excited molecular rotor behaves now very much as a free rotor, and the resonances
are controlled by the opening of the various thresholds for the isolated diatomic rotor.
Of the approximate expansions discussed in this paper, the adiabalic form appears
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Figure 5. Computed S matrix elements f<x Ar—O 2 system with y w = 0, even parity. The
treatment is the sane as in Figure 4 (nit with only ess close channel included, i.e., the one
shown for each of the plots.

always as the more realistic, ami the use of CI methods appreciably affects the quality of results for N2 but not so much for O2. For both systems, however, Ilie expansions suggested in Section II provide a very realistic set of values for the positions
aad halfwidlhs of the correct RP resonances given by full close-coupling calculations.
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Figure 6. Conect close-coupling (cc) calculations, including up toy = 9 in the expansion,
for the A T — O 2 system with J = o, even parity; two specific resonance regions are shown
by the two sets of curves.
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Centrifugal Distortions in Molecules: An Ab Initio
Approach with Application to Water
LAWRENCE L. LOHR
Department of Chemistry. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Abstract
Our procedure for employing analytical gradients of ab initio potential energy hypersurfaces in the description of centrifugally distorted molecules is applied to an
asymmetric top, namely water. Both single determinantal (HF/6-31G**) and configuration-interaction (CISD/6-31G**) surfaces were utilized. Quartic centrifugal spectroscopic coefficients are obtained in both cases and are in reasonable agreement with
experiment. It is shown that the calculated dependence of the energy upon the rotational angular momentum is better represented by a Pade approximant than by the
conventional power series.
Introduction
In a recent publication [ 1 ] we outlined a procedure for employing analytical gradients of ab initio potential energy hypersurfaces in the description of centrifugally distorted molecules. The method is readily applicable at any computational level for
which gradients are available; it does not require knowledge of second derivatives or
vibrational frequencies. Stationary points are located in this structurally oriented
method on the effective hypersurface defined as the sum of electronic and rotational
energies. Centrifugal distortion pathway:» and centrifugal stabilization energies are
defined; from the latter quartic centrifugal distortion spectroscopic constants were obtained in the first study [1] for H2+, NH3, CH4, BF3, and SF6. Comparisons with experimentally determined constants were generally quite satisfactory, with calculated
values being typically 10% smaller than those observed and with this error being primarily the result of the overestimation of the curvature of the electronic hypersurfaces
at the computational level employed, namely HF/6-31G**. Particularly satisfying was
the excellent description of both the scalar and tensor quartic coefficients, D% and D t ,
respectively, for the spherical tops CH4 and SF6. In a second article [2] we outlined
an extension of the method to asymmetric tops and gave results for a particularly important molecule, namely ozone, for which we have also made a theoretical study of
the effects of anharmonicity on its ultraviolet continuum band shape [3]. In the
present article we explore two additional questions about centrifugal distortions,
namely what are the effects of electron correlation on the centrifugal stabilization energies, and what is the significance of the approximately linear fall-off of effective
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quartic spectroscopic constants as observed in our earlier computations [1,2]? Both
questions are approached through computational studies for another important asymmetric top, namely water, with calculations being reported at both self-consistent
field (SCF) and configuration-interaction (ci) levels. The water molecule was selected
because hydrides exhibit large nonrigidity effects, and because for this hydride, as
well as for H2S and PH3, it has been demonstrated [4-10] that the representation of
the dependence of the rotational energy upon the angular momentum in terms of Fade
approximants provides much better spectral fits than the conventional power series
representation that is often divergent or poorly convergent. We noted earlier [1,2] an
approximately linear fall-off of our computed quartic centrifugal distortion coefficients with increasing angular momentum, this fall-off not matching the quadratic
fall-off expected from the next (sextic) term in a power series representation. We
demonstrate here the compatibility of an approximate linear fall-off to a Fade representation, thus providing further support for their use in spectral fittings.
In our previous studies [1,2] at the HF/6-31G** level we were unable to ascertain
the portion of the discrepancies between calculated and observed quartic centrifugal
distortion coefficients that was attributable to errors in the electronic structure calculations from the portion attributable to the limitations of our quasistatic model of cen'/ifugal distortions. Our present example of water affords an opportunity to carry out
a study utilizing analytically computed gradients at the ci level, thus reducing electronic structure errors and enabling a better test of the quasistatic model. The test is
severe in the case of water, for the observed [11] inertial defect A of 0.052 amu2
(about 8.5% of the smallest moment Ia) indicates substantial vibrational averaging
even in the ground state.
Method
We define as before [1,2] an effective potential energy hypersurface E(Q, J) as
E(Q,J) = EJQ) + £ r (Q,J),

(1)

where £el denotes the electronic energy, Er the rotational energy, Q the set of nuclear
coordinates, and J the rotational angular momentum. Molecular vibration is ignored
in the present form of our method, whereas molecular rotation is treated classically.
Thus the method provides a description of vibrational ground states in terms of vibrationless rotating deformable bodies.
We locate stationary points on the hypersurface by the condition that V£(Q, J) = 0.
Such points are not necessarily local minima, since they may be saddle points or
local maxima instead. However, for structures close to the true (J = 0) equilibrium
geometry, they have typically been found [ 1 ] to be local minima. Let m be the number
of internal coordinates upon which the rotational energy depends through the moment
of inertia tensor. Then for a total of n = 3N - 6 internal coordinates, where JV is the
number of atoms in the molecule, there are n equations to be solved, namely.
d(£eI + Et)/dQ, = 0 .
HEjhQ, = 0 .

i = Km

j = m + 1, ft

where {£>,} are the coordinates appearing in Er.

<2a)
C2b?
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Selecting a principal axis system to describe the rotations of an asymmetric top, we
write Et simply as
£ r (Q, J) = A(Q, J)J2a + B(Q, Ml + C(Q, 3)J2C,

(3)

where Ja, Jb, and Jc are the projections of the rotational angular momentum on the
axes a, b, and c. These axes are typically taken to correspond to the customary ordering of rotational constants as A > B > C, where these effective constants may depend on J as well as Q. For water a is the in-plane axis perpendicular to the C2 axis,
b is the C2 axis, and c is the axis perpendicular to the molecular plane. For asymmetric tops whose principal axis directions change with J, it may be more convenient
not to assume a principal axis representation to begin with, but for water this is not
the situation. The distortions accompanying rotation about any one of the principal
axes of water preserve the C2v symmetry, so that there are only two structural
parameters. We find it convenient to describe the molecule using the Cartesian coordinates (x, v, z) for the two hydrogen atoms as (b, O, a) and (b, O, —a), with the oxygen at the origin. The Cartesian axes are associated with the rotational axes according
to the V representation, namely x with b, y with c, and z with a. In terms of the distances a and b, the bond length R and bond angle ® are given by
R = (a2 + b2)m

(4a)

6 = 2taiT V * )

(4b)

la = 2mnmJ>2/M

(5a)

Ib = Imtfi2

(5b)

lc=la+

(5c)

The moments of inertia are

h

where mH is the mass of an H atom, mo is that of an O atom, and M is the molecular
mass.
The condition V£(Q, J) = 0 when combined with the moments of inertia in (5)
yields the following:
J||a

j
dEjda

= 0

(6a)

=0

(6b)

dEjda - Jl/IJ> = 0
dEjdb = 0

(6c)

dEjda

'

J2JI

*

(6d)

Jifc

vn =0

(6e)

0

(6f)

— Im^fijlll
dEjda
j
dEjdb

-

2fi
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For J || a we simply select b, obtain a by criterion (6a), calculate bEjbb at the structure corresponding to a and b, and then solve (6b) for Ja. The procedure for J || b is
similar, whereas that for J || c requires a simultaneous solution of (6e) and (6f) that
may be expressed by the condition that
{dEjda)/{dEjdb)

= Ma/mob

(7)

We define as before [1,2] a centrifugal stabilization energy A£ as the difference
between the energy of a rigid molecule with J and that of the deformable molecule
with the same J. That is,
A£(J) = A£el(J) + A£ r (J),

(8)

where A£e)(J) is the negative difference between Eel at Q = Q°, the equilibrium
geometry, and at Q = Q(J), the quasiequilibrium geometry for a given J, and A£r
is the positive difference between £ r at Q = Q° and at Q = Q(J). Typically, A£r
has approximately twice the magnitude of A£el, so that the sum A£ is positive with
one-half the magnitude of A£r.
It may appear inconsistent to assume a classical description of molecular rotation
for an asymmetric top and then to consider J to be parallel to the intermediate principal axis b in (6c) and (6d), since such a rotation is unstable in the sense that it corresponds to a saddle point on the rotational energy surface, with intersecting contours
of constant energy, corresponding to semiclassical trajectories, leading away from it.
However, the Eqs. (6c) and (6d) representing the quasiequilibrium are nonetheless
valid, since J parallel to any principal axis implies dynamical balance (unstable in
some cases), with J parallel to the angular velocity to. What we are so far unable to
describe with our method are the dynamically unbalanced cases of J not parallel to a
principal axis and hence not parallel to to.
The electronic structure calculations were made at two levels, both using the
GAUSSIAN 82 program [12] with the split valence plus polarization basis set
6-31G** [13,14]. The first was the single-determinental level and is designated HF/
6-31G**. The second was the configuration-interaction level with all single and double excitations (including those from core levels) from a single reference configuration. This computational level is designated CISD/6-31G**. Analytical gradients were
employed at each level in locating both the unconstrained (J = 0) and constrained
(J =£ 0) stationary points.
Results and Discussion
In Figure 1 we present in the same style used in our earlier studies [1,2] the computed centrifugal stabilization energies A£ divided by J 4 versus J for the three cases
J|| a, J | | b , and J||c, with results being given at both the HF/6-31G** and CISD/631G** levels. The equilibrium geometries differ somewhat for the two levels, with
the HF bond angle and length R being 105.9° and 0.943A, whereas, the CISD values
are 104.3° and 0.957A; the experimental [15] equilibrium parameters are 104.5° awl
0.957A, respectively. From the extrapolations to J = 0 shown by the dashed lines
we obtain the quartic coefficients Da, Db, and Dc as listed in Table I. The relationship
of these parameters to the parameters D,, DJK, DK, 8,, and Bs is also given in Table I.
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Figure I. Centrifugal stabilization energies A£ in centimeters'1 as defined by Eq. (8) divided by 7* for H2O with (a) J||a, (b) J||b, and (c) J||c. The open and solid circles denote
values obtained at the CISD/6-31G** and HF/6-31G** levels, respectively. The solid lines
without points indicate values obtained using the (1/2) Pade" approximant and experimental
parameters from Ref. (10).

The latter appear as coefficients in the quartic portion of the quantum mechanical rotational hamiltonian [16] (reduction A) as follows:
H4 = -D

4

- DJKJ2J] - DKJ] -

-

hK{J\j%

(9)

where J2 = J • J,
= j \ — J2, and the x, y, and z axes correspond to b, c, and
respectively. The agreement with experiment {11] is generally satisfactory even at the
HF/6-31G** level. However, the somewhat surprising result is that the C1SD/6-31G**
value of 2.00 x I0"2 cm"1 for Da (results for J||a extrapolated to J = 0) is substuntialiy below the observed value of 2.7952 x 10~2 cm"1. This discrepancy is e!miy
too large to be accounted for by the error in the ab iiitio rotational constant Ao
(Table I), although part may arise from errors in the energies and gradients for
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TABLE I.
Parameter"
R

e

Ao
Bo

c0
D:
Dc'
v2ia,)
Hb>)

Spectroscopic constants for Hj6O.

HF/6-31G**

CISD/6-31G**

Obs.b

0.943
105.9
29.17
14.75
9.80
2.40 x 10"2
2.07 x 10"3
2.26 x 10"*
4147
1770
4264

0.957
104.3
27.27
14.64
9.53
2.00 x 10~2
2.35 x KT3
2.30 x 10"
3944
1710
4062

0.957
104.5
27.8806
14.5218
9.2777
2.7952 x 10"2
2.2687 x 10"3
2.3930 x 10*
3657.0
1594.8
3755.8

" All values are given in centimeters' except for bond length R (angstroms) and bond
angle 8 (degrees).
b
R and © from Ref. (15), vibrational frequencies from Ref. (18), other parameters
from Ref. (11).
*Da=Dj + DJK + DK.
i
Db=DJ
+ 28,.
<DC =Dj - 2 8 , .

nonequilihrium structures. Rather, the problem appears to lie in part in describing a
molecule such as H2O with its comparati /ely large zero-point bending amplitude in
terms of the quasistatic model. This point is discussed further below in connection
with the centrifugal distortions expected for D2O. We note here that in a recent comparison [17] of empirical and ab initio force fields for PH3, it was concluded that the
vibrational dependence of centrifugal distortion constants may be quite large for
small molecules containing light atoms.
Although vibrational frequencies are not utilized in our method for obtaining
centrifugal distortion coefficients, we nonetheless computed frequencies analytically
from second derivatives at the HF/6-31G** level and numerically from analytic gradients at the CISD/6-31G** level (Table I). The CISD results indicate significant improvement over the HF results, although the frequencies are all still too high [18].
Although the energies and gradients we use to obtain D values represent the actual HF
or a surfaces, including anharmonicities, rather than the harmonized surfaces associated with these frequencies, it is clear that there is a contribution to the errors in the
D values from the excessive curvature even of the CISD surface, with this error being
possibly as much as 15% (D values vary inversely as the square of frequencies).
The computed centrifugal distortion pathways as bond angle changes versus bond
length changes for the three cases J || a, J || b, and J || c may be expressed in terms of J
for fee CISD/6-31G** level as follows:
(1) Jj|a

(2) J | | b

AR = 8.4 x l0"Va2

(Hfc)

A® = - 4 . 4 x 1O"2^

(Nb)

AR = 2.9 x 10-VJ

(ilk)

(3) J||c
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A® = 1.5 x lO2Jl

(MM)

AR = 2.2 x lO"Vf2

(lOe)

A6 = 0

(lOf)

In the above AR is the change in bond length in A, A 8 is the change in bond angle
in degrees, and Jtt,Jb, and Jc are the dimensionless components of J. The bond angle
change for J||c is nearly zero, since the centrifugal force on each H atom is nearly
parallel to the O—H bond axis (exactly parallel for infinite oxygen mass). Hie displacements may be expressed in terms of the zero-order rotational energies using the
calculated rotational constants from Table I as follows:
(1) J||a
(2) J||b
(3) ,!||c

AR = 2.9 x WbEoa

(lla)

A 8 = -1.5 x 10~3E°tt

(lib)

A/? = 2.0 x 1<T6EJ

(lie)

A 8 = 1.0 x 10~3E°b

(lid)

AR = 2.3 x 10~6E°

(lie)

A© a 0

(llf)
1

In the above the energy components are in centimeters' , whereas AR and A® are in
angstroms and degrees as before. We note, as we did for ozone [2], that the bond
lengthening is roughly isotropic when expressed in terms of rotational energy rather
than angular momentum.
To convert our calculated D values to those appropriate for D2O is trivial for J||a
and J || b, as the values arc simply multiplied by [wfoMfDjO/mDAftHjO)]2 ~ 1/3.24
and (mH/mD)2 ~ 1/4 for these two cases, respectively. However, for Jjjc the D2O
distortion pathway differs from the H2O pathway; for D2O, condition (7) on the
electronic gradients becomes M(D20)a/m0b ~ 5a/4b, whereas for H2O it is
M{tt2O)a/m<Jb ~ 9a/8b. Our CISD/6-31G** values (Table I) for De and Db become
6.17 x 10"3 and 5.88 x io~* cm' 1 , respectively, for D2O as compared with observed [19] values of 8.039 x 10"3 and 5.560 x 10~4 cm"1, respectively. We note
that our percentage error in Da is less for D2O than for H2O, suggesting that the
smaller zero-point vibrational amplitudes in D2O make our quasistatic model more
accurate for it than for H2O. The centrifugal displacements for a given J are also
smaller for D2O man for H2O; for J || a and J || b they are simply the H2O values multiplied by [mHM(D2O)/mDM(H2O)]1/2 ~ 1.8"l/2 and (mH/mQ)m ~ 2~" 2 , respectively.
The nearly linear fall-off with increasing J of the AE/J* values in Figure 1 closely
resembles the behavior we previously found [1,2] for other molecules. If sestic and
no higher terms in the dependence of the energy on the angular momentum were important, a parabolic fall-off would be expected. The sextic spectroscopic coefficient
could then be obtained from the slope of AE/J4 versus J2 rater dun / . As noted
above, it has been demonstrated [4-10] for H2O and other hydrides (H2S and Pff3)
mat the use of Pad£ approximants to represent die dependence of the energy upon angular momentum is greatly superior to the use of conventional power series. Various
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forms of approximates have been used [4-10,20], with a particularly simple form being that recently employed in describing H2D+, HDj, and D3, namely
Hp6 = (H4)2/(H4 - H6)

(12)

where // 4 is the quartic Hamiltonian, such as that from (9), and H6 is the analogous
[16] sextic Hamiltonian. Corresponding to (12) there is an effective AE/J* that varies
as J~2 for sufficiently large J and thus approaches zero as J approaches infinity.
However Padl approximants with polynomials of different degrees in the numerator
and/or denominator will in general have different limiting behavior; if the numerator
is of a higher degree than the denominator by J*, then AE/J* approaches a constant
different from D as J approaches infinity. A particularly effective approximant is the
(1/2) form used by Poiyanski [10] to fit the rotational levels of H2O; constructed
from quartic, sextic, and octic terms of a power series it, like (12), gives AE/J4 varying as J~2 for large J. In Figure 1 the solid lines represent AE/J* values using this
form together with Polyanski's parameters that differ only slightly from the values of
DeLucia et al. [11]. Although no rigorous comparison is made, the quasilinear behavior of AE/J* as obtained from the Pade representation is apparent. [For J||c, this
particular Pade representation becomes inadequate at the high J values (>20) considered here.]
Summary
Centrifugal distortion coefficients have been obtained for H2O using our quasistatic
model [1,2] at the HF/6-31G** and CISD/6-31G** levels. The CISD values are closer to
the observed than the HF values for J||b and Jj|c. However, for Jfja, where a is the
in-plane axis perpendicular to the C2 axis, the CISD value is approximately 28% too
small. The centrifugal distortion involves more of a change in bond angle for this direction of J than for any other principal direction. Thus, the result is especially sensitive not only to error in the bending frequency (implicitly incorporated in our method
via gradients) but also to vibrational averaging effects expected to be significant for
hydrides.
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Abstract
We discuss the solution of the integral Dirac-Fock equation in momentum space.
"Balanced" momentum-space gaussian functions are used to expand the large and
small components of the Dirac 4-spinors. We show that this approach, which has
been successfully used in atomic Dirac-Fock calculations, works equally well in
molecular Dirac-Fock calculations.
1. Introduction
Quant am chemical calculations are usually performed in position space. This is because in such a representation the Coulomb interaction can be treated as a local operator. In polyatomic systems, however, this local character creates a large number of
singularities that make accurate calculations difficult. For atoms and diatomics these
singularities can be analytically removed [1], but this cannot be done in general polyatomic systems.
One alternative to performing calculations in position space is to use momentum
space. Atomic and molecular electronic structure calculations have a number of advantages in such a representation [2]. Here the Coulomb interaction is a nonlocal operator, and the Hartree-Fock (HF) equations contain a single, but manageable,
singularity at the origin, thus making accurate calculations on multicenter systems
possible at least in principle [3-5]. In the field-theoretic formulation of relativislic
quantum mechanics, the conceptual advantage to working in momentum space is indispensable [6,7], since the nonlocal potentials that arise in nonstatic dynamics and
relativistic kinematics can be treated in a straightforward manner [8].
Despite these advantages, numerical techniques for solving the type of integral
equations that arise in momentum space are still in their infancy. In one study on
hadronic atoms, Kwon and Tabakin (KT) cast these integral equations into a discrete
matrix eigenvalue form [9]. The KT technique has also been applied to electronic
structure problems [10,11] but with limited success. Using 96 gaussiae integration
points, this method has an accuracy of only 6 significant figures, requires coesiderINTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 4 1 7 ^ 2 3 UW7)
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able computer time, and is critically dependent on the choice of grid. Because of the
highly nonlinear nature of the integral relativistic HF equations, calculations on atoms
and molecules will require a much higher accuracy. Other methods of solving integral
equations in momentum space include the Fourier transformation of the numerical
[12] or analytical [13J position space wave functions. For relativistic wave functions
the former method, however, is quite time consuming, and the latter fails to implement a kinetically "balanced" basis approach to remedy the so-called "variational
failure" problem [14-16].
In this paper we describe the algebraic approximation of the integral Dirac-Fock
(DF) equation. This method is capable of obtaining directly in momentum space the
relativistic wave functions with an accuracy suitable for HF calculations. In the next
section we describe our method of approximating the Dirac 4-spinors as an expansion
in "balanced" Cartesian Gaussians. We also discuss an algebraic method of removing
the single Coulomb singularity that is appropriate for the "balanced" Cartesian Gaussians. A major advantage in formulating the molecular DF basis expansion in momentum space is that a "balanced" basis expansion, which has been successfully applied
to atoms [14-16], works equally well now for molecules. This point will be discussed
at length in the last section. Preliminary application of this approach to the hydrogenic ion O7+ and the hydrogen molecular ion H2 will be presented.

2.

Algebraic Approximation of the Integral Dirac Equation in
Momentum Space

The integral Dirac equation in momentum space may be written [8,17],

#D(P)«KP) = e«Kp)

(1)

where
HD(p) = ca

p + p'c2 + V0(p)

Here

ft) • /2

a •p = \

7T 1

I 7T 0 / ,J1
n

/2: 2 x 2 unit matrix.

IT is a multiplicative operator,

V0(p) is an integral operator defined by
A V ( P - q)<Kq)
For a hydrogenic system with the nuclear charge Z, V(p — q) is given by [8]

(3)
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The momentum-space Dirac 4-component spinors may be given by

G(p) and F(p) are termed the large and the small components, respectively, of the
Dirac 4-spinors. They are expanded in the 2-spinor basis sets, (xf(p)} and {x?(P)K

G(p) = i xHp)t

(6a)

HP) = 2 X?(pH

(6b)

£ } and {17,} are linear variation parameters. N is the expansion length. Using the expansion, (6a, b), integral Eq. (1) may be cast into a matrix form,

v- :
V1 and V5 are the N x N matrix. The (i,j)th element of the matrices is given by

V f » = IdVxf((PTS)/ d'qVip - q)x^S)

(8)

The overlap matrices SUmS) and off-diagonal matrix 77^ are defined as
nt(ofS) _

•J;y

f j3

~ J «

i(«S) i(«S|
PXop) XAP> '

w

SL _

j

iy - J

The off-diagonal matrix TT" is identical to 17^, a consequence of the fact that IT in
Eq. (2) is a multiplicative operator. Furthermore, the matrices are real and symmetric
in the balanced basis representation, which we will define below.
For Sv2 states of the hydrogenic system, the large component 2-spinor basis (xhp)}
may be chosen in Gaussian form,

Xftp) = exp(-£P2) M

(9a)

In a recent study on the integral HF equation, Navaza and Tsoucaris also proposed
using momentum-space Gaussian-type functions in nonrelativistic molecular electronic structure calculations [3].
Care must be taken in choosing the small component basis spinors, (xf(p)l because
the large and the small components are coupled through die off-diagonal operator w.
The necessity of "balance" in the expansion of the large and small components has
been documented in position-space DF calculations [14-16]. The "balanced" basis
scheme has proven very successful in preventing the blatant variational failure that
has plagued DF expansion calculations in position representatir • [14-16]. Because the
integral Dirac equation in momentum space is unitarily equivalent to the one in position space, it is essential to also use balanced basis in the present momentum-space
approach both to achieve the desired accuracy and to avoid spurious solutions. It is to
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be noted that a failure to incorporate "balance" in the basis is known to erroneously
produce the relativistic correction of H2^ that is several orders of magnitude larger
than the limiting value [23,24|. In a related work on the integral DF equation in
momentum space, Rosicky proposed that each of the four components of the Dirac
4-spinors be expanded in terms of the same set of scalar basis functions [18). This
unfortunately introduces a doubling of the energy spectrum in which the spurious
solutions are degenerate in energy with the physical ones.
The balance criterion [14-16] suggests that (x?(p)} must lie in the linear manifold
spanned by {vxf(p)}, i.e., we must choose the small component basis so that

x?(p) = *-xf(p)
This gives

£,P22 )l l * II

f

(9b)

In the algebraic approach to the integral Dirac equation in momentum space,
Eqs. (9a, b) form the so-called "balanced" Gaussian momentum-space basis.
In the next section we show that the use of Cartesian Gaussians in Eqs. (9a, b) give
us the ability to handle both atomic and molecular systems easily. These functions
also allow us to evaluate the singularity in V(p — q) analytically. Using the identity
f
2TT2 |p -

q| 2

Sir j

t3

~n e*pH'(p - q) • a}
a

the matrix elements of the integral operator of V0(p) can be calculated both simp'v
and accurately.
3.

Applications

We have tested our method on the one-electron systems O7+ and H2+. In the calculations on the ground 15, 2 state of the O7+ ion, we have used basis sets of 2-18 eventempered Gaussian functions. These functions have the form

| o j andX?<P> = exp(-£,/> 2 ) I * ^ J (11)
where
& = a/8'"';

i = l,2

N

Like their position-space counterpart [19], the parameters a and /3 are determined by
nonlinear optimization with respect to the relativistic energy.
In Table I, we list the total energies of the ground state of O7+ for selected expansion length. Because our basis is balanced, a clean separation of positive and negative energy spectra occurs with no spurious energy spectra appearing near the
physical ones. As expected, our values decrease monotonically toward a numerical
limit as a larger number of basis functions is used. This limit is the same as the
earlier calculation [20] that was performed in position space.
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Even-tempered Gaussian basis
calculations on Q7*.

N
6
8
10
12
14
16
18

-32.01665
-32.02553
-32.02695
-32.02723
-32.02729
-32.02730
-32.02731

Exact
energy

-32.02731

It is well established that balanced basis sets can prevent variationa! failure in position-space atomic DF calculations [14-16,20]. In molecular DF calculations, however,
it was never clear whether variational failure could be prevented by constructing a
molecular Dirac 4-spinor from a linear combination of atom-centered "balanced"
basis spinors. A major advantage of our momentum-space approach is that its form is
independent of the number of atomic centers. Thus the balanced basis expansion
method, which has been shown to work in one-center problem, works equally well in
molecular problems. We illustrate this point with calculations on H2. The system is
an ideal test case, since it is one of the few diatomics on which two-dimensional (2D)
fully numerical relativistic calculations have been perormed [21].
The molecular Dirac spinors for H2+ in momentum representation may be written

where
N

(12a)
(12b)
i

Here the factor/(p) is given by
/(p) = exp(-ip • R,) + exp(-ip • S2)

(13)

The vectors R, and R2 represent the position of the two protons. Expansions (12a, b)
correspond to the Fourier transform of a position-space molecular spincr that is given
as a linear combination of atom-centered basis spinofs. Except for the factor/fp),
Eqs. (12a, b) agree with (6a, b). This means that, in multkenter DF calculations in
momentum space, molecular spinors may be expressed in terms of a linear combination of basis spinors, all of which are centered at the origin. Thus, if "Wanerf* btsis
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is effective in preventing variational failure in atomic DF calculations, the use of balanced basis of the form given in (11) in the expansion of the momentum-space
molecular spinors is equally effective in preventing variational failure in molecular DF
calculations.
For our calculations on the ground state of UK, we used basis sets of from 2 to S4
even-tempered Gaussians of the form given in (11). The parameters a and /3 are determined by nonlinear optimization of relativistic energy. Nonrelativistic energies
were calculated with the same parameters. In Table II we compare our total energies
with those obtained in two previous position-space calculations [21,22]. As the expansion length increases, the computed energy. £rel, decreases monotonically and
converges to ~ —1.090957 a.u. The computed relativistic correction. —6.61 x
10~6 a.u. obtained with ;V = 14 accounts for 90% of the limiting value ( — 7.356 x
10~6 a.u.) obtained by a 2D fully numerical calculation [21J. Although the calculated
energies with A/ s= 4 are better than those obtained with the minimal Slater-type basis
calculations, they are poorer than those obtained with the use of the Guillemin-Zener
function [22]. Because expansion (12a, b) corresponds to the Fourier transform of the
"atom-centered" S]2 basis spinor expansion in position space, the total electronic
energy is not expected to improve significantly unless floating Gaussian spinors are
included in the basis set. To test this, the basis set of 14 even-tempered Gaussian
spinors was augmented by a Gaussian spinor positioned at the center of the molecule.

TABLE II.

Total electronic energy of the ground state H:~ at internuclear distance:
R = 2.0 a.u.

N
2

4
6
Q
O

10
12
14
14 -<- ld
Min.STO c
GuillcminZenerf
Numerical
limit8
d

£Kl'(a.u.>

Ej-fa-u.)

A £ c (a.u.)

— 1.08038596
1.08935229
.09081910
_
.09092071
.09095243
.09095612
.09095651
.10185883
- 1 .0865118

1.08038121
.08934618
.09081261
.09091414
.09094538
.09094951
.09094990
-1 .10185162
-1 .0865060

-4.75 x 10"
-6.10 x 10"
-6.49 x 10"
-6.57 x 10"
-6.60 x 10"
-6.6! x 10"
-6.61 x 10"
-7.21 x 10"
-5.8 x 10"

-1 .1024500

-1 .1024428

-7.2 x 10"

- 1 .1026415709

-1 .1026342145

-7.356 x 10"

Relativistic energies.
Nonrelativistic limit (c —* x).
' Relativistic correction, A£ = Erei — £ „ .
d
Fourteen "atom-centered" even-tempered gaussians plus a floating spinor positioned
at the center of the molecule.
e
Minimal STO basis (one-parameter Finkelstein-Horowitz function) in Ref. 22.
f
Guillemin-Zener function in Ref. 22.
1
Two-dimensional fully numerical calculation in Ref. 21.
b
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This single Gaussian spinor improves the total relativistic and nonrelativislic energies
by ~ 0.011 a.u. The improved relativistic correction is now —7.21 x 10"6 a.u.,
which is slightly better than the value obtained by Guillemin and Zener. We expect
that additional floating Gaussians would further improve the total energies as well as
the relativistic correction.
Systematic improvements to our basis are now being examined to determine
whether the present balanced basis approach is capable of reproducing the reSativistic
correction given by 2D numerical calculations.
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Abstract
Direct evaluation of momentum space Hartree-Fock wave functions require accurate numerical integrations. The purpose of this computer experimentation with the
Gauss-Legendre method is to examine the sensitivity of calculated properties on the
truncation of the interval of integration for the radial variable.
1. Introduction
Obtaining accurate solutions to the Hartree-Fock equations for atoms, molecules,
and solids has always been difficult owing to the need to represent the solutions in
terms of a finite basis of known functions. The error resulting from this truncation is
difficult to estimate, and its incidence largely depends on the nature of die properties
[1]. In the case of atoms and diatomic molecules, enough separability among the
position space variables can be achieved to solve the HF equations by numerical procedures [2,3], but this feature does not seem to be applicable to systems with msm
than two nuclei. This limitation can be avoided in momentum space [4,5], as illustrated by recent attempts to solve numerically the Hartree-Fock equations for polyatomic molecules [6-8] and the infinite chain of hydrogen atoms [9].
The feasibility of direct evaluation of momentum space wave functions for systems
of variable complexity is thus established in principle, but much work remains to be
done before this method is competitive with traditional LCAG-SCF-MO techniques.
More efficient algorithms need to be developed, and procedures to control the accuracy of the various numerical steps must be included.
Integration is among the key numerical operations attached to the direct evaluation
of momentum space wave functions. Since the asymptotic forms and the decay factors are different from those in the r representation, existing computational experience cannot be directly applied to momentum space. Specific studies on systems of
increasing complexity are needed to determine the optimal strategies for numerical
integrations in momentum space. In this work we examine die sensitivity of classical
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 2!. 425-433 (I98?j
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ground state properties of the He atom as a function of the size of the integration interval for the radial variable.
2.

M®«Etem Space Restricted Hartree-Fock Formulas for He Atom

Hie restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) ground state wave function for He expresses as a
single determinant built from a doubly occupied atomic orbital s/Kr) obtained by solving the corresponding RHF equation that, in the r representation and in atomic units,
reads as.

Firm) = I ~5?2(r) - Z|r|-' + (j **(r')*(r') |r - r'| l e/r'J|^<r) = e*(r).
(1)
F(r) is the Fock operator, e is the orbital energy associated with the occupied orbital
${r), and Z (=2) is the atomic number of He.
The transformation of the RHF equation to momentum space [4,5] is easily obtained by direct application of the following Fourier transform formula

JJ

*Xr),

(2)

to Eq. (1), which leads to

[F(r)iMr)Jr(p) = (i)P20(p) - (27r2)- jdqq~\Z

- W*(q)]^(p - q) = e *(p),
(3)

where W*(q) is defined as

W*(q) = jdr'e-*r'xl,*(r'Mr')

= Jdp<Mp)<fr*(p - q)

(4)

The one-electron and total energies, e and E, respectively, can be computed from
the two following expressions:

s = j dq4>*(q)[F(mr)Y(q)
= jdq**(q) (^)q^(q) - (2TT2)-'J dqq'\ZW(q) - \W(qf]
£ = 2e - d*2)-* jdqq-2\W(q)\\

(5)
(6)
(?)

An important consequen e of having the HF equations transformed to die p representation is that they express as integral equations, in contrast with the r representation, where the same equations are of the irtegro-differeiMial type. Allhoiigh of no
application in this work, the major advantage of the Fourier transformation Iks in the
effective factorization it produces between the momentum variables of the particles
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from which practical pathways toward direct numerical determinations of HF wave
functions of systems containing more than two nuclear centers become available.
The nonlinearity of the HF equations is retained and their solutions must still be obtained iteratively. Attempts to proceed analytically in the case of He have been reported, but the complexity of the mathematical forms generated through the iterations
is such that it is impractical to go beyond the second iteration [10]. However, as it
has already been indicated, a numerical approach is possible assuming the numerical
steps can be handled properly. The essence of the iterative scheme is summarized in
the following equation:

<*><n+1)(p) = [(^)P2 -

E'I-W)-

1

fdqq'XZ

q)J

- WM*(q)Wn)(p - q)J (8)

where the (n + l)th iterate solution, <f>in+u(p), is obtained from the previous trial
function <f>ln)(p - q) and its related quantities W(n)(q) and e(n).

3. Numerical Integration: Problems and Results
In the numerical evaluation of momentum space wave functions reported below,
the full space of integration is divided in concentric spherical shells around the
origin, and the three-dimensional integration (quadrature) formulas [11] used are
based on p expressed in spherical coordinates (px,py,p2) —*• (p,6,4>) with p £
[0,«], 6 e [0,TT], and 4> E [0,2TT] (below we use/? and |p| interchangeably). Since
momentum space wave functions have their maximum amplitudes near the origin, the
largest part of our numerical efforts ( i . e . , the number of points in the
numerical integration) is spent in the inner regions.
It is important to estimate how much the tail of the wave function influences properties and thereby determine the size of the integration intervals as well as the number
of points needed for accurate calculations. The influence on various properties of the
reduction of the infinite interval for the radial variable p (or q) to a finite interval,
[0,/?,-], (i.e., ignoring the tail of the integrand) is studied. To freeze the influence of
the other two variables, 8 and <f>, we have chosen to calculate properties of the
ground state restricted Hartree-Fock atomic orbital of the He atom approximated by a
single Is function, [ls(r)] r (p) = V(S£,5)n~l[p2 + £2]~2. Despite its simplicity, this
system incorporates the relevant numerical features of the more complicated situations. Furthermore, the explicit forms of the integrands (see below) enable a direct
understanding of the causes for the sensitivity of properties versus the radius of integration. Finally, the neglected contributions of the tail can be estimated exactly,
which provides further control on the numerical results.
Classical properties arising in normal calculations are considered to test the accuracy of the numerical integration. These properties are the kinetic, %„, nuclear attraction, enuc, and electron repulsion, erep, contributions to the one-electron energy e and
the total energy E. The Compton profile at p = 0, J(0), or \(4>\p~l\4>) and <$)p4!$},
are also calculated to provide more sensitive measures of the variation of the function
close to and away from the origin, respectively.
The explicit forms for the properties evaluated over the reduced intervals, [0,/fJ,
are listed below. Setting /?, = * in these formulas yields the exact expressions;
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the corresponding numerical values are also given for the variational exponent
£ = 1.6875. The graphs for the integrands appearing in Eqs. (9a), (10a), (lla),
(14a), and (15a) are given in Figure 1.

—

q (a.u.)

(a)

f(q)

q Ca.u.)
(b)
Figure 1. Graph of the integrands for (a) ebJR,), e^iR,), and erepd?;) «td (b) i(o^,) .sad
<P\-
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(1) Kinetic energy contribution to e:

,) = 16CV1 f 'q\q2 + ?Vdq,

<*)

Jo

= 8«n = (DC2 = 1.423828125 a.u.

(9b)

(2) Nuclear attraction contribution to e:
eJiR,) = -2TT-'(32C 4 ) f \q2 + (202T2dq,

(10a)

•>0

«•*(») = ««* = ~ 2 { = -3.375000000 a.u.

(10b)

(3) Electronic repulsion contributing to e:

«W(") = e«P = (D* = 1-054687500 a.u.

(lib)

(4) One-electron energy:
e(R<) = ««.(*/) + e-e(«i) + ««p(»i) •
2

e = ««. + «-c + ««P = (;)C ~ 21 + (f)£ = -0.896484375 a.u.

(12a)

(12b)

(5) Total energy:
£(*,) = 2e(tf,.) - e^/?,)

(13a)

E = 2e - (fK = -2.847656250 a.u.

(13b)

(6) 7(0) or (|)folp-'fo):

f 'gfe2 +

fi-*dq

{14%)

o

)-'

(14b)

(7) </>:

(p4),, = 32CV"1 p « V + « 2 ]">

(15a)

Jo

<P4>c= = <P 4 > = 5C 4

(15b)

We have calculated the above test properties for three values of Rt, i.e., the radial
distance from the origin to the boundary of the sphere of integration. The radii have
arbitrarily been chosen to reproduce the norm (<$» |$) with precisions of the order of
10"3, 10~6, and 10~9, respectively,
(4>\4>) ~ 4w f '^{qWqtfdq
Jo

= L0OOGOQ00 ± S,

(16)
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where 6, = 10~\ S2 =* IO~6, and 6, ~ 10"9 denote the precision thresholds. The
values of Rt corresponding to these thresholds are equal to 7.5, 35.0, and 150.0 a.u.
of momentum, respectively. It is important to stress that all the calculations reported
in this work are numerically accurate to nine digits, which is the best accuracy accessible with the program [12] used to perform the Gauss-Legendre integrations. The
intervals corresponding to the three spheres of integration are as follows: the first
sphere of integration with the radius /?, contains one interval, [0.0,7.5] 24 , in which
24 points of integration are needed to ensure numerical accuracy to 9 digits. The
second sphere of integration is composed of the previous sphere with the same
number of points and a concentric spherical shell corresponding to the radial interval
[7.5,35.0]24; here again 24 points are needed to guarantee a 9 significant digit numerical accuracy to the contributions from that shell. Finally, the third sphere of integration encloses the previous two shells and extends up to 150.0 a.u. Since a maximum
number of 64 abscissas per interval of integration can be used with the program,
we had to split the radial interval, [35.0,150.0], corresponding to the last spherical
shell in two subintervals [35.0,80.0]24 and [80.0,150.0]32, respectively. As indicated
by the subscripts on the right side of the interval notation, 24 and 32 integration
points are needed to have the respective contributions numerically accurate to 9
significant digits. The situation for the intervals corresponding to the three spheres
of integration can thus be summarized as follows: /?, <£=£> [0.0,7.5] 24 , R2 ^ = ^
[O.O,7.5] 2 4 U [ 7 . 5 , 3 5 . 0 ] 2 4 , and R3 <=> [ 0 . 0 , 7 . 5 ] 2 4 U [ 7 . 5 , 3 5 . 0 ] 2 4 U
[35.0,80.0]24 U [80.0,15O.O]32.
___________

Table I gives the values for the norm of <£(p) = V(8£ s )ir~'[|p| 2 + C,2]'2 obtained
by numerical integration over the three intervals. Notice that it is necessary to go as
far as 150.0 a.u. to reproduce the norm with a precision of 9 significant digits, and
for the largest radius (/f3 = 150.0), the number of integration points is already as
large as 104. By a systematic search for other intervals and subintervals as well as by
varying the number of points, it might be possible to somewhat reduce these figures,
but we do not think that the number of points can be drastically reduced for the chosen scheme.
The numerical values for the other test quantities evaluated by numerical integration for the three radii R, defined above are also given in the table. All these numbers
are exact to nine significant figures and have been checked with the results obtained
from explicit expressions. Thus it turns out, at least in this case, that the conditions
for accuracy on the norm hold true for these properties irrespective of their behavior
close to or away from the origin.
The orbital energy is quite sensitive to the radius of integration; for example at
R3 = 150.0 a.u., e is precise to only 4 decimal figures. Although the electron repulsion contribution matches the exact limit (1.05468750 a.u.) under those conditions,
both the kinetic energy and the nuclear attraction fail to meet this kind of agreement.
This is easily understood from their integrands, which are shown in Figure la. In the
limit of large q they both decay like q~4, whereas the repulsion part decreases much
faster, ~q~s. For s to be exact to 9 decimal digits, one would need to consider radii
as large as 2500 a.u.! In the case of (p4), the situation is even worse, since only 2
significant figures are ensured from a numerical integration with a radius of Integra-

TABLE

I. Values of the various test quantities calculated by Gauss-Legendre numerical integration over three finite intervals: [0,Ri]H,R, = 7.5,35.0, am)

150.0 a.u.
Property

[0.7.5] M

[0,35.0]*

<#!*>«,

0.999489737
0.137489216 x 10'
-O.327O5O635 x 10'
0.105404197 x 10'
-0.841572220
-0.273718642 x 10'
0.502951939
0.231265929 x 102

0.999999736
0.142328930 x 10'
-0.337372985 x 10*
0.105468748 x 10*
-0.895753070
-0.284619361 x 10'
0.5030O8209
0.365755754 x 102

HO,;*,)

: n ™ total Btsmber of iategmtion in points.

10,150.01,0,

0.999999999
0.142382124 x 10'
-0.337498369 x 10'
0.105468750 x 101
-0.896474950
-0.284763740 x 10'
0.503008215
0.3%166477 x 102

Exact value

1.0
0.142382813 x 10'
-0.337500000 x 10'
0.105468750 x 10'
-0.896484375
-0.284765625 x 10'
0.503008215
0.405457306 x 102

CA
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tion equal to 150.0 a.u. In contrast, the Compton profile at the origin is well reproduced even for the smaller radius of integration, /?,. Once again, the graphs in
Figure lb illustrate the different behaviors of the integrands. Notice that for the purpose of the drawing, the curve corresponding to <p4) has been reduced by a factor
of 10.
4. Concluding Remarks
From this simple computer experimentation, a few comments can be made concerning the practice of direct numerical determinations of electronic wave functions
in momentum space.
(1) With approximately 100 integration points for the radial variable q, it seems
possible to reach a reasonable level of numerical accuracy for radii up to about 100
a.u. This accuracy is indeed required if such calculations are expected to improve
upon current LCAO-SCF values, but it can only be true if the other two variables, 0 and
<£>, do not require a comparatively larger numerical effort than the radial variable.
From the limited experience obtained on H3 and H x systems, this seems to be
the case.
(2) A comparable precision is much more difficult to attain by brute force numerical integration. The nuclear attraction and kinetic energy terms have been shown to
require sampling the space very far away from the origin, which corresponds to prohibitive numbers of integration points. The incidence of arbitrary truncations (finite
intervals of integrations) on the results at the end of the iterative processes is not
known and shoud be studied. Nonetheless, it is unlikely that purely numerical determinations will be practicable, and the use of asymptotic forms to continue the results
from the inner (fully numerical) to the outer regions will be needed. Attempts along
these lines have already been reported [5,6,8], but further investigations are obviously needed.
Systematic studies that try, using numerical schemes, to reproduce the properties
calculated with LCAOSCFMO schemes would certainly be helpful in determining appropriate conditions for accurate numerical operations in direct determinations of
momentum space electronic wave functions.
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Abstract
We discuss the properties of a phase space distribution function that can be expressed as a Gaussian convolution of the Wigner function corresponding to the oneelectron charge density matrix for a many-electron system. This distribution function
is known as the Husimi function. It is real and nowhere negative and can be interpreted as a probability density for finding an electron in a particular coherent state or,
equivalently, for finding it in a region of phase space consistent with the uncertainty
principle. Information is not lost in the transformation from the Wigner function,
which can be recovered. We discuss the relationships among various functions and
their Fourier transforms. The Husimi function does not have the ordinary densities as
marginals but rather Gaussian convolutions of them, from which the ordinary densities can be recovered. Advantages of the Husimi function over the Wigner function
for the interpretation of electronic structure are discussed. Illustrative results for the
hydrogen atom and for the nitrogen atom at the SCF level are presented.
1. Introduction
There has been increasing interest in recent years in both experimental and theoretical investigations [1] of not only total and orbital electron momentum densities in
atoms and molecules, to complement the long-standing interest in the ordinary coordinate electron density, but also in the "correlation" between the coordinate and
momentum behavior, insofar as this is physically meaningful and consistent with the
uncertainty principle. The joint distribution is not just a product of coordinate and
momentum densities. For the quantum chemist the challenge is to calculate this joint
distribution accurately, but before embarking on such calculations we should decide
what we mean by such a joint distribution. The natural choice might at first seem to
be the Wigner function [2], and the Wigner function for the H atom has been studied
[3]. We will suggest in this paper that the Husimi function [4] is in fact preferable to
the Wigner function for this purpose. We begin by considering the criteria that might
be applied to make the choice.
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A list of desiderata for an ideal quantum mechanical phase space distribution function would include the following: (for discussion of these points, see [5—12])
(1) A representation of quantum mechanics. The distribution and appropriately
defined operator equivalents should provide a complete description of quantum
mechanics, equivalent to that provided by the density matrix. This implies
(a) an equation of motion and (b) a way of calculating expectation values.
(2) Linearity. The distribution function should be linearly related to the density
matrix. For a pure state it should thus be sequilinear (i.e., linear in one factor
and antilinear in another) in the wave function.
(3) Symmetry. The distribution function should reflect the symmetry of the density matrix or wave function.
(4) Enterpretability. The distribution should be interpretable as a probability density in phase space. It should thus (a) be a real-valued function of coordinate
and momentum, (b) be nowhere negative, and (c) give the correct marginals,
i.e., integration over momentum should give the coordinate density and vice
versa.
(5) Observability. The value of the distribution function itself at any point in
phase space should in principle be observable.
(6) Close relationship to classical ideas. The equation of motion and expressions
for average values should be, as nearly as possible, the same as the corresponding classical expressions.
(7) Simplicity. The equations, interpretation, etc., should be as simple as
possible.
It is of course impossible that a distribution function meeting all of these tests
could be found; priorities must be established, and the relative importance of different features depends on the purpose for which the distribution function is to be used.
Most of the literature on the Wigner and related functions has been concerned with
problems in which behavior is nearly classical, or with ensembles in thermal equilibrium, or with the temporal behavior of nonequilibrium ensembles. The application
we are interested in is quite different: the description of the electronic state of an
atom or molecule. Such a system is not approximately classical, an equilibrium
ensemble, or time dependent.
The Wigner function is commonly considered to be the nearest quantum mechanical analog of the classical phase space distribution function and has been widely used
in investigations of connections between quantum and classical results, but many
alternatives to the Wigner function have also been discussed [5,11,13]. It is well
known that there must be a proper correspondence between the choice of a phase
space function and quantum mechanical operators. Difficulties arise in making a connection with simple classical expressions because operators involving products of
noncommuting factors in different orders must correspond to different phase space
functions [14-18]. We will not be concerned with this problem here. The phase space
distribution function we will emphasize in this paper is the Husimi function. We will
present empirical evidence that, at least in some cases, the Husimi function can be
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more closely associated with classical phase space ideas than can the Wignei function. It is also more directly associated with experimental observations.
In the next section we will review the definition of the Husimi function and its
properties and define additional fundamental relationships. Transformations among
density matrix, Wigner function, Moyal characteristic function [19], etc., will appear
also for equivalents associated with the Husimi function, so we review these relationships and introduce some convenient superoperators. Comparisons between the
Wigner and Husimi functions will be made. Some additional properties of the Husimi
function are discussed in Section 3. Some results for s state atoms are presented
in Section 4, and we summarize the present results and look to the future in the
final section.
2. Definitions and Comparison
In this section we will review definitions and properties of the Wigner and Husims
functions and make some comparisons between them. To iacilitate this discussion
and make a connection with related functions, we define some superoperator maps
and summarize them with a diagram based upon that of Thakkar, Tanner, and Smith
[20]. We will be interested in application to the electronic states of atoms and
molecules, where we recover a one-particle picture by dealing with the one-electron,
spinless reduced density matrix (the charge density matrix) y.
We write the Fourier transform, with the conventional symmetric normalization
commonly used in quantum mechanics, as
Mr) = (2TT)^ 2

e"rkxft(r)dr = 0(*).

(1)

Here d is the dimension of the coordinate space, usually 3 but possibly 1 in some examples, r is the (set of) coordinate(s) of a point in this space, and p = hk is a point
in momentum space. We use a tilde to denote a Fourier-transformed function. The
corresponding inverse Fourier transform will be denoted by F*[kr]. It is convenient lo
introduce also substitution maps
= g(X, Ax)

Jx Ax
|^JC

X

•] g(X,Ax)

= g((iix + x'),x

- x')) =f(x,x')

(2)

where x can be r or k.
In addition to these invertible maps, we use three noninvertible maps, referring to
them as collapse, zeroing, and integration:
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U,v)S(v -

z)dxd\.

(3)

The constant factor in / has been introduced for later convenience. All of these maps
can be expressed as integral operators, with kernels as given in Table I.
The Wigner Function
Applying S to the density matrix y we obtain an intermediate function

Jr

= S\

r'l

\y(r,r'),

(4)

and the Wigner function is then given by a Fourier transform of Ar. Instead of the
Wigner function itself, we deal with
a>(R,K) = F\

(5)

which differs by a constant factor. The steps separated here as Eqs. (4) and (5) are
often combined, in which case Ar is simply a dummy variable of integration. The
intermediate function has sometimes been considered [21], however, and the appropriate sign for Ar then comes into question.
Let us rewrite the substitution transformation with Ar = e(r — r') where e =
± 1 . It is readily verified that the Jacobian determinant d(r,r')/d(R,Ar) is equal to

TABLE I.
Operator

Maps as integral operators.
Kernel

Integration variables

4:]

(2ir)me

x,x

"v

b(x - X - JAJCJSU' - X + ;

X.Ax

8(X

f/1

x,x

6(x - X)8(x' - X)

x y
z

x,y

8(x)8(y - z)

x

y

- j x - jjr')6(Ajt - x + x ' )
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—e. This certainly suggests the advantage of choosing e = — 1. For consistency,
then, one would have F* instead of F in Eq. (5). We prefer always to use F when
transforming from coordinate to momentum and thus choose e = + 1 . Changing the
sign of e is equivalent to interchanging r and r'. For most molecular and many
atomic states, y is real and there is no effect, but for complex y the sign of AT would
change if no change were made in the Fourier transform.
One could equally well start with the momentum space density matrix y(k;k').
From y or y one can construct either o> or its double Fourier transform
<Z>(Ar, Me) = F \*

\F*

^

\a>(R, K)

(6)

which is proportional to the Moyal characteristic function. By appropriate applications of collapse, zeroing, or integration, one obtains the densities and their Fourier
transforms. Constants have been chosen so that the densities are again normalized in
the conventional way. The Fourier transforms of the densities are experimentally observable but do not have the conventional normalizations [20]. These functions are
summarized in Table II, and the relationships among them are indicated schematically in Figure 1.
Much thought has been given to alternatives to the Wigner function. In most of
these assessments, weight has been given to symmetry and the potential use of the
phase space distribution for the evaluation of expectation values. It has been shown
[6, 7,10] that if the phase space distribution is required to be real, linearly related to
the density matrix, have the correct marginals, and to have proper Galilei invariance
and space or time reflection behavior, then there is little flexibility left. In the pure
state case, if/j, and/j, are the distributions associated with states »/» and <f>, respectively, and it is further required [22] that

j^*(r)<l>(r)dr = c Jj fjLq,k)Uqtk)dqdk

(7)

with an appropriate value for the proportionality constant, then the phase space distribution function is uniquely determined and is the Wigner function. This equation also
shows the impossibility of having all Wigner functions be everywhere nonnegative:
consider for example a case in which <f> and t// are orthogonal.
The Husimi Function
The Husimi function can be viewed in a variety of ways: as a "smoothing"
[13,23,24] of the Wigner function, as a "coarse graining" [10,25] of the phase space
density, or as the expectation value of an operator projecting onto a particular stale.
We will emphasize the latter.
The fundamental source of the difficulties with quantum mechanical phase space
density functions is the fact that the state of a quantum mechanical particle cannot be
described by a point in phase space, as can that of a classical particle. We cannot
specify both position and momentum precisely. We can, however, consider as a possible state for the particle that given by a normalized Gaussian wave packet:
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TABLE II. Relationships among functions.

i;k') = F

{(R.Ar) = 5

r
R

r
Ar

A

k

k'

y(r;r')

= 5 K Ak

k

eo(R,K)

R'

«(Ar,Ak)

Ak
A

R"

= F Ak C(R,Ar) =
P(R)

=8

= z[ Ar

._ »

p(Ak) =

K(K)

= 8

?FR

K

L

K

' l /»ir^

J

*fAk

L

*(Ar) =

—I

(8)

For this state

(9)
so that Arj&pj = h/2 is the minimum allowed by the uncertainty principle. Mole Chat
by adjusting the parameter or we can obtain a sharply defined position, at the expense
of uncertainty in the momentum, or vice versa. We are thus replacing the idea ef a
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the relationships among various functions. Lines
marked wilh arrows represent noninvertable maps, other lines represent invertabk maps.

point in phase space by that of a minimum-uncertainty wave packet description.
The probability that an electron in our system will be observed to be in the state
4> is

d<r\q,k)

(10)

This is a function on a 2^-dimensional space that is the same as the q, p phase space
if units with ft = 1 are used. As an expectation value of the positive operator y, C is
necessarily nonnegative for all values of q and k.
A Gaussian wave packet is essentially a coherent state [26-28], and the coherent
state language is sometimes used, with k and q combined in a single, complex
parameter. The Husimi function in this form is known as the antinormal distribution
[27] and has been used in quantum optics, along with other, related functions.
To establish the connection between C and the Wigner function corresponding to
y, we insert y in terms of <u from the inverse of Eqs. (4) and (5). The result can be
written

*i*»-

^ «
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ft'. (ID
Hie Husimi function is thus a vjaussian convolution, in both coordinate and momentum space, of the Wigner function. This convolution is frequently referred to as a
"smoothing" [22,24], and it certainly has that effect; but the term can be misleading.
A deconvolution is in principle straightforward [4]. Since the Fourier transform of a
product is the convolution of the Fourier transforms, the Wigner function can be recovered from the Husimi function by Fourier transforming C to obtain C, the analog
of the Moyal characteristic function, dividing by the Fourier transforms of the Gaussian factors to obtain &>, and Fourier-transforming back to o>.
Husimi [4] considered the set of wave packets defined on the von Neumann lattice
[29,30] in considering the correspondence of quantum and classical results. He noted
a similarity in that case between his function and a "coarse graining" of the classical
distribution into cells of volume hd. The Gaussian factors for a particular choice of q
and k certainly emphasize the contribution of the Wigner function in such a cell but
also include tails outside the cell. This is important because, as Dahl has pointed out
[9], the Wigner function can be negative throughout a region of phase space with a
volume greater than hd.
Note also that as an immediate consequence of Eq. (11), if q or k in the Wigner
function is shifted by a constant or changed in sign, the corresponding arguments) in
the Husimi function will change in the same way.
Comparison of the Functions
Although the Wigner function has many well-documented advantages in the situations where it is commonly applied, we believe that the Husimi function is preferable
for our purposes. Since either function can be converted into the other, they provide
descriptions with the same information content, and the choice is to be made on the
basis of convenience for a particular purpose. If one is concerned with time evolution
or the evaluation of expectation values, then the Wigner function is to be preferred.
For the interpretation of the function itself and for direct comparison with experimental observation, the Husimi function is to be preferred for examining electronic
properties.
The fact that the Wigner function can assume negative values has long been troublesome to those who would interpret it as a probability density [2]. Cohen [5,12] has
shown mat positivity can be gained at the expense of linearity in the definition of a
distribution function, but he has always retained the marginal conditions and has thus
not included the Husimi function in his treatment.
Royer [31-33] and Dahl [9] have pointed out that the value of the Wigoer function
at a point in phase space is an observable associated with a parity operator centered at
that point, but this "observable" is not readily associated with any actual experimental measurement. Wodkiewicz [34] discussed a function closely related to the
Husimi function, which he suggests is in principle observable. One might wish to
deal with a function that corresponds to projection onto some state other than that described by a Gaussian wave packet, but the latter is theoretically convenient, has the
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advantage of minimizing the uncertainty product, and is not unrealistic experimentally. We conclude that the value of the Husimi function at a point in phase space is
more directly related to experimental observation than is that of the Wigner function.
3. Some Additions! Properties of the Husiini Function
We have seen that the Husimi function is nonnegative for all q and k and that its
value at a point q0, kQ determines the probability for observing the system in a minimal-uncertainty state centered about that point. It has formally the same information
content as the Wigner function, these two being interconvertible.
If the Wigner function is integrated over momenta (coordinates), the result is the
coordinate (momentum) density. The Husimi function is a Gaussian convolution of
the Wigner function, and when it is integrated over one set of variables, the result is
a Gaussian convolution of the density associated with the other set. As in the case of
the Husimi function itself, a deconvolution is possible. Functions corresponding to
intermediate functions and density matrices can also be constructed from the Husimi
function, but we have as yet found no use for, or simple interpretation of, them.
It must be noted that, although the deconvolution is straightforward in principle, it
might present numerical problems in practice. Division by a Gaussian function places
severe restrictions on the asymptotic behavior of the function in the numerator if the
result is to be well behaved. Since our goal is interpretation of theoretical results
rather than the inversion of experimental data, we need not be concerned with this
problem here.
The Husimi function depends on a parameter, a, determining the width of the
wave packet in coordinate and momentum spaces. This degree of freedom has been
called a liability because it introduces "arbitrariness" [10], but we consider it to be an
advantage both for adjusting to particular experimental circumstances and for
interpretation.
As one simple example in which Wigner and Husimi functions can be compared,
we consider the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. The Wigner function for a harmonic oscillator in state n is well known, and in our notation and normalization with
the usual reduced units it can be written [17,35]

±J e-'2aLn{r2)

(12)

where Ln is a Laguerre polynomial, and r2 = q2 + k2. It is apparent that <aB includes
negative values and undergoes large-amplitude fluctuations. The corresponding
Husimi function is easily obtained by use of the harmonic oscillator function expansion of a coherent state [26,27] and is, for <r — 1,
Cndk,*) = ^ e - ^ .

(13)

This function is smoothly varying and everywhere positive. Note also that (for
cr = 1) Cn has a maximum when r2 = In, corresponding to a classical energy of
E = (l/2)(q2 + k2) = n. It is apparent that C is much more like our idea of die
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classical phase-space density than is <*>. The fact that both &>„ and Ca depend only on
r is reminiscent of the fact that the classical trajectories (with these units) are circular.
4.

Application to S State Atoms

Although Fourier transforms can be performed readily for many functions that
might be employed as basis functions for an electronic structure variational calculation [36], the substitution step of the conversion from a density matrix to a Wigner
function and the evaluation of the expectation value leading to the Husimi function
are quite difficult except for the case of a Gaussian basis. Since our interest will ultimately be in molecules and most molecular calculations currently use a Gaussian
basis, it is not a practical limitation to assume such a basis. Transformations involving muiticenter expansions will be discussed in a later paper. Here we will concentrate on atoms, restricting ourselves for further simplicity to 5 states.
Suppose that the charge density matrix is given as an expansion in simple
Gaussians,

where we are now explicitly distinguishing vector and scalar coordinates. It follows
that the Husimi function is of the form
C(<r|q,k) = — 2 yn,.nH<r,am,q, -k)/(o\a n ,q,k)

(15)

where
/(cr,a,q,k) = I exp - — (r - q)2 - ar2 + ik • rldr

This result is conveniently summarized as
C(<r|q,k) = 2 y^C^fo-lq.k)

(17)

with
C.^crlq.k) = Am/e-—al*e-b-**e-fi-**

(18)

where, in terms of parameters r)j — a ; / c and ^ = 1 + 2ijy-,
mn

(19)
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More complicated Gaussian basis functions of the usual Cartesian type can be included and integrals involving them evaluated by differentiation of the expressions
above with respect to appropriate parameters. It is important to note that C =
/(<?. k, 0), where d is the angle between q and k. For an atom in an 5 state, symmetry
does not permit a more complicated dependence on the vector nature of the
arguments.
We would like to reduce the number of variables still further before attempting to
plot the function. One way of doing this is to fix one of the variables. Dahl and
Springborg [3] have presented plots of the Wigner function (actually of what would
in our notation be proportional to q2k2w) for fixed values of d. We will present some
polar plots of C as f(q, 0) for fixed k. Another approach is to expand the complex
exponentials as
j,^q

0)

(20)

/=o
where j , is the spherical Bessel function and P, is the Legendre polynomial. We know
that C is real, so only even values of / can survive with nonzero coefficients, and we
thus have an expansion of the form
x

C(a | q, k) = 2 Cv(<r | q, k)P2l(cos 0).

(21)

1=0

We will present plots of Cv for small values of /.
The Hydrogen Atom
As noted by Dahl and Springborg [3], the Wigner function cannot be evaluated analytically for the hydrogen atom, but calculations in terms of a Gaussian basis are
readily made. The same is true for the Husimi function. In Figure 2 we present contour plots for C^q,k) for the hydrogen atom ground state, using <r = I.*
It is apparent that the dependence on 0 is rather small; contributions of C2! decrease
rapidly as / increases. The Co distribution, which would also be the distribution obtained by averaging over angles, has contours that are approximately ellipsoids. By
adjusting the value of a we could obtain nearly circular contours. The principal conclusion is just the well-known fact that, as the momentum increases, the electron is
more likely to be found closer to the nucleus. We see, for example, that die distribution is more diffuse for small k than for larger k.
An alternative way of looking at the function is provided in Figure 3, where we
show polar plots of C(q,0) = C(qtk0,6) and &C(q,6) = C(q,k0>0) - C0(<?,£0,#)
for two values of k0. Since Co is the 0-averaged function, AC provides a different
measure of the 0 dependence of C. For k0 = 0.2, the contours of C(q, 6) are nearly
circular, and the magnitude of AC is very small. This is consistent with the idea thai
a momentum of small magnitude doesn't strongly establish a preferred direction.

*We have used a rine-Gaussian expansion given by J. J. ToiioieMi, Ph.D. Thesis (University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1977).
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When k0 is increased to 2.0, C becomes noticeably less isotropic, and the magnitude
of AC is relatively greater. Note, however, that ail contours are for smaller values:
momenta as large as 2.0 are not very likely. In each case there is a nearly linear, approximately zero contour in AC. Call the angle between this AC = 0 line and the
horizontal axis 0O. (It is clearly somewhat k dependent.) The effect of the correction
described by AC is to slightly incr^se the probability that the angle observed
between q and k will be greater than 0O while correspondingly decreasing the probability that an angle less than 0O will be observed.
The Nitrogen Atom
Preliminary results for the nitrogen atom have also been obtained. We have analyzed
a spin-polarized SCF function with a 6-311G basis.* While improvement of the basis
set and inclusion of correlation will presumably change the results somewhat, we
have no reason to suppose that the qualitative aspects will be altered. Contour plots
of C2/(q, k) are shown in Figure 4. Although Co is still strongly dominant, it is less so
than in the case of H. There is also considerably more structure in Co for N.
For values of k less than about 1, the distribution is not peaked about q — 0. Radial contour plots of C(q, 6) for two values of kQ, shown in Figure 5, show the same
phenomenon. Contributions of the individual SCF orbitais to CQ(q,k) are shown in
Figure 6. It can be seen that the b and 2s contributions are of the same general shape
as was found for H. The half-filled 2p shell also makes a spherical contribution to the
density (in q space), but this contribution to Co is peaked away from the origin and
has a q-k behavior that does not have simple elliptic contours. These contributions
combine to give a CQ(q, k) which, for electrons with low momenta, is peaked at a q
near 1. For high momenta, however, the distribution again peaks at q = 0 . Two factors should be kept in mind in interpreting these diagrams. The first is that we have
plotted sections of a five-dimensional density that is independent of three angle coordinates and thus depends only on q and k after the 6 dependence has been separated.
This is analogous to | i/»(r) | 2 rather than to a radial distribution function r 2 |$(r)| 2 .
The second point is that the fundamental idea of the Husimi function includes an uncertainty in q and k. For a p orbital, for example, there is zero probability of finding
an electron in that orbital at r = 0 but a nonzero probability of finding it in a minimal-uncertainty state centered at q = 0 .
5. Discussion
The Husimi function provides a way of investigating the "phase space" properties of
the electronic behavior in an atom or molecule. Because it is the expectation value of
a positive operator, the value of the Husimi function at any point is positive. The
function can thus be interpreted as a phase space probability density, with the understanding that it gives the probability of finding an electron in a minimal uncertaintyproduct state centered at the given phase-space point. There is thus no violation of

"Calculations were done using GAUSSIAN 82 on a VAX 8600.
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the uncertainty principle, and the Husimi function can be related to actual experimental observables.
The Husimi function is a Gaussian covolution of the Wigner function, and these
functions contain equivalent information: either can be constructed from the other.
The Husimi function does not satisfy the criteria usually associated with the Wigner
function that make the latter useful in time-dependent and nearly classical situations,
but it corresponds more nearly with our ideas of a phase space distribution for purposes of direct interpretation.
We have seen that the Husimi function for the hydrogen atom shows very little correlation between the directions of coordinate and momentum vectors. It also indicates
the tendency for higher-momentum electrons to be nearer to the nucleus. The Hiistmi
function for the nitrogen atom retains the lack of angular correlation but has more
structure. In particular, there is a peak in the function C0(q, kQ) away from q = 0 for
small k0.
Future investigations will explore the Husimi function for molecul r . We hope to
learn more about chemical bond formation by using a phase-space description. la
particular, one can keep virial-theorem constraints in mind by looking at both coordinate density and momentum shifts during bond formation.
One of the problems that must be addressed is that the Husimi function depends on
six variables. The number can be reduced to five for a linear molecule, but it is Mill
hard to know how to look at such a function. Our results for atoms suggest flat if
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may be sufficient to look at only the component obtained by averaging over the angle
between coordinate and momentum vectors, and some preliminary resells for
molecules further suggest that the orientation of the momentum vector (in a
molecule-fixed coordinate system) is not very important either. Further results will be
presented in a later paper.
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Abstract
With this work, we begin our treatment of the transition metal electron affinities.
A procedure, REDUCE, for reducing the number of parental couplings per configuration present in the first order wave function from as many as 100 to only a few is introduced. Progress toward a comprehensive relativistic-correlation theory is discussed.
Several states in Sc~ were examined but none were found to be bound. Two new
bound states were obtained for Cu": 3d*4s4p25D and 3d*4s4pilF°, with electron
affinities 0.109 and 1.052 eV, respectively.
I. Introduction
Recent work [1-5] has demonstrated that correlation effects are large in transition
metals, and that they are hard to describe accurately (say to 0.1 eV for energetic
properties) for a variety of possible reasons, including: (1) the large and varied basis
sets (1 and N electrons) needed, (2) the contribution of subshells "normally" assigned
to the core, and (3) the enhanced role of higher order (triples and above) excitations.
In addition, relativistic effects have been found to be substantial, at least for excitation energies [6] in which 3d electrons are converted to 4s electrons, or vice versa.
In the configuration interaction (ci) approach we adopt [7-9], the nonreiativislic
correlated wave function is expanded as a linear combination of N electron functions
that are eigenstates of S2, L2, L:, and S. and each of which has a unique configuration
and parental coupling scheme (where necessary). In the first row transition metals,
we have the simplest examples of atoms involving d shell electrons that participate in
the physical processes of interest. These d electrons can mean the presence of as
many as 100-200 parental couplings per configuration and as many as 1000-2000
Slater determinants required to form the appropriate angular momentum eigenstate.
Since the ci process heretofore obtained [7-9] the Slater determinant coefficients via
a "multiroot" diagonalization" process, and the configurational-parental coefficients
were determined by single root diagonaiization of the energy matrix, whose elements
involved double sums over Slater determinantai matrix elements, it is clear that problems of this scale prohibit "business as usual." In Section HI we shall show how
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much of this bottleneck has been removed, so that calculations of nonrelativistic correlation effects (through the pair level at least) are reduced to about the same level of
complexity as is present for the lighter atoms.
Section V contains a discussion of how we currently treat relativistic effects. In the
next section we discuss how a large number of potential bound state candidates may
be rapidly screened, leaving only a few that have to be treated at the correlation/relativistic level.
II. Survey of Energetically Low-lying Bound State Candidates in Sc" and Co"
We need a rapid, yet dependable, way of screening bound state candidates. We
choose to do this within the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) or multiconfiguration
Hartree-Fock (MCHF) approximation, as we have done in the past [10]. We begin
with the experimental results [11] for the neutral atom's energy terms, working our
way from the ground state up, establishing which thresholds, within the nonrelativistic approximation, each neutral term "represents" (the lowest thresholds for the
"onset" of each spin are particularly important).
In Sc we find that the 3d 4s2 2D terms act as a threshold for all singlets and triplets,
except for ' 3S°; 3d24s *F as a threshold for 35° (for each threshold, only the new
terms will be given), and all quintets except SS; 3d24s 2F is the threshold for XS°, and
3d 4s 4p *F° is the threshold for 5 5.
In Cu, 3di04s 2S acts as a threshold for all singlets and triplets except U3SDG • • •
(odd parity) and ' 3PFH • • • (even parity), 3d94s22D leaves only ' 3 5°, 3d94s4p
*P° removes all quintets except 5S°; 3d94s4p4D° removes 3 55°, and 3d94s4p2D°
removes 'S°.
In the next step we construct trial negative ion candidates. First, it is clear for the
thresholds under consideration that any viable candidate must have subshells
Is ' • • 3p fully occupied. This means, in Sc~, that we have four electrons to distribute. From previous experience, the stable distributions of from two to four electrons among 4s and 4p subshells are likely: 4s2lS,4p2iP,4s4p2*P,4p3*S°,
and
iS
x r
4s4p S°. Attachment of a 4p electron to a 3d 4s neutral atom configuration will
be marginal at best, although it should be investigated. So far, the only known [12]
bound state of this type is found in He", namely, Is 2s 2p *P°. The interplay between
3d and 4s occupations can be guided by examination of the neutral, where it is generally seen that the 4s is at least singly, and often doubly, occupied in the lowest
lying states.
Suppose we consider the ground state threshold in Sc; this is of particular practical
interest because Feigerle et al. [13] claim to have seen two bound states in the negative ion associated with this threshold. The 3d24s23F term immediately suggests itself as a possible candidate. Other possible candidates are those terms (h3PDF)
associated with the 3d 4s24p configuration (attachment of a 4p electron). For die reasons given above, conversion of one or more 4s electrons to 3d (s) is an unlikely
choice. It might be possible to excite a 4s to a 4p and attach a second 4p as well. The
survivors are given in Table I. Once the limited group of candidates has been generated, a series of RHF (MCHF) calculations is performed on the negative ion and its
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TABLE I.

Examination of Sc negative ion bound state candidates with the restricted Hastree-Fock
(RHF) or multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock (MCHF) approximations.
Negative ion

Threshold
Energy*

State

Energy*

Comments

3d2 4s2 3F

-759.68877"

3d 4s 2 2D'

-759.73572"

Unbound"
by 1.27 eV

3d4sz4p3D°

b

3d4s22Dc

-759.73572"

No RHF solution/
Z < 21.1

3d4s24p3F°

b

3d4s22Dc

-759.73572"

No RHF solution/
Z < 21.1

3d4s24plD°

b

3d 4s2 2DC

-759.73572"

No RHF solution/
Z < 21.05

3d24s2iF

-759.71965'

3d 4s2 2D

-759.76603*

Unbound"
by 1.3 eV

3d4s24p'D°

-759.73533*

3d4s22D

-759.76603*

Unbound by
0.84 eV

3d4s24p3F°

-759.73616*

3d4s22D

-759.76603*

Unbound by
0.81 eV

3d4s24plD°

-759.742818 s

3d 4s2 2D

-759.76603 8

Unbound by
0.63 eV

—

3d24s*F

-759.69879

No RHF solution,

—

3>d24s*F

-759.69879

No RHF solution,
Z < 21.3

State

3d2

4s4psG°

3d2 4s4psS°
3d4s4p2iF

-759.71183

3d24s*F

- 759.6989

Possible
(see text)

3d4s4p25P

-759.70686

3d24s*F

- 759.69879

Not too likely
(see text)

3d 4s4p2 SD

-759.70388

3d24sAF

- 759.69879

Not too likely
(see text)

3d4s4p*F°

'In atomic units.
"RHF.

'Serves as threshold for all 5 = 0 , 1 .
"Within approximation indicated.
'See MCHF entry.

'MCHF includes 4s2 -* 4p2 and 3d4s -* 4p2 in addition to RHF.
includes 4s - » 3d in addition to configurations in f.

-759.70062

"Natural"
threshold
for SPDF
(see text)
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threshold to see whether the case is worth further exploration at the correlation/
reiativistic levels.
In Table I it can be seen that the 3d24s2iF is unbound by 1.27 eV in the RHF approximation; although this is a lot of energy to "recover" via correlation, we do
present rudimentary calculations in Section IV in order to gain an understanding
of the sizes of various pair correlation involving 3d electrons. It can be seen that the
RHF calculations for 3d4s24p did not converge, even though a series of careful "Z
extrapolations" (with increments in Z as small as 0.05) were made. Nonetheless, this
configuration deserves further study, if only because it was put forward as the most
likely candidate for the observed [13) bound Sc states. To get a converged zeroth
order solution, we take the approach of Nicolaides and Aspromallis [ 14] and perform
an MCHF calculation, with the result that these states are unbound by 0.6-0.8 eV (see
Table I). They, too, are the suhjcct of further study (Section IV).
The next Sc candidate of interest is that associated with the 3d24s*F threshold;
we see that at the RHF level, 3d 4s 4p2$F lies beiow this by 0.35 eV. But this is actually misleading, which can be "easily" seen if one introduces the concept of "natural"
versus "actual" threshold. The natural threshold is defined to be the neutral atom
configuration to which a single electron is added to make the negative ion without
changing any of the other existing subshell occupations. In this context the natural
threshold for the 5 F is 3d 4s 4p 4F° (this is the lowest (111 term of this configuration).
The value of working with the natural threshold is that differential correlation and
reiativistic effects (threshold versus negative ion) are minimized. Here we find that
the 3d 4s 4p 4F° RHF energy is 0.05 eV below the RHF energy of the actual threshold.
Yet the actual threshold is really [11| 0.515 eV below the natural one. We can then
use the error to differentially correct the 3d24s*F threshold by lowering its RHF
energy by 0.515 + 0.050 = 0.565 eV. This means the 3d4s4p25F is estimated to
be 0.213 eV above the actual threshold. This, then, is the amount of differentia!
correlation/relativistic energy needed to bind the state (which is examined in more
detail in Section IV).
In Table II a similar RHF analysis is made for Cu; we have excluded the wellknown bound ground state 4s2 ! S. One state (7f"°) is predicted to be bound (0.77 eV);
the other CD) is barely unbound.
TABLE II.

Examination of Cu negaeive ion bound states within the RHF or MCHF approximation.
Negative ion

Threshold
Energy

Slate

Energy

Comments

3rf'"4.v

-1638.96374

No RHF solution.
£ < 29.1

-1638.84356

3d"4s2

-1638.95008

Unbound by
2.90 eV

-1638.87220

3dv4s4piP"

3dl"4s4p'P"
3d"'4p2 '#»
Sd94s4p2

5

D

2 5

3d*4s4p
H

xl

f

3d 4s4p F"

-1638.86408
- 1638.63079

State

-1638.87399

Bound (see text)

i

- 1638.87399

Unbound <see lexi)

2

1638.60234

3d"4s4p P"
M*4x4p */••

Bound (see lexn
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III. Modified Nonreiativistic Correlation Treatment
In our earlier work [7—9J, the /V electron SAFS (Symmetry Adapted Functions)
were constructed, following Schaefferand Harris [15], by diagonalizing a linear combination of S2 and L2 matrices. Problems of the above size (100 SAFS, 1500 determinants) cannot be conveniently handled by diagonalization owing to the large matrix
setup costs and the lack of a dependable multi (~100) root diagonalizer.
Recently [16] we revived a method called BCB, originally due to Bartlett [17], that
breaks the configuration into two parts such that each part can be treated conventionally [16] (e.g., Ref. 15 combined with step up/down operators to maintain phase) and
then reassembled at essentially no cost [16]. On "large" cases (100-200 determinants,
a few SAFS), where the two methods could be compared, the BCB method was two orders of magnitude faster. For the transition metals, we have found it necessary, at
times, to break the initial configuration into three parts [18] in order to keep the complexities of each part under control and simultaneously restrict the subcouplings (and
hence not have ~ 100 SAFS) to those that interact with the zeroth order (e.g., HartreeFock) vector.
This removes only parf of the bottleneck, however. To illustrate, in lighter species
one may have ~50-75 configurations with 2-3 SAFS on average (and on average less
than 100 dets). Here those 50-75 configurations may have 50 SAFS (400-500 dets on
average), leading to an energy matrix of size 2500-3750. If we could find some way
to dramatically cut down the number of SAFS, we would no longer be bottlenecked.
Frequently, a first order wave function is sufficient;* the primary characteristic of
such a wave function is that the correlated SAF must have a nonzero matrix element
with the zeroth order function. But, as has been noted by Bunge [19] for energies,
and us for oscillator strengths [20], the minimum number of SAFS (i.e., the smallest
number of survivors under all possible orthonormal mappings) may be very much
less than the total. For energy this minimum is equal to the number of independent
radial integrals appearing in the first order matrix element [note that in the case of
single subshell excitations that preserve symmetry, there is only one composite integral (see, e.g., Ref. 21) representing core-valence plus one-body effects; if there is a
symmetry change, there are no core-valence or one-body integrals]. To illustrate,
suppose the zeroth order function is 3d94s 4p36D° and you wished to study the excitation 3d2 —* 4pvf. There are 63 surviving SAFS but only two independent radial integrals: R' (3d 3d; 4p Vf) and # 3 (3d 3d; 4p Vf). Thus, one could reduce the SAFS from 63
to 2, and, in fact, this has now been fully automated in an algorithm we call REDUCE/ In the problems discussed here, this reduces the energy matrix from over
1000 SAFS (not very manageable) to under 100.
REDUCE is implemented by first obtaining the structure between the zeroth order
function (RHF here) <I>0 and the correlating configuration as before f 7—9]. Since this is
*So far, as discussed in the text, differential higher order effects have been found J18] to be significant for 3d2 4s2 excitations in Cu . Undoubtedly, this in part arises from the large number of electrons
(12) involved and the energetic closeness of the subshells: two factors that are depressed for the slates
studied here.
There is no problem in extending the REDUCE method beyond first order; the "savings" clearly will
not be as striking, however.
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a linear process, configurationally speaking, it is fast and there is plenty of available
memory. The parental matrix elements are then weeded to remove zeros and ail linear
dependencies (e.g., if there were a single radial integral, all but one parent would
be linearly dependent). The latter is handled formally: if there are N linearly dependent parents, Pt, producing structure

<<t>0|//|/>> = <:,]>>*/?*
Af=l

/ = l,N where the RK are the independent radial integrals and C and a are constants,
then the sole survivor is (unnormalized).

Providing the number of remaining parents (n) exceeds the number (M) of independent radial integrals, the system of linear homogenous algebraic equations is solved
as follows (n > M);
(1) For the first new parent having a zero interaction with 4>0> define n — M of the
coefficients equal to 0 (to remove the overdetermination) and one coefficient
equal to 1 (only ratios are known). Then call up the simultaneous equation
solver and finally normalize the result.
(2) For the second new parent (presumed to give zero), set n — M — 1 coefficients to zero, one coefficient to 1, and add the condition of orthogonality to
the first new parent.
(3) Continue until no more new parents can be zeroed off. The remaining parents
(the survivors) can be determined by simply picking one element nonzero
(generally the one least occupied in the previous new parents) and orthogonalizing it to all previous parents.
The above "reduction" eliminates all higher order SAFS, which is entirely consistent
with much of our earlier work [7-9] where we used subparentalization to weed out
SAFS not interacting with the zeroth order vector. The validity was checked for Zn~
(above configuration) by running the all-SAF case for 3d2 -* V2, + Vj and comparing
it with the "reduced" result (these are the largest correlation effects). For these configurations, which dominate the correlation function, the loss in energy is only
0.029 mH: entirely tolerable in the present context. (A similar test on the 2p2 pair
correlations in Ne also demonstrated that REDUCE produces entirely acceptable
errors there.) Significant contributions, at least in terms of coefficients, from higher
order SAFS are not totally unknown as Bunge's work [22] on Li" and ours [23] on
Be" illustrate.
Higher order effects associated with configurations related to the HF one through
triple, quadruple excitations were not investigated here. In Cu 3d10 As and Cu~
3d10 As2, the only higher order effects of this type found to be differentially important
to date [18] were 3d2 4s2 excitations in Cu~ with contributions near 0.2 eV. In Sc~
and the excited Cu" states, such effects should be considerably more suppressed
owing to the reduction in valence shell correlation.
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In larger problems, over 90% of the computational time is spent setting up the
energy matrix element structure (each matrix element is represented as a linear combination of radial integrals). For each "state's" determinant, the bulk of the spinorbitals are "bit-packed" into a single word, with the remainder ("virtuals") stored in
individual byte-sized words. When comparing determinants, which begins with the
outermost spin orbitals, the bit portions involve only a linear process. This approach
seems to offer a good compromise between determinantal storage needs and comparison speeds. Presently, about the same amount of time is required to evaluate the survivors (typically 3-5% of the total for large problems) as to compare all dets whose
configurations interact (with a configurational pretest imposed). The major future
improvement in this area will be to generate a "configurational" structure table (or
"Rydberg series table") according to Ref. 21, which would allow use of any appropriate existing energy matrix element structure. To illustrate simply; if there were
three two-electron configurations Is 2 , 2s2, 3s2, '5, one need explicitly develop only
two out of six energy matrix element structures, e.g., (ls2|H|l.s2) and <ls2|H|2s2). All
other structure, e.g., (1J 2 |H(35 2 ) could be obtained from these two through a change
of principle quantum number (the existence of more than one SAF per configuration
just complicates the bookkeeping).
IV. Results

Sc~3d24s23F

A.

In Table III we present the first-order results of nonrelativistically correlating the
4s , 3d4s, 3d2, and 3d 3/ pair of electrons appearing in Sc~ 3d2 As2 *F and its
threshold. The first observation is that this state remains unbound, although much
less so (0.2 versus 1.3 eV) than at the RHF level. From our earlier work [9], the pair
energy, aside from variation in radial functions, associated with a closed subshell and
an open subshell depends only on the occupancy of the open subshell (i.e., is independent of all terms, couplings, etc.). Specifically, this means we expect the 3d x
(x = closed subshell) pair energy in Sc~ to be (approximately) twice that in Sc.
2

TABLE III.

Energy contributions to the electron affinity (EA) of Sc" 3d24s2 3F.

Sc" 3d24s2 yF
RHF (a.U.)

E(4s2)(e\)b
EOd4s)(e\f
EQd2) (eV)b

E(3p3d)(eV)b
E(3s3d)(t\)
Total

-759.688774
-0.627
-0.527
-0.206
-1.026
-0.210

Sc3d4s22D
-759.735716
-0.736
-0.215
-0.0
-0.474
-0.109

Difference
(eV)«
+ 1.277
+0.109
-0.312
-0.206
-0.552
-0.101
+0.215

'A plus sign means that this contribution tends to destabilize the negative ion.
"Pair correlation energies, computed separately, with oniy I STO/7, ( S 3 .
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We can see that this is essentially born out in Table III (since a very limited basis set
capable |9| of achieving about 65-70% of the total pair energy was used, one may be
seeing differential contributions from this as well). A striking result is the role of
"core" (i.e., 3p) electrons: this occurs because there is so much energy tied up in
these pairs [up to 0.7 eV per 3d (closed 3p) in Cu f 18jj.
The increase in the 4,v2 pair energy in going from a more negative to a less negative situation corresponds to prior experience |24J. Finally, a calculation of 2p,3d
pairs for Sc yielded a result of —0.049 eV, which roughly lowers the positive EA by
this amount. Both 2s, 3d and \s,3d pairs should contribute substantially less than
this, because fewer electrons are involved, and the closed shell radial functions are
more compact.
B. Results for Sc 3d 4 s2 4 p
In Table IV we present our results for Sc ]D°, V . 'D 0 , and their threshold Sc
3d As2 2D. As noted in Table I, the negative ion states could not be converged within
an RHF treatment (the 4p electron is attached too weakly to a single configuration).
In the "/*/" configuration, we run into a situation where it becomes difficult to predict a priori the ordering of the terms within the RHF (here MCHF) approximation.*
TABLE IV.

Electronic affinities'1 (EA) of Sc 3d 4s2 4/> terms (in eV).
Sc

MCHF

E[N,N + 3df
E(3p 4pf
EOs 4pf
£"(3p 4s)'
Relativistic*
2

!

D"

-759.74282
-0.03581
-0.00304
-0.00013
-0.015589

Sc 'D"

Sc 3d4s2:D

-759.73616

-759.73533

—
—
—

—
—
—

-759.76603
-0.01070

Sc V

-0.021251

0.0
-0.00020
+0.00013

OM

'Ds2
EA(eV)
2
Z>,:
Experimental EA'

—
—

+0.0215
+0.0125
-0.189 ± 0.02

-0.042 ± 0.020

'A positive number means thai the state is unbound.
"All single and double excitations from 3d, 4s, and 4p subshells into a virtual space of 3 STO// with
/ s 4. All pairs done together.
c
Separate pair calculation; 1 STO//.
J
Separate pair calculation; 2 STO//.
e
Low Z Han I i approximation (see text) with '/>" as the reference level.
'Feijicrle ii aJ. [13]. These are identified by the authors as ' 'D° without distinguishing which is which.
We have made the assignment based on the theoretical work.

•"Normally," i.e., Hund's rule operable, the highest S and, within this spin manifold, the highest L arc
energetically lowest.
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This is going to be characteristic of 3d* 4py configurations in the transition metals.
As Slater (25] and Condon and Shortley (26] tell us, the electrostatic energies of the
6 pd terms within the RHF approximation referred to the average energy are given by
3

F° = 2F - 5G' + 5G"

3

D° = -IT

3

+ 4 C - 1G"

P° = IF + OG' - 35G"

•fo = 2F + 1G' + 9G"
]

D° = -IF

- 1G' + 21G"

l

P° = 1F + 2G' + 49G"

where F = (l/35)F2(p,d), G' = (l/l5)G\p,d),
and G" = (3/490)G3(p,d).
Although the integrals are positive and often G' is an order of magnitude larger than
G", F and G' are frequently very similar in size. Using the above equations, we
could say that *F°, 3D°, ]D°, and perhaps 3/>° were likely to be the lowest terms.
Within the MCHF approximation at least (see Table IV), the ordering is 'D° < 'F 0 <
}
D°. It is clear that the precise ordering is crucial, particularly where the threshold
is concerned; an error here could lead one to falsely conclude that a state was bound
(unbound).
Because it was clear that 'D° (the lowest candidate) was marginal at best, we initially chose not to further correlate the other terms.
The E (4s, 4p), E (4s2), E (3d, 4s), and E (3d,4p) pair correlations and single excitations from 3d, 4s, and 4p were all treated as a unit using 3 STO/7, / :£ 4, for both
Sc" lD° and Sc 2D. Differentially, they make the electron affinity (EA) more negative
by 0.68 eV. This would be enough to marginally bind the state except for the differential contribution from the E (3p,4s) pair correlation, which makes the EA about
0.15 eV more positive. These pairs were treated separately with 2 STOS//, / s 4. The
main contributor to the pair comes from 3p4s —*• Vp Vd excitations. We also treated
independently E (3p,4p) and E (3s, 4p) pairs; the former makes a significant contribution towards binding.
Since this system is a fairly low Z one, we chose to employ the low Z Pauli approximation [21,27,28] to evaluate the relativistic effects. Specifically, the mass
variation with velocity, Darwin, one and two body spin-orbit, spin-other-orbit, and
spin-spin operators were evaluated using correlated wave functions obtained during
the pair calculations. Our fine structure splitting (2D) of 0.009 eV can be compared
with the experimental value [!1] of 0.021 eV. The discrepancy undoubtedly lies in
our failure to include single excitations from core subshells [23] when computing the
fine structure.
Our final result is that we cannot support the experimental assignment of the two
observed EAS (0.189 and 0.042 eV) to this configuration, whose most favorable term
the 'D n remains unbound by 0.022 eV. Although a more extensive calculation,
including more "core" subshell pairs, might "create" a bound state, it is difficult to
believe that it would be substantially (e.g., 0.1-0.2 eV) bound.
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Table I also lists 3d 4s 4p2 *F as a possible bound candidate with the threshold
3d 4s *F. As explained in the text, we need the amount of differential correlation/
relativity associated with adding a 4p electron to 3d* 4.v 4p 4 F" to exceed 0.213 eV.
The chief correlation contribution is expected to come from £ (4p2). Using 2 STO//.
/ ^ 4, we compute this to be 0.181 eV. Differential E (4s, 4p) correlation computed
at the same level is 0.0306 eV. which means the state is "just" unbound. Further
exploration of this state would be useful perhaps.
In summary, we have not yet been able to comr >ip with any bound state in Sc .
2

C. Cu ~ Bound State Candidates
9

Judged by the RHF results of Table II, both Cu 3d9 4s 4p2 5D and its threshold
Cu 3d9 4s 4/7 *P° and Cu 3d* 4s 4/r 7F° and its threshold Cu 3d" 4s 4p2 *F
should be investigated further.
Before discussing the results of correlating the states, some discussion of the term
selection is necessary. Firstly, since the RHF structures are not available from the
usual [25] sources, we produced them using the "structure" portion of our [9] correlation code. For the 3d9 4s 4p2 configuration all quintets were examined (only the
highest spin needs to be searched; lower spins have different, considerably lower
thresholds, and are thus unbound) via RHF calculations; they were ordered
5
D < iF < SP. For its threshold, the 3d1* 4s 4p quartets were found to be ordered:
For Cu" 3d% 4s 4p} the only septets possible are 7F° arising from a 3d*(*F) parent
and 7P° arising from a 3dYP). Since the 3d* terms are expected to have the normal
ordering, the 7F° was selected. For its threshold. 3d*(}F) 4s 4p2, all sextets were examined, with the result: *F < 6G < 6D. In Tables V and VI we see that the E(N,N)
pair energies tend to stabilize the negative ion, whereas E(3d,N) tends to slightly
destabilize it. The £(A',A0 [£"(3</,A0] pairs were treated as a unit, using 2 STO//,
with / < 4.

TABLt V.

Electron Affinities' <KA) of Cu

Cu 'F
RHF

EiN.Nf
E(3d.N)b
Relativistic'
EA(eV)

-1638.864077
-0.015146
-0.03621
-0.0
+ 0.087

Cu

3d" 4v 4/r terms (eV).

S

D

-1638.87221
-0.015149
-0.03629
+0.028
-0.109

Threshold
Cu 3«/* 4v 4/> *P"
- 1638.87399
-0.00753
-0.03708

"A positive number means that the state is not bound.
b
All pairs computed together; 2 STO/1, I s= 4. All energies unless specified are in a u
' In eV electronvolts; only the differential energy is given Obtained from Dirac-Fock
calculations for lowest J\ iJ = 4 for 7) and J = 5/2 for *P"\\ levei-dependent electrostatic structure with average Breit energy Nonaverage Breit effects, jn our study of Zn
at least [18|, were found to be small
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TABLE VI. Electron Affinities* (EA) of CiT 3d* 4s V
Relativistic
RHF

E(N,N)b
E(3d,N)b
Relativistic (eV)
EA(eV)

Cu" 3d" 4s V

7

F°

-1638.63079
-0.02552
-0.03861
+0.013
-1.052
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F°.

Cu 3d8 4s V "F
-1638.60234
-0.01557
-0.03788

"A positive number means that the state is unbound.
"See footnote b of Table V.

The nonrelativistic results are that the 5D and 7F° are bound [EA = -0.137 and
-1.065 eV, respectively], so they represent newly identified Cu~ bound states.
V. Relativistic Effects
Ultimately what is desirable is an affordable approach that combines relativistic
and correlation effects, treating them with more or less equal rigor. Certainly, this is
going to be more important for atoms of medium to large Z.
Our preference as elucidated elsewhere [9] is to use the Dirac-Fock solution [29]
as a zeroth-order function, combined with first-order perturbation theory, at the minimum, which would be used to generate the con elation configurations. Owing to the
j dependence of subshell quantities, obviously many more configurations will appear
than in the nonrelativistic case. The virtuals of these new configurations would be determined by the variational method, although care will have to be exercised [30] to
make sure these remain electron-like. The Breit operator, used to make the two-body
relativistic corrections, could either be added post-ci or become part of the ci process
itself. In the latter case, it too contains variational "difficulties" similar to those referred to above.
The Dirac-Fock program [29] possesses a limited capability of performing multiconfigurational calculations (^40 configurations), and like its nonrelativistic counterpart [31] that was used here to do the nonrelativistic RHF and MCHF calculations, it
needs to have as input the coefficients of all radial integrals (electrostatic, magnetic,
and retardation) that must be added to the average energy [32] to get the correct expression for the energy level of interest.
During this past year, our relativistic-correlation program [33] has been developed
to the point where it is capable of supplying the electrostatic and magnelic structure
required by the Dirac-Fock program. Actually, the program is nearly at the stage
where moderate-sized relativistic-ci calculations (~300 "configurations") could be
undertaken. Although this is a substantial expansion for many atoms, without a
"relativistic" REDUCE (whose implementation presents no technical problems), it is
not fully adequate for the states under consideration here (if they were to be explored
with a combined relativistic-correlation theory).
For the species here, it will probably suffice to do the relativistic calculation within
the framework of a single configuration (in the nonrelativistic sense, this may be
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equivalent to seven or more configurations, relativistically). We do this by using
RELCOR [33] to provide input to the Dirac-Fock program [29] for Cu~ and Cu. The
results are given in Tables V and VI.
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Appgying Electron Propagator Theory to Electron
Affinities
J. V. ORTIZ
Department of Chemistry, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 8713]

Abstract
Electron propagator theory is used to calculate vertical ionization energies of
closed shell anions. Third order diagonal self-energies are calculated using the postHartree-Fock utility subroutines of GAUSSIAN 82. Higher order corrections are
estimated using the outer valence approximation. The number of operations needed
rises no faster than the number required for the limited two-electron integral transformation. Basis set augmentations are made until changes in the computational results
are small. Adiabatic ionization energies are obtained via many body perturbation
theory calculations on the neutral potential energy surface. Applications to BeH- and
MgH- give results in excellent agreement with photodetachment experiments.
1. Introduction
Predictive models in quantum chemistry generally evolve from clear definition and
testing to a wide range of molecules. Probing the effects of improved correlation and
basis set treatments is an integral part of such developmental work. Electron propagator theory [1] (EPT) can be advanced in this way toward the end of a reliable theory of
electron binding energies. Anions are a special focus of this work because of their demanding computational requirements and experimental challenges to their characterization (recent reviews are in Ref. 2).
A series of studies has been undertaken with this goal in mind, EPT programs have
been attached to the program suite GAUSSIAN 82 [3] in order to take advantage of
its efficient integral evaluation, SCF, and two-electron integral transformation codes.
The utility subroutines for calculating variational and perturbational corrections to
Hartree-Fock total energies are brought to bear upon EPT diagrams. In this way a systematic study of a variety of systems with different basis sets and treatments of electron correlation can be efficiently performed. Applications to ionization energies of
closed shell anions are in progress [4]. All of these molecules must be treated with
basis sets that include diffuse functions, multiple sets of polarization functions, and,
occasionally,/functions on the nonhydrogen atoms. The use of effective core potentials [5] for the study of molecules with heavy atoms is also well under way and is
producing encouraging results [6].
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II. Methods
Vertical electron binding energies are currently calculated in two different ways:
directly and indirectly. The former set of methods evaluates an energy difference in
one calculation, whereas the latter set of methods requires subtraction of total energies for the initial and final states. Electron propagator theory (1,7J is a direct
method that generates corrections to Koopmans's theorem. This method, similar in
structure to Green's function [8] and equation of motion [9] methods, provides a direct determination of the electron binding energy and the overlap amplitude between
the initial and final states,
(N\a;\N-l,i)

or

(N\a,\N +

\,i)

The overlap amplitudes are one-electron functions and can be expanded in the basis
that is used to express the molecular orbital. Although the canonical MO'S are eigenfunctions of the self-consistently calculated Fock operator, the propagator counterparts (called Feynman-Dyson amplitudes) are obtained by solving the Dyson equation:

Poles of the matrix G are electron-binding energies. Therefore, one chooses a value
off, sets up the right side of the equation, and calculates the eigenvalues in hopes of
finding a zero. A new guess is made for E, and the process is iterated until the pole
is discovered. Typically, the matrices are expressed in the canonical MO basis, so that
{Go \E%

={E

-e,)V

In the above equation, the e's are canonical MO energies. The diagonality of the matrix shows that its poles occur at these values; in other words, the neglect of 2 (£)
leads to Koopmans's theorem. Approximate schemes have been developed for calculating £ (E), the self-energy matrix. Once the pole search is finished, the eigenvector
gives a linear combination of MO'S, the Feynman-Dyson amplitude, which can be applied to calculating photoionization intensities or to interpreting the change in electronic structure. The present EPT calculations are carried out in the quasiparticle
approximation, i.e., a single, diagonal element of the self-energy matrix is needed
for each final state [10]. The Feynman-Dyson amplitude thus remains a simple
canonical MO. An iterative pole search at the second order (EPT(2)) level is performed; this energy is then inserted into the third order (EPT(3)) self-energy formula.*
The diagrams evaluated in this way are then used to calculate the outer valence approximation (OVA) to higher order corrections [11]. Only core MO'S are omitted from
the diagram summations.
Total energy calculations along the final state doublet potential energy surface employ many-body perturbation theory (MBPT), a method for calculating correlated total
energies [12]. Also known by the Hamiltonian partitioning scheme it employs,

*For these electron binding energies, the derivative of the inverse Green's function with respect to E is
low in second order. Changes in third order results with different E's are expected to be small.
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M0ller-Plesset, this technique can be pursued to various orders of perturbation theory
using the standard options of GAUSSIAN 82.
Computational difficulty arises with the basis set size (N) and the number of electron pairs (n). Post-SCF calculations [13] require an integral transformation that scales
as nNA. Diagram summations for MBPT(2), EPT(2), and EPT(3) scale as n2N2, nN2, and
nN4, respectively, (OVA electron binding energies are a function of second and third
order diagrams and are a bonus after third order.) AH of these are smaller than or
equal to the scaling factor for the integral transformation, EPT(OVA) may therefore be
regarded as computationally competitive with MBPT(2) and easier than MBPT(3),
which requires a n2N* step. Various terms in MBPT(4) will have higher scaling
factors.
III. Applications to BeM- and MgHGeometry optimizations are performed on BeH- using Hartree-Fock total energies
with 3-21G and 6-311+ +G(d,p) basis sets (for diffuse functions, see Ref. 14; for
polarization functions, see Ref. 15; for 6-311G basis sets, see Ref. 16; for 6-31G
basis sets, see Ref. 17). The calculated bond lengths are 1.507377 and 1.416594 A,
respectively. With the latter basis, the bond length is reoptimized with second order
MBPT; the final bond length is 1.410858 A. EPT calculations of the vertical ionization
energy of the anion are presented in Table I. Basis sets, taken from the standard options of GAUSSIAN 82, are changed as one goes down the first column on the left
[14-17]. The notation ( 2 + , 2 + ) signifies that two sets of diffuse functions are
present; the standard diffuse functions are supplemented by another set whose exponents are smaller by a factor of 0.3. (Repeating this procedure gives the (3+,3+)
basis.) In the first four rows, the effects of increasing the number of polarization
functions are gradually exhausted. In the last two rows, the treatment of the diffuse
basis is tested, and the (2+, 2+) level is found to be satisfactory. There should be little variation in the EPT results after further basis set improvements. Note that the best
third-order results are quite close to the orbital energy and that the latter level of
theory is relatively insensitive to basis set changes. Thus, basis set and correlation
effects must generally be judged together, not separately.
Second-order MBPT geometry optimizations proceeding from a UHF reference are
now performed for BeH. BeH-'s internuclear distance is used as a starting guess.
Upon arriving at the optimum distance, 1.3391 A, (BeH's bond length is 1.343 A,
according to Ref. 18), the relaxation energy along the neutral potential energy curve
TABLE I.

Vertical ionization energies (eV) of BeH' at R = 1.410858 A.

6-311(2+, 2+)GW,/?)
6-311(2+, 2+)G(2d,p)
6-311(2+, 2+)G(2d,2p)
6-311(2 + , 2+)G(M2p)
6-311+ +G(3d,2p)
6-3U(3+,3+)G(3rf,2p)

Koopmans

Second

Third

Outer Val.

0.555
0.559
0.559
0.559
0.486
0.559

0.277
0.325
0.333
0.349
0.403
0.35!

0.462
0.531
0.545
0.558
0.434
0.556

0.712
0.811
0.824
0.839
0.746
0.838
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is found to be 0.035 eV. (Using the Hartree-Fock total energies at the same two bond
distances gives a relaxation energy of 0.032 eV.) Subtracting this figure from the
largest basis EPT calculations gives adiabatic ionization energy predictions of 0.52 eV
using third-order and 0.80 eV using the outer valence approximation. Photodetachment experiments 119J give a value of 0.70 ± 0.10 eV, so both of the adiabatic calculations agree satisfactorily. Earlier equation of motion [20] calculations without
polarization functions give somewhat smaller results.
Bonding in MgH- is not appreciably different, and a similar computational attack
is followed. Hartree-Fock geometry optimizations with the 3-21G and 6-31+ +
G{d,p) basis sets give internuclear distances of 1.904986 and 1.875884 A, respectively. Using second-order MBPT with the latter basis gives a distance of 1.864588 A,
so the structural prediction is fairly insensitive to correlation, EPT calculations undertaken at this last geometry are displayed in Table II. The difference between the first
two basis sets is in the polarization set. This augmentation has a minor effect on the
EPT results but not enough to continue adding functions of this type to the basis, in
the third and fourth rows, more diffuse functions are added to the basis by multiplying the most diffuse functions' exponents by 0.3. The first such step, resulting in the
6-31(2+,2+ )G(3rf, 2p) basis, raises the results by more than 0.03 eV in the thirdorder and outer valence approximation. The subsequent augmentation, with results in
the last row of the table, is clearly superfluous. The greatest difference between the
present studies of MgH- and BeH- lies in the use of 6-311G in the latter and 6-31G in
the former. A triple £ nondiffuse set might reduce the MgH- EPT results by a few hundredths of an eV.
UHF reference second-order MBPT geometry optimizations on MgH with the
6-31 + +G(</,/>) basis give a bond length of 1.736719 A. (Hartree-Fock 3-21G optimizations give 1.759017.) The nuclear relaxation energy along the neutral potential
energy curve is 0.059 eV. Subtraction of this value from the best third-order and
outer valence EPT calculations gives adiabatic ionization energies of 0.75 and
1.04 eV, respectively. Photodetachment spectroscopy [19] gives 1.05 ± 0.06 eV. As
often occurs, the outer valence prediction is appreciably better than third order.
IV. Conclusions
Evaluation of third-order quasiparticle EPT expressions provides electron affinity
estimates that are accurate and computationally efficient. The outer valence approximation is a convenient expedient for inclusion of higher order effects. Using standard
augmentations, one can quickly eliminate basis set artifacts in the EPT calculations.
TABLE II. Vertical ionization energies (eV) of MgH at/? = 1.864588 A.

b-3\ + +G{2d,p)
6-31 + +G(3rf,2/>)
6-3K2+,2+)GW,2p)
p)

Koopmans

Second

Third

Outer Val.

0.688
0.688
0.706
0.706

0.698
0.722
0.701
0.702

0.743
0.771
0.810
0.808

1.049
1.073
1.103
1.101
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Joint use of EPT and MBPT is an attractive means to calculating adiabatic electron
affinities. Disparities between predictions from the present EPT self-energies motivate
the development of methods to explicitly evaluate higher order corrections.
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Abstract
We present a coupled-cluster polarization propagator method based on a coupled
cluster singles and doubles reference state. Applications to the Be atom show that
we may calculate electronic excitation energies with an average absolute error of
about 0.08 eV using this method. We have also calculated the nuclear spin-spin
coupling constant of 'HI9F to be 524.4 cps, in good agreement with experiment. For
Be there is a large effect of using coupled-cluster rather than a low-order RayleighSchrodinger expansion, whereas the coupling constant of HF is less sensitive to this
improvement in the reference state.
1. Introduction
Many properties of molecules can be viewed as responses to external perturbations
[1]. Examples include the electric dipole polarizability (the dipoie moment induced
by a time-dependent electric field) and the nuclear spin-spin coupling constant,
which may be described as the first-order change in the spin magnetic moment of one
nucleus caused by the presence of a nuclear spin at another nucleus. The linear response function for a general external perturbation is identical to the polarization
propagator [2], and in the energy representation it takes the form

Here P and Q denote one-electron operators, and we see that for P = Q = r (the
dipole operator) we recover the energy-dependent electric dipole polarizability discussed above. Replacing P and Q by the Fermi contact, the spin-dipolar, or the paramagnetic spin-orbit operators gives these three contributions to the nuclear spin-spin
coupling constant [3]. We also see from Eq. (1) that the poles of the polarization
propagator are the excitation energies and that the residues determine the transition moments.
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In recent years the coupled-cluster (cc) method has been shown to provide a useful
alternative to more established methods of electronic structure calculations [4,5]. The
cc method is the infinite-order generalization of many-body perturbation theory
(MBPT), and its size-extensivity makes it attractive from a theoretical point of view
[6], It is the purpose of the present communication to show how we may combine the
virtues of the coupled-cluster ground state and the propagator way of calculating excitation energies, oscillator strengths, and response properties.
The coupled-cluster polarization propagator method was proposed by Geertsen and
Oddershede [7]. The original formulation of the method was based on a coupledcluster doubles (CCD) ground state. We have here extended the treatment to include
singles as well, i.e., CCSD [8], using for this purpose CCSD wave functions calculated
in a closed-shell .ormalism as described by Scuseria et al. [9]. We have applied the
method to the calculation of excitation energies and oscillator strengths of the Be
atom as well as to the calculation of the nuclear spin-spin coupling constant of the
HF molecule.
2. Theory
The polarization propagator method has been reviewed recently [9]. It suffices to
mention that the propagator in Eq. (1), through second order in the ground state fluctuation potential, takes the form [11]
((P\Q))E

= tP{E)P-\E)lQ(E)

+ W4(E)

(2)

where the principal propagator is expressed

p(E) = r

:

v

\

;„ - A, - „,
„ - nD)'
^\lCJ
-ES
C(~El

o>

According to Eq. (1) the eigenvalues of P(E) are the excitation energies, and the corresponding eigenvectors multiplied with the transition matrix elements t(E) in Eq. (2)
give the transition moments. The most time-consuming step in a polarization propagator calculation is the evaluation of P{E), and we thus see that we may obtain several properties (using different P, Q operators) at little extra cost.
In a second-order polarization propagator calculation we include all terms in P(E)
through second order in the fluctuation potential V. Only the S, A, and B matrices in
Eq. (3) contain second-order terms, since C is of at least first order. Consider for
instance the second-order term of A
a.HP

= <SCF| [ « X ,

[V, «>„]] \DE( 1)>

(4)

where
(5)
with Kpyl being the first-order Rayleigh-Schrodinger correlation coefficient. Equations (4) and (5) thus demonstrate that A(2) is in fact of second order in V.
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Hie coupied cluster ansatz [6] for the ground state is
|0> = eT\%)
where we take (4>0) as the
r, + T2 (CCSD). Thus

SCF

ground state,

|SCF).

(6)
and furthermore restrict T to be

r,= %typay

(7)

PV

and

(8)

{;
M
y*

The coupled-cluster polarization propagator approximation (CCPPA) is obtained if
we replace {K$(1)} by {t%} in A(2), 5(2), and B(2) [see Eq. (4)]. The same substitutions are performed for t{E), where in fact both {t%} and {tpy} will be needed as can be
seen from the explicit expression for t{E) in Appendix C of Ref. 2.
Replacing the first-order Rayleigh-Schrodinger coefficients by double excitation cluster amplitudes means that particle-hole self-energy diagrams from double
substitutions are now included through infinite order for matrices of the form given
in Eq. (4). An analogy of interest in this connection may be the comparison of the
second-order Rayleigh-Schrodinger (also called MBPT (2) or MP2) ground state correlation energy

230)<li>

(9)

with the corresponding CCD expression with doubles included to infinite order
(10)

3

From a coupled-cluster theory point of view we are thus constructing P(E) and t(E)
using the double excitation coefficients of the first CCSD iteration in SOPPA, whereas
the converged amplitudes are used in CCSDPPA.
It should be emphasized that the CCSDPPA or the CCDPPA methods obtained by this
construction are still second-order polarization propagator approximations, since several third order terms in P(E) and t(E) are not included. The most important missing
third order terms will probably be the A(3) matrices obtained as <D£(1)|***|D£{1))
and (S£(2)|---|SCF> average values, i.e., the A '(3) and A"(3) matrices !12].
In summary, the cc double excitation amplitudes are used instead of the first-order
Rayleigh-Schrodinger correlation coefficients in the A(2), 5(2), 5(2), and the second-order t(E) matrices of the second-order polarization propagator approximation
(SOPPA). The single excitation Rayleigh-Schrodinger coefficients K™ entering in t(E)
are replaced by tma. The effect of singles in this form of coupled-cluster polarization
propagator methods (CCSDPPA) is thus to modify the double excitation coefficients
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(relative to CCD) and to directly influence one of the terms in the second-order transition moment. The main difference between SOPPA and CCSDPPA stems from the
change in the double excitation coefficients from the MBPT(2) to the CCSD values. The
single excitation coefficients are generally small, and we have found that their effeci
on the model is not crucial. That holds for both the direct effect on the transition
moments and the indirect effect on the difference between t"^ in CCD and CCSD.
3. The Spectrum of Be
We have calculated the excitation energies and oscillator strengths of the Be atom
using the coupled-cluster polarization propagator methods. We have chosen this system to test the methods because propagator calculations based on a RayleighSchrodinger (RS) expansion of the reference state give rather poor excitation energies
[13,14]. This is mainly due to the multiconfigurational nature of the ground state,
and it has been shown that a multiconfigurational random phase approximation
(MCRPA) calculation in fact gives an excellent description of the spectrum of Be
[ 14,15J. Furthermore, Be is a good test case because Graham et al. [15] did a full ci
calculation of excitation energies in a [9s9p5d] basis set. We used the same exponents and composition of basis functions in our calculation. However, we included
the x2 + v : + z2 components of the d functions, thus making it a 66 CGTO rather than
a 61 CGTO basis set as used by Graham et al. [15]. The actual description of the basis
set is given in Ref. 15. The ground state results are summarized in Table I, whereas
Tables II and III give the calculated excitation energies.
From Table I we see that the CCSD and the CCD calculations recover 92% of the total
correlation energy. We also see that there is only a very minor effect on £(SCF) from
addition of the extra s components of the Cartesian d functions. The columns labelled
SOPPA and EOM in Tables II and HI are both obtained with second-order polarization
TABLE I. Ground state total energies (in a.u.) of Be using a [9s9p5d] basis set.
Method

Energy

SCF, 61 CGTO'S"
MCSCF(2s2p3s3p3</),61 CGTO'S"
Full ci. 61 CGTO'S"

-14.5725
-14.6183
-14.6443

SCF, 66 CGTO'S '
CCD, 66 CGTO'S'
CCSD, 66 CGTOV

-14.5726
-14.6564
-14.6571

Numerical Hartree-Fockd
Experimental*

-14.5730
-14.6645

'Source: Graham et al. [15].
"Excluding the x2 + v2 + z2 components of the d functions; calculations reported
by Graham et al. [14,15).
'The x2 + y2 + z 2 components of the d functions are included: this calculation.
"Froese Fischer [16].
•Basfekin and Siosw [17].
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Final State

II. Singlet excitation energies (eV) from the 'S ground state of Be.
MCRPA bc

CCDPPA*

CCSDPPA*

Full ci"

Exp.e

8.47
8.63

4.82
6.47
7.09
7.39
7.72
7.94
8.08
8.24
8.33
8.64
8.62

5.32
6.77
7.47
8.06
8.08
8.31
8.55
8.61
8.70
8.97
8.65

5.28
6.87
7.51
7.79
8.16
8.38
8.53
8.67
8.78
8.93
9.07

5.30
6.89
7.53
7.81
8.18
8.40
8.55
8.69
8.80
8.95
9.09

5.32
6.77
7.46
8.03
8.08
8.30
8.54
8.60
8.69
8.98
—

5.28
6.78
7.46
7.99
8.09
8.31
8.53
8.60
8.69
8.84
8.89

0.38

0.37

0.04

0.08

0.09

0.02

0.00

RPAa

SOPPA"

4.90
6.47
7.10
7.39
7.72
7.95
8.08
8.22

2565; 'S
^^j'P0

4.80
6.12
6.72
6.94
7.26
7.48
7.59
7.72
7.84
7.97
8.20

Average
absolute
deviation

0.80

2s2p;]ffi
2*3*; 'S
2s3p; 'P°
2*3rf; 'D
2sAs; 'S
2i4p; 'P°
2s4d; 'D
2s5s; 'S
2*5p; 'P°

•8.33

EOMb

This calculation using a [9s9p5d], 66 CGTO basis set.
"Graham and Yeager [14] using the same [9d9pSd] basis with the x2 + y2 + z2 combination of d
functions excluded (61 CGTO'S)
c

Complete active space consisting of 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, and 3d.
Graham et al. [15] using the basis set of footnote b.
e
Bashkin and Stoner (17].
d

TABLE

HI. Triplet excitation energies (eV) from the 'S ground state of Be.
CCDPPA

CCSDPPA

Full a

Exp.

2.73
6.44
7.30
7.75
7.99
8.28
8.46
8.57
8.69
8.89
8.97

2.46
6.40
7.30
7.76
8.03
8.32
8.52
8.61
8.76
8.90
9.02

2.48
6.41
7.32
7.78
8.05
8.34
8.55
8.63
8.78
8.92
9.04

2.73
6.44
7.30
7.74
7.99
8.27
8.45
8.56
8.69
8.89
8.%

2.73
6.46
7.30
7.69
8.00
8.28
8.42
8.56
8.69
8.82
8.89

0.03

0.07

0.C9

0.02

0.00

Final state

RPA

SOPPA

EOM

MCRPA

2s2p;3Pp
2s3s;3S
2s3p; 3P°
2s3d;3D
2s4s; 3S
2s4p; 3P°
2s4d,3D
2s5s; 3S
2s5p; 3P°
2s6s; 3S
2s6p;3fp
Average
absolute
deviation

Inst."
5.48
Inst.
6.86
7.09
7.56
7.65
Inst.
7.92
'nst.

1.82
6.01
6.90
7.35
7.60
7.89
8.07
8.16
8.31
8.44
8.58

1.51
6.00
6.89
7.35
7.60
7.89
8.07
8.18
8.31
8.51
8.57

0.90

0.38

0.40

Inst.

Note: see footnotes of Table II for an explanation of the source of the data.
The RPA solution shows triplet instability.

propagator methods, and they are therefore nearly identical. Only for the highest
excited 2s 6s; '5 state do we see the expected difference owing to the inclusion of
extra s functions in our basis set.
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The average absolute deviation between the calculated and measured excitation
energies decreases substantially in a cc propagator calculation as compared with the
RS propagator results (I:OM, SOPPA). Except for the lowest triplet excitation energy,
the agreement between the coupled-cluster calculations and experiment is very satisfactory. Furthermore, there is only a minor difference between the two cc calculations. This is not unexpected in view of the fact that only \t'yt) coefficients are
involved in the calculations of excitations energies.
For the oscillator strengths reported in Table IV we see a larger effect of the singles,
since the second-order transition moments have an explicit dependence of the {t''y\ coefficients. In a basis set like the present with many diffuse functions, we often see
deviations between dipole length and dipole velocity oscillator strengths, and the
dipole length results are nearly always closer to experiments. This trend is reproduced in Table IV. We also note that the oscillator strengths calculated using the two
second-order RS methods, EOM and SOPPA, are somewhat different. This is in agreement with previous findings [19|. For all higher lying excited states we found extremely small oscillator strengths and large differences between dipole length and
dipole velocity results. It is most likely that the outcome of the calculation of transition moments cannot be trusted for these states, and we have thus not included those
values in Table IV.
4. The Nuclear Spin-Spin Coupling Constant of HF
As discussed in Section 2 we determine the nuclear spin-spin coupling constant as
({Hi;Hi))E^o, where H, is the Fermi contact (FC), the spin-dipolar (SD), or the paramagnetic spin-orbit (PSO) Hamiltonian. The FC and the SD contributions to the spinspin coupling constant J involve a summation over triplet excited states in Eq. (S),
whereas PSO is a singlet property. A detailed description of propagator calculations of
spin-spin coupling constants is given by Geertsen and Oddershede [3].
The calculations on HF were performed using two Gaussian basis sets, namely the
42 CGTO, [Is4p2d/5s2p] basis set of Sekino and Bartlett |22] and the 72 CGTO.
TABLE IV.
Method
RPA*

EOM"
SOPPA"
MCRPA1"
£-CCDPPA'
CCSDPPA*

experiment11

The 2*'; 'S -» 2*2p; 'P° oscillator strength of Be.
Dipole lengths

Dipole velocity

1.379
1.276
l._>26
1.393
1.388
1.330

1.381

—
1.403
—
1.421
1.455
1.34 ± 0.05

•This calculation using a \9s9p5d\, 66 a r m basis set.
"Graham and Yeager |I4) using the {9s9p5d\ basis sel with the x~ + v •+
combinations of d functions excluded (61 a r m ' s ) .
c
Compiete active space consisting of 2.v, 2/>, 3.v. 3p, and 3d.
d
Martinsonet al. [IS].

IK I

i PI i i) (11 S U N it n \\< 1/ \ in >\ i'k( >i'A< i A rf )\<

|9.v6/?4t//6.v)p U / | basis set given in iable V T h e kilter basis set is .in extension oi
the van Duijneveldt [ 2 0 | basis set. The ground state s o - erica.'} lor HI reported in
Table VI is as close to the Hartree

T\KI I \'

loci

'."uri'ii) limit | 2 I ) as the e r e n j i e s were in re

( o r i l r a c t c i l C a r t e s i a n ( i u i i s < . i a n b . i ^ i s xe! l o r HI

("enter

Type

F
F

s
s

F
F

s
s

F

V

I
F
F

\

44 6447

\

IS 942')
X ^! 1 74

ApotlclH
m

V

5
1*2X1 (I
(44! M
967 (W5

H II] I2<K)

M 4 (135

(I

m 442

I II

I
f
F

(li'HP)"'

! 0
I 0
1 (I

I n
I 0

rF
F

II O O 2 6 6 . S

II 240X61

r
p

245
56 •)I4
17 6046

F
VF

6 2750
-> 44703

I o
0.0IKWX5
0 00X257

O.fUOfil 1
1 I)
! 0

F
F
F

p
p
p

0 154X10

I 0
1.0
I 0

F
F
F

d
d
d

1 879961
0 5ft-1274
0 219576

III
1.0
I .0

F
H
H

J
s
s

H
H
H

s
V

0 99506

0 .07
402 01
60 242
13 7322
3 90451
1 2X271

1.0
O.OOO27V
0 002165
0 0I12IK)
(I
0
0

t

0 465544
0 1X1120
0 072791

.0
0

H
H
H

p
p
p

1 503056
0.551635
0.02

1 .0
\ .0
10

H

d

1 4358^X

1.1)

h
H
H

s

s
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cent calculations of coupling constants for CO and N2 [23], where we used similar
basis sets. Based on our basis set study for these molecules |23], we would hence expect only a modest basis set error in ./(HF) when we use the 72 CGTO basis set. An
indication of the magnitude of the remaining basis set error can be obtained by comparing the electronic densities at the nuclei as done in Table VI. This shows that there
are errors of 1.5 and 4.0% in our densities as compared with numerical HF results,
indicating a remaining basis set error in the FC term not exceeding 5-6% or +20 Hz.
In Table VII we have compared two sets of calculations of the Fermi contact term
using the same 42 CGTO basis set. The CHF and the RPA calculations give, as should be
the case, the same result. It is perhaps a little more surprising that also the cc propagator method and the finite field CCSD calculation give nearly the same answer, both
being very different from the first order (RPA, CHF) result. In fact, as can be seen

TABU- Vf

Ground state total energy and densities at the nuclei in atomic units of HF
at R = I 7328 a.u. using the basis set in Table V.
Method

Energy

sn

0 4084

440.3338

-100.06969

MBFT(2)

-100.36991

(to
rest)
Numerical Hartree-Fock'

-100.37018
-100.37188
-100.07082

0 4254

447 2107

T.aaksonen et al [21]

TABI.K VII The Fermi contact term of the
nuclear spin-spin coupling constant of
!
H'"Fatfl = 1.7328 a.u."
Method

J R (cpsl

MBJTI2)'1. finite field
OH*, finite field
MBPTf4)\ finite field
f ("Si/1, finite field

279.7
453.4
305.6
325.4

MMT. propagator
Ri'\ , propagator
sopp-v. propagator
A'-rrwpA1. propagator

276.8
453.6
327.5
317.7
318.6

(( SDPPA' . propagator

'Using •d\l\4p2<J/5s2p\, 42 rnxo basis
set [22|
"Results from Sekino and BartJett |22|.
This calculation
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from comparing Table VII with the results in Table VIII, the coupled-cluster results
are very close to the PC term that reproduces the experimental coupling constant. It
may also be of interest to note that finite field MBPT(2) and monoexcited ci in this
case give nearly the same result. There is not much difference between the higherorder propagator results based either on a RS expansion (SOPPA) or on a cc reference
state (E-CCDPPA, CCSDPPA). The ground state wave function of HF at equilibrium
should be well described by a perturbation expansion of a single reference wave function, and we would hence only expect small differences between the RS and cc results, as in fact we see in both Tables VII and VIII.
The K: term depends upon the electronic densities at the magnetic nuclei and is
thus the most basis set-dependent term of J. From Tables VJI and VIII we see an increase in this term by about 11 cps owing to the increase in the size of the basis set.
The change in the other terms are smaller, about 1-2 cps and of opposite signs, resulting in a change of about 11 cps in the total coupling constant. The final result for
'7('H, |gF) is in excellent agreement with experiment [24] for the SOPPA, £-CCDPPA,
and CCSDPPA methods. The possible remaining basis set error of about +20 Hz will
not bring the calculated coupling constant outside the experimental error bars.
Table VIII also shows that we do not obtain the same agreement using lower order
theories, where in particular RPA gives a very poor result. We see that, as expected,
it is the triplet response properties (K: and SD) that come out incorrectly in RPA.
However, the higher RPA (HRPA) method that disregards two-particle, two-hole excitations and second-order transition moment corrections (relative to SOPPA) and that
recently has been advocated as a method for calculating coupling constants |25j also
gives a rather poor resuit in this case.
The K Hamiltonian gives the largest contribution to 7(HF), but the PSO term is. as
already shown several years ago [26J, nearly 75% of the K term. It is often argued
that the K term will give the dominant contribution to J. This is not the case for HF,
and for N2 (23) it is even the smallest of the three second-order terms ( K \ SD. and
pso). Thus, there are probably many cases, especially for non-hydrogen-hydrogen
couplings, where the K term does not dominate the spin-spin coupling consrant.

IAHU VIII

Contribution

H
si)

pso
two"
Total

Nuclear spin-spin coupling constants (in cps of 'HlgF at R = 1.7328
a.u using the basis set in Table V.
RIV

HRPA

SOPPA

£ CCDPPA

C<SOPPA

467 3

419 9

338 3

328.H

329.4

12 4

64

1.0

-09

-0.6

119 3
-0.1
654 1

164 9

195 7

196 5

195.7

578.4

532 9

524 3

524.4

Experiment'

529 t 23

'Identical to coupled Hartree-f-ock.
"Diamagnetic spin-orbit contribution calculated using the s o slate as described
elsewhere | 3 |
Muenter and Klemperer (24).
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5. Conclusions
We have applied the coupled-cluster polarization propagator method to the calculation of the excitation spectrum of Be and the nuclear spin-spin coupling constant of
HF. The coupled cluster propagator method is formulated as a modified second-order
polarization propagator method, where the RS correlation coefficients are replaced by
cc double and single excitation amplitudes. We have shown that inclusion of cc
singles has little effect on the calculated properties within the present propagator
framework. However, CCD gives a substantial improvement of the Be excitation spectrum due to the lack of convergence in the Rs perturbation expansion for this atom.
For HF where we expect better convergence for perturbation expansions, we see a
much smaller effect when going from RS to cc. The improvement in the cc description of Be is due to an enhancement of the cc double excitation amplitudes relative to
firsi order RS correlation coefficients |see Eq. (5)] in exactly the same way as we
found in our first application of the cc polarization propagator method to the calculation of the spectrum and spin-spin coupling constant of CH* [7.27J.
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Coupled-Ouster Evaluation of Geometrical
Derivatives of Properties Using NonreSaxecI Orbitals
HIDEO SEKINO AND RODNEY J. BARTLETT*
Quantum Theory Project, University of Florida. Gainesville, Florida 12611

Abstract
Analytical derivatives are dependent upon derivatives of the AO basis set and the
MO relaxation. By separating these effects on derivatives, they can be individually
studied. We show that the coupled-cluster single and double (CCSD) model introduces
most of the MO relaxation effects required by gradients, hessians, dipole, and polarizability derivatives. This finding should make it possible to simplify analytical derivative evaluation at the CCSD level.
I. Introduction
It is quite important for chemists to have accurate information about energy derivatives (gradient, hessian, etc.) to locate stable geometries and transition states. Similarly, dipole moment, polarizability, and hyperpolarizability derivatives are important
in predicting intensities in infrared (IR>, Raman, and hyper-Raman spectroscopses.
Such derivative properties are conveniently treated by perturbation theory, but for
these cases, the perturbation parameter involves a geometrical displacement. Hence,
atomic orbital (AO) basis sets, over which the Hamiltonian is ultimately evaluated,
are dependent upon the displacement; and the molecular orbital (MO) relaxation in the
presence of the perturbation is usually thought to be essential as well.
Elsewhere we have studied the MO relaxation effect in a variety of molecular properties, where the AO basis is independent of the perturbation (11. For such a case, the
equivalence of HE/UK = <i/>(O)!<;li/r(Oi>/V<WO)j</rfO)> for H(k)=HHh + AC may be
taken as proving the satisfaction of the Hellman-Feynman theorem for a trial wave
function <ii. We showed that a method like CCSD properly includes the vast majority of
MO relaxation effects without their being explicitly introduced via solution of the coupled perturbed Hartree Fock (CPHF) equations [IJ. for example. In this note, by effecting a separation of the MO relaxation, orthonormalization, and AO parts | 2 | .
perturbations that depend upon geometric displacements as in gradient and hessian
calculations may be studied to demonstrate the same property of c:csr> to introduce all
important orbital relaxation for this case as well To do so we evaluate the derivatives
of properties by the CCSD model employing "nonrelaxed" orbitals. chosen as esseu-

•Guggcnheim Fellow, to whom correspondence should be addressed
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF yi.'ANTL'M f'HKMISTHY gCASTi'M f HJ-MfSTRV SrMPOStrM 21 4H' 4V» l<«7,

% 3987 by John Wiley & Sons. Inc
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tially the unperturbed SCF orbitals but composed of displaced basis sets transformed
by a symmetric orthonormalization matrix. The CPHF "relaxed" solution would be obtained by a unitary transformation of these orbitals, so each order in the solution
would be expressed by a unitary matrix in addition to the orthonormalization matrix
for that order | 3 j . Use of displaced basis sets in the perturbed orbital set enables accounting for the effects arising from the AO basis set dependence on geometrical displacement as described above to investigate the MO relaxation terms separately. An
illustration to LiH is reported.
2. Theory
The separation of orthogonality, MO relaxation, and AO effects on geometric derivatives has been presented before in a rather different language ( 2 , 3 | . In the following
we simply use the usual CPHF theory [4]. The second quantized Hamiltonian is defined
over an orthogonalized set of molecular orbitals (MO), <f>(\), which consists of a linear
combination of a finite basis set X(A)4>(A) = x(MC(A)

(1)

Here A is a perturbation parameter and can be an applied field (for an external perturbation case) or a nuclear displacement (for an internal perturbation case). The SCF
solution at A is obtained by searching for the appropriate unitary transformation (/(A),
C(K) = 5(A)~12MA)

(2)

which satisfies the Hartree-Fock (HF) equations.
F(\)C(\)

= 5(A)C(A)e(A)

(3)

where
F(A) = Fm + AF 1 " + {KF'2'K + • • •

(4)

e(A) = e"" + Ae"1 + -2Ke'2'k + • • •

(5)

HA) = C"" + A C " + ^kC'2'k + • • •

(6)

The necessary condition to determine the HF manifold is that the Fock matrix in the
vio representation. K(A), should be block diagonali/ed for the occupied-virtual block.
There are other choices for ensuring the orthonormalifv of the orbital set, but the
symmetric orthonormalization scheme, S ' :(A) is taken here, since by this method
the orbitals are minimally changed from their AO form, which is convenient in various applications. Other choices like canonical or Schmidt orthonormalization just differ by a unitary transformation of S ' \
The quantity C(A) in Eq. (2) incorporates two effects: (1) the orbital rotation or
orbital relaxation effect and (2) the orthogonality effect introduced by the atomic
orbital basis {x<A)} being moved to another geometry. If we are to exclusively focus
on the former, we must have a procedure that separates the orthogonality conditions
from the orbital rotation. This may be accomplished as follows. Recognizing that
CtU)S(A)C(A) - 1

(7)
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C(A) = S(A)"2t/(O)t/'(A)

(8)

where U'(k) would be determined by the CPHF equations. We are at liberty to insert
any additional unitary matrix U(0), including the identity. However, since we are interested in relating C(X) to Cm, and since CfmS(0)C(O> = 1, U(0) = S|/2(O)C'01 is a
possible choice. Consequently
C(k) = S(k)V2(S(O))v2CmU'(k).

(9)

Equation (9) provides us with an expression in terms of the overlap matrix over the
AO basis.
For our purposes, however, it is more convenient to work in terms of the overlap
over the "unperturbed" MO basis. We define this quantity by
s = Ct'01S(A)C'0)

(10)

(C<015 - I/2 (A))tSU)(C'V" 2 (A)) = 1 ,

(11)

Furthermore, since

for this choice,
C(A) = Cms'u2U"(k)

= CmV(k)

(12)

= lf0>" + Wm"

+ \ k U a ) " k + •••

(13)

where
U(k)"

V(A) = Vm + kV"' + \kV<hk + • • •

(14)

V(k) has been called the "connection" matrix |3], since it relates HF molecular
orbitals at some value A to those at A = 0. Both choices, Eqs. (8) md (12), ensure
the orthonormality of molecular orbital.1; $(A) at A, whereas V{k)" is a unitary transformation matrix that would be detent lined by an extra condition such as the CPHF
condition.
We employ here Eq. (12) with the choice

U(k)" = 1

(15)

then the nonrelaxed molecular orbitals ^^(A) become
<fc»A) = x(A)Cl0Vm>n(A)

Vm(k)

(16)

= s(K)-1'2 = 1 + kVZ + {kV'Zk + • • •

(17)

Although orbital coefficients are not transformed through £/(A)\ the MO coefficient
matrix C(A) is A dependent through A ~ I 2 ( A ) .
s(k)-"2

= (1 + A(A))-'' 2 = 1 - |A(A) + iMk)2

-f • • •

(18)

where
A(A) = C r0)+ (A5 (11 + l2kSa)k

+

= ksll) + \ksl2)k + • • •

•••)Cm

(19)
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In this symmetrical orthonormalization scheme, we have a first-order transformation matrix
VZ

= -!,»> = -i(C (0) )t5 (1) C (0)

(20)

We have the same result from the differentiation of the orthonormalization condition,
Eq. (7), with the external condition [5]

( O t = vZ

(20

V{1 = - k 2 ) + 4V") 2

(22)

For second order, we have

Again, the same result is obtained from the orthonormalization condition imposing a
condition

<V{l)t = VZ

(23)

in addition to Eq. (17).
In the first-order CPHF, we have another condition from differentiation of Eq. (3) at
X = 0.
/ ' " - 5 ( 1 ) e ( 0 ) = [V(1),e<0)] + e(1)

(24)

/<"> = (c-<0»)tf {n)Cm

(25)

where

and the occupied-virtual block of the first-order transformation matrix is

^

U

o

= VZ + (/">"

(26)

is determined from the condition e (l) = 0
Analogously, the second-order transformation matrix
Vl2> = VZ + Ua>" + 2VZUlu"
<2>

is determined from the condition e

(27)

= 0 in the second-order CPHF equation
m

] + e[2)
(28)
It is quite straightforward to evaluate equations for higher orders once the noncanonical CPHF solution is obtained by choosing the unitary transformation matrix
U(kf as the identity matrx for the occupied-occupied and virtual-virtual block. The
choice of unitary transformation for those blocks is arbitraiy and does not affect the
CPHF energy [5J.
As has been seen, the MO response with respect to the perturbation parameter k is
clearly separated into two parts; V^A), which is determined from die oittioeofmalization condition, and U(k)", which is determined from the CPHF condition. It should
also be noted that V(X) is not unitary except for X = 0, although U{k)" is unitary.
The second quantized Hamiltonian defined over die MO'S, ^m!3(X) has X dependence of both the AO and MO parts besides that of the operator itself. However, as tits
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been described above, this A dependence of the MO part may be restricted to the orthonormalization condition, thereby bypassing the SCF solution at A. In this sense, the
orbital of choice is "nonrelaxed" at the HF level. In the following, we evaluate the energy gradient, hessian, and other property derivatives by the coupled-cluster single
and double model [6] while employing these "nonrelaxed" orbitals.
3. Results and Discussion
In Table I energy derivatives calculated by CCSD are presented together with
Hellman-Feynman force calculations, which correspond to retaining only the term
arising from the derivative of the first-quantized operators in the Hamiltonian. The
very small basis set guarantees poor Hellman-Feynman force calculations, and these
are equally bad at the SCF and CCSD level. Once the AO derivative terms are included,
however, the AO error would be removed, but not the MO error. Despite the size of the
basis set, however, the value obtained by the finite difference using nonrelaxed
orbitals is effectively indentical to the usual CCSD value, which accounts for the MO
orbital relaxation effects at the HF level and, via using these orbitals, in the correlated
CCSD calculation. The latter propagates the relaxation into the correlated result. The
observation of the insensitivity of CCSD to orbital relaxation is quite analogous to our
results obtained for other properties where the basis set is independent of the perturbation [1]. A larger basis, particularly including derivatives of the original basis functions, would be expected to more nearly satisfy the Hellman-Feynman theorem [7],
but the degree of inclusion of orbital relaxation via CCSD is unaffected [1].
In Table II the calculated dipole moment and polarizability derivatives are shown.
The values obtained using nonrelaxed orbitals are again effectively identical to that
obtained by the usual finite-field calculation. These two examples emphasize that if
we correctly account for the AO basis set response to the geometrical displacement
and the relevant orthogonality through the "nonrelaxed" orbitals defined here, CCSD
TABLE I.

Energy derivatives of LiH molecule".

Hellman-Fe>nnian force
at lithium
Hellman-Feynman force
at hydrogen

SCF

CCSD

0.15406

0.13931

0.04062

0.04037
CCSD

First energy
derivative
Second energy
derivative

SCF

Relaxed

Nonrelaxed

0.00501

0.00840

0.00837

0.0797

0.0743

0.0740

Note: The bond distance is 3.015 a.u.
'{3s2p/2s] Gaussian basis set | I I ) .
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TABLE

II.

Derivatives of dipole moment and polarizability for the LiH molecule
(in a. u.).
CCSD

ft.:
au
dfxjdz
da!:/dz

SCF

Relaxed

Nonrelaxed

-2.334
15.19
-0.37
11.1

-2.182
24.02
-0.25
19.1

-2.182
24.03
-0.25
19.1

Note: [3s2p/2s] Gaussian basis set.

easily accounts for essentially all MO orbital relaxation effects while using only the
unperturbed MO'S.
The potential significance of this finding is that to a very good approximation one
should be able to avoid any CPHF calculations if gradients, hessians, and other property derivatives are being evaluated at least at the CCSD level of calculation. Since the
CPHF part of the calculation is comparatively fast anyway, this in itself is not too important, but the CPHF contribution to the derivative calculation is often involved in a
much more complicated expression [8] whose time-consuming evaluation could then
be avoided.
Of potentially even greater importance is that many properties can be evaluated in
terms of one computational MO basis set at the CCSD level of approximation, since the
coupling of 7, and T2 through the wave function «/>ccSD = exp (7,) exp(72)|0) introduces the vast majority of orbital relaxation [1]. Since exp(7,) is essential, however,
one cannot expect CCD to account for such relaxation, although any higher level of
theory such as CCSDT-1 [9] or the full CCSDT [10] will include other relaxation terms
in addition to those summed in CCSD.
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Single and Double Excitation Coupled Cluster (ccsu)
Wave Function: A Comparison with Configuration
Interaction (CISD, CISDT, and CISDTQ) Results for the
Harmonic Vihrational Frequencies, Infrared
Intensities, Dipoie Moment, and Inversion Barrier of
Ammonia
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Abstract
The analytic energy gradient method that we have recently implemented for CCSD
wave functions is applied to fully optimize the pyramidal C3v and planar Dih structures of ammonia. Using a double-zeta plus polarization basis set, results for
harmonic vibrational frequencies, infrared intensities, and dipoie moments have
been obtained. Comparison with different levels of truncated configuration interaction suggests that CCSD values are of better than CISD quality and generally closer to
CISDTQ results.
Introduction
The analytic evaluation of energy derivatives with respect to nuclear coordinates is
a powerful tool for the location of stationary points on the energy hypersurface [1]. In
recent years, these analytic gradients have become available for many of the most
widely used methods in computational quantum chemistry. Among others, the formulation and implementation of analytic derivatives for self-consistent field (SCF) [2],
multiconfigurational SCF (MCSCF) [3-7], configuration interaction (ci) [8-11], MCSCFCI [12,13], and second- [14] and third-order [15] many body (or Moller-Plesset) perturbation theory (MP2 and MP3, respectively) wave functions have been achieved.
The theory of analytic gradients for coupled cluster (cc) wave functions has taken
shape recently with the pioneering work by Bartlett and coworkers [16-19]. In a series of papers, these authors have discussed several approaches to the analytic cc gradient formulation and also reported the first calculation of harmonic frequencies with
a CCD wave function, namely for H2O and the '/4, state of CH2 with a double-zeta
basis set [17].
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The accurate determination of the electron correlation energy in molecules via coupled cluster theory has received much attention J20- 22j. The most conspicuous advantage of jCC] wave functions over the more conventional n approach k its sue
extensivity (also called size consistency). On the other hand, cc results are nol variationally determined, and, therefore, predicted energies are not upper bounds to the
true levels of the system. We have recently implemented a closed-shell CCSD model
that has been demonstrated to be very efficient, especially in its use of molecular
symmetry [23J.
Despite initial fears that the analytic gradient of nonvariationaJ methods — like
coupled cluster—are intrinsically more complicated than gradients for variational
methods (24J owing to the appearance of the derivatives of the energy with respect to
configuration coefficients (which are zero in variational procedures), it has been
shown [18,25] that cc analytic energy gradients can be designed to be as efficient as
in variational methods. Very recently, we have implemented such an analytic energy
gradient for closed-shell CCSD wave functions (25]. In our initial tests, we have found
that a time overhead of only 75% of the CCSD energy calculation is required to obtain
the analytic gradient for the water molecule with a DZP basis set in C, symmetry. In
this work a similar overhead of 76% resulted for ammonia with an equivalent basis
set and also in C, symmetry. These figures are very encouraging, the important point
being that the gradient evaluation scales proportionally to N 6 as does the CCSD energy
calculation itself, where N is the number of basis functions. Configuration interaction
including all single and double excitations (CISD) is also an Nb procedure. In a previous paper [23], we made timing comparisons between CCSD and CISD closed-shell
energy calculations and found that CCSD is between 2 and 8 times slower than CISD,
the exact factor depending on the dimensionality of the basis set and the molecular
point group. However, this comparison may not be fair since CCSD incorporates a
more complete description of correlation effects than does CISD. Thus, if CCSD wave
functions were of similar quality as CISD + triples (CISDT) or CISD + quadruples
(CISDQ) or even CISDTQ, the timing comparisons would be definitely reversed, since
the inclusion of all triple and quadruple excitations in ci is proportional to N* and
JV10, respectively.
In this work we have used CCSD analytic energy gradients in order to precisely locate the C3v and Dih stationary point structures of NH,. Also, vibrational frequencies,
infrared intensities and dipole moments have been evaluated and compared with results obtained with different levels of ci theory and to the experimental values. The
theoretical formulation and detailed formulae for the closed-shell analytic energy gradient will be presented elsewhere [25] and are not repeated here.
Results and Discussion
The basis set chosen is the standard Huzinaga-Dunning [26-271 double-zeta (DZ)
basis augmented with one set of polarization functions. This final basis is designated
DZP. The polarization function orbitals we used are <xd(N) = 0.80 and «*p(H) = 1.00.
Additionally, the hydrogen 5 functions were scaled by a factor of 1.2. The NH, structures were fully optimized at the CCSD level of theory |25], and the harmonic vibrational frequencies were evaluated via finite differences of analytic gradients.
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moments were obtained as energy derivatives with respect to an external electric field
[25J, and infrared intensities via dipole moment derivatives also obtained by finite
differences. All CCSD calculations were carried out without any frozen core or frozen
virtual orbitals.
Configuration interaction results were taken from the recent study by Lee. Remington.
Yamaguchi, and Schaefer [28J on the effect of higher than single and doable excitations on different molecular properties for several small molecule*. Included in their
study were ci single + double (CISD), + triple (CISDT), and -t- quadruple (CISDTQ)
equilibrium structures, harmonic frequencies, dipole moments, and infrared intensities. Thus, the CISDTQ results provide an interesting benchmark against which other
correlation methods — particularly CCSD — may be compared. In this work such
a comparison is made for ammonia. It should be mentioned that the a results were
obtained with the Is nitrogen orbital frozen and the corresponding virtual deleted.
whereas CCSD values were evaluated without this restriction.
Results obtained for the pyramidal C3v structure of NH, are presented in Table I.
At the CCSD level of theory the NH equilibrium bond length is 1.015 A, and the HNH
bond angle is 106.5°. These values are between the corresponding 1.014 A, 106.5°
and 1.017 A, 106.3° CISDT and CISDTQ figures, respectively, and actually are closer to
them than to the CISD predictions (1.013 A and 106.7°). Exactly the same trend holds
for the harmonic frequencies and infrared intensities. The CCSD frequencies, except
for the w2(ai) mode, are precisely between the results obtained at the CISDT and cisDTQ levels of theory. Infrared intensities behave in a similar fashion (see Table I).
Moreover, the CCSD dipole moment is 1.859 D, which is again closer to the CISDT
(1.856 D) and CISDTQ (1.862 D) values than to the CISD (1.853 D) value. It should be
noted that the experimental values for the frequencies presented in Table I include
both harmonic and anharmonic results, whereas the theoretical values were calculated
using the double harmonic approximation. We would like to stress that we are HOI
aiming to quantitatively reproduce the experimental frequencies or dipole moments
with such a modest DZP basis set. However, the theoretical values are in qualitative
agreement with the experimental results. The aim of this study is to compare the CCSD
results with the different levels of truncated a in order to test the quality of the CCSD
wave function. Implicit in these comparisons is the assumption that CISDTQ results
approach very closely the (unknown) full ci results.
In Table II results for the planar D3h structure of NH3 are presented. The NH bond
length at the CCSD level of theory is predicted to be 0.999 A. This value fits nicely
between the CISDT (0.998 A) and CISDTQ (1.000 A) value. The corresponding CISD
figure is 0.997 A.
Finally, the barrier height to inversion using CCSD theory and different levels of a
are presented in Table III. Also included in this table is the CISD + Davidson correction [29] (CISD+Q) evaluated without reoptimizing the CISD structures. The CCSD result (6.04 kcal/mol) is again closer to CISDT than to CISD. When the zero point
vibrational energy correction is added (-0.92 kcal/mol), we find a total CCSD barrier
height of 5.12 kcal/mol.
In order to test the dependence of the results obtained in this work on the specific
basis set, we carried out an independent set of computations with the hydrogen 2p
polarization exponent changed to 0.75. The results obtained were 1.019 A awl 105.7°
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TABLE I.

Comparison of CCSD and ci results for the C3v structure of NH3 with a DZP basis set. s, D, T, and Q refer to the inclusion of single, double, triple, and
quadruple excitations, respectively.
CISD

'NH(A)

<HNH (degrees)

1.013
106.7

CISDT

CISDTQ

1.014
106.5

1.017
106.3

CCSD

1.015
106.5

Exp.1

Harm, (at)

Anharm. (v)

3506
1022
3577
1691

3337

1.012
106.7

Frequency (cm~')
ft),(a|)
w2(a,)
Wj(^)

6>4(e)

3589
1120
3735
1727

3575
1122
3721
1720

3528
1121
3676
1706

3551
1119
3700
1716

Intensity (km/mol)

/,
/2
/,

0.1

0.2

0.5

0.3

181.7

167.3

174.9

0.0

0.1

h

18.2

176.2
0.1
17.6

16.5

17.3

0.3

138 ± 6
31.7 ± 0.5

Dipole moment

(D)
"References 3 0 a n d 3 1 .

1.853

1.856

1.862

1.859

1.472

n
#•"«

950
3444
1627

S
>
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TABLE II.

Comparison of CCSD and ci results for the Dih stationary point geomesry of NH, with a
basis set.

(HNH (degrees)

CISD

C1SDT

0.997
120.0

0.998
120.0

CISDTQ

CCSD

0.999
120.0

l.OOC

120.0

Frequency (cm"')
W|(0|')
w2(a'j)

3748

<0 3 (O

3966
1641

897/

3738
901 i
3956
1637

3720
898 i
3937
1633

3703
902 i
3922
1624

Intensity (km/mol)
—
556.7
86.1
81.1

A
h
h
h

TABLE III.

\E Classical
Total

—

—
554.4
82.0
80.0

Barrier height to inversion (kcal/mol) of the ammonia molecule.
CISD

AZPVE

—
553.9
82.5
80.5

5.91
-0.96
4.92

CISD + Q

CISDT

CISDTQ

CCSD

Exp."

6.15
-0.96
5.19

6.05
-0.93
5.12

6.21
-0.88
5.33

6.04
-0.92
5.12

5.8

* Reference 32.

for the equilibrium bond length and bond angle, respectively, and 1.002 A for the
NH bond in the transition state. Frequencies at the C3v structure were found to be
w,(a,) = 3528 cm" 1 , (n2{ax) = 1139 cm" 1 , o>3(e) = 3664 cm" 1 , and m4(e) =
1704 cm"1; and w,(af) = 3696 cm~\ &>2(a£) = 927 i cm"1, o»3(e') = 3911 cm~ !
and o>4(e') = 1612 cm"1 at the transition state. With this basis set a barrier height of
6.85 kcal/mol is obtained. Adding a zero point vibrational energy correction of
-0.94 kcal/mol, we obtain 5.81 kcal/mol, which nicely agrees with the experimental 5.8 kcal/mol [32]. However, this agreement is merely fortuitous, and die difference between the two barriers (5.12 and 5.81 kcal/mol) obtained with different
hydrogen exponents for the p functions (1.00 and 0.75, respectively) is an indication
of the quality of the basis set.
Concluding Remarks
Results obtained in this work, together with our previous investigation of the water
and formaldehyde molecules [25], although limited to small molecules with a DZP
basis set, support the hypothesis that CCSD results for equilibrium structures, harmonic frequencies, dipole moments, and infrared intensities are typically closer to
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values than are CISD predictions. It would also be interesting to add CISUQ figures to the list of NH, results, but, unfortunately, we do not have such predictions at
present. The important point in understanding the significance of these comparisons
is that although CCSD is more computation-intensive than CISD |23J, it is much less arduous than cisDT. CISDQ, or CISDTQ.
The quality of the CCSD (compared with a) results obtained here is consistent with
the fact that CCSD energies are closer to full ci than CISD, essentially being of CISDQ
quality [32,33]. Furthermore, it is also known that the potential energy surface of the
water molecule [34,35] calculated at the CCD, CCSD, and CCSDT-1 levels of theory,
gives quartic force constants and frequencies (obtained after surface fitting) that are
superior to CISD and CISD + DC results. Aiso, CCSD results for properties like polarizabilities [36] and nuclear spin-spin coupling constants [37], although obtained by
finite field methods in contrast to the analytic procedure used in this work, are pertinent in showing that cc theory provides accurate answers for properties other than the
energy. Finally, the correspondence between CCSD and SDQ-MBPT(4) (or SDQ-MP4)
should be emphasized, since the latter corresponds to three linear iterations and one
nonlinear iteration of the CCSD equations and, except in cases of poor convergence of
the CCSD procedure (reflecting importance of selective, higher than fourth-order
terms), the two methods are expected to give comparable predictions.
CISDTQ
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Geometry Optimization of Orgatioinetallie
Complexes: A Study of Basis Sets
RODNEY L. WILLIAMSON AND MICHAEL B. HALL*
Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University, College Station. Texas 77843

Abstract
Total geometry optimizations are reported for Cr(CO)6, HMn(CO)5, Fe(CO)5,
Ni(CO) 4 , Cr(C 6 H 6 ) 2 , Fe(C 5 H 5 ) 2 , Ni(C 4 H 4 ) 2 , Cr(NO) 4 , (C 5 H s )Mn(CO) 3 , and
(C6H6)Cr(CO)3. A variety of basis sets were examined, and, based on the results, a
relatively compact and accurate basis set is proposed. The differences between the
calculated and experimental metal-carbonyl, metal-benzene, and metal-nitrosyl bond
distances average 0.03, 0.08, and 0.07 A, respectively. Calculated metal-cyclopentadienyl bond lengths were found to be an average of 0.15 A longer than experimental
bond lengths. Addition of electron correlation at the perfect pairing GVB level reduced
the average difference in the metal-cyclopentadienyl bond length to 0.08 A.
1. Introduction
The equilibrium geometry of many molecules has been calculated using ab initio
molecular orbital theory with varying degrees of success. Bond lengths for most organic molecules can be calculated to within a few hundredths of an Angstrom shorter
than experimental values and calculated bond angles within a few degrees of the
experimental results. These relatively accurate values can usually be obtained with a
small basis set [1]; however, when analogous size basis sets were used to calculate
metal-ligand bond lengths for organometallic compounds, the metal-ligand bond
lengths were generally in error by 0.05-0.25 A [2,3]. When the size of the basis sets
was increased, the metal-ligand bond lengths increased. Even in fairly large basis sets
the calculated bond distances were longer than experimental distances, and in most
cases large errors remained [4-8]. These errors can be reduced and the bond length
shortened by including electron correlation [5,7,9,10].
Pietro and Hehre [2] used a minimal basis set (STO-3G) and calculated metal-ligand
bond distances that were in error by 0.1-0.3 A for metal-carbonyls, by 0.1 A for
metal-halides, and by 0.05-0.25 A for metal-alkyls and metal-polyenes. Generally
metal-carbonyls were predicted to have bond lengths shorter than experiment. Seijo
et al. [3] used a different minimal basis set and calculated metal-ligand bond distances to be shorter than experimental distances by 0.02-0.12 A for metal-caiixMiyls
and 0.01-0.05 A for metal-alkvls.
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Luthi and coworkers [10], using a (I2s8p4d/%s5p3d) metal basis set Co optimize
the geometry of some transition-metal cyclopentadienyl (Cp) sandwich compounds,
calculated metal-ring distances 0.16-0.24 A longer than experimental distances for
neutral complexes. However, the errors for cationic complexes were half those of the
neutral species. Yates and Pitzer [11] optimized the geometry of some transition
metal trifluorides using a large Wachters (\4s\\p5d/9s7p2d)
basis set for the metal.
In contrast to the Cp compounds, their metal-fluoride bond distances were all about
0.13 A shorter than the experimental bond distance.
A number of studies have been done on nickel compounds [4,8,12,13], including
extensive studies on nickel tetracarbonyl in which large basis sets were used (4,13J.
The smallest of these basis sets, a Wachters (\2s6p4d/Ss6p3d), gave the best result
with a nickel-carbon bond distances 0.02 A longer than the experimental distance.
Better basis sets had even longer Ni — C distances.
The geometries of some nitrosyl complexes were optimized. Using an STO-3G basis set, Pietro and Hehre [2] optimized the geometry of (C5H5)Ni(NO) and calculated
the nickel-nitrogen bond distance to be 0.029 A shorter than the experimental bond
distance. Guest et al. [5] examined Cr(NO)4 using a modified Wachters (I4s9p5d'
10s8/?3d) basis set and calculated a chromium-nitrosyl bond length 0.07 A shorter
than the experimental value. Unlike CO and Cp ligands that generally have metalligand bond distances too long, metal-nitrosyl bond lengths tend to be shorter than
the experimental values.
The small basis sets used thus far for geometry optimizations of organomerallic
compounds have been inadequate in calculating the equilibrium geometry for two
reasons. One, the results are less accurate than one would expect based on results of
small molecules. Two, the errors are unpredictable and vary widely from too short
to too long. Large basis sets have been used with better success, and, generally,
they have resulted in metal-ligand bond distances longer than experimental results.
Although the results are still not as accurate as one would like, the errors in the largebasis-set calculations are generally predictable. A modest basis set that will reduce
the large error of small basis set calculations, that will give bond lengths that follow
the trend of large basis sets, and that will produce predictable errors is needed. It
is the intent of this study to suggest such a modest-sized basis set.
2. Computational Details
Our rationale for choosing a basis set begins with the hope of finding a metal and
ligand basis set that has the accuracy and compactness of the standard 3-21G basis
for small molecules. Although one might wish higher accuracy in many cases, we
would consider it a success if we could routinely achieve "3-21G" accuracy for
metal-ligand bond lengths and angles. Thus, basis sets used for Hgand atoms
C,N,and O were Huzinaga (33-3) [14] split into (321-21), where the first group of
digits (321) represents all the s functions and the second group the p functions. The
digits show how many primitive Gaussian functions make up each contracted function. Thus this basis set has 3 contracted s functions that are made up of 3,2, and I
primitives, respectively, and 2 contracted p functions that are made up of 2 and i
primitives, respectively. In a different notation, this basis set would be a (6$3p!3$2p)
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or a 3-21G. For H a Huzinaga (3) 114) basis set was split into (21) that is equal to
Ox/2s). For the metal atoms, previous work suggested that a diffuse M component is
needed 115), and for highly ligated systems the atomic 4s orbital is too diffuse. Some
preliminary calculations suggested that splitting a small d basis did not provide a diffuse enough d function to achieve the desired accuracy. Thus, Huzinaga (4322-42-3)
basis set> [ 14] for the metals were modified by deleting the 45 function and adding
diffuse p and d functions, resulting in a (432-421-31), equal to (Wslp4df5s3p2d),
where we have included both s components of the two d functions as 4.v and 4.v'
functions. The geometry of several test molecules was then optimized using several
different sets of values for the exponenets of the diffuse p and d functions. The exponents for the different sets of/? and d functions were 0.07 and 0.1.0.34 and 0.2. and
0.21 and 0.3 for the test molecules. The ratio of p to d exponents (5:7) was fixed, so
that the radial functions had maximum overlap.
Larger basis sets for the metals were used in addition to the ones mentioned above
for Cr(NO)^ and Ni(CO)4. The largest of these was a Huzinaga (5333-53-5) 114]
modified by splitting and adding diffuse s, p, and d functions that gave a (5333-52113111), equal to (l9s9p6d/\0s4p4d). The added diffuse functions had exponents that
were one-third the value of the most diffuse functions of the original Huzinaga basis
set. The basis sets on the ligand atoms were also modified to include polarization
functions.
All calculations were done at the Cornell Theory Center Production Supercomputer
Facility using FPS264 Array Processors attached to an IBM 3090-400. The program
used to optimize the geometry was GAMESS (Generalized Atomic and Molecular
Electronic Structure System).
3. Results
Basis Set Determination
The first organometallic complex studied, Ni(CO)4, was optimized using six ditferent basis sets (see Table I). We assumed a rigid tetrahedral geometry and allowed the
Ni—C and C—O bond distances to vary. The first three basis sets for Ni are modified Huzinaga (4322-42-3), and the last three are modified Huzinaga (5333-53-5).
The most diffuse s, p, and d functions were split for the fourth basis set. The fifth
basis set had s,p, and d functions added to the already split fourth basis set, and the
sixth basis set was further improved by adding polarization functions to the C and O
basis sets. For our modest basis set the Ni—C bond distance is sensitive to the value
of the exponents of the diffuse p and d functions. As the diffuse functions were contracted, the Ni — C bond length decreased. The basis set which gave a Ni—C distance closest to the experimental bond distance and followed the same trend as large
basis sets is the second. Faegri and Almlof [4], using four different basis sets to optimize the geometry of Ni(CO)4, also found that their smallest basis set, {\2sdp4dl
Ss6p3d) for the metal, gave a Ni — C bond distance closest to the experimental
distance (short by 0.02 A). Other optimizations of the Ni — C bond distance by
Seijo et al. [3] using a (333-33-3) basis set and by Pietro and Hehre [2] using an
STO-3G basis set gave distances shorter than the experiment distance by 0.112 and
0.255 A, respectively.
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TABLE I.

Nickel-carbonyl bond lengths for Ni(CO)4.

Ni basis set

Diffuse p

^i.iuse d

Ni —CO

Calc. - Exp.

£(a.u.|

432-421-31
432-421-31
432-421-31
53321-521-311
533211-5211-3111
533211-5211-3111
+ PF'
Experimental

0.070
0.140
0.210

0.100
u.200
0.300

1.954
1.854
1.793
1.846
1.906
1.916

+0.116
+0.016
-0.045
+0.008
+0.068
+0.078

-1952.7688
-1952.8228
-1952.7679
-1954.5420
-1954.5945
-1954.9146

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.838"

"Polarization functions added to C and O.
"Reference 21.

Improvement of the basis set to a (145 Up5d/5s4p2d), basis 4 in Table I, lengthened the Ni—C bond distance beyond the experimental distance. Further improvement of the basis sets, bases 5 and 6, lengthened the Ni—C bond even further away
from the experimental distance, with basis 6 giving a bond length longer than the experimental value by 0.078 A. This trend was also observed by Faegri and Almlof [4],
whose largest basis set (15sllp&/l//ll5,8/?4rfl/) gave a Ni—C bond length 0.077 A
longer than the experimental bond length. Further improvement of their calculation
by including relativistic effects only reduced the error in the bond length to 0.056 A.
Previously, Spangler et al. [16] used a Ni(l5sUp6d/Us$p3d)
basis set and found
the Ni—C distance to be long by 0.046 A.
The C—O bond distance was insensitive to changes in the nickel basis set. The
split basis set used for C and O gave C—O bond lengths that deviated from the experimental bond distance by less than one-hundreth of an Angstrom. Only when polarization functions were added to the C and O basis sets was any significant change
observed in the C—O bond distance. This improvement of the basis set shortened
the C—O bond length to a distance almost three-hundreths of an Angstrom shorter
than the experimental bond length and lengthened the Ni—C bond distance by onehundreth of an Angstrom.
The geometry of Cr(NO)4 was also optimized using basis sets analogous to those in
Table I. The results, given in Table II, show that our largest basis set, basis 6, gives
a metal-ligand bond distance closest to the experimental bond distance (short by
0.064 A). However, using our best modest basis set, basis 1, the optimized bond distance was only slightly shorter than the distance optimized using our large basis set.
For basis 1, the Cr—N bond distance was optimized at 1.687 A, 0.076 A shorter
than the experimental bond distance, and the N—O bond length was 0.021 A longer
than the experimental value. Guest et al. [5], using a Roos (I2s6p4d/4s2pld) basis
set for chromium augumented with additional s, p, and d functions, calculated a
Cr—N bond distance 0.098 A shorter than the experimental value; an even larger
basis set reduced the error slightly to 0.070 A short. When correlation effects were
included in the optimization by doing a 4956 configuration CASSCF calculation, the
bond distance was only 0.037 A shorter lhan the experimental va!*ie.
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TABLE

Cr basis set
L=
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

NO
432-421-31
432-421-31
432-421-31
53321-521-311
533211-5211-3111
533211-5211-3111
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II. Metal-ligand bond lengths for CrtNO)., and Cr(CO),,.
Diffuse p

0.070
0.140
0.210

Diffuse d

Cr—L

Calc. - Exp.

E(a.u.)

0.100
0.200
0.300

1.687
1.661
1.645
1.690
1.691
1.699

-0.076
-0.102
-0.118
-0.073
-0.072
-0.064

-1555.5590
-1555.5739
-1555.5454
-1556.5544
-1556.9880
-1557.3314

+0.058
+0.002
+0.001

-1714.2952
-1714.3016
-1714.2928

+ PF*

i.763h

Experimental
L = CO
1. 432-421 31
2. 432-421-31
3. 432-421-31
Experimental

0.070
0.140
0.210

0.100
0.200
0.300

1.972
1.916
1.915
1.914*

'Polarization functions added to N and O.
"Reference 22.
"Reference 23.

A second chromium complex Cr(CO)6 was optimized using the same metal basis
sets as the first three used for Cr(NO)4 (shown in Table II). The bond distances calculated using basis 3 gave the best results, with the Cr—C bond length 0.001 A longer
and a C — O bond length 0.002 A shorter than the experimental bond lengths.
The STO-3G basis set used by Pietro and Hehre [2] gave a Cr—C bond distance
0.125 A shorter than the experimental bond distance, and Seijo et al. [3], using a
(3333-33-3) basis set, calculated the Cr—C bond distance to be 0.040 A shorter
than the experimental bond distance. Our calculations agree with the observation
by Guest et al. [5] that geometry optimization of metal-carbonyls using large basis
sets tend to give M—CO bond lengths longer than the experimental value, whereas
metal-nitrosyls tend to give M—NO bond lengths shorter than the experimental
value. Including correlation improves both the metal-carbonyl and metal-nitrosyl
bond lengths.
The results from Tables I and II *ere used to determine the values of the diffuse p
and d exponents for the modest basis set (i.e., bases 1-3). Basis 1 gave the smallest
variance for the metal-ligand bond distances for the two chromium complexes. Basis
2 gave the lowest energy for both complexes. Therefore, we compromised on p and d
exponents of 0.107 and 0.150, respectively. For Ni(CO)4, the results of basis 2 were
the lowest energy and the smallest variance in the Ni—C bond distance. We increased the Ni p and d exponents to 0.150 and 0.210 to yield even increments of the
exponents for the metals between chromium and nickel. These optimal values for Cr
and Ni were then used to interpolate and extrapolate the values for other first-row
transition metals. The values of the diffuse p and d functions for the first-row transition metals are shown in Table III. These exponents were then used with the modi-
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TABLE III.

Exponents for the diffuse p and
d functions.

Metal

P

d

Ti
V
Cr

0.086
0.096
0.107
0.118
0.129
0.139
0.150
0.161

0.120
0.135
0.150
0.165
0.180
0.195
0.210
0.225

Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu

fied Huzinaga (4322-42-3) in geometry optimizations of other metal complexes,
including the three complexes above.
Geometry Optimizations of Other Complexes
The optimized Fe—C bond lengths for Fe(CO)5 (see Table IV) gave an equatorial
Fe—C bond 0.013 A shorter and an axial Fe—C bond 0.065 A longer than the respective experimental bond lengths. The optimized geometry shows the axial ironcarbonyl bond distance as longer than the equatorial iron-carbonyl bond distance,
whereas the experimental structure shows the equatorial iron-carbonyl bonds as
longer than the axial iron-carbonyl bonds. Pietro and Hehre's optimization [2] of
Fe(CO)5 using an STO-3G basis set also showed the axial Fe—C bond distance as
longer than the equatorial Fe—C bond distance, with the bond lengths differing from
the experimental bond lengths by 0.209 and 0.184 A, respectively. Demuynek,
Strich, and Veillard [17], using a double-zeta basis set, found the axial Fe—C bond
distance to be 0.170 A longer than the experimental value and the equatorial Fe—C
bond distance to agree with experiment. Luthi, Seigbahn, and Almolf [7], usiog a
large basis set, also found large differences between the theoretical and the experimental metal-carbonyl bond lengths. They showed that this error in die bond lengths
is due to a lack of electron correlation. Using a large a calculation, they showed that
the axial Fe—C bond distance was only 0.003 A longer and the equatorial Fe—C
bond distance only 0.009 A longer than the experimental bond distances.
A number of polyene-metal complexes were optimized. The first, Cr(C6H6}:, gave
a Cr-benzene distance 0.067 A longer than the experimental value. Using an STO-3G
basis set, Pietro and Hehre [2] calculated the Cr-benzene distance at 0.081 A shorter
than the experimental distance. The error in the C—C and C—H bond distances
was less than a 0.02 A for all the metal-polyene complexes.
The metal-ring distance of Fe(C5Hj)2 optimized at 1.831 A, which is 0.181 A
longer man the experimental distance. A large error in the metal-ring distance was
also observed by Pietro and Heher [2] using an STO-3G basis set. Studies by Lathi
and coworkers [6,18] on ferrocene and decamethylferrocene gave calculated metalring distances 0.230 A longer than the experimental distance, even when the basis
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TABLE IV. Metal-ligand bond distances.
Complex
Cr(CO)6
Fe(CO),

Calculation
SCF
SCF

Ni(CO)4

SCF

cncji6h

SCF

Fe(C 5 H 5 ),

SCF

Ni(C4H4),
Cr(NO)4
(CftHftJCKCO),

SCF
SCF

(C5H5)Mn(CO),

SCF

GVB
SCF

GVB

MnH(CO),

SCF

Cr—CO
Fe-COH
Fe—CO,,
Ni—CO
Cr—Bz
Fe—Cp
Fe—Cp
Ni — Bu
Cr—NO
Cr—Bz
Cr—CO
Mn—Cp
Mn—CO
Mn—Cp
Mn—CO
Mn—COa,
Mn—CO«,
Mn—H

Experiment

Our basis

1.914"
1.807"
1.827
1.838d
1.616'
.65*

1.922
1.872
1.814
1.838
1.683
1.831
1.762
.663
.679
.814
.868
.917
.883
.846
.831
.897
.903
.597

.726'
,763k
.74m
.842
.795"
.80

1.822°
1.852
1.601

Accurate SCF

2.047'
1.874
I.92I C
1.88h
1.722'
1.6931

"Reference 23.
b
Reference 24.
'Reference 7.
"Reference 21.
'Reference 4.
'Reference 25.
^Reference 26.
••Reference 6.
'Distance taken from (Ni(C4H4)Cl2]3, [20].
'Reference 8.
"Reference 22.
'Reference 5.
""Reference 27.
"Reference 28.
"Reference 29.

sets approached the Hartree-Fock limit. Geometry optimizations of a number of
other first-row transition-metal cyclopentadienyl sandwich complexes gave metal-ring
distances from 0.160 to 0.230 A longer than experimental distances [10], The long
metal-ligand distance is primarily due to a poor description of the covalent character
of metal-Cp bonds at the Hartree-Fock level.
Taylor and Hall [19], using a double-zeta basis set, optimized the ferrocene metalring distance at the SCF level and calculated it to be 0.250 A longer than the experimental value. They improved the calculation by using the generaiizcd-moieciilarorbital-configuration-interaction technique that reduced the error in the metal-ring
distance to 0.070 A. Luthi et al. (9J did an MCSCF-CJ geometry optimization, with
over a million configurations in the final ci, plus corrections for reiarivistic effects.
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Their best calculation reduced the error in the metal-ring distance to 0.07 A. We
included electron correlation by doing a perfect-pairing GVB calculation with four
pairs of orbitals. Two pairs were pi type, each of which was made up of one of the
metal dx: or dv. orbitals in combination with one of the ring pi combinations of the
p. orbitals. The other two pairs were delta-like, each pair consisting of one of the </,,
or dx2-v2 orbitals in combination with one of the ring delta combinations of the p.
orbitals. The error was reduced to 0.112 A, which is similar to the size of the error
observed for the Cr(C6Hb)2 metal-ring distance.
A third polyene complex, Ni(C4H4)2, optimized to a metai-ring distance of 1.663 A.
The Ni(C4H4)2 complex has not yet been synthesized, so the optimized geometry was
compared to the crystal structure [20] of [(C4Me4)NiCl2]:. The calculated metal-ring
distance is 0.063 A shorter than this experimental distance. Pitzer, Goddard, and
Schaefer [8], using a Ni(\4s9p6d/l0s6p3d),
C(\0s6p/6s3p), H(5s/3s) basis set,
calculated the metal-ring distance in Ni(C4H4): to be 0.018 A shorter than the experimental distance. It is not surprising that the larger basis set of Pitzer et al. [8] gives
a longer metal-ring distance than does our modest basis set. However, unlike geometry optimizations on other polyene complexes (cyclopentadiene and benzene).
[2.6, 8, 18, 19], the calculated metal-ring distances are shorter than the experimental
value. The short calculated metal-ring distance could be due to substitution of a
cyclobutadiene ligand for the chloride ligands.
The bond lengths for the optimized (C6H6)Cr(CO)3 complex were consistent with
calculations done on dibenzene chromium and chromium hexacarbonyl. The metalring distance is 0.074 A longer and the Cr—C distance is 0.026 A longer than the
experimental bond lengths. The C—C bonds in the benzene ring were optimized by
allowing the C—C bonds eclipsed with the carbonyls to change independently of the
C—C bonds not eclipsed by the carbonyls The optimized C—C bond lengths are
within 0.004 A of experimental results and showed that the C—C bond lengths alternate long and short, the eclipsed C—C bonds being longer by 0.02 A 130,31].
A geometry optimization was also done on (C5H5)Mn(CO),. The calculated metalring bond length is longer than the experimental bond length by 0.122 A. which is
consistant with other calculations on metal-cyclopentadiene complexes. The calculated metal-carbonyl bond length is 0.083 A longer than the experimental bond
length. This difference in the metal-carbonyl bond length is larger than other calculated metal-carbonyl bonds. It was hypothesized that correcting the metal-ring distance, by including only metal-ring electron correlation, would result in a metalcarbonyl bond distance that would better agree with other calculations. The GVB
geometry optimization, a PPGVB similar to that done on ferrocene, decreased the
error in the metal-ring distance to 0.051 A and reduced the difference between the
calculated and experimental metal-carbonyl distances to 0.031 A.
Long Mn—CO bond lengths were also found for HMn(CO),. The Mn—CO«»,
bond was 0.075 A and the Mn—COequauma| bond was 0.051 A longer than the experimental bond lengths. However, the Mn — H bond length was very close: only 0.0G4
A shorter than the experimental value. Pietro and Hehre [21, using an STO-3G basis
set, calculated the Mn —CO axial and Mn — COCMuatorial bonds 0.090 and 0.129 A
longer, respectively, than the experimental values. Their Mn — H distance is 0.023 A
longer than the experimental value.
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4. Conclusion
Our modest basis set gives metal-carbonyl bond distances in good agreement with
experimental distances, with an average error of 0.03 A longer. The error is in the
same direction as that found with large basis sets but is smaller in magnitude. Areiie
ligands tend to give somewhat larger errors, with the average error for metal-benzene
being 0.07 A longer. Metal-cyclopentadiene bond lengths are optimized, with an average error of 0.15 A longer. By including electron correlation at the simple GVB
level this large error can be greatly reduced to that of the arenes. The optimized
metal-nitrosyl bond length was 0.07 A shorter. Overall, the behavior of our basis always predicts metal-ligand bond lengths shorter than large basis sets.
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primative. Their M—CO bond distances are longer than the experiment by an average error of 0.11 A, whiuh compares to our average error of 0.03 A.
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Abstract
A symmetric group approach is presented for performing large scale, direct configuration interaction (ci) studies of electronic correlation effects in molecules. Two alternative graphical methods are described for representing very large sets of lexically
ordered orbital configurations. One is suited for truncations in the number of core orbitals and the other for changes in the number of virtual orbitals. The Hamiltoiiian
matrix elements are constructed using a graphical approach for localizing the oneand two-electron contributions. Compact and direct algorithms are given for calculating the irreducible representation matrices of S(N) for the "line-up" permutations.
The program implementation Gf the ci procedure, PEDICI, calculates directly firstorder molecular one-electron properties and transition probabilities from a multireference space for general excitation schemes.
1. Introduction
Conceptually the method of configuration interaction (ci) is extremely simple [1].
Accordingly, the ci approach has often been considered to be the most attractive
method to be applied in electron correlation studies. Starting from a given set of JH
spatial one-electron orbitals, (<£>,, <£>2> • • • ,$«), we construct electronic configurations
for the N-electron system as tensor products of rank N. From this basis we obtain
antisymmetric configuration state functions (CSFS) that conveniently, for a spin-free
Hamiltonian, are adapted to the total spin operators S2 and S. with the quantum numbers S and M. Finally the Hamiltonian is diagonal ized within the basis in order to obtain approximate total energies and eigenfunctions. In practical applications it turns
out that the rate of convergence of ci expansions is very slow. It means that the number of CSFS that are required in order to obtain reliable predictions of molecular properties even for small molecules becomes very large. As a consequence several
different approaches and dedicated algorithms have been used in the last decade for
handling the individual problems in the ci procedure.
Very successfully graphical techniques have been applied in the generaaon, storage, and ordering of the very long configuration lists [2,3]. Unitary awl symmetric
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group algebras (U(n), Sli(2), and S(/V)l have provided extremely compact and simple
formulas for the interconfigurational matrix elements. An account of the vuious formulations is found in Refs. 4-7. A direct ci technique was developed that avoids the
storage of a huge list of matrix element formulas [8,9]. Particularly, the approach is
very appropriate when it is combined with one of the iterative techniques for the diagonalization of very large Hamiltonian matrices [ 10,11 ]. At present most of the various direct ci algorithms have been implemented on computers, and the programs today provide very efficient tools for studying electron correlation in molecules. Usually the implementations are particularly dedicated to efficiently perform so-called
multireference single-double ci (MRSD-CI) calculations that in many cases provide reliable results for first-order molecular properties. The same is not to be expected, however, for second-order properties owing to the higher excited intermediate states in
the perturbation expansion series.
In this paper we present the basic algorithms used in a recently developed direct ci
program, PEDICI, which is based on the symmetric group approach [12-15]. The
methods used in the implementation are general and do not limit the program to handling only a maximum of two electrons excited out of a multireference configuration
space. This is in contrast to the strategy used in a recent implementation of the symmetric group graphical approach (SGGA) by Duch and Karwowski [12,13]. Particularly we wish to describe those fundamental methods that are new in the present
method and refer to Refs. 12-15 for a more self-contained account. First we describe
briefly the graphical storage of orbital configuration in the symmetric group approach
and introduce a new lexical ordering scheme that allows changes in the number of
core orbitals during the iteration cycles. In the previous numbering scheme it was
only possible to modify the number of external virtual orbitals [3]. Secondly we
present a nested and chained search algorithm for locating integral contributions in
the Hamiltonian matrix that is combined with a recent direct algorithm for determining the irrep matrix elements of the spin-coupling matrices. In Section 4 we discuss
the program implementation.
2.

Storage and Ordering of Orbital Configurations

Let (<£,, 0 2 , . . . , <frM) represent a set of M spatial one-electron orbitals and let the
number n(i), 1 < / < Af, denote the occupation of the orbital fa in a given orbital
configuration. That is, we have the conditions
n{i) = 0, 1, or 2

(la)

and

An arbitrary orbital configuration can be represented by an occupation number vector
n of length M
(2),ii(3)

n(M))

which corresponds to a spatial /V-electron function of the form

(2)
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<D(n) = <*>„( 1 )<fc,(2)<h,<3) • • • <f>,JN)

(3)

where n(i) indicates the number of times the orbital <£>, occurs in the tensor product.
Finally the CSFS to be used in the configuration interaction expansions may be expressed as antisymmetrized products of spatial configurations and spin eigenfurtctions
\n;S,M,p) =A [4>(n)O(5, M, p)].

(4)

The form of these, however, are never used explicitly in the calculations, since the
spin adaptation is done by means of the irrep matrices for S(N).
Following the procedure in Refs. 3, 12, and 13 we represent the three possible
orbital occupations, n(i) = 0, 1, 2, graphically as shown in Figure 1. The possible
orbital configurations may now be conveniently stored as different paths constructed
from the orbital occupation segments in a configuration graph consisting of M rows,
corresponding to the orbitals 1 to M, and N columns, representing the electrons. With
each point in the graph we associate a vertex weight, w(i,j), which indicates the
number of ways it is possible to reach the point, (i,j), starting from the top (head) of
the graph. In compact form the numbers are usually obtained by using in a stepwise
manner the relationship

Mi + U) = MU ~ 2) + MiJ - 1) + MiJ)

(5)

for increasing values of i, (i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , M ) , and (j = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,N). In Eq. (5)
we assume w(0,0) = 1 and that all the values that are not defined are set equal to
zero. A lexical index for a given path, represented by an occupation vector n, is now
usually defined as [12]
M

/(n) = 1 + ^yiiMD)

(6)

where N(i) denotes the accumulated occupations of the orbitals
N(i) = V n(k)

Orbital
number

(7)

(case 1)

(case 2)

{case 3)

n(i) *= 0

n(i) *» l

nCi) * 2

I..

X.

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the three possible occupation numbers for orfeitel«,.
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and the matrix y(i,j) is given by

y(ij)=

0

if nii) = 0

w(i - IJ)

if«(/) = 1

w(i - \J - 1) + w{i - IJ)

ifnii) = 2

(8)

which we in the following refer to as the sum of weights "above" a path. Characteristic for the lexical ordering defined in Eqs. (5)-(8) is that it provides a dense numbering of the configurations and that the sequence numbers are not changed if the
configuration basis is increased by including more virtual orbitals to the orbital set
(i.e., orbital M + 1, M + 2 , . . . ) .
We now consider an alternative possibility for obtaining weights by starting from
the bottom of the graph. If we for convenience denote these weights by capital letters, W(i,j), we have the recursion relationship
W(i - IJ) = W(i,j) + WiiJ + 1) + WiiJ + 2)

(9)

for decreasing values of i, (i = M,..., 3,2,1), W(M,M) = 1, and all values outside the graph set equal to zero. Naturally an algorithm similar to die previous oae
couid be used for obtaining a lexical indexing scheme: that is, to define the new v
numbers as the sum of weights "below" the path. This choice, however, has the disadvantage that it gives the highest index for the configuration n = ( 2 , 2 , 2 , . . . , 0 , 0 )
that is usually one of the main reference configurations. Also, for the same configuration the index would vary with both the number of virtual and the number of core
levels included in the orbital basis. Instead we define a set of Y(i,j) values by
WiiJ + 1) + WiiJ + 2) if nii) = 0

YUJ) =

WiiJ + 2)

if»(i)=l

0

if nii) = 2

(10)

and we obtain a new lexical index, I'in), for a given tath by

which is of the same form as Eq. (6). In this alternative indexing scheme it is possible to increase the number of orbitals to be included in the a by decreasing the number of core levels without changing the numbering of the previous configurations.
As an example of the two ordering schemes, we present in Figures 2 and 3 the two
weight graphs for a system of 8 electrons described by 12 orbitals with orbital I being
a doubly occupied core orbital. In both cases the multireference space consists of
three configurations, and all singly and doubly excited configurations are Included in
the correlation treatment. In Figure 2 we show the truncation in the virtual space, and
in Figure 3 the reduction is done by "freezing" orbital 2 as a doubly occupied core
orbital. The two alternative ordering schemes are very useful in large computations,
where it becomes possible in the first series of iterations to reduce the dimension of
the ci problem and perform a partial prediagonalization to improve the efficiency
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of the configuration space for an 8-dectron system described by 12 orbitals. The dashed line indicates truncation in the number of virtual orbitals.

in the rate of convergence. The choice of ordering scheme will depend on the nature
of the system considered.
3. Location and Evaluation of Matrix Elements
The configuration graph in the symmetric group approach is very simple. Therefore, a loop-driven approach for locating the matrix element contributiofis becomes
attractive. It implies that it is necessary to store the information about the size of the
individual spin-coupled subblocks in a so-called index vector V(/(n)) that may be defined by the relationship
-

1)=/

(12)

where / is the number of allowed spin couplings for the orbital configuration m, and
V(0) = 0. The index vector, however, makes it possible immediately to utilize Abelian point group symmetry.
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Figure 3. Graphical representation of the configuration space for an 8-cIectron system described by 12 orbitals. The dashed line indicates extension of the number of core orbitals.

The generation of Hamiltonian matrix element contributions is done by fee following sequence of operations [12-14]. (1) From an ordered list of transformed integrals,
obtain the values and indices for a small number of integrals. (2) Locate all the possible "integral shape segments" in the graph that can be associated with the integral
indices. (3) Obtain for each location the matching permutation, P, and the position of
the block in the Hamiltonian matrix using the index vector. (4) Generate the representation matrix for P. In the last step usually a whole rectangular block of matrix element contributions are obtained.
Since the ordering of integrals is described in Refs. 12-14, we do not consider the
problem in any details. The second problem (2) may become quite time consuming if
the number of orbitals is large. To optimize this process we use a chained method
that we have found increases the efficiency considerably. Assume we have available
the three two-electron integrals (nk\ml), (nl\mk), and (nm\ik) with k < I < m < m
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and that we wish to locate the contribution corresponding to the shape shown in Figure 4. The shape corresponds to the Hamiltonian matrix element H(kl; mn) listed in
formula A(9) of Ref. 15. From the shape we see that there is a hierarchy of 9 loops
ordered inside each other. Four are due to the possible positions for the segments in
the rows k, I, m, and n, and five are coming from the independent looping of the
intermediate regions A, B, C, D, and E. Starting at the top of the graph we loop the
shape in the sequence A >k>B>l>C>m>D>n>E,
indicating that

A

5

n

Figure 4. Graphical representation of one of the matrix element contributions from formula A(9) of Ref. 15.
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we loop, for a given A loop, all positions for the Ar-row segment, etc. At each stage
in the hierarchy we update a partial configuration index and a current number of
singly occupied orbitals. Using this scheme we have found that these numbers are
very efficiently obtained.
To generate the final matrix elements, we note that the matching permutations are
uniquely determined by the partial index that counts the number of singly occupied
orbitals [ 151. In the case where the procedure is limited to treat only single and double
excitations out of a multireference space, the construction of coupling coefficients
can be simplified considerably [12,13], It is not possible, however, in the general
case considered. First we note that the permutations involved in the matrix elements
can always be written as a simple product of cycles of the form
CUJ) = (/,/ + l . i + 2 , . . . J - l,j),

i <j.

(13)

The reason is that the other permutations that occur in the expressions for the Hamiltonian matrix elements can always be readily decomposed into simple cycles of the
form (13) [15]. Cyclic permutations that have one omission, say k, can be written as
i,/; k) = C(i,k - l)C(k,k + \)C(k - IJ),

i <k <j,

(14)

and any tranposition may be decomposed using
UJ) = C(j,i + \)C(i,j),

i <j.

(15)

In order to evaluate irreps for permutations of the form in Eqs. (13)—(I5> efficiently, we use a recent general method for calculation of representation matrices of
S(N) [16]. The method utilizes the Yamanouchi-Kotani coupling scheme [17], and it
is directly based on the information contained in the associated Young tableaux [6].
An important property of the procedure is that it is only necessary to evaluate this
information once in a computation for a given spin state, provided that the so-called
dictionary ordering of the tableaux are used [6]. To illustrate the reason, consider the
five-spin tableaux for a six-electron system in a singlet state. Using the standard
ordering we have the sequence
13 5
2 4 6

1 2 5
3 4 6

(1)

(2)

1 3 4
2 5 6
(3)

1 2 4
3 5 6
(4)

1 2 3
4 5 6
(5)

1 2 5
3 4 6

1 2 4
3 5 6
(4)

1 2 3
4 5 6

and in the dictionary ordering we get
1 35
2 4 6
(1)

1 3 4
2 5 6
(2)

(3)

(5)

In a ci treatment of the system, the number of singly occupied orbitals can be 0, 2.
4, or 6, which correspond to the spin degeneracies 1, 1,2, and 5. When a pair of
electrons occupy the same orbital we wish to represent it by formally removing die
first column of the tableaux and to refer to the other entries by subtracting 2 from the
numbers. This is a consequence of the fact that we use the ordering and the formulas
in [15] where all doubly occupied orbitals are chosen as the first factors in the orbital
configurations. In the present case we observe that for one doubly occupied orbital
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we must select tableau (1) and (3) using the standard ordering, whereas in the dictionary ordering we just have to use the first two tableaux. (1) and (2), in order to get
tableaux that can be associated with the occupation. This result holds in general, and
it is very important for the efficiency of the procedure. In practice it implies that the
time used for the construction of the submatrices only becomes quadratic in their
dimensions 116).
4. Implementation and Discussion
The algorithms presented have been used in the implementation of a new multireference Cl program, PED1CI. The program is not especially dedicated for any particular excitation scheme or spin state. In addition to the ci treatment, we use
the described techniques for obtaining, to first order, molecular properties and transition probabilities. At present we are implementing the evaluation of second-order
properties.
In a symmetric group approach the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are usually
obtained in blocks. It means that the localization and evaluation of individual matrix
elements is avoided. In the very innermost loops of the procedure we generate the irreps of S(A0 and perform the multiplication of the vectors in the iterations. We expect
that this separation of the computationally heavy parts of the calculations will make it
possible to utilise efficiently the vector facilities on modern computers.
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Abstract
Basis set "balance" in the expansion of the large and small components of Dirac
4-spinors has proved successful in preventing the blatant "variational failure" that has
plagued Dirac-Fock basis set expansion calculations. The criterion of basis set balance, however, was derived from the Dirac equation assuming that the external Coulomb potential V satisfies the condition |V| <? c2. Consequently, for a finite value of
c, a conventional balanced basis does not necessarily satisfy the boundary condition
at the origin, although it may recover the correct nonrelativistic limit as c approaches
infinity. This is the case with "balanced" Gaussian basis calculations that employ the
point nucleus approximation. We show that this drawback may be removed by forfeiting the point nucleus approximation in favor of a finite nucleus of uniform proton
charge distribution: the imposition of the finite nucleus boundary cau'^s the solution
to be Gaussian at the origin.
1. Introduction
Dirac-Fock (DF) SCF calculations by the method of expansion in a basis have been
plagued by "variational failure," a phenomenon in which computed energies lie
below the numerical limits [1-3]. The primary mechanism for the variational failure
in DF calculations has been attributed to an inadequate representation of the small
components of the Dirac 4-spinors, which produces a deficit in the calculated kinetic
energy [1].
Basis set "balance" in the expansion of the large an * small components of the
Dirac 4-spinors has proved successful at least in preventing complete variational failure [3-5]. The criterion of basis set balance, however, was derived from the Dirac
equation assuming that the external Coulomb potential V satisfies the condition
|Vj <^ c 2 [3,4]. Therefore, a balanced basis constructed according to the criterion
may lead to the correct nonrelativistic limit as c approaches infinity. However, for a
finite value of c, the balanced basis does not necessarily satisfy the boundary condiHMTERNATIONAL ,OURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 52.1-532 «N«7|
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tions near the origin where the potential V is singular [6,7|. As a result, such a basis
fails to reproduce the correct relativistic kinematics near the origin because it fails to
reproduce the exact solutions there |6,7J. This is the case with integer Gaussian-type
basis calculations that employ the point nucleus approximation i8|.
in the present study, we show that this defect may be removed by forfeiting
the point nucleus approximation in favor of a nucleus of uniform proton charge distribution.
2.

Balanced Gaussian Basis Expansion

In the DK scheme, the behavior of an electron in a central field potential V is
described by a coupled radial Dirac equation of the form [2]
VP(r) + CTTkQ(r) = eP(r)
i-7r; P{r) + (V - 2c2)Q(r) = eQ(r)

(la)
(Ib)

with
d
Trk =

k
H

dr

d
and

r

k

TTk — — -I
dr
r

c is the speed of light (= 137.03658 a.u.). The radial functions P(r) and Q(r) are
referred to as the upper and lower components of the Dirac spinor, respectively. They
may be expanded in basis sets, {/f(r)} and {/?(/•)}•

a)
From Eqs. (1) it is seen that the large and small components are coupled through the
off-diagonal TTk operation. This coupling through the vk operator produces, by a
subtle effect, the "variational failure" [1-7J. Because of this coupling, basis sets that
represent P(r) and Q(r) may nci be chosen independently. They must have a relationship to one another, i.e., be balanced [3,4]. A criterion of basis set balance may be
developed by first solving Eq. (lb) for Q(r). One obtains [9]
Q(r) = [2c2 - (V - e ) ] " W ; P(r)

(3}

As the nonrelativistic limit (c —* *=) is approached, i.e., \V\ < c~, Eq. (3) reduces to
13,41

Qir) = (2crliri P(r)

H)

Here it is clear that a basis set chosen for Q(r) must contain whatever functions are
generated by the action of irk on {/f(r)}, i.e., {ir^f^(r)} must lie within the linear
manifold spanned by {fj(r)}.
A balanced basis constructed in such a manner guarantees that tne calculated energies approach the correct Schrodinger limit as c approaches infinity. When c is finite,
however, the approximate solutions do not necessarily satisfy the boundary condition
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at the origin [6-8]. This is because the criterion of balance was derived assuming
that |V| <? c2, but this inequality does not hold near the origin where the Coulomb
potential V is singular. This is the case with the familiar Gaussian basis calculations
that employ the point nucleus approximation [8j.
In calculations on 5,., states, P(r)/r is expanded [10-12] in terms of the familiar IS
Gaussian-type functions (GTOS). {exp(-£,r2)},
,v

P(r) = 2>exp(-&r2)£

(5a)

where N is the number of 15 GTOS. The conventional "balance" criterion suggests
that the lower component be expanded [10-12] in terms of {TTV exp( — £,r"*} =
{r2exp(-C,r2}}.
.v

Cr)ril

(5b)

In calculations on Pl2 states, the intuitive choice for the expansion of P(r)/r is the
familiar 2p radial GTO, {r exp(-£,r 2 )},
N

kr 2 )£

(6a)

Aerts and Nieuwpoort proposed to expand Qtr)/r in terms of the "extended"' ksnetically balanced GTO, {exp(-£,r2)} and {r2 exp(~£.r2)} [10-11],
.V

.V

2

Q(r) = 2 r exp(-kr >i?,- + S '* exp(-^r2)a>,

(6b)

These conventional GTOS of integer power are the preferred choice for appSication
to molecular DF calculations because no new rnulticenter GTO integrals arise, and the
existing nonrelativistic multicenter GTO integral packages may be used in a straightforward manner.
With a point representation of the nucleus, both the exact P(r)/r and Q{r)/r have
an infinite cusp at the origin [13]. The variational solutions approximated by (5a, b)
and (6a, b), however, fail to satisfy the boundary conditions at the origin: the P(r)/r
and Q(r)/r approximated by the expansion (5a) and (6b) have finite values and zero
slope at the origin, whereas the Q(r)/r and P(r)/r given by (5b) and (6a) always
vanish there.
Therefore, the expansions (5a,b) and (6a,b) would only resemble the exact wave
functions in a least-squares sense, and they fail to correctly reproduce the relalivistic
dynamics near the origin. Furthermore, the expansions would require a number of
GTOS of high exponents to mimic the cusp behavior of the exact wave functions at
the origin.
In expansion calculations with the Dirac Hamiltonian, failure to satisfy the proper
boundary conditions may lead to a spurious solution degenerate in energy with the
exact wave function [6]. The criterion of basis set balance alone does not guarantee
convergence of the variational wave function to the exact solution. The following example illustrates the point.
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In calculations on the ISV2 state of hydrogenic systems, use of a single Slater-cype
basis of integer power re~ir in the expansion of both P(r) and Q(r) produces the
exact IS,, energy as a minimum when £ = Z/[l - (Z/C)2)1'. Although the infinite
cusp is absent, the variational solution is a reasonably accurate one for small nuclear
charge Z. However, the solution is a grossly incorrect form of a wave function for
large Z in which the infinite cusp is much more pronounced 16]. Thus, achieving the
limiting energy alone is no guarantee that the variational solution also has converged
to the true wave function. Variational approximations to electronic wave functions of
the unbounded Dirac Hamiltonian may not be found unless attention is paid to the
boundary condition at the origin.
The spurious solutions that are degenerate in energy with the physical ones are not
an artifact of the use of the basis set expansion scheme with the Dirac Hamiltonian
[6]. One may also obtain a spurious solution in the numerical DF scheme (14,15] if
the P(r) and Q(r) are expanded near the origin by a polynomial of the form
ry(a0 + a^r + a2r~ + • • •)

with y - 1 for the outward integration. In the numerical DF calculations, spurious solutions are avoided by imposing the correct boundary condition at the origin:
ry(aQ + axr + a2r2 + • - •)
withy = (1 - (z/c)2]12.
In calculations on the 2P, 2 state of hydrogenic atoms, failure to satisfy the
boundary conditions at the origin may lead to the bounds failure [6]. In a previous
work, a blatant "variational collapse" was noted with the use of a trial variational
function that lacks the infinite cusp [6]. There, the upper component function was
approximated by a single Slater-type basis,
P(r) = ry*' exp(-£r)£

(7a)

with y = [1 - (z/c)"]1'2, and the lower component by
Q(r) = (TJ, + r)2r)ry exp(-£r)

(7b)

where f, rj,, and TJ2 are linear variation parameters. The P(r) approximated by (7a)
always vanishes at the origin. Whereas the trial function for Q(r) has the "exact"
form of the IP, 2 lower component function, the P(r) lacks a basis function of the
form ry exp( — £r), which is capable of correctly reproducing the infinite cusp at the
origin [4,6].
In order to mimic the cusp behavior in terms of Gaussian functions, one would
need \P GTOS of noninteger power. Without such basis functions, the balanced GTO
expansion method would not, in principle, be a safe procedure in the point nucleus
approximation. The use of such a basis in the molecular DF calculations, however. Is
not only impractical, it is unnecessary.
In fact, the infinite cusp at the origin is an artifact owing to the use of a point
model of the atomic nucleus. By changing the boundary condition on the wave function at the origin, it is possible to remove the difficulty. With a finite representation
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of the nucleus, the cusp condition on the wave function may be relaxed. If we represent the nucleus as a finite uniform proton charge distribution, the potential inside is
harmonic, so that a Gaussian function can provide the ijrrect relativisfic kinematics
in that region [8].
In the uniform charge approximation of the finite nucleus, the potential inside the
nucleus is represented by [16,17]
V in = -(Z/2R)(3 -

r2/R2)

Here R is the nuclear radius given by [14]
R = 2.2677 x 10"5A"3
where A is the atomic mass number. The potential outside the nucleus is given by the
Coulomb potential, Vmt = -Z/r. With this representation of the potential, the Sia solutions near the origin may be given as [16,17]
P(r)/r

= 1 + g2r2 + g4r4 + • • •

(8a)

Q(r)/r

= f x r + / 3 r 3 + •••

(8b)

so that, for £ arbitrary parameters,
P{r) = r + gf3 + • • • * r exp(-£ L r 2 )
r2
In (8a,b), P(r)/r has a finite value and zero slope at the origin, whereas Q(r)/r vanishes there.
The Pv2 solutions near the origin may be represented as [ 16,17]
P(r)/r = r + g,r + • • •
2

Q(r)/r = f0 + f2r

+ •••

(9a)
(9b)

Then the upper and lower components may be written as
P(r) = r2 + g,r* + • • • * r2 exp(-£Lr2)
Qir) = for + fy-3 + • • • - Ar exp(-CJr2) + Br> exp(-&2)
In equations (9a,b), P(r)/r vanishes at the origin, whereas Q(r)/r has a finite value
and zero slope there.
The behaviors of the 51/2 and Pv2 solutions, (8a,b) and (9a,b), near the origin mt
precisely what the balanced GTO expansions, (5a,b) and (6a,b), provide, i.e., the imposition of the finite nucleus boundary causes the solutions to be the Gaussians [8].
Thus a Gaussian basis, balanced in the sense we have suggested [10-12], is capable
of reproducing the correct relativistic kinematics [18,19] near the nucleus, ror this
reason, it is also quite possible that the number of Gaussians needed to represent the
inner region in relativistic systems is smaller in the finite nucleus representation than
in the point nucleus representation. The use of a finite nucleus may then lead to economies in the size of GTO basis sets employed in the OF calculations.
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3. Calculations and Results
In order to explore the effect of replacing the point model of the atomic nucleus by
a nucleus of uniform proton charge distribution, calculations were performed on the
15,,: and 2P]2 states of -(H)Hg79* using the balanced GTO expansions (5a,b) and C6a,b),
respectively. The basis functions were taken to be those of even-tempered Gaussiaos.
Basis set parameters were optimized. Results for 15, : are presented in Tables I and
II. These results were also given in our preliminary study on the SSj: state of hydrogenic ions (8J. In each table. N represents the number of GTOS in the expansion
(2a,b). N is the same for both the large and small component sets, a and jS are the
optimized parameters of the even-tempered basis. In Tables I and II there are noticeable differences between the total energies calculated with the two different representations of the nucleus. Total electronic energy computed with the point nucleus
approximation lies nearly 2 a.u. below that computed with the finite nucleus model.
Energy as a function of basis set size converges faster in the extended nucleus case.
The numerical limit of the energy (—3530.195 a.u.) is attained with a 16-function
expansion. Even the 20-function expansion does not give the limiting value of the
energy (—3532.189 a.u.) in the point nucleus calculations. As we had expected, the
optimal exponents for the even-tempered basis are much smaller in the expansions in
which the extended nucleus is employed than for those in which the nucleus is taken
TABLE I. Results of calculations on 15, 2
Fig7"* with a point nucleus.

N

a

8
10
12

771
674
602
552
504
466
439

14

16
18
20

E (a.u.)
3.55
3.20
2 95
2.80
2.64
2.52
2.44

-3530 155
-3531.565
-3531.979
-3532.113
-3532.160
-3532.178
-3532.184

TABLE II. Results of calculations on IS, ;
Hg"~ with a finite nucleus.
N

a

8
10
12
14
16
18
20

756
636
532
441
375
292
198

E (a.u.)
3.49
3.06
2.72
2.44
2.20
2.04
1.93

-3528.885
-3529.973
-3530.167
-3530.193
-3530.195
-3530.195
-3530.195
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to be a point. This is the consequence of an alteration of the boundary condition with
the extension of the nucleus.
Results for 2PU2 are presented in Tables HI and IV. These results show differences
between the total energies calculated with the two different representations of the nucleus. For the excited 2PV2 state, however, the differences in the total energies are
much smaller than those for the 15i/2 state. The total energy computed with the point
nucleus approximation lies about 0.03 a.u. below that computed with the exceeded
nucleus model.
Energy as a function of basis-set size again converges faster in the extended nucleus case. However, it converges somewhat slower than in the 1S,;2 case: the numerical limit of the energy (-904.819 a.u.) is attained with an 18-function expansion.
Even the 22-function expansion does not give the limiting value of the energy
(-904.847 a.u.) in the point nucleus calculations. As for the 15 I2 state, the optimal
exponents for the even-tempered basis are smaller in the expansion in which the extended nucleus is employed than for those in which the nucleus is taken to be a point.
As N increases, the variational solutions obtained from the expansions (5a.b) and
(6a,b) converge smoothly to the exact lSh2 and 2PV2 wave functions, respectively, in
the extended nucleus calculations. The behavior of the calculated wave functions near
the origin is appropriate. The 2Pl2 solution obtained with the 14-function expansion
is plotted in Figure 1. The computed upper and lower component functions are everywhere in excellent agreement with the exact ones: The minimum of P(r) appears at
r = 0.0413 a.u., and the node in the calculated Q(r) is located at r = 0.0657 a.u.
TABLE III. Results of calculations on 2PVHg 7 '" with a [joint nucleus.

N

a

(8

£(a.u.)

8
10

155
141
120
105
95

2.92
2.73
2.47
2.29
2.17

-904.297
-904.641
-904.815
-904.841
-904.845

14

18
22

TABLE IV. Results of calculations on 2P,:
Hg79* with a finite nucleus.

A'

a

y3

£(a.u.)

8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

155
141
129
118
105
92
80
77

2.92
2.73
2.58
2.44
2.29
2.14
2.00
1.98

-904.291
-904.634
-904.759
-904.804
-904.816
-904.819
-904.819
-904.819
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Figure 1.

The upper (P) and lower (Q) components of the 2P,,2 wave function obtained
with a 14-GTO expansion.

To our knowledge, the expansions (5a,b) and (6a,b) are the only ones presently
available that can provide rapid and smooth convergence to the exact wave functions
and their energies for SV2 and Pv2 states. Although the expansion (6a,b) provides the
desired results, it also possesses one minor drawback that must be removed in future
studies.
In the expansion (6a,b), if P(r) is expanded by N Gaussian-type functions, Q(r)
requires 2N GTOS. For JV sufficiently small (< 10),.there are 2JV eigenvalues that stay
below —2c2 that are identified as the "negative energy" solutions (or the square-integrable approximation of the positron-scattering state), whereas the other N eigenvalues that appear above - 2 c 2 are the electron solutions. That is, there is a clean
separation of the 2N negative energy solutions from the desired electron solutions.
However, our calculations indicate that, for AT > id, several of the 2A7 negative-energy eigensolutions start to appear above - 2 c 2 (but well below the lowest electron
2Pm state). Here we observe a breakdown of the clean separation of the positive and
negative energy spectra [20]. These "intruder" states, which have no physical counterpart, do not cause any problem in atomic DF SCF calculations because, as evidenced
in the present numerical results, they do not destroy the stability of the Pv2 states
[10-11]. In order to avoid such a breakdown of the clean separation, we are currently
studying the possibility of expanding Q(r) in terms of the "contracted" form of N
balanced GTOS:

Q(r) =
where the constants a, and a 3 are chosen to reproduce the analytic solutions near the
origin.
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4. Conclusion
Gaussian-type functions are employed in most multicenter Hartree-Fock (HF) basis
set expansion calculations for reasons of computational economy, and a number of
efficient Gaussian integral evaluation packages are commercially available.
The use of GTOS in the Dirac-Fock calculations on atoms and molecules, however
is likely to prove more difficult than in the corresponding nonrelativistic calculations.
This is because the cusp at a point nucleus is infinite in relativistic wave functions
[13]. For heavy atoms and heavy-atom-containing molecules, the high nuclear charge
creates a more pronounced cusp. Therefore a number of GTOS of high exponent must
be included in a basis set in order to mimic the region of the wave function near the
origin [8].
We have tried to convey here that the use of an extended nucleus model is essential
in performing Gaussian basis expansion DF calculations. It provides the proper
boundary at the origin for the so-called "balanced" Gaussian basis. The use of a finite
nucleus a!»o leads to economies in the size of Gaussian basis sets.
Besides the consideration that using a finite nucleus in the DF calculations may be
computationally economical, another factor argues in its favor: the finite nucleus is a
better representation of physical reality than is a point approximation. Relaxing the
point nucleus approximation results in an energy shift of the same order of magnitude
as relativistic contributions. If the wave functions obtained from the DF calculations
are to be used to calculate hyperfine structure properties that depend on electron distribution at the nucleus, the nucleus model ought to be more representative than a
simple particle point [16, 17].
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Abstract
An extension of the alternant molecular orbital method to nonaiternant molecules is
presented. The key step involves generation of a set of localized virtual orbitals that
are paired to the localized occupied orbitals (LMO'S). Each of the paired virtuals is required to occupy the same region of space as the corresponding LMO by applying a
generalization of the Edmiston-Ruedenberg localization criterion. Illustrative calculations are reported for the water molecule. Using a double-zeta basis, it is found that
the new paired orbital (PO) method gives approximately 20% of the available correlation energy at R = Re, l.5Re. and 2Re. We speculate that the PO wave function may
provide a good initial approximation for a subsequent many-body perturbation
treatment.
1. Introduction
The different orbitals for different spins (DODS) method was introduced by Lowdin
[1]. In this method one improves the single determinant wave function with doubly
occupied orbitals by assigning different sets of orbitals to be associated with alpha
and beta spins. The single determinant constructed in this way is not a pure spin eigenfunction, but a definite spin state is obtained using the projection operator method
of Lowdin [2]. This type of wave function allows for better correlation between electrons with antiparailel spins than a single determinant with doubly occupied orbitals.
Correlation between electrons with parallel spins is taken into account through antisymmetrization.
Lowdin [3] suggested a simple variant of the DODS method valid for alternant conjugated systems, namely the alternant molecular orbital (AMO) scheme. The basis of
the method and its early development are given by Pauncz [4]. Recent advances of
the DODS approach have been reviewed by Mayer [5J. In a very recent paper
Karadakov [6] presented new schemes for obtaining the best DODS orbitals.
The AMO method has proved quite successful for alternant conjugated systems |7j.
A general energy expression for the one-parameter version has been derived by
Pauncz, de Heer, and Lowdin [8] and for the many-parameter version by de Heer and
Pauncz [9].
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Pauncz (10,11J suggested recently an extension of the AMO method for general systems that he called the paired orbital method. The crucial point in this extension is
the formation of orbital pairs, one in the occupied space and one in the virtual space.
In the AMO method the pairs are dictated by alternancy symmetry, but in the general
case one needs some additional algorithm. Given a suitable algorithm for pair formation, one can then take over the energy expression of the AMO method. Our goal in
the present paper is to provide an algorithm for constructing the pairs and to carry out
an initial test on H20 molecule. The latter was chosen because Harrison and Handy
[ 12] have performed a full configuration interaction treatment for this molecule at
three bond distances, and thus it can serve as a convenient reference point in assessing the performance of our method.
2.

The Paired Orbital Method

The wave function used is of the following form:
( ])•••

a(n)/3(n

+ 1) • • • /8(2n)

(1)

where Os is the spin projection operator, and si is the antisymmetrizer. We shall consider here the singlet state only. <P is a spatial wave function, which is a product of
one electron orbitals:
<t> = ux(\)---un{n)vx(n

+ \)'"vH(2n)

(2)

The orbitals u, and v, are formed from a set of orthogonal molecular orbits, «/»,-, «£/ as
H, = cos •&$, + sin #,«/>/
v, = cos #,i|/, - sin # , 0 /

(3)

where «/»,- is a doubly occupied orbital of the single determinant wave function, and
(/»,' is the virtual orbital with which it is paired. Following the AMO method we start
with a restricted Hartree-Fock calculation done by the familiar Roothaan-Hall procedure (13,14]. If the dimension of the basis set is m, then we obtain n orbitals for the
occupied set and m-n orbitals in the virtual set.
The energy of the single determinant with doubly occupied orbitals remains unchanged if we perform a unitary transformation among the orbitals. One can choose
this transformation in such a way that the new orbitals will be localized, i.e., they
correspond to core orbitals, lone pairs, and bond orbitals in the molecjle. The particular scheme we follow to create the localized molecular orbitals (LMO'S) is that due to
Edmiston and Ruedenberg [15].
For each LMO we would like to find its pair as a linear combination of the virtuals,
which is concentrated in the same region of space as the LMO. Following the philosophy of Edmiston-Ruedenberg localization procedure, we determine the virtual member of the pair in such a way that its Coulomb integral (electron repulsion integral)
with the given LMO is as large as possible At the same time we have to keep these
orbitals orthogonal to each other, otherwise each will tend to be the same. The use of
an orthogonal set is also imperative because only in this case can we use the relatively simple energy expression of the AMO method.
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The essence of the procedure is the following. Let us divide the virtual space of
dimension (m-n) into two subspaces. The first one is of dimension n, and it will
eventually contain all the virtuals that are paired to the LMO'S. The second one is the
complementary subspace of dimension c = (m-2n). We shall call this space the external virtual space, and we shall denote the orbitals by (a, b,...).
In the first step we choose LMO i and maximize the Coulomb integral between i and
the linear combination of / ' , a, b,....
Here / ' is the initial approximation to the virtual orbital with which / is paired. The maximization is accomplished by diagonalizing the matrix C(i,kl), which has the matrix elements:

(4)
where k and / belong to the set (i',a,b,...).
The operator 7, refers to the Coulomb
potential owing to the charge distribution associated with LMO ijr,-:
7, = j ilfl{l)2(l/rl2)dv2

(5)

The highest eigenvalue gives the best linear combination.
In the next step successive 2 x 2 rotations are carried out between i' and all the
remaining localized virtual orbitals in the set of dimension n. The angle of the rotation in each case is that which maximizes the sum of the transformed Corlomb integrals(rV,|/")and</'|7 y |/'}

/"> = cos a\i') + sin a\j')
\j")=

-sin|i'> + cosa|/>

(6)

The above procedure is followed for each of the approximate localized virtuals in
turn, and the entire cycle is repeated until convergence is obtained. As a check one
can begin with a different guess to see if the same end point is reached.
3.

The Paired Orbital Energy Expression

From a formal point of view the energy expression will be identical to the one obtained in the many parameter AMO method. The energy is a function of the nonlinear
parameters #,, # : , . . . , # „ . These parameters enter the energy expression primarily
through the variables A, = cos 2#,. There are three important functions of the X's
that appear repeatedly. They are defined as follows:
•\

=

2 (-1)*C(S,*)S 4 U,

in which xk = Kk, Sk(x

xn)

(q = 0,1,2)

(7)

* J is the fcth symmetric sum formed from * , , . . . , * „ ,

and C(S,k) are the spin projection (Sanibel) coefficients. For the singlet state the
latter are given by:
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C(O,k) = ( - 1 )*(;)"'/(« + D

(9)

AQ, in particular, is the normalization integral.
Let us divide the energy expression into two parts: the first corresponds to the oneelectron operators in the Hamiltonian and the second to the electron repulsion. The
one-electron part is

2>

2>,/-(A

+ A,)/Ao.

0

(10)

dx

,= i

'

Here
w, = h, + hi

(11)

and
AH 1 ,

= hi — hk

(12)

with hi% hi being the diagonal matrix elements of the one-electron Hamiltonian over
the occupied localized orbitals and their virtual pairs.

f

,

h, = | ibjhib.dv,

f , ,

h. = I \b,h\b. dv

J

(13)

J

The electron repulsion part of the energy reads as follows:

2[A,*, + ArMr ~ Btytt- ~ CA,] + 2 [H/.y) - A(iJ) - Z(i,j)]\
,-=i

i<>

J
(14)

where

A,, = (I/4){1 + X , ) 2 / - ( A 0 + A,)
dx,

(15)

Air = (I/4)(1 - Kif~(A0
6x,

+ At)

(16)

B, = (1/2>(1 -kj)^-(A0-

A,)

(17)

dX

C,• = (1 - X f ) ~ A,

(18)

;) = r y y (> + r,y ir + r,. ; y o + r i T y, T

(19)

j) = A y 8 y + Air8,r + A, 7 S, ; + A,.^,^.

(20)

The basic two-electron integrals y,r 8,t, and £,, are, respectively, the Coulomb, the
exchange, and a new kind of integral that is characteristic of this method.
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(22)

The A (#)-dependent factors in Eqs. (19)—(21) are given as
rtf = (1 + A,)(l + A,){a + (A, + k,)b + A,A,c}

(23)

A^ = 1(1 + A,)(l + kj){a + (20A,- + A,) - I - A,A> + A,A/-}

(24)

Z,y = sin 2#, sin 2 ^ ( a + b) - { sin 4#, sin 4 ^ ( 6 + c)

(25>

Z,y = sin 2d, sin 2#,(a + b) + * sin 4#, sin 4# ; (6 + c)

(26)

where
a

= _*_

/, = _ L

a nd

c = —f-

(27)

From the first two expressions one obtains the corresponding factors involving /' and/
or j ' by reversing the sign of the A, and/or Ay.
The form of the energy expression Eq. (14) differs from the one given earlier by de
Heer and Pauncz [9] in the Z(i,j) term. We found that it is necessary to express this
term as a function of the #,'s rather than the A/s. For positive #< the new form is
identical with the earlier one, but this new expression behaves much better in the
neighborhood of #, = 0 or A; = 1. The earlier expression in terms of A, is not even
analytical around this point. The point in parameter space given by ^ = 0 (all i) is
important because it corresponds to a single determinant with doubly occupied
orbitals, i.e., to the Hartree-Fock wave function.
Minimization of the energy expression was performed using a steepest descent
method. One can use any of the standard procedures for this purpose.
4. Illustrative Calculation: The Water Molecule
In order to illustrate our method we have chosen the water molecule as an example. In this case Harrison and Handy fl2J have performed full ci calculations for
three bond distances. We have used the same basis set (14 functions), which is of
double-zeta quality. For details of the basis see Ref. 12. The calculations refer to C2l
geometry at the O—H distances: Re, 1.5/?, and 2Re. There are 256,473 configurations in the full ci.
Table I contains the energy values and Table II the values of the nonlinear
parameters. Perusal of the results shows that about 20% of the correlation energy is
recovered at each distance. This is quite impressive since we used only 5 (nonlinear)
parameters as compared with 256,473 for the full ci. It appears that the PO wave
function could be an excellent starting point for a subsequent many-body perturbation
treatment. Another advantage of our wave function is the visuality we can associate
with it. It provides a very simple description for the electronic correlation.
Our orbital pairs do fulfill expectations. The virtuals are localized in the same region of space as the corresponding LMO'S. We find that the occupied bond orbitals are
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TABLE I

SCT

Full a
E
£(PO)

R,

1.5/?,

2Rr

-76.009838
-76.157866
-0.148028
-0.026682

-75.803 529
-76.014 521
-0.210992
-0.049941

-75.595180
-75.905 247
-0.310063
-0.043 838

Nt/e: Energies are given in atomic units.

TABLE II

Rt
1.5/?,
2/?,

1

2

3

0.0016
0.0014
0.0015

0.2032
0.0862
0.0827

0.2027
0.0860
0.0822

0.1109
0.2692
0.2872

0.1108
0.2686
0.2861

paired with antibonding orbitals: the lone pairs with somewhat more diffuse orbitals
of similar symmetry and an additional radial node, the core orbital with another .vtype orbital that, of course, also has an additional radial node. The observed symmetry is also reflected in the coupling coefficients. Although the latter are small, they
are still significant. We have the smallest t? value for the core orbital that remains almost doubly occupied. The # values are larger for the bond orbitals at the equilibrium distance; they decrease as the internuclear distance increases. The values for
the lone pairs increase with increasing distance; this shows that the correlation shifts
from the bonds to the lone pairs.
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Abstract
Effective core potentials are utilized in conjunction with polarization propagator
calculations of excited state properties. The propagator method employed is based on
an antisymmetrized geminal power wave function as the reference state. Calculations
are presented on the low-lying excited states of HF and NaH. All-electron and valenceelectron results are compared for HF. The choice of jasis set is found to be very
important for obtaining good results.
Introduction
The ability to obtain properties for electronically excited molecules is a fundamental challenge to theorists. These properties play an important role in the interpretation and understanding of many areas such as spectroscopy, solution kinetics, solid
state physics, energy transfer, laser and solar technology, analytical chemistry, and
biology [1].
Polarization propagator techniques have been shown to provide accurate results for
excited state properties such as excitation energies and transition moments [2,3].
These methods provide a means for the direct calculation of properties in a balanced
fashion. However, to obtain accurate results over a wide range of nuclear geometries,
such as a potential energy curve, the reference state must include some electronelectron correlation. To include these effects, polarization propagator methods based
on multiconfigurational reference states have been developed [4,5]. In this study we
have chosen a specific type of multiconfigurational reference function known as an
antisymmetrized geminal power (AGP) function [6]. This function can be expressed as
|0> =

2

ft

,ft jgi, • • • ft P(h . '2. '3.

in )

where £>(/,, i2, i3
/„) is a determinant with orbitals ilti2, i 3 , . . . , in doubly occupied. The #,'s are the nonlinear parameters. The operator manifold used in the propagator calculations is given by the set {q]j, q]^ defined as follows:
q\j = ft«Jfl> ~ gjOja,

ql = (gj - fl;a,)|0><0|
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The ,-u;p-based propagator method has been shown to yield excellent results in application to small few-electron molecules such as LiH|5|. Li,(7), CH:|X|. and Be.j9).
One problem with many accurate treatments of electronic structure, especially multistate treatments, is that the difficulty in the calculations increases rapidly with the
number of electrons. For ground state properties, chemical experience teiis us that the
core electrons can be considered to be largely unimportant, except in generating a
field for the valence electrons. Ab initio calculations have exploited this by replacing
explicit reference to the core electrons by an effective potential that is added to the
Hamiltonian. When heavy atoms are present, this procedure can provide both a dramatic savings in computation and a simplification of interpretation.
Effective core potentials (HCP) are commonly expressed as linear combinations of
Gaussian functions. This form has the advantages of being local and easy to implement in most modern quantum chemistry computer packages. In addition, several
groups have developed and published potentials of this form for most of the atoms in
the periodic table [10, 11). To date, HCP'S of this type have been used extensively to
study potential energy curves of small molecules using Hartree-Fock and configuration interaction treatments, and a review of these calculations and other forms of effective potentials has recently been given [12|.
Results
The initial studies were performed on the HF molecule. This system was chosen because of a previous study by Kahn, Baybutt, and Truhlar (KBT) [13j. They demonstrated that effective core potential calculations on the ground state of HF agreed very
well with the all-electron results, within the Hartree-Fock method. This molecule
should also be a good first test case for excited state calculations because the the Is2
core is well separated in energy from the valence electrons and would not be expected to undergo very much of a change during excitations to the low-lying states.
Following the procedure of KBT. all-electron calculations employing a 5s4p contracted basis on the fluorine and a 3.v contracted basis on the hydrogen j 14] were used
as a standard reference. The eight-electron valence only calculations were ail done
using the l.v2 effective core potential developed by KBT. Initially, the recommended
valence 4s4p uncontracted fluorine basis for the valence electrons was employed.
The potential energy curves from these calculation gave reasonable agreement for the
'£" ground state (the AGP reference state) and the low-lying A1!! and /?'£" excited
states, as shown in Figure 1. The all-electron and valence-electron calculations were
compared by adjusting the ground state energies to agree at the largest bond length
(5.0 a. u.). The largest difference in the ground state curves occurs near the minimum
and is less than 0.5 eV. The largest difference in the B ]1 * curves is about 1.25 eV at
large bond distances. However, the agreement between all-electron and valence-electron results is very poor for the two higher-lying "A and '2~ excited states. These
states lie on top of one another in the all-electron calculation. The excitation energies
are much larger than those from the valence-electron calculation by about 19 eV.
To explain the large excitation energies observed for the 'A and '£" stales, another
set of calculations was carried out using the same potential but using the 5$4p fluorine basis from the all-electron calculations. The results from these calculations now
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Figure 1. Comparison of all-electron (dashed lines) and AsAp basis valence-electron (solid
lines) singlet potential energy curves, (a) Xll*, (O) A'fl, (A) B ' 2 \ (+)'A, (O) '1'.

show excellent agreement with all eight lowest excited states of HF, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The problem with the original calculations seems to be due to a basis
set effect. The unconnected 4s4p ECP basis does not have functions suitable for an
accurate description of the n space.
It is interesting to note that the two states most affected by the lack of "tight" functions can be viewed asw2 doubly excited states (in a molecular orbital sense), whereas
the others are all "single" excitations. Clearly "double" excitations should have a bigger effect on the core electrons. It is somewhat amazing that the core potential calculations that do not allow any polarization of the core work so well in these cases.
A major strength of propagator calculations is not only the evaluation of excitation
energies and potential energy curves but the accurate evaluation of transition properties. A comparison of the transition moments obtained from both the all-electron and
valence-electron propagator for the Z?'2+ —*• X*1* and A}H -* X'S + transitions is
shown in Figure 4. The dipole moment curves for the ground state and lowest excited
states are also of interest and are shown in Figure 5. In all cases the effective corebased calculations gave excellent results when the larger basis set was used.
In order to demonstrate the real power of core potentials, preliminary lest calculations were also performed on the NaH molecule. Both the Is22s22p6 core potential
and 3s 3p uncontracted GTO basis were taken directly from Hay and Wadt [10]. With
this ECP there is a tremendous computational savings because the AGP reference state
and propagator calculations are reduced to only two-electrons problems (with small
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Singlet Curves
AE and VE (5s4p)

Figure 2. Comparison of all-electron (dashed lines) and 5s 3p basis valence-electron (solid
lines) singlet potential energy curves. (D) X ' 2 \ (o) ,4'II, (A) Bll\ (+) 'A, (O) '2T.

let

Curves

Figure 3. Comparison of all-electron (dashed lines) and 5s3p basis valence-electron (solid
lines) triplet potential energy curves. (D) J n , (A) *5*, (o) 3A, (O) 3 I \

EFFECTIVE CORE POTENTIALS

Transition Moments
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Figure 4. Transition moments from all-electron (solid lines) and valence-electron (dashed
lines) calculations. (D) AlU -+X1!*, (o) B]2+ - • # ' 2 + .

Dipole Moments

Figure 5. Dipole moment curves from all-electron (solid lines) and valence-electron
(dashed lines) calculations. (O)Xlt+, (AM'17, (o)g ! 2*.
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basis sets). For two-electron systems the AGP-based propagator has been shown to be
equivalent to the full c\ [15].
The potential energy curves of the low-lying states are shown in Figure 6. These
curves show the correct behavior for this alkali halide system and art. in reasonable
agreement with the results of Sachs, Hinze. and Sabelli [16|. The computed transition
moments and dipole moment curves also show the correct behavior. As discussed
above, a larger basis set must be used to get more accurate results.
Conclusions
The test calculations examined in this paper have demonstrated the usefulness of
effective core potential in studying excited electronic states of molecules. Even
though the core potentials of Hay and Wadt were parameterized to reproduce SCF orbital energies, they seem to work quite well in correlated calculations. If valence basis
sets with functions sufficient to describe the core regions of the valence orbitals are
used, quite good results can be obtained for several low-lying excited states.
Further calculations are underway to compare several different suggested forms of
ECP.
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A Possible Solution to the Rotational Invariance and
Silicon Parameter Problem in the MNDO
Approximation
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Abstract
In the original formulation of the MNDO method, the approximation of two-center
two-electron integrals over p orbitals is not rotationally invariant, and the coulombtype integrals do not match their one-center counterparts. In recent computer codes
the rotational invariance has been restored by dropping the original approximation for
two-center exchange integrals over n orbitals, which at the same time disconnected
these too from the one-center values. It is shown in this paper that the rotational
invariance problem can be overcome in the framework of the original approximation.
It is also demonstrated that the mismatch between the one- and two-center twoelectron integrals may be the reason for the too short Si-Si bond lengths predicted
by MNDO.

1. Introduction
The MNDO method [1], due to its relative simplicity and low cost, provides an appropriate scheme for treating large systems on a semiquantitative level. In its original
formulation, however, it is not rotationally invariant. For small systems the effect is
minor. For a 45° rotation around the bond axis, the total energy and the first ionization energy of a C2 molecule changes by 0.00005 and 0.00016 eV, respectively. In
the case of large, symmetric systems, however, an unpleasant side-effect manifests
itself: e.g., the t2 and e states of a Si29H36 cluster of Td symmetry are split by about
50 meV. The lack of rotational invariance follows from the fact that the integral symmetry equation [2]
<7TA7TA | 7TB7TB) -

<7T A 7r A | 7T B 7r B ) -

2<77 A 7T A | 7T B 7r B > = 0

(I)

is not satisfied with the original approximation of the two-center two-electron integrals over IT orbitals. Upon rotation around the bond axis by the angle a the left-haw!

^Permanent address: Physical Institute of the Technical University, Budapest, Budafoki ut 8, H-1I1I,
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side of Eq. (1) is proportional to cos 4« Rotational in variance can be met oniy with
a value of zero for all angles.
A further problem with MNDO IS the fact that the one-center limits of the two-center
coulomb integrals are not equal with the values used for one-center coulomb integrals. The latter are parameters deduced from Oleari's data |3J. It happens that the
deviations for p-type integrals are much bigger for third row elements than for second
row ones as shown in Table I.
In recent versions of MNDO computer codes (but not in the QCPE 353 version |4J)
the rotational invariance has been restored by using Eq. (1) directly for calculating
two-center exchange integrals over 7r-type orbitals |5]. These integrals, however, also
do not match their one-center counterparts.
It is well known that although MNDO works well on hydrocarbons, it is much less
successful on silicon compounds [6]. For example, computed C — C bond lengths are
short by <0.01 A. but the Si — Si bondlength in disilane is short by 0.04 A. The
original parameter set for silicon [7] suffers from some other problems too. Most
importantly, owing to the common value for resonance parameters as well as for
orbital exponents of s and p orbitals, antibonding molecular orbitals with strong s
contributions are too stable [15]. In fact an MNDO band structure calculation predicts
crystalline silicon to be a metal [8J! The s and p orbital exponents and resonance
parameters were split in a new version of silicon parameters [9]. Unfortunately, these
parameters exhibit new problems [10]. The Si — Si bond length in disilane, for
example, are now too short by 0.15 A. Moreover, the silicon atom looses more than
one electron charge to the hydrogens. This is hardly acceptable. The band structure
calculation for silicon with these parameters leads to a 7Mype lowest conduction band
rather than the o- band observed experimentally. Besides these problems, the new
parameter set contains a p orbital exponent larger than the s orbital exponent: this
seems rather unphysical. Since the less sophisticated MINDO/3 method [11] performs
similarly for hydrocarbons and silicon compounds [6j, it is reasonable to believe that
the previously discussed failures follow from some internal inconsistencies of the
MNDO method that are numerically more pronounced for silicon than for carbon.
In Section 2 we will show that the rotational invariance can be restored in the
framework of the original MNDO approximation while keeping the match between
one- and two-center exchange integrals. In Section 3 we will demonstrate that using
the appropriate one-center limits of the two-center coulomb integrals as one-center
coulomb parameters leads to correct C—C and Si — Si bond lengths.

TABLE I. Percent differences between the
#w, values and the one-center limits of the
two-center coulomb integrals of MNDO.

pp
ppf

-1.4
-1.5

O

Si

S

-1.7
-1.9

-9 9
-11.0

-10.2
-11.4
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2. Restoration of the Rotational Invariants
To calculate the two-center two-electron integrals in the MNDO approximation, configurations of discrete point charges are defined 111 corresponding to the monopole,
dipole, linear, and square quadrupole moments of the (.v.v) or (pp), (sp). (pp). and
ipp') orbital charge distributions, respectively (see Fig. I). The charges q, are set
equal to e/2' (where e is the electron charge and / is the order of the multipole), and
so
</: = </:• The charge separations Dt can be determined by the condition that the
multipole moment of each configuration should be equal to that of the corresponding
orbital charge distribution. From this it follows that D'2 — 2D2. where D: is determined by the p orbital exponent. The integrals are then approximated as the classical
interaction of the charge configurations, using the semiempirical expression [1 j
i:

(2)

where Mln is the appropriate multipole, /?A|B are the charge separations in the twoatomic system, and p, are semiempirical additive constants. The latter are determined
by the condition
htlv = lim«_0</x.^AijnBi/B)

(3)

where /iM1, is the one-center exchange integral deduced from Oleari's data | 1 , 3 | .
Let the z axis of the local coordinate system be directed from atom A to atom B,
then by these approximations the left-hand side of Eq. (1) becomes

+ a9'

<P2 +• Pi)']
2

B2

+ (L)'2 )
+ (P:A + P?) 2 ]-" 3 - 2[/? A88 ++ ('Df)
2 12
2
i + 2(D? - D?)
(P2 -f p?) ]"

A

+ (P? + p ?>T'"}
+ : >(D* + D?) 2

2(D?)
?)2

p 2 A + p i ) 2 ] " " 2 " 2[R2AB

(4)

KL,

^2_

^2

[S]
Figure 1.

Point charge configurations corresponding to multipoles of order / = 0 , 1 , 2 .
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since the terms containing monopoles cancel each other trivially. For q2 = q2 and
D'2 — 2D2 this expression is clearly not zero because the term in the first bracket is
not four times larger than the one in the second.
Since the total charge of [Qaa] and of [Qafi] is zero, we see no particular reason for
defining q'2 = q2. Therefore we can change their ratio in order to make expression (4)
vanish. The ratio of the quadrupole moments of the (pp) and (pp') distribution is

eje».

= 4/3

(5)

whereas the quadrupole moments of the corresponding charge configurations are
QPP = 2q'2D'22Qpp. = 6q2D\

(6)

92^2 2 = 4<?:£>;.

(7)

and so

The expression in (4) vanishes if we choose
q'2 = 2q2,

D'2 = \flD2

(8)

This does not determine unambigously the absolute values of q2 and q2. Since the
parameter p2 is connected to the values of D2 and q2 by the definition [1]

qllfi2

+ D\rm] = V ,

p

(9)

[see Eq. (3)], in order to be able to use the published p 2 values, we decided to choose
q2 = e/4;

q'2 = e/2.

(10)

In that case the point charges of the different configurations fit the expression e/2D,
where D is the dimension of the configuration. The e/2 value for the linear quadrupole seems also reasonable because in fact the total charge of a (pp) distribution on
both sides of the nodal plane is e/2.
Upon implementing these modifications into the SUBROUTINE REPP of a standard MNDO program [4] all previous symmetry failures disappeared, and the rotational
invariance was restored. At the same time we managed to keep Eq. (9) valid, i.e.,
the one-center limit of the two-center exchange integral matches to hpp .
3. The Role of Matching One- and Two-Center Coulomb Integrals
Fock matrix elements are calculated in the MNDO method by using atomic
parameters for the one-center one-electron terms, t/MM, and for the one-center twoelectron integrals, gMM, g^, h^. These data are taken from d e a n ' s analysis of
valence state energies of atoms. The t/MM values were subsequently refined in course
of the molecular parameirization procedure.
It is important to note than in the least squares fit of Oleari et al. [3] the
parameters
Sss 8sp

osp

2 spopp opp'

opp'

2 PP'

were independent variables. This is no longer true in the MNDO approximation. For a
given p orbital exponent, i.e., for a given D, charge separation, h^. unambiguously
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defines p : [see Eq. (9)|. Similarly, gn = /»„ defines p 0 [see Eq. (3)J. The only meaning of the p, parameters is to ensure the proper one-center limit for the two-center
integrals. Hence p2 unambiguously fixes the values of gpp and gpp-. and together with
p 0 they fix the value of g,p. This means that in the framework of the MNDO approximation, the really independent one-center parameters in the least squares fit are £/„,
Upv gSi< hsp, and hpp. The p orbital exponent establishes a connection between the
hpp and gMV values through p : . Since there is no such connection between the
parameters used by the MNDO, the p 2 values in fact do not play their original role.
To demonstrate the effect of properly matching one- and two-center two-electron
integrals, we took the original h^v values and the p, parameters deduced from them
using the old orbital exponents for silicon [7J. The gpp, gpp, and gsp parameters were
calculated as the one-center limits of the corresponding two-center expressions using
the correction fo»- rotational in variance as described in Section 2. These results for
disilane are denoted as "revised" in the third column of Table II where they are compared with the original MNDO results for both the old J7] and new [9] parameter sets
for silicon (using Thiel's correction |5] for rotational invariance). Experimental
results are also shown. The most important effect is the improvement of the Si—Si
bond length. The ionization energies also fit better. The too positive heat of formation is a consequence of the fact that the Uss and Upp values are no longer at optimum.
TABLE II.

Comparison of computed and experimental disilane properties.

Data'

Original with
old parameters

Original with
new parameters

Si —Si
.i/Y,
2au
\e.
\eu

2.287
+ 22.6
10.97
12.25
13.45

2.173
+ 22.4
9.62

Revised

Exp.

2.329
+ 44.7
10.54
12.17
13.13

2.327*1
+ I9.2 b
10.53'
I2.OC
12.9'

' Heats of formation are given in kcal/mol, distances in Angstroms, and ionization
energies in eV.
" Reference 6.
' References 13 and 14.

Of course this surprising improvement may be somewhat accidental. Unfortunately
the experimental knowledge about other molecules with Si — Si bonds is rather limited. Therefore we checked the effect of the introduced changes on simple molecules
with single, double, and triple C—C bonds. These results are denoted as "revised"
in the second column of Table III, where they are compared with the original results
(column I) and with experiment (column 3). As expected, the changes in the C—C
bond lengths are smaller than for the Si — Si bond, and the new values are close to
the experimental ones. The same is true for ionization energies. The heats of formation are too positive. This again may be attributed to the fact that the f/MM values are
no longer compatible with the #„„ and h^. values. Since for carbon the introduced
change in the g^v values are small (see Table I) and the orbital exponents are pioba-
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TABLE HI. Comparison of computed and experimental hydrocarbon properties.
Revised with

Data"

Original

Revised

Exp.b

compatible t / w

-19.7
1.521
12.70

12.02
1.540
12.69

-20.2
1.534
12.53

-20.08
1.535
12.72

15.4
1.335
10.18

44.83
1.346
10.48

12.5
1.339
10.51

12.86
1.342
10.63

57.9
1.195
11.01

85.16
1.199
11.48

54.3
1.204
11.40

53.15
1.196
11.65

C2H6

lHf
C—C
\ef

\Hf
C—C
l*i.

C,H,
\H,
C—C
\TTU

a

Heats of formation are given in kcal/mol, distances in Angstroms, and ionization
energies in eV.
b
The experimental data are the ones used as reference in the optimization process in
Ref. 1.

bly very close to their optimum values, the fit to the atomic valence state energies
can be reestablished by using Ua and Upp alone as independent parameters. Using the
energies and expression of Oleari et al. [3] for the valence states V°(s2pxpy) and
Vi(s2px), we get the values shown in Table IV. together with those of Oleari and with
those used in the original MNDO. The comparison suggests that the necessity of refining the f/MM parameters in MNDO could also have been the consequence of the
mismatch between one- and two-center two-electron integrals. Results with the
"compatible" U^ values are shown in Column 4 of Table III. The strikingly good
agreement with experimental data proves the robustness of the MNDO approximation if
it is applied consistently.
The above results show that the original optimized parameters of carbon are still
acceptable. The proposed slight change in the atomic parameters keeps the result of
previous calculations essentially relevant. Using these changes, however, ensures
internal consistency together with exact rotational invariance and leads to improvements in results.
For silicon on the other hand the necessary changes in the g^ values are relatively
big (see Table I), and the p orbital exponent is probably not at its optimum value.
Therefore the atomic parameters can only be determined by a full least squares fit
using the t/MM and the /JM, as independent parameters with connected g^t, values determined by the orbital exponent. The orbital exponents have to be obtained from
a simultaneous molecular optimization procedure. The problems with both sets of
optimized silicon parameters, as indicated in the introduction, make a complete
reparameterization necessary. Finally we note that the Uss value of hydrogen has also
been determined in course of the molecular optimization process and is no longer
consistent with the changes proposed in our paper. Any change in USi, however, requires the refitting of the resonance parameter and orbital exponent of hydrogen as
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One-center one-electron parameters for csrbon.
V.

Oleari
Original MNDO

"Compatible"

-52 14
-52..279745
- 5 1 . 924542

- 4 0 .88
-39 .205558
-39 ,352335

Note: All values are in elecironvolts.

well. This can be seen from the excessive charge transfer in our calculations: the
charges on carbon in ethane and on silicon in disiiane are —0.234e and fO.796>,
respectively.
4. Conclusion
We have shown that the rotational invariance problem in the definition of twocenter two-electron integrals can be solved within the framework of the original
MNDO approximation by simply correcting the charge value in the point charge configuration used to describe (pp) orbital charge distributions.
We have pointed out that in using Oleari's expression for the determination of
atomic parameters in the MNDO approximation, the one-center coulomb integrals are
not independent of the one-center exchange integrals and of the orbital exponent.
Since this has been overlooked in the original MNDO parameterization, the two-center
coulomb integrals do not approach their one-center counterparts for zero interatomic
distance. The correction for rotational invariance used in new versions of MNDO computer codes disconnects the one- and two-center exchange integrals as well.
We demonstrate that by eliminating this inconsistency, the Si — Si bond length
can also be calculated by MNDO in close agreement with experiment. This is an
achievement not met by either set of published silicon parameters in the original
method. From results on simple hydrocarbons using our modifications, it seems
likely that there is no need for the successive refinement of the atomic parameters
U^ obtained from atomic spectroscopic data.
We conclude that after introducing the changes in gMV and U^ as proposed in this
paper, the optimized parameters of carbon and very likely of other second row elements can be retained. O *b? ^ther hand, hydrogen and silicon (and probably all
other third row elements) have to be reparameterized. In the case of silicon this
seems to be of upmost importance. The theory of defects in silicon badly needs a
reliable semiempirical method of the quality of MNDO. AS far as silicon is concerned,
this is potentially the most extensive area for applications of MNDO. Unfortunately the
MNDO method cannot be relied upon as long as it predicts metallic silicon (old
parameter set) or a rr-type lowest conduction band (new parameter set).
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Introduction
The Coulomb reconstruction phenomenon was originally studied in detail for
a short range attractive potential by Zel'dovich [I], This idea was later initiated by
Ericson [2] and Krell [3] in connection with absorptive interactions in the decay
of charged particles in exotic atoms.
The alteration of the Coulomb states by the action of a barrier V = ar2e~r was
considered recently by us.[4J. For a particular value of the parameter a, a resonant
state is bom, and for smaller values of a, a sequence of avoided crossings is observed
between the "would be" resonance and the unperturbed Coulomb states, with an associated interchange of energy variation rate and (r) values. In this work we reexamine the variation of different observables with the parameter a for the lowest bound
states of the system.
The peculiar behavior of the observables as a is varied originates from a singularity
in the problem for complex a.
Calculation of Observables
In order to better analyze the situation, we will not only focus our interest on '.<*••
energy as a function of the perturbative parameter a, but also some observables , •*!.!
be additionally considered.
In Figures 1-5 we plot the values of different observables for different values of a
as dictated by

WIO

(I)

where A is the observable (respectively, total energy, kinetic energy, potential energy,
1/r, and V<(r - <r» 2 )), and I/I" is the nth eigenfunction of
2 dr2

r

4

for a given value a of the coupling parameter. The eigenfunction is taken to be in
L2(R+,dr), and real valued, a represents the maximum height of the bamer.
The calculations were performed solving the differential equation numerically
using a version of the renormaSized Numerov technique [5]. For any observable that
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0.25

0.5

0.75
Barrier height

Figure 1. Energy variation with the height a of the barrier. Ground state: solid line; resonance: dotted line; excited states: dashed lines.

0.25

0.5

0.75
Barrier height

Figure 2. Kinetic energy variation with the height a of the banter. The c w w s we defined
in Figure S.
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Figure 3. Potential energy variation with the height a of the barrier. The curves are defined in Figure 1.
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Figure 4. <l/r> variation with (he height e of she bamer. The curves we dcliaed ia Figure 1.
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0.5

0.25

0.75
Barrier height

Figure 5. V<(r - (r))2) variation with the height a of the barrier. Bound state: solid line;
resonance: dot-dashed line; excited states: dashed lines.

can be written as a function of r, we can explicitly write the integral in the r representation corresponding to Eq. (1), with the additional change r -* -qr.
_ Jo

f

(2)

Jo
This formula is independent of the dummy
variable 17, as long as TJ assures die existence of the integrals.
The resonant state was calculated with a complex rotated version of the numerical
integration program. A rotated wave function t ^ , which is thus square integraWe,
appears as a solution of the rotated eigenvalue equation for complex energy. The
energy is independent of 17 provided r\ is enough to assure square integnbiliiy. The
expression (2) can be generalized to resonant states, which will now take the place of
the t ^ ' s . To make this solutions square integrable we use tj = ei0, where 0 is a sufficiently large number in [0,2tr]. Only the real part of the (A)'s is plotted in ills case.

The dependence of the observables in a appears to resemble very closely an eigenvalue crossing. Except for the disturbances near the "avoided crossings," Figures 1-5
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can be thought of as showing only one sharp variation of all observables superimposed to a set of smooth variations. In Figure 6 a magnification of the crossing region is shown. The labels indicate wave functions in the following two plots.
Figure 7 shows the wave functions for the three lowest states (b®wi, blw2, and
b2w2 in Fig. 6), where the a values were chosen midway between two crossings
(except for the ground state). Their shapes are remarkably similar for small r, which
can be interpreted as a "physical resonance wave function." This similarity in shape
leads to similar behaviors in the observables (whenever the contamination is not too
large). In Figure 8 the ground state after the crossing (Ww2 in Fig. 6) is plotted together with the absolute value of the wave function for the first excited state before
(blwl in Fig. 6; the sharp jump reflects the node and sign change in the first excited
state wave function). Similar qualitative behavior was found in the other states as
well as crossings too.
These plots suggest that (1) states between the crossings have similar wave functions for small r, and (2) the state n before the crossing is imitated by the state n — 1
after it (n s 1).
The plots of Figures 1-5 for the bound states shown can be reproduced by diagonalizing a truncated problem, which is easier to handle, namely to project H onto the
space spanned by the ground state and the lowest 12 excited states of the Coulomb
problem (i.e., the exact truncated solution for a = 0). From general results of matrix
calculus, we know that [6] this problem is analytic in a for all real values of a, since

Energy eigeiwalue
-0.1
-0.05

62*2

-

b1w2

Mwi

~

"

^ ^ ^ _ _ bO«(2

- X
056

0.6

0.64
Barrier height

0.68

0 72

Figure 6. Magnified detail of Figure 1. The labels indicate selected states. The curves an
defined in Figure 1.
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10

20
R

30

Figure 7. Wave functions for the three lowest states. Labels as in Figure 6; curves are defined in Figure 1.

Figure 8. Wave functions for the ground and first excited state (absolute value). Labels as
in Figure 6; curves are defined in Figure 1.
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the resulting matrix is then real symmetric (the only possible source of nonanalyticity
are branch cuts, i.e., those eigenvalue crossings where in addition the norm of the
associated projectors diverges as the crossing point is approached).
The truncated matrix problem is suitable for numerical perturbative studies. However, perturbative Rayleigh-Schrddinger (RS) calculations converge only for small
values of the parameter a, i.e., before entering the region of interest. At this stage, it
is important to point out that RS in a finite basis can at most converge to the variational result restricted to the same basis. Moreover the wave function corrections of
higher order than the dimension n of the basis will necessarily be linearly dependent
with respect to the set of the lower n — 1 corrections.
A [N,M] Pade approximant [7] to the perturbative series was then tried for the energy of the ground state. If the perturbation coefficients were Brillouin-Wigner, then
the approximants could be degenerate for certain high values of N + M + 1. This is
not exactly the case using the RS coefficients, although some degeneracies were also
found for high N + M + 1. The nondegenerate Pade approximants were calculated
for N = 8 and M up to 20. Variations with M cannot be distinguished within the resolution of a curve like Figure 1.
The ground state energy thus approximated yields an almost straight line as a function of a that fits exactly the sequence of straight segments of Figure 1, including the
resonance. The lowest order approximants (small N + M) are smooth at the crossing
regions, whereas the higher order ones (which can in principle reveal more structure)
present real poles mat roughly coincide with the position of the lowest crossings
(around a = C.63 and 0.66) and a pair of complex conjugated poles close to
a0 = 0.59 ± IO.OI. The approximant should not be trusted after the first real pole,
since it clearly fails to converge there, although it is remarkable that after the failure
the approximants still produce values in accordance with Figure 1, although connected to a different state. Roughly speaking, the Pade perturbation series for the
ground state expells this state, turning it into the resonance.
The facts observed in the curves above suggest strongly that a singularity is present
in the problem studied. However, the analysis confined to real values of the perturbative parameter indicates that no singularity can occur. The explanation of this paradox
can be that a singularity occurs for some complex value of the perturbative parameter
a of which the real-valued plots are its "analytic shadow." In fact, for
a0 = 0.5928 + /0.0I66 two eigenvalues of the truncated Hamiltonian cross. They
correspond (according to their real parts before the crossing) to the two lowest states
of the real problem. Numerical tests show evidence for the presence of a branch cut
(where the eigenvalues cease to be analytic functions of a, and H is no longer diagnosable [6]), since at a0 the matrix of the truncated 13th dimensional problem has a
Jordan block with Segre characteristic 2. As already mentioned, the Pade approximant also has a pole within 1 % of a0.
A detailed treatment of the present situation may also throw additional light on
other similar but more complex problems, e.g., the radius of convergence and analytic behavior of perturbative problems such as the Z~' expansion for the ground state
energy of helium-like ions, where also a singularity (more complicated than a branch
point) was found to be responsible for the nonconvergence of the RS perturbation series [8,9].
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A Study of the Connected Moments Expansions
for the Correlation Energy via an Exactly
Soluble Problem
J. CIOSLOWSKI
Department of Chemistry, Georgetown University. Washington, D.C. 20057

Abstract
The recently developed connected moment expansions (CMXS) for the ground state
energy are tested on an exactly soluble TV-body problem. For a weak correlation limit
the second order CMXS reproduce the correlation energy exactly, whereas for a strong
correlation limit they account for half of the correlation energy. Going to higher
orders, the CMX-LT approximation appears to be the most effective one. The results
indicate that the CMX technique should be promising for the calculation of the correlation energy of other systems.
Introduction
The properties of a model Hamiltonian

# = 1/22 (-d2/dx? + w2xf) + 2g2xl,

(1)

describing a set of N one-dimensional correlated harmonic oscillators has been studied several times [1-3]. In Eq. (1) the constant g, describing the coupling between
oscillators, can be either real (attractive case) or purely imaginary (repulsive case).
The generalization of (1) to the case of several dimensions is straightforward. The
advantage of this model is that the exact wave function and eigenenergy of the
ground state

|0E> = (eNMw-m(wMm

exp|
> -((N
- ( ( J V -- \)eN +
N

4-

-{w - eN)/N2 *-• x,|;
£ E = l/2(w + (N - l)eN),

(2)
(3)

as well as the Haitree ones:
(4)
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EH=\/2NeN.t,

(5)

where
eN = (w2 + g2N)tl2

(6)

are expressible in an analytical form.
Very recently a new approach to the correlation problem has been developed. The
connected moments expansions (CMX) [4-8] attempt to approximate the energy of
ground state through an infinite series involving the connected moments of the
Hamiltonian [9]

/* = <ff*> - I (* 1 | W * " > ;

<"*> =<0I# 10>.

do)

where |0) is a trial function.
Three different series for the ground state energy are known. The CMX-HW series
reads [4, 5]

where

s..* = /*;

(12)

The ifcth order CMX-SD energy is equal to w,t , where the coefficients wu are calculated recursively at [5]
*,.,=/,;
w,.*+i = wj.* - 2wj+uiw2tt/wyk

(14a)
+ {w2,k/wXk?wj+1,k

•

(14b)

Eventually, the CMX-LT series is given by [5,6]
Ek = / , - ( / , , . . . , / „ )

. ..

(15)

Generalizations of the CMX-LT series to excitation energies [7] and nonlinear Hamiltonians [8] have also been developed.
In the paper presented in the previous Sanibel symposium [1], Cohen and Lee
studied the approximate Colle-Salvetti versus the exact correlation energy of the system of correlated harmonic oscillators. In the present paper we test the CMX techniques for this model system.
Tiie CMX Appro»maH©si§ to the Correlation Energy ®f the System
of Correlated OsdUators
For the oscillators that are bosons, the Hartree product (2) is an appropriate uncorrelated trial function. Considering definition (10), after some tedious algebra we obtain

CONNECTED MOMENTS EXPANSIONS

/, = ekN^[(N - \)vkig2/4e2N.,) + vk(-(N

- l)g2/e2NI)).
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(16)

The polynomials vk, for k = 1
11, are given in Table I. The exact correlation
energy is given as a difference between the Hartree and the exact energy
Econ = EH - £ E = l/2|Afc w _, - w - (N - \)eN\.

(17)

Such a definition gives Ecm ^ 0.
For further considerations it is convenient to assume that w = 1, and N is a large
number. Under these conditions both the connected moments and the correlation
energy become functions of a single parameter 0:
/4 = 0 + 0 2 ) w v j - 0 7 4 ( 1 + /32)]

(18)

and
£COTI = 1/2[(1 + 0 7 2 ) 0 + 0 V

2

- 1J,

09)

where
0 = JV"2* .

(20)

Before discussing the accuracy of the CMX approximations we dwell for a while on
the asymptotic behavior of Iks and Econ for weak and strong correlation limits. The
weak correlation limit corresponds to 0 —*• 0. At this limit the correlation energy is
proportional to the fourth power of 0:

£„„-> 0/16)0*.

(21)

There are two strong correlation limits: one for the repulsive and one for the attractive case. The first one corresponds to 0 —*• i and

Ecm-^ 0/4)0 +0 2 r" 2 .
TABLE I.

v,U)
v,(0
v,(f)
v4(f)
v,(f)
v6(r)
v,(f)
v8(r)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

The Polynomials vt(t)

0
2r2
At2 + 8/ 3
8f2 + 32f3 + 48»4
I6/ 2 + %f3 + 320/ 4 + 384f5
32/ 2 + 256f3 + 1472/4 + 384O;5 + 3840*6
64f2 + 640f3 + 5888»4 + 25O88f5 + 53760?6 + 46080}7
128/2 + 1536f3 + 22272/* + 137216f5 + 473088/ 6 +
860160r7 + 645120f8
v,(f) = 256/ 2 + 3584/ 3 + 82944I4 + ^6080«' + 3387392?'
+ 9805824*7 + 15482880f8 + 1032l920f9
vlo(r) = 512/ 2 + 8192f3 + 310272/ 4 + 3264512r5 + 216%512f6
+ 88%5l20f7 + 221921280»8 + 30%576(Xfe9 + 18579456(k10
v,,(f) = 1024f2 + 18432f3 + 1175552*4 + 105081472?5
+ 13Oi79O72f& + 709541888f7 + 248709I200I8
+ 5449973760I9 + 6812467200*10 + 37I58912OO?"

(22)
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At the second limit /8 —> » and

E^->

(1/4)0.

(23)

The asymptotic behavior of the connected moments is presented in Table II.
Ail three CMX series share the same second order term, which is the first approximation to the correlation energy
32r = l\!h •

(24)

From this and the asymptotics of the second and the third connected moments, one
concludes immediately that at the limit of a weak correlation this gives the exact correlation energy, whereas at the limit of a strong correlation only 50% of the correlation energy is reproduced by Eq. (24). Higher order approximations to the correlation
energy at the limit of /3 —* °° calculated within different expansions are shown in
Table III. The CMX-LT series has the highest rate of convergence. It can be shown,

TABLE II. The Asymptotic Behavior of the Connected Moments Ik
weak correlation

strong correlation

j3-»0

k

A/3"

2
3
4
5
6
7

1/8
1/4
1/2
1
2
4
8
16
32
64

8
9
10
11

1/8
1/8
3/16
3/8
15/16
45/16
315/32
315/8
2835/16
14175/16

TABLE III. The Asymptotic Behavior of the Approximate and Exact Correlation Energies at the Limit /3 -» °°

n

CMX-LT(fl)

CMX-HW(n)

CMX-SD(j!)

2
0.125000
3
0.166667
4
0.187500
5
0.200000
6
0.208333
Exact: 0.250000

0.125000
0.166667
0.182292
0.187452
0.188522

0.125000
0.156250
0.168750
0.176384
0.181571

CONNECTED MOMENTS EXPANSIONS
TABLE IV.

Comparison of the Exact and the Approximate (CMX-LT(2) and CMX-LT(3))
correlation energies
Exacl

CMX-LT(2)

6.2493E -- 10
9.9960E -- 0?
3.8965E -- 07
6.1880E -- 0 6
9.6144E -- 0 5
3.1152E -- 03
3.0330E -- 02
1.7082E -- 01
8.2378E -- 01
2.0373E + 00

6.2493E -- 10
9.9960E -- 09
3.8965E -- 0 7
6.1880E -- 0 6
9.6135E -- 0 5
3.1056E -- 0 3
2.9462E -- 0 2
1.4907E --01
5.6746E -- 01
1.2194E + 00

J3
l.E
2.E
5.E
l.E
2.E
5.E
l.E
2.E
5.E
i.E
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- 02
- 02
- 02
- 01
- 01
- 01
+ 00
+ 00
+ 00
+ 01

CMX-LT(3)

6.2493E -- 10
9.9960E - 09
3.8965E -- 07
6.1880E -- 06
9.6144E -- 05
3.U52E-- 03
3.0304E -- 02
1.6770E -- 01
7.2227E --01
1.6051E + 00

although we do not give the proof here, that the CMX-LT(/I) approximation differs
from the exact value by (4n)"'.
In Table IV we compare the exact and the approximate Ecm calculated from Eq. (24)
(the second order CMX-LT) as well as from the relation (the third order CMX-LT)

£Sr = fyh + ihh ~ ff/hihh ~ ft •

(25)

The agreement between the exact and the CMX-LT(2) energy is perfect for /? < 0.1.
When the CMX-LT(3) approximation is invoked, one extends this range up to /? = 0.5.
The above results demonstrate clearly that the CMX-LT approximation to the correlation energy works rather accurately for a very broad range of the correlation
parameter /3. For the other correlated systems, the expansion can behave slightly different, but one would not expect much worse results.
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Effect of Yibronic Coupling on the Long Mange
Intermoiecular Interaction
TOKIO YAMABE* AND YOSHIHIRO ASA!**
Department of Hydrocarbon Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan

Abstract
The nonadiabatic energy correction term of the hydrogen molecule at large separation is discussed to determine whether or not the nuclear motion induces the interatomic interaction potential. Nonadiabatic vibrational motion of nuclei induces the
internal charge polarization of atoms to give the novel correction term to the London
R'6 force. The correction term is (4/A/) (I//? 3 ), which is important at large R despite
the overwhelming magnitude of nuclear mass.
I. Introduction
The traditional study of die long range intermolecular interaction potential lays its
foundation on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Therefore, the London R~6
dispersion potential does not reflect the kinetic energy of nuclei. Recently, the effect
of nuclear motion on the van der Waals force has received much attention in the
positronium-electron systems [1, 2). The recoil effect of positronium motion is
important. It has been pointed out that the effect of nuclear motion on the interatomic
van der Waals force between two hydrogen atoms has a prominent feature, whose
origin is nonadiabaticity [3-6]. In this respect, it is interesting to investigate the
nonadiabatic correction to the potential energy (PE) of two hydrogen atoms at large
separation. Here Born's method [7J and the Unsold approximation [8] are used for
the sake of simplicity.
II. Diagonal Correction to PE at Large Separation
The external coordinate system for the two hydrogen atoms is shown in Figure I
in atomic units. The center of mass of two nuclei is fixed as the origin to describe the
vibrational motion of nuclei. Therefore, nuclear separation R and electron coordinates
xit y,, and z,, of ith electron (i = 1, 2) are the independent variables. Using the
kinetic energy of the two vibrating nuclei as perturbational Hamiltonian H';
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University, Kyoto 606, Japan and Institute for Fundamental Chemistry, 15 Morimoto-cho. Shimogamo.
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan
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-e
( 0 , 0 , (1/2)R)

Figure 1.

The coordinate system used for the vibrationally induced interaction.

4 d2

H' = - —

2Md[(l/2)Rf

2M d[-(l/2)Rf

M dR1

(I)

where M is the mass of hydrogen atom, the diagonal correction to the ground electronic state potential energy G^ can be expressed as follows [5,6]:

G00 = (%\H'%),

(2)

where ¥ , is the exact electronic wave function of the two hydrogen atoms at arbitrary
R. The integration over the electronic motion is expressed by the bracket. The stationary state of the vibrating nuclear system may be determined on the adiabatic potential energy surface. It would be acceptable at large R for ^ , to use the Unsold-type
approximation as follows;
%~(l

+ Vd/E0)%,

(3)

where ¥ 0 is the Hartree product of the electronic wave function of the two hydrogen
atoms of the Is state, Eo is the ionization potential of the hydrogen atom, and V4 is
the Coulombic interactions between two isolated atoms approximated by using the
multipolar expansion as follows;
Vd ~ (I//? 3 ) (xIA

(4)

where xlA, ylA, and z^ are the relative coordinates between the first electron and A
nucleus, and x^^^,
and zw are the relative coordinates between the second electron
and B nucleus. Diagonal correction Gm is given by the sum of the mass collection
term EJ*, the vibrationally induced correction term £,v*, and the higher order correction term E?£ as follows:
E"^" JL E"vl
DO — C M(I), "»" C'(2)
( 3

•(3) '

(5)
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(6)

••)]"J2P >O
1

(7)
(8)

The zeroth order energy includes the London R 6 dispersion force. Then the nonadiabatic diagonal corection to the intermolecular interaction between the two hydrogen
atoms is positive and repulsive. This potential can be interpreted as the friction force
3
between the motion of electrons and nuclei. Because of the R ~3 dependency of E$,$ it
is important at relatively large R compared with the London force: -6/R6, despite
the overwhelming magnitude of nuclear mass. Especially, £** exceeds the London
dispersion potential at R = IS bohr. However, it should be noted that the retardation
effect, which is not taken into account here, is important at the asymptotic region of
R. It has also been clarified that the exact treatment of the reservation of the center of
mass of the total system including electrons does not change the R~3 dependency [5].
The nonadiabatic vibrational motion of nuclei induces the internal charge polarization
of atoms that makes the two atomic dipole moments of opposite directions. This
dipole-dipole interaction gives the repulsive interaction [5]. It may also be interesting
to point out that the translational motion of two nuclei that may be realized in the
condensed matter brings about the attractive correction term £^T.
(9)
f^ is negative and attractive. The magnitude of E^" and f^, is the same. The
translational motion of nuclei induces the two atomic dipole moments with the same
direction and gives the attractive interaction. This attractive interaction may be interesting in the light of paring mode mechanism of superconductivity, where the phono®
mode plays an important role.
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Electron Localization in Ciusters
UZI LANDMAN, R. N. BARNETT, AND C. L. CLEVELAND
School of Physics, Georgia Institute of Technology. Atlanta, Georgia 30332

DAFNA SCHARF AND JOSHUA JORTNER
School of Chemistry, Tel Aviv University, 69978 Tel Aviv, Israel

Abstract
The quantum path integral molecular dynamics method was utilized to explore
the compositional, structural, and size dependence of localization mode of an excess electron in ionic and hydrogen-bonded clusters, providing information on the
nature of surface states and on isomerization induced by electron attachment in large
finite systems.
1. Introduction
Clusters constitute a bridge between molecular and condensed matter systems,
whose exploration provides ways and means for the elucidation of quantum, dynamic, and chemical size effects in large finite systems [1-3]. The following physical
and chemical phenomena associated with the attachment of an excess electron to
clusters (Table I) are of considerable interest:
(1) The parentage problem. In many interesting cases the excess electron is attached to a cluster, whose individual atomic or molecular constituents do not form a
stable negative ion.
(2) Localized and extended states of the excess electron. The spatial extent of the
electron charge distribution, i.e., the localization length, relative to the cluster size,
provides a distinction between localized and extended states in a finite system.
(3) Bulk and surface states of the excess electron. The relative energetic stability of
these two distinct types of states in different clusters is intriguing.
(4) Cluster reorganization. The energetically stable state of the electron attached to
the cluster may involve a nuclear reorganization, where electron attachment is accompanied by a large cluster reorganization energy.
(5) Cluster isomerization induced by electron attachment. Electron attachment to a
cluster may result in a configurational change resulting in a close-energy isomer.
We have utilized the quantum path integral molecular dynamics method [4-11] to
explore the compositional, structural, and size dependence of electron localization in
ionic and hydrogen-bonded clusters, which provide novel information regarding two
central phenomena. First, the electron localization modes in large finite systems are
elucidated, resulting in novel phenomena of the formation of energetically stable surface states of excess electron in clusters. Secondly, electron attachment provides a
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CtffiMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 573-SS? ( W 7 )
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TABLE 1.

Type of
cluster

Electron attachment to clusters.

Nature of excess
electron state

Canonical
example

Cause of electron binding

Rare gas (He)n

Surface state localized

(He),

Repulsive + weak
polarization

Heavy rare gas

Bulk state extended

(Xe),

Dominated by attractive
interactions

van der Waals

Stable negative molecular
ion

<SF6).

Large electron affinity of a
single molecule

van der Waals

Solvated negative ion

(CO 2 ) r

Positive electron affinity of a
single molecule. Stabilization of a negative ion by
solvation

H-bonded

Diffuse localized state

(H : O), in = 2)

Weak change-dipoie

H-bonded

Solvated electron cluster

(H 2 O), (/i 2 11)
(NH3>; (n 2 35)

Electron-polar molecule
attraction in conjunction
with large cluster
reorganization

Ionic

Electron localization in
anion vacancies; surface
states

Na n Ci:-"*'

Electrostatic interactions

novel mechanism for the induction of configurational rearrangement of clusters,
which is investigated in the general context of the interesting problem of isomerization and melting of small, finite aggregates [12,13].
II. The Quantum Path Integral Molecular Dynamics Method
Hie structure and energetics of an electron interacting with an atomic or molecular
cluster has been explored using the quantum path-integral molecular dynamics
(QUPID) method. This approach, which rests on a discrete version of Feynman's path
integral method {4], provides a powerful method for the study of these systems. In
this scheme the quantum problem is isomorphic [5] to a corresponding classical one,
with the excess electron being mapped onto a closed flexible polymer of P points.
The isomorphism becomes exact as P —* ». The practical applicability of the computational method rests on the development of numerical algorithms, which achieve
convergence with manageable values of P.
The Feynman path integral formulation of quantum statistical mechanics {4} allows
a derivation of an approximate expression for the partition function Z for a system
consisting of a quantum particle (mass m and coordinate r), interacting with a set of
N classical particles (whose phase space trajectories are generated by classical equations of motion) via a potential V(r, R , , . . . , MN),

(la)
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V* • S ^ 5 ( r , ~ r,.+ 1) + - ^ S S V(r,.,R;) + V f (R | f .. • . R v ) .

db)

Z = lim ZP .

(lc)

where

and

Vf is the interaction potential between the classical particles, and (3 = (A*7y'.
Equations (1) establish an isomorphism [5] between the quantum problem and a
classical one in which the quantum particle is represented by a flexible periodic chain
(necklace) of P pseudoparticles (beads) with nearest-neighbor harmonic interactions
with a temperature-dependent spring constant, Pm/h20*. The above expression for
the partition function is exact as P -* °°. In practice, the finite value of P employed
in a calculation is chosen to yield convergent results and depends upon the temperature and characteristics of the interaction potential, V.
The average energy of the system at equilibrium is given by
W

E=

2?

1 /

+ <K) + K +

7\ S

\

v(ri)

)'

(2a)

where

and the angular brackets indicate statistical averages over the probability distribution
as defined in Eq. (1). The first two terms in Eq. (2a) are the mean kinetic and potential
energies of the classical component of the system. The quantum particle kinetic energy
estimator [14] K [Eq. (2b)] consists of the free particle term (Kf = 3/2/8) and a contribution due to the interaction (KiM). Finally, the last term in Eq. (2a) is the mean
potential energy of interaction between the quantum particle and the classical field.
A measure of the quantum character [10] of the system may be inferred from the
relative contribution of KM to the kinetic energy K. The magnitude of Km depends
on two factors: the gradients of the potential at the location of the beads and the
bead spatial distribution. For a classical particle whose thermal wavelength, XT =
{(ih2/m)v2, approaches zero, the Gaussian factor in Eq. (la) [see the first term in
Eq. (lb) reduces to a delta function (6(r, - r,+ l ), for all i] and the necklace collapses
to a single point, representing a classical particle. Under this circumstance KM = 0.
Generally, the degree of quantal character depends upon the interplay between the
spatial extent of the particle (which in the above formulation is related to the spatial
distribution of the pseudoparticles) and a characteristic length associated with the rale
of change of the potential.
Another convenient measure of the quantum character of the system and the degree
of localization of the quantum particle is provided by the complex time correlation
function [15],
r(#')| 2 ),

(3)
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where |r(f) - r(r')| is the distance between two points (beads) on the electron path
separated by a "time" (t-t1) E (0,/3ft). The value at t-t' = ph/2, R = R(0h/2),
characterizes the breadth of the bead distribution and yields the correlation length.
Note that for a free particle, where the bead distribution obeys Gaussian statistics,
Rf = V3A T /2. For a localized state, when fluctuations in R(t - t') are inhibited,
R(t - t') is dominated by the ground state [15], and as a function of (/ - / ' ) ,
R2(t - t') starts from zero at t - t' = 0 and rapidly achieves a constant value, with
R < Rf (i.e., it is independent of "time" except for t - t' close to 0 and (3h). The
rise time r is a (rough) measure of the excitation energy A£ = Ex - Eo (where Ex is a
Boltzmann weighted average of the manifold of excited states) given by AE = h/r.
A delocalized state, on the other hand, is characterized by a dependence of R2(t — t')
on (r — f') over the whole range (O,fih).
The formalism described above is converted into a numerical algorithm by noting
the equivalence [8] between the equilibrium statistical averages over the probability
distribution given in Eqs. (1) and sampling over phase space trajectories, generated
by a classical Hamiltonian
2ft 2 /3 2VI '
(4)
where m * is an arbitrary mass chosen such that the internal frequency of the necklace, CD = [mP/(m *fi2h2]v2, will match the other frequencies in the system, and M, is
the mass of a classical particle. For a description of the application of the method to
a wide variety of quantum many-body systems of chemical and physical interest, the
reader is referred to a recent review [11}.
III. Electron Localization in Ionic Clusters
To investigate the modes of electron localization in ionic clusters, we have performed [9] QUPID simulations of electron interaction with [Na14Cl13]* and |Na, 4 Cl u l 2 "
at 300K. The structure of the bare clusters is cubic [16] (with small distortions), and
the doubly-charged one contains an internal anion vacancy. The ions were treated as
classical particles interacting via coulomb attraction and the Born-Mayer repulsion
[16,17].
The interaction of the electron consists of a sum of electron-ion potentials: pure
Coulomb repulsion for the e anion interaction8 and a pseudopotential —e2/Rc for
r < Rc and -e2/r for r > Rc and -e2/r for r > /?( for the e cation {18] (for N a \
/?, = 3.24ao). Based upon the examination of the stability of the variance of the kinetic energy contribution Kim, the number of "electron beads" was taken as P = 399.
Employing an integration step of t = 1.03 x 10"'\ long equilibration runs were
performed (1-2 x !04Ar). The reported results were obtained via averaging over
8 x 103Ar following equilibration.
In Figure 1 we present our results for the equilibrium electron charge distribution
(small dots) and for the nuclear configuration of the clusters. The energetics of these
systems may be summarized in terms of the adiabatic electron binding energy
[EBE (adiabatic)j of the cluster.
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EBE (adiabatic) = E% + Ec,

(5)

which is obtained by summing the electron-binding energy

2 <vfo)

I-1

and the cluster reorganization energy

where (VAHC}0 is the potential energy of the "bare" AHC in the absence of the electron.
Our results concerning the energetics of electron attachment are given in Table II.
As is apparent from Figure la the [Na,4Cl,2]2+ cluster stabilizes an internally localized electron state, with the ionic configuration similar to that found in a bulk F~
center defect, thus establishing the dominance of short-range interactions for internal
electron localization.
A drastically different localization mode is obtained in the [Na14Cl,3]+ system
(Fig. lb), where a novel surface state is exhibited. We refer to this state as a cluster
surface localized state [9]. Such surface states were considered for macroscopic alkali
halide crystals by Tamm about 50 years ago but were never experimentally documented. Finally, it is of interest to note that the total energy of e [Na,4Cl,2]2+ is close
to that of the [Na 14 Cl 13 ]\ whereupon the electron (internal) binding energy in the
cluster is similar to that of a negative ion.
IV. Cluster Isomerization Induced by Electron Attachment
Although for ionic clusters of intermediate size electron localization is not accompanied by major structural rearrangement, such effects may be prevalent for smaller
systems. We found [9,19] that electron attachment may induce configurational transformations in small neutral ionic clusters at relatively low temperatures, and mat the
equilibrium configurations of the cluster with the attrached electron do not necessarily relate to those of the parent neutral cluster.
Our QUPID studies of electron interaction with Na4Cl4 clusters at the temperature
range 50-1000K employed the same interaction potentials described in Section III
TABLE II. Energetics and electron charge distribution for bulk and surface states of
electrons attached to sodium chloride clusters [9] at 300K, P = 399.
CLUSTER

E'B
Ec
EBE(adiabatic)
(R't)2
(K$)2

e-[Na 14 Cl 12 ] ++

e-tNa,4C!13r

-6.77
2.17
-4.6

-4.34
2.87
-1.47

4.6
6.8
6.3

5.4
7.0
9.8

Note: components of radius of gyration of the charge distribution J¥J-V'; in units of s 0 ,
and energies in electron volts.
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and used constant-temperature simulations with a velocity form of the veriet algorithm
[20]. Equiiibrium configurations at various temperatures are shown in Figure 2. At
low temperature (T < 500K) the electron distribution is extended with an equal probability charge distribution around all the four Na* ions, and the ionic configuration is
similar to that of the low T neutral cluster. At the intermediate temperature domain,
50QK < T s 750K, a configurational change of the negative cluster is exhibited (see
Fig. 2b). This is a distorted planar configuration and is similar to the stable structure
of the related classical Na4CI J cluster, which we found in simulations performed in
the range 50K < T < HOOK. At the high 7" domain, 750K < T < 1200K, a coexistence of several isomers is found. At -750K a boat-like configuration (Fig. 2c)
dominates {in this range a bent chain is also found), and at T ~ 1000K an elongated
chain in coexistence with a planar ring (Fig. 2d and e) are found. We observe a tendency toward spatial localization of the electron upon increase in T. Furthermore, the
presence of the excess electron induces two types of configurational modifications
that are either quantitatively or qualitatively different from those in the neutral cluster:
(1) The localized excess electron can play the role of a pseudonegative ion, with
appreciable kinetic energy, which is overwhelmed by the electron ion interactions
leading to new nuclear configurations that have no counterpart in the neutral cluster.

;-

:r:sf'IKS-H

Figure 2.

Cluster configurations for e Na 4 Cl 4 : (a) 50K, (b) 575K. <c) 75OK, id and e)
1000K. See caption to Figure I for details
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(2) The partial neutralization of a single positively charged ion by the excess electron results in the appearance of the high T configuration of the neutral parent cluster
at substantially lower temperatures for the negatively charged cluster. The first effect
is observed in the intermediate T range, whereas both effects are exhibited in the high
T domain.
V. Electron Attachment to Water Clusters
The existence of the solvated electron, i.e., a bound excess electron state
in polar fluid, was experimentally demonstrated in 1863 for metal-ammonia
solution [21a] and in water in 1962 [21b]. The binding of the
excess electron in water or ammonia originates from a combination
of long-range and short-range attractive interactions and is accompanied by large
local configurational changes. Electron localization in water clusters, (H2O)~, was
experimentally documented to be induced either by electron binding during the cluster
nucleation process [22,23] or by electron attachment to preexisting clusters [24]. The
occurrence of a weakly bound diffuse state of (H2O) ~ can be understood on the basis
of QUPID calculations to originate from weak charge-dipole interactions 119,25,26].
On the other hand, the existence of stable large (H2O)~ (n > 11) clusters, which are
characterized by large vertical electron-binding energies in the range of 0.7 eV (for
n = 11) to 1.2 eV (for n = 20), imposes a challenging theoretical problem. Quantum
mechanical calculations [27,28] for (H2O) ~ clusters (n = 6 and 8) seem to indicate
that electron attachment is accompanied by a large cluster reorganization energy, so
that the adiabatic electron-binding energy to (H2O)8 and presumably also for larger
dusters will be negative, precluding the existence of a stable bound excess electron
state, in contrast to experiment. These theoretical studies followed faithfully the
"conventional wisdom" in this field, invoking the implicit assumption that the excess
electron state in the (H,O)n cluster constitutes an interior localization mode, QUPID
calculations are ideally suited to the exploration of alternative localization modes of
the excess electron in water clusters.
A key issue in modeling the system is the choice of interaction potentials. Fortunately, for small water clusters, interaction potential functions that provide a satisfactory description for a range of properties are available [29,30]*. We have used
the RWK2-M model [30] for the intra- and interwater interactions. Less is known
about the electron-water interaction [25,31]. We have constructed (Landman et al.,
Ref. 19) a pseudopotential that consists of Coulomb, polarization, exclusion, and
exchange contributions:
V(re, Ro,R,,R 2 ) = Vcoul + V^ + Vexc, + Vx .

(8a)

The position of the oxygen and hydrogen nuclei of the water molecule are given by
(Ro, R,,R 2 ), and r ? is the position of the electron.

*Reference 30, as well as the description of the potential in Ref. 29 (Eq. 1? and Table I) contain several
ambiguities and typographical errors. When corrected we reproduce their results.
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The Coulomb interaction is

Vrcou|V/ _?>
r

n
r»
n \
«*O' * * ! • "*2'

V
* - ".''

H,\ R,

(Kb)

where R 3 = R o + (R, + R 2 - 2R n )8 is the position of the negative point charge of
the RWK2-M model; qx and q2 = 0.6?,^, = - l.2e\ and S - 0.2218756. The values
of qj and 8 were chosen [29,30] to give a good representation of the dipole and
quadrupole moments of the water monomer. The cut-off radius R,, was taken to be
0.5a<), and the results are insensitive to the precise value of R,,.
The polarization interaction is given by

= -0.5a*7(|r, - R(,

(8a

where a = 9.7446 a.u. is the spherical polarizability of the water molecule. The
form of V^j and the value of Rp = 1.6a,, were chosen to fit approximately the adiabatic polarization potential as calculated by Douglass et al. | 3 1 | for an approach of
the electrons along the H-O-H bisector (see Table 7 and Fig. 2 in Ref. 31).
The exclusion Vcxci and the exchange V, contributions both require the electron density p(r, R o , R,, R 2 ) of the water molecule. We find that a reasonable fit to the calculated electron density [32], in the regions of importance, is provided by
<-r-R,:

p(r,Ro,R,,R2) =

(8d)

A contour plot of logi0p for r in the plane of the molecule is shown on the right side
of Figure 3.

ptuedopoientki! 0wrtr»M)

-73 -S.0 -23 0.0 Z5 5.0 73 B

XCou)

-13-83

XCoa)

Figure 3. Contours of electron-water interaction, left, and of the electronic density
(log,0 p(r)), right; see Eqs. (8d). in the plane containing the nuclei. The oxygen is located
at the origin.
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The repulsion, due to the exclusion principle, is modeled as a "local kinetic energy"
term | 3 3 | .
V,^(r,. R(l. R,, R : ) - ().5f-Vi,,(37r>)'".

(8e>

The exchange interaction is modeled via the local exchange approximation [34],

l' 1 <r,.R,,.R,.R,) - -ayMirW/n

(8f>

The parameter «, was taken to be a, ~ 0.3 in order to obtain good agreement
between our simulation results and the s o results of Rao and Kestner |27f for
(H ())„ at a fixed octahedral configuration of the water molecule.
A contour plot of the total electron-water pseudopotential is shown in Figure 3a (in
the plane of the molecule, with the oxygen located at the origin). In our QVPID simulation the water molecules are treated classically «there is no evidence of an isotope
effect on soivaUon) whereas the quantum electron "necklace" contains a number of
beads if1 ) that depends on the temperature ('/"). We have found that, as a rule of
thumb, adequate discretization is obtained if PkBT Sr e'an.
Equipped with these potentials we have embarked upon an investigation [35J
of (he energetics and structure of (H : O),, In = 8-18) clusters.

Figure 4.

Molecular and electron configurations in the (H;O),K "internal" (aI and
"surface" states (b).
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We invoked, in correspondence with the alternative experimental methods
of preparation [22-24], two initial conditions: (1) First condensing the water
molecules around a classically negative charged particle with a radius of 5 a(> and
subsequently replacing the classical particle with the electron necklace. (2) Placing a
compact distribution of beads next to an equilibrated neutral cluster. For the smaller
clusters (n < 12) a surface state develops rapidly, regardless of the initial setup of
the calculation, whereas for n = 18, (1) and (2) yield an internal (Fig. 4a)and
surface (Fig. 4 b) electronic state, respectively. All our calculations were at constant
temperature, using stochastic collisions, and employed the velocity form of the
Verlet integration algorithm [20J.
In Table III we summarize the data for the electron vertical binding energy EBE(vertical) = PE(e — (H2O)m) + Kmv the cluster reorganization energy E,, and the electron distribution. The bead distributions for the excess electron are characterized by
the radius of gyration R] = (l/2P2)(1,IJ(rl - r,)2) and the degree of localization by
the correlation function R(t - t') defined in Section II.
From these results we assert that there is a remarkable quantitative difference between internal and surface states of the excess electron in water clusters. The value of
Ec is lower for a surface state than for an internal state. As is apparent for (H2Q)]8,
|EBE(verticaI)| is considerably higher for the interior state, accompanied by a high
value of Ec. For the electron surface state of (H2O),K the value of |EBE(vertical)j is
close to the experimentally stated one J23], whereas the formation of this state involves a reorganization of the bare cluster. For (H2Q),2, internal localization does not
occur, and the trend of decreasing ionization energy is obtained. Finally for (H:O)K a
very small binding energy is obtained, and the state is characterized by a diffuse electron charge distribution.
From these results we conclude that (1) the electron localization mode in (HX»B
clusters involves a surface state; (2) the onset of electron localization in a tightly
bound state in (H2O)n clusters is exhibited for n > 8. in accordance with experiment
[22-24] (n > II); and (3) the vertical electron binding energy for the clusier-electron-surface-state in (H2O),2 and (H2O)IX (Table III) are in adequate agreement with
the experimental photoelectron spectroscopic data [23].
We have demonstrated the prevalence of the surface localization mode in sufficiently large (H2O)n clusters, which is qualitatively different from the localization
mode of the hydrated electron in the bulk, thus establishing the crucial role of longrange attractive interactions for electron localization in the bulk. Sn this context we
conjecture that the striking difference between the lowest coordination number for
localization in water (n s 11) and ammonia (n > 35) clusters may originate from
the weak electron-molecule interaction in the case of ammonia, which renders the
cluster electron surface state unstable for (NH,) n , so that the buildup of longrange attractive interactions involving a third (and perhaps higher) coordination
layer will be required in large (NH.,)B clusters.
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Abstract
Hybridization, bond, and deviation angles as well as strain energies in Archimedean
carbon clusters C :4 . C4)(. CWI. and CL,,, are calculated within the iterated maximum
overlap approximation.
Recent laser irradiation experiments on graphite performed by Kroto et al. 111 have
given rise to speculations on the existence of the stable cluster of 60 carbon atoms, it
has been suggested that this cluster has the form of one of the Archimedean solids,
namely that of a truncated icosahedron The chemical name buckminsterfullerene was
suggested for this cluster 11. 2|. All atoms in buckminsterfullerene have a valency of
three. In the present note we have studied hybridization, bond, and deviation angles
in buckminsterfullerene and some other carbon clusters having in common the
Archimedean lattice with the same valency condition | 3 | . The clusters studied are
t :4. C4S, CMI. and C,,,,. which have the shape of the truncated octahedron, truncated
cuboctahedron, truncated icosahedron. and truncated icosidodecahedron, respectively. The shapes of these clusters together with the enumeration of their atoms are
depicted in Figure 1.
The method used is the iterative maximum overlap approximation (IMOA) (4J. It
considers the orthogonal local hybrid orbitals
4iAl = aAl (2s)A + (1 - ai)l2(2P)A

<h

where the hybridization parameters, nAl - (I - al,)/a\,, are varied until the maximum of the sum Eh of the weighted overlap integrals is attained
Eh = *cc 2 See + *CH X SCH

121

Since the clusters studied here are constructed from carbon atoms only, the sum Eh
simplifies to
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a)

b)

Figure I. (a) The shapes of the clusters studied together with enumeration of their atoms.
(b) The position of the hybrids in the space for each of the clusters studied. They are lying
in the plane perpendicular at atom 1 to the line lc, where c is the center of the cluster. The
directional vector 12' is defined by the intersection line of this plane with the plane passing
through c and the atoms 1 and 2. The other directional vectors (11', 13', 14') are defined in
the same manner and, obviously, are lying in the plane that contains hybrids as well.

From the hybridization parameters, obtained by the maximization of Eb, the interhybrid angles as well as deviation angles may be calculated. Moreover, when properly parametrized, the IMOA gives insight info the strain energy of bonds and of
the molecule as a whole [5j. We report here the strain energies for the clusters under
consideration.
The hybridization parameters, nM, are presented in Table 1 for the clusters studied
and for benzene, ethylene, and butadiene for reasons of comparison. The results
show some regularities. The hybridization in bonds joining 6- and 6-, 6- and 8-, and
6- and 10-membered rings is similar to that found in ethylene and is generally lower
in p content than in other bonds of the cluster studied. This is compensated for by the
increase in the n electron active charge. Hybrids of the bonds shared with four-membered rings are the richest in p character, and the value of its hybridization parameter
is about that of the central bond in butadiene. On the other hand the hybridization
parameters found in Cw are such that one of them is slightly above and the other of
them is slightly below the value of the hybridization parameter found in benzene.
The interhybrid angles of 117°, 118°, 120°, and 122° are found in four-, five-, six-,
and higher-membered rings, respectively. This regularity is caused by the tendency of
the skeleton to lower the deviation angles. Consequently, the angle strain of the
molecule as a whole is lowered.
The directions of hybrids have been allowed to vary freely in space with the exception of those belonging to 1-2 bond of C^, and C24, where, because of the local symmetry, they must lie in the plane of symmetry between two six-membered rings. It
has been found that all three hybrids of an atom He in the plane that is perpendicular
to the line connecting the atom and the center of the cluster.

TABLE I.

The hybridization parameters, geometries, and the strain energies for the clusters studied and ethylene. butadiene and benzene as calculated by
the IMOA method.

Molecule

Bond
I

1

I

I

Bond
distances
Interhybrid angle

Deviation angle

(A)

Average
strain
energy,
per bond
(kcal/mol)

2.21-2.21
1.66-1.66

<111, 116.97°
<112, 121.57°

8,,. 20.44°
8,,, 19.70°

1 457
1.387

244.7

6.80

<213, 116.68°
<214, 122.61"
<314. 120.71°

8,2. 18.70°
8,,. 16.06°
8,4> 15.08°

I 446
1.454
1.396

363.2

5.04

—4

2.11-2.11
2.35-2.35
1.63-1.63

—1
—2

2.04-2.04
1.85-1.85

< l l l , 118.70°
<112, 120.60°

8,,, 12.20°
8,2, 1150°

1.435
1.404

283.2

3.20

<213, ! 16.44°
4214, 122.88°
<314, 120.67°

8.2. 18.51°
8.3, 11.15°
814, 10.77°

1.450
1.455
1.384

695.12

3.90

—3
—4

2.11-2.11
2.39-2.39
1 61-1.61

1— 1

1.69-1.69

1.334

0.00

0.00

1— 2
2—3

1.69-1.67
2.22-2.22

<123, 121.60°

8.2, 0.00°
8.3, 0.00°

1.340
1.470

0.00

0.00

1— 1

1.91-1.91

<111, 121.60°

8,,.

1.393

4.70

0.78

1—2
—2
j

C.-C,

Hybridization
ratios (nA,)

Total
strain
energy,
(kcal/moi)

X
00
SO

o
z
n

o

P
c
v>

0.80°

Ui
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The quality of the electron density calculations by the IMOA method has been confirmed by experimental and theoretical findings |6. 7|. The region of the highest densiiv does not coincide with the intersection of the hybrid directions but is located
between them and the line joining the atoms | 7 | . It implies that the <r-eleetron density
in the cluster is almost perfectly spherically distributed, thus providing an interesting
example of the spherical «x cloud.
The deviation angle is defined as the angle between the hybrid direction and the
straight line connecting the neighboring atoms. These angles give an insight into the
strain energy of the bond under consideration. The deviation angles in all clusters are
large and, because we are dealing with .syr-type bonds, it follows that the strain energies of these clusters are large. The deviation angles in C M and C4S clusters are the
largest in value, but these angles are still smaller than that of 26.8° in cvclopropene
i'S|. The average deviation angles in Cwl and C i:il are smaller and equal, respectively,
to the deviation angle of the double bond in cyclobutene (13.3°) | 4 | .
The relationship between overlap and strain exists already (5J. but it holds only
after the bond distances are reliably calculated. The bond distances have been calculated for the localized bonds by the IMOA method | 4 | . and hereafter they are corrected
to take into account the delocalization effect by the relation
A< iin - 0.138(1 - PM)

(4)

where P, is the bond order from the HMO method, and the constant 0.138 has been
obtained from the correction ot the bond length in benzene with respect to ethvlene.
where A</,,r, = (J.
The bond distances calculated for buckminsterfullerene are iiy, - 1.404 A and
t/,: - 1.435 A (Table I and Fig. I). They agree with the values calculated by the
Coulson Golibiewski iterative HMO method | 9 | and may be compared with dv =
1.405 A. du ~ 1.426 A. and J, : = 1.418 A. </,, = 1.436 A. calculated by the HMO
and 3D-IIMO methods 110|. respectively. The ab-initio sro-3G gives [ I i | dv = 1.376
A and du - I 465 A. which differ from our results by - 0 . 0 3 and -t-0.03 A. respectively. The bond distances in other clusters are shorter and longer than in CN1 but
smaller than those to be expected from the hybridization characteristics of the
tr skeleton.
The total and the average strain energies per bond are given in Table I. The most
strained cluster is C':4 followed by C^ Archimedene and buckminsteriullerene have
almost equal strain energies per bond. This can be viewed as the consequence of several factors. The presence of the more strained four-memhered rings in Archimedene
js compensated by the smaller dihedral strain in this cluster. The average deviation
angle in C,:i, equals 13.5C and in Cm equals 11.9°. but the bond distances in the former are longer, and consequently thev are bent more easily.
The calculated strain energies per bond may be compared with 13.8 kcal/mol per
C — C bond in cubane | 5 | . 7.65 kcai/mol in cyclobutene | 5 | , and 5.6 kcal/moi in
biphenylene | 5 j calculated by the IMOA method (Coulson and Moffit reported
5.3 kcal/mol i 12|). However, the strain energies should be corrected for the delocaiization effects.
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Our results agree with the POAV method (10) findings regarding the bond lengths,
small energies, and the perfect n orbital alignment. In the POAV approach the tr hybrids lie along the internuclear axes, and in the IMOA approach the <r hybrids lie in the
plane tangential to the surface of C,,,,. Therefore, in the POAV approach the rehybridi/ation in the cage structures is necessarily large.
As a very crude approximation, the stretching constant may be assumed to be proportional to the hybridization. From the experimental data for benzene (990 cm ')
and ethylene (1623 cm ') 113| we tried to estimate the stretching frequency of the
"double bond" in CN). The value of 1160 cm ' obtained is in good agreement with
1172 cm ' as predicted by the MNDO method |14| which has provided also geometrical and thermochemieal data. However, the IMOA bond length du differs slightly
from the MNDO result, but the correct description of the bond alternation in CH, is
preserved.
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Abstract
Properties of the ground state (X '2) of the BCI molecule are calculated in complete fourth-order many-body perturbation theory. The equilibrium bond distance is
determined to be Rt = 1.740 A (Re(exp.) = 1.716 A ). Spectroscopic constants are
evaluated from the potential curve and agree well with available experimental data.
Static electric properties are computed by the finite-external-electric-field perturbation method. Apparently, no experimental information on these properties is available. Fully numerical Hartree-Fock results are used to estimate basis-set effects on
the calculated quantities.
1. Introduction
The BC1 molecule is an important species in the chemistry of boron-subchlorides. It
is the smallest member of this class of compounds, and it is regarded as the predominant intermediate in the formation and decomposition of all higher boron subchlorides such as B2C14 and the clusters (BCl)n (n = 4,8,9,10,11,12) [!]. It has been
obtained by electrical discharges through inert gases in the presence of traces of BC13
vapor [2] and by flash photolysis of BC13, B2C14, or B4C14 [3]. Its formation in a thermal decomposition of BC13
BCI, - • Cl 2 + BC1

has been observed in mass-spectroscopic studies [4J. Moreover, it participates in the
high-temperature chemical equilibrium [5j
BCI, (gas) + 2 B (solid) <=* 3 BC1 (gas)
To our knowledge only two ab-initio type calculations on BCI are reported in the
literature. One is an SCF calculation [6] using Gaussian basis functions [7] contracted
to a double-zeta basis set. The other one is a two-dimensional fully numerical
Hartree-Fock (HF) calculation [8]. Both studies have been performed only for the experimental equilibrium bond distance.
The main purpose of the present study is to provide reliable theoretical information
on the BCI molecule. Electron correlation is accounted for within many-body perturbation theory (MBPT). Spectroscopic constants are determined by the numerical analyINTERNATIONAI. JOURNAL OF QCANTUM CHEMISTRY QUANTTM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 2 1 .
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sis of the potential turves in the various orders of MBPT. Experimentally unknown
static electric moments and polari/.abilities are computed by the finite-externalelectric-field perturbation method. The second goal of this study is to check the suitability of the methods used, with possible calculations of larger boron-chlorine
systems in mind. Therefore some fully numerical Hartree Fock results are presented
in order to obtain estimates of the basis-set effects involved.
2. Methods and Computational Details
The primitive Gaussian basis set of Huzinaga and Sakai | 9 | is used in all calculations, but it is contracted differently in order to form a contracted basis set of triplezeta quality. The basis is further augmented with one set of six cartesian d functions
on B and two sets on Cl. For details see Table I.
The s o calculations are performed by the MLNICH program system |K)j and the
MBPT calculations by the POI.YCOR program | ! 1 | . The MBPT calculations include the
effects of all single, double, triple, and quadruple excitations through second
(MBPT2I. third (MBPT3). and fourth (MPBT4) order in perturbation series. Two different
excitation schemes are used In the first scheme (A) only excitations from the five
highest occupied S( > vio's are taken into account: the six lowest SCI-MO'S are kept
frozen. This corresponds to excitations of valence electrons only, neglecting all innershell correlation and all correlation between inner and valence shells In the second
scheme (B) only the two lowest occupied SO-.MO'S are kept frozen. In either excitation scheme the two highest virtual s o MO'S are dropped.
The numerical Hartree-Fock calculations are performed with the closed-shell version of the two-dimensional fully numerical Hartree-Fock program of Laaksonen and
Pyykko. Unless indicated otherwise, a grid with M7 points in the v and 121 points in
the ix coordinates is used. For details of the numerical \\\ procedure and for the definition of fx and v. see Ret 13.
The static electric properties are computed by the finite-external-electric-field perturbation method. The total energy of the molecule is calculated without, and in the
presence of, an external electric field or field gradient, respectively, of 0.002
and -0.002 a u. These total energies are then inserted when numerically evaluating
the energy derivatives needed for the determination of static electric properties For a
detailed description of the procedure, see Ret 12 and the references therein.

3. Results and Discussion
The total energies of BCI in the s o and fourth-order MBFT approximations for both
excitation shemes are listed in Table II. The potential energy curves in s o and in different MBPI approximations are shown in Figure 1.
In all approximations a shallow minimum at a bond distance of about ! .73 A is
found. It is remarkable that the inclusion of correlation at different levels of approximation merely shifts the entire curve without influencing its shape. To understand
this behavior, an analysis of the second-order pair correlation energies al two bond
distances (3.29 and 5.00 a.u.l is presented in Table SIS. It clearly shows that the
changes in the correlation energies between core and valence orbitals are at most
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TABLE

1. Contracted Gaussian basis sets for B and Cl (powers of 10 in parentheses).
B

Cl

a

c

c

a

s subset
1

2

3

4

5
6
7
8

0.104116(
O.I57619(
0.361665(
0.987264(
0.317814(
0.108422(
0.407747(
O.158883<
0.285908(
O.35557O(

5)
4)
3)
2)
2)
2)
1)
1)
1)
0)

0.60287376(-2)
0.34I49486(-l)
0.2134399K 0)
0.81531%8( 0)
O.I4008694( 0)
0.32796685( 0)
0.43910380( 0)
0.21500190( 0)
-0.2.1988O38( 0)
0.10908677( 1)

0.149722( 0)
O.74332K-1)
0.370I72(-l)

1.0
1.0
1.0

( 0)
( 0)
( 0)

0.268281 ( 2)
0.581572( 1)
0.163092( 1)
0.54881 J ( 0)
0.204009( 0)
O.82255O(-l)

0.91729102<-2)
0.69037302(-l,
0.2919320 K 0)
0.74403202( 0)
0.63831355( 0)
0.4190942K 0)

0.356435(-l)

1.0

(0)

0.40000CK 0)

1.0

( 0)

9

p subset
1

•>

3
4

5
6

4)
3)
3)
2)
2)
2)
2)
1)
1)
1)
1)
0)
0)
0)
0)

0.54029519(-2)
0.4443654K-1)
0.19271137( 0)
0.82084971( 0)
0.21290206( 0)
0.41804011( 0)
0.389969KK 0)
0.87009223(-1)
-0.99215667(-l^
0.49057529( 0)
0.57854112( 0)
1.0
( 0)
1.0
( 0)
1.0
( 0)
1.0
{ 0)
1.0
( 0)
1-0
( 0)

0.107670( 4)
0.186524( 3)
0.555482( 2)
0.202427( 2)
0.839806( 1)
O.383555( 1)
0.184762( 1)
0.119973( 1)
0.645282( 0)
0.504919( 0)
O.205832( 0)
0.929524(- 1)

0.47998594(-2)
0.53446994(-l)
0.26537197( 0}
0.7654829K 0)
0.46721137( 0)
0.42292533( 0)
0.18758915( 0)
0.17527314(-l)
0
( 0)
.0
( 0)
.0
( 0)
.0
( 0)

0.116I5CK
O.11252O(
O.2855OO(
0.871628(
0.257109(
0.911879(
O.353878(
O.I37353(
0.427984(
0.66363K
0.309771(
O.278525(
0.158113(
0.692513(
0.565345(
O.251653(
O.122O77(

6)

5)

d subset
1
->

().850000< 0)
O.25(KXKK 0)

.0
.0

( 0)
( 0)

1 mhartree, so that they can be regarded as essentially invariant to stretching of the
bond. Changes in pair correlation energies of individual valence orbital pairs can be
of the order of 20 mhartrees, but cancellations cause the sum of ali second-order
valence-valence pair correlation energies to change by less than 1 mhartree.
Spectroscopic constants obtained by numerical analysis of the potential curves f 14]
are given in Table IV, together with available experimental data [2,15]. Already the
SCF results reproduce surprisingly well the experimental results, especially the equilibrium bond distance Rr and the harmonic frequency u}f. This indicates that the
molecular electronic wave function is well approximated by a single SCF determinant,
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TABI>: II.

Ground state total energies of the BCl molecule in Ihe s o and the complete fourth-order MBKT
approximations (all values in a.uj

MHI'l4h'

R

SCI"

A

2.00
2.20
2.40
7.60
2.80
2.90
3.00
3.10
3.15
3.20
3.242582

-483.38413548
-483.71762125
-483.91446591
-484.02652 i 91
-484.08661204
-484.10392500
-484.11524635
-484.12195147
-484.12391930
-484.12511737
-484.12560451
.'-484.16345813;
(-484.16345952;
-484.12568574
<- 484.16339883;
-484.12567333
-484.12564791
-484.12564370
-484.12563951
(-484.16325270;
-484 12563489
-484.12558485
-484.12501760
- 484.12400948
-484.12090217
-484.11665980
-484.10592774
-484.09352390
-484.08045819
- 4X4.060838J2
- 484 03020456
-483.98052298
-483.94520300
-483.92032984
-483.90248733
-483.88935895

-483.63992033
-483.97360484
-484.17056526
-484.28275077
-484.34312015

3.25
3.27
3 28
3.288
3.289
3.29
3.291
3.30
3.35
3.40
3 50
3 60
3 80
4. Of)
4.20
4 50
5 00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

B
484.05130293
-484 35888408
-484.436J9218

-484.37226320
-484.37930799
-484.38146367
-484.38285970
-484.38352222

-484.45462122
-484.45809675

-484.38371916
484.38374944
-484.38375832
-484.38375843
-484.38375854
-484.38375825
-484.38374703
-484.38339838
-484.38261235
-484.37995329
-484.37615538
-484.3662f.-321
-484.35459515
-484.34213923
-484.32320159
-484.29317744
-484.24386206
-484.21000946
-484.19045965
- 4 8 4 ! 8636647
-484.20376184

-484.45894251

-484.45773531
-484.45504248

484.42954994

-484.36795339

484.27K48298

* Two-dimensional fully numerical Hartree--Fock results, if available, in parentheses (n,
97 / 121; for definition, see lext).
"" For definition of ihe excitation schemes A and 8, see text

even for larger nuclear distances, suggesting a relatively high ionic contribution to
the binding. It is also noted that the agreement between the calculated and experimental values of Rt and mt becomes worse with increasing order of perturbation series.
From Table IV it is seen that "unfreezing" some core orfoitals only marginally ini-
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TABLE

III. Second-order pair correlation energies (all values in a.u. unless indicated otherwise).

1

E,,(R = 3.29)

j

EV(R = 5.00)

E,,(R = 5.00) - Etl(R = 3.29)
(mhartree)

-0.0909937437

-0.0605179

Inner-shell/inner-shell MO pairs
Sum
-0.0909332258
Inner-shell/valence-shell MO pairs
Sum
-0.0244210485
Valence-shell/valence-shell MO pairs
1
7
-0.0075547510
7
8
-0.0099156979
8
8
-0.0142367658
9
7
-0.0109094831
9
-0.0243225662
8
9
9
-0.0166293344
7
10
-0.0309094831
10
8
-0.0243225662
9
10
-0.0292296419
10
10
-0.0166293344
7
11
-0.0035518328
11
8
-0.0141803845
11
9
-0.0090666687
11
10
-0.0090666688
11
11
-0.0231122935
Sum
-0.2236374723

-0.0239695950

0.4514535

-0.0082460821
-0.0014959883
-0.0244658885
-0.0121103940
-0.0033092890
-0.0161380111
-0.0121103940
-0.0033092890
-0.0280997748
-0.0161380111
-0.0110318871
-0.0142194268
-0.0264471405
-0.0264471405
-0.0195740436
-0.2231427604

-0.6913311
8.43970%
-10.2291227
-1.2009109
21.0132772
0.4913233
-1.2009109
21.0132772
3.1298671
0.4913233
-7.4800543
-0.0390423
-17.3804718
-17.3804717
3.5382499
0.4947119

Total

-0.3381060991

0.8856475

-0.3389917466

E(au)
-483.4

r

-483.6 r

-483.8

-484.4 -

1.2

1.4

Figure 1. Potential energy curves for the BCI molecule in different approximations (from
top to bottom: SCF, MBPT2(A), MBPT3(A), MBPT4(A), MBPT2(B), MBPT3(B), and MBFF4(B)5.
The short line below the SCF curve corresponds to the numerical m energies.
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IV. Spectroscopic constants of the "B"C1 molecule calculated from potential curves in different
approximations (all values in cm ' unless indicated otherwise).

Method
SFC

Numerical HF2
MBPT2 (A) b
MBPT3 (A)"
MBPT4 (A) b
MPBT2 (B) b
MBPT3 (B) b
MBPT4 (B) b

Experimental'

*.<A>
1.7300
1.7183
1.7292
1.7327
1.7409
1.7282
1.7318
1.7395
1.716

Be

a, x !0 :

y. x 10"

Dt x 10"

0.025

0.67267

0.6703

0. 3162

1.742

0.027
0.026
0.027

0.67331
0.67055
0.66451
0.67409
0.67135
0.66572
0.6838

0.6755
0.6713
0.6744

0. 3833
0. 3748
0. 3724

!.779
1.776
1.797
1.764
1.746
1.776
1.72

WeXe

(13,. \\.

835.85

5.455

828.59
824.20
808.41
832.23
827.03
810.21
839.12

5.270
5.221
5.206
5.622
5.142
5.513
5.11

<»<•

0.646

" See footnote a of Table II.
b
See footnote b of Table II.
c
References 2 and 15.

proves these results. This behavior can only be partly attributed to deficiencies of the
basis set. The bond distance Re interpolated from the fully numerical Hartree-Fock
points certainly approaches the experimental value more closely than that of any
other method. But it is still larger than the experimental bond distance, despite the
general trend of Hartree-Fock-limit calculations to underestimate equilibrium bond
lengths. One reason for the difficult prediction of an accurate bond distance is the
shallow bottom of the potential well. But all theoretical calculations point toward a
larger bond length, casting doubt on the experimental result.
Total static electric dipole and quadrupole moments and electronic dipole and
quadrupole polarizabilities are presented in Table V. Apparently none of these properties has yet been determined experimentally. The dipole moment is calculated as
1.41 D, with the negative pole on boron. Inspection of the table shows that all quantities are affected by the inclusion of correlation at different orders of perturbation
series. In the case of the dipole and quadrupole moments, comparison to fully numerical Hartree-Fock results is possible. It clearly indicates that the error introduced by
neglecting correlation is much larger than the error owing to deficiencies of the basis
set, which is believed to hold as well for the polarizabilities. Variation of the numerical values of the properties with the order of perturbation series makes it necessary to
include correlation at a high level in order to obtain reliable estimates. In contrast,
the influence of the inner shell correlation is much smaller, suggesting that fairly accurate static electric properties may be obtained in the frozen-core approximation for
this kind of molecule.

TABLE V. Total static electric moments and electronic polarizauiiiiies of the BCI molecule" (all values in a.u. unless indicated otherwise).
A
Property
Mr

/*, (debyes)
<*»
«*.
@»

©,.
C;,,-

SCF11

0.S1848
(0.50079)'
1.32
(1.28)c
36.28
26.48
1.709
-3.419
(-3.450) c
61.39
198.46
12.08

B

MBPT2

MBPT3

MBPT4

MBPT2

MBPT3

MBPT4

0.57019

0.50930

0.54856

0.57313

0.51368

0.55433

1.45

1.29

1.39

1.46

1.31

1.41

39.64
26.16
1.550
-3.123

38.62
25.60
1.464
-2.948

40.18
25.52
1.446
-2.915

39.70
26.16
1.547
-3.117

38.66
25.61
1.464
-2.949

40.23
25.53
1.448
-2.919

62.70
200.31
12.96

63.78
204.06
13.13

03

3
d
S3

n
O

63.99
206.68
12.69

62.67
200.26
12.94

63.73
203.88
13.12

64.01
206.68
12.71

' All quantities are calculated for R - 3.29 a.u. at the center of mass (origin) by the finite-external-electric-field perturbation method unless indicated otherwise. The Cl atom is placed on the positive and the B atom on the negative z axis.
b
SCF and numerical HF moments are evaluated directly from the electronic wave functions.
c
Two-dimensional numerical Hartrce-Fock results («„ x «„ = 97 x 121: for definition, see text).
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Introduction
7ra«5-hyponitrous acid, HON=NOH, is known as an explosive, crystalline solid
that has been studied rather extensively in aqueous solution [1]. Inorganic salts and
organometallic derivatives of both cis [2-4] and trans [4-6] isomers have been characterized. Aqueous solutions of the trans -acid decompose predominantly by a heterolytic process to give water and nitrous oxide according to Eq. (1). Organic esters
[7], on the other hand, undergo homolytic fragmentation [Eq. (2)] and are useful,
low-temperature sources of alkoxyl radicals.
H O — N = N — O H -» H O — N = N — O " -* HO" + N2O

(1)

RO - N = N - OR - * 2RO- + N2

(2)

The mechanism of the homolytic process has been a subject of considerable interest [8-11]. An MO study should clarify the preferred pathway as well as explain the
origin of the hyponitrite instability. Of the various possible mechanisms, the following may be considered:
(1) Measurements by Neuman et al. of the volume of activation indicated a simultaneous or concerted scission of the two N — O bonds [8]:
t—RON=NOR -»• N2 + 2RO-

(3)

(2) The recent analysis of Mendenhall and Chen is based on the assumption of a
nonconcerted process, where the first N-O bond breaks followed by the rapid
decomposition of the second [9]:
t— RON=NOR -* RO- + -N=NOR ^

2RO- + N2

(4)

However, an independent verification is potentially valuable, since their conclusions were based on several assumptions. In their study, an experimental
heat of formation of fra/w-di-f-butyl hyponitrite (DBH) was determined as
—41.3 kcal/mol. From this value and published values of &H° for f-Bu-ONO
and HONO, and assuming the transferability of the bond energies between
these compounds and DBH and HONNOH, AHf for HONNOH was estimated
^Guggenheim fellow.
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as 3.1 ± 3.1 kcal/mol. A related approach {lOj led to the prediction of an activation energy of 37.5 kcal/mol for the decomposition of hyponitrous acid,
HONNOH, by single N — O bond scission. By contrast, experimental activation energies for trans-a\ky\ hyponitrites vary from 22 to 30 kcal/mol 19-12].
(3) The trans isomer may attain equilibrium with the cis isomer, which then dissociates by either mechanism 1 or 2 above.
rram-R0N=N0R ^ ra-RONNO R -»• 2RO- + N,

(5)

(4) A rearrangement to a polar intermediate may occur, followed by a fast decomposition [4].
RON = NOR -» (RO)2N+ = N ~ -> 2RO + N2

(6)

(5) Another heterolytic mechanism may involve the formation of a diazonium
intermediate:
RON = NOR -» RO + N = NOR -» 2RO- + N2

(7)

(6) Additionally, for the parent acid one can imagine a proton rearrangement leading to nitroxyl:
HON = NOH -»• HON-N(O~)H -» HN(O ) = N(O)H -^ 2HN = O

(8)

Of these various mechanisms, we have performed molecular orbital calculations on
the first three of these pathways. The remaining three involve polar species whose intermediacy is not particularly supported by the reaction products [Eq. (8)j or by the
small solvent effects on decomposition rates of the organic esters [7].
Methods
The r-butyl ester of rra/is-hyponitrous acid, for which thermodynamic data are
available [11], would be of particular interest, but such an MO study would be too
burdensome at the ab initio level. An analysis of the hydrogen analogue, hyponitrous
acid, HONNOH, permits an accurate study that may be used to infer quantitative as
well as qualitative results about the alkyl esters.
Ab initio calculations were completed to study hyponitrous acid and, where necessary, several related molecules (ammonia, diimide, and hydroxylamine). A variety of
methodologies and basis sets were employed that represented a compromise between
the complexity of the method and the basis set completeness. For determining the
harmonic vibrational frequencies, a restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) method with the 6311G** basis of Pople et al. was chosen. The geometry optimization was continued
at the second-order level with a smaller polarized basis set (MBPT(2)/6-31G*|. At
these final geometries, the energy of the above molecules were reported with the 6311G** basis set using the second-order (MBPT(2)), third-order (MBPT(3)) [131,
fourth-order (SDQ-MBPT(4)), and coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) algorithms as developed by Bartlett and coworkers [14]. It is felt that at this level the
heat of formation with the correct vibrational corrections will be reliable. Additionally, some unrestricted Hartree-Fock third-order results (UMBPT(3)/4-31G) will be re-
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ported for comparison. This method was also used to roughly characterize the shape
of the potential energy surface. For studying the dissociation path for hyponitrous
acid, a multireference CASSCF procedure was employed using a minimal basis,
(CASSCF/STO3G). Since, as will be discussed below, several near degeneracies develop on dissociation, such a muldreference procedure is necessary to qualitatively
confirm the UMBPT(3) results.
The heats of formation were determined using an approach similar to that suggested by Pople et al. [13,15]. The above methods were used to calculate the bond
separations energies, A// Bs , as defined as the heat for the following reaction (trans
isomers):
HONNOH + 2NH, -» HNNH + 2H.N0H

(9)

Knowledge of the experimental heats of formation for all compounds except hyponitrous acid permits the determination of that for HONNOH. The experimental values
are presented in Table 6.62 of Ref. 15. Since all products and reactants have the
same kind of bonds between heavy atoms, the heat of the reaction can be determined
accurately. At the UHF level, the bond separation energy can be determined to within
5-10 kcal/mol. Using the above methods we expect an even better precision, although there never has been a systematic study of this.
A similar approach can be used to determine the bond separation energy for the radical, HONN, where once again v/e maintain the same number of heavy atom bonds:
HONN- + H2 + NH, -> HNNH + H- + H:NOH

(10)

The heats of formation for all gaseous components in Eq. (10) are known except for
the HONN radical. The bond separation energy should be accurately determined if
we assume that the representation of the two odd electron species are of similar accuracy. This should be possible since both unpaired electrons are nonbonding, with the
odd electron on the HONN radical localized on the end nitrogen atom in a sigma
orbital. Table I gives the reference SCF configurations of the molecules of interest in
this study.
Results
The geometry optimization was accomplished in two steps. The first used the
RHF/6-311G** method to obtain the harmonic vibrational frequencies. The final optimization was performed at the MBPT(2)/6-3 1 * level. The results are summarized in
Table II. Although the latter basis set is smaller, it has been found to be very effective for optimizing the geometry of compounds containing first row atoms (note
Table 6.2 in Ref. 15). The MBPT(2)/6-31G* results gave longer bond distances and
TABLE I.
HON = NOH
HON = N
N,
HO

Reference configurations.
lUAg) 2 — (lBg)2(6Bu)2(7Ag):(2Au)-l
jdA')2—(9A')2(1A"):!(2A"):(1OA<)1!
Id Ag) 2 —(2Bu) J (3Ag) : UAu) 4 i
|(1A)2<2A)2<3A)2(1B)3|
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TABLE

II. Geometry of hyponitrous acid

RHF/6-311G**

MBPT(2)/6-31G*

Exp. a

1.194
1.349
0.941
104.1
109.3
0.0

1.255
1.399
0.975
101.0
106.3

1.25
1.40
—
109.3
106.5
—

R(NN)
R(NO)
R(OH)
9(N0H)
6(NN0)
<J>(NNOH)

0.0

Note: All bond distances are given in angstroms.
* Values for di-/-butyl ester as reported in Ref. 7.

smaller angles in better agreement with experiment. Except for the N — O — H bond
angle, these results agreed very well with the x-ray results on the terf-butyl ester. The
wider angle in the tert-butyl ester is consistent with the larger steric requirements of
this group compared with hydrogen.
The appropriate vibrational and temperature correctionr- were made in determining
the bond separation energy of Eq. (9). To obtain consistent results, similar computations were performed on NH3, H2NOH, and HNNH to determine their MBPT(2)/
6-31G* energies and harmonic frequencies. These theoretical values were used in
preference to the available experimental values in order to minimize the differencing
error in determining the bond dissociation energy.
The trans configuration of hyponitrous acid was found to be the most stable
geometry by about 5 kcal/mol. More importantly, for the trans-to-cis conversion,
the energy barrier was determined to be about 68 kcal/mol at the MBPT(2)/6-31G*
level for the O—N—N angle inversion. The barrier for the direct rotation about
the N—N bond was another 17 kcal/mol higher than that. It is unlikely that the
trans-to-cis conversion could ever be a factor in the hyponitrite decomposition.
Table III summarizes the various results for the bond separation energy and the
heat of formation of hyponitrous acid. The semiempirical values were obtained by
Mendenhall et al. by applying a sequence of additivity rules to their experimental
TABLE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

III.

Heat of formation for HONNOH.

Method

A#BS(kcal/mol)

UHF/4-31G
UMBPT(3)/4-31G
RHF/6-311G»*
MBPT(2)/6-311G**
MBPT(3)/6-3UG**
SDQ-MBPT(4)/6-3UG**
CCSD/6-311G**

25.0
57.0
33.1
42.9
38.6
38.5
39.2
—

Semiempirica]

A/tfkcal/mol)
9.5

-19.5
4.5

-5.4
-1.1
-1.0
-1.6
3.1 ± 3.1

Note: methods 1 and 2 were completed at the UMBFT(2)/4-33G optimum geometry.
Methods 3 through 7 were used at the MBPT(2)/6-31G* optimum geomeoy.
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values for the tert-buiy\ ester. The accuracy of that result needs an independent verification. These results seem to converge to a value between —1.0 and - 1 . 6 kca!/mol
for the SDQ-MBPT(4) and CCSD methods, respectively. This is fairly close to the lower
limit for the value of 3.1 ± 3.1 kcal/mol obtained by additivity. Although this
agreement is reasonable, we suspect that the latter number might be somewhat too
high. However, in unpublished work, Mohr calculated a value of 3.6 kcal/mol {17].
The heat of decomposition of hyponitrous acid is of some interest. With a heat of
formation of the HO radical of 9.4 kcal/mol [16], the heat of decomposition to N2
and 2HO is calculated as 15.7 kcal/mol, where the semiempirical value is used for
the heat of formation of HONNOH. The result using the CCSD value would be
20.4 kcal/mol.
In a similar manner, the heat of formation for the HONN radical can be determined
from the bond separation energy as given in Eq. (10) above. Since we assume here
that the errors in describing the unpaired electrons in HONN and H cancel, one must
be cautioned against attaching too high a confidence level to such a determination.
Including correlation should help correct this problem. Using the SDQ-UMBPT(4)/
6-31G* energies for all molecules in Eq. (10), a bond separation energy of 34.5 kcal/
mol can be calculated. The standard geometries as defined by Pople et al. were used
[13]. With the heat of formation of the H atom as 52.1 kcal/mol, that for the HONN
radical comes to 55.6 kcal/mol. The heat of decomposition for the single N — O
bond scission in HON=NOH is thus 66.6 kcal/mol, which is significantly larger
than that calculated for the concerted process.
To clarify the nature of the hyponitrite instability as well as the differences in the
concerted and nonconcerted decompositions, the correlation diagrams are given in
Figures 1 and 2. They map the MO energy levels of HONNOH into those of the dissociation products 2HO and N2 in Figure 1 and the products HONN and HO in Figure 2. These MO energy levels were determined at the RHF level to emphasize the near
degeneracies that exist. On decomposition, the virtual l<ru MO in HONNOH undergoes a large drop in energy to become fourfold degenerate with occupied MO in the
dissociation products. The hyponitrite instability can thus be rationalized in terms of
TABLE

IV. RHF/6-311G** Harmonic vibrational frequencies.

Symmetry
Ag
Ag
Ag
Ag
Ag
Bu
Bu
Bu
Bu
Au
Au
Bg

Mode
H—O stretch
N — O stretch
N — N stretch
N—N—Obend
ONN bend, NO stretch
H—O stretch
NO stretch, HON bend
NO stretch, HON bend
O—N —N
H—O — N—N torsion
O — N — N — 0 torsion
H—O—N —N torsion

<o(cm ')
4186
1522
1263
1994
733
4182
1559
1204
458
438
371
406
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H0N=NOH

9ffg

m
m

a
»

N 2 + 2 HO- ;
2nu(N2)
3au(N2)
4ag(N2)

8<ru
e.ai
7au

BS
2ilg

B

es
m

o -:u-\

a

2rr u
7a fl
•6<ru
lnu
6ffg
•5<r g

5<ru

-I-

Figure 1. Correlation between the RHF MO of hyponitrous acid and the RHF MO of the products from the concerted decompositions.

a large configuration interaction effect as the NO bond distance lengthens. Since the
degeneracy is emphasized in the concerted pathway, one might expect that this will
be die favored mechanism.
Figures 3 through 5 give more details on the favored pathway. In Figure 3, the
UHF/4-21G and UMBPT(3)/4-21G results are illustrated with two curves each. The
first curve is for the concerted dissociation, and the second is for the nonconceited
dissociation where one N—O bond distance was fixed at 1.39A. In Figure 4 tfie corresponding curves are given for the CASSCF/STQ-3G results. For the CASSCF calculations, the highest four occupied and lowest three virtual MO were included in the
active space to generate a 256-configuration expansion. This method included Ml
near degeneracies and provided a check on the third-order results. In ail cases
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H0N=N0H

R + -OH
R = H0N=N-

e.79

e.so

m

t.SS

m
$6
8
V.

(9

n
s
H
O

-e.js
— 10a(R)
7<rfl

=r---.-

2n(R)
irr(OH)
8a(R).3<r(OH)
?a(R)

-1-

Figure 2.

Correlation between the RHF MO of hyponitrous acid and RHF MO of the products
from the single N — O bond scission.

above, the N—N bond distance was optimized at each point. Figure 5 gives a threedimensional profile of the entire UMBPT(3) surface. The UMBPT(3) and CASSCF results
are qualitatively similar and indicate that the preferred mechanism will be the nonconcerted decomposition. Since the energy of the concerted pathway drops below
that of the other at large NO bond distance, the cleavage of the first bond will be
followed by the rapid loss of the second N—O bond.
The UMBPT(3) results give an activation energy for N—O scission in HON=NOH
of 40 kcal/mol, whereas the CASSCF value is 33 kcal/mol. The former almost certainly has some spin contamination in it. These results bracket the semiempirical activation energy of 37.5 kcal/mol for homolytic decomposition reported by Chen and
Mendenhall. The result was inferred from the activation energy for the decomposition
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3.5

SNTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE (ANGSTROMS)
Figure 3. Comparison of the UHF and UMBPT(J) curves for both the concerted and single
N — O bond scissions. All points are included in the N — N bond optimization.

of the f<?rr-buryl ester using an equation based on Hess's law. It is subject to error
bounds of ±3.1 kcal/mol for the heat of formation of f-butyl hyponitrite and errors
from the other experimental values used in the calculation. Both theoretical values
are acceptably close to the semiempirical result.
Conclusions
The results obtained in this study support the recent work of Chen and Mendenhaii
that indeed the single bond scission occurs first, followed by the subsequent cleavage
of the second N — O bond. The theoretical heats of formation of fraits-hyponitrous
acid and energy of activation for its homolysis concur with results derived from their
calorimetric data.
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Figure 5.
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Comparison of CASSCF curves for the conceited and single N — O bond scissions. All points are included in the N — N bond optimization.

UMBPT(3) potential surface for the decomposition of hyponitrous acid including
N — N bond optimization.
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Abstract
The conformation of the dilithioacetylene molecule has been investigated up to the
CCSD+T(CCSD) level with the 6-311G*'*' basis. The geometry of the molecule has
been fully optimized on the SCF and MBPT(2) levels with a variety of basis sets. It has
been found that the equilibrium geometry is rather sensitive to the choice of the basis.
Calculations on the CCSD+T(CCSD) level have shown that, although the second-order
MBPT energy term destabilized the planar structure, the sum of the higher order corrections slightly stabilized this form. The planar doubly bridged (D^) structure is predicted to be the most stable one.
Introduction
The structure of the isolated C2Li2 molecule still remains unknown. As pointed out
by Apeloig et al. fl] and Kaufmann et al. (Ref. 2; see also Ref. 4) following Wakefield [3], organolithium compounds display strong tendencies towards complex formation and self-aggregation. Because of this fact, these compounds are difficult to
study experimentally, and ab initio calculations seem to be the best method available
to investigate such species [1,4]. On the other hand, in the case of the dilithioacetylene the results obtained by various authors are quite different (for a short review of early studies, see Apeloig et al. [1]). In general, if rforbitals are not included
in the basis set (using all but the minimal STO-3G basis), the linear Dxh (Fig. 1) form
is found to be the lowest in energy [1,4-6]. However if polarization functions are
added even only on the carbon atoms, the doubly bridged structure was predicted to
be the most stable one. At the SCF (RHF and UHF) level the planar D a structure was
predicted to be the lowest in energy by Apeloig et al. [1], but Ritchie {5} found the
slightly bent form (C2v symmetry) to be the true minimum.

•Permanent address: Department of Molecular Spectroscopy. Institute of Physics, Warsaw University of
Science and Technology, PL-00-662 Warsaw, Poland.
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Figure 1. Structures of dilithioacetylene: In doubly-bridged forms the dihedral angle between the two C—C—Li planes is called the "bending angle."

At the MBPT(3)/6-31G* ( *'//3-21G level the doubly bridged form was predicted to
be about 42 kJ/mol more stable than the linear one* (see Ref. 7 and the references
therein), whereas the full optimization at the MBPT(2)/6-31G* ( * > level led to the conclusion that the doubly bridged, but bent, C2v structure is the global minimum on potential energy surface [6]. Our results indicate that the last finding was an effect of
basis set incompleteness.
Methods
/. HF Level
The calculations were carried out with 6-31G*'** [8] (this designation is used because 6-31G* and 6-31G** bases are the same for C2Li2; we will refer to this basis as
(a) and 6-311G*'*' (b) [9] basis sets. As it was recently pointed out by Bachrach and
Streitwieser [10], the lithium atoms in organolithium compounds are electrondeficient centers having many functions, whereas carbon atoms in these compounds
are electron-rich centers with function deficiencies. In order to avoid internal basis
set superposition error [10], the 6-31G*'*' basis set was augmented with a diffuse sp
shell at the carbons, giving a 6-31+G* basis [6] (in this basis the outer/? functions
on the Li atoms were deleted). The other way to obtain a better "balance" of basis
was to delete the outer sp shell on lithium from the 6-311G*'*' basis and to reoptimize the exponents of all uncontracted Gaussians on carbon and lithium atoms. The
resulting basis set is denoted c. Finally, the use of six d-type polarization functions
instead of five "pure" functions in the 6-311G*'*' basis is equivalent to providing an
additional 5-type function. This further reduces the functional deficiency on the carbon atoms (this basis is denoted d). Full geometry optimization with all basis sets has
been performed.
*The sequence of the two highest occupied molecular orbitals (lftj, and 4ag) should lave been reversed
in the appropriate figures in Refs. 1 and 7; the HOMO for the Dy, fora of the molecule is r-type.
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MBPT(2)
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Level

Full optimization of geometry for the doubly bridged structure has been performed
using analytical gradients with basis sets a and c. With the largest basis sec d, a nongradient optimization has been performed.
For the calculation of the "dissociation path" the molecule was distorted along the
lowest frequency (b3u) vibrational mode, and at several selected values of the
"bending angle" the geometry was reoptimized.
3.

MBPT(3), MBPT(4), CCSD,

and

CCSD +T(CCSD)

Levels

Finally, employing the d basis at three values of the "bending angle" (0,6, and
10°), higher order perturbation calculation at the MBPT(3) and MBPT(4) levels as well
as the CCSD and CCSD+T(CCSD) coupled cluster calculations have been performed (for
a description of the MBPT and coupled cluster methods, see Refs. 11 and 12). The calculations of higher order correlation corrections and the coupled cluster correlation
energies have been done with the virtual orbital space reduced with our ovos (optimized virtual orbital space) method. [13].
The ovos method is based on the second-order Hylleraas functional, which constitutes an upper-bound to the second-order correlation correction, E2, for a trial firstorder correlation wavefunction, $ , :
E2 < <*,|ff0 " £o|3>.> + 2<<D,|V - E,|4)0> m J2

(l)

The virtual orbital space that results from the SCF calculation is divided into active
and nonactive parts. The active virtual orbitals are rotated against nonactive ones
to minimize the Hylleraas functional determined for the active space. The unitary
orbital rotation matrix U is represented in an exponential form with an antisymmetric
matrix R
U+U = 1
U(R) = exp(R)

(2)

R = -R+
The optimal rotation parameters are determined through the Newton-Raphson
equation,
R = -G

H~'

(3)

with gradient and hessian matrices being defined as follows:
G

_8J2
5R

R=0

2

H

(4)

8 J2
2

8R

R=0

The size of the active virtual space for the present calculation is 15, one more than
twice the number of occupied orbitals whose electrons are correlated (core carbon
electrons are left uncorrelated).
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Results
/. HF Level
The results for the HF level are presented in Table I. With the basis sets 6-3SG*'*'
(a) and 6-31+G* (see Ref. 6), the results for the linear (D*k and Dy, forms are virtually the same as those obtained by Dish et al. [6]. It should be noted, however, that in
the CXi 2 case, augmenting the carbon orbitals in the 6-31G*'*' basis with the diffuse
sp shell [6] led to a strong decrease in the Mulliken electron density on the C atoms.
The vibrational frequencies and intensities predicted for the Dxh and D^ structures
using basis a are presented in Table II. In contrast to the results of Ritchie [5] for the
Dy, form, the b}u out-of-plane vibration is predicted here to have a very low, but positive, frequency. The predicted stabilization of the planar, doubly bridged D^ form is
more sharply outlined in the results from the calculations with the larger basis sets
(b, c, and d).
2. MBPT(2) Level
The results for the MBPT(2) level are presented in Table III. The inclusion of the
second-order energy correction further stabilizes the bridged form [1,4,6]. Consistent with the results of Dish et al. [6], for the doubly bridged structure the minimum
energy configuration is found for a bending angle of 10.2° with the basis &, but the
energy barrier for the interconversion via the planar form is extremly low: only about
60 J/mol. The breaking of D^ symmetry appears as a result of the second-order correlation correction. It should be noted that such a low energy barrier is almost meaningless; the zero-point vibrational energy is much higher.
With the c basis set, the global minimum is found for the planar D^ form. The
same is true with basis set d, the largest basis set employed.
TABLE

I. Energies (in hartrees) and bond lengths (in Angstroms) calculated at the RHF level for linear
(D,h) and doubly bridged (D^) forms of dilithioacetylene.
Basis set
a

b

c

d

Energy
R(CC)
R (CLi)

-90.551194
1.2347
1.8999

-90.577749
1.2316
1.8851

-90.578698
1.2323
1.8853

-90.578102
1.2314
1.8845

Energy
R(CC)
R(CLi)

-90.562305
1.2502
2.0268

-90.588249
1.2454
2.0084

-90.588101
1.2456
2.0071

-90.588462
1.2455
2.0081

-29.2'

-27.6

-24.7

-27.2

Structure

Rel. Energy (kJ/mol)

"Zero-point vibrational energies calculated with basis set a are equal to 22.1 ki/moi for the 0 K form and
24.3 kJ/mol for the D^, structure.

TABLE II.

Vibrational frequencies ( c m 1 ) and intensities (km/mol) calculated with the 6-31G*'*1 basis set.
£>,* form
o-;

Ritchie (Ref. 5)
frequency
This work
frequency
intensity
Appr. Norm. Mode

103"

172'

610

766

2154

95*
472

163°

613
0

769
408

2171
0

3

Li—C~:C~—L*i

Li—C":?—Li

1

T

r

L i — C : C - -Li

i i

0

T

t

Li- -C:C—Li

1

Z

4—

Li--C:(

Li

I
form

2
r

Ritchie (Ref. 5)
frequency
This work
frequency
intensity

)VOi

K
10 i*

153

246

557

693

2015

8
202

154
141

254
0

574
0

691
440

2015
0

Li

•-Li

t

T

T

Appr. Norm. Mode

C(-)
Li

Li
C

Li
C

C

C

m
Li

Li

: c
Li

iC Ci

Li

Li

Li

I

1

T

"Doubly degenerate mode.
Imaginary frequency; the coordinate axes defined in Ref. 5 are different from ours, so the />,,, bXu notation here is different.

r
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TABLE

III. Energies (hartrees) and bond lengths (Angstroms) calculated at the MBPT(2) level for the
minimum energy form.
Basis set

Energy
R(CC)
R (CLi)
Struct./bending ang.
(degrees)

a*

a

c

-90.83067
1.266
1.894

-90.844914
1.2820
2.0103
C2v/10.2°

-90.930381
1.2802
1.9913

A
-90.939142
1.2808
1.9954

"Reference 6.

VARIATION OF: E mbpt2 (+) .

E scf (x) , end E2 (.) for C2U2 (C2v)

16
14
12

o
8
6
4

Q

2

ERGY

FERE:NCE

(KJ

10

0

_2
-4

-6
-75

-25
BENDING ANGLE

Figure 2. Dependence of energies calculated with basis set d for doubly bridged forms of
C2Li2 on the dihedral angle between C~C—Li planes. The differences of MBPI{2), SCF,
and second-order energies are denoted by (+), (x), and (•). All energies are in kJ/iaol.

The second-order correction to the energy has a destabilizing effect, but the minimum for the planar Dy, form appears as a result of the stabilization on HF level (basis
set d, Fig. 2).
"Dissociation Path." A distortion of the molecule along the lowest frequency vibrafional b^ mode may be considered as a "dissociation path." Although for moderate distortions the single-determinant approximation for the wave function is
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adequate, a multideterminant description should be used when the distances between
midpoints of the C—C and Li—Li bonds are greater than 3 a.u. (corresponding to a
"bending angle" of about 100°). The inadequacy of the single-determinant reference
for the MBPT(2) level for separations greater than 3 a.u. is demonstrated by subsequent predicted expansion of the C—C bond (Fig. 3).
It is worth noting that for bending angles in the vicinity of 100° (equivalent separations about 3 a.u.) the predicted distance between Li atoms is decreased in comparison with the distance in the Li2 molecule when optimization of the geometries is
performed at the same level of the theory.*
3. MBPTi3), MBPT(4), CCSD, and CCSD +T(CCSD) Level
The calculations show (Table IV) that in the C2Li2 case the sum of the higher-order
corrections to the energy (defined as the difference between CCSD+T(CCSD) energy
and the energy on the MBPT(2) level using the same basis set) has an almost negligible, but slightly stabilizing, effect on the calculated energy of the planar Dy, form.
DEPENDENCE OF OPTIMIZED "BOND LENGTHS" ON "BENDING ANGLE"

40
60
80
100
120
140
BENDING ANGLE
(deg.)
Figure 3. Dependence of optimized bond lengths on bending angle (MBPT(2)/i level).
Li—X denotes the distance from lithium atom to midpoint of the C—C bond (+). For the
planar (D a ) form, this distance is equal to half of the Li—Li bond length (denoted *). Half
of the distance between atoms in the Li2 molecule calculated on die same level of theory is
2.585 bohr. (•) C—C bond distance. AH distances in bohrs.

T h e Li—Li distance calculated on the MBPT(2) level with basis set d is equal to 2.736 A.
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TABLE IV.

Hie stabilizing' influence of the different order correlation corrections to the energy "(KJ/raol)
of the Z?2A fonn of dilithioacetylene.
Coupled cluster

MBPT

Structure

Bending
angle (deg.)

Oa,
C2v

0
6

C2v

10

ASCF

0

AE2

0
73.2

178.5

A£ 3

0
-21.9°
-21.7d
-13.4'
-36.2C
-36.7"
-27.1'

A£ 4

0

A£(cXSD)

A£(CCSD + TfCCSD))

0

0

4.3'

-1.8'

-11.7e

-13.1'

13.5'

-4.9"

-21.7s

-26.2'

'Negative sign denotes destabilization.
"Basis set d.
C
A11 virtual orbitals used.
d
All virtual orbitals with two lowest occupied orbitals left uncorrelated.
'Calculated with the number of virtual orbitals reduced to 15 with ovos method (see text).

However, this is likely to be due to the ovos approximation, in any event. In conclusion, this planar D^ structure is predicted to be the configuration with the absolute
minimum in energy.
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All Inlti© MMD-CI Calculations for the Propagation
Step of Cationic Polymerization of Oxetanes Eased
on Localized Orbitals
JOYCE J. KAUFMAN, P C . HARIHARAN, AND PHILLIP B. KEEGSTRA
Department of Chemistry, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Abstract
In the propagation step of the cationic polymerization, oxetane reacts with the
protonated oxetane formed in the initiation step, with concomitant ring opening of
the protonated oxetane. To describe properly bond making or bond breaking, it is
necessary to use MC-SCF or ci calculations. We have carried out ab initio MODPOT/
VRDDO MRD-CI calculations (by the multireference double excitation-configuration
interaction technique of Buenker and Peyerimhoff into which we have also meshed a
number of desirable computational options for ab initio calculations on large molecules). The a calculations were carried out on strictly orthogonalized localized occupied and virtual orbitals in the reaction region, with the remainder of the occupied
molecular orbitals being folded into an effective ci Hamiltonian. The calculated potential energy surfaces indicate thai a preferred pathway for this reaction resembles an
SN2 reaction with the oxygen of the oxetane attacking linearly along the C 4 —O direction of the protonated oxetane and inversion of the hydrogens around the C4 atom.
I. Introduction
In 1969 [1] it was observed experimentally that the propensity of cyclic ethers with
conventional substituents to polymerize was influenced by their basicities and ring
strain. For energetic new polymers it was desired to predict the propensity for polymerization of cyclic ethers substituted with energetic groups prior to synthesis of the
monomers themselves. Experimentalists suggest that the initiation step forms the protonated oxetane.
Electrostatic molecular potential contour (EMPC) maps we generated from ab initio
wave functions were sufficiently sensitive to predict differences in basicities [2].
With these maps we were able to predict the propensity of a variety of oxetanes (substituted with exotic energetic substituents) to polymerize even prior to the synthesis
of the monomers [2-4] could be predicted.
For the succeeding propagation step, experimentalists suggest that the protonated
oxetane then reacts with oxetane itself causing the protonated oxetane ring to open.
To describe properly ring opening it is necessary to use a (configuration interaction)
or MC-SCF (multiconfiguration SCF) calculations.
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM 21. 623-6O (198?)
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For the reaction of oxetane with protonated oxetane we carried out ab initio
MODPOT/VRDDO/MERGE MRD-CI calculations (by the multireference double
excitation - configuration interaction technique of Buenker and Peyerimhoff J5J).
II. Methodology
A. Ab Initio MODPOTIVRDDOIMERGE SCF
The ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO/MERGE SCF quantum chemical calculations of
the electronic wave functions of the oxetanes and substituted oxetanes were carried
out using our ab initio programs that include several desirable options for calculations on large molecules: ab initio effective core model potentials (MODPOT), which
allow calculation of valence electrons only explicitly, yet accurately; a chargeconserving integral-prescreening evaluation based on the magnitude of the charge
distribution from which the integrals are calculated (this criterion decides whether
or not to calculate that block of integrals) (which we named VRDDO-variable retention of diatomic differential overlap) which is especially effective for spatially extended molecules; and an efficient MERGE technique to save and reuse common
skeletal integrals, useful for geometry variations for large molecules and/or molecular
systems. The details of the calculations and the basis sets for all the calculations and
reported here are given in these earlier papers [2,6-8].
B. Multireference Double Excitation-Configuration Interaction (MRD-CI)
Ab initio MRD-CI (multireference double excitation - configuration interaction) calculations were carried out for the interaction of oxetane with protonated oxefcsne The
MRD-CI method used was that of Peyerimhoff and Buenker [5], where the configuration selection and extrapolation procedures are described. The general strategy of
these MRD-CI calculations was first to run a small ci calculation (several hundred to a
thousand singly and doubly excited configurations relative to the SCF ground state) at
each point along the decomposition or reaction surface. For the results of this smaller
ci calculation, up to 20 of the most important configurations were picked as reference
configurations. Then the singly and doubly excited configurations were generated
relative to the reference configurations. An interaction selection energy threshold was
selected. The energy contribution of each configuration (from the selected symmetry
adapted functions, SAF'S) was calculated by a perturbative procedure, and all configurations contributing greater than a certain energy threshold were included explicitly in
the larger MRD-CI wave function to be solved. After these ci calculations were carried
out, the ci energy from the selected SAF'S was augmented by E (extrapolated) perturbation calculations from the summation of energy Jowerings for rejected SAF'S at two
or more thresholds. Finally, an estimate of th<* full ci energy in the AO basis employed was undertaken according to a generalization [9] of the formula given by
Davidson [10] for the contribution of higher than double-excitation configurations.
The Davidson formula may be considered a correction for the nonsize extensivity of
the SD-CI (single and double excitation ci) energy [11]. The Davidson formula was
shown by Paldus [11] to be a good correction for the lack of size-extensivity of £SD
(energy with single and double excitations).
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Rcl

£(full ci estimate) = £(Ext ) + (1 - £ t - ; ) [£(Ext) - £(Ref)J

and the summation is over all reference species [12]. [The definitions of the various
energies used in the present article are consistent with those used by Peyerimhoff and
Buenker (5,9]. In their articles they often refer to £ (full ci estimate) as £ (full ci).
and in this present article we follow that notation. J
If no excitations are allowed from certain occupied molecular orbitals, these occupied molecular orbitals can be folded into an "effective" ci Hamiltonian. The advantage of this technique is that it avoids the transformations from integrals over atomic
orbitals to integrals over molecular orbitals for the occupied orbitals from which no
excitations are allowed, which are the most computer time- and space-consuming
part of a ci calculation. We ourselves developed such a method years ago (Oj and
had shown that the ci results from the "effective" ci Hamiltonian method were numerically equivalent to the ci results using a "frozen core" from which no excitations
were allowed, where the integral transformations were carried out over the entire set
of occupied molecular orbitals.
This technique has been used over the years by us and others for such phenomena
as ionization potentials, electron affinities, and electronic spectral excitations using
orbitals chosen from among the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals. However, if one wishes to use this effective a Hamiltonian approach for
molecular decompositions or intermolecular reactions, then the pertinent orbitals in
the regions of interest are not only among the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals. For such situations we implemented a suggestion we had
made years ago [14], namely to transform to localized orbitals and to carry out the ci
calculations including explicitly the occupied and virtual orbitals in the region of interest and folding the remainder of the occupied molecular orbitals into the effective
ci Hamiltonian.
We showed by test examples (with a system of such a size that the entire valence
space MRD-CI could be run on the NRL CRAY-XMP) that the MRD-CI based on localized orbitals gave a potential energy surface for molecular decomposition essentially
parallel to that using the entire valence space MRD-CI. The test example that we chose
was the H 3 C—F dissociation of fluoromethane using the full valence space and using only localized orbitals in the dissociation region folding the remainder of the occupied molecular orbitals into an effective ci Hamiltonian. These calculations were
carried out for several purposes:
(1) To validate our hypothesis that potential energy surfaces for bond dissociations
from MRD-CI calculations based on strictly orthogonal localized molecular orbitals in
the bond dissociation region (with the remainder of the occupied orbitals folded into
an effective ci Hamiltonian) would be essentially parallel to MRD-CI potential energy
surfaces calculated using full valence molecular orbital space. For this purpose we
used a standard Dunning contraction of the Huzinaga basis set ( 9 ^ —*• 3s2f) on C and
F and a 3* —* V basis set on the hydrogens and ran MRD-CI calculations, allowing
excitations from all the occupied valence molecular orbitals.
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With this same basis set we then carried out the MRD-CI calculations using the
localized molecular orbitals in the C — F bond and on the F plus the full valence virtual localized molecular orbital space.
(2) To show that MRD-CI potential energy surfaces calculated with the all-electron
basis set with the same exponents and contraction coefficients as our customary ab
initio MODPOT valence-electron basis set (incorporating ab inirio effective core
model potentials for inner shells) were essentially parallel to those calculated with a
more standard Dunning 9*5P —> 3J2P contraction.
The atomic all-electron basis set for this set of MRD-CI calculations was 10W —»
2sV on C and F and the same 3 s —*• V atomic basis set on H as above. The SCF calculations were carried out, and the canonical molecular orbitals were transformed to
strictly orthogonal localized molecular orbitals. The MRD-CI calculations were carried
out both with the full valence molecular orbital space (occupied and virtual) and then
with the localized molecular orbital in the C — F end on the F bond plus the full valence virtual orbital space.
The four different potential energy surfaces are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows that the curves are sufficiently similar to justify use of the ab initio
MODPOT/VRRDO localized orbital MRD-CI technique for molecular decompositions
and reactions of large systems.
In particular, we are interested overall in comparing the relative preferences for attack of variously substituted oxetanes with different variously substituted protonated
oxetanes. For this comparison the selected localized orbital ci technique should be
valid. It is computationally not feasible at present to carry out the entire valence
space MRD-CI calculations on the reactions involving substituted oxetanes and protonated oxetanes with large substituents.
For the present studies, first ab initio SCF calculations were carried out. Then localization of the occupied molecular orbitals and of the unoccupied molecular orbitals
were carried out by the Boys localization technique [15,16].
For these MRD-CI test calculations we used both our ab initio valence MODPOT
basis set [17] and a standard Dunning 9s y —*• V2P all-electron basis.
We first carried out ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO/MERGE SCF calculations for
oxetane and for protonated oxetane at their equilibrium geometries (Fig. 2 shows
a sketch of protonated oxetane; the numbering is the same for oxetane itself) and
then for opening the C 4 — O bond. We transformed the molecular orbitals to strictly
orthogonal localized orbitals. We first carried out CASSCF (complete active space
multiconfiguration SCF [18] calculations [19] based on localized orbitals. However,
MC-SCF calculations are iterative and turn out to delocalize the molecular orbitals
again. Thus we switched methods and carried out all of the remaining calculations on
these systems by the MRD-CI method. For the MRD-CI calculations we considered the
localized orbitals in the C 4 — O bond, the C 2 — O bond, and the O ! A — H + bond, the
lone pairs on O,, and the bonds connecting hydrogens to C 2 and C 4 . We first ran a
modest size ci calculation. We monitored the contributions of the various configurations to the wave function at each point. From these ci results we picked the most
important reference configurations, generated all single and double excitations with
respect to all the reference configurations, estimated by a perturbative procedure the
energy contributions of each configuration, set a threshold (Q.0QGG35 a.u.), carried
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Figure 1. Fluoromethane MRD-CI energy (extrapolated).
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out the MRD-CI calculations, added back in the perturbative energy contributions of
the configurations not included explicitly in the MRD-CI, extrapolated to get E^^, and
then added the Davidson-type correction.
We next carried out similar calculations for the cationic polymerization ring opening of protonated oxetanes by oxetane (Fig. 3). The protonated oxetane ring is ring A
and the oxetane ring is ring B.
For these studies we included explicitly in the ci the localized molecular orbiials
in the O I A —C M bond, the O IA —C 4A bond, the bonds connecting hydrogens to C ^
and C4A, the hydrogen on 0 1A and the lone pair on 0 1A , the Oi B —C 2B bond, the
OIB—C 4 B bond, the bonds connecting hydrogens to C2E and C4B, the lone pairs
on O1B, and a bond connecting O,B to C4A. We varied the interring distances, angle
between the plane of the rings, angle of attack of O,B relative to the C 4A —O, A bond
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H
Oxetane and Protenated Oxetane. Numbering of atoms and definition of angles.

Figure 3.

Double Oxetane. Numbering of atoms.

direction positions of the hydrogens on C4A, and the angle of opening of the A protonated oxetane ring.
For the testing we used both Dunning 9*¥ —*• 4S2P split valence basis sets with
even larger numbers of localized orbitals and our ab initio MODPOT I T vaience
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basis sets. The results using both basis sets were very close. Thus the MRD-CI calculations were carried out with our ab initio MODPOT basis sets.
III. Results and Discussion
After initiation, the succeeding s?*p in cationic polymerization is propagation. In
the past some experimentalists had s u g g e s t that there would be ring opening of the
protonated carbocation which would then be the propagating species. The experimentalists had further suggested that the more eiectrophilic a protonated carbocation

was, the more efficient a propagating species it would be. Our previous quantum
chemical calculations had shown that by any criterion, the protonated carbocation of
3,3-dinitrooxetane would be the best propagating species. Conversely, our EMPC
maps had shown that 3,3-dinitrooxetane would have the least propensity to undergo
initiation of cationic polymerization. Since 3,3-dinitrooxetane does not undergo
cationic polymerization under any usual conditions, it is the initiation step that is
dominant in the propensity for cationic polymerization.
However, experimentalists believe that 1° carbocations do not form except under
very rare circumstances and are not a very stable species and thus would not be expected to exist long enough in aqueous solution to serve as the propagating species.
Recently (June, 1985) several different experimentalists in cationic polymerisation
[20,21] suggested to us that a possible mechanism would be attack of protonated oxetanes on oxetanes (or vice versa), with concomitant ring opening of the protonated
oxetane according to the following scheme:

Manzer suggested:

Lilfya suggested essentially the same overall picture:
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Even to carry out such a calculations on the system, oxetane plus protonated oxetane is logistically not very feasible on this generation of CRAY 1 or CRAY XMP
supercomputers owing to a lack of necessary computer memory. It will be very much
less feasible to carry out such calculations for the interactions of substituted oxetanes
on this generation of computers. Hence we used the selected localized orbital Ci
scheme we mentioned above in Section II.
The atom numbering and geometry conventions for opening the ring and interaction were shown in Figure 2.
The reference configurations, the SCF, and various MRD-CI energies (using our
MODPOT basis sets) for opening the oxetane ring and the protonated oxetane ring
are presented in Tables I-IV.
There were several significant results on the single ring compounds:
(1) Although for the closed ring oxetane the ground state SCF wave function contributed 93% of the final MRD-CI wave function, for the ring-opened oxetane
(8 = 19°) the ground state SCF wave function contributed only about 69% of the final
MRD-CI wave function. Conversely, however, both for the closed ring-protonated oxetane and the open ring-protonated oxetane the SCF wave function contributed approximately 93% of the final ci wave function. Analysis of the final wave function
indicates that in the case of the protonated oxetane both electrons remain with the
oxygen atom when the C 4 —O bond opens.
(2) Inspection of the gross atomic populations (both SCF and MRD-CI) of protonated
oxetane (Table V) indicates that there is not a positive charge on the protonated oxygen but a negative charge. This is because the electronegativity of oxygen is larger
than that of any of the other atoms. There are also varying degrees of negative charge
on the carbon atoms in protonated oxetane since the carbons are more electronegative
than the hydrogens. The positive charges reside on the hydrogen atoms. In oxetaae
itself the oxygen atom is somewhat less negatively charged than in protonated oxetane, and the carbons have varying degrees of negative charge while there are positive charges on the hydrogen atoms. This charge redistribution has a profound
influence on how one should consider the mechanism of the reaction between oxetanes and protonated oxetanes in the propagation step of cationic polymerization. IB
Table V the GAP'S for the ring-opened oxetane and ring-opened protonated oxetane
are presented also at the SCF and MRD-CI levels. The MRD-CI GAP on the oxygen of
ring-opened oxetane is somewhat smaller than the GAP from the SCF result. This is because the ground state SCF wave function of ring-opened protonated oxetane only
contributes about 70% to the final MRD-CI wave function.
An interesting aspect appears on examination of gross atomic populations on C4
and O as the C 4 —O bond is opened in protonated oxetane. This C 4 —O bowl opens
such that both electrons remain on the oxygen. (Table V). The character of this
C4A—O,A bond as it opens in protonated oxetane undergoing reaction with oxetane
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Oxetane (Closed), ab initio MODPOT MRD-CI.
Energies (a.u.)

^SCF

Ea (275 CSF'S at 10/xHy
EEXT (3456 CSF'S generated)
£D»VKJ

-35.499691
-35.621127
-35.622857
-35.623814
0.9775

awns

Ground state
(C 4 —H 6 ) 2 -»(C 4 —H 6 *) 2
(C4—H5)2^(C4—H?)2
(C3—C4)2^(C3—C*)2
(C 4 —O) 2 -> (Ct—O*)2
(C 2 —O) 2 -* (C 2 —O*) 2

TABLE II.

0.9290
0.0069
0.0069
0.0074
0.0138
0.0134

Oxetane (fully open, 8 = 19°), ab initio MODPOT MRD-CI.
Energies (a.u.)

£scF
Ea (327 CSF'S at 10 fiHy)

-35.310161
-35.544821

EEKI (6878 CSF'S generated)

-35.547353

£ tovul

-35.548927

2 c2

0.9687

mains

Ground state
(C 4 —H 6 ) 2 -+ (C4—H6*)2
(C 4 —C 5 ) 2 -*(C 4 —H 5 *) 2
(C 3 —C 4 ) 2 -» (C 3 —C?) 2
(C 2 —O) 2 -*(C 2 —O*) 2
(C 4 —O) 2 — (C 4 —O*) 2
(C 4 —O) 2 - • (C 4 —O) (C 4 —O*)
(OLP)2(C4—O)2 -> (OLP) (C 4 —O) (C 4 —O*) 2
<C3—C4)2(C4—O)2 -* (C 3 —C,)(C 4 —O)(C 4 —O*) 2
(C 2 —O) 2 (C 4 —O) 2 -* (C 2 —O)(C 4 —O)(C 4 —O*) 2
(OLP') 2 (C 4 —O) 2 -» (OLP')(C 4 — O)(C 4 —O*) 2
(C 2 —O) 2 (C 4 —O) 2 ^ (C 2 —O)(C 4 —O)(C 4 —O*)(C 2 —O»)

0.6866
0.0051
0.0051
0.0050
0.0098
0.2125
0.0082
0.0105
0.0084
0.0032
0.0105
0.0037

Where (OLP)2 and (OLP')2 are the Oxygen lone pairs.

is similv to that when the C4 4 —O bond opens in isolated protonated oxetane,
namely that both electrons remain on the oxygen.
We next carried out similar MRD-CI calculations for the cationic polymerization
ring-opening of protonated oxetanes by oxetane, as shown in Figure 3.
We have carried out calculations for a great many geometries for various paths of
attack for the system oxetane plus protonated oxetane. We have varied the angle of
opening of the protonated oxetane ring (ring A), varied the intemuclear distance be-
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TABLE

III. Protonated oxetane (closed, (RO—H*) = 2.0 bohrs]; ab initio, MODPOT MRP-CI.
Energies (a.u.)

Ea

(364 CSF'S at 10

£EXT (5851

CSF'S

-35.810593
-35.936283
-35.938862
-35.939977

fMy)

generated)

^David

0.9775
mains

0.9354
0.0069
0.0068
0.0070
0.0068
0.0074
0.0072

Ground state
(O—HO+) 2 — (O—HOW *)2
(C4 — H 5 ) : ^ ( C 4 — H * ) 2
(C : — O ) 2 - * (C,~O*) J
(C4 —H,)2—(C 4 —H,*) 2
(C—O) 2 — (C4—O*):
(C—c 4 ) 2 -^(C3—c 4 *) 2
Where HO+ denotes the Hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.

TABLE IV. Protonated oxetane [fully open, 8 = 19°, (R O—H + ) = 2.0 bohrs], ab initio MODPOT
MRD-CI.

Energies (a.u.)
£SCF

£CI (281 CSF'S at 10/xHy)
£EXT (5041 CSF'S generated)
^David

-35.699943
-35.811343
-35.813189
-35.814378
0.9700

mains

Ground state
(O—HO+) 2 -»(O—HO+*) 2
(C4—H6)2 -* (C4—H6*)2
(C 4 —H 5 ) 2 — (C4—H5*)2
(C3—C4)2 -+ (C3—C4*)2
(C2—O)2 -> (C2—O*)2

0.9284
0.0097
0.0066
0.0066
0.0065
0.0122

tween the rings, and varied the angle between the plane of the oxetane ring (ring B)
and the plane of the protonated oxetane ring.
Geometry variations for oxetane (ring B) plus protonated oxetane (ring A).
A
B
E
F
G
H
I

A ring, 8 = 0° (closed ring)
A ring, 8 = 5°
A ring, 5 = 19° (open ring)
A ring like propanoi
A ring propanoi with H5A, H6A dihedral angles rotated by 180° to ±70° (away from A ring)
Same as G but H5A, H6A ideally tetrahedral
Like E, S = 19°, H5A, H6A defined as in H
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Internuclear Geometry between rings (2.4, 2.9, 3.4, 3.9. 4.4, 4.9 a.u.).
a
y
8

Value of the dihedral angle between rings [90°, 135°. 180° (coplanar)]
109.5°, tetrahedral around OIB; 132.94°, planar around O1B
Angle of bonds around C4A

TABLE V.

Oxetane and protonated oxetane, ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO.
Protonated Oxetane

Oxetane
I19°
Fully open

0°
Fully closed

o
c2
c3
c4

H,
H,
H,
H4
H5
H6
OH+

119°
Fully open

0°
Fully closed

SCF

SCF

MRD-CI

SCF

SCF

MRD-CI

6.36
4.27
4.45
4.27
0.78
0.78
0.77
0.77
0.78
0.78

6.27
4.28
4.45
4.35
0.78
0.78
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77

6.17
4.28
4.45
4.38
0.78
0.78
0.77
0.77
0.80
0.80

6.46
4.19
4.45
4.19
0.70
0.70
0.71
0.71
0.70
0.70
0.50

6.54
4.22
4.46
4.03
0.72
0.72
0.70
0.70
0.65
0.65
0.59

6.50
4.21
4.45
4.04
0.73
0.73
0.71
0.71
0.66
0.66
0.60

Note: gross atomic populations, valence electrons only.

If oxetane approaches protonated oxetane as shown in Figure 3, our MRD-CI calculations indicate the interaction would be repulsive because of the interference of the 2
H atoms on C4A. Thus we have also carried out MRD-CI calculations, pulling the positions of these two H atoms back from the approach of the attacking oxetane as indicated below:

C

\

In discussions with several Johns Hopkins University organic chemists who are experts in the field of carbonium (carbocation) chemistry, it was further suggested to us
that a possible geometric pathway would be similar to an SN2 attack [23]. An SN2 attack would have a similar pattern of five bonds (or incipient bonds) to a carbon in the
intermediate. This would imply a general mechanism

*—

H
H

H

J-l

X—C— H
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(where X" is a closed shell species with an electron pair pointing toward the C) with
a Walden-type inversion. In such a case an attack of X" would be most favored if the
attack of X" were linear along the C— X bond direction. This mechanism applied to
the oxetane plus protonated oxef;..ie system with concomitant opening of the protonated oxetane ring would suggest that a possible favorable attack would be for the
O1B of the oxetane ring to attack protonated oxetane along the line of the C 4A —O !A
bond. We carried out MRD-CI calculations for this mode of attack. Our MRD-CI results
appear favorable for forming a bond between O,B and C4A with concomitant opening
for the C 4A —O IA bond (Fig. 4).

Figure 4.

M
Sn2 type reaction of oxetane attacking protenated oxetane.

Examination of the charge distribution of the oxetane plus protonated oxetane systems (Table VI) shows that in protonated oxetane there is not a positive charge on the
O atom, but rather a negative charge. Also there are negative charges on the ring carbon atoms. The positive charges reside on the hydrogen atoms (both the H atoms on
ring carbons and the H on the O). In the intermediate or product there are still no
positive charges on either of the oxygens or on the carbons (Table VI).

?

;

\

!

A
H

The total overlap populations (TOP'S) of the oxetane plus protonated oxetane system
for a particular path of attack (Table VII) clearly indicate that, for the system where
the protonated oxetane ring (A ring) is open (5 = 19°), the interring TOP OIB _ C4A gets
larger from an O1B—C4A interring distance of 4.4 bohr up to the energy minimum
at 2.9 bohr and then starts to get smaller. This indicates formation of an O3B—C4A
bond. Conversely, when the A ring is closed (8 = 0°) the TOP O[B _ C4A gets more and
more strongly negative (indicating repulsion) as the rings come closer. The intrarimg
TOPO,A—c4A °f ^ closed protonated oxetane ring becomes less and less bonding as
the oxetane approaches, indicating that the protonated oxetane ring will tend to open
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TABLE VI.

Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, ab initio MOOOT/VRDDO.
SCF

O1A
CM
C JA

cw

H,A
HM
H,A
H4A
H5A
HSA

HO+

c 2B

CJB

c 4B

H1B
Ha
H3B
H4B

H5B
H*

6.57
4.24
4.45
4.19
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.71
0.71
0.63
6.36
4.20
4.45
4.20
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.72
0.72

MRD-CI

6.53
4.26
4.45
4.19
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.72
0.72
0.65
6.28
4.23
4.45
4.22
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.72
0.72

Note: gross atomic populations, valence
electrons only; R 0H = 2.9 bohr, 8 = 19°,
y = 132.94°, O1A-C4A-O1B collinear.
TABLE VII. Oxetane plus protonated oxetane. Total Overlap Populations. Valence electrons only.
A ring
8 = 0°
Fully closed TOP
°0IB~C4A

2.4
2.9
3.4
3.9
4.4

f\

f

'-'IB

*~4A

-0.49
-0.44
-0.28
-0.13
-0.06

A ring
8 = 19°
Fully open TOP

O 1A —C 4A

O I B —C 4 A

O,A-C4A

-0.05
0.15
0.28
0.36
0.39

0.39
0.42
0.37
0.27
0.17

-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
-0.00

Note: a = 180°, y = 132.94°, 01A-C4A-01B collinear.

upon attack by the oxetane. For many years we have found TOP'S to be an excellent
indicator of mechanisms of reactions.
We have carried out calculations for a variety of different geometries as indicated
above. The most favorable pathway we have found for oxetane attacking protonated
oxetaiie is the one suggested to us by the Johns Hopkins University organic experimentalists, namely, that the O,B (of oxetane) will prefer to attack linearly along the
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C 4A —0 1A bond (of protonated oxetane), with concomitant opening of the C 4A —O IA
bond.
For the MRD-CI calculation at each point, we monitor the contributions of the dominant and other possibly significant determinants to the MRD-CI wave functions.
Some representative results of the MRD-CI calculations are shown in Tables VIII—
XIX. In these tables we list the number of configuration state functions generated and
the number of these used in each step, the energies (ESCf, Ea, EEXT, and EWLL), the
Ec 2 (the sum of c 2 of all of the reference configurations), and the c2 for each function contributing more than c2 = 0.005 to the final MRD-CI wave function. We are
now initiating similar studies on substituted oxetanes and protonated oxetanes to
understand their preferences for reacting with themselves or with other substituted
species. This will give insight into copolymer propensities (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Copolymer propensities for different X, Y and X', Y' partners.

TABLE

VIII. Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, ab initio MODPQT/VRDDO MRD-CI.
Energies (an.)

fscp
Ea

-70.751664
-70.945929
(891 CSF'S at 10 /xH)

£EXT

-70.953768

(30157 CSF'S generated)
EPULL

Sc2
Ground state
(O 1 A —HO+) 2 — (O 1A —HO+*) 2
(O 1B —C 2B ) 2 -» (O,B—C,*B)2
<C 2A —O IA ) 2 -* (C 2A —Of A ) :
(O, B —C 4B ) 2 -*(O, B —C 4 * B )(C, A —C 4A ) 2 ^ (C,A—C4*A)2
<C«A — H5A)2 — (C4A —H,*A)2
( Q A - H 6 A ) 2 -* (C 4A -H 6 * A ) 3

-70.957530

0.9617
0.9070
0.0065
0.0086
0.0097
0.0073
0.0064
0.0081
0.0081

Note: A ring fully closed, S = 0°, r = 2.4 bohrs, a = 180°, y = 132.94°, OIA—C4A—O1B collinear.
Where HO+ denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.
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IX. Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO MRD-CI.
Energies (a.u.)

Escf
£ CI

-71.077815
-71.267822
(794 CSF'S at 10 pH)

£EXT

-71.274607

EWLL
1c1
Ground state
(O 1 A —HO+) 2 -+ (O, A —HO+*) 2
(C 2A —O 1A ) 2 -+ <C 2 A -Of A ) 2
(O 1B —C 4B ) 2 -»(O IB —C 4 * B ) 2
(Q A —O 1 A ) 2 -* (C 4A —O? A ) 2
(O1B—C2B)2-*(O1B—C5B):
(C 4A —H 6A ) 2 -* (C 4A -H 6 * A ) 2
(C 3A —C 4A ) 2 -+ (C3A—C4*A)2
(C4A —H 5 A ) 2 -^(C 4 A —H? A ) 2

(33881 CSF'S generated)
-71.277755
0.%39
0.9074
0.0060
0.0085
0.0091
0.0021
0.0101
0.0071
0.0067
0.0071

Note: A ring fully closed. 8 = 0°. r = 2.9 bohrs, a = 180°, y = 132.94°, Ol A—C4A—O1B collinear.
Where HO+ denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.

TABLE

X. Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO MRD-CI.
Energies (a.u.)

fsc:
£CI

-71.230575
-71.415443
(692 CSF'S at 10 ^ H )

£EXT

-71.421751
(33881 CSF'S generated)

EFULL

-71.424386

2f 2
Ground state
(O 1A —HO+) 2 -»(O IA —HO+*) 2
(C 3A —C 4A ) 2 -* (C3A—C4*A)2
(C 2 A —O1A) 2 -MC 2 A —Of A ) 2
(C 4 A —O 1 A ) 2 -»(C 4 A —O* A ) 2
(OIB—C 4 B ) 2 - * (OIB—C4*B)2
(O IB —C 2B ) 2 -* (O )B —C£,) 2
( C 4 A - H 5 A ) 2 -* (C 4 A -H? A ) 2
( C 4 A - H 5 A ) 2 ^ (C 4A —H? A ) 2

0.9665
0.9073
0.0057
0.0068
0.0078
0.0039
0.0105
0.0110
0.0068
0.0068

Note: A ring fully closed, 8 = 0°, r = 3.4 bohrs, a = 180°, y = 132.94°, O1A—C4A—OIB colSinear.
Where HO+ denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.
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TABLE

XI. Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO MRD-CJ.
Energies (a.u.)

ESCT

-71.313176

Ea

-71.492765
(545 CSF'S at

EEXT

0 pH)

-71.498149
(33881 CSF'S generated)

2 c2
Ground state
(O 1 A —HO+) 2 -> ( 0 1 A - H 0 + * ) 2
( C 4 A — H w ) 2 - • (C 4A -H2k) 2
(C4A—O1A)2(C 4 A —H J A ) 2 - .• ( C 4 A - H ? A ) 2
(CM—C*\f~> > H-3 A <-4Ai
(O,B—Ca)2->- ( 0 1 B — C J B ) 2
(O 1 B —C*f -* ( O 1 B — Q , ) 2

-71.500286
0.9696
0.9072
0.0054
0.0066
0.0059
0.0066
0.0070
0.0120
0.0119

Note: A ring fully closed, S = 0°, r = 4.4 bohrs, a = 180°, y = 132.94°, 01 A—C4A—O1B collinear.
Where HO+ denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.

TABLE XII. Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO MRD-CI.
Energies (a.u.)
£SCT

-71.267994

Ea

-71.436155
(546 CSF'S at 10 (iH)

£EXT

-71.440836
(33881 CSF'S generated)

Ground state

(0 1A —H0+) 2 -»(0 1A —H0+*) 2

(0,B—C4B)2-> (0,B—CJB)2
2
(C3A
C 4 A ) —>( C 3 A - C ? A )

(C 4A —Of B ) 2
(O1B—CJB) -* (01B-C?B)2
M f A
(C 4A —H 6A f — (C 4A —H? A ) 2
(C 4 A —H 5 A ) 2 - » (C 4A —H? A ) 2
(O1B—C4A)2 - *
2

-71.442487
0.9742
0.9164
0.0080
0.0069
0.0066
0.0028
0.0071
0.0125
0.0068
0.0069

Note: A ring fully closed, 8 = 19°, r = 2.4 bohrs, a = 180°, y = 132.94°, O1A—C4A—O1B collinesr.
Where HO+ denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.
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Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO MRD-CI.
Energies (a.u.)

£SCF
£CI

-71.342800
-71.515734
(520 CSF'S at 10 j*H)

£EXT

-71.520481
(33881 CSF'S generated)
-71.522302
0.9720
0.9112
0.0078
0.0067
0.0073
0.0074
0.0124
0.0058
0.0067

Ground state
( O 1 A - H O + ) 2 -* (O,A—HO+*)
(C4A-H5A)2^• (C4A-H5*A)2
(O 1B —C 4B ) 2 -> (O1B—C4*B)2
//"I _^_ f
\2 ^
(O,B-C?B)2
IVlB WB'
2
( C J A — O 1 A ) - ^ (C2A-O*A)2
2
( O , B — C 4 A ) 2 ^ (C4A-O*B)
2
C-3A
*~4A) ~~~*( C 3 A - C * A )
(C<A - H 6 A ) 2 - (C 4A - H? A ) 2

0.0067

Note: A ring fully open, S = 19°. r = 2 . 9 bohrs, a = 180°, y = 132.94°, O I A — C 4 A — O 1 B collinear.
Where H O + denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.

TABLE XIV.

Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, a b initio M O D P O T / V R D D O MRD-CI.
Energies (a.u.)

£SCF
£d

Sc2
Ground state
(O 1 A —HO+) 2 ^ ( O 1 A — H O + * ) 2
(C 2 A —O 1 A ) 2 -.• ( C 2 A - O f A ) 2
(C4A
H5A) —> (C 4 A —H 5 * A ) 2
2
( O 2 B — C ^ ) 2 - * . (O 2B -C? B )
( O I B — C ^ ) 2 - *• (O 1 B -C* B ) 2
, \(C
H* I 2
V
(C4A
H ^ ) —i
-4A
«6A^
2
( C 3 A — C 4 A ) ^ • ( C,3 A - C 4 *0A ) 2
.
(O,B—C 4 A ) 2 - » (C 4A —Of B ) 2

0

0

6

-71.322213
-71.497370
(510 CSF'S at 10 /uH)
-71.501523
(33881 CSF'S generated)
-71.503595
0.9689
0.9058
0.0077
0.0122
0.0066
0.0079
0.0078
0.0066
6
0.0077

Note: A ring fully open, 8 = 19°, r = 3.4 bohrs, a = 180°, y = 132.94°, OIA—C4A—O1B coffimw.
Where HO+ denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.
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TABLE XV

Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, ab initio MODPOT VRDDO MKIM'I.
Energies l a . u i

£"«.,

•• 71.250019

Ea

-71.419391
(470 rsi's at W fiH)
7 i. 423061
(33881 ISH'S generated)
71.425320
0 9650
0.9037
0.0092
0.0075
0.0065
0.0065
0.012)

ttXT
fcW,
vf;
Ground state
(O« — C » ) 2 - . ( O I B — C«V
(OIA — HO+) 2 -» (O,A — HO+*r
<C 4 A -H 6 A ) 2 - <C 4 A -H^ A ) :
( C 4 A - H , A ) : - (C4A — HU)2
( C 2 A — O I A r - W C : , — O*Ar

(C A —c 4 A r - (c, A —c 4 * A r

(O,B—C 2 B ) 2 -.(O, B —C 2 * B ) 2
(O 1B —C 4A ) 2 —(C4A—OSi) 2

O.OOM
0.0093
0.0036

Note: A ring fully open, 8 = 19°. r = 4.4 bohrs, a = 180°. y = 132.94°. O1A —C4A —O1B collinear.
Where HO+ denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxyger

TABLE XVI.

Oxetane plus protonated oxetane. ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO MRIMI
Energies (a.u.)

Eci

-71.269251
-71.437514
(562 CSF'S at 10 /xHt

EEXT

Efvu.
Ground state
(O 1 A —HO+) 2 --* (O I A —HO+*) 2
(C, A —O 1 B ) 2 -* (C 4A —Ofs) 2
(O, B —C* B ) 2
'"IB
^28'
2
(OIB—C4B) -^ ' " I B
*-4B'
(C 4 A —H 5 A ) 2 -^ (C 4 A —H 5 A r
2
( C M — 0 t A ) 2 - (C 2 A -O* A )
(C4A — H 6A ) 2 - » (C4A — H6*A)2

-71.441919
(33881 CSF'S generated)
-71.443578
0.9741
0.9164
0.0080
0.0028
0.0071
0.0070
0.0067
0.0125
0.0068
0.0069

Note: A ring fully open, 8 = 19°, r = 2.4 bohrs. a = 135°, y = 132.94°, Ol A—C4A—O1B collinew.
Where HO+ denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.
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Oxetane plus protonated oxetane. ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO MRD-ci.
Energies (a.u.)

ESCF

-71.343003

Ea

-71.515998
(528 CSF'S at 10 /uH)

£EXT
EKLL
Sr:
Ground state
( O 1 A — H O + )2 - » (O 1 A — H O + * ) :
(C 4A — H 5 A r -+ (C 4 A - H5*Ar
(O I B — C 4 B ) : - » (O I B —C 4 * B ) 2
( O , B — C 2 B ) : - (O, B — C2*B):
( C ^ — O 1 A ) 2 - . (C2A—OfA)2
(C 4A — H 6 A ) 2 - » (C 4 A — H ^ ) 2
( O I B — C M ) 2 - * (C4A—Ofe)2
<C 3 A —C 4 A ) 2 ^ (C 3 A —C 4 * A ) 2

-71.515998
(33881 CSF'S generated)
-71.522023
0.9721
0.9112
0.0078
0.0066
0.0073
0.0074
0.0124
0.0067
0.0058
0.0067

Note: A ring fully open, 8 = 19°, r = 2.9 bohrs, a = 135°. y = 132.94°, O 1 A — C 4 A — O I B collinear.
Where H O + denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.

TABLE XVIII.

Oxetane plus protonated oxetane, ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO MRD-CI.
Energies (a.u.)

£SCF
Ea

-71.249965
-71.419232
(463 CSF'S at 10 jiH)

fexr
E ^
Sc2
Ground state
(O 1 B —C 4 B ) 2 -* (O1B—C4*B)2
(O!A — H O + ) 2 — ( O 1 A — HO+*) 2
(C 4A —H 5A ) 2 -» (C4A —H5*A)2
( C M — O J ^ I C M - OfA)2
(C 3A —C 4A ) 2 — (C,A—C4*A)2
( O , B — C , B))2 2 - » ( O 1 B — C ^ ) 2
^C4A - H6A)2 - (C4A - HI)2
(O, B —C 4 A ) 2 -^(C 4 A —Or B ) 2

-71.423010
(33881 CSF'S generated)
-71.425265
0.9651
0.9038
0.0093
0.0075
0.0065
0.0121
0.0064
0.0093
0.0066
0.0036

Note: A ring fully open, 8 = 19°, r = 4.4 bohrs, a = 135°. y = 132.94°, Ol A—C4A—OIB collinear.
Where HO+ denotes the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen.

TABLE

Oxetane

ESCF

Ea
Eva
^•FULL

XIX. Oxetane plus protonated oxetane,

MRD-CI

ab initio MODPOT/VRDDO (energies in a.u.).

Protonated oxetane

8 = 0°
Fully closed

8-0°
Fully closed

-35.499691
-35.621127
-35.622857
-35.623814

35.809020
35.932007
35.934264
35.935307

Double
oxetane**

8 = 19°
Fully open
-35.701723
-35.809049
-35.810758
-35.811764

-71.342800
-71.515734
-71.520481
-71.522302

Note: Double oxetane* (DOX*) - oxetane plus protonated oxetane; OX = oxetane; OX* = protonated oxetane.
*A ring fully open, r0iB_c4A - 2.9 bohr, a = 180°, y = 132.94°, O1A-C4A-01B collinear.

Binding energy
(DOX* - (OX + OX*)]
8 = 0°

8 = 19°

-0.034089
+0.037400
+0.036640
+0.036819

-0.141386
-0.085558
-0.086866
-0.086724

35
X

7!

>
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Comparison of Ab Initio MODPOT Interaction Energy
Components Against Large Basis Set MBFT (4)
Calculations for Nitromethane Dinter
W. A. SOKALSK1,* P C . HARIHARAN, AND JOYCE J. KAUFMAN'
Department of Chemistry, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Abstract

Ab-Initio MODPOT SCE calculations using our own optimized well-balanced minimal
basis sets have little basis set superposition error (BSSE) and have proven over the
years to give reliable intermolecular geometries and interaction energies. Another
approach, using ab initio potential functions from energy partitioned ab initio calculations, has also yielded reliable interaction energies and intermolecular geometries,
including crystal structures.
We used both of these techniques in comparing the results of a published large
all-electron basis set calculation on the nitromethane dimer with the above methods.
Our SCF intermolecular minimum energy was at the same intemuclear distance as the
large all-electron basis set. Our SCF interaction energy, corrected for BSSE, was only
0.4 kcal above the SCF energy of the large basis set SCF calculation corrected for BSSE.
We also calculated the energy partitioned components with our ab initio MODPOT basis
set and with the larger all-electron basis set/and showed that 4he small difference in- interaction energy was due to a small difference in the first-order electrostatic malls—•«•
*•- polar term: (We also calculated this term from correlated wave Junctions [SDQ-MBPT f4)] .
using both ab initio MODPOT and the larger all-electron basis sets)^ From values of the
first-order electrostatic muitipolar term from SCF and correlated monomer wave functions, the contribution to intermolecular interaction energy due to the use of correlated monomer wave functions has been estimated. Our results indicate either the dominant role of electrostatic term or near cancellation of the remaining components
intermolecular interaction energy. For cyclic nitromethane dimer at equilibrium
distance these effects approach 0.9 kcal/mol (nearly V* of total interaction energy) In
addition, we showed that the semitheoretical expression and parameters we use for
estimating the dispersion energy gave results very close to the published variationperturbation results from the larger basis set calculation.

* Visiting Scientist, The Johns Hopkins University. Permanent address: Institute of Organic and Physical
Chemistry (1-4), Wyb. Wyspianskiego 27, PL-50-370 Wroclaw, Poland.
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I. Introduction
We have a long-standing interest in ab initio calculations of potential energy surfaces of nitrocompounds for their intramolecular decomposition: GVB (1], CASSCF [2]
(complete active space MC-SCF) and MRD-CI [1-3] (multireference double excitationconfiguration interaction) [using both all-electron atomic basis sets of various sizes
and our ab initio valence-electron MODPOT (ab initio effective core model potential)
basis set]; SCF intermolecular interaction calculations [4] (using our ab initio MODPOT
basis set), and energy-partitioned ab initio intermolecular calculations plus a semitheoretical estimate for the dispersion energy [4].
We recently had the opportunity to validate the reliability both of the SCF intermolecular interaction calculations using the ab initio MODPOT basis set and of the
semitheoretical expressions we had been using for dispersion energy by comparing
our results on the nitromethane dimer with those of recent larger basis set [4, 3, 1/2, 1]
all-electron calculations on the nitromethane dimer [SCF, SDQ-MBPT(4), dispersion
energy E<jJ'] by Cole et al. [5].
Furthermore, we also carried out the ab initio MODPOT energy-partitioned SCF calculations on the nitromethane dimer to ascertain the magnitudes of the various contributions to the interaction energy.
We also compared the semitheoretical method we have been using to estimate the
dispersion energies with the E'£$l (variation-perturbation) dispersion energy calculated by Cole et al. [S] using a larger all-electron basis set.
We also calculated first order electrostatic interaction energy £ELSMTPMBPT(4> for the
nitromethane dimer using the correlated multipc'es from nitromethane monomer that
we computed by carrying out correlated SDQMBPT(4) calculations for nitromethane
monomer with the larger all-electron basis set of Cole et al. [5] excluding excitations
from inner shells.
The most sophisticated theoretical studies on the hydrogen bonded complexes
employing extended basis sets and including inter- and intramolecular correlation
effects [5-7] are extremely costly and limited to small systems only. More popular
and cost effective approach may include SCF and intermolecular correlation contribution (dispersion) only [8-11]. The predicting power of such approach is limited due
to neglect of the contribution to intermolecular interaction energy (or to electrostatic
interaction energy or exchange energy or induction energy or dispersion energy)
due to intramolecularly correlated monomer wave functions. The availability of all
above-mentioned components calculated in extended basis set for relatively large
nitromethane dimer [5] prompted us to undertake comparative study employing the
smallest possible basis set (our ab initio all-valence electron ab initio effective core
model potential MODPOT basis set in which the atomic exponents and coefficients had
previously been optimized to match the molecular charge distributions of larger wellbalanced atomic basis sets) and some corrective techniques allowing the improvement
of the quality of such results for the first order intermolecular electrostatic term.
In this work we also attempt to estimate for the first-order electrostatic term the
contribution to the intermolecular interaction energy due to use of intramolecularly
correlated monomer wave functions and compare it wish the results obtained within
the supermoiecular MBPT approach by Cole et al. [5J. As the molecular multipoie
expansion does not always converge at distances close to equilibrium, our estimate
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is based on the corresponding uncorreiated [12] and correlated [13] atomic multipole moments.
Further reduction of computational efforts at Hartree-Fock level could be achieved
by employing smaller basis sets and estimating the resulting basis set truncation error.
As it originates mainly from electrostatic multipole term [14,15], one may estimate
this effect from corresponding uncorreiated atomic multipole expansion again.
The simple estimate of dispersion energy from atom-atom potentials has been compared with more accurate results from variation-perturbation calculations with a large
basis set [5].
II. Methodology
A. Ab Initio SCF
The calculations were carried out with our ab initio programs that include as options
a number of desirable computational strategies for calculations on large molecular
systems. Among these options are ab initio effective core model potentials (MODPOT)
that permit calculations of valence electrons only explicitly, yet accurately [16] and a
charge-conserving integral-prescreening evaluation [which we named VRDDO (variable retention of diatomic differential overlap)] that decides whether the integrals in a
particular block are sufficiently large to calculate explicitly, which is especially effective for spatially extended systems [16,17]. Ab initio effective core model potentials
are not only desirable for heavy atoms with many inner shell electrons (and for phosphorus or sulfur with several inner shells of electrons) but, as we have demonstrated
[16], are also very useful for large molecular systems even composed of just first row
atoms and hydrogens.
In the mid 1970s Bonifacic and Huzinaga gave a formulation of the model potential (MODPOT) method for carrying out LCAO-MO-SCF calculations considering only the
valence electrons [18]. The effect of the core electrons is taken into account through
the use of a modified model potential (MODPOT) Hamiltonian.
We verified the accuracy of the MODPOT method for a variety of molecules by
carrying out the reference calculations with two-electron integrals accurate to six
decimal places [16].
Our VRDDO integral prescreening evaluation was inspired in part by a suggestion
from solid state physics by Wilhite and Euwema [19]. The approximation consists
of neglecting all one-electron integrals (both energy and overlap) and two-electron
integrals that involve basis function pairs $,(1 )<£/!) whose pseudooverlap: 5 * =
$<t>i(\)ifrf(\)dvx is less than some threshold r,. The VRDDO approximation has been
introduced [17] as an option into all of our computer programs. The VRDDO threshold
is variable and can be set to reproduce any desired accuracy with respect to calculating 2-electron integrals to 10~" a.u. (n = 6,8,10,12).
The relative accuracy of the MODPOT and MODPOT/VRDDO methods along an SCF
potential energy surface (such as for molecular conformational changes or interactions between species) appears to be even greater than their absolute accuracy.
B Ab Initio SCF Interaction Energy Decomposition Scheme Corrected for
Basis Set Superposition Error
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For this present research we employed ab-initio SCF decomposition scheme corrected for non-physicaJ basis set superposition error (15,20).
/. Nonempirical Two-body SCF Interaction Energy. The nonempirical two-body interaction energy
L c

* ' SCF ~

c

EL ~

c

EX "*" •- IND. LE ~

c

IND-CT

'

8

'

has been decomposed into the electrostatic E^, exchange £ ^ , classical long range
an(
^IND.LF.' * short range £"IND.CT induction contributions (15,20].
a. Electrostatic Term. In addition, the electrostatic term has been partitioned into
short-range penetration £ EL. PEN an<* long-range multipole-multipole £ E L. MT P components. The EEL.MTP (multipole-multipole) contribution can also be calculated independently from cumulative atomic multipole moments (CAMM). For this term we use, q,
ft, 0: the cumulative atomic monopoles, dipoles, and quadrupoles derived directly
from the ab initio wave function. [12,13]
We calculate (4,15,20,21] this electrostatic term up through quadrupoles, since
we have shown this to be necessary [12,13,15].
The electrostatic long-range multipole terms are one of the dominant contributions
to intermolecular interaction energies between molecules that have strong intramolecular charge redistribution. Our treatment of this contribution includes explicitly its
anisotropy. We have recently shown [20,21] that the electrostatic term is the dominant contribution to anisotropy. Since we calculate this term explicitly, we take into
account the anisotropy of intermolecular interactions.
We had previously shown that our well balanced minimal all-valence MODPOT basis
set yielded for several hydrogen-bonded complexes intermolecular energies very
close to those obtained in extended 6-31G* and 6-31G** basis sets [15], in contrast
to the severely underestimated STO-3G or overestimated 4-31G results.
b. Long-Range Inductive Term. We calculated the long range induction term
ZTIND.LE component using the methods in references 15 and 20.
C. Second Order Two-body Dispersion Term
1. Evaluation of Dispersion Energy from Atom-Atom Potentials.
we have estimated this semitheoretically from the expression

Up until now,

Fi2> - - V V /• r ff-*
DISP ~~ ZJ
£iChbLaaKab

C

aEA hBB

where cm constants were fitted to reproduce the nonempirical dispersion energy values from studies of C. Huiszoon and F. Mulder [22], B. Jeziorski and M. van Hemeit
[8], and H. Lischka [23].
2. Nonempirical Evaluation of Dispersion Energy. We had also written a more
rigorous program for calculating the dispersion energies based on perturbationvariation approach.
a. Second-order Perturbation Expression. The dispersion term not included in
the Afscp interaction energy could be evaluated from the classical second-onlar perturbation expression'
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(3)

ISA jBB kSA IBB

where sum-over-states includes all singly excited configurations i —* k and j -* I.
Expanding molecular integrals (ik\jl) in LCAO MO expression:
AO

AO AO AO

<ik\jl) = 2 2 2 2AirBj,AbBh(rt\sv)

(4)

r€A sEB l£A vBB

in almost all previously published calculations of this kind (for example, Ref. 9), the
monomer wave functions Air, Akt, BJ5, and B,v have always been evaluated in
monomer basis sets. However, this yields significantly underestimated dispersion
energy values as the number of vacant MO'S (and, therefore, singly excited configurations) is usually too small (especially in minimal and even extended basis sets).
b. Variation-perturbation Approach. Much better results could be obtained in the
variation-perturbation approach proposed by Jeziorski and van Hemert [8j. It could
be demonstrated [11] that the above-mentioned approach is equivalent to the use of
classical second-order perturbation expression using a monomer wave function evaluated in a dimer basis set.
Such an approach allows consideration of many more vacant orbitals and leads to
obtaining better dispersion energy estimates than with the classical formula.
Both formulas have been coded, and die first (classical) formula has been tested
against values given by Kochanski [9].
D. Intramolecular Correlation Component of the Intermolecular Interaction Energy
Intermolecular interaction energy A/s could be partitioned into the following
components:
AE = Afscp + A£ X

+ AE » ™

(5)

where A£SCF denotes SCF interaction energy, A£j^u? denotes intermolecular correlation contribution (dominated by second order dispersion energy), and E^£ the intermolecular interaction energy component due to the use of intramolecularly correlated
wave functions instead of uncorrelated ones. The last term can be formally partitioned
into components related with electrostatic (EL), exchange (EX), induction (IND), and
dispersion (DISP) contributions
\ r<INTRA _

r i INTRA ,

r-ylNTRA

i /»/r|INTRA _L n f C I > I N T R A

AficORR ~ C^CORR + £*CORR + ' ^ C O R R + ^'i^OORR

fA\

W

where for each term on the right hand side of the equation (6), the energy components refer to the energy difference calculated using correlated and uncorrelated
monomer wave functions. In contrast to the first two terms in (5), A E ^ ^ is not frequently calculated, and published results are limited to simplest systems with dominant short range penetration effects and little or no long range nroitipole components.
However, most molecular complexes of practical importance involve polar molecules where electrostatic effects dominate at distances close to equilibrium and remaining short range terms may cancel each other to some extent. In such case, the
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term for overall intramolecular correlation owing to use of intramolecularly correlated
monomer wave functions AEl£$£ could be dominated by its electrostatic component
££CO?RA' which may be estimated from the multipole expansion as
A -INTRA __ pw INTRA _„ r-djCORR _

ai

-CORR ~

CLl

C<MR ~

C

EL,MTP

pUISCF

C

EL.MTP

/-j\

'''

where E^£^ denotes multipole components of the first-order electrostatic interaction energies computed from multipole moments calculated from correlated monomer
wave functions, and £ELjirn> denotes multipole components of the first-order electrostatic interaction energies computed from multipole moments calculated from uncorrelated SCF wave functions.
P-evious attempts to estimate the electrostatic intermolecular correlation effect
owing to the use of intramolecularly correlated monomer wave functions from molecular multipole series [24] were limited to large intermolecular distances only
where such expansion converges properly. However, with the use of atomic multipole
expansion [12,13], the convergence properties are considerably improved with respect to molecular series, and more accurate estimates could be obtained at distances
closer to equilibrium.
Cumulative atomic multipole moments Af?m have been obtained by transforming
additive atomic multipole moments (ttVw"1), to local coordinate system at the ith
atomic center («,, v,, wt) [12,13]

) ) I)

(8)

k'l'm'
where M°°° denotes the atomic monopole moment (net atomic charge) which cannot
be uniquely determined despite a multitude of definitions. In this study we adopted
the most popular, although arbitrary, Mulliken population analysis [25]. The additive
atomic moments are defined as
AO AO

<M*v'wmX = Zriv'-wf - 2 2Pu(I\ukv'wm\j)
lei

(9)

i

where Z, aenotes nuclear charge of ith atom, </|«VH>m|y> denotes the one-electron
multipole integral, and Pu denotes the density matrix element either correlated or
uncorrelated. The additive atomic multipole moments (9) sum up to the corresponding molecular moments {ukvlwm). Our previous study indicates that the basis set
dependence and arbitrariness of such atomic charge M°°° definition is satisfactorily
compensated by higher cumulative atomic multipoles [12]. Owing to transformation
(8), each higher multipole moment does not contain contributions already described
by lower moments. The cumulative character of consecutive atomic moments Mf* of
(k + I + m)th order allows for systematic refinement of anisotropy of local charge
distributions and tracing the convergence of multicenter multipoie series.
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HI. Results and Discussions
A. Reduction of Basis Set Dependency of Counterpoise-corrected SCF Interaction ,
Energy
SCF interaction energies A£SCF display significant basis set dependence when small
basis sets are employed in calculations. The major part of this effect is due to imbalance between subunit monomer basis sets. This defect is called BSSE (basis set superposition error) and may be eliminated by function counterpoise correction [26].
However, the remaining portion of basis set dependence, due to imbalance within
each monomer, is not eliminated this way. One could name both effects as
"intermolecular BSSE" and "intramolecular BSSE," respectively. Several attempts have
been recently made to correct the intramolecular basis set superposition error [27-30],
but neither seems to be general enough to be applied routinely to large molecular systems. Unequal quality of basis functions used for different atoms within each isolated
molecule results in over- or underestimated muitipoie moments owing to unphysicaliy
distorted charge distributions. Therefore the basis set dependence of counterpoisecorrected A£"SCF, denoted here as Abasis, may originate mainly from its electrostatic
muitipoie component AELIMTP [34,15]. To compensate for this defect scaling the electrostatic muitipoie term according to experimental multipoie moments has been recommended [31-35]. Unfortunately, experimental multipoie moments are not always
available, in particular, for higher moments. Moreover, molecular muitipoie series
frequently fail to converge at distances close to equilibrium geometry [36-38] in contrast to much better convergent multicenter expansions [12,13,36-45]. Formally
most multicenter expansions are equivalent, and practically they could only differ
in the number of expansion centers, convergence, and complexity. The cumulative
atomic multipoie expansion [12,13] employed in this study is perhaps the most
straightforward in practical implementation and could be regarded as a generalization
of Mulliken population analysis [25].
In such circumstances the basis set truncation error Abasis may be mainly due to
its electrostatic muitipoie component AEL MTP and could be estimated by subtracting the electrostatic multipoie term obtained in limited basis set EEL, MTP from the
analogous term calculated in extended basis set approaching the Hartree-Fock limit
t.HhLJ C EL. MTP
basis =

%L.MTP -

£ El. MTP

fi

EL,MTP

I"*/

This means that only monomer atomic multipoie moments have to be calculated in
extended basis set instead of performing much more costly calculations for the entire
dimer in extended basis. So the time-consuming evaluation of intermolecular potential surfaces and locating their extremal points can be performed in rather modest basis
sets, and such results could be corrected "a posteriori" for basis truncation error A ^ .
Corresponding results obtained in minimal all valence (3,3/3) —*• [1,1/1] MODPOT
[46] basis set for the nitromethane dimer with two hydrogen bonds have been presented in Figure 1 with the all-electron extended basis set [4,3,1/2,1] results of
Cole et al. [5]. Despite a significant difference in the basis set size (38 versus 142),
the potential energy minima are very close, and the MODPOT results corrected for basis
set truncation Abasis approach the reference results of Cole et al. [5]. Our ab initio
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minimum energy occurred at the same intermoiecular distance as the SCF
minimum of the all-electron larger basis set. Our ab initio MODPOT SCF interaction
energy corrected for BSSE (-3.10 kcal/mol at 2.5 A) was only 0.4 kcal above the
SCF interaction energy of the larger basis set (-3.57 kcal/mol corrected for BSSE at
the minimum 2.5 A). Furthermore, we also carried out the ab initio MODPOT energypartitioned SCF calculations on the nitromethane dimer to ascertain the magnitudes of
the various contributions to the interaction energy. We then calculated the value of
the EEL MTP using the multipoles calculated for nitromethane at the SCF level (E*^^
with the all-electron larger basis set used in Ref. 5). This was done to enable us to
see the genesis of the small differences in ESCF at the SCF minimum between our ab initio
MODPOT SCF calculations and the larger all-electron SCF calculations. Our previous
experience had indicated that the major difference in intermolecular interaction energies between our ab initio minimal MODPOT SCF calculations and larger basis set calculations lay in a small difference in E^l MTP calculated with the different basis sets
(15]. Our present results on the nitromethane dimer confirmed this hypothesis. At the
we
SCF minimum (2.50 A) the £E'LSMTP
calculated for the nitromethane dimer with
the ab initio MODPOT basis set was -4.58 kcal/mol; the FEUMTP we calculated with
the larger all-electron [4,3,1/2,1] basis set was —5.09 kcal/mol. This difference, at
the SCF minimum (2.50 A) in EEUMTP (0.51 kcal/mol) is very close to the difference
in SCF interaction energies (0.44 kcal/mol) at the SCF minimum. This correction is
certainly expected to be valid for R > Rer Owing to divergence of multipole series
lbas]S should not be used for distances much shorter than equilibrium value. In addition, at short distances, the charge transfer component of basis set truncation error
mav
AIND.CT
become nonnegligible [47]. For the intermoiecular separation of 2.5, 2.7,
and 3.0 A, the correction for the difference in £"ELSMTP (calculated explicitly at each
point) brings our total calculated interaction energies within 0.1 kcal of the A£SCF
values for the larger basis set. Our ab initio MODPOT SCF method (which, depending on the
molecules involved, is an order to orders of magnitude more rapid than all-electron
larger basis set SCF calculations) could, therefore, be used to calculate intermoiecular
interaction energies to locate the SCF minimum. Our results further suggest that it
appears feasible to correct for the small differences in the absolute intermoiecular
interaction energies between the ab initio MODPOT CP results and those cf all-electron
larger basis set SCF calculations by the difference in the £"EL.MTP calculations with die
different basis sets.
MODPOT SCF

B. Intermolecular Interaction Energy Component from Use of Intramolecularly
Correlated Monomer Wave Functions
In order to test the approach described in the methodology section for calculating £CO*?RA' w e performed test calculations for the double hydrogen bonded dimer
(CH,NO2)2 with two hydrogen bonds between nitro group oxygens and methyl group
hydrogens (Fig. 1 in Ref. 5). We have used the same monomer geometry and
(9s5p \d/4s \p) -* \3s2p ld/2s \p) basis set as Cole et al. [5]. Our results have been
compared with the corresponding £CORRA values obtained indirectly within supermolecular MBPT(4) method [5]. The correlated nitromethane monomer wave functions
used for our study were SDQ-MBPT(4). The correlated nitromethane dimer calculated
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&ESCF I kcal/mol]
-2.5

-3.0

-3.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Figure 1. SCF interaction energies for nitromethane dimer. (a) A£CPSCT from Cole et al. [5]
(9s5pld/4slp)
-* [3s2p\d/2slp]
basis set; (b) A£ CPSCP calculated in this work in
(3s3p/3s) —> [Is Ip/ls] MODPOT basis set; (c) the same as b but corrected for basis set truncation error A£CPSCF +

by Cole et al. [5] was also SDQ-MBPT(4). Cole et al. [5] had calculated the
interaction energy of the nitromethane dimer as the difference between
(nitromethane dimer) and 2£>SOQ.MBm4) (nitromethane monomer). This £SDQ-METP intermolecuiar interaction energy includes both intermolecular correlation energy and the
correlation contribution to the intermolecular interaction energy from correlated intramolecular (monomer) wave functions. For precise notation we shall denote our calculated electrostatic interaction energy £&*£w by £ ^ S ^ M B W ) . We calculated E a M W
MBTP(4) for the nitromethane dimer using the correlated multipoles from nitroiiiefhane
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monomer that we computed by carrying out correlated SDQ-MBPT(4) calculations for
nitromethane monomer with the larger all-electron basis set of Cole et al. [5], excluding excitations from inner shells.
According to Eq. (5) we have
INTRA ~
=

Ar
^ ^

_

<r
^*

_

E-(200)
DISP

£

£

where A^SDO-MBTPW denotes interaction energy obtained within fourth order manybody perturbation theory including contributions from single, double, and quadruple
excitations [48], A£CP SCF counterpoise-corrected SCF interaction energy [26]s andE'J™'
second-order dispersion energy calculated within variation-perturbation procedure
[8]. Atomic muitipoie expansion was terminated at monopole-octupole term (~i?~4).
The intermolecular interaction contributions due to use of intramolecularly correlated wave functions A££2^f estimated from A£SDQ.MBTP<4)» A£CPSCF> and E*™' values
from Ref. 5 are closely matched by electrostatic components ELl££££ calculated from
atomic muitipoie expansion for distances near equilibrium and longer.
The intermolecular interaction contributions owing to the use of intramolecularly
correlated monomer wave functions
pINTRA __ jrr INTRA , _ i--U>SDQ-MBTP(4)
CORR "~ C i - C O R R — C E L , M T P

_

C

jr.(l)SCF
EL.MTP

l

estimated from eq. 12 in the extended basis set of Ref. 5 is equal to 0.86 kcal/mol
(correlation correction to muitipoie electrostatic term due to the use of correlated intramolecular monomer wave functions)
,,ISCF

/extended\

= -4.13 kcal/mol - (-4.99 kcal/mol)
= 0.86 kcal/mol at nitrcmethane dimer equilibrium
On the •jthw' hand the value estimated from calculations of Cole et al. [5]
INTRA _
CX»R ~

A c'SDQ-MBPT(4) _
CORR

ac

r(200) _
D1SP —

C

(intermolecular correlation effects plus the correlation contribution to
intermolecular interaction energy from correlated monomer wave functions [at the SDQ-MBPT(4) level]) contribution
[intermolecular correlation effects (dispersion)
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= -0.76 kcal/mol (at mtromethane equilibrium dimer) [5]
-1.65 kcal/mol (at nitromethane dimer equilibrium) [5]
= 0.89 kcal/mol.
This correlation should be valid for R > R^. These results are illustrated in Figure 2.
This indicates the dominant role of electrostatic contribution or near cancellation of
remaining components of the intramolecular correlation energy. The corresponding
i&coiuf values obtained based on the molecular dipole-dipole term only are seriously
underestimated (at distances near equilibrium = 50%). This way EL^^
obtained
from correlated and uncorrelated atomic multipoles may constitute an efficient and
very inexpensive of estimating for large molecular systems the component of intramolecular correlation energy owing to use of intramolecularly correlated monomer
wave functions. Further studies on different systems are required to find out whether
our conclusions are general. However, this is hampered by the lack of data similar to
those published by Cole et al. [5].
In particular these results suggest how one might use J E ' E L J ^ " 8 " ' 4 ' and
results to separate intermolecular correlation contributions to intermolecular interaction energies (dispersion energies) and intramolecular correlation contributions to
intermolecular interactions energies that arise from the use of correlated monomer
wave functions.
C. Simple Estimate of Dispersion Energy
In addition to A£SCF and A £ ^ f discussed in previous sections, dispersion energy
RRR component constitutes an important contribution to the total interaction
energy A£ [Eq. (5)]. Unfortunately, to obtain reasonable values of this term the use
of higher polarization functions seems to be unavoidable [49]. Use of a dimer basis
set in variation-perturbation approach may improve the quality of dispersion energy
to some extent but certainly does not guarantee obtaining accurate results without
polarization functions [49]. In such circumstances calculation of dispersion energy remains the bottleneck problem in nonempirical studies of intermolecular interactions.
This prompted several authors to search for simple estimates of dispersion energy in
the form of atom-atom potential functions [15,22,50-52] calibrated on the most
accurate ab initio results obtained for small model systems.

where C^, C^ parameters were fitted to reproduce the best nonempirical dispersion
energies, and Rj, denote interatomic distances between atoms belonging to interacting
molecules A and B.
Dispersion energies E^°p0) calculated in extended basis set
(9s5pld/4slp)
—> [352^ ld/2s Ip] by Cole et al. [5] for hydrogen-bonded nitromethane dimer have
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INTRA
CORR

[ kcal/moi ]

Figure 2. Intermolecular interaction energy contribution from intramolecuiarly correlated
nitromethane monomer wave function for double hydrogen-bonded nitromethane dimer
calculated in (9s5/? Id/As\p) -> [3s2pld/2s Ip] basis set: (a) A f ^ 1 esdmased from Cole
et al. results [5] according to Eq. (11); (b) electrostatic multipok contribution to intermolecular interaction energy from intramolecularly correlated nitromethane inonomer
wave function ELc^t f r o m atomic multipole expansion; (c) EL^S^ &om molecular
dipole-dipole term.

been compared in Figure 3 with the corresponding values obtained in classical perturbation and variation-perturbation approach [ 11 ] in a minimal all-valence (3s3p/3s)6 -»
[Islp/ls] MODPOTbasis set [46] as well as with values obtained from lionempirical
atom-atom potentials 121]. In accordance with some earlier reports [51-53] nonem-
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-(200)

Eld7p' [kcal/mol]
o H

-2

Figure 3. Dispersion energies E'OK? for nitrome'hane dimer: (a) from Cole et al. [S] in
(9s5pld/4slp) —* [3s2pld/2sip] basis set; (b) estimated for nonempirica! atom-atom potentials [15, 21]; (c) calculated in variation-perturbation approach [11] in ( 3 s 3 p / 3 s ) - »
[Islp/ls] MODPOT basis set (dimer-centered basis); (d) calculated in classical perturbation
approach [11] in (3s3p/3s) —» [Is Ip/ls] MODPOT basis set (monomer-centered basis).

pineal atom-atom potentials [IS, 21-22] are capable of yielding quite reasonable estimates of dispersion energy.
All numerical results discussed in mis work are presented in Table I.
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TABLE I.
D fA|

Interaction energy components in nitromethane dimer (in kcal/mol).

2.0

2.25

2.50

2.375

2.75

3.00

5.00

(3s3p/3s) -* [Isip/Is] MODPOT basis set
£EL

3.73
-0.40
-0.61
-2.81
-0.84
-0.95
-1.09

-4.63
-5.19
2.27
-0.32
-0.38
-3.06
-0.64
-0.77
-0.86
-0.49
-3.55

-3.%
-4.58
1.35
-0.25
-0.23
-3.10
-0.46
-0.63
-0.68
-0.51
-3.61

-3.08
-3.63
0.47
-0.16
-0.09
-2.86
-0.22
-0.43
-0.45
-0.37
-3.24

-2.48
-2.92
0.15
-0.10
-0.04
-2.48
-0.10
-0.30
-0.31
-0.30
-2.78

-0.73
-0.79
0
0
0
-0.73
0
-0.04
-0.04
-0.09
-0.82

-2.37

-1.80

-L49

-0.99

-0.68

-0.07

(9s5pld/4slp) -» [3s2pld/2slp] basis set
-2.96
-3.41
-3.54
-3.33
-0.54
-0.42
-0.71
-0.61
-1.07
-2.67
-1.65
-2.09
0.86
0.71
0.95
0.38
0.46
0.43
1.41
0.89
0.67
1.10

-2.91
-0.31
-0.72
0.60
0.34
0.56

-0.89
0
-0.01
0.19
0.14
0.22

-8.83

-5.54

10.05
-0.64
-1.65
-1.08
-1.25
-1.47
-1.81

-4.01

r-U)
EL.MTP

C

r<R)
INi).LE

c

^WD.CT
BSSE

A£CPSCF

A^CRSCF*
BSSE"

£(200)d

-0.01
-0.99
-4.52

£LCC«R'

A£co^'
2.41

"Classical perturbation approach (monomer basis set) [11].
'Variation-perturbation approach (dimer basis set) [11].
'Estimated from nouempirical atom-atom potentials [15,21].
''Reference 5.
'Estimated from atomic multipole expansion terminated a! monopole-octupole term.
'Estimated from molecular dipole-dipole term.
'Estimated from Eq. (11) basing on Cole et al. [5] results.

IV. Conclusions
(1) The quality of counterpoise-corrected SCF interaction energies obtained in limited basis sets could be improved by eliminating basis set imbalance within isolated
molecules. This may be partly achieved by correcting electrostatic multipole term
within atomic multipole expansion [Eq. (10)]. So, the extensive calculations of energy
surfaces for larger molecular systems may be performed in well-balanced minimal
basis sets [15,54,55] and later corrected "a posteriori" by £ku..igrp (eq- 10)(2) The dominant electrostatic contribution to intermolecular interaction energy
from use of intramolecularly correlated wave functions may be estimated efficiently
from correlated [13] and uncorrelated [12] atomic multipole moments according to
Eq. (12). This scheme may constitute an inexpensive supplement to any popular
approach consisting of AE^ + E1™ and avoids costly supermolecular calculations
including correlation effects.
(3) Nonempirical atom-atom potentials [15,21] yield reasonable estimates of dispersion energy.
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Ab Iiiilio MO Study of Fe Out-of-plane Displacement
and Fe-Ligand Vibration in Five-coordinate
Fe-Porphyrin
MINORU SAITO* AND HIROSHI KASHIWAGI
Institute for Molecular Science, Myodaiji, Okazaki 444, Japan

Abstract
Ab initio SCF MO calculations were carried out for fluoro(porphinato)iron(III) in
order to elucidate the origin of the out-of-plane displacement of the iron atom and to
analyze vibrational modes of the axial ligand bond. Potential curves as functions of
the Fe out-of-plane displacement and Fe—F bond distance were calculated for the
ground state. By using these potential curves, the equilibrium iron displacement,
Fe—F bond distance, and normal mode frequency of the Fe—F stretching vibration
were evaluated. The values are in good agreement with experimental values within
the differences 0.02 A, 0.06 A, and 50 cm"1, respectively. It has been confirmed that
the Fe out-of-plane displacement is caused mainly by the Coulomb repulsion between
porphine nitrogens and fluorine anion.

1. Introduction
Iron porphyrin complexes are biologically important molecules because they are
active sites of hemoproteins. Equilibrium positions of the Fe atom and axial ligands
and normal mode frequencies of the Fe-(axial ligand) stretching vibration were investigated experimentally for various iron porphyrins in connection with biological functions of hemoproteins [1-3]. Equilibrium positions of the Fe atom and axial ligands
were also investigated theoretically for several iron porphyrins [4—8].
Loew et al. [4] calculated potential energy curves for the out-of-piane displacement
of the iron atom in several spin states of Fe-porphine-imidazole by the iterative extended Huckel method and obtained the equilibrium displacement of about 0.2 A for
the high-spin state. Olafson et al. [S] carried out ab initio GVBCI calculations on simple models, Fe(NH2)4, Fe(NH2)4(NH3), and Fe(NH2)4(NH3)G2, where (NH2)4 is a substitute for porphyrin. They found that the equilibrium position of the Fe atom is die
center of the nitrogen plane for all the calculated spin states of Fe(NH2)4 and is at
0.25 A out of the plane for the high-spin state of Fe(NH2)4(NH3). They suggested that
the Fe out-of-plane displacement is due to the nonbonded repulsion between the NH3
'Present address: Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Nagoya University, Chikusaku, Nagoya
464, Japan.
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molecule and the four NH2 units. Rohmer et al. [6] calculated potential curves for the
out-of-plane displacement of the iron atom in several Fe-porphyrins and their models
by the ab initio SCF MO method. They found, for example, that the equilibrium out-ofplane displacement of the iron atom is 0.32 A for the high-spin state of Fe-porphineNH3.
In the first paper [7] of our investigations on the axial motion of metal and ligand
in Fe-porphyrins, the potential energy curves for the Fe out-of-plane displacement in
four-coordinate Fe-porphine (FeP) were calculated for various ferrous and ferric
states by the ab initio SCF MO method. It was found that porphine attracts the iron
atom to the center of the porphine ring for all the calculated electronic states. The
origin of the Fe out-of-plane displacement in five-coordinate porphyrins with an anionic axial ligand was proposed to be the Coulomb repulsion between the porphine
nitrogens and the axial ligand. This proposition should be confirmed by a MO calculation including the axial ligand.
On the other hand, no MO investigation for normal mode frequencies of the Fe(axial ligand) stretching vibration in Fe-porphyrins was reported except for the second paper [8] of our investigations. In the second paper, we calculated the normal
mode frequency of the symmetric py-Fe-py (py: pyridine) stretching in the six-coordinate iron porphyrin FeP(py)2 by the ab initio SCF MO method. The calculated value
was in good agreement with the experimental value. A next step of our theoretical
studies along this direction is to investigate the iron-(axial ligand) vibrational mode of
a five-coordinate Fe-porphyrin by taking into account the out-of-plane motion of the
iron atom.
In the present investigation, ab initio SCF MO calculations were carried out on the
simplest five-coordinate Fe-porphyrin, fluoro(porphinato)iron(III) (FePF). Its ground
state is the unique ferric high-spin state, where five electrons with parallel spin occupy five d orbitals, respectively. Potential energy curves as functions of the Fe outof-plane displacement and F e — ? bond distance were calculated for the ground state.
Equilibrium positions of the Fe and F atoms and the normal mode frequency of the
Fe — F stretching vibration were evaluated from the potential curves. The values
evaluated are compared with x-ray crystallographic data and infrared and resonance
Raman spectra. The potential curve for the out-of-plane displacement of the iron
atom is compared with an approximate potential curve estimated in the first paper.

2. Calculation Method
Ab initio LCAO SCF MO calculations were carried out for FePF with Roothaan's open
shell SCF formulations [9,10]. A molecular structure used in the calculations is shown
in Figure 1. It is assumed that this molecule has the C4v symmetry, where the porphine skeleton has the D4A symmetry and the Fe and F atoms are on the z axis. Bond
lengths and angles were taken from the structure of fluoro(tetraphenylporphinato)iron(III) lFe(TPP)F] in crystal [11]. They were slightly modified to agree with the
above assumption. The Fe — N^ (N^: porphine nitrogen) lengths are 2.02 A. The
C—Np,,—C angles of the pyrrole rings are 107.0°.
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Figure 1. The FePF molecular structure used in the present calculations. This structure is
assumed to have the Q , symmetry. The four porphine nitrogens are on the x and y axes.
The Fe and F atoms are on the z axis, which is perpendicular to the porphine plane.

The basis set used is given in Tables I and II. It is called a partial-double basis set
[7,8], which is double zeta for Fe, valence double for N and F~, and minimal for C
and H. Scale factors listed in Table I were used for the valence orbitals of C and H.
The symmetric d component, 2 , C ( J C 2 + y2 + z2) exp(-a^2), was eliminated from
the basis set for Fe. The total number of contracted Gaussian-type orbitals is 193.
The reliability of the partial double basis set was confirmed for four-coordinate Feporphine by Obara and Kashiwagi [17] in comparison with a double zeta set calculaTABLE I.
Atom
Fe
N
C
H

Basis set for FePF.
GTO"

{12s8p4d)c
Os3p)4
(7s3pf
(3s?

ccrob
[Ss6p2d\
[is2p]
[2slp]f
[Is?

'GTO: Gaussian-type orbital.
contracted Gaussian-type orbital.
'Reference 12. Two As functions were replaced by tighter functions whose exponents are 0.35 and 0.14, and two 4p
functions whose exponents are 0.37 and
0.15 were added.
d
Reference 13.
"Reference 14.
The scale factors of Is, 2p<r and 2pw are
1.098, 1.102, and 0.966, respectively.
See Reference 16.
"Reference 15.
h
The scale factor of If is 1.283; see Reference 16.
"CGTO:
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TABLE II.

Contracted Gaussian-type orbitals (CGTOS) for F".

CGTO

Is

Exponent1
6548.5883
984.35782
244.80463
63.871786
20.751839
7.2523947

Coefficient*
0.001972679
0.015051035
0.072868461
0.24113422
0.46580544
0.33980526

2sl

1.2831254

1

2s2

0.34781540

1

2pl

2p2

18.984382
4.1259018
1.0687565
0.23949814

0.052808142
0.25940393
0.50773952

1

'Reference 14. Total energy = -99.3948
a.u. for F in GTO base.

tion [18]. Differences between the two basis sets are less than 0.10 eV in the
transition energy and are less than 0.2 mm/s in the quadrupole splitting of the Mossbauer spectra.
Two-electron integral calculations were carried out by adopting the modified
scheme [7] of the integral calculation method based on semiorthogonalized orbitais
[19,20]. The semiorthogonalized orbital is an extension of the Lowdin orthogonal orbital. If the overlap integral \(i\j)\ is less than a threshold and if the exchange integral
(ij\ij) is less than another threshold, the orbital pair i, j is orthogonalized, and all
two-electron integrals including (ij\ or \ij) are neglected. In order to obtain precise
potential energy surfaces, smaller threshold values are adopted among molecular
fragments to move to each other [7]. In the present calculations, the FePF molecule
was divided into three fragments, i.e., the iron cation, porphine macrocycle, and fluorine anion. The threshold values for intrafragment orbital pairs were chosen to be
KT3 for \(i\j)\ and 10~6 a.u. for (ij\ij), and those for interfragment orbital pairs were
chosen to be 10~4 and 10~s a.u. The number of two-electron integrals to be calculated
was reduced to one-fifth by mis method. The reliability and efficiency of this meted
were precisely demonstrated for FeP in the first paper [7].
Potential energy curves as functions of the Fe—Ct (Ct: center of the porphine
ring) and Fe—F distances were calculated for the ground state (ferric high-spin stale)
of FePF as follows. First, a potential curve for Fe—Ct was obtained by tiie leastsquares method with the third order polynomial, using total energies for five Fe—Ct
distances 0.0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, and 1.6 a.u. In this procedure, the Fe—F distance was
fixed at the experimental value, 1.792 A [11]. An equilibrium Fe—Ct distance was
determined from die potential curve. Next, total energies for four Fe—F bond distances, 1.686, 1.792, 1.898, and 2.004 A, were calculated with the equilibrium
Fe—Ct distance obtained above. A potential curve for Fe—F was obtained in the
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same way as for Fe—Ct. We made no more geometry optimization, since the optimized Fe—F distance is close to the experimental Fe—F bond distance which was
used to evaluate the potential curve for Fe—Ct.
All calculations were carried out on the HIT AC M-200H computer, whose speed is
about 4 MFLOPS, at the Computer Center of the Institute for Molecular Science. The
program package JAMOL3 [21] was used for the SCF calculations and NUMPAC [22]
for the least-squares fitting. It took about 100 min of CPU time in the calculations of
integrals and supermatrices for each molecular structure, and it took about 5 min in
the iterative SCF calculations for each state.
3. Results and Discussion
The calculated potential energy curves for Fe—Ct and Fe—F are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The evaluated equilibrium distance, force constant, and
vibrational frequency are listed in Table III. From the potential curve (Fig. 2a), the
equilibrium Fe—Ct distance was obtained. Its value (0.45 A) is in excellent agreement with the distance 0.47 A obtained by x-ray crystallography for Fe(TPP)F [11].
The calculated value 1.85 A for the Fe—F distance is also in good agreement with
the experimental value 1.792 A for Fe(TPP)F.
In the first paper [7], the Fe—Ct potential curve for FePF (Fig. 2b) was estimated
by using a Fe—Ct potential curve (Fig. 2c) for the ferric high-spin state of FeP mat
corresponds to the ground state of FePF. In this procedure the Coulomb repulsion interaction between the four porphine nitrogens and the F~ ion was estimated by the
point charge approximation (Fig. 2d) and was added to the potential curve of FeP.
The composed potential curve is similar to that obtained by the present ab initio calculations for FePF despite the rough approximations for the former. The equilibrium
displacement and force constant obtained from the approximate potential curve are
0.38 A and 1.59 mdyn/A, respectively, as shown in Table III. These values are very
close to the values obtained by the present calculations, 0.45 A and 1.72 mdyn/A. In
the first paper we concluded that the origin of the out-of-plane displacement of the
iron atom in five-coordinate porphyrins with an anionic ligand is mainly the Coulomb
TABLE III.

Equilibrium distance (A), force constant (mdyn/k), and vibrational frequency (cm'1) for Fe—Ct and Fe—F in FePF.
Distance
Fe-Ct

Present

0.45

Estimated'

0 38

1.85

7.
11
23
24

Frequency

Fe-Ct

Fe-F

In-phase

Out-of-phase

1.72

3.47

194

656

1.59
1.792*

Observed
"Reference
"Reference
'Reference
"Reference

Fe-F

Force constant

605.5 c , 606d
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40-1

-20-

(d)
-30-1
Figure 2. The potential energy curves as a function of the out-of-plane displacement of the
Fe atom for FePF. (a) The curve calculated in the present paper. The total energy at the potential minimum is -2341.1451 a.u. (b) The curve estimated in our first investigation [7J.
This curve was composed from curves c and d. The minimum energy is arbitrary, (c) The
Fe—Ct potential curve for the ferric high-spin state of FeP. (d) The potential curve for the
Coulomb repulsion between four porphine nitrogens and F" estimated by the point charge
approximation.

repulsion between the porphine-nitrogens and axial ligand because the minimum of
the potential curve (Fig. 2c) is at the center of the porphine ring. This conclusion has
been reconfirmed through the validity of the approximate curve (Fig. 2b) that has
been proved by the present calculations including the axial ligand.
Hie normal mode frequency of the Fe—F stretching vibration in FePF was evaluated by assuming the model system shown in Figure 4. In this model the potphine
macrocycle was assumed to be a rigid body with infinite mass. The model system has
only two degrees of freeedom, i.e., the Fe—Ct distance (/,) and Fe—F bond dis-
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1.8 1.9 2-0 21

Fe - F"(A)
Figure 3.

A potential energy curve as a function of the Fe—F distance in FePF. The total
energy at the potential minimum is — 2341.1463 a.u.

Porphine Plane

Figure 4. A model system for analysis of vibrational modes of Fe and F in FePF. This
model was used to evaluate the normal mode frequencies. In this model, the porphine
macrocycle is assumed to be a rigid body with infinite mass.

tance (l2). Two force constant values evaluated from the above potential curves were
used for the normal mode analysis of the two-dimensional model system. That is, the
force constant for Fe—Ct is 1.72 mdyn/A and that for Fe—F is 3.47 mdyn/A. It
should be noted that these force constants include effectively nonbonded interactions
between F~ and porphine.
This model system has two normal modes, i.e., in-phase and out-of-phase vibrational modes. In the in-phase mode, the F vibration has the same phase as die Fe vibration. In the out-of-phase mode, the F vibration has the inverse phase of the Fe
vibration. The frequency values evaluated are 194 cm"1 for the in-phase mode and
656 cm"1 for the out-of-phase mode. This value 656 cm"1 is in good agreement with
the experimental values, 605.5 and 606 cm"1, which were observed by the infrared
[23] and resomjice Raman [24] experiments, respectively, on fluoroCoctaethylporphinato)iron(III). This frequency was assigned to the Fe—F stretching vibrational
mode. The amplitude of the F atom is 1.14 times larger than that of the Fe atom in
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the in-phase mode and is 2.58 times larger in the out-of-phase mode. In the in-phasc
mode, the F atom moves together with the Fe atom, keeping the almost constant
Fe—F distance. This mode is regarded as the out-of-plane motion of the F e — f
moiety. On the other hand, the out-of-plane mode corresponds to the Fe—F stretching vibration.
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Basis Sets and Restricted Hartree-Fock Instabilities
in ThiocarbonySs
WILLIAM H. FINK
Department of Chemistry. University of California, Davis, California 95616

Abstract
While calculating zero-field splitting terms for the lowest triplet state of 4H-pyran4-thione, at the experimental geometry, it was found that the ground state was unstable with respect to an unrestricted Hartree-Fock perturbation. The smallest
fragment of the molecule retaining this instability was found to be diatomic CS The
instability is dependent on the basis set used for the calculation. The instability and
its relationship to basis set, equilibrium geometry, and the importance of polarization
functions for second row elements has been explored for CS and H2CS as a function
of intemuclear distance. Minimal basis set calculations involving second row elements may be particularly prone to such instabilities.
Introduction
A study of the first few excited states of 4-H-pyran-4-thione was recently undertaken. With seven heavy atoms, one of them from the second row, and four hydrogens in the molecule, a modest basis set is required. At the experimental geometry
[1J with the STO-3G basis set, it proved impossible to converge the second triplet
state 3/4,(7r-* n*) in the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) approximation. After some
exploration, the data in Table I gave some insight into the nature of the convergence
difficulties. Of particular interest is that both of the modest basis sets employed in the
calculation exhibit ground state instability with respect to the unrestricted HartreeFock (UHF) wave function at this molecular geometry, the UHF solution having a
lower energy for the ground state configuration than does the RHF. Although this instability is to be expected for geometries approaching dissociation, it is not com-

TABLE I.

Calculated energies of 4-H-pyran-4-thionc in hartrees.

Basis/Method

X ground state

l4 2 (n -» n*)

'/4, (n -» n*)

ST0-3G/RHF
STO-3G/UHF

-656.2843
-656.3291
-660.5723
-660.5762

-656.2596
-656.3041

-656.2834

-660.5319

-660.5213

3-21G/RHF
3-21G/UHF

—
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monly encountered close to the ground state equilibrium geometry. With the UHF
ground state lying lower than the RHF ground state, it contains a 3/4, component that
contaminates the (ir —» TT*) state, leading to convergence difficulties for the RHF procedure for that state. Because the thiocarbonyl group is the active chromophore in the
excitations of interest, we started with it in order to determine the smallest molecular
fragment that would still exhibit this instability at the experimental CS distance in
this molecule of 1.665 A. Both CS and H2CS exhibit the instability with the STO-3G
basis set at this cs distance, and these two molecules were examined in detail.
Examination of the potential energy surfaces of H2CS and cs with different basis
sets and with both UHF and RHF wave functions for the ground states exposes considerable understanding of the molecular electronic structure of the thiocarbonyl group.
The UHF-RHF instability is basis set dependent, the importance of d orbitals for the
proper description of bonding to sulfur is reinforced, and the existence of important
correlation effects for the proper description of bonding to sulfur is suggested.

Electronic Structure of Carbon Monosulfide and Thioformaldehyde
The importance of carbon monosulfide and thioformaldehyde as prototypical
molecules for thiocarbonyls and as important species in their own right, particularly
for astrophysical observations, has occasioned recent theoretical and experimental investigations of the molecular electronic structure. Many questions remain unanswered
about the lower few excited states despite this considerable effort. Kama and Grein
[2] recently reported extensive calculations with large basis sets and ci investigating
the planarity of the first excited singlet and triplet n —* n* states and found the surfaces to be nonplanar when using direct SCF orbitals to carry out the ci but planar
when PNO orbitals were used for the ci. Pope, Hillier, and Guest [3]* have reported
very comprehensive studies using three basis sets, two including polarization functions, optimized RHF structures, and single-point ci calculations of 21 important extrema on the H2CS and K2CS+ potential surfaces and have carefully integrated
discussion of these extrema with previous theoretical and experimental studies. Goddard's most recent contribution to thioformaldehyde [4] considers many of the same
extrema characterized by Pope, Hillier, and Guest with a similar degree of rigor. De
Mare [5] has reported RHF and ci optimized geometries using the 3-21G basis set for
the ground and lower excited states of thioformaldehyde. The main thrust of these
studies has been to resolve ambiguities in our knowledge of the geometry and properties of thioformaldehyde.
In the work reported here we take a somewhat different tack, hoping to use thioformaldehyde and carbon monosulfide as simple systems on which we can explore
the deficiencies of more limited methods of electronic structure, calculations of a
type that can be extended to more complex molecules. We have explored in greater
detail the potential energy surfaces of thioformaldehyde calculated with the RHF and
UHF approximations for the ground state of the molecule. Although we have used extended basis sets to establish the nature of the limiting Hartree-Fock potential energy
surface, we are most interested in relatively modest basis sets and have examined
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3-21G, and 3-21G* most extensively. All calculations reported in the following sections have been carried out using the program GAUSSIAN 82 [6j.
STO-3G,

Geometry Optimization with Extended Basis Sets
Table II presents results obtained optimizing the bond length in carbon monosulfide. Both UHF and RHF methods were used with each basis set listed in Table II, and
the same equilibrium geometry was obtained for both in each case. Many of the results presented in Table II, particularly for the smaller basis sets, were reported previously by other workers [3*-5,7J. Collecting them together with the results for the
more extended basis sets in Table II provides a broader perspective. Of particular
interest is that the s-p saturated limiting Hartree-Fock surface is converging on a
different value for the CS bond length and dipole moment than is obtained when
polarizing d functions are added to the basis set. The dipole moment does not show
evidence of convergence to a consistent result even with the largest basis sets examined. In view of the history of dipole moment calculations for carbon monoxide, it
is not surprising that the dipole moment of carbon monosulfide should also be a difficult property to calculate. The STO-3G result is, as usual, very good for calculating
equilibrium bond length and seems to belong more to the results for the basis sets
containing polarization functions than it does to the s-p only sets.
Table III presents results obtained optimizing the molecular geometry for ground
state thioformaldehyde. Many of the results reported here for the smaller basis sets
were, as in the case of Table II, also reported previously by others [3-5,7]. The possibility of optimizing to a Cs structure was permitted, but in each case the optimized
structure became C 2v . As for carbon monosulfide, the s-p saturated Hartree-Fock
limiting surface gives a different CS distance from that obtained when polarizing d
TABLE II.

CS equilibrium bond length.

Basis set
STO-3G

3-21G
6-31G
6-31+G
3-21G*
6-31G*
6-31+G(!D>
6-31+G(2D)
Exp.a

1.519
1.564
1.569
.566
.523
.520
.518
.518
.535

Dipole

Energy

1.0059
0.8527
0.7436
0.8820
1.4415
1.3400
1.5039
1.6859
1.958

-430.47167
-433.12293
-435.24043
-435.24388
-433.24608
-435.30432
-435.30756
-435.31456

' Reference 8.

'This paper gives an excellent review of both experimental and theoretical contributions to the present
state of understanding of thioformaldehyde.
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functions are added to the basis set. Other molecular geometry parameters are not as
sensitive to the polarization functions. A significant difference from the results for
CS, however, is that the UHF and RHF equilibrium geometries are not identical for all
basis sets. The more modest 3-2IG and 3-2iG* basis sets have appreciably different
equilibrium CS bond distances in the UHF approximation than in the RHF approximation. This phenomenon is also basis-set dependent; the more elaborate basis sets
do have the RHF and UHF minima in coincidence as is evident from the results for
6-31 + G and 6-31 + G(2D).
TABLE III.

H2CS optimized structures.

Basis set

HCH angle

Dipole

Energy

RHF

6-31+ +G

1.574
1.638
1.642
1.643
1.643

1.090
1.073
1.074
1.073
1.074

112.0
116.5
116.4
116.4
116.4

0.8225
2.4180
2.5722
2.5509
2.5432

-431.67137
-434.33624
-436.45764
-436.45949
-436.45957

3-21G*
6-3 IG*
6-31G**
6-31+G(lD)
6-31+G(2D)
6-31 + +G(2D,P)

1.594
.597
.597
.599
.597
.597

1.076
1.078
.079
.078
.080
.079

115.3
115.5
115.7
115.6
115.8
116.2

2.0447
2.2321
2.2371
2.2163
2.1570
2.1601

-434.44646
-436.50646
-436.50995
-436.50804
-436.51139
-436.51645

3-2IG
6-31+G

1 .696
1 .643

.072
1 .073

118.1
116.4

1.9466
2.5511

-434.34265
-436.45949

3-21G*
6-31+G(2D)

1 .632
1 .596

1 .074
1 .080

116.3
115.9

1.8182
2.1568

-434.44983
-436.51139

Exp*

1 .611

1 .093

116.8

1.647

STO-3G
3-21G
6-3 IG
6-31+G

UHF

' Reference 9.

RHF and UHF Potential Energy Surfaces
Figures 1 and 2 display the divergence of the UHF and RHF potential energy surfaces for CS and H,CS as a function of the CS distance. Both figures show pairs of
curves that are coincident at short intemuclear distances. Each pair is the RHF and UHF
potential energy surface obtained with a given basis set, and in each case the lower of
the pairs of curves is the UHF result. Results of calculations with the STO-3G, 3-2IG,
and 3-216* basis sets for CS are shown in Figure i. The relative energies for each
pair of curves is plotted, but the vertical placement of die pairs has been chosen arbitrarily in order that the excursions may be simultaneously viewed and compared. In
each case the relative energy ordering of the pairs has been preserved, however. The
STO-3G pair is the highest in Figure I, 3-21G is in the middle, and 3-2IG* is the
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CS 3-21G*, 3-21G, and ST0-3G

100

128

155

163
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2 38

2 65

2 93

32 0

Figure 1. Potential energy of CS as a function of the carbon-sulfur internuclear distance
for three basis sets. For each basis set, both RHF and UHF curves are shown. Relative energies have been preserved, but the pairs of curves have been vertically adjusted so they may
be compared in a single figure. The basis sets used were STO-3G, 3-21G, and 3-21G* for
the three pairs of curves from top to bottom.

lowest of the pairs. Similarly in Figure 2, the 3-21G pair is higher than the 3-21G*
pair.
Considerable care was required to obtain the correct asymptotes for the UHF calculations. A starting guess fcr the SCF routines corresponding to the superposition of the
solutions obtained for the separated fragments was provided. For CS the following
was the configuration used:
[core] = (Sls)2(Cls)2(C2*)2(S2s)2(S2p)6(S3s)2

where the internuclear axis is the z axis. For H2CS the sulfur atom occupation had to
be chosen to assure that the direct product of the partially occupied orbitals remained
Ax under the C2v point group in order to correlate to the ground state. Again with the
CS bond along the z axis and CH2 in the yz plane the required configuration is
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H2CS 3-21G and 3 21G*
j
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!
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00
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1.28
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i 20

Figure 2. A slice through the H2CS potential energy surface for two different basis
sets. The energies plotted were the results obtained by fixing the carbon-sulfur distance
at the value displayed for the plotted points and optimizing all other molecular geometry
parameters. For each basis set, both RHF and UHF results are shown. Relative energies are
preserved, but the pairs of curves have been arbitrarily placed for visual comparison. The
basis sets used were 3-21G (upper) and 3-21G* (lower).

The series of three pairs for CS illustrates that as you progress to more flexible
basis sets down the series STO-3G, 3-21G, 3-21G*, the RHF and UHF curves become
coincident over a wider range of internuclear distances but that the curves are significantly separated at about 1.6 A. The curves in Figure 2 were obtained by fixing the
CS distance in thiofonnaldehyde and optimizing all other molecular geometry
parameters. The divergence of the RHF and UHF curves in Figure 2 occurs at even
shorter internuclear separation than it did for CS, the minima occurring at different
molecular geometries for thiofonnaldehyde.
Discussion
Proper description of the electronic structure of thiocarhonyi-contaiRtng molecules
must take cognizance of the separation of the RHF and UHF potential energy surfaces
at relatively short CS distances. The importance of including d orbilaSs in the sulfur
basis set is demonstrated in these results yet again, but, in addition, the early onset of
the need for a multiconfiguration description of the CS double bond is suggested. The
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larger effective radius of the sulfur atom compared with oxygen is undoubtedly a
contributing factor to the need for a multiconfiguration description. The UHF wave
function may be viewed as a simple kind of multiconfiguration treatment.
Consideration of the spin coupling problem for four electrons as suggested by the
asymptotic configurations described above provides some additional insight into the
nature of the configurations needed to describe the CS bond. Both of these asymptotic configurations have been written as single determinant UHF wave functions of
the type |aa:/3/3| or [aj8a/3|. The four-electron problem has six different couplings
corresponding to the six different paths through the spin branching diagram to the
four electron branches. These six couplings are one quintet, three triplets, and two
singlets. Depending on which of the spin assignments we choose to use for the single
determinant UHF wave function, it can be represented as a linear combination of these
six couplings. Of course since the nominally doubly occupied orbitals of the UHF
wave function are permitted to have a different spatial form for a and fi spin
functions, this is not a complete story of the interactions, but it does indicate the
multiconfiguration nature of the description of the CS bond intrinsic to the UHF
approximation. The relative importance of the spin-and space-adapted configurations changes from equilibrium geometry to the dissociated asymptote, which permits the UHF wave function to correctly describe the dissociation qualitatively. The
singlet RHF form dominates at short internuclear distances, but with the less flexible
basis sets additional configurations are important even close to the RHF minimum
energy geometry.
Conclusion
Description of thiocarbonyl electronic structure with modest basis sets develops
the importance of inclusion of d orbitals for a proper description of bonding to sulfur.
The inclusion of d orbitals shortens the anomalously long CS bond with only s-p
basis sets into significantly better agreement with experimental values. The early divergence of the RHF and UHF surfaces close to the RHF equilibrium geometry presents
special problems for handling thiocarbonyl electronic structure, suggesting the importance of multiconfiguration interactions in CS multiple bonding. Contributing factors
to this multiconfiguration aspect of the bonding include the larger radius of the sulfur
atom relative to oxygen and its more polarizable or softer nature. A consequence of
this early divergence from a technical point of view is a difficulty in converging SCF
treatments of excited states of molecules containing a thiocarbonyl group.
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The Hylleraas-ei Integrals in Molecular
Calculations. II. Three-and Four-electron Integrals
and Tests for Two-electron Many-center Integrals
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Abstract
In a previous paper, formulas for two-electron integrals over Cartesian Gaussian
functions occurring in the Hylleraas-ci method have been given. This paper reports
on the extension of those formula to three- and four-electron integrals and presents
test results obtained by using the two-electron integrals for H2. With only 2 /»-type
polarization functions on each atom, the ground state energy calculated for H2 is only
about 20 cm"1 higher than the exact value.
I. Introduction
In a previous paper [1], formulas for the evaluation of the two-electron integrals
over Cartesian Gaussian functions that appear in die Hylleraas-ci method were presented. Basically, the method [2] considers a configuration interaction expansion
where the interelectronic distances are explicitly included in the configurations.
These configurations take the form

where OM is the antisyrnmetrizer operator, Os is the spin-projection operator, and vt is
an integer that can take, in general, the values 0,1,2, . . . , * . & . denotes the orbitals
and 0k the spin function.
Because the presence of the r"n terms, the computation of the Hamiltonian matrix
elements in the Hylleraas-ci method implies the evaluation of different two-, three-,
and four-electron integrals [3,4].
In their work on atoms, Sims and Hagstrom [3] evaluated the three- and four-electron integrals over Slater-type orbitals using an extension of the method developed by
Ohm and Nordling [5] for the evaluation of three-electron integrals, expanding the
r\ terms in a Fourier-Legendre series. The formulas were successfully used in sev*Permanent address: Departamento de Quimica Fisica, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Vgiladolid,
47005 VaUadolid, Spain.
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eral atomic calculations [2,6-10]. More recently, Fromm and Hill [IIJ gave analytic
expressions for the three-electron integrals required for variational calculations on the
lithium atom (and the isoelectronic series), with functions including explicitly the
interelectronic coordinates.
In the case of molecules, to our knowledge the biggest system studied so far with
these kinds of wave functions is the lithium hydride molecule, which was studied by
Clary and Handy [12]. Their formalism is based on the use of confocal elliptical orbitals, for which Rothstein [13] gave formulas for the many-electron integrals completed later by Clary [14]. The main restriction of this method is that it can only be
applied to diatomic molecules.
The purpose of the present paper is to provide general formulas for the manyelectron integrals over Cartesian Gaussian functions that can be used in Hylleraas-citype calculations in molecular systems. In addition, we show some results obtained
for H2 from the use of the two-electron integrals previously reported [1].
II. Three-electron Integrals in the Hylleraas-ci Method
The multicenter three-electron integrals that one has to evaluate when applying the
Hylleraas-ci method to molecular calculations are of the following types:

(1) S?•* = ffjglA(l)gx(2)g5EQ)r'fr2gv(l)g4D(2)gtF (3)dT,dr2dT3

(2)

(2) rf* = jjjf «u(l)«3c(2)te(3Kir3rr3lto(l)*«(2)««r 0)dr,dr2dT,

(3)

(3)

*;•••*

(4)

(4) W

= Iffgu(l)gx(2)gx(3)r'J-^

- T* - - )

r

\V

r

2V

x (3)dT,dr2dT3

(5)

In all the preceding equations i>, and v2, in principle, can be positive integers, but
in Eq. (2) one of the two exponents can take the value — 1.
We will give general formulas without regard to the values of vx and v2, although
in practical calculations one seldom introduces powers of the interelectronic coordinates higher than 2.
We consider unnormalized Cartesian Gaussian functions, which are the most usual
basis functions in molecular calculations and which can be written as
gm = x'Ry^z"R exp(-a,r s 2 )

(6)

where R denotes the center of the Gaussian.
One of the most useful properties of Gaussian functions is that the number of centers
involved in the integrals can be reduced according to the Gaussian product theorem
[15,16]. In general, the product of two Gaussians, centered on A and B, with expo-
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nents a, and a2 and characterized by the sets of quantum numbers ((,,m,,fi|j and
(l2, m2, n2), respectively, is given by
= K 2 ft{lul2,PAx,PBx)

2

1=0

fm(mltm2,PAy,PBy)

m=0

2 / n (n 1 ,n 2 ,/M I ,/»5 r )jc,V>'^r P exp(-y 1 r 1 2 P )

(7)

with the definitions

2

d ^

(8)

)

?, = <*,+ a 2

P= °£±

_ ^

fl(,,V,(,o.(»;/

+

o.

where PAX and PBZ are, respectively, the x components of the vectors P - A and
P - B. Analogous definitions apply to the y and z components and hereafter.
A. S Integral
The evaluation of the 5 integral, Eq. (2), depends on the value of vt and v: (eveneven, even-odd, etc.). Different cases are considered in the following.
Even, —I. After application of the Gaussian product theorem, we have
S3*1"" = KXK2K, 2 Mluh,PAx,PBx)

2

fn(mum2,PAy,PBy)

n,+n 2

2 fM,n2,PA:,PBz)

%

Ml,,U,QCx,QDx)

W3+IH4

2

fm(m3,m<,QCy,QDy)

m'=0
JI3+H4

(5+/6

S /.•(»3,«4,GCI,GDJ 2
n'~0

2

Ml5,lt,REx,RFx)

l*=0

fm*(m5,m6,REy,RFy)

m*=0

"5+"6

f f f

2 fA"5,nt,RE,,RF,)
n»=0

*,
J J J

"J

x exp(—y,rj> - y 2 r| e - y^—d^d^dTy

(12)

r

The integral appearing in the preceding equation can be solved through the same
technique used in the case of two-electron integrals [1J. That is, using the identity
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r\\ = K

~ r2Q + PQ|"

(13)

and, after substitution and expansion, we obtain that the basic integral is decomposed
into linear combinations of integrals that can be easily handled.

\)—d7,dT2dri
~ R?2 \\\

y2r\Q

JJJ

—dr^d^dr-i
2j

(14)

R\\ symbolizes an operator whose action gives rise to the proper linear combinations
of similar integrals (for an example showing the action of such an operator, see
Ref. 1).
Now integration over the coordinates of electron 1 is straightforward, since we
have simply an overlap-type integral, and integration over coordinates of electrons 2
and 3 results in a two-electron repulsion-type integral.

Ax =R%OVt(l,m,n)ER23(r,m',n';l*,m*.n*)

(15)

For the sake of completeness, explicit formulas for 0Vx(l,m,n) and ER^W,m',n';
l*,m*,n*) are collected in the Appendix.
Odd, — I. Proceeding in the same way as in the preceding case and raising the
power of ri2, we arrive at the basic integral

f

x'lPy"pz"Px^y^z^xi'Ry^z^

r V|+l 1
^

exp(-y,rj>

r

x

l2

dr1dT2dr3

£z?* exp(-y,r12/, - y2r22Q - y^)— —

JJJ

x dTjd^dTi

(16)

This integral can be solved using integral transform methods, and after some manipulation one obtains

U2,3)

(17)

where I3(i,j, k) is defined as
4

hdJk)

7/2

2 2 2G;

Jo °

\°/

with
(-Q'7,!
1
/,!
1
l\(L +L +£,)!
1
2'- plLlyj'-" (lj - IV.2 qlLly]-" 2!
r!L!
x

u\(L + L + L - 2M)! s\(lk - s)\{{ - s } % - 7 - / + * ) !
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t\L+I+L-

and F^iT) is the incomplete gamma function (see Appendix) whose subscript fi has
explicit dependence on the summation indices a, b, and c (same applies to the following F^s).
The summation over a stands for
[/,/2] lj [7/2] /*+ lj-Hj!2)

inn

p=0 7=0 9=0

i=0

[(L+1+UI2]

minU,/*)

u=0

s=ttun(0,l-lj+l)

s

r=0

E

where [n/2] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to n/2, and we have used
the following definitions:
L = lt -2p;

I = 7 -2q;

L = / - 2r

1
e =

7k + 7,1
y,

7/

= / ^ + yk^Pjkx

(Pip — Pa ~ Pjx> Pi being the new center corresponding
to electron i)

= 0X2 + ®l + ® 2
= Mx + Vy + Mr

Even-even.

In this case the basic integral is
__

A

III „ '

,.»» _n „ ' '

3

JJJ

-

-

2

x exp(~yjri/> — y^"7Q ~~ y^^mi^v^'W^v^i^'i

(19)

which can be expressed as

Even-odd.

Raising the odd power one gets the basic integral
*M — j l l

JjJ

x

\pyipZ\PX2Qy2Q^2QX3Ry3R^3R

x exp(-y,r 2 P - y2r\o - yjry&r^-S— drxdT2dr3

Straightforward operations yield

(21)
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A4 = R\\Rv2\+lOVx{l,m,n)ER2,{l\m\n'J*,m*,n*)

(22)

Clearly a similar expression is obtained in the case where the odd power is v,.
Odd-odd. The basic integral can be obtained from the A2 case.
A5 = R2XXA2
B.

(23)

T Integral

Proceeding in the same way as before, one finds that the basic integrals for different cases of J are given by the following equations.
Even-even
B, = R^RZOV^l'

,m' ,n')ER13(l,m,n;l*,m*,n*)

(24)

Even-odd

Odd-odd.

B2 = R]2RV2?%(1,3,2)

(25)

B, = ^ i + 1 ^ 3 + I ^ ( 1 . 2 , 3 )

(26)

In this case

J}(iJ,k) being defined as

MU,k)= — 2 2ZG°xGbyGl
7i7j

a

b

c

-^H^H^A

Jo Jo O

—S
\O/

where

(-1)7,?
l
l,\ J
itK-l)1*-'
(-ltt<.
p
2' p\L\y}- 7 qMi.y]-" s\ (lk - s)\ (I - s)\ ( ( , . - / - / + s)l 21
/!(-!)'"'
it + L + L)!
!(/
) ! ( / )!(/ ? / ) !
!!
+ L + L - 2M)!

lk

/, [1/2] <y [te] (,+/ t -7

22^2
=o p=01=0 pO

2
/=0

t

2.

j

2

2
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with
L = 1 - 2p

L - 7 - 2q

L = I - 2r

e =
5

1 - w2
=

y,
e , = PIJt

I - v1
+

y,
+ w e[ykPkLX + yypn,]
2

+ y,»-: + P,J

+ ^f\ykP,k,

A

f/., = L + L + L - n
C. K Integral
The third type of three-electron integral, Eq. (4). can be separated into the sum of
kinetic operators for each electron:
/r,1*2 = K3(l) + K,(2) + *73)

(28)

and each one of them can be split into x, y, and z components.
ffj(i) = -§.KM(\)

+ /Tlv(i) ' A".U)]

(29)

Straightforward operations yield
KJI) = /2(/2 - l)S]'V2(l2 - 2) - 2a2(2l2 + W *
vn

tf,,(2) = / 4 (/ 4 - \)S j (U

+ 4a;5V' : f/ : + 2)
2

y

" 2) - 2a 4 (2/ 4 -i- 1)5','" + 4a 4S^ m4

+ 2a4[S^2(l4

(30)

+ 2)

+ ] , / 6 + 1) - 5 V " 2(/4 + 2)]

+ DFx[lAS\l-V2'HlA

- I) - 2a<S;'-r*'%

ir2 4

+ I)]}

v2(v2 - 2 ) { 5 j ' - " ( / « + 2 ) + 5;'- " (/ 6 + 2 ) - 2 S - ' - V 2 " 4 ( / 4 + I , / h + I )

+ 2DFXST2
]y-VI~4}

V2 4

U + 1) - 5V' 24(/ft + I)]
(31)

where D/v, = Z), - /v,. The corresponding formula for AT,X(3) is similar to Eq. (31).
Alternative formulas (more adequate in some particular cases) can be easily obtained.
D. N Integral
It is clear from Eq. (5) that we can split this integral into three components, one
for each one of the l/r, v operators. We will consider the basic integrals appearing in
the different cases after application of the Gaussian product theorem.
Even-even
D, = -ZyRYjRZiDtil)

+ D,(2) + D,(3)J

where
D,0) =

NAlv(t,m,n)OV2U',m',n')OVx(l*,m*,n*)

(32)
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= OVl(l,m,n)NA2V(l',m',n')OVi(l*,m*,n*)

(331?)

= OVt(l,m,n)OV2(r,m\n')NAw(l*,m*,n*)

(33c)

M4,v is a monoelectronic integral defined in the Appendix.
Even-odd. In this case
D2 = -ZVR\\R^\D2{\)

+ D2(2) + D2(3)]

(34)

with
D2{\) = NAlv(l,m,n)ER2i(l',m\n';l*,m*,n*)

(35a)

D2(2) = OVx{l,m,n)M2yv{l' ,m' ,n';l*,m*,n*)

(35b)

D2(3) = 0V,(/,m,n)M23V(/*,m*, «*;/', m',n')

(35c)

MljV is a »wo-electron integral solved previously [1] and is collected in the Appendix.
Odd-odd
D, = -ZvR\\+iRv2\+\D,{\) + D3(2) + D3(3)]

(36)

D3(l) = Jj(l,2,3)

(37a)

D3(3) = y;(3,2, 1)

(37h)

Now

where J\(i,j,k)

is defined as

YiY) a

Jo Jo O

b

\ O}

with
/,

a

[/••;!

/.

f7-2] l ; * / j - 7

/ =0 p = 0 / = 0 ^ ^ 0

1

^= 0

min(i./ti

1/2]

[(L*I

5 = max(0.i-/y*/l r =0

2;(/, - h\p\L\y!-p2

u= 0

q\L\y^l

'k~'
ltH-D'k~'
(L + L + L)l
(-!)'
- 7 - / + 5)!
r!L!
«!(£+!+£
x (1 - u2r^(l - ^^-"(y^

with
L = 1- 2 p

I = 1- 2 q

1
e

—

.

L = l - 2 r
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.

5=

V2

1

,
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4

+ ev
k

+ ykv2ePj

jkx

And finally
D,(2) = J'J(l,2,3)

(38)

where

mj,k)

= - ^ - 2 2 2G;G*G,' f' f '«f
Hi 12] I,

lk

l+ik-~l

mnUJ)

2-2i2 2
a

p=o ?=0 (=0 i=0

/!
X

-LH;H>,H\FM)dvdw

U/2]

2 . 2 2
j=

ILly'r" (Ij ~ ?)! lH2yk)ln
(-I)'"*

1

2 s\(1 - s)\(/ - s)\(lk -1

- 1 + s)\

(L + L)\

(-1)"

q\L\

u\(L + L- 2M)!

+ w2VPJt]f'>~''-ie'rU*'

x (yyr^VPj'-'ie^

x e\"+il2(2erL-2u[)
with
L = l , - 2 p

L = l - 2 q

5 = — + e,
y
^ =L +L III.

M

Four-electron Integrals In the Hyiteraas-ci Method

Including only one lnterelectronic coordinate per configuration, one needs to compute at most four-electron integrals [3,4]. These four-electron integrals are of the
three following different types:

(1)
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(4) dTx dr2 dr, drA

(39)

dT2dTidTA

(40)

(3) W* = jffj gJ.l)gA2)g5E(3)g1G(4)r\y&;:
,^X2^73^

(41)

where v, and v2 can only take positive integer values.
When solving the preceding integrals, one obtains a similar expression to Eq. (12),
but with one more term, because the Gaussian product theorem must be applied once
more. We will give the results for the basic integrals needed for the different cases.
E. S Integral
Even-even
1

" Xv '

~

iiZm'n'
X

y

x e\p(-y,r2lP

y

ZI'

i

m'
X

n'

y S

I Z

A

n

- y2r\Q - yyr\K - y 4 r«) ——- dr^dr^TydT^

£, = /?^/? $ OV,(l,m,n)O V2(l',m ',n')ERM(l *,m*,n*;t, m,n)

(42)
(43)

Even-odd
E2 =/?;;/?2r l OV / ,(/,/n,n)/ 3 (2,3,4)

(44)

Odd-even
(l*,m*,n*J,m,n\

(45)

£4 = /?;V 1 /?:r'/,(l,2,3,4)

(46)

li(i,j,k,m) is defined as

Wj,k,m) = 4 r ^ - 2 2 iG-.GtG': I ( -^H:H*H<:F(^)dpdw
where
[t,'2]

t,

0'2]

lm

t,*lk-'l

S - S 2 S S
a

p=0 1=0 q=C r = 0

(-1)'-/,!

2''
X

1

mmil.lii

lm'l~r

2

2

1=0

j = maxlO. 1-1, + h

/!

.
1

mujJ!

22
1=0

U/2) \<L*L * Ll'2)

2

r=maJt(O,i-;m + ri r=0

/ , ! ( / " - 1)!!

p\L\y'r" I qlLly]-" l"<(2ymf2

s\(lk - *)!(/ - ^)!(/y - 7 - / + J ) ! ?

2
«=0

(47)
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/!(/ - t)\(l - t)\(lm - I" - 1 + t)\
(-1)"
«!(L + 1 + L -

x (1 -

r\V.

2M)!

- H-T2(yy»'2)'y"'"'+J(e1/>jSb)'*+';"'"'(e1H'2)'"'

VYHX

(JttV. + y
with
L = /, - 2p

L =1 - 2q

1

7
e22 =

2

+ y,"
8 =— +

L = / - 2r

y* + y X +

+ exvz

fix=L+I+L~u
F. T Integral
We now turn to the second type of four-electron integrals, Eq. (40).
Even-even
F, = R"AR^OVl(l,m,n)ER23(l'

,m' ,n'J*,m*,n*)OVA(t,m,n)

(48)

Even-odd
F2 = R\IR%+1 OV,(l, m, n)/ 3 (2,3,4)

(49)

F3 = RV]R%I3(l,2,3)OV4(f,m,n)

(50)

F4 = J?l[i +l *a + 7 4 (l, 2,3,4)

(51)

Odd-even

Odd-odd

G. U Integral
For the last type of integrals, we have the following results.
Even-even
C, =R\lR%OV2(r,m',

n ')OV}(l*,m*, n*)ERl4(l, m,n;t,m,n)

(52)

Even-odd
G2 = R'ARTlOV^l'tm',n')I3(3t

1,4)

(53)
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Odd-even
V^(l*,m*,n*)I,{2,1,4)

(54)

Odd-odd

G4 = «B + I WAO,2,3,4)
J4(i,j,k,m)

(55)

is defined as

Uij, it, m) = -=?— 2 2 2 C;G »c;
7;

T*7m

b

a

c

•SSHMHFA
JO JO °

T
\°

/

(56)
where [l.a]

lk

lm 1,+lfl

2-222 I
o

p=0 7=0 ;=0
1

/,?
2ll

1

i=0

min(i./,l

i+'m-'

minirj)

2

I

2

j = max(0,i- /j + 7)

T=0

(r/2) [(/.

S

/ , ! ( / - ! ) ! ! / , ! ( / - 1)!!

>p\L\yl>-» l\(2yja
l\(2ym)"2 sUl, - s)U[ - s)\(lt - 7 - /
!)r/'!
/U-y,^"'
( L + L")\
r
2
t\il_ ~ t)\U" - l ) \ { l m - / - / " + t)\ q \ L " 1 2 l L > n
uUL + L" - 2u)\

/

i

\l.'•£.•-«

wich
L = /, - 2p

L" = I"

1
y, + yy

-2q

I
*

y,

+

y^

2

+

= — + e2

M,

= L + L" - «

IV. Groaad State Energy for H2
In a previous paper [ 1 ] we have reported the general formula for the two-electron
integrals occurring in the a calculations with correlated wave functions. Clearly that
wits a rather limited set, but an important one, since the numerical analyses reported
in this paper are natural extensions of the way we have solved the two-electron manycenter package.
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In this section we report on test cases where we have used the genera! many-center
two-electron package developed to compute the energies for the ground state of H2.
This molecule was chosen because there exists the excellent experimental data
by Herzberg and Monfils [16] as well as the classical computation by Kolos and
Wolniewicz [17,18] and their experimental comfirmation [19]. We note that the dissociation energy obtained by Kolos and Wolniewicz in 1968 was lower than the
earlier experimental result of 36113.6 cm ' by 3.8 c m 1 and raised the question of
the accuracy of the experimental value. Subsequent reexamination of the experimental data by Herzberg in 1970 revised the experimental dissociation energy, D{), to
36118.3 cm ', thus confirming the theoretical computation to an accuracy of
0.9 cm"1, a great triumph of ab initio calculations (20].
It is not our aim to obtain an energy as low as the one reported by Kolos and
Wolniewicz (-1.174475 hartree) [18], since we use a simpler but inherently less appropriate Gaussian basis set to describe the electron wave functions. The basis set we
used is a geometrical basis set [21 j , where the orbital exponents, a,,a 2 ,
,an,
are interrelated by the constrain

a, = kC

x

and where k and C are real number constants. In addition, the set of s functions contains the set of p functions; the latter in turn contains the set of d functions, and so on
(21]. For H2 we have used 13 s-type functions and 7 p-type functions, with
k = 0.0095 and C = 2.45 (22]. In the calculation where 7 ^-functions have been
contracted to 2 p-functions. the SCF energy calculated at the internuclear distance
(R) of 1.4011A is -1.133561 hartree, which is believed to be very close to the
s.p Hartree-Fock limit; indeed by augmenting the set with additional 3 s and 1 p
functions, the energy decreases by about 0.1 cm '. One of the "merits" of the
geometrical basis set is the ease of optimizing the basis set exponents: it involves
simply the optimization of the two parameters k and C. Note that k corresponds to
the value of a,, and thus its optimization is not too important for a very extended
basis set. This reduces the optimization of the orbital exponents to the optimization of
only one parameter. C. We have varied the value of C by ±0.05 and found the final
hyileraas-ci energy obtained by C = 2.45 to be very close to the interpolated minimum (energy changed by less than l.Ox 10 7 hartree).
A traditional 246-term full a calculation using the above basis set yields a total energy of -1.171378 hartree as compared with the best Slater basis set calculations of
-1.173704 hartree reported by Liu [23], where 5 5, 3 /?, and 2 d Slater-type basis
functions have been used. Addition of the configuration state functions that have explicit r,2 dependence in our ci expansion (yielding a total 492-term wave function)
lowers the total energy to —1.174380 hartree. This is better than Liu's result by
0.000676 hartree (148 cm" 1 ). Note that it is achieved with only two contracted
p functions and no d functions. However, comparing our Hylleraas-ci results with
those of Kolos and Wolniewicz, where explicit correlation and elliptical coordinates
were used [18], we found it higher by 0.000095 hartree (21 cm"1). Most of this difference is due to the deficiency in our basis set: for example, inclusion of one d
Gaussian in the basis set improves the SCF energy by more than 10 cm"1
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V. Concluding Remarks
General formulas for the three- and four-electron integrals over Cartesian Gaussian
basis required for the application of the Hylleraas-ci method to molecules have been
presented. In the most complicated cases, a two-dimensional numerical integration is
needed. A first glance at the equations presented in this paper shows that the evaluation of the many-electron integrals in the Hylleraas-ci method is quite expensive in
computer time (as are large-scale ci calculations). This fact implies that its application initially will be limited to small systems. The application of the formula previously derived for the two-electron integrals to the ground state H : is encouraging.
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Appendix
In this Appendix we present some auxiliary expressions and definitions.
A. Definition of F^ Function
FjiT) denotes the incomplete gamma function, 114,15) defined as
FJT) = [ w2»exp{-Tw2)dw

(A.O

B. Definition ofOV, Function
0
OVM,.m,.n,) =

if any of /,, m,, n. is odd
\

x

- 1 1

IT\

1 1 1 1 /

U-\)\\{m-

t i n /

i n

!)!!(«, - 1)!

otherwise
(A.21

withy!! = 1 x 3 x . . . x ; and the convention - 1 ! ! = 1.
C. Definition of ER,j Function

(A. 3)
where
[/, 2) [lj 2j «/.*/.>-2)

22

2 2
q\L'\

u\[L
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with
e, = —

e. = —

4-y,

>

V = /, -Iq

fx = fxx + fiy + fiz
D. Definition of NAiV Function
//

•»«

M

I -

(A.6)

fxx = L + V - u

__— N

x

\

'

£

c

a

(A.5)

J

4%

L = /,; - 2p

A/il

S = Et + ej

nJA

nJA

n/A

(A.7)

r< I'M P v

\

l A Ki

where

and ali the other symbols are defined in Eqs. (A.5~A.7), except p.x is now given by
liM = L -

u.

E. Definition of MjjV Function
rl

a

J

b

/®2\

t

o 5"2

X

\

y

where
', [7/2] llj/2} M+L-V2)

7»0 p=0 ^=0

«=0

/,!//

L =1 -2p

@2 =

@, 2

L' =

_1

l,-2q

(L +L')\

_

(-1)"

/

\&) (A. 10)
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Ail "E Matrix" for the Lowdiii a Function,
Expanded in a Taylor Series: An Analytic Treatment
of Molecular Charge Density Near the Origin
H. W. JONES, B. BUSSERY,* AND C. A. WEATHERFORD
Department of Physics, Florida A&M University. Tallahassee, Florida 32307

Abstract
A displaced STO can be expanded in spherical harmonics with the coefficient functions or Lowdin a functions characterized by a C matrix. These a functions themselves may be expanded in a Taylor series that is characterized by its own E matrix.
This expansion is necessary for the representation of the a function by a power series
and for its evaluation about the origin. As an application, we find the power series
for the molecular charge density in the vicinity of the center of a model diatomic
molecule. Our analytic approach is general and yields excellent results.
Introduction
We are interested in Slater-type orbitals (STOS) and their representation in a displaced coordinate system as an expansion in spherical harmonics with coefficients
given as functions of the radial distance: that is, the Lowdin a functions. In an earlier
paper [ 1 ] it was shown how the a function can be expressed as a finite polynomial in
two variables multiplied by exponentials; this led to the "C matrix" for the coefficients of the polynomial. It has recently been noticed that because of cancellation errors, the a function using the C matrix cannot be accurately evaluated at small values
of the radial distance. (A similar situation applies for the formulas of overlap integrals [2]). Therefore, we are obligated to expand the exponentials and obtain a
companion matrix that we designate as the "£ matrix," which characterizes the Taylor series of the a function. Now, with the C matrix and E matrix, the a function can
be accurately evaluated for all parameter values.
To demonstrate the utility of the power series expansion of the a function, we find
the power series for various coefficients of a Legendre polynomial expansion of the
charge density of a Is-Is molecular orbital and compare it with the results of Morrison
[3] and Schmid et al. (4) (see their programs ALAM and VLAM). Our method will
be completely analytic, whereas their method is based on Gaussian quadratures and
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curve fitting. Because the expansion of the Ith harmonic of the a function begins
with rl, we can be certain that in further manipulations the coefficients of ail powers
of r can be determined exactly up to a specified maximum power of r. Hence, our
method is ideal near the origin.
Derivation of the E Matrix
The expression for an STO in its local coordinate system (/?, %, <£) is given by
X

= ARN'e - w rf(e,«W

(1)

where the normalization factor is A = <2t)N*{1'2>[(2N)!]~1'2; N, L, and M are the
quantum numbers of the orbital, and £ is the screening constant. If this orbital is displaced a distance a along the z axis in a coordinate system (r, 6, <fr), it can be written
in this coordinate system as [1J:

where
l~H> j . n / f

Ot(

KA\\ N + L + t N+t

—

2(c + M).

2J

/a I

, =0

!=0

and

e'ia[(-\)'eir ~ e'ir}y

r < a .

We note that multiplication of a, by ( - l) f shifts the orbital center to (0,0, - a ) .
Our concern is with the case r < a. The expansion of eir is taken to be
and that of e~ir as 2(-l)*(£/•)*/*!- Hence,
^

^

D it - My.

[(-]y

- (-)*]

,

.
(3)

KMAX equals NRMAX - j + t + I, where NRMAX is the highest power of r retained. (In our example to follow we will take NRMAX = 5). To simplify this expression we program each summation as a DO loop and keep track of the powers of a
and r and by an in-house version of computer algebra [5j. This leads to the use of the
E matrix:
ia

V • /. • I NRMAX

In Table I we present six £ matrix harmonics for each of the orbital Is, 2s, and 2p.
The E matrix elements E^iiJ)
are given exactly as the ratio of integers. Note that
f
every at starts as r .

TABU- 1. E matrix values for harmonics of l.v. 2.$. and 2/' orbitals.
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The Expansion of Charge Density in a Legendre Series
To illustrate our method and show its advantages, it is sufficient to consider a
simple molecular orbital, <I> = \a + Xb» an^lts corresponding charge density, p(r, <fr) =
l^!2 = \Xa + Xb\2 = xl + 2XaXb + xl We take \a to be a normalized Is atomic
orbital with £ = 1 on center A and \b similarly on center B. The centers are located
on the z axis at z = —1.5 and z = 1.5. respectively, (a = 1.5). Our objective is to
find a power series with exact coefficients for aK where
p(r,6) = 2 aK(r)PK(cos 6).

(5)

Using the orthogonality relationship for the Legendre Polynomials, we readily find

* I p(r, 6)PK(cos d) sin 6 d$.

(6)

Morrison [3] finds numerical values for ak by employing a Gaussian quadrature for
aK. Schmid et al. [4] uses Morrison's values of aK and fits a power series to several of
them starting at the origin. For the analytic method we write
NRMAX

fJ^Ef(ijW~L~(le"

a* = 2

=

2^e(J)rJ

(7)

NRMAX
q=0

p

Hence,
2\

«* = ^ S ^
1

1
T

" - 2 2 «»«» f sin BdePMPm{e)PM ,

(9)

2 2 2 2 {(-m-lTAm(j)An(q) + 2(-DmAm(j)BM
m

n

j

q

j sin dddP (6)PJd)P (8)K

R

(10)

The integral over the product of three Legendre polynomials is given by formula [6].
We collect all coefficients of powers of r up to 5 and get
a0 = 0.063391 - 0.0070434r2 + 0.0023478r4
a2 = 0.070434r2 - 0.006708r4
a4 = 0.029515r4
For verification, we take r = 0.1 and sum the aA's and get agreement to sixdecimal digits with a direct calculation of p. By comparison, using the program of
Schmid et al., we get
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a0 = 0.063391 - 0.0O7O435/-2 + 0.00233147/-4
a2 = O.O7O435r + O.OOO'1 j 8 r - 0.0143257/-4 + 0.68759/-5
a4 = 0.0135583/•' -r 19.4805.-5
It appears that problems begin to develop in their curve fitting routine as A increases.
Conclusion
We have shown how the expansion of the exponentials in the a function leads
to an E matrix; this expansion is necessary for the accurate evaluation of the a function near the origin or for small values of £. Also, we obtained a power series
with exact coefficients for each aA in a Legendre series development of the charge
density of a molecular orbital. Our results are shown to be an improvement over
the Gaussian quadrature method near the origin. There should be no difficulty in
extending our method to molecular orbitals containing many atomic orbitals with
high quantum numbers.
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Schrodinger's Equation and Continued Fractions
DAVID R. MASSON
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Abstract
Various connections between Jacobi matrices, continued fractions, orthogonal polynomials, three-term recurrence relationships, and the time-independent Schrodinger
equation are reviewed and applied to obtain bound states and/or resonances for
(1) The inverted oscillator Hamiltonian (1/2) (p2 — r2)
(2) The Coulomb plus oscillator Hamiltonian p2 *- zr~l + (r -+• /3)2/4a2
(3) A general Hamiltonian p2 + V(r) in the lattice approximation with explicit examples for V(r) = —z/r or Xr
It is pointed out that a scattering theory follows naturally from the properties of the
subdominant boundary value solution to the associated recurrence relationship. As an
example we calculate the lattice Coulomb .s wave phase shift.
1. Introduction
Jacobi matrices and their related techniques (Pade approximants, continued factions, three-term recurrences, orthogonal polynomials, and moment problems) have
proved useful in obtaining the spectral and scattering properties of Schrodinger operators. (See, for example, the reviews Refs. 1 and 2, the 1981 Sanibel Symposia [3],
and, more recently, Refs. 4-6.) We will present some new insights into the basic
theory and give some new applications.
2. Jacobi Resolvents and Spectra
Associated with the infinite symmetric Jacobi matrix (closed with minimal domain)
o
bt
A =
0
\.

*, 0 ^
a, b2
b2 •
.
'

bn>0,

a n real,

(I)

acting in the Hilbert space /2(0, <*), one has the recurrence relationship (we choose
bo= 1)
Xn+l - (z - an)Xn + blX^, = 0,
n > 0
(2)
and the continued fractions
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There are fundamental connections between (1), (2), and (3), the most basic of
which is (A is assumed self-adjoint)
<0|(z - A)-'|0> = 1/CFO(Z) = f ^ - ,
J Z

z * sp(A)

(4)

A

where <0| = ( 1 , 0 , . . . ) , sp(i4) is the spectrum of A, and w(x) = (Q\EA(x)\Q), the lowest cder matrix element ofEA(x), the family of orthogonal projections (spectral family) of A.
The requirement that A be self-adjoint is crucial and means also that the formal
power series
— '

= <0|A"|0> = f x"dw(x)
J

n=0

has a unique summation given by (4) in terms of a positive real line measure dw(x).
Without self-adjointness one has nonuniqueness of EA and w, a possibly divergent
continued fraction, and thus an indeterminant moment problem.
Let Pn(z), Qn(z)be initial value solutions to (2) with P_, = Qo = 0, Po = Ql = 1.
Then a basic connection between (2) and (3) is

fig.

(5)

the limit of an [n — l/n] Pade approximant.
One also has orthogonality of the polynomials in (5) with
Pn(x)Pm(x)dMx)

= 8m

(6)

where the normalized polynomial Pn is related to Pn by
Pn(z)=Pn(z)/(bobr--bn)
(7)
and the fundamental theorem
Theorem 1. The closed symmetric operator yt, with minimal domain containing
the set of vectors with finitely many nonzero components, is self-adjoin! in the
Hilbert space /2(0,«>) if and only if I,*=0\Pa(z)\2 = » for some (and hence all)
Im z # 0.
For the proofs of (4)-(6) and Theorem 1, see Refs. 7 and 8.
The condition Pn(z) g I2, Imz # 0 can be elusive and may be replaced by weaker
growth conditions. Thus, the conditions
,

(8a)

or
(8b)

SCKRODINGER'S EQUATION
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or

with q = 1 or 2 according to whether 4 is unbounded or semibounded; each implies
that A is self-adjoint. For (8a) see Wall (Ref. 11, p. 330). For (8b) and (8c) with
q — 1, see Akhiezer (Ref. 7, pp. 24-26) from which one can also prove (8c) with
*=2.
Another fundamental but often neglected connection between (2) and (3) is given
in terms of & boundary value solution X{? and is called Pincherle's theorem [9].
It states that a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of (3) (possibly to infinity) is the existence of a subdominant or minimal solution X(*\z) with the
property that if, for a given Z, X^\z), X(f(z) are linearly independent solut'•••%• to
(2), then
lim. X<>(z)/X«>(z) = 0.
n—*oo
Furthermore X{? determines the value of (3) with

M

£,(*).

(9)

Equation (9) together with (4) determines the lowest order matrix element of the
resolvent of A in terms of a ratio of subdominant terms. This can be generalized to a?1
matrix elements of the resolvent.
Theorem 2. Let A be self-adjoint. Then for 0 ^ m < n and z $ sp(A)

where \n) has Mi component $&, k = 0,1
For a proof, see Ref. 10.
From (10) one can see that Xf{z) contains all the spectral information for A with
eigenvalues at the zeros of X{i\(z) and a continuous spectrum where Xl*\z) fails to
exist. Thus Xjf(z) should be of fundamental importance for scattering problems.
In fact (2) is analogous to die radial Schrodinger equation, X(ns> to the Jost solution,
and Xi\ to the Jost function of potential scattering. Furthermore, we will see in Section 4 that the "resonances" of A are the zeros of the analytic continuation of Xf^z).
Note also mat X%(z) is essential for calculating the continuous contribution to the
weight function. That is, from (4) and (9) one has
1 W(X{l\(x + io),X%(x - io))
ITTI
|Xi|(jt + io)\
with the Wronskian defined by
ix^/y

v \ ^ Y v

—y

v

/i*5\

For a detailed example of the use of (11), see Ref. 10.
3. Explicit Solutions
There are two families of Jacob" matrices for which one can obtain die subdonunant solution explicitly in terms of die hypei^eomefric function 2 F, and its limits , Flt
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V,OFU andDk.
Family I: an = dn,b\ = an2 + bn + c
Family II: an =//(<? - dri),b\ = (an2 + bn + c)/(e - dn)(e + d - dn),d # 0 .
Each family has a parent case when all parameters are nonzero and several subcases. We give a general parent formula using the Family I notation but with all
parameters allowed to be complex.
Theorem 3. Let a ^ 0, d2 - 4a ^ 0. Then
Xn+l - (z - dn)Xn + (an2 + bn + c)Xn_, = 0

(13)

has linearly independent solutions
,, ± (a,b,c\

/ . a\nT(n +
a,n
(14)

where
ft = Vd2 - 4a,

-TT/2

< arg fi < TT/2

8± = |(1 ± l
(15)

a(n + a)(n + ft) = an2 + bn + c .
Furthermore, a subdominant solution exists if and only if
(16)
and is given by

Xj, if Re(-j < 0 or if Re(-J

= 0 and Re(y+ - y") > 0
(17)

X~, if Re(—J > 0 or if Ref—J

+

= 0 and Re(y - y") < 0

with
= const
const

|Re(<//Ai)|)2 +

{lm{d/tl)f

O(l/ft)).

(18)

From Theorem 3 one can obtain the resolvents and spectral families of the Jacob!
matrices for the Meixner case (a ¥* 0, d2 — 4a > 0) and the Pollaczek case (a # 0,
dl - 4a < 0). Other family I cases (Laguerre, Hermite, Charlier, and Bessel <xder)
are obtained as limits. The family II cases are obtained from the family I formulas
but with the replacements z —*• ze + f, d -* zd. For a detailed description ©f all
cases and a proof of Theorem 3, see Ref. 10.
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The main distinction between families ] and II is that 1 contains unbounded and
semibounded operators, " hereas II contains only bounded operators. Both families
contain operators with discrete and/or continuous spectra.
4.

Applications

We discuss five different applications of the results in Sections 2 and 3. Our
present focus is mainly on bound states and resonances with the central theme that
these are zeros of a continued fraction or its analytic continuation. In the future we
plan on developing a scattering theory based on the properties of the subdominant solution. Our fifth application is a first step in this direction.
A. The so(2,1) Algebra and Top Resonances
The matrix representations of so(2,1) and its connection with the Coulomb Hamiltonian have been nicely summarized by Adams et al. (Ref. 3, p. 153).
One has generators T,, T2, and T3 with commutation relationships
[ r , , r j = -iT 3 ,

[7-2,7-3] = 17-,,

[7-3,r,] = /T2

(19)

and a Casimir invariant
T2 = T\ - T] - T\.

(20)

It follows that, for the D+ unireps of so(2,1), the generators are Jacobi matrices of
the correct form so that the formulas of Sections 2 and 3 can be applied.
Let
A = axTx + a2T2 + a}T3.

(21)

Then, from (10) and (17) one sees that A has a discrete semibounded spectrum if
a\ — a\ — a\ > 0 (Meixner) and an absolutely continuous spectrum (—°°,x) if
a] — a] — al < 0 (Pollaczek). The special case a] — a] — al = 0 (Laguerre) is a
limiting case with an absolutely continuous semibounded spectrum (see Refs. 4, 5,
and 10).
Another interesting general feature is in the case spG4) = (—°°, °°), where one
finds that the resolvent (z — A)~x is the half plane restriction of a meromorphic function of z with "resonances" as one analytically continues across the spectral cut. As
an example we calculate the "barrier top resonances" of the inverted oscillator Hamiltonian H10 = (1/2) (p2 - r2) acting in L2(R3) (see also Refs. 5 and 19).
The so(2,1) algebra may be realized in terms of an harmonic oscillator basis with
generators [4]

7, = \ir2 - p2),

r, = i(r • p + p • r),

T, = \(r2 + p2)

(22)

and Casimir operator
T2 = i(L2 - |) = *(/ + 1).

(23)

Thus using the D+(t) so(2,1) representation with unit basis vectors labeled by )«,/>,
one may write
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T3\n,l)=(n+t + j\\n,l)

(24)

and
# K > M > = ~ V ( n + l)(n + I + l ) \ n + 1 , 1 ) - V n i n + / + \) \n - 1,1)
(25)
since,
#io = l(P2 ~ r2) = -27-, = -(T+ + T_).

(26)

From (9) and (14)-(17) with a = 1, b = I + (1/2), and c = d = 0, one then
obtains
HJ |

|

0

(7/4) - (/
/
>

,

f

Im£>0.

(27)

This expression has an analytic continuation to Im E ^ 0 with pole singularities at
£ = - / ( / + f + 2m),

m=0,l,....

(28)

For / = 0 one can decompose (27) without subtractions to obtain

(29)
For Im E < 0 one has of course the same expression except with i replaced by — i.
B. Large Order Perturbation Theory
The examples derived from Theorem 3 give explicit analytic models for die summation of certain asymptotic series. Although we start with the parameters a,b,c,
and d, one can from (4), (9), and (17) calculate dw(x) and from its large x behavior
estimate the large n behavior of

= jx"dw(x).

(30)

We have done this for the Pollaczek case (a, b,c, mdd real, a # 0, d2 - 4a < ©,
an2 + bn + c > 0, n = 1,2,...) using (11) to obtain [10]

(31)

r. = VkTTP/^

±2

(y—?)]
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which for d = 0 reduces to c2n+i = 0 and

c^ = const r ( 1 + In + — j G V a / n W 1 + o(A)) •

<32)

By examining the asymptotic expansions associated with family I and their explicit
summations, we hope to gain insights into the general theory of asymptotic summations.
One feature we consider interesting is that, for the parent Pollaczek case above, the
parameter c has no effect on the large n behavior of cn and effects only the constant in
front of (31).
Note that the Cizek and Vrscay example (Ref. 3, p. 64, Eq. 'C.5)) is a special Pollaczek case, with a = I and b = c = d = 0. We can thus examine this example in
detail and obtain its analytic properties. This has been done in Appendix B of Ref. 5.
C. Coulomb Plus Oscillator Potentials
Consider the self-adjoint operator in L 2(IR3)
Hja,p,z) = -A + V(r),

a >0

(33)

where
V(r) = — + (r + f$)2/4a2

(34)

and the associated radial Schrodinger equation (E - [X + (I/?,)]/a)
- f ( r ) + (V(r) + /(/ + l)/r 2 - (A + !)/«)#•) = 0

(35)

with boundary condition i^(0) = «/»(<») = 0.
Equation (35) may be solved using power series with the substitutions
^(r) = e-{r

+

^IAarHlF(r)
(36)

F(r) =• 1 + 2 cnr".
n=I

Thus from (35) and (36) one obtains the recurrence relationship
a(n + l)(n + 2/ + 2)cfl+1 + (za - # » + / + l))cn - ( « + / - X)cn_, = 0 ,
n > 0
(37)
with initial values c_, = 0, c0 = 1.
Equation (37) is a generalization of the case z = 0, /8 ¥> 0 discussed in Ref. 12. It
has also been independently obtained by Foldy and Stansfield [13] in a more general
context by starting with a Coulomb plus anisotropic oscillator plus Stark potential
with separation of parabolic coordinates in IR\ n > 2.
Associated with the recurrence (37), one has the continued fraction [12], [13]
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and a more subtle connection with the eigenvalues of (33) than in our previous discussions. The essential difficulty is that (35) and (38) can have conflicting boundary
values.
The boundary condition t//(<») = 0 translates into a boundary condition on the cn of
(37), which demands that for large n the cn oscillate like (-1)". Without this large n
oscillating behavior, F(r) grows exponentially like eir+P)2l2at So that «/»(<*) # 0. On
the other hand the continued fraction (38) is associated with a subdominant solution
to (37). There is one so long as a//? 2 £ [—<», 0J; however, it behaves like (—1)" only
for Re(/J/Va) > 0. Thus, if a > 0, then the boundary conditions that i/» and cn both
be subdominant match only for Re jS > 0, except of course when the continued fraction terminates. Thus one has
Theorem 4. Let {Em(a,(3,z,l)} be the set of eigenvalues of HJa,fi,z),
a > 0.
If some Em(a,(3,z,l)

* [(1/2) + n + l]/a,

n = 1 , 2 , . . . , then Em(a,p,z,l)

is a

zero of the continued fraction CFCO if and only if /8 > 0. If Em(a, 0, z, /) = [(i/2) +
n + I}/a, p>0, then Em{a, /8, z, I) = Em(a, - / 3 , - z , /) and is a zero of the terminating fraction associated with CFCO.
The continued fraction (38) converges for — n < arg a < TT, /3 > 0 and in particular for a = i \a\, /3 > 0. The zeros of CFCO for a = \a\i should then give the resonances of Hco (i\a\,fi,z),
j8 > 0, which for z > 0 and large \a\ and 0 should
resemble the Stark resonances with an attractive Coulomb plus repulsive linear
potential.
For /8 = 0 the continued fraction (38) diverges and any associated symmetric
Jacobi matrix (such as the one with an = 0, b\ = (n + k)(n + 21 + k + 1)
{n + k + I — X), X < / + 1 + k) has infinitely many self-adjoint extensions.
However one can perhaps still salvage a connection between the eigenvalues of
and (38) by using modified approximants.
Consider the related rational fraction

where N = °° in (38) has been replaced by Af finite, and the last partial denominator
has been modified by adding wN.
If (39) is compared with the approximants QN/PN of (38), one sees that (Ref. 11,
p. 15)

NPN(

(40)

where PN,QN arc the polynomials in Section 2, Eq. (5). Thus (40) is a modified
approximate of (38).
Such modified approximants have previously been used to accelerate convergence
or obtain analytic continuations of a continued fraction (see, for example, Ref. 12
and the survey Ref. 14). Here we can use them to "sum" a divergent continued fraction.
Theorems. Let
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l-az ± {a2z2 + 4<x{N + l)(N + 21 + 2)(N + I + I - X))"2]

Then

/ * = HmCF<£K_I/2)

(42)

exists with

Proof. An examination of the large n asymptotic solutions to the associated difference equation
Xn+1 + zaXn - an(n + 21 + l)(n + I - X)Xn_, = 0

(44)

yields solutions

(45)
(see Ref. 15, pp. 419-420 with p = 3) with the ratio

ft =I f i ± i

(46)

satisfying the recursion
f- = «(" + 0(« + 2 / + 2)(n + / + 1 - X )
and the estimate
ft = wt-w(l +0(n"2)).

(48)
2V

Thus a modification of the proof of Ref. 12 [Theorem 3, p. 2080 with 0(e~ ^) replaced by O(£?2zV"7") = 0(1),/replaced by za +fi,andg
replaced by za + /0" and
vice versa] yields (42) and (43) with/* = za + / « .
ffl
Although we are able to modify the continued fraction (38) with /8 = 0 to obtain
convergence, there is no guarantee that the zeros of/ + ,/~ are indeed the eigenvalues
of Hcoia, 0, z), z < 0, z > 0, respectively. However, the numerical calculations of
Foidy and Stansfield [13] do seem to support this view.
The eigenvalues of H^a, ft, z) for ft < 0 may be obtained from an analytic continuation of CFco that may also be accomplished through modified approxiinants [12].
Although of theoretical interest, this fact seems to be of little practical value.
We would like to believe there is a deeper connection between the Hamiltonian
Hcoia, ft, z) arid the recurrence relationship (38) than just the fortuitous substitution (35).
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By comparing (38) with the eigenvalue equation for a corresponding combination
of so(2,1) generators, we are led to
Coiijtscture. If /S > 0, then there exists a representation for the so(2,1) generators T3,T± and a nonsingular transformation V such that
aUr(Hco(a,^z)

- E)U~l = T+(T, - K) - (za - pTJ - aT..

(49)

D. The Lattice Approximation
For an arbitrary potential V(r) one can approximate the radial Schrodinger eigenvalue equation

with boundary conditions i/»(0) = 0, i/»(») = 0 by the difference equation

-(X n+1 - 2Xn + Xn_d + U2V((n + De) + ^

^

W = e2EXn

(50)

with boundary conditions X_, = 0 and lim,,-,^,, = 0. Here Xn is an approximation
to tfi((n + l)e), and e > 0 is the lattice spacing.
Thus the radial Hamiltonian has been replaced by a Jacobi matrix A [Section 2,
Eq. (1)] with
an = 2 + e2V((n + l)e) + /(/ + l)/(n + I) 2

and the lattice eigenvalues Em(e) will be given by the condition
X(i\ = 0

(52)

or equivalently as zeros of the continued fraction
-/
-1
\
CF = e E - ao+ Kl-j(53)
»-i\«£ - an)
with an given by (51). One should recover the exact eigenvalues (and eigenfunctions)
in the limit as e - * 0.
To test the approximation, we calculate exact expressions for the lattice Coulomb
and lattice linear potential s wave eigenvalues.
(1) Coulomb potential:
With V(r) = -z/r and / = 0, one has
2

an = 2 - ez/(n + 1)

(54)

and (53) can be written as
,

CF

2

x

/

= s E - 2 + ez + Kl

-n(n

-—-

-"•n

x
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Note that this now corresponds to the Theorem 3 case a = I, b = I, c = 0, d =
2 - e2E, and z -»• ez - 2 + e2E. For E < 0 one has d2 - Aa > 0, and hence
from Eqs. (9), (15), and (17) the expression
— = i-/,

Y

. . - , 2 ^ ( 1 , 2 ; ! + y-;8")

(56)

with
(57)
y" = 1 - z/V-4E

+ e2E2.

(58)

Thus the eigenvalue condition is y" = — m, m = 0 , 1 , . . . , which yields for z > 0

i \

2(i

v i + ey/4(m + m

e) =

-2

(59)

so that
.2

- T T 5 + 0L

~ ,x4|-

(60)

(2) Linear potential:
With V(r) = kr, A > 0, and / = 0 one has
an = 2 + Ae3(« + 1)

(61)

and the lattice eigenvalues as zeros of

CF - e>E - 2 - Xs> + I ( e i £ _ 2 Il,(n

+

.,) •

(62)

This corresponds to the family I case a = b = 0, c = I, d = Ae3, which we call
Bessel order and which requires the a —*• 0, b —»• 0 limit of Theorem 3. One
obtains [10]

with
(2 - s2E)

*•

A?^-

<64>

Note that E appears in the order of the Bessel functions and the eigenvalues arc
zeros of Jv as a function of its order. That is, the condition
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= 0

(65)

determines the lattice eigenvalues £ m (e) for the linear potential.
In the limit as e —» 0, one obtains (Ref. 16, Subsection 9.3.35)

/

~ CAI—JPJ (1 + 0(e2))

)

(66)

so that
= -k™xm + 0(e2)

Eje)

(67)

with xm the mth negative zero of the Airy function /l,(;c).
We are encouraged by the fact that for both of the above examples the error in the
lattice approximation to the exact eigenvalues is of order e2.
E. Lattice Scattering
If for Eq. (50) one has Im E ¥= 0 and only the boundary condition at infinity, then
one has the subdominant solution of Section 2 and as mentioned a direct analogy with
potential scattering [17].
Thus we define our "Jost function"/,(£, e) in terms of the n independent Wronskian
[see (12)] by
/,(£, e) = W(X?(e2E), Pn (e2E))

(68)

where Xl*\ Pn are the subdominant and polynomial solutions, respectively, of
-Xn+] - (Ee2 - an)Xn - *„_, = 0,

n > 0

(69)

with an given by (51).
For n = — 1 we therefore have
f,(E,e)=X<l\(s2E)

(70)

since/>_, = 0,P0 = 1.
The phase shift 8, for a short range potential is then defined for £ > 0 by
X{L\{e2E-ioY
where 8, is the shift in phase of XlJ\(e2E + io) caused by the presence of V
in (69) and
(sU0

(p2

P

=

X(l>i°(e2E -

io)'

2

with d, the phase of X'I\°(e E + io), the solution to (69) in the V = 0 case an =
2 + /(/ + l)/(n + I)2.
Note that since for / = 0 one has (with 0 < £ < 4/e 2 )
(73)
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one obtains
s2E2)v2\

e(4E -

2-E.» j
0(e 3 ).
Hie long range Coulomb case is somewhat different but can be calculated explicitly.
If in (69) one has an = 2 - ez/(n + 1) with 0 < E < 4/e2, then from Eqs. (15)(17) one obtains [after multiplying (69) by ~(n + 1) and replacing Xn by F(l + n)Xa]
X{:>(e2E

s E )

+ « , ) = — "

T(w

r[« + 2 + i(z/V4E

+

2)

-e^E2)]

X 2 F / H + l.ii + 2;n + 2 + /

2 \

~-v /AIT

*

,.;<-)

(75)

_2r2 /

Hence
f iz/y/4E — e2E2)

(76)

and one sees that
dQ = axg X«{°(e2E + io) = j

{11)

and that the phase shift 80(E, e) is given by
8 0 (£,e) = arg T(l - iz/V4£ - s2E2)
= 80(E,0)
with
S0(£,0) = arg T(l - iz/lVE)
and lattice error
A80(£) =

32

L V

where ^ is the digamma function ${z) = T'(z)/T(z).
From Ref. 18 [Eq. (11) on p. 16] one then has

(79)
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A80(£) =
It is interesting that again the lattice error is of order e2 and that this order s2 error
is uniformly bounded in E.
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Abstract
There is presented a novel, coherent procedure, based on the unitary group, for the
computation of the spectra of atoms, molecules, solids, nuclei, and elementary particles. These spectra cover a truly remarkable energy range from a fraction to billions
of electron volts. The procedure employs freeon orbitals that are free of energetically
inert orbitals; e.g., ordinary spin orbitals for electrons, isospin orbitals for nuclei, and
the product of ordinary spin orbitals and color orbitals for baryons. The Pauli principle requires the freeon spaces to be conjugate to the inert spaces. The spaces are
spanned by Gel'fand states that have a simple, compact, pictorial representation in
the form of Gel'fand structures (tableaux). The Hamiltonian for all systems is a second degree polynomial in the generators of the unitary group with parameters that determine the spectra] scale and distribution and whose matrix elements are computed
Lie algebraically. The unitary group supplies the unitary group quantum number and
is the head group of chains of groups that supply additional quantum numbers.
1. introduction
A novel, coherent procedure for the computation of the spectra of die diverse species of matter (atoms, molecule, solids, nuclei, and elementary particles) is presented. These spectra cover an incredible energy range from fractions to billions of
election volts. The flow diagram for the procedure is shown in Figure 1 and is based
on the unitary group and its Lie algebra.
The unitary group and its algebra are introduced in Section 2. It is applied to the
carbon atom in Sections 3-6 and to nuclei and to baryons in Sections 6 and 7.
2. An Introduction to the Unitary Group and Its Lie Algebra
The relevant unitary group is U(n), the group of unitary transformations on an
n-dimensional, orthonormal orbital space denoted

The unitary group supplies to the unitary group procedure Die following:
(1) The Lie algebra,
LM5{n):{En;r,s

= 1 to n}
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- The Orbital Space, V n => U(n)

>

The N-Particle Space, Vn[A]

/

The Hamiltonian, H(E rs )

Y
Symmetry Adaptation, U(n)oG
>'
The Hamiltonian Matrix, [H(E rs )]

f

t

The Eigenvalues, E([A[,K)

The Eigenvectors, |[A],K>

>

>
The Spectrum
Figure 1.

The flow diagram for the unitary group procedure.

where the En are the generators of the unitary with Lie products
[£•„,£„] = 8(s,t)Eru

-b(r,u)Eu

(2) The irreducible vector spaces, Vn[k] that are labeled by the partitions, [A] =
[ A , , . . . ,kr,... ,kn], \ , 2 X2 - •• • K — 0 and 2 , Ar = N (the number of electrons) or equivalently by Young diagrams, denoted YD[A] and consisting of arrays of
N boxes in n rows with A, boxes in the first row, A2, boxes in the second row, etc.
The dimensions, fH[A] of the irreducible vector spaces, Vn[k] are computed frcm the
following formula due to Weyl [8]:

fM

= Pn[k]/Ph[k]

where Pn[k] is the product of integers inserted in YD[X] as follows:
n

n +1

n +2

...

n - 1

ri

n +1

...

n - 2

n - 1

« - 3

and Ph[k] is the product of integers inserted in YD[A] as follows:
n[k]

...

ha
hn

«23

hn

...

...

...
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where htj (a hook length) is the number of boxes traversed by a line drawn on YD[AJ
from the right through the ith row and "hooking-down" they'th column.
(3) Gel'fand states, |G>, which span the irreducible vector spaces; i.e., VJAJ
{|G>, dim =/„[*]}
(4) Gel'fand structures (tableaux), denoted G, which provide a simple, compact
picture of the Gel'fand states, \G). A Gel'fand structure carries two labels:
(a) "The Young diagram, YD [A] (see above)
(b) The orbital configuration: the assignment of particles to orbitals by inserting N
of the orbital labels into the boxes of YD[A] in nondecreasing order along rows and
increasing order down columns (see Figs. 2 and 3).
(5) The Hamiltonian operator, //(£"„), is a second degree polynomial in the generators of U(«) with parameters that determine both the spectral scale and distribution.
Because H{Ers) is a polynomial in the generators of U(n), it commutes with the
Casimir operators of U(n). As a consequence of this and the Wigner-Eckhart theorem, H(En) does not mix irreducible vector spaces with different [A]. Consequently,
[A] is an exact quantum number called the unitary group quantum number. The elements, [{G\H(Ers)\G'}] of the Hamiltonian matrix are computed Lie algebraically.
The Pauli principle limits the N-particle vector spaces to those with single-column
Young diagrams. As a consequence of the Pauli principle and the Gel'fand construction, the occupation numbers of the orbitals cannot exceed 1 {thefermion exclusion
principle). The orbitals carrying this restriction are called fermion orbitals.
In freeon unitary group procedure, the fermion orbital is formally factored into a
product of an energetically inert orbital and a freeon orbital that is "free" of the inert
orbitals [4,5]. The inert orbitals are the ordinary spin orbitals for electrons, the

S=0

M=1
ct

(X

a

p p P

S = I,M = 3
OC

a

p P

P P

a

a

P P

oc (3

a.

a

a

P P

-1
Figure 2. The Gel'fand structures of the singlet and triplet ordinary spin spaces for
six electrons.
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Figure 3.

+1

The freeon Gel'fand structures of the singlet and triplet spaces of carbon.

isospin orbitals for nucleons, and ordinary spin times* color orbitals for quarks. From
the freeon orbitals we construct, as described above, freeon spaces spanned by freeon
Gel'fand states. To satisfy the Pauli principle the freeon and inert spaces must be
conjugate: i.e., the number of columns of a freeon space must equal the number of
rows of one of the inert spaces. Compare Figures 2 and 3.
3. Atoms: Gel'fand Structures
For electrons the inert orbital space is the ordinary spin space,
for which the relevant unitary group is U(2) and each irreducible vector space is labeled by a Young diagram that contains N boxes in no more than two rows of lengths
Vj > v2 > 0. The spin and the multiplicity (the dimension of the space) are given by
S = (v}- v 2 ) / 2
and
l=v,-v

2

+l
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respectively. The GeFfand structures are constructed as described in Section 2 and
are listed for N = 6 in Figure 2. Each structure is labeled by the third component of
the spin angular momentum,
Ms = (N(a) - MJ8))/2
By the antisymmetry principle the Young diagram of the conjugate free on space
contains N boxes in no more than two columns of lengths vt>, > vv2 ^ 0. Consequently each freeon space can also be labeled by the spin multiplicity, which is given
by
M = wx — w2 + 1 .

The freeon, atomic orbitals are labeled by the freeon quantum numbers n, I, and m,
and are arranged in the order of increasing energy and increasing m,. The freeon
structures for the singlet and triplet spaces for the ground-states configurations of
carbon (N = 6) are listed in Figure 3. Here we have simplified notation by setting
\2pm,) = \mi). Each Gel'fand structure is labeled by the third component of the freeon
orbital angular momentum, ML, which is equal to the sum of the m, 's in the structure.
The numbers of the singlet and triplet Gel'fand structures are given by the Wey! formula of Section 2. Since the Is and Is shells are closed, we suppress them and the
four electrons assigned to them. The active orbital space is then
V3:

(|T},|O>,|1)}

so the active group is U(3). Furthermore, the number of active electrons (N) is two,
for which the relevant partitions are singlet, [A] - [2,0] and triplet, [A] = [1,1].
The dimensions of the singlet and triplet spaces are then
/ 3 [2,0] = 3 X 4 / 2 X 1 = 6
and
/ 3 [1,1] = 3 x 2 / 2 x 1 = 3
respectively. Note that these dimensions equal the numbers of Gel'fand structures in
the two spaces of Figure 3.
4. Atoms: States
The Gel'fand structures (Section 3) map one-to-one onto Gel'fand states, denoted
\G), which are linear combinations of generator states, denoted \g): i.e.,
\G) = 2g\g)(g\G)
where the rounded ket of the generator states denotes nonorthonormaSity.
We begin the construction of generator states by identifying for each multiplicity
space the lowest configuration Gel'fand structure, denoted |LC), as the GeFfand state
that has the lowest orbital energy and the lowest ML (see Fig. 3). The next step is to
construct generator states from the excitation generators of U(n) and |LC):
\g) = \srut • • •) = EsrEu

• • • |LC>,

s < u,

r < t,

s > r,

etc.

u>i,

etc.,
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M:
-2

|LC> =

Is is

(L = 2, D State)

2s 2S

T T
= EoTlLC>
0

(L = 2, D State)

MT) = El1f|LC>
(L = 2, D State; L = 0, S State)

0

|0T,0T) = E oT E o j|LC>

+ 1 II T,0T) = E j jE 0 j|LC>

(L = 2, D State)

+2 HT,1T) = E!yE iT lLC>

(L = 2, D State)

Figure 4. The generator states tor the caibon singlet space.

If |LC) contains orbitals r, / , . . . , the excitation generators convert these orbitals in
to the excited s,/,...,
orbitals. If |LC) does not contain r,t,..., then \g) = 0. The
generator states for the carbon singlet space are listed in Figure 4 according to ML
andL.
The coefficients (g\G) are generally determined by the Moshinsky-Nagel algorithm [4]. However, the carbon generator states are linearly independent and so only
require normalization to become Gel'fand states. For example,
Is Is
2s

2s

I

0

Then
Is

Is

2s 2s

2s

2s

I

I

0

Is

!i

0
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Oa commuting the generators we have
1 = <LC|(£OTETO + E n "

Em)\LC).

The first term vanishes because |LC) does not contain |0), the second term equals
two, and the third term vanishes because Err is a number operator that counts the
number of |r)'s in |LC>. Then, since <LC|LC) = 1
Is

If

2s

2s

I

0

£0T|LC>/V2

etc.

5. Atoms: Symmetry Adaptation to R(3)
Generator and Gel'fand states are not necessarily pure L states, i.e., they are not
necessarily de novo symmetry adapted to R(3), the group of rotations in classical
three space. For a p shell atom (e.g., carbon), we symmetry adapt to the U(3) D
R(3) chain, for which the generators of R(3) are expressed in terms of the generators
of U(3) as follows:
LAR(3) {Lz = En L+ = V2(Ea

E^
+ EQT),

L~ = V2(EQ1 + £T0)}
Symmetry adaptation to R(3) is carried out by the diagonalization of L2 (or equivalently L+L~), where
L2 = L* + (1/2) (L + L- +L~L+)
= L+L~ + L] - L,
in an ML subspace of a given multiplicity space. The ML = 0 subspace of the singlet
space of carbon with the generator state basis is
V:{\A) = E1T\LQ,\B) = EoTEoT\LC>}
Then
L+L~\A) = 2(E10

E0l)(E0l + ETo)\A)

= 2(£I0
2\B)
Similarly
= 4\A) + 4|S)
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Consequently, the eigenvectors, |A), and eigenvalues, A, are the following:
|0) = 2\A) - \B)
where
L2\Q) = 0|0> =>L

= 0 (5 state)

and
|6) = \A) + \B)
2

where L \6) = 6|6) => L = 2 (D state). On converting to Gel'fand states, the symmetry adapted vectors are
|(l*)W(2p)2; 'SO) = (V2

Is

\s

Is

2s 2s

2s

T

)/V3

1

and
\(ls)2(2s)2(2p)2; 'DO) = (

Is Is

V2

\s Is

2s 2s

2s 2s

T

0

1

0

The symmetry adapted vectors of carbon (2p 2 ) and oxygen (2p4) are listed in
Figure 5, where the helium core has been suppressed. The similarity between the
states of oxygen and carbon is a consequence of the unitary-group-bssed particle-hole
theorem, which treats the oxygen (2p)4 states as composed of the "holes" in the (2p2)
states of carbon, since {2pf (neon) constitutes a filled shell.
6. Atoms: Energy
In the freeon unitary group procedure, the Hamiltonian is a second degree polynomial in the generators of U(n):
H = H° + V
Here

H° = 2 e,En
r

where c r is the energy of the rth orbital energy. Furthermore,

r

s

t

u
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S-0.L.2
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2 !

Oxygen

T

iP ; D5>

IP 4 , D2> = 0

0

i

IP 2 . 'DT>
IP 2 . ' D O >

=T

)1> =

0

4
0 + T i >/V3,lp ,'D0>=i

2|0

0

1

i

T T

T

0

t

0

1

i

|p 4 < 1 DT> =

|p z ,'D1>=|1 I 0

T

T T
0

lp 2 , 1 D2>=|? 1 1

y/3

1

T T
0

0

S - Q. L - 0
21

lp ; S0>=([b I 0h/2|TT

Figure 5.

'S0;=

T T-•2 T

0

1

i

1

0

States of carbon (2p2) and oxygen (2p*) symmetry adapted to U(3)
[The (1S) 2 (2A) 2 core has been suppressed.]

R(3).

where
enm =(ErsEm

-8(s,t)Ej/2

and
[rs\tu] =
or is taken to be an empirical parameter expressed in terms of the Racah parameters.
The matrix elements, {G\erstu\G') are evaluated Lie algebraically by expressing the
Gel'fand states in terms of generator states and commuting the generators as in Section^
For the p shell freeon unitary Hamilton, the p orbital energy is taken to be zero, so
H° = 0, and we need only the matrix elements over V. The carbon energies as computed by the freeon unitary group procedure are
E(p2; IS) = A + 105
E(p2;lD)
E(p2;3P)

=A+B
= A

-5B

where A and B are the Racah parameters for the p shell. These results were obtained
over 50 years ago by Shortley and Freed [9] using spin and Slater determinants
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7. Isofreeon Nuclear Theory
Isofreeon nuclear theory is isomorphic to the ordinary freeon theory of atoms. For
nuclei the inert orbital space is the isospin space,
Vi '• IIP) (proton), \n) (neutron)}
so the relevent unitary group is U(2), and each inert irreducible vector space is
labeled by a Young diagram that contains N boxes in no more than two rows of
lengths v, ^ v2 ^ 0. The isospin is given by
T = (v, - v2)/2
and the isospin multiplicity is given by
M = 2T + 1 = v, - v2 + 1
which is equal to the dimension of the irreducible isospin space. Each isospin
Gel'fand structure is labeled by the third component of isospin
MT = (N(p) - N(n))/2
and by the nuclear charge
Z = N(p).
where N(r) is the occupation number of the rth orbital in the Gel'fand structure.
Since N (and the mass) of an isospin irreducible vector space is fixed, the space is an
isobaric space in which each isofreeon Gel'fand structure is a member of an isobaric
multiplet. Irreducible isospin spaces for N = 6 and the isobars are shown in
Figure 7.

T = 0, M = 1 (isobaric singlet space)

p

P

P

n

n

n

0( 6 LI)

MT =

(isobaric triplet space)
p

P n

n n

-K 6 He)

n

P P
n

n

0(6LI)

P

n

P
n

P
n

P

P

K 6 Be)

etc.
Figure 6. The Gel'fand structures of the singlet and triplet isospin (isobaric) spaces for
six nucleons.
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Isosfreeon Singlet Space (6Li)
iscx iso. = ILC>

isp isp
3/2 3/2

ISO. ISO.

1S«x tsot

Isp Isp

isp Isp

372 3/2

W2 1/2

Isobaric Triplet Space (6He, 6 Li, 6Be)
1SOC

= |LC>

Isa

isp Isp
372
172 1

Isa ISO.

Isa. Isa

isp Isp

isp isp

372

T/2

3/2

1/2

Figure 7. The Mj = 0 isofreeon Gel'fand structures of the singlet and triplet spaces for
N = 6 nuclei.

We construct the isofreeon spaces with the Mayer-Jensen orbital energy sequence:
e(lsll2) <% e(lpin) < e(lpm) < e(ld$l2) < • • •. Several isofreeon Gel'fand structures for N — 6 are shown in Figure 8. Here the highest occupied isofreeon space is
the four-dimensional lpm shell with orbitals labeled, \\pmmj) = \m}). Th& Gel'fancf
construction leads to the magic numbers for nuclear stability at JV/2 = 2,8,3),
The Gel'fand states, symmetry adapted to the U(4) D SU(2) chain for which the
generators are
LASU(2):{Jr --=
L~ =

(l/2)EV2JI2)
EmEil2

-
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Isobaric Triplet (6He,6Li,6Be) States
|(3/2) 2 ; 3 2O> =

|(3/2) 2 ; 3 00> =

3/2

1/2

3/2

1/2

J = 2

572 * V2

J = 0

1/2

3/2

Isobaric Singlet (6Li) States:

l(3/2)2;'30> = ( 3/2

3/2

K3/2)2;110> = (-3 3/2
Figure 8.

•

3

3/2

1/2

1/2

172 1/2

J=1

Isofreeon states symmetry adapted to U(4) D SU(2). [The Us)* has been
suppressed.]

and the symmetry-adapted vectors are eigenvectors to
J2 = J\ + (1/2) (J+J- + J-J+) = J+J~ + J] - J:
The symmetry-adapted states for the N = 6 nuclei are shown in Figure 8. The
isofreeon Hamiltonian is a second degree polynomial in the isofreeon generators (see
Section 6). The N = 6 energy spectrum is shown in Figure 9, where the energy scale
is 1,000,000 eV.
8. Baryons
Baryons are heavy elementary particles among which are the proton and the neutron. The baryon freeon orbitals (called flavor orbitals) are
V3: {\u) (up), \d) (down), \s) (strange)}
each of which is assigned the same energy. The relevant group is U(3), with a Lie
algebra
LAU(3):{fi = (£ uu + EM + EJ/3 (baryon number),
Tz = (£uu - £ dd )/2 (third component of isospin),
Y = (Eyy + EMand

Ers, r ^ s = u, d, and s}

EJ/3 (hypercharge)
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T= ! , J = 2

6

T= 1,J = O

6

T=0, J = 3

6
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He, 6 Li, 6 Be

He,6Li,6Be

Li

1 MEV
6

T = 0, J = 1 Li
Figure 9.

ITie spectrum of N = 6 nuclei (Coulomb repulsion neglected).

Baryons consist of three particles (N = 3), and the dimensions of the several irreducible freeon baryon vector spaces are computed as follows:
/ 3 [3,0,0] = 3 x 4 x 5/3 x 2 x 1 = 10 (decuplet space)
/j[2,1,0] = 3 x 4 x 2/3 x

x = 8 (octet space)

Ml, 1,1] = 3 x 2 x 1/3 x 2 x l = l (singlet space, excluded)
The Gel'fand structures for these spaces shown in Figure 10. They are eigenvectors
to the hypercharge, third component of isospin and ordinary charge:
Y = (Mu) + N(d) - 2Ms))/3
MT = (JV(u) - AT(d))/2
and
Z = MT + Y/2 = (4Mu) - 2N(d)
where N(r) is the occupation number of the rth orbital in the GeFfand structure.
The freeon baryon Gel'fand states are symmetry adapted to the U(3) D SU(2)
chain for which the Lie algebra is

LASU(2):{TZ = (Em - EJ/2,T+ = E^T'

= Ej

T2 = T] + (1/2) (T+T~ + T~T+) = T+T~ + T] + T:
The full labeling of the vectors symmetry adapted to this chain is \[k]YTMT).
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The Octet Space, [X] - [2,1], J - 1/2
Y(hypercharge)
n(neutron)

p(proton)

(2°,
MyOsospin)
• I

-1

3°
U| S

T
-i
The Oecuplet Space, [X] « [3], J - 3/2
Y(hypercharge)

lu

u ju u

lu

u d|

d

d |

U

|d

(

0

J

s°
1 uI sJ

d

l"

2
u u s

d|d

s|

o-

Jd
-1

d

s

-1

MjCisospin)

•I s 1
100MEV

'-2

Figure 10. The freeon baiyon spaces.

The unitary group Hamiltonian proposed by Gellmann [10] and Okubo [11] is
H = a + bY + dj2 + Y2/4). The Gel'fand states are eigenvectors to this Hamiltonian with eigenvalues
£([A]7T) = a + bY + c(T(T + 1) + K2/4)
In Figure 10 the states are arranged in the order of increasing energy (mass). The
Hamiltonian and Figure 10 show no dependency on MT. Them is, however, a small
dependency on Mr: e.g., a mass difference between the neutron and the proton:
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u

d

939.6 MeV

d
e + v

u u

938.3 MeV

d

Also shown is the beta decay of a neutron, n -+ p + e + v for which the net reaction is d —* u —> e~ + v.
Finally we consider the inert baryon spaces of which there are two:
(1) The ordinary spin space (see Section 2). The baryon ordinary orbital space is
denoted
V2{|«>, |y8>}
The observed angular momentum is S = 1/2 for the octet space, and 5 = 3/2 for
the decuplet space is S = 3/2, so the ordinary spin spaces are labeled by
YD[2,1] =

and

YD[3,0]=l

I, respectively

(2) The color space (invented to satisfy the Pauli principle). The color orbitals
space is
V3: {|R> (red), |G> (green), |B> (blue)}
Only the color singlet, [X] = [1,1,1] is believed to be physically significant. The
active flavor and the inactive ordinary spin and color spaces must now be combined
in such a way as to produce a totally antisymmetric (fermionic) baryon state. The
color Lie algebra, denoted LASU(3)C, supplies gluons that bind the quarks in elementary particles.
Mirror images of the three quarks are three antiquarks from which are constructed
from antibaryon mirrors of the baryon octet and decuplet spaces.
In current theory the number of flavors has been expanded to six and divided into
three families: No. 1 = {|u>, |d>}, No. 2 = {|s> (strange), |c> (charm)}, and No. 3 =
{|t) (top), |b) (bottom)}. Each family is separately employed in die grand unification
theory [12].

9. Summary
The freeon unitary group procedure is novel, coherent theory of die spectra of the
diverse species of matter: atoms and molecules, solids, and nuclei and elementtty
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particles, which covers a range of a fraction to billions of electron volts. Here the
unitary group, U(n) and the Lie algebra, LAU(n) supply (1) the configuration state
spaces labeled by the unitary group quantum number; (2) the Gel'fand states that are
the basis vectors of these spaces; (3) the Gel'fand structures that are compact, pictorial realizations of these state; (4) the head group of chains of groups that supply additional quantum numbers; (5) the Hamiltonian for the several systems; and (6) a Lie
algebraic method for the computation of Hamiltonian matrix elements over Gel'fand
states. The freeon unitary group procedure employs freeon orbitals that are "free" of
energetically inert orbitals: ordinary spin orbitals for electrons, isospin for nucleons,
and ordinary spin orbitals times color orbitals for baryons.
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Closed Formulas for One- and Two-Center
Harmonic Oscillator Integrals
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Abstract
Closed formulas for one- and two-center matrix elements are derived for an analytical arbitrary operator function in the harmonic oscillator basis. The method is based
on the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) theorem and Cauchy's integral formula. A
table is displayed showing some examples for the two-center case. A pertinent relationship with other works is discussed.
I. Introduction
In our previous work [1] we derived recurrence relationships for two-center harmonic oscillator (HO) integrals and had promised a general closed formulation for
arbitrary operators in a forthcoming publication. The subject matter of this second
paper shows that the combined use of the Cauchy's integral formula for a complex variable and the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) theorem allows us to derive
a new general closed formula for the calculation of the f(X) harmonic oscillator
matrix elements.
Some other authors, in particular Wilcox [2], rave shown by analytical procedures
that the m, n matrix element of an arbitrary function/(X) in the one-dimensional HO
representation is given by a closed formula in terms of an integral that involves the
Fourier transform off(X). However, the analytical procedure to evaluate such an integral is sometimes long and cumbersome, since j integrations by parts are necessary.
On the other hand, Nishikawa [3], by means of the coherent state representation and
defining unitary operators for the displacement and the frequency shift, is able to
obtain closed formulas for the matrix elements of X1, exp(-aX) and exp(-<x£2).
Oskan [4] proposed an algebraic method, following the main idea of Katriel f5J, to
calculate overlap integrals and matrix elements for two harmonic oscillators with
different masses and force constants. He proposed a way to calculate the two-center
matrix elements for the operators XJ, pJ and derived all his results starting with commutators but postponing their noncommutating properties until the final step.
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Alternatively, Morales et al. [6] derived closed formulas for one-, and two-center
matrix elements for the monomial operators X' using the formalism of second quantization. Although second quantization formalism has been used since 1959 (see
Koide [7]) to calculate matrix elements, all these methods require the definition
of sophisticated operators and algebras. The method we propose here is straightforward and natural, and it is based mainly on the simple form of the Baker-CampbellHausdorff theorem and also Cauchy's integral formula for complex variable. The
method also has the advantage that it is not explicit in the operators involved until the
final step of the calculations.
II. One-Center Matrix Elements
Letf(X) be a function such that its expansion in the Taylor series is given by

f(X) = j?f-^XJ,

(1)

where the coordinate operator X is defined in terms of ladder operators by *
A

==

—y^yQ-

' O f

(ji/

The Cauchy's integral formula

where the contour of integration in the complex plane contains the origin, together
with the BCH theorem allows us to obtain the normal ordered expression [8]

where o- = a + /3.
Changing the index j — cr — s, we can write (4) in a more convenient form:

The fundamental property of the ladder operator

together with its dual expression, allows us to obtain the generalized closed formula
for the calculation off(X) matrix elements in one-dimensional HO representation

(7)
* We use natural units h = fi = w = I.
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where o- = n - m + 2a and n > m.
The application of the above equation to a given/(X) needs exclusively the identification of the last sum over t h e j + o--th derivative of the/CY) function evaluated
at zero.
Some examples follow.
A. The Monomial Function f(X) = Xk
In this case
ftJ\0) = kl8kj

(8)

and the identification of the last sum in Eq. (7) leads to
A /('+g)(0)//,(0) _

~o

(Ws\

*!

2*"((k - <r)/2)\

{)

Consequently, the closed formula for the calculation of Xk HO matrix elements is
given by

H*1

^P '"I"

*l

, m<n (.0)

where 2/w. = /fc + w - n - 2 a i s a nonnegative integer, and [m, fi + a] denotes the
smaller of m and /u, + a. The particular case of the diagonal elements are given by

(m\X^+l\m) = 0

Analogous expressions hold for the matrix elements of the kth power of the momentum operator [9].
B. The Gaussian Function
Let
f(X) = e~Tp

(12)

/<3>(0) = (2j - l)!!(-2O J

(13)

then
and

where 2a' = <r. The corresponding formula for the calculation of the Gaussian offdiagonal matrix elements is then given by

(15)
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x

(2a + n - m)\
a\{m - a)l(n - m + a)\(a + \{n - m))\

where n + mis even.
Particular cases are the diagonal matrix elements
(m\e'
and
,n even

(17)

Although the general Eq. (15) is slightly different from the corresponding ChanStelman's formula [10], the particular cases [Eqs. (16) and (17)] are identical to theirs.
III. Two-Center Matrix Elements
The two-center matrix element for a generalized potential f(XE) is given by the
integral
G{m\f{XE)\n)E

= j<S>:{XG)f(XE)<l>n(XE)dXE

(18)

where G and E denote two harmonic oscillator wells displaced by XG — XE — €.
In order to obtain the closed formulas for the two-center matrix elements, it is convenient to write the generalized potential f(XE) in terms of the ladder operators dE and
&Q. This can be done through the Taylor's series

j=0

J•

Now using the relationship

T^^

+

T%^

(20)

where /3 and F are spectroscopy constants already defined in [11], and the application
of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff theorem together with the Cauchy integral formula, we obtain
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\\l

T

p

(21)
Making use of the Taylor series for the last two exponentials and doing a convenient
change of variables, it is possible to identify the integral representation of the Hermiie polynomials to give the normal ordered form for the generalized potential f(XE):
-j+<T

(22)

where cr = r + p.
This normal ordered expression can be used between the bra G(m\ and the ket \n)E
to give the general relationship for the two-center matrix elements for any generalized
potential f(XE):
m

G(m\f{XE)\n)E

n

=2 2

rlp\{(m - p)l(n - r)!}"2
(23)

It is important to point out that this is a quite general formula, that not only can it
be applied to a specific potential operator, but it can also contain the general formula (7) for the special case in which r = 0 and /3 - 1. As an application of (23) we
give in Table I a selection of some important operator functions.
IV. Discussion
We have obtained a generalized closed formula for the calculation of one- and twocenter matrix elements for an arbitrary operator function/(X). The proposed relationships [Eqs. (7) and (23)] involve a single sum over/ w (0) to be identified. For the
one- center case, the application of the proposed relationship to the particular cases of
the monomial and Gaussian function has allowed us to obtain exact closed relationships in good agreement with those obtained by alternative procedures published elsewhere [2,12]. For the two-center case, although we still have a double finite sum,
they seem to be more simple and compact than those derived by Nishikawa [3]. Anyway, we have given some new formulas that have not been derived previously. The
method is quite general and needs the specification of the particular operator function
only at the final step of the calculation.

TABLE I.

Two-center integrals for some important operator functions.
o(m\f(XE)\n)E

V 2 ( l Y-f ff
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Pitofoelectroii Spectra of Some Compounds
Containing the TrifSuoromethyl Group
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Abstract
The Hel and Hell photoelectron spectra of CF3C1, CF3Br, CF3I, CF3CCH, CF3CC13,
CF3COOH, CF 3 COOCH 3 , CF 3 COOCF 3 , CF 3 COCH 2 COCH 3 , (CF 3 ) 2 CHOH,
CF3CH2OH, trifluoromethyltoluene, and 2,4,6-tris(trifluoromethyl)-l,3,5-triazine
have been recorded under low and high resolution. Special attention has been paid to
ionizations arising from MO'S with a significant contribution of fluorine atomic orbitals. Hell/Hel intensity comparisons were also useful in the assignment of "CF3group orbitals." The results indicate that the electronic structure of the CF3 group
remains rather unaffected by the rest of the molecule.
Introduction
During our previous studies of chlorotrifluoromethane [1] and bromo- and iodotrifluoromethane [2], we noticed the similarity of their photoelectron (PE) spectra in
the region of ionization energies (£,) between 15 and 25 eV. The peaks appearing
in this region were mostly caused by ionizations from the fluorine lone pair or "CF
bonding orbitals." Considering also the high electron affinity of fluorine atoms and
the inductive and "perfluoro" effects of this group on other peaks, it seemed worthwhile to study the electronic structure of the CF3 group in some detail. Since the PE
spectra of many compounds containing the CF, group have been recorded so far, the
development of a simple approach to identify the "CF3 ionizations" in the spectra
might also be of help for future assignments.
Experimental
The PE spectra were recorded on a Vacuum Generators UV-G3 instrument [3] in
the energy range from 8 to 25 eV using Hel and Hell excitation. Small amounts of
xenon and argon were added to the sample flow for calibration purposes. The sample
compounds, commercially available, were used without further purification.
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Results and Discussion
The molecules studied are grouped according to their symmetry properties. The
first group (Fig. 1) consists of the following molecules: CF3H, CF3C1, CF3Br, CF3I,
CF3CCH, and CF,CC13. The orbital energies of fluoroform [4,5], chlorotrifluoromethane [1,6], bromo- and iodo-trifluoromethane [2], l,l,l-trichloro-2,2,
2-trifluoroetane and trifluoromethylacetylene [7] have been derived from the Hel
and Hell PE spectra on the basis of Koopmans' approximation. The Hel and Hell PE
spectra of CF3CC13 are shown in Figure 2, with the vertical ionization energies
(±0.05 eV) and assignments indicated. The assignment can be obtained by comparison with the PE spectra of CF3C1 [1,6,8], chlorofluoroethanes [8], and Hell/Hel
intensity considerations. The molecular conformation in the gas phase is assumed to
be either staggered or eclipsed (both belonging to the C3v point group). The chlorine
lone pair ionizations correspond to peaks at 11.79 eV (2A2), 12.34 eV (2/i, + 2E) and
13.26 eV (2E). The same order of lone pair ionizations is observed for CHCI3 [4],
indicating that the CF3 group shifts all chlorine lone pair ionizations by approximately
0.3 eV to higher ionization energies. The shoulder at 15.55 eV corresponds to ionization from the CC1 bonding orbital of e symmetry. The peaks at 15.85, 16.72, and
17.44 eV can be assigned to predominantly fluorine lone pair orbitals a2, e, and e, respectively. The peak at 19.17 eV corresponds to ionization from the CC/CC1 bonding
orbital a,. The structure at 20.8 eV and 21.7 eV can be assigned to CF/«F orbitals
a, + e and the CC bonding orbital a,, respectively. The 24.6 eV maximum corresponds to ionization from the predominantly CC 2s bonding orbital a,. The assignment of the CF3CCH spectrum has been given [7]. The Hel PE spectra of the other
two compounds CF3CH3 and CF3CF3 with ionization energies of 13.8 (CC),
14.5 (CH), 16.0, 16.7, 18.8, and 20.0 eV and 14.6 (CC), 16.0, 16.3, 17.2, 17.7, and
18.5 eV, respectively, reported by Sandorfy and coworkers [8] correlate nicely wiih
the spectra of the remaining compounds.
In the second group of compounds, the orbital energies of trifluoroacetic acid
and its methyl ester, hexafluoroacetone, trifluoromethylacetylacetone, 1,1,1,3,3,3hexafluoro-2-propanol, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, trifluoromethyl-benzene, and 2,4,6tris(trifluoromethyl)-l,3,5-triazine have been derived from the PE spectra of these
compounds on the basis of Koopmans' approximation (Fig. 1). The PE spectra of
these compounds have already been reported [9-17]. The 2,4,6-tris(trifluoromethyI)1,3,5-triazine has not been studied yet by PE spectroscopy (Fig. 3); only the first £",
has been reported [18].
In all the compounds studied (Fig. 1), several peaks were found due to ionizafions
from MO'S with significant contribution of the fluorine atomic orbitals. Hell/Hel intensity considerations were helpful for assignment purposes, since for MO'S with predominantly fluorine AO contributions, the relative ionization cross sections increase
on going from Hel to Hell excitation [1,2]. The fluoroform molecule can be taken as
the prototype of the trifluoromethyl group. Five peaks in its PE spectrum can be
attributed to orbitals localized mainly on the CF3 group. These are the a2 + e + e +
ax fluorine lone pairs (%) and the ax + e CF bonding orbitals, although some CF/%
mixing can be expected. These "CF, group orbitals" seem to be transferable to other
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Figure 1. Correlation diagram of "CF, group orbital" energies based on PE spectra of the
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molecules with CF, groups as seen in the PE spectra. On replacing hydrogen with
halogen, inductive shifts of the CF, group are observed that can be rationalized as being caused by different electronegativities of the halogen atoms. The quasidegenerate
20.5 eV peak in CF3H+(2,A + 2E) is split into two peaks by halogen introduction,
whereas the mean value of the two peak energies is also shifted towards lower ionization energies by up to 0.6 eV, probably due to many-body effects [7,19j. Additional
systems in the PE spectra of CF3CCH and CF,CC1, arise from ionizations of CC/CH
or CC/CC1 bonding orbitais in the proximity of the "CF, group orbitais." The ionization energies of "CF, group orbitais" in the CF,CCH and CF3CC13 are close (within
±0.25 eV) to those observed in the PE spectra of CF,H and CF3C1 respectively, thus
indicating that only a small average inductive potential of the rest of the molecule
perturbs the "CF, group peaks." This notion is further supported by the quasidegeneracy of the 2A + 2E peak at approximately 20.7 eV (similar to that in CF,H). The PE
peaks above 25 eV may be assigned to predominantly carbon 2s orbitais and are
therefore left out of consideration, especially in view of the breakdown of Koopmans' approximation in this region. When the CF, group is attached to larger molecular frames, the "CF, group peaks" become progressively less discernible. Many
additional spectral features appear in this region owing to ionizations from the orbitais situated predominantly on the main molecular frame (Fig. 1). Nevertheless,
two ranges of ionization energies (15-17.5 eV and 20-21.3 eV) can be observed in
the PE spectra within which ionizations from such "CF3 group orbitais" are found. In
the first range, peaks owing to fluorine lone pair ionizations can be correlated. The
second range involves CF/«F bonding orbital ionizations. Evidence for these "CF,
ionizations" can be seen, for example, in the PE spectra of CF3CN, CF3CCCN, and
CF,CONH, [19]; (CF,)2CCC(OR)2, (CF3),CCC(CF3)2, (CF3)2CCO, and (CF,),CCS
[20]; or CF3I, CF3CF2I, CF3CF,CF2I, and CF3CH2I [21].
In conclusion, these qualitative results indicate that the electronic structure of the
tnfluoromethyl substituent remains rather unaffected by the rest of the molecule.
However, one must bear in mind that the Koopmans' approximation fails badly in the
region of ionization energies £, > 16 eV [7,221. The systems in the PE spectra can
have a high contribution of satellite lines of comparable intensity whose appearance
is due to multiple electron transitions. In short, familiar one-electron language becomes inadequate for our purposes.
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Transition to Global Stochastkily in a Driven Morse
Oscillator
J.M. YUAN AND YAN GU*
Department of Physics and Atmospheric Science, Drexel University. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Abstract
We studied the IR multiphton excitation and dissociation process of a Morse oscillator driven by an external sinusoidal field. Primary resonances and an infinite
sequence of secondary resonances have been found that can be analyzed by using
Chirikov's nonlinear resonance theory. The transition threshold to global stochasticity
is also estimated based on the overlap criterion. Above the threshold dynamical flows
are slowed down by the presence of canton, as clearly demonstrated by the timedependent dissociation rates calculated for several ensembles of initial points. A scaling law is found in the vicinity of the threshold with a critical exponent in close
agreement with that predicted for the standard map.
1. Introduction
Nonlinear dynamical techniques have recently found wide applications in the
reasearch fields of science [1], engineering, medicine, and other branches of knowledge. Most of these fields deal with macroscopic phenomena. But it is, of course,
well-known that molecular vibrational motion is anharmonic, and thus nonlinear;
therefore, some jf the rich, unusual phenomena [1] seen in a typical nonlinear system
should also show up in molecular systems and at the microscopic level.
The system of interest in this report is a Morse oscillator driven by an infrared field
[2-4]. We investigated how instability appears as a molecule is pumped increasingly
harder by the external field. Eventually the instability becomes so widespread in the
phase space that most trajectories originated in phase space corresponding to fieldfree bound states lead to dissociation [5].
Of course, real molecules are not Morse oscillators. But since exact solutions also
exist for the quantum version of the Morse problem, a close and rigorous comparison
between the classical and quantum behavior can therefore be made. Such a comparison is expected to lead to interesting results, as seen in other investigations (4,6-9],
including dissipative nonlinear systems [10-12]. In the latter cases, however, ©tie
often needs to couple a molecular system with a bath in a quantum treatment. This
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makes rigorous comparison between classical and quantum dynamical behavior much
more difficult.
The objectives of the present report are to study the transition to global stochasticity [13] of a driven Morse oscillator system and to give some quantitative measure of
the effects of canton [14-16] above the threshold of transition. All are based on classical mechanics, but in choosing the properties for calculations [5] we always have a
later quantum comparison in mind.
In the second section we shall present the equations and relations used in our calculations. Results and a discussion appear in Section 3 and a summary in Section 4.
2. Laser-induced Dissociation of a Morse Oscillator
We investigate in this section the changes of nonlinear resonance structures of a
Morse oscillator driven by an external field as field amplitude varies. Special attention will be paid to the dissociation dynamics of the oscillator as affected by such
changes. The Hamiltonian of the driven system can be written as
H = p2/2fi

+ D(l - e~a{r' r <f - sir - re) cos a>ft,

(1)

if we consider a classical field.
By introducing the dimensionless variables defined by
x

= i _ e-*'-'*>

v = p/V2Dfi
A = e/(2Da)
il = fV/i/2D/a
T = aVW/fit,

(2)

we can rewrite the Hamiltonian (1) as
HA = H/D = x2 + y2 + 2A In (1 - JC) cos HT .

(3)

For the purpose of nonlinear resonance analysis [13], it is more convenient to use the
action-angle variables (/ and 6) that are related to x and y through the following transformation relations [5]:
x = (E + VE COS 0)/(l + VI
y = -(oVE

cos 6)

sin 6/(1 + VE COS (?).

(4)

In Eq. (4) £ and o> are the dimensionless energy and natural frequency of the fieldfree Morse oscillator, which can be expressed in terms of action / as
E = 2/ - I2

(o = dE/dl = 2(1 - /) = 2Vl - E .

i5)

By using the new variables and the Fourier series expansion of the logarithm term,
we can write HA in the following form [5]:
HA = E - 24 £ / , (£) cos nd cos Sir,

(6)
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where /„(£) is given by
fo(E) = In {[1 + V l - £]/[2(l - £)]}
/„(£•) = - ( 2 / « ) { - V E / [ l + V l - £]}".

(7)

The primary resonances between the Morse oscillator and the field are given by the
stationary phase of the Hamiltonian (6), that is,
n w ( £ ) ± f t = 0.

(8)

The half-width of a resonance domain is found to be [13]
(9)
in which E is determined by Eq. (8). Therefore, the width is proportional to the
square root of the driving amplitude. As a result resonance domains tend to overlap
with each other as field strength increases, which in turn brings in the stochastic instability of the flows.
3. Results and Discussions
In the calculations presented below we choose ft = 0.9, which is red-shifted from
the harmonic frequency of the Morse oscillator (which has been set to unity). This
choice of the driving frequency gives nearly the optimal pumping of the system. The
origin of the primary resonances, at/H = 1/n, predicted by Eq. (8) is easy to understand. They are due to the anharmonicity of the Morse oscillator. It is clear from
Eq. (5) that since the natural frequency decreases as the energy increases, we can
always find a classical energy E for which the natural frequency is equal to ft/n. But
whether we can find trajectories converging to them is determined by their positions
and widths. If two resonance domains overlap, trajectories initialized in each domain
may no longer be trapped in its domain. Excursion into the other domain is possible,
and in fact trajectories may often become stochastic.
As an illustration of this phenomenon, we show in Figure 1 Poincar6 surfaces of a
section of 14 trajectories of system (3) for A = 0.025. The labels on the right-hand
side of the graph show mat we have found the domains of 1:1 and 1:2 resonances.
But the 1:3 or any 1 :n resonance with n greater than 3 has not been found. The
widths of the 1:1 and 1:2 resonances in Figure 1 are approximately given by
Eq. (9). Equations (8) and (9) also predict that for this value of A, 1:2 and 1:3 resonances overlap with each other already. This explains why the 1:3 resonance domain
has not been found. We also do not expect any \:n(n > 3) resonances to be found,
for they are all squeezed between is = 0.8 and 1.0 and thus overlap with one another.
Also shown in Figure 1 are a sequence of secondary resonances, n/(n + 1), generated through the interaction between the 1:1 and 1:2 resonances. The winding numbers and positions of these resonances can also be predicted analytically by using the
resonance theory [5,13].
Furthermore by using Eqs. (3) and (9) we can predict theoretically the threshold
value of die field strength at which the global stochasticity sees in. It is based on the
application of Chirikov's overlap criterion to 1:1 and 1:2 resonances. The predicted
value is Af"° * 0.0605. As explained by Chirikov [13] it is just a rough upper brand
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1/1

0.0

-1.0

1.0

Figure 1. Surface of section of 14 trajectories for a driven Morse oscillator with ft = 0.9
sod A = 0.025. The winding numbers for some of the resonances are given.

of the true value. To see what to expect above Ate threshold of the global stochasticity, we show in Figure 2 a distribution of trajectories intialized at a very small box
located at £ = 0.2717 and 0 = 0 after 400 iterations. To be exact, the results presented in Figure 2 are not obtained by solving the Hamilton's equations of motion of
system (3) but a close analogue of it, the periodical kick model. In the latter we have
replaced the sinusoidal term of Eq. (3) by a sequence of 8 impulses. The periodical
kick model speeds up the calculation considerably (about 100 times) and gives qualitatively the same results. This is shown in Ref. 5.
Also shown in Figure 1 is a bounding torus (between 4:5 and 5:6 resonances) that
separates the lower energy domain from the higher one. This irrational KAM circle
[14,15] is particularly interesting. Numerically we show mat it breaks up at Af""* **
0.0292. But still forms a partial barrier to the trajectory flows and is called the cantorus [14—16]. This obstruction effect to the flows is illustrated in Figure 3, where we
have plotted the dissociation rates as functions of time for ensembles of trajectories
with different initial energies. We see in mis figure that dissociation rales quickly
converge to the same rate after about 500 iterations. This demonstrates clearly the
presence of the canton in me phase space. For a driving strength above the threshold
value the dynamic flows can only pass through the gaps in the ctnfori, sometimes
called the turnstiles. This bottleneck effect causes the dissociation rates of different
ensembles to converge into the same value. The results of Figure 3 « also obtained
by using the periodical kick model. To reexamine Figure 2 oae can almost see te
partial terrier (formed by the discontinuous distribution of points) that separates the
trajectories mat are quickly moving toward fee dissociation continuum w d those that
are still napped below.
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0.0

-1.0
Figure 2. Diffusion of an ensemble of 1000 trajectories initialized in a small region
located at £ = 0.2717 and 6 = 0. Results are obtained by using the periodical kick model
after 400 iterations with the field strength fixed well above the threshold, and ft = 0.9.

3000
Figure 3. Dissociation rate as a function of time for ensembles of 3.6 x 10s trajectories
with initial points uniformly distributed in small squares located at # * 0 and (a) £ =
0.04145; (b) E = 0.1985; (c) E = 0.2717; and (d) E * 0.4077. Pkmeiers w ss gives la
Figure 2.
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According to the transport theory of the Hamiltonian systems the flux through the
turnstiles satisfies a universal scaling law. This was tested in our model for ensembles
of trajectories, and the following relation has been found:
T1/2 = const(/i - A f ) " \

(10)

where r,/2 is the dissociation half-life, and y\ is equal to 3.01, which is in very good
agreement with the 3.0117 value predicted for the standard map by the scaling theory
for a torus with a winding number equal tc a noble frequency [14].
4. Summary
We have studied the driven Morse oscillator problem as a prototype of the multiphoton molecular dissociation processes. By calculating classical trajectories we have
found two primary resonance domains and an infinite sequence of secondary resonances as a result of the interaction between the two primary resonances. Overlapping of these resonance domains causes the destruction of KAM tori and transition to
global stochasticity occurs as extensive overlapping takes place when field amplitude
increases above a certain threshold. Above this threshold cantori exist that form
partial barriers to the dynamic flows. We have calculated the time-dependent dissociation rates for various initial energies and shown that in the long-time limit all
dissociation rates converge to nearly the same rate. This is clearly due to the existence of cantori. A scaling law in the vicinity of the threshold has also been determined.
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Approach to Equilibrium and Lyaptmov Converters
JURAJ KUMlCAK* AND ERKK1 BRANDAS
Department of Quantum Chemistry, University of Uppsala, Box 518. S-751 20 Uppsala, Sweden

Investigations of general properties of time evolution of both classical and quantum
systems show that the evolution is reversible, and, if there is an approach to equilibrium, it is possible only in the sense of weak convergence and necessarily in both
directions of time.
In this connection attempts to derive irreversibility and the approach to equilibrium
in the sense of strong convergence and without any loss of information are discussed.
These attempts consist in finding an invertible operator called Lyapunov converter
(LC) that should map the reversible group evolution of, e.g., distribution functions
into the evolution of some other functions governed by contractive irreversible semigroups. It is usually stated, see, e.g., formulation of the Brussels school, that the existence of an LC is a sufficient condition for the approach of a system to equilibrium
and that this is connected to irreversibility. However, as is well known, it is only the
restriction of a group into an isometric semigroup that can really be mapped onto a
contractive semigroup by the LC. Such a map then ensures an approach to equilibrium
in both directions of time.
The example of the group of iscmetric shifts U(t)f(x) = f(x + /), which can be
mapped onto a strictly contractive semigroup associated with a one-dimensional diffusion process, shows that even a group evolution not approaching the equilibrium
distribution can be mapped onto a pair of strictly contractive semigroups. Thus the
existence of an LC is not sufficient to prove the approach to equilibrium, nor is it able
to explain the origin of irreversibility.
The Lyapunov converters, mapping the restrictions of the group corresponding to
the different directions of time, are not equal, which shows that the map necessarily
implies loss of information with respect to the information contained in the group description.
In view of the statements given above, an alternative approach is proposed based
on spectral properties of the generator of the group. The relevant spectral criteria for
the approach of both classical and quantum ensembles to equilibrium are given, and
the decisive role of loss of information (caused by coarse graining) in obtaining
stronger variants of convergence are emphasized.
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It is shown that the necessary prerequisite for the derivation of the approach lo
equilibrium is the restriction of a unitary group, describing the evolution, to an isometric semigroup corresponding to the chosen direction of time. The asymmetry between initial and any other state—consisting in different levels of information needed
to prepare the states—is proposed as an adequate explanation of irreversibility.
The importance of the method of complex scaling in this context is discussed, and
its application in proving some important spectral properties in quantal Hamiltonian
formulation is stressed.
For more details see Ref. 1.
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Rayleigh-Schnklinger Perturbation Expansions for a
Hydrogen Atom in a Polynomial Perturbation
EDWARD R. VRSCAY
Department of Applied Mathematics, Faculty of Mathematics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo,
/
Ontario, Canada N2L 3GJ

Rayleigh-Schrodinger (RS) perturbation expansions for the eigenvalues £NLM(A)
of a hydrogen atom in the general polynomial perturbation V(r) = akr + bk2r 2,
a,b > 0, are studied. When a1 = b, the ground state energy is exactly E(k) =
1/2 + (3/2)aA, i.e., the RS series is truncated. In the case a2 > 2b, the RS series is
negative Stieltjes.
In general, when A < 0, a well of depth w = —a2/(4b) (note the A independence)
is situated at rw = a/(2b\k\). When a2 > 2b/N2, a tunnelling of the wave function 4>NLM(A) is possible between the double wells, creating a pair of asmptotically
degenerate eigenstates separated by a "gap" A£(A). The large order behavior of the
RS coefficients E^lM may be computed from a dispersion formula involving A£(A). A
Bender-Wu-type formula, EM - (-l) n+1 ACT(/i + a), where A, C, and a are constants, is obtained. In the limit b —* 0, this formula reduces to the BW formula for
the charmonium problem [1]. For excited states, stricter inequalities must be obeyed
for Stieltjes behavior. The E(^[M may be calculated either numerically or in closed
form via the "50(4,2) Lis algebraic technology" for such hydrogenic problems.
A more complete description of this study will appear in the International Journal
of Quantum Chemistry.
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Quantum Chemical Calculations on Ion Pairs. II.
Structure of Haloacetic Acids in Aqueous Solution
RENATO R. CONTRERAS*
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences, University of Chile, Casilla 653-Santiago, Chile, and
Universidad F. Santa Maria, Casilla IIO-V, Valparaiso, Chile

ARIE AJZMAN*
Universidad F. Santa Maria, Casilla 110-V. Valparaiso, Chile

DEMI AN MORALES and MARIA E. LLANOS
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences, University of Chile, Casilla 653-Santiago, Chile

It has been recently postulated, on the basis of experimental results, that the moderately strong acid behavior displayed by the haloacetic acids in aqueous solution is
mainly due to an unusual ion pairing process in which the proton is associated with
the halogen moiety of the molecule [1]. It has been further suggested that the anomalously positive entropy variations for stronger acids are a manifestation of enhanced
solvation of the undissociated acid species, and the existence of ion pair complexes
were consistent with this suggestion [2,3].
Since in the last few years we have been involved in the development of continuum models of solvent effects to be used in the calculation of reaction path of
processes in solution [4-6], we decided to apply the reaction field model of solvent
effects, within a mixed continuum-discrete scheme, to the analysis of the different minima present in the free energy surface for the solution dissociation reaction in
this series.
Based on our preliminary calculations, the following relevant results have been obtained:
(1) The moderately strong acid behavior of the haloacetic acid series in water appears to be related to the strong stabilization of the undissociated zwitterior-ic form
owing to its large solvation free energy.
(2) The most stable ion pair complexes display a structure in which the hydrated
proton (H3O*), is associated with the halogen end of the anion rather than the expected ion pair structure with the proton associated with the carboxylic moiely of the
molecule, confirming the experimental-based suggestions of Bonner et al. [1].
(3) The correct trend in the pKA variations (CH2XCOOH: CHF2COOH; CF3COOH;
X = F, Cl) has been qualitatively reproduced by the reaction field calculations.
The present preliminary results, although encouraging, do not allow a full discussion of the thermodynamics of the acid-base equilibrium in a more quantitative way.
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Work along this line is in progress, and complete results will soon be submitted for
publication in this Journal.
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Ait Exact Projection Method for the
Lowest Eigenstate of Singular Multidimensional
Schrodinger Equations
DANIEL BESSIS* AND CARLOS R. HANDY
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School of Mathematics, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332

For the general Schrodinger equation, with totally unbounded potential, one can
single-out the ground state equation in an exact manner: the Schrodinger equation is
replaced by an infinite set of hierarchical inequalities fulfilled by the moments of the
ground state solution. Each of the inequalities provide upper and lower bounds to the
ground state eigenvalue. These bounds improve rapidly with the number of inequalities considered. Furthermore, we show that these inequalities define convex sets in
the appropriate space: the problem can therefore be reformulated in terms of linear
programming. This makes our program highly practical. A more complete desertp\ -tkm of this study has been submitted to Physical Review A.
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Computation, and Lowdin Rational Approximants
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Lowdin's inner projection [1] provides very good bounds for a number of Hamiltonians. Last year [2] a renormalized version of the same technique was shown to yield
spectacular results even for a one-dimensional reference manifold.
First, we study systematically the quartic, sextic, and octic anharmonic oscillators
with multidimensional manifolds. Good results are obtained even for the difficult
octic case. A scaling transformation followed by an optimization condition yields an
exact relationship between a renormalized coupling constant, K, and the actual one,
/?. Symbolic computation [3] allows us to express the Lowdin rational approximates
explicitly in terms of the trial input energy variable e and K.
As an illustration, consider the quartic anharmonic oscillator £ = p2 + x2 + fix4.
The renormalization rela ' .ijhip is (3/3)2(l — if)3 = K 2 . For a three-dimensional
manifold, we input the scai.d , sriational energy e = 1 — 1/4K. The lower bound is

ELB = 0 - * r " V where
W

1732608 + 3208320K - 211408K 2 - 336652K 3 -I- 20497K 4 ~ ' '
216576 + 455184K + 91882K 2 - 13012K3 + 319K 4

176K5

As /3 -• 2o, K -* 1. In this limit,
w =

4413189
Oi/v//

= 0.734602:

Exact result * 0.735214:

Error =» -0.083%

Js£

We intend to publish a complete description of the study in the Journal of Mathematical Physics or Physical Review A.
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Many-body Studies of the Structure and Spectra
ofCO 3
SYLVIO CANUTO* AND GEERD H. F. DffiRCKSEN
Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Physik und Astrophysik, Insfimt fur Astrophysik, Karl-Schwarschild-Strasse 1
D-8046 Garching bei Munchen, Federal Republic of Germany

The CO3 molecule was first produced [1] in a gas phase reaction between O(ID)
and CO2. It has not been possible so far to characterize reliably its ground state
geometry [2-5], but it appears to have a singlet ground state [3] with C2v symmetry
[6-8] with a cyclic structure formed by a carbonyl bond and two symmetrically
equivalent single bonds. In our studies a full geometry optimization in the fourthorder MBPT approximation limited to single and double substitutions has been performed using a double-zeta plus polarization basis set. The results [9] are found to be
very dependent on correlation, and at the highest level considered we find a C = O
bond very close to the carbonyl bond in cyclopropanone and a weak bond between
the two symmetrically equivalent oxygen atoms.
Besides being of astrophysical interest [10], CO3 participates as an intermediate in
several chemical reactions. We have also considered CO2 + O(1D) —*• CO 3 and
CO3 + CO —* 2CO2, obtaining the energies involved in both processes at the level
of full fourth-order MBPT approximation with inclusion of all single, double, triple,
and quadruple substitutions [9].
In addition polarization propagator calculations at different levels of excitations
with a double-zeta plus diffuse and polarization basis set have been performed on the
Jide compound, CO3, to characterize its low-lying excited states.
A more detailed report of this investigation including results for the dipoie polarizabilities and an analysis of the order-by-order correlation contribution to the geometry
and energies is in preparation [9] and will be published in due course.
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Preliminary Report on a Local-density Functional
Study of Polysilane Chains
J. W. MINTMIRE
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5000

Polysilane systems are of current theoretical interest [1-4] for a broad range of reasons. Polysilane chains of the form H—(SiH2)n — H may provide a model of certain
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) prepared by plasma deposition or chemical
vapor deposition techniques [2]. In their own right, polysilane chains and substituted
polysilane chains [H—(SiR 2 ) n —H] have several potential technological applications
[5], for example, as silicon carbide precursors, as photoinitiators for polymerization,
and as photoresists in photolithography. Some of the topics for possible useful theoretical study suggested by recent experimental work [6] are the strong dependence
on conformation of the electronic absorption observed in the near ultraviolet (uv) as
well as the mechanism of the photoscission and of polysilane chains under exposure
to =250 nm ultraviolet radiation. The absorption threshold in uv of a range of disubstituted polysilanes is found to decrease in energy with both increasing molecular
weight (approaching an asymptotic limit around 50 monomers per chain) as well as
with increasing substituent size. The absorption, fluorescence, and phosphorescence
data suggest that photoexcitation may result in a localized triplet defect state that
leads to silicon-silicon bond scission.
We have begun a theoretical study of the electronic structure of these polysilane
systems using our previously developed linear combination of atomic orbitals localdensity functional (LCAO-LDF) method for c*.ain polymers [7]. As a first step, we have
partially optimized the geometry of the unsubstituted polysilane chain and the
dimethyl-substituted polysilane chain [henceforth denoted (Si2H4)n and (Si2Me4)n, respectively]. These initial calculations were performed using relatively small basis
sets: dsAp for silicon, 4s2p for carbon, and 2s for hydrogen. The following constraints on geometry were also imposed in this work:
(1) All bond angles were fixed at tetrahedral bond angles, and die chain backbone
was chosen as a planar zig-zag conformation with all Si—Si bond lengths equal.
(2) All C—H bond lengths were fixed at 1.08 A.
(3) All Si—H bond lengths were fixed ai 1.42 A. This choice was obtained by optimizing the bond lengths of a Si4H8 cluster using standard Hartree-Fock techniques
[8] with an STO-3G basis set and fixing all bond angles at tetrahedral bond angles.
Within these constraints, minimization of the total energy for both the (Si2H4)ra ami
(Si2Me4)B chains resulted in bond lengths of 2.45 A for the Si—Si bonds. For die
dimethyl-substituted chains, the Si—C bond lengths were found to be —1.96 A. For
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unsubstituted polysilane we find a direct band gap of 3.3 eV. Typically local-density
functional band structure methods underestimate the band gap by 30-50% (see
Ref. 7); thus our calculated band £>p would be consistent with an experimental gap
of ==4.7-6.6 eV. Similarly our calculated direct band gap of 2.5 eV for the dimethylsubstituted polysilane chain would be consistent with an experimental gap of
~3.6-5.0 eV. This range is consistent with the gap expected from experimental absorption spectra data for the dimethyl-substituted polysilane [6] of 4.2 eV.
Our preliminary results suggest that a full understanding of the properties and behavior of the alkyl- and aryl-substituted polysilanes will require studies of substituted
systems: unsubstituted polysilane chains will not be able to describe substituent effects present in these systems. For example, our (Si2Me4)n results suggest that localized excitonic states constructed from electron-hole pairs arising from direct
transitions other than the excitation between states immediately above and below
the Fermi level may play an important role in the photoscission process experimentally observed in these materials [6]. Further work on these systems will require the
relaxation of the constraints on basis sets and geometry. Our results could overestimate the Si—Si bond length by as much as 0.1 A because of the small basis set size
and the lack of d functions in the orbital basis. Calculations using Hartree-Fock techniques [9] indicate that the inclusion of d functions (by going from a 3-21G to a
3-21G* basis set) decreases the Si—Si bond length of disilane by 0.041 A. Relaxation of the constraint to tetrahedral bond angles will also be necessary, since recent
ab initio [1] and semiempirical [2] studies of unsubstituted polysilane predict
Si—Si—Si bond angles of ~ 118-119°, with a concomitant reduction of the band
gap [2] of roughly 1 eV. Finally, recent experimental work [10] suggests the frequent
occurrence of helical conformations in these systems; we are currently developing an
implementation of the LCAO-LDF method to treat helical chains.
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Experimental and Theoretical Studies of
the Stabilities and Infrared Spectra of the
Cytosine Tautomers
J6ZEF S. KWIATKOWSKI
Institute of Physics, N. Copernicus University, 87-100 Torun, Poland

WILLIS B. PERSON, KRYSTYNA SZCZEPANIAK, AND MARIAN
SZCZE^NIAK*
Department of Chemistry, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611

Infrared spectra of cytosine molecules isolated in low-temperature matrices have
been measured [1], and comparison of these spectra with those for several derivatives
of cytosine has been made [2,3]. An analysis of the spectra shows that the isolated
cytosine molecules exist in an equilibrium between two tautomers—amino-oxo(o)
and amino-hydroxy(/t)— with perference for the latter (tautomeric constant
Kt{h/o) s 2-3). The imino-oxo(i) tautomer of cytosine, which is postulated to be
important in spontaneous point mutations, has not been detected. Considering the
sensitivity of the experimental measurement, we presume that the concentration of
this form, if present at all, is less than about 3%.
Quantum-mechanical studies have been devoted to interpretation of the infrared
spectra of the h and o tautomers of cytosine as well as to estimation of the tautomeric
stabilities of different tautomers of the isolated cytosine molecule [1,2,4]. The vibrational spectra (frequencies, intensities) have been calculated at the SCF level using a
3-21G basis set at the 3-21G optimized geometries of the tautomers. The calculated
frequencies and itensities for in-plane and out-of-plane modes agree well enough with
the corresponding experimental values to provide a basis for preliminary assignments. The zero-point vibrational contribution AE"*^ has beenestimatea~lo"Be"
—2 kJ moF 1 . The estimation of the relative internal energies AE0^ for different tautomers included several contributions: relative SCF energies (6-31G*//3-21G), relative electron correlation energies ( M B P T ( 2 ) / 6 - 3 1 G * / / 3 - 2 1 G ) , and relative zero-point
vibrational energies (AEV^O)). The AE^B value for h and o tautomers was calculated
to be equal to — 1 kJ moP 1 , whereas that for tautomers o and i was about 6 kJ moF 1
(without consideration of the A£*j*0) contribution) with preference for the o tautomer.
These results are in contrast to experimental studies of stabilities of cytosine tautomers in polar solvents, where K,(o/i) = lO'-lO5. This observation also indicates
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that the relative stability of o and i tautomers of cytosine is very sensitive to the polarity of the environment of cytosine and may have important biological implications.
The full text of the paper will be published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society [2].
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Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Tautomers
of Nucleic Acid Bases
WILLIS B. PERSON, KRYSTYNA SZCZEPANIAK, MARIAN SZCZESN1AK,*
JOZEF S. KWIATKOWSKI,** AND LUIS HERNANDEZ
Department of Chemistry, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 326]]

Recent experimental studies of the infrared spectra of the nucleic acid bases isolated in inert rare gas matrices have established the tautomeric forms that exist in
equilibrium for these isolated bases. Here we shall review these results and compare
recent ab initio calculations of relative stabilities with the experimental observations.
A more detailed review of these rcsuhs will be provided elsewhere i ^ j .
The experimental studies show that isolated uracil [2,3] and thy mine (2,4] exist
only in the oxo form. Adenine is also found only in the amino form (5J. The biologically important cytidine analogue, 1-methylcytosine, is also found to exist only in the
amino-oxo tautomeric form {6]. These results all agree with earlier studies of tautomerism of the bases in solution [7]:
However, isolated cytosine molecules exist in both amino-oxo and amino-hydroxy
forms [8], with the latter form predominating. Isolated guanine exists in tautomeric
equilibrium between amino-oxo and amino-hydroxy tautomeric forms, both for
N(7)H and N(9)H tautomers of the imidazole ringlSMOj. The isolated biologically
important guanine analogues 9-methylguanine [9,11] and 9-ethylguanine [12] are
found in tautomeric equilibrium between amino-oxo and amino-hydroxy tautomeric
forms, with the latter form predominating. The tatter results all are different from
those reported previously from solution studies [7] and indicate a remarkable sensitivity
of the equilibria of cytosine and guanine molecules to the nature of the environment.
Quantum-mechanical estimations [8c, 13] of the relative stabilities of the tautomers
of the bases have been made by calculation of the several contributions to the relative
energies at the SCF level (with 6-31G* basis set at 3-21G optimized geometries),
electron correlation energies [ M B P T ( 2 ) / 6 - 3 1 G * / / 3 - 2 1 G ] , and zero-point vibrationai
frequencies. These calculations show that die internal energies of two tautomers (aminooxo and amino-hydroxy) of cytosine and also of guanine are nearly the same, in
approximate agreement with the experimental results. A similar estimation [Sc]
shows that the relative energy of the imino-oxo tautomer of cytosine, which is important from the point of view of the theory of point mutation, is only about 6 kJ moF 1
higher than that of the amino-oxo form. These estimations for cytosine and guauiue
tautomers are in contrast with the predictions for uracil (thymine) for which the reia'Permanent address: Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, 02-688 Warszawa, Poland.
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tive energy of the hydroxy tautomer is about 63 kJ mol"1 higher than that for
the oxo tautomer.
The most important conclusion from these studies is that guanine and cytosine behave much differently with respect to the sensitivity of their tautomeric equilibria to
their environment than do uracil, thymine, and adenine. We believe these results may
have profound genetic implications.
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